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Art. I. Lalla RooUi ,- an Oriental Romance. By Thomas
Moore, ^to. pp. 405. London, 1817.

THERE is a great deal of our recent poetry derived from the

East : But this is the finest orientalism we have had yet.

The land of the Sun has never shone out so brightly on the

childi'en of the North—nor the sweets of Asia been poured forth,

nor her gnrgeousness displayed so profusely to the deh'ghted

senses of Europe. The beauteous forms, the dazzling splen-

dours, the breathing odours of the East, seem at last to have

found a kindred poet in that Green Isle of the West, whose Ge-
nius has long been suspected to be derived from a warmer clime,

and now vi^antons and luxuriates in these voluptuous regions, as

if it felt ti)at it had at length regained its native element. It

is amazing, indeed, how much at home Mr Moore seems to be

in India, Persia, and Arabia ; and how purely and strictly A-
siatic all the colouring and imagery of his book appears. He is

thoroughly embued with the character of the scenes to which

he transports us ; and yet the extent of his knowledge is less

wonderful than the dexterity and apparent facility with which

he has turned it to account in the elucidation and embellishment

of his poetry. There is not a simile or description, a name,

a trait of history, or allusion of romance which belongs to Eu-

ropean experience ; or does not indicate an entire familiarity

with the hfe, nature, and learning of the East. Nor are those

barbaric ornaments thinly scattered to make up a show. They

are showered lavishly over all the work ; and form, perhaps too

much, the staple of the poetry—and the riches of that which is

chiefly distinguished for its richness. We would confine this

remark, however, to the descriptions of exierr^al objects, and the

TOL. XXIX. NO. 57. A
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allusions to literature and history—to what may be termed the
materiel of the poetry before us. The characters and sentiments

are of a difTerent order. They cnnnot, indeed, be said to be
copies of European nature; but they are still less like that of
any other rrjjion. They are, in truih, poetical imaginations ;

—

but it is to the poetry of rafional, honourable, considerate, and'
humane Europe, that tliey belong—and not to the childishness,

cruelly, and proflinraey oi Asia. S"" far as we have yet seen,

there is no sound sense, firmness of purpose, or principled jrood-

ne^s, except among the natives of Europe, and their genuine
descendants.

There is something very extraordinary, we think, in the work
before us—and snmethin r which indicates in the author, not

only a great exuberance of tnh nt, but a very singular c 'U&titu-

tron of genius. While it is nsore splendid in imagery—and for

the most part in very good taste—more rich in sparkling

thoughts and original conceptions, and more full indeed of

exquisite pictures, both o{ all sorts of beauties and virtues, and
all sorts of sufferings and crimes, than any other poem that has

yet come before us; we rather ihink we speak the sense of all

classes of readers when we add, that the effect of the whole is to

mingle a certain feeling of disappointment with that of admira-

tion—to excite admiration rather than any warmer sentiment

of delight—lo dazzle, more than to enchant—and, in the end,

more frequently to slartle the fancy, and fatigue the attention,

with the constant succession of glittering images and high-strain-

ed emotions, than to maintain a rising interest, or win a grow-
ing sympathy, by a less profuse or more syaiematic display of
attractions.

The style is, on the whole, rather diffuse, and too unvaried

in its character. But its greatest fault, in our eyes, is the uni-

form.ity of its brilliancy—the want of plainness, simplicity and
repose. We have heard it observed, by some very zealous ad-

jiiirers of Mr Moore's genius, that you cannot open this book
without finding a cluster of beauties in every page. Now, this

is only another wny of expressing what we think its greatest de-

fect. No work, consisting of many pages, should have detached

and distinguishable beauties in every one of them. No great

work, indted, should have many beauties : If it were perfect, it

would have but one^ and that but faintly perceptible, except on
a view of the whole. Look, for example, at what is perhaps the

most finished and exquisite production of human art— the de-

sign and elevation of a Grecian temple, in its oil severe simpli-

city. What penury of ornament—what neglect of beauties of-

detail !—what masses of plain surface—what rigid economical li-
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mitation to the useful and the necessary ! The cottatre of a
peasant is scarcely more simple in its siructure, and has not
fewer parts that are superfluous. Yet what grandeur—what
eleorance—what jjrace and completene«^s in the effect ! The
whole is beautiful—because the beauty is in the whole ; but
there is little merit in i\ny of the parts, except that of fitness

and careful finishinjj. Contra-t this, now, with a Dutch plea-

sure-house, or a Chinese—where every part is meant to be bean-
tiful, and the result is deformity,—where there is not an inch
of the surface that is not brilliant with colour, and rou^h with
curves and angles,—and where the effect of the whole is mon-
strous and offensive. We are as far as possible from meanino-
to insinuate that Mr Moore's poetry is of this description ; ou
the contrary, we thiiik his ornaments are, for the most part,

truly and exquisitely beautiful ; and the general design of his

pieces very elegant and ingenious: All that we mean to say is,

that there is too much ornam.ent—too many insulated and inde-

pendent beauties— and that the notice, and the very admiration

they excite, hurt the interest of the general design ; and nor

only withdravv our attention too importunately from it, but at

last weary it out with their perpetual recurrence.

It seems to be a law of our intellectual constitution, that the

powers of ta«te cannot be permanently graMfied, except by some
sustained or continuous emotion ; and that a series, even of the

mo-^i agreeable excitements, soon ceases, if broken and discon-

nected, to give any pleasure. No conversation fatigues so soon
as that which is made up of points and epigrams j and the ac-

complished rhetorician, who
could not ope

His mouth, but out there flew a trope,

must have been a most intolerable compaiiion. There are some
things, too, that seem so plainly interded for ornaments and
seasonings only, that they are only agr-jeable, when sprinkled

in moderation over a plainer medium. No one would hke to

nii^ke an entire meal on aauce piquante ; or to appear in a coat

crusted thick over with diamonds ; or to pass a day in a steam

of rich distilled perfumes. It is the same with the glittering or-

naments of poetry—with splendid metaphors and ingenious al-

lusions, and all the figures of speech and of thuu<jht that con-

stitute its rutwi'.rd pomp and glory. Now, Mr Moore, it ap-

pears to us, is decidediv too lavish of his gems and siveets ;

—

he labours under a plethora vS wit and iuit^ginalion—impairs

his credit by the palpable exuberance ol his possessions, and
would be richer with half his wealth. His works are not only

©f rich materials and graceful design, but they are everywhere

a2
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glistening with small beauties and transitory inspirations—sud-

den flashes of fancy, that blaze out and perish ; like earth-born

meteors that crackle in the lower sky, and unseasonably divert

our eyes from the great and lofty bodies which pursue their har-

monious courses in a serener region.

We have spoken of these as faults of style,—but they could

scarcely have existed without going deeper ; and though they

first strike us as qualities of the composition only, we find, upon

a little reflection, that the same general character belongs to

the fable, the characters, and the sentiments,—that they all

sin alike in the excess of their means of attraction,—and fail to

interest, chiefly by being too interesting.

In order to avoid the debasement of ordinary or familiar life,

the author has soared to a region beyond the comprehension of

most of his readers. All his personages are so very beautiful, and

brave, and agonizing—so totally wrapt up in the exaltation of their

vehement emotions, and withal so \oky in rank, and so sumptu-

ous and magnificent in all that relates to their external condition,

that the herd of ordinary mortals can scarcely venture to conceive

of their proceedings, or to sympathize freely with their fortunes.

The disasters to v/hich they are exposed, and the designs in

which they are engaged, are of the same ambitious and ex-

aggerated character ; and all are involved in so much pomp,

and splendour, and luxury, and the description of their ex-

treme grandeur and elegance forms so considerable a part

of the whole work, that the less sublime portion of the species

can with difficulty presume to judge of them, or to enter into

the concernments of such very exquisite persons. The incidents,

in like manner, are so prodigiously moving, so excessively im-

probable, and so terribly critical, that we have the same diffi-

culty of raising our sentiments to the proper pitch for them
;
—

•

and, finding it impossible to sympathize as we ought to do with

such portentous occurrences, are sometimes tempted to withhold

our sympathy altogether, and to seek for its objects among more
familiar adventures. Scenes of voluptuous splendour and ec-

stasy alternate suddenly with agonizing separations, atrocious

crimes, and tremendous sufferings;—battles, incredibly fierce and
sanguinary, follow close on entertainments incredibly sumptuous

and elegant;—-terrific tempests are succeeded by delicious calms

at sea: and the land scenes are divided between horrible chasms

and precipices, and vales and gardens rich in eternal blooms, and
glittering with palaces and temples—while the interest of the

story is maintained by instruments and agents of no less potency

than insanity, blasphemy, poisonings, religious hatred, national

antipathy, demoniacal misanthropy, and devoted love.
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We are aware that, in objecting to a work like this, that it is

made up of such materials, we may seem to be objecting that it is

made of the elements of poetry,—since it is no doubt true, that it

is by the use of these very materials that poetry is substantially

distinguished from prose, and that it is to them it is indebted

for all that is peculiar in the delight and the interest it inspires

:

and it may seem a little unreasonable to complain of a poet, that'

he treats us with the essence of poetry. We have already hint-

ed, however, that no man likes to live entirely on essences, and
that our objection goes not only to the excessive strength of the

emotions that are sought to be raised, but to the violence of

their transitions, and the want of continuity in the train of

feeling that is produced. It may not be amiss, however, to add

a word or two more of explanation.

In the first place, then, if we consider how thefact stands, we
shall find that all the great poets, and, in an especial manner, all

the poets who chain down the attention of their readers, and
maintain a growing interest through a long series of narrations,

have been remarkable for the occasional familiarity, and even

homeliness, of their incidents, characters and sentiments. This

is the distinguishing feature in Homer, Chaucer, Ariosto, Shake--

speare, Dryden, Scott—and will be found to occur, we believe,

in all poetry that has been long and extensively popular, or that

is capable of pleasing very strongly, or stirring very deeply, the

common sensibilities of our nature. We need scarcely make an

exception for the lofty Lyric, v/hich is so far from being gene-

rally attractive, that it is not even intelligible, except to a studi-

ous few—or for those solemn and devotional strains which derive

their interest from a still higher principle: But in all narrative

poetry—in all long pieces made up of descriptions and adven-

tures, it seem.s hitherto to have been an indispensable condition

of their success, that the persons and events should bear a con-

siderable resemblance to those which we meet with in ordinary

life ; and, though more animated and important than to be of

daily occurrence, should not be immeasurably exalted above the

common standard of human fortune and character.

It should be almost enough to settle the question, that such

is the fact—and that no narrative poetry has ever excited a

great interest, where the persons were too much purified from the

vulgar infirmities of our nature, or the incidents too thoroughly

purged of all that is ordinary or familiar. But the slightest

reflection upon the feelings with which we read such poetry,

must satisfy us as to the reason of our disappointment. It may
be told in two words. Writings of this kind revolt by their im-

probability ; and fatigue, by offering no points upon which our
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sympathies can readily attach.—Two things are necessary to ojive

a fictitious narrniive a deep and comniandin£j interest; first, that

we shf>uld believe that such tilings n.ight have happened ; and
secondlij, that they mi^ht have happened to ourselves, or to

such persons as ourselves. But, in reading the ambitious and
overwrought poetry of which we have been speaking, we feel

perpetually, that there could have been no such people, and no
such occurrences as we are there calltd upon to feel for ; and
that it is impossible to have much concern about beings whose
principles of action are so remote from our own, and who are

placed in situations to which we have never known any parallel.

It is no doubt true, that the stories that interest us must represent

passions of a higher pitch, and events of a more extraordinary

nature than occur in ordinary life; and that it is in consequence
of rising thus sensibly above its level, that they become objects of
interest ar.d attention. But, in order that this very elevation

may be felt, and produce its effect, the story must itself, in other

places, give -us the kiiown and ordinary level,—and, by a thou-
sand adaptations and traits of tmtversal nature, make us feel,

that the characters which become every now and then the ob-
jects of our intense sympathy and admiration, in great emer-
gencies, and under the influence of rare but conceivable ex-
citements, are, after all, our fellow creatures—made of the
same flesh and blood with ourselves, and acting, and acted up-
on, by the common principles of our nature. Without this, in-

deed, the effect of thtir sufff rings and exploits would be entire-

ly 1 'St upon us ; as we should be without any scale by which to
estimate the magnitude of the tem]itations they had to resist, or
the energies they had exerted. To make us aware of the alti-

tude of a mourtain, it is absolutely necessary to show us the
plain from which it ascends. If we are allowed to see nothing
but the table land at the top, the effect will be no greater than
if we he d remained on the humble level of the shore—except
that it will be more lon< ly, bleak, ar.d inhospiiabie. And dius
it is, that by exaggerating the heroic qualities of heroes, ihey
become a- uninteresting as if the\ had no &uch qualities— that by
striking out those weaknesses and vulgar infiru.uies which iden-
tify them with ordii.ary mortals, thiy not only cea'^e to interest

ordinary mortals, but even to excite their admiration or sur-^

prise ; and appear merely as strange inconceivable beings, in
whom superhuman energy and refinemtr.nt are no more to be
wrniiered at, than the power of flying in an eagle, or of fasting
in a snake.

The wise antient who observed, that being a man himself,
h<i? could 1 ot but take an interest in evtr^' thiiig that relateo to,

pan—might have contiimed his churacLcr for wisdom, by add-
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ing, that for the same reason he could take no interest in any
thing else. There is nothing, after all, that we ever truly care
for, but the feelings of crenuies like ourselves—and we are

obliged to lend them to the flDwcrs nnd the brooks ot the valley,

and the stars and airs of heaven, before we can take any de-
light in them. With sentient beings the case is more obviously

the same. In whatever class we rank them, or v;i(h whatever
fantastic attributes we mny please to invest them, still we com-
prehend and concei'n ourselves about them, only in so far as

they resemble cursel>res. All the deities of the chssic my-
thology—and all the devils and angels of later poets, are nothino-

but human creatures—or at least oniy interest us sj long as they

are so. Let any one try to imagine what kind of story he could
make of the adventures of a set of beings who differed from our
own species in any of its general attributes—who were incapa-

ble, for instance, of the debasing feelings of fear, pain or an-
xiety—and he will find, that instead of becoming more impos-
ing and attractive by getting rid of those infirmities, they be-

come utterly insignificant, and indeed in a great degree incon-

ceivable. Or, to come a little closer to the m-itter before us, and
not to go beyond the bounds of common experience—Suppose
a tale, founded on refined notions of delicate love and punctili-

ous integrity, to be told to a race of obscene, brutal and plun-

dering savages—or, even within the limits of the same country,

if a poem, turning upon the jealousies of court intrigue, the

pride of rank, and the cabals of sovereigns and statesmen, were
put into the hands of village maidens or clownish labourers, is

it not obvious that the remoteness of the manners, characters

and feelings from their own, would first surprise, and then revolt

them—and that the moral, intellectual and adventitious Superio-

rity of the personages concerned, would, instead of enhancing
the interest, entirely destroy it, and very speedily extinguish all

sympathy with their passions, and all curiosity about their fate ?

'—Now, what gentlemen and ladies are to a ferocious savage, or

politicians and princesses to an ordinary rustic, the exaggcirated

persons of such poetry as we are now considering, are to the or-

dinary readers of poetry. They do not believe in the possibili-

ty of their existence, or their adventures. They do not com-
prehend the principles of their conduct, and have no thorough

sympathy with the feelings that are ascribed to them.

We have carried this speculation, we believe, a little too far

•—and, with reference to the volume before us, it would be more
correct perhaps to say, that it had suggested these observations,

than that they are strictly applicable to it. For though its faults

are certainJy of the kind we have been endeavoui'ing to describe.
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it would be quite unjust to characterize it by its fault?, which
are beyond all doubt less conspicuous than its beauties. There is

not only a richness and brilliancy of diction and imagery sprena

ever the whole work, that indicate the greatest activity and ele-

ganca of fancy in the author; but it is everywhere pervaded still

more strikingly with a strain of tender and noble feeling, poured
out with such warmth and abundance, as to steal insensibly on the

heart of the reader, and gradually to overflow it with a tide of
sympathetic emotion. There are passages indeed, and these nei-

ther few nor brief, over which the very Genius of poetry seems

to have breathed his richest enchantment—where the melcdv of
the verse and the beauty of the images conspire so harmonious-

ly with the force and tenderness of the emotion, that the whole
is blended into one deep and bright stream of sweetness and feel-

ing, along which the spirit of the reader is borne passively away,
through lona reaches of delight. Mr Moore's poetry, indeed,

where his happiest vein is opened, realizes more exactlv than
that of any other writer, the splendid account which is givei\

by Comus of the song of

* His mother Circe, and the Sirens three..

Amid the flowery-kirtled Naiades,

^^^lo. as they sung, would take the prisoned soul,

And lap it in Elysium.
'

And though it is certainly to be regretted that he should so of-

ten have broken the measure with more frivolous strains, or
filled up its intervals with a sort of brilliant falsetto^ it should

never be forgotten, that his excellences are at least as peculiar

to himself as his faults, and, on the whole, perhaps more cha-
racteristic of his genius.

The volum.e before us contains four separate and distinct

poems—connected, however, and held together * hke orient

pearls at random strung, ' by the slender thread of a slight

prose story, on which they are all suspended, and to the simple
catastrophe of which they in some measure contribute. This
airy and elegant legend is to the following effect. Lalla Rcokh,
the daughter of the great Aurengzebe, is betrothed to the young
king of Bucharia ; and sets forth, with a splendid train of In-

dian and Bucharian attendants, to meet her enamoured bride-

groom in the delightful valley of Cashmere. The progress of
Siis gorgeous cavalcade, and the beauty of the country which it

traverses, are described with great richness of colouring and
picturesque effect ; though in this, as well as in all the other
parts of the prose narrative, a certain tone of levity, and even
dcriqon, is frequently assumed—not very much in keeping, we
ihink, with the tender and tragic strain of the poetry of which
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U is the accompaniment—certain breakings cut, in short, of that

mocking European wit which has made itself merry with Asiatic

solemnity, ever since the time of the facetious Count Hamilton

—

but seems not a little out of place in a miscellany, the prevailing

character of which is of so opposite a temper. To amuse the

lannruor, or divert the impatieuce of the royal bride in the noon-

tide and night-halts of her luxurious progress, a young Cash-

merian poet had been sent by the galhntry of the bridegroom ;

and recites, on those occasions, the several poems that form the

bulk of the volume now before us. Such is the witchery of his

voice and look, and such the sympathetic effect of the tender talcs

\vhich he recounts, that the poor princess, as was naturally to

be expected, falls desperately in love with him before the cr.d

of the journey; and, by the time she enters the lovely Vale cf

Cashmere, and sees the glittering palaces and towers prepared

for her reception, she feels that she would joyfully forego all this

pomp and splendour, and fly to the desert with her adored Fe-

ramorz. The youthful bard, however, has now disappeared

from her side; and she is supported, with fainting heart and

downcast eyes, into the hated presence of her tyrant, when the

voice of Feramorz himself bids her be of good cheer—and, look-

ing up, she sees her beloved poet in the Prince himself! who
had assumed this gallant disguise, and won her young affections,

without deriving any aid from his rank or her engagements. The
xvhole story is very sweetly and gaily told ; and is adorned with

many tender as well as lively passages—without reckoning among
the latter the occasional criticisms of the omniscient Fadladeen,

the magnificent and most infallible grand chamberlain of the Ha-
rani—whose sayings and remarks, we cannot help observing,

do not agree very well with the character which is assigned him
—being for the most part very smart, snappish, and acute, and

by no means solemn, stupid, and pompous, as was to have been

expected. Mr Moore's genius, however, we suppose, is too in-

veteratcly lively, to make it possible for him even to counterfeit

dulness. We come at last, hov.ever, to the poetry.

The first piece, which is entitled * the Veiled Prophet of

Khorassan, ' is the longest, we think, and certainly not the best,

of the series. It has ail the faults which we have, somewhat

too sweepingly, imiputed to the volume at large ; and it was chief-

ly, indeed, with a reference to it, that we made those introduc-

tory remarks, which the author will probably think too much
in the spirit of the sage Chamberlain. The story, which is not

in all its parts extremely intelligible, is founded on a notice, in

D'Herbelot, of a daring impostor of the early ages of Islamism,

who pretended to have" received a later and more authoritative
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mission than that of the Prophet, and to be destined to over-

tm-n all tyrannies and superstitions on the earth, and to rescuf

all souls that believed in him. To shade the celestial radiance

of his brow, he always wore a veil of silver jrauze, and was at

last attacked by the Caliph, ard exterminated, with all his ad-

herents. On this story, Mr Moore has engrafted a romantic

and not very probable tale of two young lovers, Azim and Ze-

lica ; the former of whom having been supposed to perish in

battle, the grief of the latter unsettles her understanding; and

her distempered imagination is easily inflamed by the mystic

promises of the Veiled Prophet, which at length prevail on

her to join the troop of lovely priestesses who earn a blissful

immortality in another world, by sharing his embraces upon
earth. By what artful illusions the poor distracted maid was

thus betrayed to her ruin, is not very satisfactorily explain-

ed ; only we learn, that she and the Veiled Apostle descend-

ed into a charnel-house, and took a mutual oath, and drank

blood together, in oledge of their eternal union. The pro-

phet himself Mr Moore has represented as the most atroci-

ous of all wretches, and instigated to his impious impostares,

not so much by ambition, as liy an insane and furious misan-

thropy, suggested, in part, by his consciousness of the hideous

deformity of his visage, but inflamed, at last, into a diabolical

hatred and scorn for human nature. At length Azim, who
had not been srlain, but made captive in battle, and who had
wandered in Greece till he had imbibed the love of liberty that

inspired her famous heroes of old—hears of the proud promises

of eaiancipation which Mokanna (for that was the prophet's

name) had held out to all nations, and comes to be enrolled a-

mong the champions of freedom and virtue. On the day of his

presentment, the fallen Zelica sees him through the lattices of

the hall; and the first sudden flash of joy and astonishment half

restores her bewildered mind to a sense of her degradation and
misery. In the mean time, Mokanna commands her attendance

in priv;^te— tells her she must assist in seducing the warlike no-

vice who had just joined their societVj but seemed still too full

of austerity for their purposes ; and when she refuses the task,

with expressions of agory and horror, addresses her, for the

first time, in terms of undisguised profligacy and cruelty,—and
at length lifts up the silver veil, and, with fiendish merriment,

unmasks that dreadful countenance in which all horrors are

assembled, and at the sight of v^-hich she falls senseless at

his feet. Azim is next introduced into a scene of voluptuous

splendour, where all the seductive influences of art and nature

•re in vain exerted to divert his thoughts from the love of Ze-
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lica and of Liberty. He breaks proudly away from these soft en-

chantiTent>', and finds a mournful female figure before him, in

whom he almost immediately recctrnises his long-lost and ever-

loved Zelica. The first moment of their meeting is ecstasy on
both sides ; but the unhappy girl soon calls to mind the unu ter-

able condition to which she is reduced—and, in agony, reveals to

him the sad story of her derangement, and of the ba>.e advantages

that had been taken of it. Azim at first throws her from him in

abhorrence, but soon turns, in relenting pity, and offers at least

to rescue her irom this seat «:f pullulion. She ii'^tens with ea-

ger joy to hi^ proposal, and is abnut to fly with him in the in-

stant, when the dread v> ice of Mokanna thunders in her car

her oath of eternal fidelity. That terrible s* una brings back the

frenzy of her soul. She throws her lover wildly fron) her, and va-

nishes at once, amidst the dazzling lights of that unholy palace,

^zim then joms the approaching army of the Cali[)h, and leads

on his forces against the impious usur})er. M? kanna performs

prodigies of valour,—hut is always b*riie back by the superior

force and enthusiasm of Azim. By vaunting words, how( ver,

and vain illusions, he contrives to maintain the confidence and
courage of his followers, till their scanty remains are at length

closely invested in the last of his cities. He then assembles

them around him ; tells them that the aiipointed hour of their

triumph is at length arrived ; and that that very night be will

unveil to them that glorious brow, before the brightness of

which, the force of ids enemies shall be withered and overthrown

in the morning. They are all invited accordingiy to a su.T.ptuous

bai quet, at the close ot which he serves round to them cups

drugged with deadly poison ; and when it begins to operate,

discloses to them, with bitter taunts anu insults, the infernal coun-

tenance they had so long worshipped unseen. In \hj close of

this scene of horror, he commands Zclica to be introduced,

—

forces her to drink the last drop of she pcis.'n,—and then, j.fter

a speech of insane blasphemy, misa ithropy, and desp .ration,

plunges into a bath, of such corrosive quaiit}, as instantly to

extinguish life, and dissolv,. all the elei!;ents of the mortal

frame. Zelica covers herself with the fatal vcd, and totJer.s out to

the ramparts, wl ere, ieh.g nnsi'-^ken for Mt kanua, she rushes

upcm the spear of her Azim, and receives his ft)rgiveitess in death.

He survives, lo pas^ tlie re-t of his li'e in coi:tit:ual prayer

and supplication for her erimg spirit ; ai d dies at ia&t upon her

grave, in the full assurance of rejoining her in purity and
bliss.

It is needless to etilarge on the particular faults of this story,

fifter the general observations we hazarded at the outset. The
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character of JVIokanua, as well as his power and influence, is a

mere distortion and extravairance : But the great blemish is the

corruption of Zelica, and the insanity so gratuitously alleged

by the poet in excuse of it. Nothing less, indeed, would in

any way account for such a catasti'ophe j and, after all, it is

painful and offensive to the imagination. But we really have

nothing but the poet's word for the existence of this infirmity:

for, except in the agony in which she breaks away from Azim,

she conducts herself with perfect composure and consistency

throughout. Indeed, the very supremacy she exercises in the

Haram, and her selection to conduct a scheme of artful seduc>

tion, are irrcconcileabie with the idea of habitual frenzy. The
bridal oath, pledged widi blood among the festering bodies of

the dead, is one of the overstrained theatrical horrors of the

Gei'man school; and a great deal of the theorizing and argument-

ation which is intended to palliate or conceal those defects, is ob-

scure and incomprehensible. Rich as it is, in short, in fancy

and expression, and powerful in some of the scenes of passion,

we should have had great doubts of the success of this volume,

if it had all been of the same texture with the poem of which

we are speaking. Yet, even there, there is a charm, almost irre-

sistible, in the volume of sweet sounds and beautiful images,

which are heaped together with luxurious profusion in the ge-

neral texture of the style, and invest even the absurdities of the

story with the graceful amplitude of their rich and figured veih

AVhat, for instance, can be sweeter than this account of Azim's

entrv into this earthly paradise of temptations ?

' Meanwhile, through vast illuminated halls,

Silent and bright, where nothing but the falls

Of fragrant waters, gushing with cool sound

Rom many a jasper fount is heard around,

Young AziM roams bewiider'd,—nor can guessi

What means this maze of light and loneliness.

Here, the way leads, o'er tesselated floors

Or mats of Cairo, through long corridors.

Where, rang'd in cassolets and silver urns,

Sweet wood of aloe or of sandal burns ;

And spicy rods, such as illume at night

The bowers of Tibet, send forth odorous ligliS^

Like Peris' wands, Avhen pointing out the road

For some pure Spirit to its blest abode !

—

And here, at once, the glittering saloon

Bursts on his sight, boundless and bright as noon
j

Where, in the midst, reflecting back the rays

In broken rainbows, a fresh fountain plays

Aligh as the' enamelfd cupola, -which towers

AU rich with Arabesque^ of gold aud flowers ;
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And the mosaic floor beneath shines tlirougli

The sprinkling of that fountain's silvery dew,

Like the wet, glistening shells, of every dye,

That on the margin of the Red Sea lie.

Here too he traces the kind visltings

Of woman's love in those fair, living things

Of land and wave, whose fate—in bondage throwa

For their weak loveliness—is like her ov.n !

On one side gleaming with a sudden grace

Through Avater, brilliant as the crystal vase

In which it undulates, small fishes shine,

Like golden ingots from a fiiiry mine ;

—

While, on the other, lattic'd lightly in

With odoriferous woods of Comorin,

Each brilliant bird that wings the air is seen ;

—

Gay, sparkling loories, such as gleam bet^vcca

The crimson blossoms of the coral tree

In the warm isles of India's sunny sea

:

Mecca's blue sacred pigeon, and the thrush

Of Hindostan, whose holy warblings gush.

At evening, from the tall pagoda's top ;

—

Those golden birds that, in the spice-time, drop

About the gardens, drunk with that sweet food

Whose scent hath lur'd them o'er the summer Hood ;—

<

And those that under Araby's soft sun

Build their high nests of budding cinnamon. ' p. 53-56.

The warrior youth looks round at first with disdain upon

those seductions with v/bich he supposes the sage prophei, v,islic«

to try the firniness of his votaries.

' So thought the youth ;—but, ev'n while he defied

This witching scene, he felt its v/itchery glide

Through every sense. The perfume, breathing round,

Like a pervading spirit ;—the still sound

Of falling waters, lulling as the song

Of Indian bees at sunset, M'hen they throng

Around the fragrant Nilica, and deep

In its blue blossoms hum themselves to sleep J

And music too—dear music ! that can touch

Beyond all else the soul that loves it much

—

Now heard far off, so far as but to seem

Like the faint, exquisite music of a dream ;

—

All was too much for him, too full of bliss,

The heart could nothing feel, that felt not thi*;;

jSoften'd he sunk u})on a couch, and gave

His soul up to sweet thoughts, like wave o-i wave'

Succeeding in smooth seas, when stonn.s are laid ;—=•

He thought of ^KLiCA, hisiown d.e-r»- niuid.
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And of the time when, full of blissful sighs,

They sat and look'd into each other's eyes,

Silent and happy— as if God had given

Nought else worth looking at on this side heaven !

' Wh.ile thus he thinks, still nearc;!- on the breeze

Come those delicious, dream-like harmonies,

Each note of whicli but adds new, downy links

To the soft chain in which his spirit sinks.

He turns him tow'rd the sound, and, far away 1

Through a long vista, sparkling with the play .-

Of countless lamps,—like the rich track which Day )
Leaves on the waters, when he sinks from us

;

So long the path, its light so tremulous ;

—

He sees a groupe of female forms advance,

Some chain'd together in the mazy dance

By fetters, forg'd in the green sunny bowers.

As they were captives to the King of Flowers, ' &c.
' Awhile they dance before him, then divide,

Breaking, like rosy clouds at even-tide

Arouiid the rich paviiion of the sun,

—

Till silently dispersing, one by one.

Through many a path that from the chamber leads

To gardens, terraces, and moonlight meads.

Their distant laughter comes upon the wind,

And but one trembling nymph re.nains behind,

Beck'ning them back in vain, for they are gone,

And she is left in all that light alone ;

No veil to curtain o'er her beauteous brow.

In its young bashfuiness more beauteous now

;

But a light, golden chain-work rou^d her hair

Such as the maids of Yezd and ShiraZ wear,

From which, on either side, gracefully hung

A golden amulet, in the' Arab tongue.

Engraven o'er with some immortal line

From hoiy writ, or bard scarce less divine

;

While her left hand, as shnnkingiy she stood,

H.'ld a small lute of gold and sandal-wood,

Which, once or twice, shj touch'd with hurried strain.

Then took her trembling fingers off again.

But when at length a timid giance slie stole

At AziM, the sweet gravity of soul

She saw through ail his features calm'd her fear,

And, like a hulf-tam'd antelope, more near.

Though shrinking still, she came ;—then sat her dovv'U

Upon a niusnud's edge, and, bolder grown,

In the pathetic mod<i of Ispahan'

Touch'd a preluding strain, and thuk b. ._;an :—

-
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* There's a bower of roses by Bendemeer's stream,
• And the nightingale sings round it all the day long

;

In the time of my childhood 'twas like a sweet dream.
To sit in the roses and hear the bird's song.

That bower and its music I never forget,

But oft when alone, in the bloom of the year,

I think—is the nightingale singing there yet ?

Are the roses still bright by the calm Bendemeer? '

p. 58-63.

This pensive strain is quickly broken off by a troop of danc-

ing nymphs, whose graceful and expressive movements are de-

scribed in verses of equal beauty.

' While she, who sung so gently to the lute

Her dream of home, steals timidly away,

Shrinking as violets do in summer's ray,

—

But takes with her from AzIxM's heart that sigh

We sometimes give to forms that pass us by
In the world's crowd, too lovely to remain,

Creatures of light we never see again !

' Around the white necks of the nymphs who danc'd

Hung carcanets of orient gems, that glanc'd

More brilliant than the sea-glass glittering o'er

The hills of crystal on the Caspian shore

;

While from their long, dark tresses, in a fall

Of curls descending, bells as musical

As those that, on the golden-shafted trees

Of Eden, shake in the Eternal Breeze,

Rung round their steps, at every bound more sweet,

As 'twere th' extatic language of their feet

!

At length the chase was o'er, and they stood wreath'd
Within each other's arms ; while soft there breath'd

Through the cool casement, mingled with the sighs

Of moonlight flowers, music that seemed to rise

From some still lake, so liquidly it rose,

And, as it swell'd again at each faint close,

The ear could track through all that maze of chords

And young sweet voices, these impassion'd words :—
* A Spirit there is, whose fragrant sigh

Is burning now through earth and air.

Where cheeks are blushing, the Spirit is nigh,

Wliere lips are meeting, the Spirit is there !

His breath is the soul of flowers like these.

And his floating eyes—oh ! timj resemble

Blue water-lilies, when the breeze

Is making the stream around them tremble !

* Hail to thee, hail to thee, kindiDig power !

Spirit of Love, Spirit of Bliss 1
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Thy holiest time is the moonh'ght hour,

And there never was moonlight so sweet as tliis. ' p. 65-67.

The tragical meeting with Zelica, is described with the same
redundance of bright images.—But we can only make room for

her rapture of gratitude and humility, when Azira, after he
knows all, presses lier to fly with him from that false prophet's

power.
' " What ! take the lost one with thee ? let her rove
" By thy dear side, as in those days of love,

<' When we were both so happy, both so pure

—

" Too heavenly dream ! if there's on earth a cure
'' For the sunk heart, 'tis this—day after day
" To be the blest companion of thy way ;

—

'' To hear thy angel eloquence—to see ^
'' Those virtuous eyes for ever turn'd on me ; /-

" And in their light re-chasten'd silently, J
" Like the stain'd web that whitens in the sun,
" Grow pure by being purely shone upon !

*' And thou wilt pray for me—I know thou u-ilt

—

" At the dim vesper hour, when thoughts of guilt

" Come heaviest o'er the heart, thou'lt lift thine ey^
" Full of sweet tears unto the darkening skies,

" And plead for me with Heav'n, till I can dare
" To fix my own vv'eak, sinful glances there ;

—

" Till the good angels, when they see me cling
*' For ever near thee, pale and sorrowing,
" Shall for thy sake pronounce my soul forgiven,

" And bid thee take thy weeping slave to heaven !
" '

p. 79-80;

The following picture of the grand armament of the Caliph,

shov.s the same luxuriance of diction and imagination, directed

to different objects.

' Whose are the gilded tents that crowd the way,

Where all was Avaste and silent yesterday ?

Tliis City of War which, in a few short hours,

Hath sprung up here, as if the magic powers
Of Him who, in the twinkling of a star,

Built the high pillar'd halls of Chilminar,
Had conjur'd up, far as the eye can see.

This world of tents and domes and sun-bright armory \'-^

Princely pavilions, screen'd by many a fold

Of crimson cloth, and topp'd with balls of gold
;
—

Steeds, with their housings of rich silver spun,

Their chains and poitrels glittering in the sun

;

And camels, tufted o'er with Yemen's shells.

Shaking in every breeze their light-ton'd bells f

* But yester-eve, so motionless around.

So nmt€ a; as this wide plain, that not a sojuttd^.
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But the far torrent, or the locust-bird

Hunting among the thickets, could be heard ;

—

Yet hark ! what discords now, of every kind,

Shouts, laughs, and screams are revelling in the wind !

The neigh of cavalry ;—the tinkling throngs

Of laden camels and their drivers' songs ;

—

Ringing of arms, and flapping in the breeze

Of streamers from ten thousand canopies ;

—

War-music, bursting out from time to time

With gong and tymbalon's tremendous chime ;

—

Or, in the pause, when harsher sounds are mute,

The mellow breathings of some horn or flute,

That far off, broken by the eagle note

Of the' Abyssinian trumpet, swell and float !
'—

' Ne'er did the march of Mahadi display

Such pomp before ;—not ev'n when on his way
To Mecca's Temple, when both land and sea

Were spoil'd to feed the Pilgrim's luxury
;

When round him, mid the burning sands, he savr

Fruits of the North in icy freshness thav/.

And cool'd his thirsty lip, beneath the glow
Of Mecca's sun, with urns of Persian snow :

—

Nor e'er did armament more grand than that

Pour from the kingdoms of the Caliphat.

First, in the van, the People of the Rock,
On their light mountain steeds, of royal stock

;

Then, Chieftains of Damascus, proud to see

The flashing of their swords' rich marquetry, ' (S:c. p. 86-89«

We can aifbni room now only lor the conclusion—die last

words of the dying Zelica; which remind us of those of Camp-
bell's Gertrude—and the catastrophe of Azim, which is imaged
in that of Southey's Roderick.

' " But live, my Azim ;—oh ! to call thee mine
" Thus once again!

—

my Azim—dream divine!

" Live, if thou ever lov'dst me, if to meet
" Thy Zelica hereafter would be sweet,
" Oh live to pray for her— to bend the knee
" Morning and night before that Deity,
" To whom pure lips and hearts without a stain,

" As thine are, Azim, never breath'd in vain,—
" And pray that He may pardon her,—may take
" Compassion on her soul for thy dear sake,
*' And, nought remembering but her love to thee,

*' Make her all thine, all His, eternally

!

*' Go to those happy fields where first we twin'd

"Our youthful hearts together—every wind
*' That meets thee there, fresh from the well-known flowerg,

*' Will bring the sweetness of those innocent hours

VOL. XXIX. NO. 57. B
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*' Back to thy soul, and tliou may'st feel again
" For thy poor ZeLica as thou dld'st then.
" So shall thy orisons, hke dew that flies ^
•' To heav'n upon the morning's sunsliine, rise >
" With all love's earliest ardour to the skies! "

}
* Time fleeted—years on years had pass'd away,

And few of those who, on that mournful day.

Had stood, with pity in their eyes, to see

The maiden's death, and the youth's agony.

Were living still—when, by a rustic grave

Beside the swift Amoo's transparent wave,

An aged man, who had grown aged there

By that lone grave, morning and night in prayer,

Tor the last time knelt down— and, though the shade

Of death hung dai-kening over him, there play'd

A gleam of rapture on his eye and cheek,

That brighten'd even Death—like the last streak

Of intense glory on the' horizon's brim.

When night o'er ail the rest hangs chill and dim,

—

His soul had seen a Vision, while he slept;

She, for whose spirit he had pray'd and wept
So many years, had come to him, all drest

In angel smiles, and told him she was blest

!

For this the old man breath'd his thanks, and died.— "l

And there, upon the banks of that lov'd tide, r

He and liis Zelica sleep side by side. ' p. 121, 123. )

After these large and beautiful extracts, we may be permitted,

without any imputation of unfairness, to observe, that there are

here and there in this poem—and we think in this only—some
traces of misplaced levity and familiarity of tone—of that poor

commonplace smartness which sometimes passes for wit and gal-

lantry with men of the world, but is absolutely offensive in a

poem of tragic interest. Did Mr Moore, for example, forget

that he was not vvriiing a song for a Burletta, when he describ-

ed the beauties of Mokanna's court as
' Creatures so bright that the same lips and eyes

They wear on earth will serve in Paradise. ' ?

Or when, in absurd allusion to a phrase in the Song of Solo-

mon, he speaks of some other fair one,
* Who if between the folds but one eye shone,

Like Sheba's queen could vanquish with that one. ' ?

In another place, he speaks of a garden rich ' with every flower

this Earth has got;

'

—and we have already seen his apostrophe to

* Dear Music !

'

—and its power over those * who love it muck. '

But this slip-slop becomes still more intolerable, when the heroic

Aziiu is made to say, as he bends over the ch)sed eyes of the

faulting Zelica, * I'here !

—

mi/ sweet UcU

!

—thev move f ' Tliese,
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however, and a few others of the same cast, are blemishes of

haste and extreme facility ; and detract less from the merit of

the poem than the pleasure of its readers.

The next piece, which is entitled * Paradise and the Peri,
*

has none of these faults. It is full of spirit, eletrance, and beauty;

and, though slight enouo[h in its structure, breathes throughout

a most pure and engaging morality. It is, in truth, little more
than a moral apologue, expanded and adorned by the exuberant
fancy of the poet who recites it. The Peris are a sort of half-

fallen female angels, who dwell in air, and live on perfumes ;

and, though banished for a time from Paradise, go about in this

lower world doing good. One of these— But it is as short, and
much more agreeable, to give the author's own introduction.

' One morn a Peri at the gate

Of Eden stood, disconsolate
i

And as she listen'd to the Spring^

Of Life within, like music flowing

;

And caught the light upon her wings
Through the half-open portal glowing,

She wept to think her recreant race

Should e'er have lost that glorious place
!

' p. 13S.

The Angel of the Gue sets her weepinii, and says

—

, * " Nymph of a fair, but erring line !

"

Gently he said—" One hope is thine*

" 'Tis written in the Book of Fate,
" The Peri yet may beforgiven

" Who brings to this Eternal Gate
" The Gift that is tnost dear to Heaven!

" Go, seek it, and redeem thy sin ;

—

*' 'Tis sweet to let tlie Pardon'd in !
" ' p. 135.

Full of hope and nratitude, she goes eagerly in search of

lliis precious gift. Her first quest is on the plains of India

—

the luxuriant beauty of which is put in fine contrast with the

havoc and carnage which the march of a bloody conqueror had
then spread over them. The Peri comes to witness the heroic

death of a youthful patriot, who disdains to survive the over-

throw of his country's m ^ependet ce. She catches the last drop
which flows from his bieaking heart, aixl bears that to heaven's

gate, as the acceprabit pr(>pitiation thr^it was required. For
' " Oh ! if there be, on this earthly sphere,
" A boon, an offering Heaven holds dear,
" 'Tis the last libation Liberty dra^vs

" From the heart that bleeds and breaks in her cause !
" ' p. HO^

The angel accep's the tribute wi h respect; but the crystal

bar of the portal docs n: t move ! and she is told that son>elhing

B 2
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holier even than this will be required as the price of her admis-

sion. She now flies to the source of the Nile, and makes a de-

lifThted but pensive survey of the splendid regions which it wa-

ters; till she finds the inhabitriUts of the lovely gardens of Ro-

setta dying in thousands of the plague—the selfish deserting

their friends and benefactors, and the generous, when struck

with the fatal malady, seeking some solitude where they may

die without bringing death upon others. Among the latter is a

noble youth, who consoles himself, in the hour of his agony,

with the thought, that his beloved and betrothed bride is safe

from this mortal visitation. In the stillness of his midnight re-

treat, however, he hears a light step approaching.
* 'Tis she—far off, through moonlight dim.

He knew his own betrothed bride,

She, who would rather die with him,

Than live to gain the world beside !

—

Her arms are round her lover now,

His livid cheek to hers she presses,

And dips, to bind his burning brow,

In the cool lake her loosen'd tresses.

Ah ! once, how little did he think

An hour would come, when he should shrink

With horror from that dear embrace, &c.
" Oh ! let me only breathe the air,

" The blessed air, that's breath'd by thee,

" And, whether on its wings it bear
" Healing or death, 'tis sweet to me

!

" There,—drink my tears, while yet they fall,

—

" Would that my bosom's blood w^ere balm^

" And, well thou know'st, I'd shed it all,

" To give thy brow one minute's calm.

" Nay, turn not from me that dear face

—

" Am I not thine—thy own lov'd bride

—

" The one, the chosen one, whose place,

" In life or death is by thy side

!

' When the stem dies, the leaf that grew
*' Out of its heart must perish too

!

*' Then turn to me, my own love, turn,

" Before like thee I fade and burn

;

** Cling to these yet cool lips, and shar«

" The last pure life that lingers there !

"

She fails— she sinks—as dies the lamp

In charnel airs or cavern-damp,

So quickly do his baleful sighs

Quench all the sweet hght of her eyes I

One struggle-^and his pain is past

—

Her lover is no longer living

!
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One kiss the maiden gives, one last,

Long kiss, which she expires in giving !
' p. 146—148.

The gentle Peri bids them sleep in peace; and bears nwain to

the gates of heaven the farewell sigh of pure, self-sacrificing love.

The worth of the gift is again admitted by the pityitig angel

;

but the crystal bar still remains immoveable, and she is sent

once more to seek a still holier offering. In passing over the

romantic vales of Syria, she sees a lovely child at play among
dews and flowers, and opposite to him a stern wayfaring man,
resting from some unhallowed toil, with the stamp of all evil

passions and evil deeds on hi- fire.

* Though still, whene'er his eye by chance

Fell on the boy's, its lurid glance

Met that unclouded, joyous gaze.

As torches, that have burnt all night

V Through some impure and godless rite,

Encounter morning's glorious rays.

* But hark ! the vesper-call to prayer.

As slow the orb of day-light sets,

Is rising sweetly on the air,

From Syria's thousand minarets !

The boy has started from the bed

Of flowers, where he had laid his head,

And down upon the fragrant sod

Kneels, with his forehead to the south,

Xisping th' eternal name of God
From purity's own cherub mouth,

And looking, while his hands and eyes

Are lifted to the glowing skies.

Like a stray babe of Paradise,

Just lighted on that flowery plain,

And seeking for its home again !

Oh 'twas a sight —that Heav'n—that Child

—

A scene, which might liave well beguil'd

E*n haughty Eblis of a sigh

For glories lost and peace gone by

!

* And how felt he, the wretched Man
Reclining there—while memory ran

O'er many a year of guilt and strife,

Flew o'er the dark flood of his life.

Nor found one sunny resting place,

Nor brought him back one branch of grace !

" There was a time, " he said, in mild,

Heart-humbled tones - " thou blessed child!

" When young and haply pure as thou, _0

" I Jook'd and pray'd like thee— but now —

^
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He hung his head—each nobler aim
And hope and feeling, which had slept

From boyhood's hour, that instant came
Fresh o'er him, and he wept - he wept

!

' p. 156, 157.

This tear of repentance is the acceptable gift for the Peri's

redemption. The gates of heaven fly open, and she rushes into

the joy of immortality.

* The Fire Worshippers ' is the next in the series, and ap-
pears to us to be indisputably the fi 'est and most powerful.

With all the richness and beauty of diction that belong to the

best parts of Mokanna, it has a far more interesting story j and
is not liable to a"!y of the objections we hnve bt-en obliged to

bring against the contrivance and structure of that leading

poem. The outline of the st;ry is short and simple.—Al Has-
san, the bigotfed and sanguinwy Emir of Persia, had long wag-
ed a furious and exterminating war against the votaries of the
ancient religion of the land—the worshippers of Mithra, or
his emblem, Fire— then and since designated by the name of
Ghebers. The superior numbers cf the invader had overcome
the heroic resistance of the patriots, and driven them to take

rehige in a precipitous peninsula, cut off fr^>m the land by what
was understood to be an impassable ravine, and exposing no-
thing but bare rocks to the sea. In this fas ness the scanty rem-
nant of the Ghebcrs maintain themselves, under the command
of their dauntless leader, Hafed, who is still enabled by sud-

den and djring incursions to harass and annoy their enemy.
In one of those desperate enterprises, this adventurous leader

climbs to the sumniit of a lofty cliffy near the Emir's palace,

where a small pleasure- liouse had been built, in which he hoped
to surprise this biaotted fre of his courjtry j but found only his

fair daugiiter Hinda, the luVfliest and gentlest of all Arabian
maids—as he himsilf fxprease^ it.

* He chmb'd the gory vulture's nest,

And found a trembling dove within.

'

This romantic meeting gives rmi. lo a mutual passion—and
(lie love of the lair Hinda is inevuably fixed, before she knows
the name or quality of her nightly visitant. In the nobie heart
of Hafed, however, 1. ve w.;s but a secondary feeling to devo-
tion to the freedom and tlie faith of his country. His little

band had lately siiikred furth>.r reverses, and saw nothing now
before them but a glori(.us soll-Scicridce. He resolves, therefore,

to tear ail gentler feeiing;; fn-m his breast, a:id in one last in-

terview to take an eternal fari w( li of the maid who had capti-

vated li's soul. In his melanchoiy aspect she reads at once, with
the instinctive sagacity of love, the tidings of their approaching
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separation, and breaks cut into the following sweet and girlish

repinings.
' " I knew, I knew It could not lart

—

" 'Twas bright, 'twas heavenly, but 'tis past 3

" Oh ! ever thus, from childliood's hour,

" I've seen my fondest hopes deca}^

;

** I never lov'd a tree or flov,^er,

" But 'twas the first to fade away.
** I never nurs'd a dear gazelle,

" To glad me with its soft black eye,

** But when it came to know nie well,

" And love me, it was sure to die

!

*' Now too— the joy most like divine

" Of all I ever dreamt or knew,
*' To see thee, hear thee, call thee mine,—

" Oh misery ! must I lose t/iut too ?

*' Yet go—on peril's brink we meet ;

—

" Those frightful rocks— that treacherous sea

—

'* No, never come again— though sweet,

" Though heaven, it may be death to thee. " p. 187, ISS.

"When he smiles sternly at the idea cf danger, she urges him

to join her father's forces, and earn her hand by helping him to

root out those impious Ghebers whom he so much abhors. The
spirit of the patriot bursts forth at this ; and, without revealint^

his name or quality, he proudly avows and justifies the conduct

of that luckless sect ; and then, relenting, ialls into a gentler

and more pathetic strain.

* " Oh ! had we never, never met,
" Or could this heart ev'n nov/ forget

" How link'd, how bless'd we might have been,
^* Had Fate not frown'd so dark between !

*' Hadst thou been born a Persian maid,
" In neighbouring valleys had we dwelt,

<' Through the same fields in childhood play'd,

" At the same kindling altar knelt,—
*' Then, then, while all those nameless ties,

** In v/hich the charm of Country lies,

" Had round our hearts been hourly spun,

" Till Iran's cause and thine were one ;
—

" While in thy lute's awakening sigh

*' I heard the voice of days gone by,
** And saw in every smile of thine

" lleturning hours of glory shine !

—

*' While the wrong"d Spirit of our Land
" Liv'd, look'd, and spoke her wrongs through the^,-*'

** God ! who could then this sword withstand?
** Its very flush were victory !
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" But now—estrang'd, divorced for ever,

*' Far as the grasp of Fate can sever
;

" Our only ties what love has Avove, —
" Faith, friends, and country, sunder'd wide ;

—

" And then, then only, true to love,

" When false to all that's dear beside !

" Thy father Iran's deadliest foe —
*' Thyself, perhaps, ev'n now—but no

—

*' Hate never look'd so lovely yet

!

" No - sacred to thy soul will be
*' The land of him who could forget

" All but that bleeding land for thee

!

" WTien other eyes shall see, unmov'd,
" Her widows mourn, her warriors fall,

" Thou'lt think how well one Gheber lov'd,

" And for his sake thou'lt weep for all !
"

p. 193, 194.

He then starts desperately away, regains his skift' at the foot

of the precipice, and leaves her in ngony and consternation.

The poet now proceeds to detail, a little more particularly, the

his-tory of his hero, and recounts some of the absurd legends

and miraculous attributes with which the fears of his enemies

had invested his nnme.
' Such were the tales, that won belief.

And such the colouring fancy gave

To a young, warm and dauntless Chief,

—

One who, no more than mortal brave,

Fought for the land his soul ador"d,

For happy homes and altars free,

His only talisman, the sword,

—

His only spell-word. Liberty !

'Twas not for him to crouch the knee

Tamely to Moslem tyranny ;

—

'Twas not for him, whose soul was cast ;

In the bright mould of ages past,

Whose melancholy spirit, fed

With all the glories of the dead ;

—

'Tavus not for him to swell the crowd
Of slavish heads, that shrinking bowed
Before the Moslem, as he pass'd,

Like shrubs beneath tlie poison-blast

—

No—far he fled—indignant fled

The pageant of his country's shame ;

While every tear her children shed

Full on his soul, like drops of flame
;

And, as a lover hails the dawn
Of a first smile, so welcom'd he

The sparkle of the first sword dra^vn

For vengeance and for liberty !
' p. 206, 207.
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The sopo- then returns to Hinda

—

* Whose life, as free from thought as shi,

Slept like a lake, till Love tlirew m
His talisman, and woke the tide,

And spread its trembling circles wide.

Once, ExMIr! thy unheeding child,

Mid all this havoc, bloom'd and smil'd,

—

Tranquil as on some battle-plain

The Persian lily shines and towers,

Before the combat's reddening stain

Has fall'n upon her golden flowers.

Light-hearted maid, unawd, umnov'd,

While Heav'n but spar'd the sire she lov'd,

Once at thy evening tales of blood

Unlistening and aloof she stood

—

And oft, when thou hast pac'd along

Thy Harain halls with furious h:)at,

Hast thou not curs'd her cheerful song,

That came across thee, calm and sweet,

Like lutes of angels, touch'd so near

Hell's confines, that the damn'd can hear !

Far other feelings Love has brought -

Her soul all flame, her brow all sadness, ' &c.
* Ah ! not the Love, that should have bless'd

So young, so innocent a breast

;

Not the pure, open, prosperous Love,

That, pledg'd on earth and seal'd above,

Grows in the world's approving eyes,

In friendship's smile and home's caress,

Collecting ail the heart's sweet ties

Into one knot of happiness

!

No, Hinda, no—thy fatal flame

Is nurs'd in silence, sorrow, shame.

—

A passion, without hope or pleasure,

In thy soul's darkness buried deep, ' &c. p. 215—217.

The Emir now learns, from a recreant prisoner, the secret of

the pass to the Gheber's retreat ; and whe.i he sees his daugh-

ter faint with hori'or at his eager anticipation ot their fiiial ck-

tirpation, sends her, in a solitary galiey, away from the scene

4)f vengeance, to the quiet of her own Arabian home.

' And does the long-left liome she seeks

Light up no gladness on her cheeks ?

The flowers she nurs'd —the well-known groves,

W^here oft in dreams her spirit roves

—

Once more to see her dear gazelles

Come bounding with their silver bells

;
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Her birds* new plumage to behold.

And the gay, gleaming fishes count,

She left, all filleted with gold.

Shooting around their jasper fount.—
Her little garden mosque to see,

And once again, at evening hour,

To tell her ruby rotary,

In her own sweet acacia bower.

—

Can these delights, that wait her niy*-g

Call up no sunshine on her brow ?

No— silent, from her train apart,—

•

As if ev'n now she felt at heart

The chill of her approaching doom,

—

She sits, all lo\'ely in her gloom
As a pale Angel of the Grave. ' p. 227, 22?»

Her vessel is first assailed by a violent tempest, and, in the

liei_<Tht of its fury, by a hostile bark ; and her senses are extin-

guished with terror in the nudst of the double convict. At
last, both are appeased—and her recollection is slowly restor-

ed. The following passage appears to us cKtremcly beautiful

and charactcri'itic.

' How calm, how beautiful comes on
The stilly hour, when storms are gone

;

When warring winds have died awa}^,

And clouds, beneath the glancing ray,

Melt off, and leave the land and sea

Sleeping in bright tranquillity,

—

Fresh as if Day again were born,

Again upon the lap of Morn

!

When the light blossoms, rudely torn

And scatterd at the whirlwind's will.

Hang floating in the pure air still,

Filling it all with precious balm,

In gratitude for this sweet calm ;

—

And every drop the thunder-showers

Have left upon the grass and flowers

Sparkles, as 'twere that lightning-gem

Whose liquid flame is born of them !

When, 'stead of one unchanging breeze,

There blow a thousand gentle airs,

And each a different perfume bears,

—

As if the loveliest plants and trees

Had vassal breezes of their own
To watch and wait on them alone,

And waft no other breath than theirs 1

^^'hen the blue Avaters rise and fall,

In slecpv sunshine mantling all

;

2
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And ev'n that swell the tempest leaves

Is Hke the full and silent heaves

Of lovevs' hearts, when newly blest,

Too newly to be quite at rest !—
Such was the golden hour, that broke

Upon the world, when Hinda woke
From her long trance, and heard around

No motion but the water's sound

Kippling against the vessel's side,

As slow it mounted o'er the tide.

—

But where is she ?—her eyes are dark^

Are wilder'd still—is this the bark,

The same, that from Harmozia's bay
Bore her at morn—whose bloody way
The sea-dog tracks?—no— strange and new
Is all that meets her wondering view.

Upon a galliot's deck she lies,

Beneath no rich pavilion's shade,

No plumes to fan her sleeping eyes,

Nor jasmin on her pillow laid.

But the rude litter, roughly spread

With war-cloaks, is her homely bed,

And shawl and sash, on javelins hung,

For awning o'er her head are flung. ' p. 233—36.

She soon discovers tiK)t she is a captive in the hands of the

Ghebers j and shrinks with horror, when she finds that phe is

to be carried to their rocky citadel, and to the presence of tlic

terrible Hafed. The galley is rowed by torch-]i<^ht ihroufrh

frightful rocks and foan.'ing tides, into a black abyss of the pro-

montory, where her eyes are bandaged,—and she is borne uo
a long and ruii'ged ascent, till at last she is desired to lock up
and receive her doom from the formidable chieftain. Bcforo

she has raised her eyes, the well known voice of her lover pro-

nounces her name; and she finds herself alone in the arms of

her adoring Hafed. Tlie first emotion is ecstasy,—but the re-

collection of her father's vow and means of vengeance, comes
like a thundercloud < n her joy ;—she tells her lover of the trea-

ehery by which he has been sacrificed, and urges him, wiih

passionate eagerness, to fly with her to some place of safety.

* *' Hafed, my own beloved Lord,
"

She kneeling cries -" first, last ador'd !

** If in that soul thou'st ever felt

" Half what thy lips impassion'd sworCj
** Here, on my knees that never knelt

" To any but their God before,

*' I pray thee, as thou lov'st me, fly

—

^ Now, now— ere yet their blades are nigh.
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" Oh haste—the bark that bore me hither
'' Can wan us o'er yon darkening sea

*' East—^est—alas, I care not whither,
" So thou art safe, and I with thee I

*• Go where "we will, this hand ia thitK.
'• Those evis before me saiiliog thus,

*" Through gosid. and lil. thiough stonn aod shine,
'* The worlds a world of love for us 1

*• On some caim. ble&sed shore we"ii dwell,
*• "Where ^tis no crime to love too well ;—
" Where thus to worship tenderiy
*• An erring child of light like thee
' T»TI1 not be sin

—

(k-. if it be,
** Wliere we mar weep our faults away,
*' Together kneeling, night and day,
*• Thoa, for mi/ sake, at Ailas shrine,
** And I—at gt?^ Gods., for thine !

"

W'iidjv these passionate words she spoke

—

Then hung her head, and wept for shame

;

Sobbing, as it* a heart-string broke
With cTery deep-heaT'd sob that came. ' p. 261—^.

Hafetl is more shocked vrith the treachery to which he is sa-

crificed ihsn with the iate to which it consigns him :—One mo-
men: he gives v.p to softness and pity—assures Hicda, with coni-

passiorate c^uivacatien. thst ihey shall soon meet on some more
peaceful shore—places her sadly ia a litter, and sees her borne
do-:irn the steep to ihegsliey she had lately quitte;!. and to which
she siLl expects tiiat he is to follow her. He thea assenibles

his brave and devoted companicrs—warns them of the fate that

is spproaching—and cxiiTLs them to meet the host of the in-

vaders in the ravine, and sell their lives dearly to their steel.

Atler a fierce, and somewhat too sanguinary combat, the Ghe-
bers are at last borne down by numoers j and Hafed finds

himseu left alone, with one brave associate, mortallv wound-
ed like him-elf. They make a desperate effort to reach and
die beside the consecrated fire which barns fcr ever en the
sum n; it cf the clifil

• The crags are red they've clamber'd o'er.

The rock-weed s dripping %vi£h their gore

—

Thy blade too. HArtn, false at ieiigth,

Now breaks beneath thy tottering strength

—

Haste, haste—the voices of the Foe
CotLie near and nearer irom below

—

One enbrt more—tharik Keav'n ! 'tii past.

They've gain'd die topmost steep at iast-

And now they touch the temples walls.
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Xovr Hafed sees the Fire divine

—

WTien, lo !—his weak, worn coinrade fells

Dead on the threshold of the Shrine.
'' Alas, brave soul, too quickly fied

!

'• And must I leave thee withering here,
" The sport of every ruSan's tread,

" The mark for e\i:Ty corrard's spear ?

•' No, by yon altars sacred beams !

"

He cries, and, with a strength that seem*
Not of this world, uplifts the frame

Of the fall'n Chief, and tow'rd^- the flame

Bears him along ;—witli death-damp hand
The corpse upon the p}Te he lays,

Then lights the consecrated brand,

And fires the pile, whose sudden blaze

Like lightning bursts o'er Oman's Sea.

—

" Now, Freedom's God ! I come to Thee,
"

The youth exclaims, and with a smile

Of triumph vaulting on the pile,

In that last effort, ere the fires

Have harm'd one glorious limb, expires !
' p. 278, 279.

The unfortunate Hinda, whose cjailev had been detained

close under the cliff by the noise of the first onset, had heard
with agony the sounds which marked the progress and ca-

tastrophe of the fight, and is at last a spectatrets of the lofry

fale of her lover.

' But see—what m.oves upon the height ?

Some signal !

—
'tis a torch's light.

"\Miat bodes its solitary glare ?

In gasping suence tow'rd the shrine

All eyes are tum'd—thine, Hixda, thine

Fix their last failing life-beams there.

"Twas but a moment—fierce and high

The death-pile blaz'd into the sky.

And far awav o'er rock and flood

Its melancholy radiance s?nt

;

While Hafed. hke a vision, stood

Reveal'd before the burning pyre.

Tall, shadowy, like a Spirit of Fire

Shrin'd in its own grand element

!

'• 'Tis he !
"—the shuddering maid exclaim*,—

But, while she speaks, he's seen no more

;

High burst in air the funeral iiaiiies,

And Iran's hopes and hers are o'er

!

One «iid, heart-broken shriek sh^ g^ve

—

Then sprung, as if to reach that blaze,
• Where still she fix'd her dyrrig ^aza.
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And, gazing, sunk into tlie wave,

—

Deep, deep,—^vhere never care or pain

Shall reach her innocent heart again !
' p. 283—4s.

This sad story is closed by a sort of choral dirge of great ele-

gance and beauty, of which we can only afford to give the first

stanza.

' Fare-svell—farewell to thee^ Araby's daughter !

(Thus warbled a Peri beneath the dark sea)

No pearl ever lay, under Oman's green water,

jNIore pure in its shell than thy Spirit in thee. ' p. 284.

The general tone of this poem is certainly too much strained.?

It is overwrought throughout, and is too entirely made up of
agonies and raptures;—but, in spite of all this, it is a work of
great genius and beauty; and not only delights the fancy by its

general brilliancy and spirit, but moves all the tender and no-
ble feelings with a deep and powerful agitation.

The last piece, entitled * The Light of the Haram, ' is the
gayest of the whole; and is of a very slender fabric as to fable or
invention. In truth, it has scarcely any story at all; but is

made up almost entirely of beautiful songs and descriptions*

Daring the summer months, when the court is resident in the
Vale of Cashmere, there is a sort of oriental carnival, called the
Feait of Roses, during which every body is bound to be happy
and in good humour. At this critical period, the Emperor Seh"m
had unfortunately a little love- quarrel with his favourite Sul-
tana Nourmahal,—which signifies, it seems, the Litiht of the
Haram. The lady is rather unhappy while the sullen fit is

on her, and applies to a sort of enchantress, who invokes a
musical spirit to teach her an irresistible song, which she
sings in a ma^.k to the offended monarch ; and when his heart

is subdued by its sweetness, throws off her mask, and springs

with fonder welcome than ever into his repentant arms. The
whole piece is written in a kind of raptuie,—as if the author had
breathed nothing but intoxicating gas during its composition.
It is accordingly quite filled with lively images and splendid ex-
pressions, and all sorts of beauties,—except those ofreserve or sim-
plicity. We must give a few specimens, to revive the spirits of
our readers after the tragic catastrophe of Hafed : and We may
begin with this portion of the description of the fiappy Valley,

* Oh ! to see it by moonlight,— when mellowly shines

The light o'er its palaces, gardens and shrines
;

Vv'lien the water-fails gleam like a quick tall of stars,

And the uightingalc's hymn from thg Isle oi! Chenars
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Is broken by laughs and light echoes of feet

From the cool, shining walks where the young people meet.—
Or at morn, when the magic of daylight awcikes

A new wonder each minute, as slowly it breaks,

Hills, cupolas, fountains, call'd forth every one

Out of darkness, as they were just bora of the Sun*

WTien the Spirit of Fragrance is up with the day,

p'rom his Haram of night-flowers stealing away ;

And the wind, full of wantonness, woos like a lover

The young aspen-trees till they tremble all over.

When the East is as wai'ni as the light of first hopes.

And Day, with his banner of radiance unfuri'd,

Shines in through the mountainous portal that opes,

Sublime, from that Valley of bliss to the world !
' p. 29^.

The character of Nourmahai's beauty is much in the same
taste: though the diction is rather n)ore lonse and careless.

* There's a beauty, for ever unchangingly bright,

Like the long, sunny lapse of a summer day's light,

Shining on, shining on, by no shadow made tender.

Till Love falls asleep in its sameness of splendour.

This ims 7iot the beauty—oh ! nothing like this,

That to young Nourmahal gave such magic of bliss.;

But that loveliness, ever in motion, which plays

Like the light upon autumn's soft shadowy days,

Now here and now there, giving warmth as it flies

From the lips to the cheek, from the cheek to the eye§,

jNow melting in mist and now breaking in gleams,

Like the glimpses a saint has of Heav'n in his dreams I

"When pensive, it seem'd as if that very grace.

That charm of all others, was born with her face

;

And when angry,—for ev'n in the tranquillest climes

Light breezes will ruffle the flowers sometimes

—

The short, passing anger but seem'd to awaken
^ew beauty, like flow'rs that are sweetest when shakei>.

If tenderness touch'd her, the dark of her eye

At once took a darker, a heaveniier dye,

From the depth of whose shadow, like holy revealings

From innermost shrines, came the light of her feelings .'

Then her mirth—oh ! 'twas sportive as ever took wing
From the heart with a burst, like the wild-bird in spring ;—
Illum'd by a wit that would fascinate sages.

Yet playful as Peris just loos'd from their cages.

While her laugh, full of life, without any controul

But the sweet one of gracefulness, rung from her soul

;

And where it most sparkled no glance could discover,

In lip, cheek or eye.^, for she brighten'd all OYer,--
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Like any fair lake that the breeze Is upon,

When it breaks into dimples and laughs in the sun. ' p.302,303-

We can give but a littie morsel of the enchanting Song ot the

Spirit of Music.
' For mine is the lay that lightly floats,

And mine are the raurm-ariiig, dying notes^

That fall as soft as snow on the sea,

And melt in the heart as instantly

!

And the passionate strain that, deeply going,

Refines the bosom it trembles through,

As the musk-wind, over the water blowing,

Ruffles the wave, but sweetens it too }

The warrior's heart, when touch'd by me,

Can as downy soft and as yielding be

As his own white plume, that high amid death

Through the field has shone—yet moves with a breath.

And, oh how the eyes of Beauty gUsten,

When ^lusic has reached her inward soul,

Like the silent stars that wink and hsten

While Heav'n's eternal melodies roll !
' p. 318-19.

Another song, warbled by one of the Sirens of this voluptu-

ous court, in the absence of Nourraabal, has the same richness

of thought and of melody. It begins in this manner

—

' Come hither, come hither—by night and by day.

We linger in pleasures that never are gone

;

Like the waves of the summer, as one dies away,

Another as sweet and as shining comes on.

And the Love that is o'er, in expiring, gives birth

To a new one as warm, as unequall'd in bhss ;

And oh ! if there be an Elysium on earth.

It is this, it is this. ' p. 328.

Nourmahal herself, however, in her Arabian disguise, sings

a still more prevailing ditty—of which we can only insert a few

stanzas.
' Fly to the desert, fly with- me.

Our Arab tents are rude for thee ;

But oh ! the choice what heart can doubt

Of tents with love, or thrones without ?

* Our rocks are rough, but smiling there

Th' acacia waves her yellow hair,

Lonely- and sweet, nor lov'd the less

For flowering in a wilderness.

*• Our sands are bare, but down their slope

The silvery-footed antelope

As gracefully and gaily springs

Ai o'er the marble courts of Kings-
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* Then come—thy Arab maid will be

The lov'd and lone acacia-tree,

The antelope, whose feet shall bless

With their light sound thy loneUness.

* Come, if the love thou hast for me ,

Is pure and fresh as mine for thee,

—

Fresh as the fountain under ground,

When first 'tis by the lapwing found.

* But if for me thou dost forsake

Some other maid, and rudely break

Her worshippd image from its base,

To give to me the ruin'd place ;

—

* Then, fare thee well—I'd rather make
My bower upon some icy lake

When thawing suns begin to shine,

Than trust to love so false as thine !
' p. 331—333.

This strain and the sentiment which it embodies, remind the

offended monarch of his charming Nourmahal; and he names
her name in accents of teuderuess and regret.

* The mask is off—the charm is wrought

—

And Selim to his heart has caught,

In blushes, more than ever bright,

His Nourmahal, his Haram's Light! ' p. 334'.

We have now said enough, and sliown enough of this book,

to let our readers understand both what it is, and what we think

of it. Its great fault certainly is its excessive finery—and its

great charm the inexhaustible copiousness of its imagery—the

sweetness and ease of its diction—and the beauty of the objects

and sentiments with which it is concerned. Its finery, it should

also be observed, is not the vulvar ostentation which so often dis-

guises poverty or meanness—but the extravagance of excessive

wealth. We have said this, however, we believe before—and
suspect we have little more to say.

All poets, who really love poetry, and live in a poetical age,

"

are great imitators ; and the character of their waitings may of-

ten be as correctly ascertained by observing whom t'ley imitate

and whom they abstain from imitating, as from anytliing else.

Mr Moore, in the volume before us, reminds us oftejcr of Mr
Southey and Lord Byron, than of any other of his contempo-
raries. The resemblance is sometimes to the Roderick of the

first mentioned author, but most frequently to his Kciiama.

This may be partly owing to the nature of the subject ; but,

in many passages, the coincidence seems to be more radical—

and to indicate a considerable conformity, in taste and habits

VOL, XXIX. NO. 57. C .
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of conception. Mr Southey's tone, indeed, is more assum-

ing, his manner more solemn, and his diction weaker. Mr
Moore is more livdy—his figures and images come more thick-

ly—and his language is at once more familiar and more strength-

ened with points and antitheses. In other respects, the de-

scriptive passages in Kehama bear a remarkable affinity to

many in the work before us—in the brightness of the colour-

irfg, and the amplitude and beauty of the d^taik. It is in his

descriptions of love, and of female loveliness, that there is the

strongest resemblance to Lord Byron—at least to the larg-

er poems of that Noble author. In the powerful and con-

densed expression of strong emotion, Mr Moore seems to us ra-

ther to have imitated the tone of some of his Lordship's srrtaller

pieces—but imitated them as only an original genius could

imitate—as Lord Byron himself may be said, in his later

pieces, to have imitated those of an earlier date. There is

less to remind us of Scott, than we can very well account for,'^

when we consider the great range arid variety of that most fas-

cinating and powerful writer ; and we must say, that if Mr
Moore could bring the resemblance a little closer, and exchange

a portion of his superfluous images and ecstasies for an equiva-

lent share of Mr Scott's gift of interesting and delighting us with

pictures of familiar nature, and of that spirit and energy which

never rises to extravagance, we think he would be a gainer by

the exchange.—To Mr Crabbe there is no resemblance at all j,'

and we only mention his name, to observe, that he and Mr
Moore seem to be the antipodes of our present poetical sphere,

and to occupy the extreme points of refinement and homeliness

that can be said to fall within the kgitimate dominion of poetry.

They could not meet in the middle, we are aware, without chang-

ing their nature, and losing their specific character ; but each

might approach a few degrees, we think, with great mutual ad-

vantage. The outposts of all empires are posts of peril,— ihougb

we do not dispute that there is great honour in maintaining

them with success.

There is one other topic upon which we are not quite sure

whether we should say any thing. In an early Number of this

work, we reproved Mr Moore, perhaps with unnecessary seve-

rity, for what appeared to us the licentiousness of some of his

youthful productions. We think it a duty to say, that he hag-

long ago redeemed that error; and that in all liis later works-

that have con^e under our observation, he appears as the elo-

quent champion of purity, fidelity and delicacy, not less than of

justice, liberty and honour. Like most other poets, indeed, he
speaks much of beauty and love j and we doubt not that many
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mature virgins and careful matrons may think his lucubrations

on those themes too rapturous and glowing to be safely admitted
among the private studies of youth. We really think, however,

that there is not much need for such apprehensions; and, at all

events, if we look to the moral design and scope of the works
themselves, we can see no reason to censure the author. All his

favourites, without exception, are dutiful, faithful, and self-de-

nying; and no other example is ever set up for imitation. There
is nothing approaching to indelicacy even in his description of

the seductions by which they are tried ; and they who object to

his enchanting pictures of the beauty and pure attachment of
the more prominent characters, would find fault, we suppose,

with the loveliness and the embraces of angels.

Art. IL Memoir of the Conquest of Java^ nsiitli the subsequent

Operations of the British Forces in the Oriental Archipelago.

By Major William Thorn, late Deputy-Quartermaster to

the Forces serving in Java. 1 Vol. 4to. pp. 369.

THE expedition, of which this work contains an authentic and
scientific narrative, was the greatest that ever crossed the

Indian ocean ; and was also remarkable as the second occasion^

the occupation of Egypt being the first—on which the Asiatic

forces of this empire were successfully employed in foreign con-

quests,—and legions of bigotted Hindus transported, without

murmur or complaint, across those mighty waters which many
of them had never before beheld, and trained to act and to live

with comfort in regions so remote from the scene of their dar-

ling superstitions. The results of the conquest, too, were inter-

esting and momentous in the highest degree—both as exposing

to our fair and impartial observation large and remarkable races

of men, who had been previously very much misrepresented

and misconceived—and as holding out a fair prospect of in-

creased happiness, knowledge and improvement, to a great and
most docile population.

We will fairly confess, however, that it is not with these to-

pics that we now propose to busy ourselves ; and that we have

inserted the title of Major Thorn's book, chiefly to have an

apology for discoursing a little about Java, under- other rela-

tions, and with a viewr to other objects than those with which

he is occupied. The story of the conquest has now lost its in-

terest, since the occurrence of nearer and more important vic-

tories j and the pleasing prospects to which it once seemed to

c2
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open the way, have been overcast, by the restoration of the

country to its old masters. For our own sakes, we do not

know that it would be wise or patriotic to wish for a fur-

ther extension of our Indian dominions ; and, in point of po-

litical justice, we do not see how the claims of the Dutch, who
certainly never were our enemies but by compulsion, could ea-

sily be resisted. But it is impossible not to commiserate the

fate of the natives, whom this restoration (a word, for the

most part, of evil omen to subjects) has once more deliver-

ed over to such harsh and injudicious rulers ; and we really are

not sanguine enough to hope that they will soon have either

sense or liberality enough to profit by the example we set before

them, or the models we put into their hands. Of the actual

state and capabilities, both moral and physical, of this great

countrj', we hope soon to be able to give our readers an account,

in a review of the large and comprehensive publication of Sir

Stamford Raffles. At present, we mean to confine ourselves to

a short sketch of the Commerce of the Indian Islands—a subject

peculiarly interesting to this country, since the relaxation of the

East India Company's monopoly has opened up the neighbour-

ing regions to the enterprise of English merchants—and still,

we believe, very partially and imperfectly understood, even

among commercial men.

That vast and fertile groupe of islands which lies between In-

dia and China, is perhaps the richest and most luxurious region

of the habitable globe ; and the greater part of its productions

being eminently suited to the taste and the wants of all other

countries, seem, from the most ancient times, to have found a

market coextensive with the known world; and to have excited,

through a long series of ages, the cupidity and ambition, not of

traders merely, but of the greatest statesmen and conquerors.

From the days of Alexander down to those of Bonaparte, the

commerce of the Eastern world has been regarded as one grand

source of national wealth and industry— the central and primary

region of opulence and luxury—and the great fountain of public

•plendour and individual comfort. It was by the golden drop-

pings of this trade, strained through the narrow and obstructed

channels of Arabia and Egypt, that the wasted shores of Italy

were first stimulated to reproduction, after the conquest of the

barbarians,—and it was this that revived, by the wealth which it

poured upon Florence and Venice, the slumbering Genius of

Europe, and rekindled from its ashes the long-extinguished flame

of liberty and taste. It was the attraction of the same splendid

commerce that gave its first memorable impulse to the spirit of

maritime discovery—opened a way to Vasco round the Cape of
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Storms,—and led Columbus, though in an opposite direction,

to the still more eventful and magnificent discovery of another

world. Its actual eiFects, too, were long commensurate with the

efforts and expectations to which it gave rise. It created Alex-

andria—it revived Italy—it gave wealth, power, talent and virtue

to Portugal and Spain—and spread through all Europe that taste

for elegance and splendour which is akin to still higher refine-

ments—and is, at any rate, the great spring of mental activi-

ty and omnipotent industry.

It would be curious to inquire from what causes it has lost its

efficacy in these later times ; and why Portugal, Holland, and
England, when in full and peacefiil possession of those very

fountains of wealth, from the precarious access to which they

once derived so many benefits, seem now to find them a part

rather of their weakness than their strength, and a burden

rather than a support to their finances. The problem is full of

instruction—and full, too, of humiliation. We do not say that

its solution is perfectly easy, or that it is to be determined by
dogmatic asseverations : One thing, however, may be safely as-

sumed ; and that is, that nature is still the same, and that the

change has not arisen from any revolution in the condition of

the countries in question, or the physical wants and appetite.s

of men. The teeming islands of the East have not been blasted

with sterility ; nor have men lost their relish for their * spicy

drugs' and infinitely various productions. But our resort to

them has been artificially regulated and restrained ; and the

freedom of trade has been fettered by monopolies, and its ob-

ject narrowed, from that of enriching the world, to the support

of provincial power and official importance. We have no wish,

however, to enter at present into these thorny discussions j and

shall proceed therefore, without further preface, to give our

readers such information as we happen to possess as to the

nature and actual extent of the trade now carried on, from the

countries of which we have been speaking, to the other parts

of the world.

Without pretending to a very complete or minute enumera^

tion, we may observe, in the way of general description, that

the Indian islands trade with each other, with China and Ja-

pan—with what DrLeyden terms the Hindu- Chinese nations of

the Continent—with Hindustan—with Persia and. Arabia—and

with Europe and America. Each of these branches of trade

will demand a few observations.

To a careless observer, there will probably appear little dif-

ference in the state of society among the nuafierous nations or

bribes which inhabit this vast Archipelago j and he may not
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perhaps think of looking for any extraordinary varieties of cli-

mate and production in countries all situated within about eight

decrees of the equator. A very little attention, however, will

soon discover, even in this comparatively narrow range, many
degrees of social existence, and a curious diversity of climate

and production.

The population of these islands may, in a commercial view, be

enumerated as follow ; viz. the Agricultural tribes, who provide

all the cnmmodities not furnished by the spontaneous bounty of

Nature, and who, as there are scarcely any manufactures, may
be reckoned the most civilized of the natives ; the Maritime

tribes, the most turbulent and enterprising ; the Savages, who,

till they can be tamed, are oftener destructive than serviceable to

commerce ; and the Foreign Settlers, who may be looked on as

the brokers and wholesale merchants in the great traffic which

is driven from one end of the Archipelago to the other.

Among the agricultural nations may be reckoned some of the

greater tribes in the interior of Sumatra; the people of Bali and

Lomboc ; and, above all, the bulk of the population in the fer-

tile island of Java. The navigators, or maritime tribes, com-

prehend all the nations which speak the Malay language, and the

greater portion of the spirited and enterprising population of Ce-

lebes. The foreign settlers are a few Europeans, emigrants from

the maritime ports of continental India—some adventurous Arabs;

but, above all, the Chinese—the industrious and indefatigable

Chinese—in a tropical climate at least, the most productive class

of subjects which any state can possess. The inteUigence, indus-

try, and foresight of all these foreigners, readily distinguish them

from the natives of the country ; and, to the most common ob-

servation, determine their superior claims to civilization and im-

provement.

The more improved tribes, or those fixed to the soil, supply

the maritime, or less improved tribes, with such productions

as imply a superiority of skill and industry—such as corn, cot-

ton-wool, cotton-cloths, salt and tobacco. All these articles,

•when exported, for example, from Java to Sumatra, Borneo, the

Peninsula and the Moluccas, bring an advance, according to

circumstances, of from one to three hundred per cent.

The productions which the less improved tribes supply in ex-

change, are either in their rude state, or little altered by labour;

such as gold dust, rough diamonds, cloves and nutmegs ; ben-

jamin and gambir or catechu, the inspissated juice of a plant

which is eaten with the betel-nut, and constitutes, indeed, from

its universal use, one of the most considerable articles of native

«ommercc=.
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The carrying trade, in all these commodities, is principally

conducted by the enterprising navigators of Celebes, and especi-

ally by the Bugis of Wajo, who, by their skill and activity, may
be said to form the very life of the native commerce of the Ar-
chipelago. A slight sketch of their regular dealings will afford

the most interesting picture of the native trade of those countries.

The Wajo Bugis are a turbulent aristocracy of six confederated

states, who inhabit the northern part of the«outh-western limb
of that whimsically shaped island. They dwell on the borders

cf a great lake, from which there Sio-^ into the sea several na-
vigable rivers. This peculiarity of situation has perhaps given

Tise to that character for enterprise and industry which distin-

guishes them from all the other indigenous tribes of the Indi-

an Islands. There is no country, from New Guinea to Mer-
gui, to which their enterprise does not extend. Setting out on
their voyages at the beginning of the favourable season, they

<juit the borders of their native lake, in vessels of from 20 to 70
ions burthen, and sail in various courses, as directed by interest,

habit, and previous connexion. Their original outward car-

goes are chiefly composed of the excellent durable cloths of

their native country, manufactured from the cotton of Bali and
•Xiomboe. The greater number of the traders direct their course

towards the fertile and extensive countries to tlie westward. One
body takes the direction of Java, where they exchange their

cloths, and gold and silver specie, for the highly prized tobacco

of that island, which supplies the extensive consumption of the

Indian islanders throughout with that drug,—for the opium of

Bengal—the cotton fabrics of Europe and India—and the iron,

broad-cloth, and steel of Europe.

The most considerable body, however, performs a trading voy-

age along the coasts of Celebes, Borneo, Sumatra, the eastern

chores of the Gulf of Siam, the islands in the mouth of the Straits

of Malacca, and the western shores of the Peninsula, until it ter-

sninates in Malacca or Penang, where they give the gold and
bulUon, collected in the voyage, for the same commodities ob-

tained by their brother traders in Java. At Penang alone, to

give some notion of the extent of this branch of trade, we have

j-eason to beheve that not less than half a million of dollars in

bullion is annually left by those people in exchange for the single

article of opium.
The Wajo and other merchants of Celebes, who take an east-

erly direction, generally engage in the fishery of tripang or sea-

ling, a singular article of Chinese luxury, and from its amount,

3nd the demand for it, a most important ingredient in the com-

«oerce of the Indian islands ; tortoise shell, which abounds in the
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sain« parts of the coantrr ; and birds' ne^ts which are found in al-

most ail rA' them The^e >>am? merchants, betore they were dis-

turbed by the injustice of Europe, were also the carriers and
dealers in the great soice trade, and transported their spices to

the emooria in the western parts of the Archipekgo. A few

smus^led cloves and nutmegs, and a larger portion of these

spices in their wild state, are all that now remain to them of

this branch of commerce.
O^ the adventurous character of the commercial enterprise*

of these semibarbarous traders, the highest opinion may be

formed, from their voyages to the coast of New Holland in

quest of tripannr,—in the fishery of which, it is probable that not

less than 40 vessels of from 20 to TO tons, are annually engaged
from the pon of Macassar alone, from which 400 tons of the

commodity are exported to China, the sole market of this sin-

gular luxury, where the curious discrimination of the epicures

of that nation divides the fish into no less than thirty varieties

at as many different prices, one hardly distinguishable from the

othe^ but by a practised dealer.

These spirited adventures o^ the Bugis merchants are, how-
ever, it must not be overlooked, wonderfully facilitated by the

ease, the safety, and security with which the seas of the Indian

Archipebg-) may generaily be navigated. The great number of

the ishnds, tlie proximity of their shores, the smoothness of their

waters, the total absence of hurricanes and typhoons, the indis-

putdoie advantages of the steadfast monsoons, and of the land

and sea breezes, make it, in short, a matter of ease to perform

in their crazy barks such long voyages, as it would be madness to

undertake in any other climate. In a word, from all the advan-

tages now enumerated, we may rather compare the Malayan seas

to canals formed by "he hand of Nature, facilitating the inter-

course between the cilierent provinces of the same country, than

to the rude and inconstant seas of other latitudes.

The trade between the Indian islands and Cfiinay is certainij

the most important of the foreign commercial relations of both

countries, for its extent and utility. This indeed is the onij

foreign commerce which is admitted to be necessary to the proud
empire of China, which pretends in other cases to despise it.

The peculiar productions of the Indian Archipelago have be-

come, by iha habit cf ages, scarcely less mdispeniabie to its great

population, than the teas of China are to the modern inhabitants

of Europe. At least twenty thousand tons of Chineie shipping

con<?uct this trade annually. These vessels, which, from a cor-

ruption cf the Malayan ^ord juvg (a ship), we call junks, are,

•ccording to the depth of the ports they enter, from the iiico!V
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aiderahle size of 100 tons burthen, to the enonnous and nrwieldy

one of 1 509. These vessels perfcrm no more than one voyagrs

yearly,—though the time, frjm port to pert, seldom exceeds

twenty days. They corae and go with a flowing sheet, undsr the

benif^nant influence of the monsoons, without which, it may be

said of this, as well as every other proper Asiatic trade, thac

it could have had no existence.

The intercourse between China and the Indian islands is pro-

digiously extended by the crovvcis of emigrants from the former

to the latter. There is not, for example, one cf the seven great

junks which annuallv visit the ports of Java, which does not bring

from four to five hundred passengers, as permanent settlers.

The overflowing population of China is, in fact, poured out in

this way on the almost unoccupied Indian Archipelago, as its

most natural receptacle. An easy intercourse is kept up by a

short voyage between these countries ; and, did not the laws of

China, wiih<)ut the possibility of evasion, prohibit the emigra-

tion of women, we should, beyond doubt, see in a few years a

Chinese empire esiabhshed in the Indian islands. As it is, they

intermarry with the natives of the country,—ccntinuirg, how-

ever, with their descendants, a diitinct race, and retaining the

religion and manners of their nati%'e country. In this manner
thev are established in every country of the Archipelago; but

the singular condition in which they exist on the west coast of

Borneo, is most deserving of notice. There they are found, it

is alleged, to the number of two hundred thousand, nearly in a

state of independence, acknowledging but a nominal subjection

to the native Princes.

The cargoes of the junks consist of teas, porcelain, raw silk,

wrought silks, cotton cloths, weanng apparel, toys, books and

stationary, with brass and iron utensils of various descriptions.

We have room for httle more than a hire enumerition of the

various articles which form the return cargoes of these vessels.

The most prominent are, edible birds' nests, of which Java aione

supplies, annually, nut much less than half a million of Spanish

dollars worth; gold, tin, tripang, pepper, spices, animal sinews

dried in the sun—what in the commercial languofje of our South-

American traders, is called, we believe, jug-beef; betel-nut,

chiefly used as a masticatory ; rattans, applied in China, as in

the Indian islands, to every purpose cf cordage ; tortoise- sheli,

vrhich chiefly atx?unds on the coasts of Celebes, Ambcyna, and

the more eastern islands ; buftaio and ox-hides, from Java, Ba-

li and Lomboc, in which a large and handsome breed of both

descriptions of cattle is found ; cotton from L'^mboc, Bali and

Java; cloves, mace and nutmegs; bees-wax, fish maws, and sharks

^ns, fresh additiocs to the sin^iar luxuries ot the Chiiicse talkie;
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rhinoceros' hides and horns; with elephants* teeth, and those of
a variety of marine animals; ebony, benzoin, Malayan camphor,
sandal-wood, lignum- aloes, and agar-agar, a species of marine
mofs, cheaply used by the Chinese in room of gum, in several

of their manufactures, and which might perhaps be substituted

by ourselves with advantage, for the expensive gums at present

employed in the arts.

We give this hasty list, chiefly to point out to our readers the

indiscriminate avidity with which the commodities of the In-

dian islands are demanded in the markets of China. For the

ordinary products of the Indian islands, the Chinese have a
taste in common with the rest of mankind ; but to these they

add a list peculiar to themselves ; and with them there is a stea-

dy demand for some articles rejected by, or even revolted at, by

the taste of other nations.

Two prominent articles of the list deserve, from their value

in the general commerce of mankind, a more particular notice,

viz. gold and tin. The first metal abounds in almost all the

islands of the Archipelago ; but it is in the great islands of

Sumatra and Borneo that the most fertile sources have been

discovered. Gold, until the last few years, was obtained in the

Malay islands by processes not much more skilful than those

practised by the negroes of Africa, or the aboriginal inhabi-

tants of America; But, recently, the skill and industry of the

Chinese has been applied to the speculation of mining in Bor-

neo ; and the result has been, a prodigious augmentation of pro-

duce. In the countries lying between the rivers of Sambas and
Pontianak, six thousand labourers of that nation now produce

annually to the value of a million and a half of Spanish dollars

of this precious metal, by the simple process of passing a stream

of water over the sand which contains the ore, and which is ex-

tracted from mines of no great depth,—kept free from the in-

trusion of water, by the application of some simple Chinese

machinery. The only authentic grounds we have to form a

conjecture respecting the amount of the whole gold of the Ar-

chipelago, are the custom-house books of Calcutta, which show,

that, in five years, the value annually imported into that city a-

lone, from the Malayan ports, averaged 266,000 Spanish dollars.

Tin is an article of still more value; for the western portions

of the Indian Archipelago are the only countries in the world

where it is produced for useful purposes, save a corner of Great

Britain. The litde island of Banka, acquired by the valour of

British soldiers, and cast away by the folly and ignorance of

her politicians, is the principal repository of this metal, and

yields annually, under a most vicious system of management, and

3X a price wonderfully low, at least 4,725,000 of pounds j being
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more than two-thirds of the produce of the mines of Cornwall,

justly deemed so grand a source of our national wealth.

The trade which Europe has carried on 'with Japan was con-

ducted, on the part of the former, chiefly with the comi7)odities

of the Indian islands ; a fact which may teach us a new lesson re-

specting the commercial value of the latter. The currency cf

those commodities, indeed, approximates them rather to the

nature of the precious metals, than to the more vulgar objects

of commercial exchange. The cloves, mace, and nutmegs—tha

pepper, camphor, and sugar of the Archipelago, are still eagerly

demanded by the Japanese. With these, we know, from tha

most authentic and recent sources, that there is also an anxiou?

demand for the manufactures of Europe ; and a preference, as

elsewhere, for those of England. But what avails all this ?—for

it is impracticable to introduce them ; and it will always be so,

until seme European nation becomes possessed, as the Dutch
once were, of the island of Formosa ; for we consider it to be

quite certain that it was to the greatness of the power they possess-

ed in that island, at the doors of the Japanese monarchy, they

owed their admission to the trade of the empire, and not to the

meanness of their submissions, however abject. From the mo-
ment the Japanese ceased to be overawed by the neighbourhood

of tlie Dutch, they ceased to respect them. The trade decayed

from year to year; and at last dwindled into a pittance, hardly

worth the adventure of a private merchant.

The trade between the Indian Islands and the Hindu-Chinese

nations, is too inconsiderable, on its present footing, to deserve

a minute description. The carriers in this trade are the Chi-

nese, whose peaceable habits, and whose views, palpably and

unequivocally mercantile, give them a claim to confidence in

the ports of Cochin-China, Tonquin, Camboja, and Siam,

which is justly refused to the ambitious and distrusted mono-

poly companies of Europe. It is in these countries, particular-

ly in Siam, that their great junks or vessels, even those in which

they trade between the Archipelago and China, are constructed,

of the fine and abundant teak wood of that country. The In-

dian islands afford to these countries their fine spiceHes, gold,

and tin ; and require, in return, the cheap and excellent salt and

rice of the latter. Many articles which they yield in common,
such as sugar, pepper, and teak timber, might be conveniently

stored at the emporia of the Archipelago for exportation. Even

in touching upon this ground, facts crowd upon us far beyond

our limits.

The trade between the Indian Islands and Bengal is of recent

^rigin, and has had its source in the enterprising- spirit of a fevv
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British mercTiants, though fettered by the thousand vexatious

restraints of the monopoly. The exports to Bi njj^al are pepper,

tin, ^old, coffee, Japan copper, teak wood, and many minor arti-

cles ;—the imports, chiefly opium and piece goods. By the cus-

tom-house books of Calcutta it appears, that at least a million

and a half of rupees' worth of opium is exported to the Indian

islands j which averages a gross profit to the merchant of 30 per

cent., and generally not Jess than 250 per cent, to the govern-

inent& which draw an excise revenue from it; the result of
which to that of Java, for example, ought not, under good ma-
Kagemen, to be less than one million of Spanish dollars annual-

ly. The average of four years proves, that three millions seven

hundred and seventy- six pounds of pepper are yearly imported

into Calcutta from the various ports of the Malayan Archipe-

iiigO.

The only article of this branch of trade which deserves espe-

cial notice, is teak timber, which, in our times, has been princi-*

pally exported to Calcutta, where it has sold for full 300 per
csnt. above its prime cost, and that cost an arbitrary price

affixed by the European government. This invaluable timber

is hardly produced anywhere in the Indian islands but in

Java ; and, even in Java, is confined to the most fertile districts

©f that fine island. Yet its abundance makes ample amends
for the narrow limits of its production ; for the inexhaustible

forests of Java now contain the ready materials of many Bri-

tish navies. The extraordinary qualities of this timber, and its

superiority even over British o?.k, are now so universally admit-

ted, that it would be superfluous to insist further on the sub-

ject ; but we may mention as a fact, worth the knowledge of
the pohtician, that, saving the teak, the splendid and luxuriant

forests of the Indian islands (and the same observation may be
extended to all those of central Asia) afford no timber, fitted

by strength and durability, for the gtneral purposes of ship-

buildmg. Of this fine wood, in spile of our precarious occu-

pation, at least 8000 tons of square-rigged vessels were con-
structed in our times in Java ; and probably not less than
10,000 tons of the unwrought timber were exported to Calcutta,

The exportation of this timber to Britain, had the island conti-

nued a British possession, might have constituted a material

branch of trade, and contributed to such a degree to the naval

strength and resources of the empire, as it is in vain to look

for from any other Asiatic connexion ; for no one at all ac--

quainted with the facts, can calculate on such a result from the

half- exhausted forests of Malabar, and the precarious and ipfe-

rior produce of those of Pegu.
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With the countries of the Decan, or Southern Peninsula of

Hindustan, and the Indian islands, a oommerciLil intercourse

of great antiquity has subsisted, through which it appears

that the islanders received the religion, literature, and arts of

India—a singular discovery, recently but unequivocally deter-

mined. Of the inhabitants of both coasts of the Peninsula,

but particularly of those of Coromandel, whole shoals annually

pour over on the western portions of the Archipelago, among
whom are to be found Hindus as well as Mahomedans. These
emigrants are notorious, in the Indian islands, for their intelli-

gence, expertness, and chicanery. The cargoes brought by
them, in vessels awkwardly constructed, though navigated after

the European model, consist chiefly of white and blue cotton-

cloths, chintzes, salt, and tobacco ; and the returns are betel-nut#.

gold, tin, damar, bees-wax, ivory, lignum-aloes, frankincense,

cloves, nutmegs, and black pepper.

The Arabs, as soon as they became possessed of the ports on
the Persian gulf, entered upon the field of Indian commerce;
but the precise period of their first appearance in the seas of
the Archipelago is not known. In the beginning of the 13th.

century, the intercourse increased j some of the natives were
converted to the Mahomedan religion—and, in the course of
the next two centuries, nearly all the civilized tribes. This in-

tercourse still continues. The navigators of Arabia, from the

Persian and Arabian Gulfs, bring bullion, dried fruits, salt,

and Indian cottons, which they dispose of for the usual produce
of the Indian islands, and particularly for the sugar of Java,

the most considerable article of the return cargoes. Besides the

marketable cargoes, the Arabian shipping accommodate a host

©f simple pilgrims, who contribute, with the small zeal and learn-

ing imported from Arabia, to keep alive the embers of Islam in

the Archipelago.

Of all Oriental traders, the Arabs, in intelligence, spirit and
enterprise, approach the nearest to the bold and adventurous ge-

uius of European nations. The Indian islands, in spite of the

intolerant genius of the Arabian religion, owe much to this con-

nexion. In many situations, the priests or apostles of Arabia
established independent authority, and rose to sovereign rank.

"Wherever this happened, as at Bantam, Achin, Palembang,
Pontianak, and perhaps Malacca, commerce flourished ; and
ceased not to do so until crushed by the ambition, injustice, or

false policy of Europe.

The commerce of the Indian islands tvith EKvope^ being the

most important to us, will require a longer detail than those

branches already enumerated. We may premise, that our in-

tercourse with these fertile islands bears, on the whole, a muck
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stronger resemblance to that which we originally maintained
with America, than to our connexion with the great nations
of continental Asia ; for the latter ai'e inhabited by civilized,

populous, and, in some sense, manufacturing communities

;

and the islands by tribes far less improved, and often thin-

ly scattered over a great though fertile territory. Add to this

the rich peculiarity of the productions of the Indian islands,

and their suitableness to the general taste and habits of the
Kuropean nations ; and we think our readers will agree with
us in holding, that, of all branches of the Indian commerce^
this promises to be ultimately of the greatest value. The
prominent articles of export to Europe are well known to be,

the fruit of the clove and nutmeg trees, black pepper, coffee,

and sugar. The minor articles are, diamonds, gold^ rattans

and canes, benjamin, tortoise-shell, elephants' teeth, with buf-

falo horns and hides.

A singular and anomalous fact in regard to the consumption
of the finer spiceries in Europe in modern times, has been re-

marked J and, by those interested in the support of existing

abuses, has been generally ascribed to the caprices of fashion.

It is, at all events, notorious, that within the last two centuries,

the consumption of these costly articles has prodigiously dimi-

nishcd; while the population, wealth and luxury of the consum-
ers have increased in an equal degree. This seeming caprice,

however, we conceive may be very easily accounted for. The
fine spices have been sold at an exorbitant monopoly price, be-

yond the means of the consumers, who have been compelled to

content themselves with the less costly ; leaving the narrow
market of the former to a few opulent customers. These spices

themselves have accordingly been withdrawn from consumption,

exactly as they rose in price ; and mace, the most extravagant,

in by far the greatest degree. They have been supplied by black

pepper, pimento, ginger, and capsicums, cheap commodities,

which have followed the natural progress of a free trade—fal-

len in price, and augmented in consumption. It is the injus-

tice of a monopoly in the higher spiceries which has injured

their sale ; for Nature produces them in abundance, in a luxu-

riance indeed which is amply proved by the pains which the

monopolists use to suppress their production, amounting to the

very extirpation of the plants—for they grow spontaneously in

the forests of a thousand islands. The trade in spices, which
is known to be ruinous to the monopolists themselves, and ne-

ver occupies more "than the tonnage of a single East Indiaman,

might, with free culture, and unrestricted trade, become a great

branch of the commerce of the Indies—promoting industry, ex-»

tending the comfort and enjoyment of the consumer* and resca«
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ing the grower from one of the most galling and ignorainious

conditions of slavery and servitude under which a people ever
groaned,—implying not only the inhibition of using the staple

produce of the soil, but the necessity of cultivating it as a task-

work for the benefit of their oppressors.

Coffee is the next article in point of importance in this branch
of trade. It was introduced from Arabia into Java, to which it

is still nearly confined j and was then an article of monopoly, un-
til a partial enlargement of the trade took place, in the times of
the British administration. It is, under this enlargement, now
sold by the grower at from six to seven Spanish dollars per pe-
cul ; * and, by the wholesale merchant, cured, and packed for

importation, at ten dollars. Java produces, of this commodity,
at least sixteen millions of pounds. The same fine island yields

about ten millions of pounds of superior clayed sugar ; and the
quantity is daily increasing. The active, intelligent, and fru-

gal Chinese, are the manufacturers of this commodity ; and,
with the advantage of a wonderfully fertile soil, f cheap machi-
nery, and low wages, it is estimated that it might be produced
at two Spanish dollars per pecul, or one-sixth part of the ave-

rage of West India. The markets of Europe, however, re-

gulate the local ones ; and the manufacturer obtains from the
wholesale merchant, from 4 to 5 Spanish dollars per pecul,

while he disposes of his purchase to the exporter at from 6 to 7.

The trade in pepper, which is not an indigenous plant, but an-
ciently introduced from the Peninsula of India, is too well known
to require any long detail. It is confined to the westerly portions

of the Archipelago; and yields in quality to the produce of the pa-
rent country—but not in the same' degree that it surpasses it in

cheapness and abundance. Its natural price may be estimated

at 5 Spanish dollars the pecul; and the exporter, in times of com-
petition, receives it at 8 or 9. :j:

* A Malay name for a Chinese weight, signifying a natural load,

equal to ISSylib. avoirdupois, in universal use throughout the Ar-
chipelago.

f The soil of Java is often 100 feet deep, and 18 and 20 are com-
mon. In this fine mould, the sugar cane and tobacco grow luxuri-

antly, without manure ; and in all the best lands, which are also the
most abundant, the great rice crop is, within the circle of the year,

succeeded either by a second of the same grain, or by one of maize,
pulse, farinaceous roots, or cotton.

-^ The Americans, in their small shipping, carry on a direct trade
with the native ports, in this commodity ; while the express provision
of an act of Parliament makes us spectators only of this branch of
aemmercei 1
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In speakinfT oftbe exports for Europe, it wonld be unfair towards

our commercial reader?, n<»t to notice the article ofcotton, so cheap-

ly and abundantly produced in Java, where, bpsides the exports to

the neighbouring islands, in its raw and manufactured sfcite, and
Eo-.v and then to China, it affiirds the material with which its five

miilionsof inhabitants are clothed. Under existins; circumstances,

•when neither skill nor machinery are employed, the clear wool,

of superior quality, can be exported at from 10 to 12 Spanish

dollars per pecul. The introduction of European enterprise,

skill and capita!, without which, neither this nor any other

branch of foreisjn Indian commerce can acquire value and im-

portance, would enhance the qualitv and rsduce the price of the

cotton of Java,—ieavinfr. in our judgments, little chance for

competition to other countries.

The ichabitants of the Indian islands have a taste for the luxu-

ries, comforts and enjoyments esteemed by the rest of maukind,

so general, and it may be almost said indiscriminate, that it is

little controlled by any prejudice, religious, moral or political.

Among them we had, in this respect, not the most distant simi-

litude to the selfish, obstinate, )*et exaggerated prejudices ascrib-

ed to the Hindus. The teas, silks and porcelains of Cidna ;

the hardware, cotton fabricks, broad-cloths, nen the -jcines of

Europe ; the cotton goods and opium of Hindustan ; the cof-

fee and dried fruits cf Arabia, with the immense variety of their

own native produciions, are all adapted to their versatile tastes.

Throu;rhout the Archipelago there certainly cannot be less than

ten millions of such customers.

It would be superfluous to enter upon an enumeration of every

European commodity which finds a market in the Indian islands.

Iron, cotton-cloths, and broad-cloths, are the staples of the trade.

In iron, the whole consumption of the great population to which

we have just alluded, is exclusively supplied from Europe. At
one port of Java, (and we quote this instance, because the article

was intended for the consu:T:ption of the provinces adjacent, and

not for exportation), thirteen thousand cwts. were imported in

one year. It is a very remark.ible and most instructive fact,

that the Malay and Bngis tribes have long substituted, in a

great measure, the chintzes of Britain for the inferior pro-

duce of Bengal, and the higher priced ones of Cororaandel

;

and, among the Javanese, the taste for the same articles became
so prevalent during our administration of the colony, when the

freedom of competition poured them in in cheapness and abuod-

ance, that hardly any one above the rank of a pea&ant was seen

without a gala dress of tbis^ matefial. The very same remarks

apply to wocliens; for the lighter descriptions of which Uiere
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is, considering all circucnstanccs, a fjrcat and a growing mar-

ket- It is one of the prejudices of these who are but super-

ficially acquainted with the nature of the Indian commerce,

that the manufacturing industry of Europe can produce nothing

suitable to the taste or nece.sj-ities of the natives. No example

can tend more to show how chimerical are all such notions

than the one before us. Who v.ould, from abstract reasoning,

expect that, in countries under the equator, there should be

a demand fur the pecuhar clothing of a northern climate .'' Yet

the books of the customhouse may be confidently referred to

for the extent, and for the increase of this export. The truth is,

that the countries of the Indian Archipelago, refreshed by fre-

ciuent showers, by land and sea breezes, and abounding in stu-

pendous mountains, are a comfortable residence even for Euro-

peaa settler?. On the flat plains, where the thermometer is about

bO°, there is always a fresh and cooling air. On the extensive

table lands, where it falls to 70= and 75°, the air is temperate and

agreeable, and the inhabited portions of the mountains afford

climates of every degree of cold from thence to 50°. In the first

of these situations, warm clothing is often comfortable ; in iha

second, it is always so; and, in the last, it is indispensable.

Instead of dwelling on minor articles of European manufac-

ture demanded in the Malayan markets, such as stationary,

which supplies the place of the styles and palm-leaves, once ia

general use, but now confined to the least civilized of the tribes,

—

or glass and crystal ware, the use of which is nearly univer-

sal with the higher classes,—we shall generally observe, that free-

dom and security to the merchant are alone necessary to esta-

blish a beneficial, agreeable, and extensive intercourse. We
may form some notion of the importance and extent of the

trade, when we are told, that, in one year, 15,000 tons of ship-

ping cleared out from tlie port of Batavia for that of Londoa
only.

The timorous may apprehend embarrassment to such a traffic,

from the piratical character, ferocious manners, and perfidy of the

East-insular tribes, so often spoken of, and always with so much
exaggeration. The truth, however, is, that the East-insular

tribes have a chivalrous abhorrence of blows and personal abuse
j^

and that, when subjected to the coarse and rigorous coercion of

naval discipline, it becomes so intolerable to them as to be by

far the most usual source of those acts of desperaii^n which

have subjected their character, among the nations oi 'Europe,

to the oOicus imputations of perfidiousness, and sanguinary re-

verge. The writer of this article is confident that no intelligent

person who will take the trouble of making himself acquaint-

VOL. XXIX. NO. 57. D
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ed with their character, will scruple in preferrin*^ its simple

truth and ingenuousness to the degenerate virtues of the more
polished inhabitants of Hindttstan. In striking contrast to what

is too well known to be the case there, the Malayan and Eu-
ropean character readily assimilate under favourable circum-

stances; and a mutual kindness is engendered.

Piracy, to be sure, is just as common and as openly pursued

in the Malay seas, as robbery in the deserts of Arabia. Nor
can we wonder very much at its prevalence among a hundred
nations of independent barbarians, along whose shores half the

wealth of Asia is yearly passing. The real danger, however;^

arises, not from the desperate character of the Malayan pirate,

but from the weakness and pusillanimity of their victims, the

I.ascars of Bengal, the dastardly Chinese, and the cowardly

inhabitants of Malabar and Coromandel. A few British sea-

men might, on their own clement, defy the whole hostile ar-

ray of a Malay state ;—in incontrovertible proof of which opi-

nion, it is only necessary to state a known truth, that in twenty

years, during which the Americans have visited the same seas,

not a single ship of that nation lias been cut off by the Ma-
lays, though navigated, at an average of" the whole, with not so

many as a dozen of men each. To render tlie navigation se-

cure, even to the most timid of the Asiatic traders themselves,

the presence of an active European power amply suffices. Dur-
ing our five years' possession of the Dutch colonies, there was
not an example of an European vessel cut ofl' by pirates, and
hardly, we imagine, a native one.

An extraordinary degree of protection, however, it must be

admitted, is necessary here, as in all similar situations, where a

commerce is carried on with men barbarous, or half civilized.

A naval force is, in the peculiar condition of the Indian islands,

the most natural and legitimate instrument of control and pro-

tection. But, of itself, it is certainly not adequate to the pur-

pose of insuring the attainment and possession of that extensive

commerce for which there is room. It appears to us, that two
or three free ports, centrically and commodiously situated, which
might serve as emporia for the whole traffic of the Archipelago,

where the native trader might resort with safety, and where the

distant and inexperienced merchant of Europe might quickly

4ispose of and obtain a cargo, woukl amply eflect this purpose.

Penan^r^Banka, and a safie port among the many isles of the

Amboyna seas, are the most eligible points which occur to us.

It is indeed under freedom,, justice, and good faith alone, that

this trade, in common with every other, can flourish ; and a

disregard for them perhaps never was more signally punished
than it is known to have been in the history of this very com-
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merce, once so flourishing in our early knowledge of it, but
nearly exterminated by violence and injustice. There is, on this

subject, an interesting passage in the voyages of Dampier, with
which we shall close this long article. The honest navigator,

after narrating the circumstances of an atrocious and tragical

attack qpon a small English trading ship, proceeds, in his art-

less v!i\y, with the following instructive commentary.
* The people of Barcahs, therefore, ' says he, * though they
are Malayans as the rest of the country, yet they are civil

enough engaged thereto hy trade ; for the more trade, the more
civility; and, on the contrary, the more barbarity and inhur
manity. For trade has a strong influence upon all people
who have found the sweets of it, bringing with it so many of
the conveniences of life as it does ; and I believe, that even
the poor Americans, who have not yet tasted the sweets of it

by an honest and just commerce, even such of them as yet

seem to court no more than a bare subsistence of meat and
drink, and a clout to cover their nakedness. That extensive

continent hath yet millions of inhabitants, both the Mexican
and Peruvian pirts, who are still ignorant of trade; and they

would be fond of it, did they once experience it, though they

at present live happy enough, by enjoying such fruits of the

earth as Nature has bestowed on those places where their lot

is fallen ;—and it may be, they are happier now, than they

may hereafter be, when more known to the avaricious world.

For, with trade, they will be in danger of meeting with op-

pression,

—

men not being content with a free trajfic, and ajnst

and reasonable gain, especially in those remote countries ; but

they must have the current run altogether in their o'wn channel^

—though to the depriving the poor natives they deal with

of their natural liberty, as if all mankind were to be ruled by
their laws. The islands of Sumatra and Java can sufliciently

witness this ; the Dutch having in a m?3uner engrossed all

the trade of these, and several of the neighiv uring islands, to

themselves ; not that they are able to supply them xmth a quar^

ter of "jchat they isoant, but because they xnrndd have all the

produce of them at their otji?i disposal. Yet even in this they

are short, and may be still more disappointed of the pepper

trade, if other people would seek it ; for the greater part of

the i -land of Sumatra propagates this plant ; and the natives

would readily comply with any who would come to trade with

them, notwithstanding the great endeavouss tht Dutch make
agjiinst if ; for this island is so large, populous, and pro-

ductive of pepper, that the Dutch are not able to draw all to

themselves. Indeed, this place about Barcahs is in a man-
b2
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* ner at their devotion ; and, for ought I know, it was through
* a design of being revenged on the Dutch, that Captain John-
* ston lost his life. I find the Malayans, in general, are im-
* placable enemies to the Dutch ; and all seems to arise from an
* earnest desire they have for a free trade, which is restrained

* by them not only here, but in the Spice islands, and all other
* places where they have any power.

* But it isfreedom only must be the means to encourage any of
* these remote people to trade, especially such of them as are
* industrioits, and tdiose inclinations are bent this wgj/, as most
* of the Malayans are^ and the major jmrt of the people of the
* East Indies^ even from the Cape of Good Hope eastward t9.

* Japan—both continent and islands. For though, in many
* places, they are limited by the Dutch, English, Danes,
* &c. and restrained from a free trade with other nations;
* yet have they continually shown what uneasiness that is to

* them. And how dear has this restraint cost the Dutch \

* —when, yet, neither can they, with all their forts and guard-
* ships, secure the trade wholly to themselves, any more than
* the Barlaventa fleet can secure the trade of the West Indies
* to the Spaniards. ' Such, in homely, but impressive lan-

guage, are the unprejudiced sentiments of an honest observer,

on a question which, in our times, has been studiously darken-

ed by all the arts of sophistry and misrepresentation.

Art- III. The Speeches of Charles Phillips, Esq. delivered

at the Bary and on various Public Occasio7is, in Ireland and
JStigland. Edited by Himself. 8vo. pp. 220. London.
Longman & Co. 1817.

"JV/Tr Phillips is a man of talents certainly ; but he is not
-*-'-*- very docile ; and has not a very correct taste, we fear, in

more things than in style. It is now about two years since we
called the attention of our readers to the attempts which were

then made to obtain from the English public, a confirmation

of the partial judgment of his personal friends, and Irish ad-

mirers. We referred reluctantly to the unworthy system of

puffing which had been adopted for this purpose ; we were

extremely glad to be informed, soon after, that Mr Phillips

had no concern with it ; although it was a little unlucky that

the very letter in which he denied the charge was prefaced

by a panegyrick, which we rather think he could not have

read without a blush, in a room alone. On that occasion^

2
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we certainly expressed our anxious desire to prevent the im-

portation of this false eloquence from the country of Grattan,

Burke and Plunkett, *—and did what we could to make the

prohibition effectual, by pointing out the manifold vices in

which it abounded : Nor were we without some hopes, that

the author himself might be reclaimed from the course in which

the applauses of the rabble, or of his equally unwise friends,

were betraying him, and devote his talents to the cultivation

of genuine eloquence, under the discipline of sound taste.

The volume before us, however, gives us no reason to believe

that this reformation is at hand ; and we are very sorry for

it : For, whatever he may think of it, we are sure that our

admonitions proceeded from the most friendly feelings. What
prepossession, indeed, could we entertain that was not favour-

able to Mr Phillips ? We highly approved of his political opi-

nions, though a little exaggerated in the expression ; we admir-

ed the independence of his conduct ; we saw in him many of

the highest qualities of an orator. But we perceived him to be

surrounded by the worst of enemies, flatterers ; and as he has,

in his humble sphere, committed the error so often fatal even to

great men— mistaken flatterers for friends, and allowed his ear

to be tickled by their praises, till he fancied every one his foe

who spoke unpleasant truths, he has gone on, not perhaps from

bad to worse, but in a repetition of the same kind of composi-

tion—all the defects remaining, and the merits having lost the

novelty by which they chiefly attracted notice. It would be a

disgraceful sacrifice of truth to party feelings, were we to say

less than we think upon this subject, because we sincerely agree

in most of Mr Phillips's opinions. The sentiments of esteem

which all we have heard of his political conduct teaches us to en-

tertain for his character, and the good opinion we still have of

his natural talents, make it impossible not to cherish, even after

the publication of this volume, a fond hope that his eyes may
yet be opened to the deplorable folly of ch using his critics a-

mong friends blinded by partiality, or mobs incapacitated by

ignorance—and of believing that the advertisements of the one,

or the noise of the other, can succeed in changing that eternai

rule, still more applicable to oratory than poetry, that ' sense

is the only source of excellence.

'

* The reputation of the two former has long been beyond the reach

of controversy or cavil ;—but of the last, it may not be altogether un-

necessary to say, that we consider him as a model of chaste elo*

quence, reaching the highest perfection of the art, and free froo;

every one of the faults to which his countrymen are so liable.
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In the publication before us, we have, first of all, to com-
plain of the same system of puffing which has, in Mr Phillips's

former publications, given offence to every person of correct no-

tions, and, more especially, to those who possessed any feelings of

professional delicacy. A young barrister, printing his Speeches

at publick meetings as well as in courts of lavv, at tavern din-

ners, in various places both on the mainland and in islands in

the Lakes, betokens a zpal for applause not very usual among
members of that learned order. The f'tle-page bears that it^ese

Speeches are * edited by himself. ' He dedicates them himself to

Mr Roscoe,—and then modestly steps aside for a moment, that

his friend Mr Finlay (the «ante gentleman, we presume, who is

praised larj^ely in one of the Speeches) may come forward, and
deliver, in the shape of a preface, a highly wrought panegyric

of the orator, equally warm, indeed, with any thing said l>y Quin-
tilian of Cicero, though not in precisely the s-inie styk-. This
piece is entitled * Preface, hij John Finlay^ Esq. ' Mr Finlay

treats his friend exactly as if he had alre':dy token his place a-

mong the English classics, * Tlie Speeches of Phillips, ' says

he, ' are now, for the first time, ollered to the world in an au-
thentic form. ' The next sentence is written pretty much in the

correct phraseology of * the Speeches of Phillips ' themselv<^s.
* So far as his exertions have been hitherto developed, his admir-
* ers, and they are innumerable, must admit that the text of this

* volume is an acknoidedged reference, to which future criticism
* may fiiirly resort, and from which his friends must deduce any
< title which the speaker may have created to the character of
* an orator. ' He then shows that he has borrowed also the
correctness of met:iphor which distinguishes Mr Phiiiips. ' Dc-
* fects and detraction, ' says he, * are as the spots and shadow
* which of necessity adhere and attach to every object of ho-
* nourable toil' He afterwards boasts, that these Speeches
* are read in all the languages of Europe,' at this moment j

meaning, of course, in the foreign newspapers, where it is un-
questionable that fur worse compositions than Mr PhiHips's are
translated daily from the public papers of this country. The
criticism to which they have been subjected, is next ascribed to
the influence of Government ; for Mr Finlay observes, « that Mr
* Phillips's political principles have been a drawback on his re-
* putation ; and the dispraise of these Speeches has been a dis-
* countable quantity for the promotion of placemen, and the
* procurement of place. ' As, however, he was probably aware
thatti^ehad not sonegotiated our paper, he must needs find another
reason for the opinions expressed in the Edinburgh Review, upon
the Speech fn the case of Guthrie v. Sterne ( No. L.) It seems we
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took for * the basis of the criticism, an unauthorized and incor-

* rect publication of a single forensic exertion in the ordinary
* routine of professional business. ' Now, we have a strong sus-

picion that this unauthorized publication was printed from Mr
Phillips's own handwriting : At all events, it bore manifest proofs

of having been corrected, or rather written by him ; and, if any

further evidence were wanting, the book before us c<)ntains it

;

for it conlains that Speech, almost word for word as in the edi-

tion reviewed by us; the. only alterations being a word here

and there, probably typographical errors in the former edition. *

Nor is it less unfair to represent that Speech as an ordinary

effusion ; one of a great number daily made in the course of a

barrister's practice. Mr Finlay must know, that it was a most

elaborate effort of a person who had little or no practice, and
who probably made no other speech of any kind for some time

before and after it was delivered. Indeed it happens, whimsi-

cally enough, that this is the very speech selected by our judi-

cious panegyrist a few pages further on, as the best instance of

Mr Phillips's reasoning powers, and skilful selection of topics.

One word more, before leaving the Preface, upon the stand-

ard of criticism erected by Mr Finlay in rhetorical matters.

* To juries and public assemblies * says he * alone the following

* speeches have been addressed j and it is by ascertaining their

* effect on these assemblies or juries, that the merit of the exei'-

* tion should in justice be measured.
* But there seems a general and prevalent mistake among our

* critics on this judgment. Thej' seem to think that the taste

* of the individual is the standard by which the value of orato-

* ry should be decided. We do not consider oratory a mere
* matter of t^.ste: it is a given means for the procurement of a
* given end ; and the fitness of its means to the attainment of
* its end should be in chief the measure of its merit ;—of this fit-

* ness success ought to be evidence. ' (p. xi.xii.) And then hepro-

ceeds to boast of Mr Phillips's success in a case where he obtained

large damages, and to assert also that he has * procured a larger

* number of readers through the world than ever resorted to the

* productions of any man of these countries, ' (meajiing, by this

* It is worthy of remark, however, that the sentence about ' an

artery torn from the heart-strings, ' is omitted in the present edition.

But does Mr Finlay mean to say, that Mr Phillips never spoke of suck

an artery ? We can liave no doubt that the original edition was cor-

rect in this particular ; and that the words are now left out, because

they were laughed at. What printer, indeed, could have inserteel

them ?
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plural, the country of Ireland, as we find elsewhere.) Now, as

to this last assertion, it is so ridiculous an assumption of fact,

that we really wonder how even the secret vanity of any man's own
heart could make it in the choicest moment of self-complacency.

Do Messrs Finlay and Phillips verily and indeed believe, that

more nations read their compositions, than are to be found read-

ing the vilest effusions of our newspaper writers and our hust-

ings orators ? But we are more anxious to protest against the

new canon of criticism which these gentlemen would introduce

;

and which, if adopted, must at once put an end to all classical

eloquence. Success with a jury or a mob, it seems, u the cri-

terion of good oratory. Now, we venture to assert, that no

worse test can be conceived ; for every one who knows any thing

of those audiences, but especially in Ireland, is aware that they

are liable to be led away by the glare of the worst st}le of speak-

ing,—although we have no manner of doubt, that the purest

and most chaste oratory, if adapted to the occasion, would al-

ways insure a still greater success even with the multitude.

The preface concludes with the following expressions, which

we cite in support of the censure reluctantly passed on Mr Phil-

lips, for want of delicricy. They are not indeed written by him-

self; but he gets a friend to write them, and does not scruple

to publish them. We really thought that the old practice of

introducing an author with a flourish of recommendatory vt*rse;j

had been wholly exploded—and even in former days we think it

was never applied to prose compositions. *

* Unaided by the advantages of fortune or alliance ; under the

frown of political power and the interested detraction of professional

jealousy, confining the exercise of that talent which he derives from

his God to the honour, and succour, and protection of his creatures

—this interesting and highly-gifted young man runs his course like a

giant, prospering and to prosper ;—in the court as a flaming sword,

leading and lighting the injured to their own; and in the public as-

sembly exposing her wrongs—exacting her rights—conquering en-

vy—trampling on corruption—beloved by his countiy—esteemed by

a world—enjoying and deserving ah unexampled fame—and actively

* Mr Phillips pays back his friend's panegyrick almost in ready

money. The extract in the text praising the author of the book, is

from the end of the preface. The second page of the book thus

speaks of the author of the preface. ' One whose patriotism has al-

* ready rendered him tamiliar to every heart in Ireland ; a man, who,
* conquering every disadvantage, and spurning every difficulty, has

* poured around our misfortunes the splendour of an intellect th.at at

' once irradiates and consumes them. ' p. 2,
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employing the summer of his life in gathering honours for his n^me,

»nd garlands for his grave !
' p. xiv.

Of the ten Speeches contained in this volume, five were deli-

vered at dinners and other public meetinfrs, and five in courts

of justice ;—But the style of all is exactly the same ; and indeed,

there is nothing more to be remarked in Mr Phillips's composi-

tions, than their surprising uniformity. It almost amounts to

repetition ; it is so very perfect and exact, that you can always

tell beforehand how he is to go en when he has begun with a

topic. He proceeds as if he worked by a particular receipt, me-

"chanically ; and the worst of it is, that he uses the same receipt

whatever be his object. The perfection of oratory, he seems to

think, consists in pouring out, without any selection, a mulii-

tude of images, in language always epigrammatic, whether the

ideas it conveys be so or not. Tiie object which ought to be in

view is perpetually sacrificed to what is no doubt the real pur-

pose of all these Speeches—the saying something gaudy or strik-

inw ; and Mr Phillips has but one way of saying it. We may
open the book at random. Thus, of the Pope he says,

' Placed at the very pinnacle of human elevation, surrounded by

the pomp of the Vatican and the splendours of the Court;^ pouring th^

mandates of Christ from the throne of the C.'esars, nations were

his subjects, kings were his companions, religion was his handmaid

;

he went forth gorgeous with the accumulated dignity of ages, every

knee bending, and every eye blessing the prince of one world and the

prophet of another. Have we not seen him, in one moment, his crown

crumbled, his sceptre a reed, lijs throne a shadow, his home a dun.

geon !
' p. 22, 23.

Of Buonaparte

—

' The goal of other men's speed was his starting-post ; crowns

were his play-things, thrones his footstool ; he strode from victory to

victory ; his path was ' a plane of continued elevations. ' p. 84.

Of Ferdinand

—

* A wretch of even worse than proverbial princely ingratitude

;

who filled his dungeons, and fed his rack with the heroic remnant

that braved war, and famine, and massacre beneath his banners ; who

rewarded patriotism with the prison, fidelity with the torture, heroism

with the sc^tFold, and piety with the Inquisition ; whose royalty was

published by the signature of his death-warrants, and whose religion

evaporated in the embroidering nf petticoats for the Blessed Virgin !
'

p. 85.

Of a bigot generally, we are told that he is

< a wretch, whom no philosophy can humanize, no charity soften,

no religion reclaim, no miracle convert ; a monster, who, red with the

fires of hell, and bending under the crimes of earth, erects his mur-

derous divinity upon a throne of skulls, and would gladly feed, even

with a brother's blood, the cannibal appetite of his rejected altar. ' p. 30.
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Of Bf<Totry—that

* She has no Iiead, and cannot think ; she has no heart, and can-

not feel ; when she moves, it is in wrath ; when she pauses, it is a-

niid ruin ; her prayers are curses, her communion is death, her ven-

geance is eternity, her decalogue is written in the blood of her vic-

tims ; and if she stoops for a moment from her infernal flight, it is

upon some kindred rock, to whet her vulture fang for keener rapine,

aiid replume her wing for a more sanguinary desolation !
'

p. 5^.

Again, of Bigotry (we believe, but are not cenair ), in the

same speech

—

—
' inform a fury, and in act a demon, her heart festered with th»

fires of hell, her hands clotted with the gore of earth, witherifig alike

in her repose and in her progress—her path apparent by the print of

blood, and her pause denoted by the expanse of desolation. ' p. 59.

Of a Catholic sendins his son to the w tx—o
* Suppose he sends his son, the hope of his pride and the wealth of

fils heart, into the army ; the cliild justifies his parental anticipation ;

he is mofal in his habits, he is strict in his discipHne, he is daring in

the field, and temperate at the board, and patient in the camp ; the

first in the charge, the last in the retreat : With an hand to achieve,

and an head to guide, and a temper to conciliate, he combines the

skill of Wellington with the clemency of Caesar and the courage of

Turenne. ' p. 64.

Of ditto sending ditto to the bar

—

* He has spent his nights at the lamp, and his days in the forum ;

the rose has withered from his cheek mid the drudgery of form ; the

«pifit has fainted in his heart mid the analysis of crime ; he has fore-

gone the pleasures of his youth, and the associates of his heart, and

all the fairy enchantments in which fancy may have wrapped hira»

Alas ! for what ?—Though genius flashed from his eye, and eloquence

rolled irom his lips ; though he spoke with the tongue of Tully, and

argued with the learning of Coke. ' &-c. p. 64.

It is the less necessary to .i::ultiply instances, because every

•passage which we may extract in the course of these observations

is sure to exemplify the same ihirg.

As it is a rule with Mr Phiilips that every sentence must look

like an epigram ; that point and antithesis must for ever appear

in the words, though none may exist in the meaning j we are

fatigued to death with the alternations of • this' and * that'

—

* the one ' and * the other
;

'—with jingling and alliteration—with

words perverted to significations wholly foreign to their real

meaning, by the figure commonly called slip-slop, and of which

Mrs Maiaprop was so bright an example, until some of our

journalists threw her into the shade ;—and lastly, and very ge-

nerally, with the figure of pure nonsense. Thus, take for a

^ecimen of alliteration-^* a miserable maniac in the content-
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inent of bis captivity ; ' unless, peradventure, yon rather cboo-^e

• the period approaching, when, if penalty does not pause in the

pursuit, patience will turn short on the pursuer;' (p. 77.)—in

which is t(» be noted also the genuine nonsense of penalty chas-

ing patience, and patience turnirg and attacking penalty j—non-

sense, in part ov^ing to the love of jingle, and in pare to the rage

for imagery. The following description of his countrymen is

intended to be very highly finished ; and, if much working;

makes a highly wrought passage, it assuredly mav be so deemed.
' I think I know my countrymen ; they cannot help being grate-

ful for a benefit ; and there is no country on the earth where one

would be conferred with more characteristic benevolence. Tliey are,

emphatically, the schoolboys of the heart—a people of sympathy

;

their acts spring instinctively from their passions ; by nature ardent,

by instinct brave, by inheritance generous. The children of impulse,

they cannot avoid their virtues ; and to be other than noble, they

must not only be unnatural but unnational. Put my panegyric to

the test. Enter the hovel of the Irish peasant, I do not say you will

find the frugality of the Scotch, the comfort of the English, or the

fantastic decorations of the French cottager ; but I do say, within

those wretched bazaars of mud and miseiy, you will find sensibility

the most affecting, politeness the most natural, hospitality the mo.st

grateful, merit the most unconscious !—their look is eloquence, their

smile is love, their retort is wit, their remark is wisdom—not a Avis-

dom borrowed from the dead, but that with which nature has her-

self inspired them ; an acute observance of the passing scene, and a

deep insight into the motives of its agents. Try to deceive them,

and see w-ith what shrewdness they will detect ; try to outwit them,

and see with what humour they will elude ; attack them with argu-

ment, and you will stand amazed at the strength of their expression,

the rapidity of their ideas, and the energy of their gesture ! in

short, God seems to have formed our country like our people : he

has thrown round the one its w^ild, magnificent, decorated rudeness ;

he has infused into the other the simplicity of genius and the seeds

of virtue : he says audibly to us, " Give them cultivation. " p. l-i, 15*

The very first sentence contains a signal specimen of Mr
Phillips's constant figure, saying what he plainly does not mean
to say, in order to appear pointed in his form of expression.

What can the gratitude of the receiver have to do with the

* characteristic benevolence ' of the giver? In the next sen-

tence of four lines, the same idea is repeated four times; and

then, in the same sentence, comes a notable instance of falso

antithesis, where the point is only in the ccUocation of tlie

words— * by nature ardent—by instinct brave ;
' as if nature

and instinct were not in this case precisely the same thing,

and ardour and bravery very near akin ;
—

* by inheritance

generous, ' is almost a repetition ; at any rate^ in/uritamef
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here, can mean nothing but nature. In the next sentence,

the sense is again sacriBced to the point. * Not only im-
naturaly but urmational ; ' for the conclusion from what pre-
cedes is, that wmatural and tmnational are here the same. We
say nothing of the figures— * schoolboys of the heart '—and
* children of impulse;' but why is an Irish hovel, a ' bazaar
of mud and misery' ? Bazaar means a market. And why, but.

for the clink, are mud and misei-y coupled together ?—Then fol-

low an apparently distinctive enumeration of different qualities,

with a superlative to each ; but it turns out, when we look into

them, that the qualities are nearly the same, and that the epi-

thets are affixed at random, being intended to look like charac-
teristic additions ; whereas they might be shuffled and distri-

buted anew, without any material injury to the sense. The
iook and smile, the retort and remark, are liable to the same
observation. ' An acute observance, ' is slip slop

\—observ-

ance is never used for observation. Neither do we elude those

who are trying to outtioit us, but to catch, or entrap usj

—

still less do we elude by means of humour. What can be the

meaning of rudeness being decorated and wild ? The one epi-

thet is a pleonasm, the otiier a contradiction. It would not be
much more absurd to speak of an old, new novelty. The paral-

lel attempted between the country and the people, is a complete
failure ; for the only point of resemblance is the rudeness, which
is praised as the merit of the one, and, by the conclusion of the

sentence, is allowed to be the defect of the other. Yet this pas-

sage is, as the reader will presently see, far more correct and
chaste than most of Mr Phillips's fine writing. Nor have we,

in the foregoing remarks, dwelt upon its principal vice ; the

strained, affected, and childish manner in which every thing is

conceived, as well as expressed,—so that there is nothing like na-

ture and simplicity, or plain manly sense, to be traced either

in the thought or the diction.

We have already noticed Mr Phillips's love of imagery ; and
all the greatest sins against good taste, to which this passion

leads its victims, are to be found committed by him in every part

of his work. Confusion of metaphor—extravagance or violence,

frequently exciting even disgust—absolute nonsense, and the de-

fect of meaning, so nearly akin to it. Thus, speaking of ' the
* Burkes, Barrys and Goldsmiths,' he says, * they wreathed the
* immortal shamrock round the brow of painting, poetry and
* elutjuencc. ' Of some poor children, he observes, that they

may have ' a soul swelling with the energies, and stamped witii

* i\\e patcrd of the Deity ;
' whereby it appears that this learned

person confcunds the letters patent with the seal appended to
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them. He adds, of the same soul, that it might * hks$^ adorn,,

* immortaVizCy and eyinohle empires
;

' an antidimax not often ex-

ceeded, and into which Mr Phillips is clearly led, b}' his deter-

mination always to use four or more words to express the same
idea. Again, of Mr Curran—* When thrones were crumbled,
* and dynasties forgotten, he might stand the landmarlc of his
* country's gefiius, rearing himself amid regal ruins and national

'dissolution, a merital p^t/ramid in the soliltide q/^ ii?ne, beneath
* whose s/iade things might moulder, and round whose summit
* eternity must play-^ (p. 1*7.) Surely the writer of this never

saw a pyramid, or heafd of the meaning of a landiivark ; but,

when he talks about the solitude of time, and the playing of

eternity, we cannot even conjecture his meaning. Then, what

shall we say of such exclamations as this frantic parody upon the

Scripture— ' Oh, Prejudice, where is thy reason ? Oh, Bigotry,

* where is thy blush ?
' (p. 12.) Or of this other, * Gospel of

* Heaven I is this thy herald ? God of the universe \ is this thy

* handmaid ? Christian of the Ascendancy !
' &,c. (p. 59.) Or

again, ' Shades of Heroic Millionfs, these are thy achievements !

* Monster of Legitimacy, this is thy consummation ! '—where-

unto the printer has added, somewhat mahciougly, three several

marks of admiration, (p. 87.) In one short sentence (p. 67)^

we have ' God's apostle a court-appendage'— ' Gud himself a
* court-purveyor '—

' Omnipotence a menial '—and * Eternity

* a pander, ' (whatever that may denote)—beside several terrestrial

figures. Bnt in one oration (O'Mullan v. M'Korkiii), Mr Phil-

lips exceeds himself; and we doubt not it is the peculiar faTour-

ite of Mr Finlay and himself. To give an adequate notion of

the splendour of imagery which marks this finished specimen of

modern eloquence almost from the beginning to the end, we

roust cite nearly the whole of it, from the very exordium ia

which we find something non constat what * poured upon the

* patriot by the venom of a venal turpitude
;

' and are rather un-

expectedly introduced into a place described as * the charnel-

* house of crime—the sepulchre where corruption sits enthron-

* ed upon the merit it has murdered. ' But we fear our cold

understandings are incapable of appreciating the beauties of this

style. Let, then, a few specimens be presented lo the reader

;

and if his imagination is naturally so ardent as to confound toge-

ther all distinctions among ideas, or if, like those to whom some of

the Speeches were probably addressed, he happens at the moment

to have procured that voluntary confusion of the brain whiqh may
be superinduced by a simple process, he may be delighted witk

what follows. The venal writers of Ireland are thus depicted

—

— * the worst foes of Government, under pretence of giving it a*-.
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sistance ; the deadliest enemies to the Irish name, under the mock-
ery of supporting its character ; the most licentious, irreligious, illi-

terate banditti, that ever polluted the fair fields of literature, under

the spoliated banner of the press. Bloated with the public spoil,

and blooded in the chase of character, no abilities can arrest, -no

piety can awe; no misfortune affect, no benevolence conciliate them;

the reputation of the living, and the memory of the dead, are equally

plundered in their desolating progress ; even the awful sepulchre af-

fords not an asylum to their selected victim. Human Hyenas !

they will rush into the sacred receptacle of death, gorging their rave-

nous and brutal rapine, amid the memorials of our last infirmity !

*

p. 124.

Of the Liberty of the Press— ' a theme which I approach with

mingled sensations of awe, and agony, and admiration. Considering

all that we too fatally have seen—all that, perhaps, too fearfully we
may have caase to apprehend, I feel myself cling to tliat residuary

safeguard, with an aftbction no temptations can seduce, with a suspi-.

clan no anodyne can lull, with a fortitude that peril but infuriates.

In the cUreful retrospect of experimental despotism, and the hideous

prospect of its possible re-animation, 1 clasp it with the desperation

of a widowed female, Avho, in the desolation of her house, and the de-

struction of her household, hurries the last of her offspring through

the flames, at once the relic of her joy, the depository of her wealth,

and the remembrancer of her happiness. It is the duty of us all to

guard strictly this inestimable pri\'ilege—a privilege which can never

be destroyed, save by the licentiousness of those who wilfully abuse

it. No, IT IS NOT IN THE ARROGANXE OF POWER ; XO, IT IS XOT
IN THE ARTIFICES OF LAW; NO, IT IS NOT IN THE FATUITY OF
PRINCES; NO, IT IS NOT IN THE VENALITY OF PARLIAMENTS, TO
CRUSH THIS MIGHTY, THIS MAJESTIC PRIVILEGE:—REVILED, IT

TS'ILL REMONSTRATE; MURDERED, IT WILL REVIVE; BURIED, IT

WILL RE-ASCEND; THE VERY ATTEMPT AT ITS OPPRESSION WILJ

PROVE THE TRUTH OF ITS IMMORTALITY, AND THE ATOM THAT
PRESUMED TO SPURN. WILL FADE AWAY BEFORE THE TRUMPET.
OF ITS RETRIBUTION !

' p. 134', 135,

Now, that Messrs Finlay and Phillips deem this n very fine

passat»e, we infer from their having printed the latter half of it

in large Roman characters. Then follows a picture of him who
abuses the Liberty of the Press.

< Oh, I would hold such a monster, so protected, so sanctified,

and so sinning, as I w ould some demon, \\ho, going forth consecrat-

ed, in the name of the Deity, the book of life on his lips, and the

dageer of death beneath his robe, awaits the sigh of piety, as the

signal of plunder, and unveins the heart's-blood ot confiding adora-»

tion !
' p. 135.

Again, * in every line be licks the sores, and pampers the
* pestilence of authority. ' (p. 136.) Let any tnaa deajare jtQ
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us the mef^nincr of whnt follows, and we will not callbim Davus.
' Without it, gold has no value, birth no distinction, station no

dignity, beauty no cliarm, age no reverence ; or, should I not rather

say, without it every treasure impoverishes, every grace deforms, e-

very dignity degrades, and all the arts, the decorations, and accom-
plishments of life, stand, like the beacon-blaze upon a rock, warning

the world that its approach is danger—that its contact is death? The
wretch without it is under an eternal qunrnniine ; —no friend to greet

—no home to harbour him. The voyage of his life becomes a joy-

less peril ; and in the midst of all ambition can achieve, or avarice

amass, or rapacity plunder, he tosses on the surge

—

a buoyant pesti"

knee!' p. 138.

h\v\ atrain—
' Oh divine, oh delightful legacy of a spotless reputation ] Rich

is the inheritance it leaves ; pious the example it testifies ; pure, pre-

cious, and imperishable, the hope which it inspires ! Can you con-

ceive a more atrocious injury than to filch from its possessor this

inestimable benefit—to rob society of its charm, and solitude of

its solace ; not only to outlaw life, but to attaint death, converting

the very grave, the refuge of the sufferer, into the gate of infamy and
*f shame ? ' p. 139.

A.nd thtn t)t Calumny

—

* The reptile Calumny is ever on the watch. From the fascina-

fwon of its eye no activity can escape ; from the venom of its fang

DO sanity can recover. It has no enjoyment but crime ; it has no
prey but virtue ; it has no interval from the restlessness of its malice,

save when, bloated with its victims, it grovels to disgorge them at

the withered shrine, where envy idolizes her oxvii injirmitics. Under
such a visitation, how dreadful would be the destiny of the virtuous

and the good, if the providence of our constitution had not given

you the pow'er, as, I trust, you will have the principle, to bruise the

head of the serpent, and crush and crumble the altar of its idolatry
!

'

p. 140.

And the plaintiff on the record is thus described

—

* In the midst of slander, and suffering, and severities unexampled,

lie has had no thought, but, that as his enemies evinced how malice

could persecute, he should exemplifj' how religion could endure

;

that if his piety failed to affect the oppressor, his patience might at

least avail to fortify the afflicted. He Avas as the rock of Scripture

before the face of Infidelity. The rain of the deluge had fallen—it

only smoothed his asperities ; the wind of the tempest beat—it only-

blanched his brow: the rod, not of prophecy, but of persecution,

gmote him ; and the desert, glittering with the Gospel dew, became
a miracle of the faith it would have tempted I We must picture to

ourselves a young man, partly by the self-denial of parental love,

partly by the energies of personal exertion, struggling into a pro-

fession, where, by the pious exercise of his talents, he may make the

iijiue, the wealth, the flatteries of this world, so many angel heralds
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to the happiness of the next. His precept is a treasure to the poor;

his practice, a model to the rich. When he reproves, sorrow seeks

his presence as a sanctuary ; and in his path of peace, should he
pause by the death-bed of despairing sin, the soul becomes impnra-

dised in the light of his benediction ! Imagine, Gentlemen, you see

him thus ; and then, if you can, imagine vice so desperate as to de-

fraud the world of so fair a vision. ' * p. 140— 142.

The peroration is as follows.

' I will not pursiie this picture ; I will not detain you from the

pleasure of your possible compensation ; for oh ! divine is the plea-

sure you are destined to experience ;—dearer to your hearts shall be
the sensation, than to your pride shall be the dignity it will give you.

What ! though the people will hail the saviours of their pastor -.

what ! though the priesthood tvill hallow the guardians of their bro-

ther ; though many a peasant heart will leap at your name, and many
an infant eye will embalm their fame who restored to life, to station,

to dignity, to character, the venerable friend who taught their trem-

bling tongues to lisp the rudiments of virtue and religion, still dearer

than all will be the consciousness of the deed. Nor, believe me,
countrymen, will it rest here. Oh no ! if there be light in Instinct,

or truth in Revelation, believe me, at that awful hour, when you shaH

await the last inevitable verdict, the eye of your hope will not be the

less bright, nor the agony of your ordeal the more acute, because

you shall have, by this day's deed, redeemed the Almighty's perse-

cuted Apostle, from the grasp of an insatiate malice—from the fang

of a worse than •PhiHstine persecution.' p. 142, 143.

* The ' genus dicendi ' of which Messrs Finlay and Phillips are

4he chief patrons (and indeed models) in the present day, does not

appear to have been known to the antient masters. We look in vain

for any description of it in Cicero or Quintilian. In the middle agesf^

however, it was abundantly practised. The rule in which its whole

mystery may be summed up, is, to give utterance to all the ideas, and

in all the words that present themselves (and as near as possible all at

once), upon any matter, without regard to order or selection, and how
remote soever their reference may be to the subject. Who doesncft

recognize the true Pliilippic style in such passages as the following,

bcinjTpart of Thomas de Elinham's description of the battle of Agin-

j'ourt ? The historian from whom we extract it, indeed terms it,-

* Example of the Bombast,

'

—but he was a person of a cold, northern

taste—in truth a Scotchman.— ' O ! letale beilum, dira strages, clade»

* mortalis, fomes mortis, sitis cruoris insatiabilis, furibundus impetus,

' furor impetuosus, insania vehemens, crudelis confiictus, innniseri-

' cors ulcio, ' &c. &c. ' Aer fragoribus tonitruat, nubes missilia im-
* pluunt, tellus cruorem absorbet, ' &c. &c. ' Iste invadit, iile ca-

* dit ; iste aggreditur, ille moritur ; iste, ' &c. &c. ' Oecisor irasci-

* tur, occisus mcerore conteritur ; victus reddi desiderat, victorum im-
* petus redditionis tempora non expectat ; saevitia regnat, pietas exu-
' lat, ' &c. &C.

—

Henry's History^ Book V. Apj>,
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What portion of the * Divine pleasure * here mentioned, the
gentlemen of the Jury thought proper to taste, we are not in-

formed ; and indeed it is somewhat singular, that, after the

lai-ge boast in the preface of the practical etfbcts produced by
Mr Phillips's eloquence in a Speech not published in this vo-

lume, the results of those that are here inserted, are omitted,

except in one case, where he was of counsel for the defendant,

and succeeded at least so far as to make the plaintiff consent

to withdraw a juror. We infer, unwillingly, that the effects of
the other Speeches were not veiy remarkable—at least in the
essential matter of damages,—and that he either obtained no
verdicts at all, or so httle that it, is deemed better to suppress

the particulars. Such reflexions are extorted from us by the

empirical nature of the present publication. On any ordinary

occasion we should gladly have suppressed them.
Mr Phillips has but iiule talent for wit or humour. The fol-

lowing piece of violent absurdity, is, we presume, meant for a
specimen of his powers in that line.

' Only just admire this far-famed Security bill,—this motley com-
pound of oaths and penalties, which, under the name of emancipa-
tion, would drag your prelates with an halter about their necks to

the vulgar scrutiny of every village-tyrant, in order t(D enrich a few
political traders, and distil through some state alembic the miser-

able rinsings of an ignorant, a decaying, and degenerate aristocracy !

Only just admire it ! Originally engendered by ourJrlends the Oppo-
sition, with a cucloo insidiousness, they swindled it into the nest of

the Treasury ravens, and when it had been fairly hatched with the

beak of the one, and the nakedness of the other, they sent it for its

feathers to Monseigneur Quarantotti, who has obligingly trans-

mitted it with the Imnger of its parent, the rapacity of its nurse, and
the coxcombry of its plumassier, to be baptized by the bishops, and
received ceqiw gratoqne animo by the people of Ireland ! ! Oh, thou

sublimely ridiculous Quarantotti ! Oh, thou superlative coxcomb of

the Conclave ! what an estimate hast thou formed of tlie mixd of

Ireland ! Yet . why should I blame this wretched scribe of the Pro-

paganda !
' p. 4, 5.

The Speech, however, in the case of Blake v, JVilkins, is

full of ribaldry ; and the transitions from vulgar^ and caarse or

silly jokes, to extravagant, pompous dtclamalion, in Mr Phil-

lips's worst bfimbast, make this perhaps the worst thins: in the

collection. His quotations here are chiefly from Dibdin's

songs. Sometimes he gives the words of the original exact-

ly—as when he cites from Captain Wattle and Miss Roe ;

—

sometimes he parodies—as in quoting * Poor .Jack, '—which
furnished, we presume, the original of the following motley pas-

sage.

VOL XX rx. Ko. 57. E
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* Alike to him the ^'arieties of season or the vicissitudes of war-

fare. One sovereign image monopoHzes his sensibilities. Does the

storm rage? the Widow Wilkins outsighs the whirlwind. Is the

Ocean calm? its mirror shows him tlie lovely Widow Wilkins. Is

the battle won ? he thins his laurel that the Widow Wilkins may in-

tenveave her mjTtles. Does the broadside thunder ? he invokes the

Widow Wilkins

!

*•' A siL-eet little Cherub she sits up aloft:

To keep watch for the life of poor Peter !
' p. 185.

And he gives an elaborate aJaptaiion ol Alley Cr.iker in the

same style. We reaiiy cannot give any more specimens of this

production. But the vul^jar st<--ry, so badly as well as flippantly

told of Mr Fox, in p. 50, and which we will venture to assert

has no earthly foundation, except in the jest-book it was taken

from, where we dare say it was at least told comparatively well,

surpasses any thing else in this volume, for low and unsuccess-

ful attempt at humour.
After ihe idea which the foregoing pages must have conveyed

of Mr Phillips's judgment, it can hardly appear wonderful that

we should now mention, as amongst the most prominent of his

faults, an injudicious choice of his topics, and a manner of

handlins them which cjeneraily sacrifices the sense to the sound.

In fact, he never appears for a moment to have m view the ob-

ject which alone he ought constantly to aim at, conviction or

persuasion. To strike—to dazzle— is his perpetual effort ; to

bring forward the speaker, and let the subject fare as it may, is

the manifest purpose, not only cf every Speech, but of all the

particular passages. To bo sure, the kind of speaking in w^hich

he seems chiefly to have practised, leads naturally enough to

this grand defect. When a gentleman is called upon after din-

ner for a speech, he is expected to entertain the company pretty

much as if he were asked to sing a song. There is too often,

upon such occasions, a want of any precise point towards which

his eloquence can be directed ; and, at all events, it is displayed

to a friendly audience, and hardly ever in foro contentiosn. But

never was there any instance of oratory brought so exactly down
to the level of m.ere display amusement (except, perhaps, in the

ludicrous as^.ciatcs of Clubs) as at the ' Dinner on Dinas Isl-

and in the Lake of Kiilarney, '—for there, it is plain, that speech-

makicCT m.ust have been introduced, like pipes or songs, for no

other purpose than to pass tne cvenmg. \ et even nere there

was a style more peculiarly ill adapted to the cccfision than any

other;—-and, that the orator hit it, the following sentences may
testify.

' I appeal to History \ Tell me, thou reverend chronicler of the

grave, can all the illusions of ambition realized, can all the wealth of

an luiiversal commerce, can ali the aclxievenients of succesiful he-
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i-oism, or all the establishments of this world's wisdom, secure to em-
pire the permanency of its possessions? Alas, Troy thought so
once ; yet the land of Priam lives only in song ! Thebes thought so
once; yet her hundred gates have crumbled, and her very tombs are
but as the dust they were vainly intended to commemorate ! So
thought Palmyra—where is she ? So thought Persepolis, and now

' Yon waste, where roaming hons howl,

Yon aisle, where moans the gray-eyed owl,

Shows the proud Persian's great abode,
Where sceptred once, an eartlily god,

His power-clad arm controlled each happier clime,

Where sports the warbling muse, and fancy soars sublime.

'

So thought the countries of Demosthenes and the Spartan;—yet Le-
onidas is trampled by the timid slave, and Athens insulted by the
servile, mindless, and enervate Ottoman ! In his hurried march.
Time has but looked at their imagined immortality ; and all its vani-
.ties, from the palace to the tomb, have, with their ruins, erased the
very impression of his footsteps !

' p. 40, 41.

But the ir;isi7;anaee.< ent appears hv gr^afer upon occasions
where a particular point wns to be steadily kept in view ; and
we should select, as a specimen of this, the manner in which he
handles his topics, in a Speech which, from internal t vidence,
we have no doubt he prefers to all the rest—that for O Mullan.
It is not very easy to collect the circumstances of the case, frora

the laboured, vague, fi;:urative declamation in which it is open-
ed ; but, as far a;^ we can get a glimpse of it, the action was
brought for a libel in a newspaper against a Catholic priest, ac-
cubing him of an assault upon his bishop and the recorder, in
his own chapel J whereas, at the time when it was alleged to
have been committed, he was absent in Dublin, obtaining sub-
scriptions for a charity school. Now, to state the cause of his

absevjce w^as highly proper; and there would have been nothing
extravagant in adding a single sentence in commendation of
the object of his journey. But this would not satisfy the
insatiable love of display which rules in this advocate. He
straightway enters into the subject of Education, as if he had
been delivering a lecture upon it.

' I need not descant upon the great general advantage, or to tlu's

country the peculiarly patriotic consequences, which the success of
such a plan must have produced. No doubt, you have all personally

considered—no doubt, you have ail personally experienced, that of
all the blessings which it has pleased Providence to aiiow us to culti,-

vate, there is not one which breathes a purer fragrance, or bears an
heavenlier aspect than education. It is a companion which no mis-

fortunes can depress, no clime destroy, no enemy alienate, no despo-

tism enslave; at home a friend, abi'oad an introduction; in solitude ^
Eii
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solace, in society an ornament;—it chastens vice, it guides virtue, it

gives at once a grace and government to genius. Without it, what ig

man ? A splendid slave ! a reasoning savage, vacillating between the
dignity of an intelligence derived from God, and the degradation of
passions participated with brutes ; and, in the accident of their alter-

nate ascendancy, shuddering at the terrors of an hereafter, or em-
bracing the horrid hope of annihilation. What is this wondrous world
of his residence?

A mighty maze, and all without a plan

—

a dark and desolate and dreary cavern, without wealth, or ornament
or order. But light up within it the torch of knowledge, and hovr

wondrous the transition ! The seasons change, the atmosphere breathes,

the landscape lives, earth unfolds its fruits, ocean rolls in its magnifi-

cence, the heavens display their constellated canopy, and the grand
animated spectacle of nature rises revealed before him, its varieties

regulated, and its mysteries resolved. ' p. 131, 132.

We cannot now make room for any more ; but the orator

proceeds a great deal further in much the same strain j com-
paring education to the cross which appeared to * the hesi-
* tating Constantine j '—asserting, that * if man will follo'w its

* precepts purely, ' (the precepts of education), he shall have
victorv in this world, and the * portals of omnipotence will open
* for his admission

J
'—and ascribing, at some length, the rise of

Athens, Rome, and Sparta, to its influence. He then goes oa
to state, that * the blessings of education are peculiarly appli-
* cable to the Irish ;

'—and this brings in one of his choice

morsels upon the character of that people, which, when we
begin to cite, our readers will recognise pretty much as those

of the Vicar of Wakefield do the man who talked about San-
coniathan, Manetho, and Berosus,— * lively, ardent, intelli-

* gent and sensitive; nearly all their acts spring from imr
* pulse, ' and so forth j—exactly to the tune of a passage al-

ready quoted from another speech, until we arrive at a strange

consequence, which, it seems, * this principle' (of being sub-

ject to impulse) produces ;
—

' it leads victory captive at her
* (Ireland's) car, and holds echo mute at her eloquence ; mak-
* ing a national monopoly of fame, % and, as it were, attempt-
* ing to naturalize the achievements of the universe.' He then

pusses to another topic, quite foreign to the course of his argu-

ment and declamation, but which he says is * connected with
* the subject of the trial, '—the Liberty of the Press ; and he
gives nearly tvvo pages of rant upon this ;—part of them we have

already extracted. The general sermon upon Reputation and

\ All we are anxious about is to see the monopoly strictly en-

A>rced, and that th^e oever may arisd any ^ompetitioB for such fiaoi©
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Calumny, of which we have aJso given a specimen, comes next;—

-

and is as applicable to the case of O'Mulian, as to that of any o-

ther plaintiff in an action for slander and libel, and not one de-

gree more so.

We have, both now and in the former article upon Mr Phil-

lips, expressed our reluctance at performing the harsh task

which our duty imposed upon us. We not only approve gene-

rally of his conduct, (excepting alvrays the intolerable flippancy

of his sneers at Mr Grattan, and the absurd attempts to make
the Catholics believe that all parties are alike hostile to their

cause), but we consider him to be a young man whose errors

are those of bad taste, and who might have excelled, had he
not listened to friends and mobs. He shows no defect of ta-

lents ; on the contrary, there are many passages in the volumes

before us which display a natural genius for oratory. The fol-

lowing we give as an example ef his powers, with much more
pleasure than we have felt in citing the instances of their great

abuse and perversion,

* Your friendship has been to him (the Irish Catholic) worse than

hostility ; he feels its embrace but by the pressure of his fetters ! I

am only amazed he is not more violent. He fills your exchequer, he

fights your battles, he feeds your clergy from whom he derives no be-

nefit ; he shares your burdens, he shares your perils, he shares every

thing except your privileges

—

can you ivonder he is violent? No mat-

ter what his merit, no matter what his claims, no matter what his ser-

vices ; he sees himself a nominal subject, and a real slave ; and his

children, the heirs perhaps of his toils, perhaps of his talents, certain-

ly of his disqualifications

—

cayt you wonder he is violent? He see^

every pretended obstacle to his emancipation vanished ; Catholi*

Europe yom- ally, the Bourbon on the throne, the Emperor a cap-

tive, the Pope a friend, the aspersions on his faith disproved by his

allegiance to you, against, alternately, every Catholic potentate in

Christendom ; and he feels himself branded with hereditary degrada-

tion

—

can you ivo7ider, then, thit he is violent? He petitioned hum^
bly ; his tameness was construed into a proof of apathy. He petition-)

ed boldly; his remonstrance was considered as an impudent audacity.

He petitioned in peace; he was told it was Jiot the time. He petition^

ed in war; he was told it was not the time. A strange interval, a

prodigy in politics, a pause between peace and war, which appeared

to be just made for him, arose ; I allude to the period between the

retreat of Louis and the restoration of Buonaparte ; he petitioned

then, and he was told it was not the time. ' p. bO, 81.

Is It even now too late to reform ? The criticism which ougTit

to make him pause, and question the soundne?s of the taste he
has hitherto been guided by, may possibly have no other effect

than to irritate him, and make him pursue his present errors

niQf'e pertinaciously. That it should have the efisct of disheart-*
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e'ning him, we take to be highly improbable ; for surely the

confidence which has dictated diis publication is a plant of no
sickly growth. If he tnkes as he ouglit wh^it has been said, not

merely by us, but by nil those whose judgment any man of sense

would value, and applies himself to the correction of his innu-

merable defects: If he learns to think cf his suHj;^ct ; to regard

the sense always, even in ornamental passages ; to speak plainly

and rationally ; to use figures only where they come naturally

in, and then to use them :i3 not abusing them—we will venture

to promise him very considerable success in the arduous pursuit

of oratorical renown.

Art. IV. Transactions nf the Geological Society^ established

November ISQ7. Vol.111. 4to. pp.41'4-. W.Phillips, Lon-
don, 18iG.

T has been remarked by critics, that the want of education is

sometimes of advantage to a man of genius, who is thus

left free to the suggestions of invention, and is neither biassed

in favour of erroneous maxims, nor deterred from the trial

of his own powers by nam.es of high authority. On this

principle, it is evident that the members of the Geological So-

ciety have derived great benefit from their want of systematical

instruction. At the time of its formation, there was in fact no
English school of Mineralogy where they could imbibe either in-

formation or prejudice. They were neither Vulcanists nor JNep-

tunists, nor Wernerians nor Huttonians, but plain men, who
felt the importance of a subject about which they knew very

little in detail; and, guided only by a sincere desiie to learn,

they have produced, with a rapidity that is truly surprising,

publications, of the greatest interest and importance, upon the

subjects to which they have devoted their attention.

The volume now before us cannot fail, we think, to add con-

siderably to the reputation of this distinguished Body. But, be-

fore we enter upon the examination of it, we shall state briefly

what appear to us to be the pre-ent bearings of geological in-

quiry ; for although the principles upon which geologists pro-

ceed in their investigations, may be collected, by an intelligent

reader, from various (ieiached publications, we do not knov/ of

any one boi.k where they are delivered in a manner at once po-
pular and correct.

' V/e have already taken occasion * to state our opinion re-

Edinburgh Review, vol. xviii. Art. 3.—Vol. x.x. Art. 6.
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spectin^ that part of the system of the celebrated Werner,
which includes his hypothesis of the deposition of rocks ; and,
we think, have proved, that it is, to say the least, as destitute of
support in some of its leading positions as any of those fantastic

productions which have been denominated Theories of the
Earth. The true geological merit of that distinguished natural-

ist, appears -in fact to consist, neither in his theory, however
eulogized, nor yet in thait more useful part of his productions,
his enumeration of rocks ;—but in his having been the first

to draw the attention of geologists, explicitly, to the order of
succession which the various natural families of rocks are found
in general to present, and in having himself developed that or-

der to a certain extent, and with a degree of accuracy which,
before his time, was unattainable, from the want of sufficient

methods of discriminating minerals and their compounds.
It has been proved, (and Werner was the first to make the

observation), that the masses or strata that constitute the sur-

face of the globe, present themselves in groups or assemblages,

the members of which are generally associated, wherever they
occur, and are so connected as to exhibit a certain unity of
character. To sucli assemblages Werner gave the name of
Formations; and his doctrine (or hypothesis, if this latter term
be preferred) is

—

that the exterior ofthe earth consists ofa series

of theseformations.) laid over each other in a certain dctcnninate

order. Not that the whole series is anywhere complete ; but
that the relative place of its several members is never departed
from. Thus, in the series A, B, C, D, it may happen that B
or C, or both, may be occasionally wanting, and consequently

D be found immediately above A ; but the succession is never

violated, nor the order inverted, by the discovery of A above the

formations B, or C, or D, nor of B above those that follow it, &c.
The only rival claimant to this doctrine, that we know of, is

Mr William Smith, the publisher of the Geological Map of Eng-
land that has recently made its appearance,—a work which
it would be unjust to mention, without adding, that it is of great

and original value; indeed, regarding it as the production of an
unassisted individual, of most extraordinary merit. For, al-

though the publication of this map was delayed till the year

J815, we have no doubt that Mr Smith's acute and laborious

researches originated entirely from the facts which came before

him in examining the stratification of England many years ago;

and that he was then, and long afterwards, wholly unacquaint-

ed with what had previously been done by Werner. The opi-

nions of Mr Smith, however, so nearly coincide with the doc-

trine of Formations which we have just stated, that it would be

difficult to express them in any other terms j and this complete
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coincidence between two independet^t observers, is no slight

confirmafion both of the fidelity rf their observations, and of
the correctness of the hypothesis which they have severally de-
duced from them.

The error of some of the leadin<T disciples of the Wernerian
school in this country appears ro be, that they already consider as
established, with respect to the whole exterior of the globe, a
princi^^Ie which, at the utmost, is proved to a limited extent
only. Yet, even in the present state of our knowledge, the
facts brought to light by modem inve»tigalions, respecting the
corresponding structure of very distant regions, arc so remark-
able, as to induce us to allow, not only the existence of a very
strong resemblance between the rock formations of the globe ia

general, but an analogy at least, formerly unsuspected, in their

successive order ; and to withhold our dissent, until we are pos-
sessed of a greater body of evidence, eve i from the sweeping
generalization of Werner. This order, it is true, is much less

distinct in the older and primary rocks, perhaps also less deter-

minate, and certainly much more difficult of devel'^pment, than
that of the more recent stratified formations : In the latter,

we are sure that it is already proved to exist in England, and
some other countries of Europe. And if Geology at the pre-

sent day deserves, in any thing, the nnme of science, it is in

tjie approach which has been made to the establishment of the

more general lav,- which that succession implies.

That some such general law in the arrangement of rocks

should actu??lly be discovered, is what we think might have been
expected, a. priori, from the uniformity which is in other re-

spects observable in the mineral kingdom. The chemical com-
position <"'f the species of minerals, is determinate, not mere-
ly in the nature and number of their ingredients, but probably

even in the numerical proportion of their elements. These sim-

pler bodies, again, thus similarly constituted, are grouped toge-

ther in the compound rocks, not with endless variety, but in

aggregates, of which the number at present known, and proba-

bly the whole number, is very small ; and, however dissimilar

the climate?, or remote the quarters of the globe in which these

aggregates occur, they are aKvays found to possess considerable

uniformity of character. Tiie mind, therefore, is almost tempt-

ed to advance another step in the analogy, and to expect that

tbe arrangement, as well as the characters and composition of

these aggregates, will have a certain steadiness and uniformity :

And this expectation, while it ought to put us on our guard
against deception as to the evidence, may also diminish our he-

sitation to admit, upon sufficient proof, what otherwise might

fieciW very extraordinary.
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A very important exception, however, to this regularity of
arrangement, is found in the position of that great class of
compound rocks, which includes all those of the Trap family,

the porphyries, syenite, and some at least of the granite for-

mations of Werxier. The compounds of this tribe, in general,

agree, not only in possessing the characters of very decisive

crystallization, and in being wholly destitute of organized re-

mains, but in exhibiting, at their junction with the stratified

substances, the most obvious merks of violent disturbance and
irregularity : And the trap rocks, in the form of large and nu-
merous veins, are found to traverse, indiicriminately, all the o-
ther more regular formations. It is impossible, then, to be-
lieve, that the same laws have governed! the disposition, both of
these compounds and of the strata which contaia organic re-

mains, and exhibit greater regularity of structure: And every
arrangement which assigns to both a common origin, or at-

tempts to include the Trap, and other sitailar formations, in the

general series of rocks, must, in itself, be defective, and even
radically inconsistent. The capital mistake of Werner, (to which
he was led, no doubt, by his erroneous theory), is, that he has

attempted such a combination, and neglected these demonstra-
tions of violence and disturbance.

In England, although the vicinity of the metropolis wants

the more striking features which render the positions of Edin-
burgh and Dublin so interesting to the ge<»lc>gist, the series of

rjQcics is fortunately such as to exhibit, very distinctly, the order

of their succession : And the coincidence between the topogra-

phical features, and the geological disposition of the country,

is, in several respects, of the most impressive character. The
beautiful regularity of the long continued line, as it were, of

coast, which is seen from Shotoverhill, at the termination of the

chalk strata to the east of Oxford, has no doubt powerfully as-

sisted the zealous geologists of that University, in making con-

verts to their favourite pursuits: And it is impossible, while

contemplating the general mass of the eastern portion of Eng-
land, to learn that the elevated ranges, of several miles in ex-

t-ent, which, in so many instances, strike the eye, are formed

by the emergence of certain distinct uniform strata, without

feeling a desire to investigate the laws that have produced this

regularity. It is, accordingly, to the development of facts like

these, that the labours of geologists are at present everywhere

directed : And this constitutes, in truth, the only method of

arriving at what has been so long sought after,—a rational the-

ory of the earth.

Ti^ose who are the best acquainted with the history of other
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branches of science, will be the least disposed to regard the
province of inquiry thus restricted, as unimportant or uninter-

esting ; or to regret the seclusion of the naturalist from those

more ea'^y and tempting speculations which, till of late, it has been
the fashion to dignify with the mime of Geology. The most sub-

lime di?coveries, and the inventions most useful to mankind, the

astronomical svstem of the Universe, the stenm-engine, the

safety-lamp, are all the result of long-continued researches, en-

nobled by their object, but abstract, severe, and laborious in

their detail, and in themselves not at all more attractive than

the minute comparison of fossil remains, or the most fatiguing

pursuit of the ambiguous relations of rocks, amidst indistinct

appearances, and through widely extended districts. In the

mean time, Geoiogy has this great advantage, of which not e-

\en Botany partalfes more largely,—that it leads continually to

healthful and active exertion, amidst the grandest and most
animating scenery of Nature,—and that, demanding, indispens-

ably, the combination of labour, and the interchange of ac-

quirements, it gives rise to a frankness and warmth of com-
munication amongst its cultivators, which renders the collateral

results of friendship and association some of the most delight-

ful of its fruits. There are iev!^ indeed, of those who are en-

gaged sincerely in the study of any department of natural know-
ledge, who will not testify, that many oi those enjoyments which
are remembered with the greatest satisfaction, have originated

in the unreserved and candid intercourse arising from the com-
mon pursuit of truth.

The volume which has suggested these observations, contains,

in the whole, fifteen different papers; of which, ten only are pro-

perly Geological,—eight relating to the structure of England,

—

and two to that of Foreign countries:—the rest are principally

devoted to Mineralogy. The first paper in the volume is a very

long one, of 1 11 pages, On the Geology of the Island of' Shj,

by Dr M'Culloch, of which we had prej^^ared an ab<;tract; but,

perceiving that an additional memoir of the same kind, upon
the same subject, has recently appeared in the 4th volume ol the

Geological Transactions, we shall defer our account of the whole
until a future occasion.

The next paper that we shall mention, is certainly one of the

most valuable which has been pubhshed by this Society, On the

Geological features (f the North-Eastern Cf/imfies <f Ireland,—
from the notes of Dr Bsrger; with an introduction and remarks,

by the Rev. W. Con} beare. It explains very clearly the struc-

ture of one of the most remarkable Basaltic districts in Europe;
and establishes the identity of some of the strata in the north
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of Ireland, with those of the eastern part of England, and of
some other countries. The paper is illustrated by two instruc-

tive maf/S, .ind by a very intercslin» series of sectional views for

more than fifty miles along the Basaltic coast, with observations
by MrConybeare, and Mr Buckianci, Header in Mineralogy at

Oxford ; the former of whom appenrs to have dipchar;:{cd the
duty of editor of Dr Berger's papers, with the greate.-t judor-

ment and candour.

The portion of Ireland which is here described, includes the
counties of Dcrry, Antrimt^ Armaj^h and Down, with parts of
Tyrone and Lowih, and is marked by three distinct groups or
systems of mountain-;.— 1. The Southern pf^rtion of the district

consists principally of those of Mournc, in the county of Down,
of which the highest summit, Slieve Donard, is 2654< feet above
the sea. The prevailing mck is granite; but some lesser elevations

on the north and east of the Mourne mountains, are primitive

hornblende and greenstone; and to the north and nonh-west,
a still lower chain, principally of gre) wacke and greywackc slate,

detaches this group from the Basaltic tract hereafter mentii'ntd.

—2. The second group, is situate above 30 miles N. W. of the

first, principally in the county of Dcrry. Sawell, the highest

sumuiit, is 2557 feet above the sea ; and the extensive tract a-

round it is wholly primitive, mica-slate constituting almost ex-

clusively nine-tenths of the district.—3. The third system com-
prehends two chains of hills, bounding on the E. and W. the

valley through which the river Ban flows from Loughneagh to

the ocean ; it is formed entirely of an enormous platform of

basalt, from beneath which, at an interval of 30 miles from the

primitive country, mica-slate again emerges at the N. E. angle

of the county of Antrim.—The exact correspondence between

the structure of the portion of Ireland here described, and the

opposite parts of Scotland, which is illustrated in the papers by

a coloured geological sketch, leaves no doubt of the former con-

tinuity of the Scotch and Irish coasts.

The primitive districts of Mourne and Londonderry, are de-

scribed in the paper, and the topographical distribution of the

primary and intermediate rocks i.^ given ; but their boundaries

are not m.inuteiy traced ; and it is from the 3d, cr Basaltic coun-

try above mention<tl, that the memoir principally derives its in-

terest. The surface of this tract at.pears to form a sort of basin,

with its lowest point near the centre of the trough or valley of

Ban ; the hills presenting abrupt declivities to the east, north, and

west, but sloping gently inwards in eveiy direction. The sum-

mits within this area are in general detached and distinct: Knock-

lead, the highest point at the north of the eastern range, is lb20

above the sea, and Divis on the south, 1475 feet. In the
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western diatn, Craignashook, at the southern extremity, is 1864
feet above the sea, and Benyavenaj^h, the extreme mountain on
the. north, 1 1 J4' The whole surface of the district is covered

vkh a vast stratified mass of Basalt, about 540 feet in average

tbickness, and not less than 800 square EngUs^h miles in extent.

The strata upon which this mass reposes, agree precisely with

some of those which are found immediately above the coal, to a
great extent, in the south and east counties of England; but those

iQ Ireland Oo not reach beyond the verge of the Basaltic mass,

hj which they seem to have been pr(*tected from the agents that

Iiave removed them in other situations. The whole scries is

traversed by numerous dikes of trap. The rocks of the several

districts described in this paper, succeed each other in the fol-

Jowing order, beginning with the lowest

—

Viz. 11. Limestone, lying under, or
1. Gfanftr. associated with,

2. !Mica-?late. 13. Coal formation.

S, Primitive limestone. 13. Red and variegated sandstone,

4. Primitive Trap. red and variegated marl,

5. Porphyry* containing gypsum.
6. Syenite. 14-. Lyas (or lias).

7. Greywacke. 15. Green sand or 7n?/?ar//o^ stone.

8» Transition Uoiestone. 16. Chalk, the nsihite limestone of
9. Trap. the north of Ireland.

10. Old red sandstone. 17. Basaltic formations.

18. Alluvial depositions.

The rock most widely distributed in the primary country is

the mica-slate. No. 2, which is in some places succeeded imme-
diately by a red sandstone, No. 10 or 13; theformer of these num-
bers appearing, according to Dr Berger, to alternate, \x\ some
instances, with greywacke. The limestone, No. 1 1, is of great

importance in the local geology of Ireland, as it appears to con-
stitute a portion of the great calcareous formation, which may
he traced from Dublin, through several of the midland counties,

and to be the rock upon whicli the great coal districts of Kilken-

ny and Lough-Allen, as well as those of Dungannon and Coal
island, described in this paper, are f^und to repose. * The

* A mistake, of considerable importance, occurs at p. 1.59, where
Dr Derg^T mentions, that all the coal in Ireland to the north of a
line drawn through Lough-Allen, from the east to the western coast,

is Slate coal, but to the south Cannel coal—the latter being evident-

ly intended to signify Kilkenny coal, a substance perfectly distinct,

V'hich contains no bitumen.
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coal strata, No. 12, occur in two detached positions, one in Ty-
rone, to the south-west of the Basaltic district, ths other at Bal-
lycastle on the north-east coast. Several beds of coal have beea
discovered in Tyrone ; but the works are not carried on with
spirit. The BaJlycastle colliery, al?o, is badly manaffed, and
was formerly much more productive than oi late. The coal
there is bituminous.

The next five formations, from No. 1 3 to 17, possess altogether a
thickness of from 800 to 1000 feet; the whole system appearinj^,

at the north-east and south-west extroniitie?, to repose on the coal

formation. The sandstone, No» 13, is in every instance below
the Lyas : it seems, however, to alternate with some of the pre-
ceding numbers, and to agree in part with the sandstone o^ the

English coal formation,—in part with some of the beds of the
rock-marl : But the arrangement of th 2 sandstone formationsm
the north east of Ireland, is a problem of considerable difficulty,

and the correct position of Nos. 10. & 13. is &tiil to be determined.

The numerous beds of coarse Oolites, which in England in ge-

neral occur below the lyas and greensand, are entirely wanting
in Ireland : But this is the case also in the neighbourhood of
Lime-Regis in Dorsetshire, which place affords an exact coun-
terpart of the Irish series here described. No. 14<, the Lyas (or

Lias) formation, consists of beds of slate-clay, alternating with

thin seams of a blue argillaceous limestone ; distinguis^hed by
its containing, in abundance, ammonites, gryphites, and the re-

mains of pentacrinites. The thickness of the lyas in the north

of Ireland, has not been ascertained :—near Glenarm it exceeds

100 feet. No. 15, the Green Sandstone, or Mulattoe of the

county of Antrim, is an arenaceous stone, containing 9-lOths of

a calcareous cement, which, after treatment by acids, leave* a
greenish chloritic earth : It holds the same relative place oil

every side of the Basaltic area, and agrees precisely vvith the

bed which is found almost universally in England, immediately

below the chalk—the organic remains also being the same in

both. The lyas and green sandstone are seldom wanting in

the series. No. 1 6. The great compactness of the isolate limcsUme

of Antrim, and the occurrence in it of the Cornu Amraonis, were

supposed to distinguish this bed from the English chalk; buc

the lower chalk-beds in the isles of Wight and Purbeck corre^

spond with it precisely, being equally hard, containing the same

fossils, and occupying a similar position over the greensand-

rock. The thickness of the chalk, however, which in En.gland

often extends to 800 feet, does not in Irt:land exceed 3i)(). it is

traversed by flinty nodules in horizontal strata, which cea^e in

^e lowest beds. Immediately above the chalk, there occurs a

3
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confused assemblage of flinty nodules, the remains perhaps of
superior beds of the cha'k formation, coloured red by the ochre-
ous bole in which they lie. The position of the chalk, and its

relation to the adjoininj^^ strata, are beautifully exhibited at

Knocklead, an insulated mountain near Bailycastie, wherf the
chalk strata, by their intersection with the conical surface of the
hill, form a sort of zone, completely encircling its middle re-

gion ; and, after interruption by a deep valley, are resumed ex-
actly in some plane in the slope of an opposite mountain. The
greatest height or upper limit of the chalk is on S!if ve-Gal-
lion, about 1466 feet above the sea. The chaik it-elf, which is

frequently traversed by basaltic dikes, often (but, it would seem,
not universally) undergoes a rem.arkablc alteration near the sur-

faces of contact. The change sometimes extends ei^ht or ten teet

from the vi^ail of the dike, being at thi^t point greatest, and
thence gradually decreasing. The extreme effect presents a dark
bi'own crystalline limestone, the crystals running in flakes as

large as those of coarse primitive limestone. This altered chalk
is highly phosphorescent when subjected to heat. The flints

which it contains usually assume a grev yell wish colour.

No. 18. Trap —The rocks which constitute the formation to
which this term is here applied, are bastdt, greenstone, greystone,

clink-stone porphyry, bole or red-ochre, wacke, (which is very
rare), and woodcoal. Thegreatest thickness of the mass is, in the

eastern chain of hills, QtH feet; in the western chain i HS. The
intermediate rocks between the coal formation, No 12, and the
basalt, are wholly wanting in some places, as at Bailycastie,

where the latter rock is placed immediately over the coal strata.

But the whole series ab(»ve enumerated, from No.l'2to 17, may be
exammed with great advantage in the neighbourhood of Belfast,

where all its members occur. The prevailing rock within this

district is tabular basalt, which occupies nine- tenths of the whole
area. The cohinmar strata seem to occur principally towards
the northern boundary ; and besides the well known cliffs at the

Giant's Causeway, and the adj fining coast, * of which the prin-

* ' The neighbourhood of the Causeway, ' iNIessrs Conybeareand
Buckland say, ' with all its remarkable features,— its superb storied

' facjades, distinguished by a double order of columns,—its whin
' dikes, and its caverns, has been so fully and ably d.^cribed by Dr
* Richardson, in the Philosophical Transactions, that they are al-

' ready familiar to every reader interested in such subjects. ' Mr
Haniilton's ' Letters on the coast of Antrim ' are also referred to» Ir

terms of high and just eulogimn. pp. 212. 207.
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cipal bed is 54 feet in thickness, and a second i^, similar strata
are mentioned as occurring at several otiier places ; one of which,
named Crainrahuillar, is very remarkable. At Fairhead and
Crossbill, the columns, which Dr Berger states to consist of
greenstone, highly crystallized,

—
' are destitute of tlie regular articulations and neatness of form

which distinguish the basaltic pillars of the Causeway ; they form e-
normous prismatic masses, often quadrilateral ; and these latter ap-
pear to be formed of a congeries of smaller prisms, aggregated in

a manner which brings to mind the clustered assemblage of shafts,

forming a Gothic column. The greatest length of these columns is

not less than 250 feet.—Slievemish, a renjarkable mountain, v.hich
hes like a colossal landmark in the middle of the county, is, from its

basis to its summit, composed entirely of greenstone, thus forming a
mass of 900 feet in thickness. ' p. 184-5.

Amon^ the more remarkable miscellaneous features of the Ba-
saltic district, is an area of about four English miles in extent, on
the north-west of Belfast, over which numerous small hills are
scattered ; one of them, called Scmdijbrae, being 737 feet in height
above the sea. These hills are all comparatively low hummocks,
strongly contrasted with the basaltic ridges of the surrounding
country, and are composed principally of clay porphyry, with
black pitch-stone and pearl-stone porphyries, in smaller quan-
tity :—but their geological relations are not yet ascertained.

The Whiji-dikts of this district, we shall find, are the subject

of a separate paper in this volume, by Dr Berger : But one of
the most extraordinary, that of Carrick Mawr, is described by
Messrs Conybeare and Buckland. The mass of this project-

ing rock consists of a central line formed by the dike itself, with
adhering portions of slaty-clay (of the coal strata), which has
been brought to the state of flinty-slate, evidently by the con-
tiguity of the basalt. The adjacent sandstone is also indurated.

But the miost remarkable change is visible in the coal itself,

which is cut by the dike at the distance of 500 yards inland from
the cliff, and is altered by it to a considerable distance from the

place of contact ;
' being reduced to the state of a cinder, which

* can be employed only for burning lime.

'

Keribaan, a remarkable promontory on the Basaltic coast,

has obviously been the scene of great convulsion and derange-

ment. We have not room for the detail; but the main facts

are, that the beds of chalk are very much contorted j that de-

tached masses of debris, composed of chalk, fragments of fhijt

and basalt, are found high up on the Basaltic ci'ff ; and that the

course of an enormous wbin-dske can be traced through the

promontory, as well as in the opposite shore of RathUn island;
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where three dikes, cf very peculiar character, are visible within

the space of 90 feet. %
A remarkcble rock at Portrash had been considered as a va-

riety of basalt ; exhibiting the conclusive fact of an impression

of Cornu Amnionis existing in that sobstance. The rock in

question, however, is flinty- slate, exactly similar to the indurat'-

cd clay at Carrick Mawr ; and the impressions are precisely

the sarae with those in the siate-clsy under the chslk near Baf-

jntoy. Messrs Conybeare and Buckland were therefore con-

vinced, that the supposed basalt wa« no other than the slate-

clay of the Lyas formation, in an indurated state; the change
having been produced, as Mr Playfair had conjectured, by the
adjoining mass of whin.

llie next paper. On the Dikes of the North of Irelandy by

J In this place Mr Conybeare, ' desiring, ' as he states, * to keep
* the description of facts distinct from conclusions merely specula-
* tive, ' has subjoined, in a very well written and temperate note,

(the whole of which deserves attention), the views which he has been
led to fonii on the origin of basalt, and of the other rocks usually

associated under the general name of floetz trap,—and ' the convic-
* tion which this spot first impressed upon his mind, ' respecting

the igneous origin of such formations. We shall imitate this cau-

tion, and give his remarks in a distinct form from the text. He first

states the general evidence, both negative and positive, by which he
conceives the trap rocks to be distinguished from those of undoubted
igneous origin ; and, after forcibly recapitulating the extraordinary

appearances at Kenbaan, continues thus.— ' It seems impossible to

' conceive appearances more utterly irreconcileable with the hypo-
* thesis, that the basalt was deposited re*gularly above the chalk,

* from a state of aqueous solution. On the oUier hand, were we to

* imagine a priori the phenomena which would probably result from
* the eruption of a current of ignited lava from beneath the chalk,

* and its subsequent diffusion over the upper surface of the chalk,
* while tlie whole was submerged beneath the sea, and under a con-
* siderable pressure, they would exactly accord with those which
* we may actually observe at Kenbaan.-- To the same purpose, the
* changes effected by whin-dikes of this district on the rocks they
* traverse, might be cited Hence, if it be allov.able to specu-
* late on subjects so remote from actual observation, I would infer,

* that the hjpothesis which ascribes the formation of the floetz trap-

' rocks to submai'ine volcanoes, which were active at a very remote
* period, before the seas and continents had assumed their present
' relative level, is both in itself more consistent, and, in its applica-

* tion to the actual phenomena, more satisfactory, than any other.

'

p. 208,
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Dr Berger, is properly a supplement to the last. These dikes
(or veins, for such in fact they are) have hitherto been observ-
ed, according to Dr Berger's information, in the northern parts

of Ireland only ; where they occur, or are visible, principally

upon the sea-shore : Those of Donegal, however, are 1 5 miles

from thjs coast. They are found at various heights above the
sea ; the highest at an elevation of 2220 feet. They are com-
monly in groups, several being found within a short distance

of each other ; and their direction in general is about N. W.
and S. E. Of 31, a list of which is given, 24 bear between
20° and 60° west of north. They cut the planes of the stra-

ta at very considerable angles, and intersect the veins and lon-

gitudinal valleys of the country, which last, Dr Berger states,

are generally parallel to the veins. They vary in width from a
few inches to several hundred feet, but the latter dimensions
are very rare j and the width seems to be uniformly less in the
primitive, than in the secondary rocks. Of 62 dikes, 38 in pri-

mitive rocks were, on an average, 9 feet wide; the remaining 21?,

in the secondary, 24 feet. From the decay of the adjoining sub-

stances, they are frequently left standing like wails, detached
from the adjoining rocks : one near the Giant's Causeway thus

jutting out 372 feet into the sea. Their depth is quite unknown;
and in no instance is there any appearance of convergence in

the sides as tiiey descend, nor do they swell into larger masses,

or send off small branches, after the manner of ordinary veins.

There is not much variety in their composition; trap (basalt ?),

greenstone, lydian stone and flinty slate, in the proportion of
the order here enumerated, being the substances of which they

consist. They traverse rocks of every class, from mica-slate

(we believe from granite) to the chalk ; and Dr Berger states,

that they cut through even the basalt, at the Giant's Causeway,
and in some other places. The principal effects of induration

&c. which they produce on the adjoining substances, have been
already mentioned. In their internal structure the dikes are

not laminated like metallic veins, but ' formed either of a num-
* ber of diminutive pillars aggregated together, or of rhomboidal
• pieces piled one upon another, like blocks of masonry, the

• long axes of these figures in either case, lying transversely and
* perpendicularly to the walls of the dike. ' The substance of

the dike is not continuous with the walls, nor does it partake of

the same composition ; but lime is sometimes found in consider-

able quantity in those that traverse calcareous recks.

The parallelism and uniformity of structure in the veins above

described, seem to show that they are all of contemporaneous

formation : But Dr Berger considers the -porphyry dikes of*

VOJL. XXIX. NO. 57, F
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Donegal as belonging to a distinct class from those composed of

basalt. The former are parallel to the metallic veins, and are

probably intersected by the basaltic dikes.

To this paper is subjoined an account of the veins or dikes

of lavUf in the cliffs cf Monte Somnia, near Vesuvius, from the

papers of the late Reverend George Graydon, an observer with

whose fidelity we have had an opportunity of being acquainted.

Somma, it is well known, is to all appearance the remnant of an
antient volcano, the top of which formerly stood high above the

present cone of Vesuvius, but sank into the bowels of the moun-
tain at some remote period of antiquity, leaving an abrupt cliff,

of great height, which no.v surrounds the base of the existing

cone. The face of this precipice, at right angles to the exter-

nal slope of Somma, is composed of about 30 successive beds of
lava, intcrstraiified with scoria.', and is intersected from top to

bottom by dikes, perpendicular and inclined in all directions,

which have evidently been cracks in tlie crust of the mountain,

into which the subsetjuent lavas have been forcibly injected.

The analogy between these veins of lava, and the dikes on the

coast of Antrim is exceedingly striking ; and this resemblance

is ascribed by Mr Graydon, to the operation at both places of
volcanic agency. The observations of M. Brieslak accord with

those of Mr Graydon ; and our readers will not fail to perceive

the coincidence between the descriptions we have just given, and
those which Sir James Hall has detailed in his well known pa-

pers on whinstone and lava, and on the effects of heat modified

by compression. This concurrence of three several observers^

is quite sufficient to establish the perfect similarity in the ap-

pearances, if not the identity as to their cause, of the lava dikes

of Somma, and the ivhiii dikes of the coast of Ireland.

Some Observations on a Bed of Trap occurrivg i/i the Collie?!/

fif Birch-Hill, near Walsall in Staffordshire, by Arthur Aikin,

Esq., Sec. Geol. Soc.—This paper is drawn up with great judg-

ment and precision ; and describes some very interesting facts,

which lead to inferences of the same tendency with those we
have just given an account of. The coal-field of Birch-hill,

which is a part of the great coal district of Staffordshire, is

bounded on the south by a low ridge, consisting of greenstone,

named the Green-rock-faidf. In sinking a pit, about 100 yards

to the north of this green-rock, there was found, at 190 feet

from the surface, a bed of greenstone, 12 feet in thickness,

which was cut entirely through. The coal, and all the beds,

have, in general, an uniform rise of about 6"^ to the south ; but,

as they approach the Green-rock, they are all thrown up, at an

angle i^o rapidly increasing, as, hi the space of 100 yards, ta-
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amount to 25°. None of the beds are known to vary in tliick-

ness, except the Trap, which, in the pits nearest to the Green-
rockj is '2,^ feet thick, but decreases to 1'2 feet, at the {)it above
mentioned ; and is wholly wantinj; at a third pit, still further

to the north. The substances that occur in the imnaediate
neighbourhood of this trap, are sandstone, slaty clay, and com-
mon bituminous coal, which, in all other parts of this colliery,

exhibit the usual characters ; but, in the vicinity of the green-
stone bed, the two rocks first mentioned are indurated; and
the coal,

—
' where covered by the greenstone, has a shining, somewhat

iridescent lusti-e ; it is entirely destitute of bitumen, and, when
put in the fire, burns rapidly like a common cinder, differing ma-
terially, in this respect, from the culm of South Wales, or the blind

coal of Kilkenny.

'

• Hence, ' says Mr Aikin, at the close of his description, ' it

appears that the Birch-hill colliery presents the fo!lov.'ing impor-
tant facts. First, the existence of a bed of greenstone inter-

posed between the usual strata of the coal formation, but not
coextensive with them ; and, secondly, that the coal and bitumi-
nous shale, where they are covered by the greenstone, but protected

from actual contact with it by an indurated sandstone, a yard in fhicJc-

ness, differ materially in many respects, but chiefly in being deprived
of bitumen, from those parts of the same beds M'here they are not
covered by the greenstone. The works have not, indeed, been suf-

ficiently opened, to demonstrate that the changes just mentioned are
strictly coextensive with the greenstone

; yet I think we may infer,

by fair analogy, that such is the case ; and that the greenstone is

necessarily concerned m bringing about these changes. ' p. 257.

Mr Aikin was at first disposed to think, that the greenstone
above described, was, in reality, part of a bed conformable
with the coal strata j but the facts which he has stated, soon Jed

him to a contrary opinion ;—and, ' upon the whole, ' he con-
cludes, ' I am inclined to consider the green-rock-fault as a fissure

in the coal-field, filled up by greenstone ; and the supposed green-
stone bed as a wedge-shaped (lateral) prolongation of the same.
With regard to the mode in which this and similar fissures have been
filled, whether by deposition of the constituents of greenstone from
•olution or suspension in a superincumbent aqueous fluid, or by the

bursting from below upwards of earthy matter, either melted or in

the state of boiling hot mud, like the mud volcanoes of Mexico, and
of the Island of Tamar in the sea of Asof, I shall not pretend to

decide.

'

The place which is the subject of this very interesting com-
munication, is one of those that we think would justify, what in

a former article we have ventured to suggest to the Geological

r2
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Society, the application of Experiment. Very little doubt in-

deed can remain as to tlie validity af the conclusions which
Mr Aikin, and even, as he statfs, • the miners themselves, ' have
deduced from the appearances which he so well describes. But
it woidd remove all possibility of cavil, as to these important
inferences, if the bed of fj-feenstone were traced into actual con-
tinuity with the green ruck, and the relations of the latter ex-
plored to some distance from the coal strata.

In addition to the li^ht which is thrown upon the immediate
object of inquiry by the facts here stated, this paper tends ta

illustrate the probable relations of those detached hills of basalt,

greenstone, syenite, and other similar rocks, which are found
in the interior of England ; includinor the rvrekin of Shropshire,

which is the subject of a former valuable communication cf Mr
Aikin, (Geol. 'I'rans. I. p. 191.) The hills near Dudley and
Bilston, from one of which the basalt well known under the
denomination of Roxclnj rag is obtained, as well as those of
Mountsoviell in Leicestershire, have been supposed to form what
Werner would have denominated ' overlying masses' above the

adjoining strata ; 1{. but it may deserve inquiry, whether they do
not, like the green rock of Birch- hill colliery, break through the
adjoining strata from below, and retain a connexion with infe-

rior masses of the same composition with tiiemselves :—and per-

haps, whether even the apparently conformable beds of green-

stone that occur in the coal districts of Scotland, and some o-

ther countries, may not, in certain cases, be really branches,

like that of the Bncli-hill colliery, from more considerable ac-

cumulations in their vicinity. The double occurrence of the
same substance, in forms so dissimilar as that of a regular stra-

tum in the coal formation, and of the dikes or overlying masses
of the floetz trap, would form, under any theoretic view of the
subject, a difficulty which it would not be easy lo explain ; and,

before the explanation be attempted, the nature of the facts

should be thoroughly ascertained.

A Geological Description of' Glen Tilt, by John M*Culloch,
M. D. Pre»idcnt of the Geological Society, &c. &c.—The T\\t

is a branch of the river Tay, which rises in the north-east of
Perthshire, and holds a course nearly rectilinear for about 15
miles to the south-west. The appearances displayed along its

banks, are well known to have afforded one of the original argu-

jcients by which Dr Hutton supported bis theory of the unstraii-

lied rocks : and the Glen in which they occur has thence acquir-

ed, Dr M'Culloch justly observes, a sort ot classical celebrity,

independent of the interest which is excited by the intricate dis^

% Thomson's Annals of Philosophy, Vol. Vlli. p. 172,
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position of its rock?. We may add, that these appearances be-
Aong to a class of phenomena which seems to have escaped the

attention of the continental geologists, and to have been broufrht

into notice by the sagacity of Dr Hut ton, and by the eloquent

illusti-ator of his theory. The general statement of these ap-

pearances is well given in a summary, under the form of detach-

ed propositions, with which Dr M'Colloch concludes the detail

of his descriptions.

' The couree ef the Tilt may therefore he considered as bounded
on one side by the outer edge of the granite mass of the Grmnpians,
and on the other by the primary rocks which foliow, and are super-

imposed on it. These rocks consist of an alternation of limestone,

:schist, and quartz rocks. The bed of ihe fiver is cut upon the line

of contact of these two separate classes of rock, lying upon the sur-

<face of the granite, and against the elevated edges of the sniUified

rocks. Its action has in various instances exposed the junction of

the granite with the stratified rocks ; and these exposed parts are the

•confused mixtures in the bed of the river which have already been
-described. Although the river follows the hne of junction in a ge-

neral view, it does not follow it so accurately as always to Iceep the

granite on its right bank, and .the stratified rocks on the left. For
this reason, the stratified rocks are sometimes seen crossing to the

-right bank, and even ascending high up on the right side of the hill;

I'he granite also crosses to the left in a few cases ; but as it rises un-

der the stratified rocks, it is not found in the hill. The sections

which arc given, illustrate this variation, anxl explain its cause. The
apparent alternation of the granite with the stratified rocks, is also

explained by attending to this arrangement. The granite masses,

•which extend beyond the general surface of the granite, and are

:fouiul in ihe bed of the river, do not run to any extent through

;the mass of the strata. It is therefore probable .that they are not

\'eins, but simply irregularities of the granite. The junctions of

granite in the Tilt are not therefore the transit of independent

.granite veins like those of Portsoy or Rona, but the interrupt-

,ed portions of a continued line of junction between a great sur-

face of stratified rocks, and an equally extensive but irregular sur-

face of granite. Wherever this junction is found, a complicated sub-

.stance is seen, and small veins of granite are observed penetrating

the stratified roaks. In these places of junction, the,granite becomes

-so intimately mixed with the limestone as to (liter its character ; and

wherever the granite is in contact botli with schist and limestone, a
similar mixture and ti'ansition between these two substances takes

place. In all other cases, the schistose and calcareous rocks pre-

serve both their regular disposition, and their ordinary chemical cha-

racters. ' p. 314, 315.

It is impossible, within our limits to detail the facts which sup-

port the statements here dehveredj but Dr Macculloch's method
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of unfoldinor them is very judicious. He first descends the

glen alonj? the stream, and describes the perplexing intermix-

tures of the several rocks, which he illustrates by very striking

coloured sketches. He then goes over the heights on the north-

west side ; establishes the continuity of the granitic mass, and its

connexion with that of the Grampians; and finally surveys the

stratified slope on the south-east of the stream.

The order of the rocks which constitute the places thus de-

scribed, is the following.— 1. Granite, a term here applied to a

compound of felspar, quartz, mica and hornhlende., which is e-

vidently the s^xjcnitc of mineralogists in general : But Dr Mac-
cuUoch having found this rock to be conterminous with, and
to pass insensibly into granite of the usual character, is of opi-

nion, after a full discussion, that the geological separation of

syenite from granite, is inconvenient, and without support in

nature; the presence or absence of the hornblende being alto-

gether accidental.

—

2. Granular limestone.—^.Qjiartz rock, some-

times immediately incumbent on the granite.— 4. Mica-slate.—
The whole of Bcngloe, on the south-east of the Tilt, is one mass
of quartz rock, placed above and alternating with limestone;

and this is succeeded by mica-slate graduating into clay-slate,

and intcrstratified * with hornblende-slate. The beds of Ume-
stone near Gow's Bridge aflbrd a white granular marble resem-

bling the Pentelic, and, like it, rendered less valuable to the

sculptor by the intermixture of mica, but still applicable to va-

rious useful purposes. Some other varieties of marble are also

found in the neighbourhood. Thegranite(or syenite)on thenorth

of the glen, possesses, in a remarkable degree, the property of
affecting the magnetic needle—a subject upon which Dr Mac-
culloch's memoirs in the volume contain some very important

observations, to which we ho[)e to recur in a future examina-

tion of his papers on the Island of Sky. But the remarkable

novelty of the place,—
' in which, ' says Dr Macculloch, ' the junction of the granite

with the superincumbent rocks differs from all similar junctions for-

merly described, is that of the interference ot granite and limestone;*

and the eifects of this interference are very remarkable.— ' Where the

marble is at the greatest distance from the granite, it differs little or

nothing in hardness or comyjosition from ordinaiy specimens of the

gubstance. But wherever it approaches, or comes into contact with

* This term is justly preferred by Dr Macculloch, in the deserip-

tion of beds like those described in the text, to subordinate—a word
that implies an inferiority or dependence, Avhich are by no means
universal.
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the granite, it becomes highly indurated, effervesces slou-ly with acids,

and gives, on analysis, a larger portion of siliceous matter. In other
respects, there is no obvious change at the planes of contact ; and
the union between the granite and limestone is so slight, that the ac-
tion of the water separates them. ' p. 275-

We recommend to our readers, in further illustration of the

facts described in this paper, ihe perusal of a Memoir on the
same subject in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh (vol. Yll. p. 303), drawn up by Lord Webb Seymour,
from the joint observasions of his Lordship and Mr Playfair.

The authors of that communication differ from Dr Macculloch,
in denominating Syenite the compound which he calls Granite ;

and they appear to consider his quarfz-rock as gneiss, a rock
which he states not to exist at this place. But these differen-

ces of nomenclature are altogether unimportant as to the main
object of the inquiry, which relates merely to the irregular in-

terference of a subjacent mass with the strata that rest upon it.

Having stated the facts in the language of Dr Macculloch,
whose paper is confined to desciiption, we shall add the theo-

retic deductions of I^ord Webb Seymour, which are supported

in detail by arguments of great force and ingenuity.

' The whole hypothesis may be briefly explained thus :—That the

sienite, in a state of igneous fusion, was impelled from below by a
violent force, against the strata ; that it bent them, broke them, dis-

persed them, and filled up the intervals which it now occupies ; that

the fragments of the strata were in some degree softened by the

heated sienite, so as to admit of a mutual action ; that, while the

whole intermixed mass was still soft, some further dislocation took

place in it ; and that all this occurred under a great confining press-

ure of incumbent matter.

'

This hypothesis coincides, in the main, with that by whicli

Dr Hutton liiniseif explains the structure of Glen Tilt, in a

paper read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1709,

(Edinb. Trans. Vol. Hi.) ; but differs widely from the specula^

live views, concerning the same phenomena, which have been

more recently given by Mr .Jameson and Dr M*Knight, (Mem.
Wernerian Soc. I. p. ^62, &c.) This variance of opinion, be-

tween authorities of so much weight, gives additional value to

the luminous descriptions of the memoir we have just examined.

The geological publications of Dr M'Cuiloch have now be-

come so voluminous, as to justify criticism upon their manner

as well as their substance ; and, in this view, we have two ob-

servations to make upon them. The author is too fond, we
think, of animadverting upon the clumsiness and insufficiency

g£ systematic geology ; and he alludes occasionally to |ihe doc?
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trines of Werner, in a tone too much like that of sarcasm.

Whatever be the errors of Werner, or of his more zealous dis-

ciples, the school of Freyberg has produced, unquestionably,

some of the most eminent geologists of the present day ; and
the opinions which proceed from it should always be discussed

with respect. A second fault of this accomphshed geologist, is,

the extreme difiFuseness of his papers, with a certain want of

unity, in part arising from the introduction of two many colla-

teral statements. The best style for publications, issued under
the sanction of a learned Society, is surely that which gives,

with clearness, the greatest quantity of information in the small-

est compass. We have heard it remarked of the late Mr Ten-
nant's papers,—that it was very difficult to abridge them : and
could mention, among the productions of our remaining con-

temporaries, some admirable examples of the union of perspi-

cuity with condensation. We expect, and have received so

much from Dr M'Culloch, combining, as he does, the qualifi-

cations of a chemist, a draughtsman, and a geological observer

of singular enterprise and activity, that he will forgive our

pressing upon his attention a defect, which a little additional la-

bour will very easily remove.

Sketch of the Geology of the South- Western Part of Somerset^

shire; By Leonard Horner, Esq. F. R. S.—An extensive tract,

on the confines of Devonshire, and the west of Somersetshire,

is divided into several ranges of hilla, running nearly east and
west, with lateral valleys, at right angles to their direction ; to

which the Quantock hills, a group of great beauty, is geologi-

cally related, though somewhat detached in position towards the

east. The surface of this district is smooth, undulating, and
rounded ; but the cliffs on the sea-shore exhibit very well its

geological structure. The highest point is Dunkery Beacon,

.1668 feet above the sea ; Will's Neck, the highest of the Quan-
tock hills, is 1270 feet in height. The whole tract is composed

apparently of one formation, to which Mr Horner gives the

general name of Gray-Wacke ; but he mentions, as precluding

the connexion of any theoretic inferences with that term, that

the compound to which he has applied it, is found to alternate

with beds of quartz-rock, of clay-slate, and of limestone full of

organic remains :—the clay-slate, in fact, cannot be distinguish-

ed from that of a primitive country. The curvatures of the

slaty strata, on the shore near Minehead, are very remarkable,

resembling those described and represented by Mr Conybeare,

in the second volume of the Geological Transactions. The con-

torted beds, in general, are broken at the angles ; but the strata

?eem, upon the whole, to have a line of bearing about east ami
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west ; and the dip, more generally, is towards the soutli. A
mass of granite was observed in one place only,—at the south-
east of the district; but Mr Horner supposes it to be a portiou
of a vein in the slaty rocks. The limestone of the beds above
mentioned frequently occurs in masses, like those oF ironstone^
embedded in the slate ; but there is a regular bed at Allercot,
SO feet in thickness. In some places, the limestone is excavat-
ed into miniature caverns ; and it contains nests of copper ores,

which have been found at Doddington in such abundance as to
be worked for some time by mining.
The Grey-wacke district is surrounded by conglomerate and

red sandstone, which occur in ail the valleys, and constitute the
whole of the great one on the western side of the Quantock
hills ; but the relative position of these compounds does not ap-
pear to be uniform. The greatest height at which they were
found by Mr Horner, was near the summit of the Quantock
group.—Besides these rocks, a red argillaceous sandstone, con-
taining calcareous matter, but characterized principally by spots

and strips of a greenish colour, belongs to this series. It is the

same rock that, under the names oi Red ground^ Red marl, &c.
covers a great portion of the midland counties of England, and
which contains the gypsum of Derbyshire and Staffordshire, the
salt mines of Cheshire, and the brine springs of Worcestershire.
—Mr Horner states, that few of the English strata present a
greater variety of aggregation, or have given rise to so many
contradictory opinions : and he considers the determination of
its relative place, as a point of great interest, not only to Geolo-
gists, but, in an economical view, from its intimate connexion
with the coal formations. In the district under examination,

this red marl appears to be connected, by insensible gradation,

with the conglomerate and sandstone above mentioned, and here

always occurs above the former ; but this does not appear to be
the case in any other part of England where it is found. It is

most prominent in the district now under consideration, on the

shore near Watchet, where there is great confusion in the stra-

tification ; and near the same place, it is found to contain gyp-
sum in great abundance, in veins and detached masses,—but no
rock-salt has been found there.

The rocky shore between Minehead and the mouth of the

river Parret, is composed of the l/jas limestone and the red marl;

but the disturbances of the strata render it difficult to ascertain

their relative position : Mr Horner is of opinion, however, that

thej' do not alternate. The lyas hmestone occurs here in very

regular strata, seldom exceeding a foot, and often not more than

fom' inches in thickness, which are separated by beds of slato*
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clay. It varies much, however, in its qualities: one variety, of
a light blue colour, which is called by the quarriers blue li/as and
luiiding timet yielding a lime remarkable for setting under wa-
ter ; the other principal variety, black li/as or ground limCf gives

a fetid smell on being struck or burnt, and abounds in organic

remains; among which Mr Horner found those of an ammo-
nite, of a pecten or lima, a pentacrinite, terebratulites, a large

shell of the genus Nautilus, and * slight remains and traces of
' of some unknown pinnated vegetable converted into coal.

'

The fossils of the slate-clay beds appear to be the same ; but the

ammonites, which in the limestone preserve their usual form,

appear to be flattened in the clay. The limestone strata are, in

several places, formed of columnar concretions; and a similar

structure has been observed in the red rock also. The appear-

ances of disturbance in the strata are very remarkable in some
places on the shore ; but on the north of the Quantock hills, the

iyas appears, in all distinct cases, to repose upon the red rock.

The lyas strata are found in the vicinity of the quarries at East

Lynch near Porlock ; and this appears to be the most western

point of England where they occur.

The south-western part of Somersetshire appears, therefore,

to have furnished the following rocks. J. Granite, probably in a

vein ; 2. The grey-wacke formation, containing beds of lime-

stone ; 3. & 4". Conglomerate and sandstone, of doubtful rela-

tions; 5. Red marl; 6. Lyas: But the relative position of all

the beds above the grey-wacke appears still to demand investi-

gation. Mr Horner mentions the detached hills of conglomcr
rate at Torweston, and those near Tone and Vellow, as deserv-

ing of particular examination ; and is of opinion, that the obr

scure relations of the lyas and red marl may be very well inves-

tigated on the Somersetshire coast.—In the eastern pai't of the

district, near the river Parret, there is an insulated hill, called

Connington Park, 230 feet above the sea, which is totally dif-

ferent in structure from all that has been described. It is com-
posed of highly crystallized limestone, of a pearl grey colour,

and very close grain ; and is entirely destitute of organized re-

mains. I'he mass is evidently stratified, but exceedingly shat-

tered : the beds, however, seem to be nearly vertical, and to run
from north to south.

One of the most remarkable features of this coast occurs about

three miles west of the Parret, where the remains of a forest,

considerably below the level of the sea, are visible at low water.

They continue for three quarters of a mile along the shore ; and,

after an interruption of two miles, are resumed again for a shprt

«pace.
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' Here there are seen, at intervals, patches of various dimensions,

raised six or eight inches above the sand ; and upon digging into

these, they are found to consist of a dark brown matter, resembhng

peat, or decayed vegetable substances, mixed with a plant, in which
the structure is entire, with twigs and small branches of wood, in a
soft state, and containing here and there a few nuts. This browa
-matter rests upon a light-blue very stiff and unctuous c\?i.y, and is

of various thickness, in general from a foot to eighteen inches ; but

in one place I observed it two feet and a half, without coming to th»

blue cla} . Trunks of trees, of a very large size, (some of them sup-

posed to be oak and yev/), are found at different intervals, surround^

ed by the brown matter, and with them roots diverging as they grew,

«nd fixed in the blue clay. The smaller twigs and branches in the

brown matter, which look hke the roots of underwood, also pene-

trate the blue clay ; and the clay contains a great deal of that parti-

cular plant which appears the least decayed in the brown matter.

In order to ascertain whether the species of any of the plants contain-

ed in the brown matter could be made out, I sent specimens of it to

my friend Mr Brown, of the Linnean Society, whose eminent skill

in Botany is so well known, requesting him to examine them. He
informs me, that the plant which was best preserved was the onlj

one ' upon which he could pronounce with any degree of probabi-

lity, the rest being too much decayed. It resembles the common
iS^'a Grassivrack ; but the leaves are so much broader, that he con-

siders it more probably the Zostera Oceanica of Linnaeus. ' (CauUnia

Oceanica of De Candolle). ' It is worthy of remark, that Dr Smith,

in his Flora Britannica, when speaking of this plant, says, ' Zostera

oceanica Linnoei, sui generis planta, nostras nunquam oras attigit.*

p. 380, 381.

There is an evident resemblance between the submarine fo-

rest here described, and that on the coast of Lincolnshire, ob-

served by Sir Joseph Banks and Mr Correa De Scrra. (Phil.

Trans. 1799.) The trunks, however, at the latter place, were

flattened, which Mr Horner did not find to be the case in So-

mersetshire. We also have observed similar remains on the

shore between the town of Swansea and the Mumbles Point,

where the roots of trees are visible beneath low-water mark in a

bed of stiff blue clay ; and similar remains, we believe, are

found in several other places on the coast of Wales and of

Lancashire. The most obvious cause of these phenomena is the,

encroachment of the sea ; but Mr Horner mentions several cir-

cumstances, which render it not improbable that, in Somerset-

shire, the land itself may have subsided.

We reoret that we have not space for an abstract of the two

remaining papers on the Geology of England.— 0/^iZzwa of the

Geology ofCambridgeshire, by the Reverend J. Hailstone, Wood-
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wardian professor in the University of Cambridge,—and a
iketch qftheLincobnhire Wolds, by Mr Edward Bojo;{i; both form-

inor valuable contributions to the history of the English Strata.

The papers on foreign Geology are some liemarJcs upon the

Structure of Barbadoes, an is-land in which tb-e rocks are stated

to consist principally of fossil madrepores, by Dr Skey ; and
On tke Salt Mhies of Cardona in Spain, by Dr T. S. Traill.

These mines occupy the head of a small valley, about half a

jTjile in length, the north-west side of which is bounded by a

very steep ridge ; the opposite boundary is lower, but both are

jnuch higher than the salt. The summits of these ridges con-

sist of coarse yeiiowioh-grey sandstone, charged with scales of

mica; and no olher rock is visible in the immediate neighbour-

hood, nor is any gypsum found there. The sides and bottom
«re formed of a thick bed of reddish brown clay, exactly resem-

bling that of the Cheshire salt district ; ' from which, here and
* there, large imbedded masses of rock-salt project in the man-
* ner of more ordinary rocks. '

—
' On entering the valley, the

* attention is arrested by a bold cHft' of a greyish white colour,

* which consists of one vast mass of salt. ' The great body
forms a rugged precipice, between 400 and 500 feet in height,

and of unknown depth ; which Dr Traill supposes to be 'a mass
* or bed filling up a valley. ' It seems to be but little acted on
by the elements. It is wrought, as an open quarry, by the

Spanish government—but very languidly; and is so pure, as to

be fitted for domestic use by merely grinding it to powder;—ia

which state it is sold to the peasantry at the rate of 7s. 6d. Bri-

tish, for J 16 pounds avoirdupois.

The Description of a Clinometer, by Lord Webb Seymour,
is an account, excellently drawn up, of a very well contrived

instrument for ascertaining by one observation the range and
inclination of strata;—which, however, it would be difficult to

render intelligible without the plates. Our only doubt with re-

spect to the practical value of this, or any similar contrivance,

arises from the great irregularity of position commonly exhi-

bited by S7na!l portions of the surfaces of rocks ; which is such

as to render the sort of average afforded by a very simple ap-

paratus, probably as just a measure of their positions as any
that can be obtained. Where very precise determinations are

desired, and are attainable, nothing can answer the purpose

better than this beautiful instrument ; in the use of which, it

may, in some cases, be necessary to attend to the magnetic in-

fluence of the rocks to which it is applied.

The Mineralogical papers in the volume consist of one On
the Oxide of Uranium, the production of Conixvall, together "uit/i
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a series of its crystallineforms ^ by Mr W. Phillips ;

—

A Drscrip-
Hon (fa naa ore <f TcUurium^ by Professor Esmark of Cliris-

tiania;

—

An Account (f the Swedish Corundum^from Geliivara in

Lapland^ by Mr Swedenstierna of Stockholm, containing a
short notice of the iron mines of Geliivara, where an entire

mountain, about 5200 yards in length, from 2000 to 32W) in

breadth, and of unknown depth, may be considered as one vast

deposite of iron ore.—And On the Trcmnlite of Cornisoall^ by the
late Rev. W. Gregor, whose recent death will be deplored by
all who have had the happiness of, his acquaintance. This
paper is a very short one; but it is marked with the simplicity

and correctness which have distinguished the publications, not
less than the social character of that excellent man.

We shall conclude this article by mentioning, what has long
appeared to us to be a great desideratum in the department of
inquiry to which the volume that we have just examined relates

—a good book on the Elements of Geology. The notion that

we have of such a work is, that the style should be plain and
popular, without departing from the precision necessary to a

philosophical treatise ; and the language freed as much as pos-

sible from mere technical phraseology, by adopting the terms
of the other branches of physical science, so far as they are ap-

plicable to this one. The questions to which the book should be
an answer, would be, First,^ Is there any certain order of suc-

cession in the rock formations ?—and, Sicuudlj/^ What is the

series ? The analytical investigations necessary to the solution

of these questions, would form, we well know, a task of no
small labour, and would demand a very strict attention to the

principles of correct induction. The evidence also, admissible

after being thus strictly canvassed, would, upon many points,

be scanty; but this deficiency would indicate the chasms which

geologists would labour to fill up. In unfolding the results ob-

tained by this previous analysis, the author should consider the

relations of each member in the series of rock formations, not

as dogmas to be asserted, but as propositions to be proved ;

giving at every step a detailed account of those relations, in

some one instance, with a more general reference to others of

clear and evident similarity ;—and these detailed examples should

be taken, as far as possible, from the British Islands. A few

simple plates might be added, for the purpose of illustration ;

and a short introduction to each article, giving as it were the

history of the several rocks, and of the points of theory con-

nected with them, after the manner of Dr Thomson's admirable

System of Chemistry, would relieve the dryness of continued
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description, and convey much entertainment as well as valuable

information. 7'he total result would be a work, less amusing
perhaps, but we have no doubt, far more instructive, and, in

every aspect of good taste, more interesting, than any of those

farragos of loose description, rambling hypothesis, and florid

quotation, about mines and caverns, the ascent of mountains,

and eruptions of volcanoes, which have sometimes been entitled

Elements of Geology.

When we consider the progress which Chemistry and Miner-
alogy have recently made, and the various circumstances that

combine, at present, to bring the latter study into fashion, in

all parts of the British dominions,—the lectureships in Miner-
alogy at the two English Universities, and at the Dublin Socie-

ty,—the professorship of Natural History at Edinburgh, and that

more recently established in the University of Dublin,—and
call to mind the qualifications of tiie persons who fill these se-

veral stations, we have no doubt that, in such hands, a good
book of Geological Elements, would give a powerful impulse to

the pursuit, and be amply productive of reputation and emolu-
ment to the parties concerned in its publication : And, from
our knowledge of the various acquirements and ability of sever-

al of the Members of the Geological Society in London and at

Oxford, we are convinced that such a work, from either of

these quarters, would accomplish every thing that could be de-

»red.

Art. V. The Identity of Junius i>oith a distinguished Living
Character established. 8vo. pp. 37 a. London, Taylor &
Hesse, 1816.

A Supplement to Junius Identijied: Consisting offac- similes of
Handxcriting and other Illustrations, Svo. pp. 36. Taylor fit

Hesse, 18 17.

nPHE question respecting the author of Junius's Letters, is

-- thought, we believe, by philosophers, to be one of more cu-
riosity than importance. We are very far from pretending that

the happiness of mankind is materially interested in its determi-

nation ; or that it involves any great and fundamental scientific

truths. Butit must be viewed as a point of literary history ; and,
among discussions of this description, it ranks very high. Af-
ter all, are there many points of civil or military history really

more interesting to persons living in the present times ? Is tlie
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guilt of Queen Mary—the character of Rfchard III.—or the

story of the Man in the Iron Mask, very nearly connected with

the welfare of the existing generation ? Indeed, we would ra-

ther caution, even the most profound of philosophers, against

making too nice an inquiry into the practical importance of

scientific truths; for assuredly there are numberless proposi-

tions, of which the curiosity is more easily descried than the

utility, in all the brancl>es of science, and especially in the severer

ones—the professors of which are the most prone to deride an

inquiry like that about Junius. That the community has long

taken an extraordinary interest in this question ; that a great

and universal curiosity has been felt to know who wrote the

Letters ; seems quite sufficient to justify a good deal of pains in

the research, and satisfaction in the discovery. He who should

find out the longitude would, no doubt, more substantially be-

nefit the world ; yet we dare to assert, that, for one who really

profited by the discovery, a thousand would derive nothing be-

yond the mere gratification of curiosity ; and the inventor's

fame would depend chiefly on their voice. Is any man much
the better for knowing how the alkalies are composed ? In his

circumstances, no one—but, in his scientific capacity, every

one who regards the gratification of a learned curiosity. Let

us not be too curious in settling the relative importance of liter-

ary labour, or even of scientific pursuits. It is a good thing to

find out the truth, at all events; and the pleasure of knowing

what was before unknown, forms, perhaps in all cases, the

greater proportion of the value derived from the inquiry.

During the last two or three years, a number of tracts have

appeared upon this much agitated question. One ascribes the

Letters to Glover, the author of Leonidas ; another, to some ob-

scure person, whose name we have forgotten. By far the most

ridiculous, however, is a series of letters, to show that Junius was

none other than the late Duke of Portland,—upon the sole ground

that the letters betray an interest in the famous question respect-

ing the honour of Inglewood Forest, which occupied at that time

every man who talked or wrote upon politicks, and without the

shadow of proof that his Grace ever wrote a sentence, either

elegant or forcible, in his life. We ought perhaps to observe,

that a more absurd doctrine than even this, was once seriously

maintained ; for some one was found to contend, in a printed

book, that Delolme was Junius,—his pretensions to the name be-

ing grounded, probably, upon the admitted facts of his being a

foreigner, an extremely feeble writer, and one unconscionably ig-

norant of most constitutional points j and of his having, for the

1
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first time, tome to England the winter that Junius began his

Letters. *

To urge any thing a/^ainst such claims as these, would be
wastinn; the time of the reader. But it may be well to remind
liim, before proceening further, that the various hypotheses,
which have ascribed the Letters to men of great genius and
fame—to Lord Chatham, Dunning, % Burke,—as well as those
which have given them to inferior persons, but of considerable

talents, Hamilton, Boyd, and others,—are now deservedly ex-
ploded. The publication of Woodfall, some years ago, seems
to have set this matter at rest ; and to have shown that there were
insurmountable reasons, founded upon external evidence, against

believing that any of ihose personages was Junius. We are half

inclined to think, however, that the real author is at length detect-

ed ; and we shall proceed to lay before the reader the grounds
of this opinion. The merit of the discovery, if the truth is in-

deed found out, belongs entirely to the author of the work before

us. Sir Philip Francis had never, as far as we know, been
suspected. The boak is written in a way abundantly creditable

to the author; especially if, as we suspect, he is not a professed

literary man. It does not certainly make the most of the evi-

dence ; it is somewhat too prolix ; frequently dwells upon tri-

fles; and is not always very distinct in its statements. But it

contains every thing necessary for determining the question ;

and is written without affectation. That it proves Sir Philip to

be Junius, we will not affirm j but this we can safely assert, that

* Other Letters, indeed, of the same author, had been published

under different signatures, two years before this time. The praise

of Delolme's superficial book, contained in the Preface to Junius,

is only a new exaujple of the rashness with which men engaged
in controversy will bestow commendations upon a work containing

doctrines of which they wish to avail themselves. Burke's pi'aises of

Vattel may be given as another instance ; and they have greatly add-

ed to the undue reputation enjoyed by that popular work,

t Tlie legal expressions sometimes used by Junius, where he is not

discussing any point of law, have been held by many as an evidence of

his belonging to the learned profession, notwithstanding his own re-

peated denial. Thus, ' savouring of the realty^ ' &c. But in some
cases he uses law language witli a degree of inaccuracy which we
should never have found in one of his habits of distinct and cor-

rect tliinking, had he been a lawyer. Thus, in the Dedication, he
makes a confusion Ijetween the quantitTj and the species of an estate

;

where he says, that t'le Legislature is the irnsfee, not the owner ; the.

J'^e-simjAe is in the people.
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it accuTnulates su:li 3 mas'? of circumstantial evidence, as ren-

ders it extremely difficult to believe he is not ; and tbr.t, if so

many co!ncideTic;?s shall be f.)und to have misled us in this case»

our faith in all conclusions drawn from proofs of a similar kind

may henceforth be shaken.

We must premise, as this is in some sort a personal question,

thnt we have undertaken to state the argument, without the

slightest f.^elim; of di«re?pect towards the distinguished indivi-

dual who forms the suLjoct of it. We may add, that we are

equally uninflaenced by aiiy idea of doing him honour. If

there be anv thing in the Letters of Junius which Sir Philip

Francis would now wish unv/ritten, or if he conceives any im-
putation to be flung upon his conduct in very early life, by the

assumption that he was the author, surely the most stern mo-
ralist may well be appeased, by the h^pse of half a century spent

in the undeviating pursuit of tb.e publick good, and the virtuous

sacrifice of all personal interests ; while, on the other hand, the

high rank in which those services have placed him among the

patriots of his age, and the almost unbounded praise whicli his

talents hnve called forth from those j:.)dges to whom a wise man.

would chiefly look, render it a raatttr of indifTerence to his fame,

whether or not he enjoys the more genereJ, and perhaps vulgar^

celebrity which belongs to the name of Junius.

To the greater number of renders, the first question that pre-

sents itself is. Whether Sir Philip Francis has ever shown the

eminent talents displayed in Junius's Letters ? However high.

his rcpuiation may be in the politicsl world, there is no (;ne

avov/ed production of his which has attracted much popular, or

permanent notice, or is at present familiar to public recol'ec-

tion ; and he ha? therefore shared the fate of many able men.

whose time has been devoted to the business of the v.or'd, aod

whose labour, chiefly bestowed upon suivjects connected with,

their pursuits;, has left no lasting moT>umenfs of their skill in

composition. So it has fared with Sir Philip Francis. His con-

temporaries well knew him to be one of the best writers of the

age; but his writin-^s consisted chiefly of minutes, protests,

speeches and pamphjets, which h'^ve long fifice oeased to inter-

es-t the world at 1 irge, and are only known to political m?n»

c>r curious inquirers into the details of modern history. We
shall therefore begin the argument, by presentmg a fev/ speci-

mens of his composition, sufficient to justify the assertion, that

the author of Junius, whoever he may be, uas not a person of

greater talents than Sir Philip Francis. The proof drawn from

.similarity of expressions will be further strengthened in the se-

VOL. XXIX. xo. 57, G
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^ad br partfcnkr nista£ces> Ail tbat we desire the reader, ia

this siage of the discussioo, to consider, is the general abiJity

di^piajed in the composition. We take all the examples from

his speeches, carefuijy written and published by hiraseir. The
first shall be from his attack upon the Lawvers ia the House of

Commoos.
' It bdongs to tiie leaniing of t&ese gaitloDen to i^iTolTe. and to

fbar prodence not to decide.
* In the name at God and csnnnon se^ie, what hare we gained

bj ctHtsohing these kamed persons ! It is really a strange thicg.

JhA it is certainlj tioe, dsat the iearced gentlemen on that side of

the HoGse, let the snbject be what it may, always begin their speech-

es widi a paaegyric oa their own integrity. Yoa expect learnings

and they give you nxKals ; you expect law. and they give you ethic* ;

Toa ask theci tar bread, and they give yoa a stone- In point of ho-

noar and morality, thej are undoubtedly @n a level with the rest of

mai^lriiwl- Bnt why ^uwld diey pretend to more ? Why should

they inssst on taking die lead in morality ? Why should they sot

perpetually insist i^im th^ integrity, as if that were the objection

is limtme^ as if tfa^ were the point in question : as if that were the

fstisguishm^ <jiaracteiistic, tl^ prtraiineiit feature of the profession '

£qaalitT is dbea* light. I idiow iu But that they have any just pre

-

*pnatwYK. to a si^exior nxKality, to a pure and ekvated probity, to a

frank, plain, smple, candid, nnieGned integrity, beyond other mat,

is what I am not etrnvinced of^ and never will admit.

' On my principles, howeverj the damage we have sufered is not

very great. In attoitding to this kamed gentleman, we have lost

BadiiBg but oar time ; we have wasted nodimg but our patience.

The question before us may eaoly, and can only be d*^tennined b

j

•urselTes. '' p. 175, 176.

The foflowing passage is firom a speech delivered in 1795.

* If I eoold personify the House of CommocS; it would be my ic-

lereit as wdl as my dmy to approach so great a person with the ut-

MKt reject. Bat respect does not exclude firmness, and shoidd not

restiain me from saying, that it is the function of your greatness, as

wdl as of Toor o£ce, to listen to tmth, especially whoi it arraigns a

proceeding'of toot own. I asa not here to admire your consistency,

or to applaud the coidnct which I am endeavouring to correct.

These topics do not fiimish any subject tor applause. Ycu have no-

ting like ^nase to expect frwn me ; unless you feel, as I do, that a

eomj^inient of the highest order is included in the couidence which

ary^tg to your justice against your incknation- ' p. 2i7.

The fbOowing attack upon Lord 1 buriow has been much and

justly admired.
* it was wdl known that a gross and pulHic ir^ult had been cfiered

to the memorj of General Clavering and Colonel Mfflason- by a per-

SOTi oC hi^ rank in this country. He was happy when he heard that
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his name was included in it with theirs. So highly did he re^>ect the

character of those meu, that he deemed it an honour to share in the

injastice it had suffered. It was in compliance with the forms of the

House, and not to shelter himself, or out of tenderness to the party,

that he forbore to name him. He meant to describe him so exactly,

that he could not be mistaken. He declared in his place in a great

assembly, and in the course of a grave deliberation, " that it would
have been happy for this country if General Clavering. Colonel

Monson. and Mr Francis, had been drowned in their passage to In-

dia. " If this poor and spiteful invective had been uttered bv a man
of no consequence or repute, by any light, trilling, inconsiderate

person, by a lord of the bed-chamber, for example, or any of the

other silken barons of modern days, he should have heard it with in-

difference. But when it was seriously urged and deliberately insisted

on by a grave lord of Parliament—by a judge—by a man of abiUty

and eminence in his profession, whose personal disposition was seri-

ous, who carried gravity to sternness, and sternness to ferocity, it

could not be received with indifference, or answered without resent-

ment. Such a man would be thought to have inquired before he pro-

nounced. From his mouth, a reproach was a sentence, an invective

was a judgment. The accidents of life, and not any original distinc-

tion that he knew of. had placed him too high, and himself at too

great a distance from him, to admit of any other answer tlian a pub-

lic defiance, for General Clavering. for Colonel Monson, and for

himself. This was not a party question, nor should it be left to so

feeble an advocate as he was, to support it. The friends and fellow-

soldiers of General Clavering and Colonel Monson would assist him

in defending their memory. He demanded and expected tlie support

of every man of honour in that House, and in the kingdom. S\ hat

character was safe, if slander was permitted to attack the reputation

of two of the most honourable and virtuous men that ever were em-

ployed, or ever perished in the service of thtir country ? He kuew

that the autliority of this man was not without weights but he had

an intinitely higher authorit}- to oppose to it. He had the happiness

of hearing the merits of General Clavermg and Colonel Monson ac-

knowledged and applauded in terms to which he was not at liberty to

do more than to allude : they were rapid and expressive. He must

not venture to repeat, lest "he should do them injustice, or violate

the forms of rt >pect, where essentially he owed and felt the most.

But he was sufficiently miderstood. The generous sensations that

animate tlie royal mmd. were easily distiiig lished from those which

rankled in the "heart ol :hat person who was supposed to be the keeper

of the royal conscience. p. lSt2— 184.

These, thcugu exiracted from Speeches, are really specimens

of tjir Philip Francis's m.^nner of "writing ; since they were all

printed troni h!s own manuscript. We shall add, however, one

paisao-e from a letter or discourse, sent, like those oi Junius, tc

G 3
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a public paper, and subscribed by his own name. It is dated so

late as 181 i, and relates to the great question of restriction on
the Regency, then in contemplation. The author was then far

advanced in yenrs ;—but the reader, we think^ will be of opinion,

that, both in spirit and in style, it bears a more striking resem-

blance to the papers written by Junius forty years before, than

any thing else tliat could be referred to during that long periods

* Who is there so ignorant, as not to know that the prerogatives

of the Crown are not vested for his own sake in the person who'

wears it, but to insure the execution of his office ; and then I ask,

what power has the constitution reserved to any set of men to strip

the Crown of those prerogatives, or even to qualify or impair them ?

Show it if you can, and produce your evidence. In a case of such
hnportance, I will not submit to authority, and, least of all, to tha
authority of a party, which perhaps means or expects to benefit by
the decision. They, v,-ho can wholly refuse, may grant upon con-
ditions. The Lords may say, you shall make no more Peers. The
Commons may say, you shall have no power to dissolve us. The
Ministers of course will not submit to be dispossessed ; and this is

the executive government, which they are willing to establish in the

prince's hands. Before they decide, let them make the case their

own. Do they mean to admit that the king, uniting with a conven-
tion of the peers, could abolish the House of Commons, or even di-

<<rest them of any one of their privileges ? Could the King and the

Commons, I will not say abolish the House of Lords, but could they

take away their jurisdiction in the last resort, or in trials by impeach-
ment ?

' &c. ' I am not talking of desperate or extreme cases.

Necessity, unavoidable and irresistible, must be left to provide fop

itself. True wisdom even then will do nothing beyond what the in«

stant exigency requires, and will return as soon as possible to its

regular established courses. Neither do I deny the poiver of the

people to do what they will. Undoubtedly tliey may tear down their

temples and tribunals, and murder their teachers and their magis•^

trates. They have a physical force to abohsh their laws, and to

trample on the institutions of their forefathers. But, remember ; the

man v.ho pulled down the building, and buried himself in its ruins,

was bhnd as well as strong. The quality of an immoral act is nofc

altered, the guilt of an enormous crime is not diminished, by the

numbers that concur in it. The moment the people did these things,

they would cease to be a nation. To destroy their constitution is

bevond their competence. It is the iniieritance of the unborn as

well as theirs. What we received from our ancestors, we are morally

and religiously bomid, as well as by our laws, to transmit to our pos-

terity. Of such enormous violence on the part of the people, I know
tliere is no danger. Will they suffer any other power to do that in

their name, which they cannot and ought not to do for tliemselves ?

I keard it froiu Lord Chatham, ' that power without right is th§
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most odious and detestable object that can be offered to the human
imagination. It is at once 7-es detestabilis et ccduca. ' Let who will

assume such power, it ought to be resisted. Brave men meet their

late; cowards take flight, and die for tear of deatli. ' p. 218—222.

Now, we humbly conceive, that the most careless reader must
be struck, not only with the general ability and eloquence of all

these passages, but with their extraordinary coincidence with the

Letters of Junius, in all their most remarkable characteristics.

The boldness, and even fierceness of the tone—the studied force

and energy of the diction—the pointed and epigrammatic cast of

the style—the concise and frequent metaphors—and the mixture

of the lani^uage of business and affairs, with a certain scholastic

elegance and elaborate sarcasm.

These, however, are general indication£, and could lead to no
positive conclusion : But there are many particular circumstan-

ces of a personal and historical nature, that go much furiher to

make out the proposition contended for. The first of these

is the exactness with which the dates of the Letters tally with

Sir Philip Francis's residence in this country, and his going a-

broad. In Biographical Memoirs, understood to have been
drawn up by a person connected with him, it is stated, that Sir

Philip spent the greatest part of the year 1772 on the Continent.

Kow, the last letter of Junius in that year is dated May 12th, and
was received by Woodfall two days before. Sir Philip's dismissal

from the War Office is announced in one of the Letters of Vete-

ran, (a name under which Woodfall has shown that Junius then

wrote), dated March 23d ; and some time must naturally have

elapsed before he set out. A letter of Junius, dated in May,
mentions his having been out of town ; and, in point of fact, he

wrote nothing from March 23d to May ith. Sir Philip's father

was then ill at Bath ; and it is most probable that he went to see

him before going abroad. From the above mentioned notice in

the Memoirs, it appears that he must have returned at the end of

1772, or early in 1778, provided we are satisfied that he went a-

broad in May : for it is there stated, that ' about half a year af-

ter his return ' lie was recommended as one of the new council

at Fortwiiliam : Novi^, the act appointing the council passed in

June 1773;—which tallies with the supposition of his arrival

having been in the month of December or January preceding.

Keeping these facts in view, it is very important to remark, that

the first letter received by Woodfall from Junius, after the letter

of May 1772, is dated January 19lb, 177'^. This, too, was al-

so the last letter which he ever wrote. The appointment of Sir

Philip Francis to India was, either then or soon after, in agita-

tion i for it was finally arranged before June. Now, the si:p^

2
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position that he was the author of Junius, presumes that the

prospect of being sent to India put a period to his labours.

It is known that Sir Philip was a clerk in the War- Office

from 1763 to 1772; and Junius evinces a peculiar acquaintance

with, and interest in, the business and the persons of that de-

partment. As some of those persons are obscure individuals

compared with the distincruished objects of his ordinary attacks,

a very strong presumption arises from hence, that the anony-

mous writer was himself connected with the Office; and the fa*

miliar tone ^n which they are mentioned, greatly strengthens

the conclusion. We shall principally advert to what he says

of Mr Bradshaw, Mr Chamier, and Mr D'Oyley. Junius,

in the 36th letter of the common edition, dwells at some length

upon Bradshaw's pension, and spea]<s of him in terms indicative

of considerable personal animosity. In a note, he says, • he

was too cunning to trust Irish security. ' He gives a sketch of

his history, tracing him from his beginning, as a * clerk to a

contractor for fornge, '—to his being * exalted to a petty post in

the War-office, '—and sarcastically remarking, that, u})on his

subsequent promotion, he thought it necessary to take the great

house in Lincoln's Inn Fields, where the Lord Chancellor

"Worthinjiton had resided. In the 57th letter, he is called the

Duke of Grafton's ' cream-coloured parasite; ' and in the letters

signed Domitian and Veteran, published by Woodfall, he is fa-

miliarly mentioned as ' Tommy Bradshaw, ' the cream-co-

loured Mercury, ' whose sister, ' Miss Polly, like the moon,
lives upon the light of her brother's countenance, and robs him
of no small part of his lustre. '

* In a letter, also written by Ju-

nius, but under another name, Bradshaw is said to observe,

that the writer has • drawn his intelligence from the first source,

and not the common falsities of the day ;' f and of this, he says

Bradshaw cannot be ignorant. But although it is clear that

Junius's prejudice against this gentleman was of long standing,

and connected with his more obscure station in the War-office,

it is also true, that, at the time of the attacks upon him, he fill-

ed a considerable station, and was more in the public eye.

This, however, can hardly be said of Mr Chamier, upon whom
a far more incessant fire is kept up. He is termed, ' that well-

educated genteel young broker, Mr Chamier. ' A scene is

figured between Lord Barrington his patron, and a general

officer, in which every kind of ridicule is thrown upon Chamier.

He is called ' Tony Shammy '— ' Little Shammy '—
* a tight

active httle fellow '— ' a little gambhng broker'—' Little Wad-

* Woodfall's Junius, III. 4-06—424-. f lb. p. 273.
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dleweir— * my duclcling'— * little three per cents, reduced'

—

* a mere scrip of a secretary^— * an omnium of rill that's gen-

teel'—with many other coarse and scurrilous appellations. No
less than four letters are addressed to Lord Barrington in the

bitterest tone of invective, in consequence of Chamier's promo-
tion; and it appears that his relationship with Bradshaw is one

of the chief grounds of attack upon the latter ; and whoever

reads the following, which comes after these, will be at no loss

to divine the cause of all the hostility, upon the supposition that

they are written by Sir P. Francis.

' I desire you will inform tlie public that the worthy Lord Bar-

rington, not contented with having driven Mr D'Oyly out of the

War-office, has at last contrived to expel Mr Fraxcis. His lord-

ship will never rest till he has cleared his office of every gentleman

who can either be serviceable to the public, or whose honour and in-

tegrity are a check upon his own dark proceedings. Men, who do

their duty with credit and ability, are not proper instruments for

Lord Barrington to work with. He must have a broker from 'Change

Alley for his deputy, and some raw, ignorant boy for his first clerk,

I think the public have a right to call upon Mr D'Oyly and Mr
Francis to declare their reasons for quitting the War-office. Men
of their unblemished character do not resign lucrative employments

without some sufficient reasons. The conduct of these gentlemen

lias alwaj^s been approved of; and I know that they stand as well in

the esteem of the army, as any persons in their station ever did.

What then can be the cause that the public and the army should be

deprived of their service ? There must certainly be something about

Lord Barrington which every honest man dreads and detests. Or is

it that they cannot be brought to connive at his jobs and underliand

dealings ? They have too much honour, I suppose, to do some cer-

tain business by commission. They have not been educated in the

conversation of Jews and gamblers ;—they have had no experience

at Jonathan s ;—they know nothing of the stocks ; and therefor*

Lord Barrington di'ives them out of the War-office. The army in-

deed is come to a fine pass, with a gambling broker at the head of

it !—What signifies ability, or integrity, or practice, or experience

in business ? Lord Barrington feels himself uneasy while men with

such qualifications are about him. He wants nothing in his office

but ignorance, impudence, pertness, and servility. Of these commo-

dities he has laid in a plentiful stock, that ought to last him as long as

he is Secretary at War. Again, I wish that ~Slv Francis and Mr
D'Oyly would give the public some account of what is going forward

in the War-office. I think these events so remarkable, that some no-

tice ought to be taken ef them in the House of Commons. When
the public loses the service of two able and honest servants, it is but

xeasonable that the wretch, who drives such men out of a public

office, should be compelled to give some account of himself and his

|)roceedings. ' p. 86, 87-
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It is to be observed, that Junius took care not to write thi*

letter, nor avy of those upoa Charnier's promotion, under his

usual signaLure, bvCuuso thio would at once liavc directed the

suspicions o! the puhlick to.vr.rds the War-ollice, as the (juarter

in whirli h? lurked, and even tov/ards the individuals chiefly in-

terested in the qii' stiojis r.-spcctin^r Chamicr. For the same

ivason we find him ur'/in^ Woodfaii to conceal his being the

author of those attacks upon Lord Barrin«rton. ' Keep the

* author a secret, ' says he, [Wvudjali^ I. IS'y)—that is, keep the

secret that Juniu?, Veteran, Nemesis, &c. are the same person ;

for he knew no other author than Junius. It is, however, not

at all improbable, that the clue to the discovery oi' Sir P. Fran-

cis v/as furnished by these letters on the W-.u-jflitc ; lor they

nre the list ever written by Junius, except the priv^ite I'.tter tt>

"Woodfail in January l'/7r>; so that he seems, on being detect-

ed, probably by Lorfl Barrin;^'t(;n, to hjve j^iven over writing;

and he vv-as soon alter appointed to the Council in Calcutta.

Junius shews an uncommon acquaintance with, and interest

in, the transactions of the ForeJ<^n Department as well as the

War-office; and t'ue pjiiod to v\hich his knowled}j;e refci's, pre-

cedes the death of Lord EgrenK)nt in 1763. Thus, he sriys,

in tbe 2,"k1 letter, reforrinf^ to the negotiations of i76.'5, ' Even
* the callous pride (4" Lord E,'.M-e!nont was ahrmc<i; he saw and
* fell his own disgrace in corresponding with you (the Uuke of

* Bedford); and there certainly was a moment at which he meant
* to have resisted, had not a f.tal lethargy prevaded over his

* faculties, and carried nil sense and memory away with it. ' la

a note, he adds, * This man (Lord Egremont), notwithstand-

* ing his pride and Tory principle^i, had some English stuli" in

* liim. ' Upon an ellicial letter to the Duke of . ikd ford, the

Duke * desired to be recalled ; and it was with the utmost dil-

* fioulty that Lord Bute could appease him. ' In a private let-

ter to Woodfail (L 'Z()i.))y he says, » that he can threaten him
* privately with such a storm as would make him tremble even

« in iiis grave.' Now 8ir Pinlip Francis was appointed a clerk

in the' Foreign Office in ITAG ; and having afterwards gone co

t5t Cas as Gener.d Bl;gh's secretary in 1768, and to Lisbon in

1760, with Lord Kinnoul, he returned to the Foreign Ollice

between October 176 1 and August 1763; for, in his speech in

the House of Comujons, already referred to (Parh Deb. xxii.

Jj7.), he says, that he possessed Lord Egremont's favour in the

Secretary of State's Office ; and that nobleman came into it,

Ociober 1761, and died August 1763. The negotiations of the

puke of Bedford were earned on between the beginning of Sep-

tember and the beginning of November, 1762. *
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The manner in which Junius always treats Lord Chatham,
coincides exactly vkiih tlie expressions ot" Sir Philip in his speech-

es and writings ; and is such as might naturally be expected
to result from the kindness he had received from that great;

man, as well as from his known principles. But the high ad-
miration of Lord Chatham which Junius has shown, seems not
easily reconciled with his kindness towards his antagonist Lord
Holland. • I wish Lord Hollaod may acquit himself with ho-
nour, ' says hi^ in a letter to Woodlall (I. 17*1-.) ; and when he
suspected Mr Fox of attacking him anonymously in the news-
papers, instead of retp.liating, as lie did in the letters already

noticed against Lord Barrington, and at once charging Lord
Holknd or his son with having been the writers of this titiack,

as he did Lord Barry and others in similar ca.-»es, he says th.it

* he designedly spares Lord Holland and his family; ' but adds,

that it is worthy of iheir consideration, ' whether Lord Lloiland
* be invulnerable, or whether Junius should be wantonly pro-
* vokcd. ' (III. 410.) He shows this manifest forbearance to-

wards the Fox family, not under his usual signature of Jiinias,

but under another, assumed for the obvious purpose of con-
cealing it, and yet of keeping them from forcing hiai into a
contest with them. The history of Sir Philip at once explains

all this. His father was Lord Holland's domestic chipluin,

lived on intimate terms with him, and dedicated his Translation

of Demosthenes to him, as the patron to whom he owed hi^

church preferment. Sir Philip himself received from Lord
Holland his first place in the Foreign Office. These circum-

stances must have overcome the natural inducement which Ju-
nius had to jnin in the attacks upon Lord Holland, for a con-

duct which, whether justly or not, was ?nadc the cojistant topia

of invective by ail who took the side of Lt)rd Chatham.
It is clear, from his private correspt)ndence, that Junius.-,

whoever he was, bore a great personal good-will towards VV\x)c-

fall. ' The spirit of your letter, ' says he, ' convinces me that
* you are a much better writer than most of those whote works
* you publish.' (I. 196.) ' For the matter of money, be as-

* sured that, if a question should arise upon any wriiings of
* mine, you shall not want it. My own works you shall cor.«.

* stantly have ; and, in point of money, be assured you shall

* never suffer.' (Jh.) Again—'You must not write to me a-
* gain ; but be assured I will never desert you. If your affair

* should come to a trial, and you should be found guilty, ycu will

* then let me know what expense fails particularly on your-
* self, for I understand you are engaged with other proprie-

* tors;—some way or other 3/02^ shall be reimbursed. ' (1. 2us.)'
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* For my own part, T can very truly assure you, that nothing
* would affect me more than to have drawn you into a per-
* sonal danger, because it admits of no recompense.' (I. 22 J.)
' You cannot offend or afflict nie but by hazarding your own
* safety. ' (I. 23.5.) ' I have the greatest reason to be pleased
* with your care and attention; and wish it were in my power
* to render you some essential service. ' (I. 24-6.) In a letter

to Wilkes, he expresses the same anxiety about Woodfall's
safely ; says that the danger to which he is exposed afflicts and
distresses him ; and plainly insinuates, that he has spared Lord
Mansfield for Woodfall's sake (I. 326.) But, for other publish-
ers, he seems to have felt no such tenderness ; for he frequently

tells Woodfall, if he is afraid himself, that he may send such and
such letters to other printers, whom he names, (see I. 224'. 226.
214.) Now, it appears from Nichols's Biographical Anecdotes,
that Woodfall was only a year older than Sir Philip Francis,
and that he was educated at St Paul's School, where the latter

is known to have been bred ; and it is asserted in the Tract be-

fore us, that Woodfall's son speaks of the acquaintance formed
there between Sir Philip and his father, as having given rise

to a mutual kindness during their after lives, although they
rarely met. It must be admitted that this tallies pecuhariy
well with a suspicion expressed by Junius at one part of the
correspondence, that Woodfall might know him. He says,

* I beg you will tell me candidly whether you know or suspect
* who I am.' (I. 171.)

There is reason also to believe, that Junius was known to

Garrick. He expresses himself much alarmed by the inquiries

of the latter, and was afraid lest Woodfall might have told him
the place where the letters were sent, which he desires him to

change. He writes a note, to be sent to Garrick, with the view

of intimidating him, and thus preventing his meddling, and
endeavouring to trace the secret j and he desires Woodfall to

copy it in his own hand. Sir Francis has told us, in the pre-

face to the phy of Eugenia, that he enjoyed the ' friendship and
esteem ' of Garrick.

It appears, from various passages in Junius, that the author
used to attend the debates in Parliament, and that he frequent-

ly took notes of the more important speeches : That he did so

more especially in the years 1770 and 1771, is clearly proved,

by his quoting Lord Chatham's speeches from reports not then

made public, and by his frequently referring to debates at which
he was present. Sir Philip Francis is known to have been an
occasional attendant upon the debates during the same period,

—for he cites Lord Chatham's speeches at that time as having

6
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heard them ; and there seems no reason to doubt that he is the

IDember of Parh'ament described by Almon in his life of Lord
Chatham, as having furnished him with notes of tliose speeches,

taken by him when be wdh not in Parhament. But there is a
mow remarkabis coincidence than this between Junius and Sir

Philip. Lord Cliatham's speech, at the opening of the session

in January i770, was reported by Sir Philip, and communicated
first to Almon, who published it in 1791, and then to the Par-
liamentary History, (xvi. 6 17.) The publisher of the latter work
informed the aufhor of the tract before us, that he received it

from Sir Philip, who was present at the debate. Now, a com-
parison of this speech with some of Junius's letters, proves very

satisfactorily, that Junius must either have heard the speech,

and taken notes of it, or received notes from somebody who was
present ; and not only so, but that the notes which he took or

received were nearly the same with those taken by Sir P. Fran-
cis. We shall cite some examples of this coincidence.

Sir P. Francis's Report.—' That on this principle he had him-
self advised a measure, which he knew was not strictly legal ; but
he had recommended it as a measure of necessity, to save a stan'ing

people from famine, and had submitted to the judgment of his

country. ' p. 262.

Junius, (Woodfall II. 365.)— ' Instead of inserting that the pro-

clamation was legal, he (Lord Camden) should have said, " My
Lords, I know the proclamation was illegal, but I advised it, because
it was indispensably necessary to save the kingdom from famine ; and
I submit myself to the justice and mercy of my country. " p. 262—3.

Sir P. Francis's Report.— ' He owned his natural partiality to

America, and was inclined to make allowance even for those exces-

ses. That they ought to be treated with tenderness ; for in his sense

they were ebullitions of liberty which broke out upon the skin, and
were a sign, if not of perfect health, at least of a vigorous constitu*

tion, and must not be driven in too suddenly, lest diey should strike

to the heart. ' p. 265.

Junius, (Woodjull, II. 153. 7. 311.)—" No man regards an erup-

tion upon the surface, when die noble parts are invaded, and he feels

a mortification approaching to his heart.

"

" I shall only say, give me a healthy vigorous constitution,

and I shall hardly consult my looking-glass to discover a blemish up-

on my skin. " p. 265.

Sir P. Francis's Report.—' That the Americans had purchased
their liberty at a dear rate, since they had quitted their native coun-

try, and gone in search of freedom to a desert. ' p. 268.

Junius, (Wood/all, II. 77.)
— *' They left their native land in

search of freedom, and found it in a desert." p. 268.
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There are many other expressions in this speech, and in

others of Lord Chatham, reported by Sir Philip, which appear

to be favourite expressions of Junius. Thus, ^ falsefact'-^* I
am a i^lain man '—

* ipsofacto the law of the land

'

—
* simplicity

ofcommon sense, ' &c=

There are many favourite expressions in the avowed original

works of Sir Phihp, which Junius also indulges habitually. * Ofhis
« gide'—' so farforth'— ' /mean the public service' (for, I'would

promote). There is, moreover, in the general manner of writing,

a nesemblance extremely striking, especially v/here the author is

off his guard, and permits his natural temper to appear. Sir

Philip's later works resemble, in this respect, the private notes to

Woodfail so strikingly, that we need scarcely give any examples.

There is, for instance, a short note of Sir I^, in this publication

in the following terms. ' Prai/ never mind anything I say, I

* slave myself to death, and write and spesk on instant impres-

* sion.

—

So I am very sorry if I have offended you. ' The very

same tone, and almost the same words, occur in two notes of

Junius, printed by Woodfail;—one of which begins, * Praj/

* tell me whether George Onslow means to keep his word with

* you ; ' and ends, * and so I wish you goodnight :
'—And ano-

ther runs thus, ' Make yourself easy about me—I know you are

* an honest man—and I am never angry—I am overcome with

* the slavery of writing. * We have not room to add other in-

stances ; but we have heard, that among those persons in London
who have lived in his society, and are acquainted with his mode of

expression, the conviction of his being the author of the Letters^

is exceedingly strengthened by this likeness.

That the tempers of Junius and Sir Philip somewhat resem-

ble each other, we have their own authority. Junius says to

Woodfail—* Surely you have misjudged it very much about
* the book. I could not have conceived it possible that you
* could protract the publication so long. At this time, parti-

* cularly before Mr Sawbridge's motion, it would have been of
'* singular use. You have trifled too long with the public cxpect-

* ation. At a certain point of time the appetite palls. 1 fear you
* have already lost the season. The book, I am sure, will lose the

* greatest part of the effect I expected from it. But I have done.'

'(p. 157.) And again, to Wilkes, * You at least, Mr Wilkes,
* should have shown more temper and prudence, and a better

* knowledge of mankind. No personal respects whatsoever should

« have persuaded you to concur in these ridiculous resolutions.

* But my own zeal, I perceive, betrays me : I will endeavour to

* keep a better guard upon my temper, and apply to your judg-

* ment in the most cautious and measured language.* {ib. ) Sir Phi-

lip, in his Speech (P:.rl. Debntcs^ xxvii. 210.}, says, most char^ti.^
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teristically, * It was his purpose on this occasion to say thin^g

strong, severe, and personfil ; and if be should be thought to

exceed the bounds of moderation, lie desired it might not be
imputed to a hasty impatience of tomper, to which he was sup-

posed to be more subject than other men ; for he said them
coolly and deliberately, and after having maturely reflected

on their cause, and on their consequences.' (p. 158.) Acd again,

n his Speech, February 26, 1788, ' Much has been said of my
character, much of my temper. I have by one learned gen-

tleman, not now present (the Master of the Rolls), been ac-

cused of comparing myself with him, and with others of hi«

profession. Such a comparison I never presumed to make..

Arrogance is one thing; passion is another. Passion I have-

ever conceived to be an honest, open, and manly emotion of

the mind : arrogance, on the contrary, I take to be a cold,

deliberate, thoughtful thing. I may have made use of warm
or passionate language perhaps, but I was never guilty of the

presum.ption and arrogance which has been imputed to me. *^

(p. 158-90
There are some other considerations of a more general nature,

which deserve notice in this ai'gument. Sir Philip Francis is

still livings and that of itself furnishes a ground of presumption.

The improbability is great, that the real Junius should have died,

and left no trace by which to detect him. That he should have

wished to be for ever unknown, is not likely ; that he should

have been able to elude all discovery, after his decease, is still

less so. The curiously bound set of Letters which he had from

WoodfaJl by his own directions, at once afforded a reason for

believing that he intended to retain the means of proving his

title, at a distant period, and exposed him to dotection after his

death, if he allowed that event to happen before he declared him-

self. Sir Philip's appointment to India is also extremely well ac-

counted for, by the supposition that he was the author of Junius's

Letters. That a clerk in the War-office should, without having

done any thing to Djake him known, be sent out at once as a

member of the Supreme Council, to which, for the first time, the

powers of Government were about to be entrusted, scrms at any

rate sufficiently strange to require an explanation. He was not

connected by family with any mnn of weight in the ministry; he

was wholly unknown at the India House; he was equally ob-

scure in the publick eye ; nor does it appear that he had any pa-

tron who interested himself in his promotion, previously to spring

1772, since, at that time, he was turned out of^the Office, to make

way for a favourite of the minister in whose department he serv-

rfl. The next .thing we hear of after this dismissal, is his mi^
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sion to India as a satrap, in very critical circumstances. But

there is noLbinc: surprising in the appointment, if we suppose

that he either suflered himself to be known, or was detected as

Junius after bis removal from tbe War-office; and that the mi-

nister, now made aware of his extraordinary talents, and of the

risk to which they might expose him, recommended a step, jus-

tified by the qualifications of Sir Philip, and counselled by his

own apprehensions. If the secret was only communicated to

one man— if Sir Philip knew this, and made that one man per-

sonally responsible for its being kept—there was no doubt that it

would be so. Nothing but an idle love of talking could lead to

its being divulged. There was something in the nature of the

transaction which imposed silence upon both the parties ; and

Sir Philip, who bad the chief interest in its conct-alinent, was

ready, during tbe whole lifetime of the other party, to watch

over his fulfilment of the compact.

If it is demanded why Sir Philip should have persisted so

long in the concealment, a satisfactory answer may be given,

without having recourse to evidence drawn from tbe character

and habits of the individual. Some of the principal personages

attacked by Junius, have only been dead a very few years ; the

nearest relatives of many of them are still alive. The invectives

of Junius against persons officially connected with Sir Philip,

must have ditfered extremely from the letters which passed be-

tween them in the course of business, or in the intercourse of

society. The circumstance of his appointment to India, tbe

consequent silence of Junius, we may easily imagine to be a

strong reason for reluctance to avow himself a& the author. But

if to these considerations we add, that Sir Philip has been, by the

steady and honest course of his political life, thrown into habits

of intimacy with the families of those whom Junius most un-

sparingly attacked, for their personal, as well as public conduct,

in life, we shall be convinced that the discovery would at any

time have been productive of far more pain than the gratifica-

tion of vanity could compensate, even admitting tbe reputation

of Junius to be much higher than that of Sir Philip, which we

are not very sure that he is likely to think it, and are still less

of opinion that he ought. He has long, in his proper person,,

possessed tbe admiration of ail who have a due regard for

unblemished publick virtue, great talents and accompbshments.

He might well afford to forego the applause of the multitude,

which oould only be purchased by a sacrifice, certainly, of the

tranquillity so invaluable in the decline of life, possibly of the

good-will of some whose approbation he prefers to that of the

<jrowd. Justice to this gentleman, as well as. to the argument
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which we are now bringing to a close, requires the insertion of

the powerful testimonies borne to his rare merits, by the unani-

mous voice of the Managers of the Impeachment. The fol-

lowing is a part of the letter which they addressed to him^

when the House of Common?, on account of his personal quar-

rel with Mr Hastings, had exckuied him from the Committee.

*' We have perused, as our duty lias often led us to do, •with great

attention, the records of the Company, during the time in which

you executed the important office committed to you by Parliament

;

and our good opinion of you has grown in exact proportion to the

minuteness and accuracy of our researches. We have found that,

as far as in you lay, you fully answered the ends of your arduous al-

legation. An exact obedience to the authority placed over you by
tlie laws of your country, wise and steady prineiples of government,

an inflexible integrity in yourself, and a firm resistance to all corrupt

practice m others, crowned by an uniform benevolent attention to

to the rights, properties, and welfare of the natives (the grand lead-

ing object in your appointment), appear eminently throughout those

records. Such a conduct, so tried, acknowledged, and recorded,

demands our fullest confidence.
" These, Sir, are the qualities, and this is the conduct, on your

part, on which we ground our xmshes for your assistance. On what

we are to ground our right to make any demand upon you, we are

more at a loss to suggest. Our sole titles, we are sensible, are to

be found in the public exigencies, and in your public spirit. Permit

us. Sir, to call for this further service in the name of the people of

India, for whoiu your parental care has been so long distinguished,

and in suppoit of whose cause you have encountered so many difii-

eulties, vexations, and dangers. " p. 23, 24<.

This letter was written by the Chairman, Mr Burke, and

signed by himself and his colleagues ; among whom we find the

names of Fox, Sheridan, Windham, North, and Fitzpatrick.

Mr Burke, in one of his speeches upon the India Bills, has thus

described him.

«* This man, whose deep reach of thought, whose lai-ge legislative

conceptions, and whose grand plans of policy, make the most shin-

ing part of our reports, from whence we have learned all our lessons,

if we have learned any good ones ; this man, from whose materials

those gentlemen, who have least acknowledged it, have yet spoken

as from a brief; this man, driven from his employment, discounte-

nanced by the Directors, has had no other reward, and no other dis-

tinction, but that inward ' sunshine of the soul ' which a good con-

science can always bestow on itself. " p. 25, 26.

Having shown that all the evidence which can be drawn from

a comparison of Junius's Letters and Sir Philip Francis's Life

and Writings, points him out as the author—that there is no
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circumstance which does not tally with this conclusion, and no
difficulty which it does not explain—we shall now very briefly

ndvert to one or two particulars of evidence more strictly exter*

nal than any which has yet been considered.

Frttm several parts of the correspondence with Woodfall, it

rhould seem that Junius frequently delivered the letters himself.

When he employed another hand, we may be well assured it

was that of a porter or other ordinary messenger, as was ascer-

tained, in one instance, by Wilkes, who examined the person,

find learnt that he received the packet from a gendeman. That
he shoidd entrust any body with his secret, for the mere pur-

pose of conveying the letters, appears hiajhiy improbable ; and
to hnve .fifiven a packet for Woodtall to a friend to carry, would

iiave been telling him the whole. Now, it seems that a gentle-

man of respectability, Mr Jackson of Ipswich, was in Wood-
fail's employment at the period of the Letters j—and he states,

* tl!?t he cnce saw a tail, gentleman, dressed in a light coat,

* with bag and sword, throw into the office^door, opening in

* Ivy Lane, a letter of Junius's, which he picked up, and im-
* mediately followed the bearer of it into St Paul's Church-
* yard, where he got into a hackney-coach, and drove off. '—
{Vi'ciodfally L 43.) The author of the work before us states,

that the figure and appearance of Sir Philip answers to this de-

scription as far as it goes,

't'here are various peculiarities of spelling which occur uni-

formly in both writers ; and neither of them has any such pe-

culiaiity that is not coimmon to both. Thus, they both write

* practice ' with an 5 ; ' compleatly ' instead of * completely ;
'

* mgross, ' zVitire, z/^trust, and many other such words, which

are usually begun with an e—endeavor without ah ti—syL-reen

with a ky and several others. There may not be much in any

of these instances taken singly ; but when we find that o// the

pecullari'ies that belong to eiiher writer are common to both, it

is impossible not to receive them as ingredients in the mass of

evidence.

It is stated by a person who examined, with Wilkes, the

form and folding of the letters received by him, that they both

Egreed in • thinking they could see marks of the writer's habit

* of folding and directing official letters.

'

Last of all, a careful examination has been instituted of the

handwriting of Junius; and the specimens published by AVood-
fall have been diligently compared with letters of Sir Philip

Francis. Those of Junius ere knovv-n to be all written in a feign-

ed hand j but its general character agrees well with that of Sir

Philip's. Wherever, in the hurry of writing, (for example, v/herc
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a word is interlined), the natural hand, or something near it,

breaks out, the reseniblaace is more complete ; and certain pecu-
liarities, preserved iu the feigned hand, occur also in SLi' Philip's.

We cannot follow the comparison through its mmute details;

but we are confident that it must go ftvr towards satisfying those

whom the rest of the argument may have failed to convince.

Some of the more remarkable coincideisccs are as follows.

When Sir P. F. signs with his initials, he draws a short strong

line above and below them. Th^ very same hnes are unjlbrm-

]y drawn uiider and over the initials with which Junius signs

his private letters to Woodfall. In correcting the press, they

both use, instead of the ordinary sign of deletion, a dijTerent

and very peculiar sign, exactly the same in boih. They both

place the asterisk or star of reference to a foot-note, at the

begimiingi and not at the ejid of the passage to which it be-

longs—contrary to what may be termed the invariable usage

of other writers. They both write the words you and ijuurSf

in all cases, with a large Y, the form of which is sirikingly a-

like in both authors. They also use a half large c at the be-

ginning of a word,—of a peculiar and chaj'acteristic formal ion.

Their ciphers or numerals are all formed exactly on the same
plan J as are -most of their compound letters. lastead of a round
dot over the z, they both invariably use an oblique stroke, slop-

ing in the opposite direction to that of the general writing; and
they mark their quotations, not by inverted commas, but by
short perpendicular lines. They are both uniformly correct and
systematic in the punctuation of their IMS. Both write a distiuct

little a over &c. ; and connect words divided at the end of a

line, not by a hyphen, but a colon, which is repeated, contrary

to general usage, at the beginning of the second line, as well as

the end of the first.
*

Before concluding this article, we must repeat, that the dili-

gence of the author, whose work furnishes the materials of this

argument, is very praisevvorthy, and that the merit of the in-

vestigation belongs entirely to him. We cannot, hovv-ever, a-

void remarking, tnat he has frequently overloaded his book witii

useless and irrelevant quotations;—fur example, much o- the

Speeches of Lord Chatham, and of Sir Philip Francis's pamph-
lets ', that he many times draws conclusions from such trivial re-

semblances in expression as prove nothing,

—

e. g. p. 23G, 2^57,

VOL, XXIX, NO. 57, H

* We understand that it is confidently stated in London, that still

more precise evidence exists of the similarity of the hands, clxawTi

irom Sir Philip's earlier penmanship.
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235, 238—^beside a variety of oilier instances; and that, in

some places, he seoms to lose himseU, anil goes on cjuotinop and
re'r". soiling, without recollectiniJf the point to be proved—as, vvhere

he compares a Rerort of Lord Chatham's Speeches, admitted

to be i)5a<'e by S r Philip, with the avowed productions of the

latter, (p. 26G, B. 15.)

Art. VI. Speech o/' Robert. Lord Bishop of Ossory, iji the

House of Peers ^ Friday ^ May 16. 18 i7, on the Motion ofthe
Marl of' DonoitghmorCy relating to the Roman Catholic Claims,

1817. Stockdale.

2. Speech of Leslie Forbes, Esq., iyi the House of CommonSf
May 9. I8i7, on the Motion of Mr Grattan.

3. Speech of the Right Honourable Robert Peel, on the same
Subject.

n^HOSE who have attended to the progress of any discussion
^ on subjects connected with our p.issions, as well as our iii-

terests, must have observed, that the difficulty of bringing the

parties to an agreement, arises, not so much from any insuper-

able variance respecting assertions or principles, as from the ra-

pidity with which they who are in the wrong usually contrive to

change the ground of the argument. When the conclusion will

no longer suit their premises, they suit the premises to the con-

clusion. In this change of position, the youngest and most ac-

tive of the combatants always take the lead ; and while the effec-

tive forces are thus moving off to stations, from which they can-

not be dislodged without new manoeuvres on the part of their

adversaries, the invalids linger round their old watchfires, and
make a merit of their tardiness.

In the (!el)ites on the Catholic Question, we have a striking

example of this evasive system of warfare. The main argument
by which the chums of the Catholics were for a long time re-

sisted, was founded on the assertion, that tluy were the passive

instruments of a foreign potentate,—a potentate, too, wha was

not only An ti-Christ himself, but in alliance with our mortal

and still more Ar^ti-Christian enemy. Time has destroyed a

part of this argument; and the exclusionists have at length a-

bandoned the rest : But they are just as far from being convinced

us ever ; and, from the grouiidlessness of their former pleas, they

have actually raised up a new danger, and a new argument in

support of their cause. The Cathohcs offer a plan of dome-tic

Jnominatiun, which would secure us against thai iatluence of ihr
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Pope over the King's subjects, which was said to be incompati-
ble with their loyalty. But the enemies of emancipation now
turn on them, and say, that tlie Pope never exercised any
power in the nomination of Bishops in Ireland ; that, to pro-
vide n(.i;ainst his interference, is but to mock the Protestants

wuh a security aijf'iinst an unreal danger; that they fear not the

Pope, but the Bishops themselves ; not the subjection of the

Cadiolic Clergy, but their independence. It is true, there are

yet some who talk of the overwhelming power of the Pope

—

xvho circulate the Book of Martyrs in two-penny numbers

—

and who maintain, that the Coronation oath forbids the Kinc;

to secure the peace and welfare of his Protestant subjects, if it

should be attended with some collateral advantages to the Catho-
lics, It is impossible to go about to light up the dark crannies

of every man's understanding. We shall leave these intolerants

of the old school to be answered by its younger disciples. Wei
cannot, however, help sympathizing witli the Bishop of Ossory,

who, in the 27th page of his Speech, says, that if we want a
proof of the meddling overbearing spirit of aggrandizement of

the Catholic clergy,

—
' a very signal instance might be found in a hind of pastoral

letter, (signed by the Archbishop of Mecklin, and I believe all his

suffragans, except two), which was '
(—what does the reader think ?

—

read in the churches ? No ; but) ' thrust under the doors of the shop-

keepers of Brussels a few days prior to the inauguration of the King
of. the Netherlands ; in which the Catholics were told, that they

could not, as good Catholics, take an oath of fealty and allegiance

to a Protestant Prince :—and, what is still more extraordinary, this

curious production could not be obtained tivo days after it had been

so dispersed, although very great pains was taken to procure a copy,

and much money offered for one.

'

We congratulate ourselves that the Right Reverend Prelate's

productions do not disappear so rapidly; and proceed to Mr
Foster, one of the ablest opponents of the cause of emancipa-

tion.

In speaking of the offer to secure domestic nomination, he

says,

—

' It proposes nothing new ; it proposes merely that the Bishops

should be appointed for the future in the same manner as they have,

in fact, been appointed hitherto. T!ie nomination of the Romaa
Catholic Bishops has been, for a long time, as practically domestic

as any possible arrangement can now render it. When a see is va-

cant, a recommendation is forwarded to Rome from Ireland, of the

individual who is to be appointed : and I understand that, within the

time of memory, tlicre have not occurred more than two or three in-

stances of any difficulty in confirming the choice of this domestic no-
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mination. The persons who thus nominate to Rome, are, as I un-

derstand, a certain number of the Roman CathoHc Bishops. Ho\r
they are selected I do not pretend to know :—latterly, it is said,

that, by mutual courtesy, they recommerd, as of course, the co-

adjutor of the deceased Bishop. This coadjutor is selected by the

Bishop in his lifetime. The transmission of the Episcopal rank in

the Irish Roman Catholic church is therefore, in practice, a mere
matter of testamentar}' bequest, every Bishop taking his ol'Iice under

the will of hig innnediate predecessor in the see A more com-
plete system of domestic nomination, however, cannot be proposed,

than that which exists at present. You can vary its form ; but more
domestic you cannot render it.

'

Mr Foster having thus shown us how groundless were the fears

once so loudly professed by his own party, of foreign inteifer-

ence in the nomination of the Caihoiic clergy, goes on to shovr

what, in his opinion, the real danger is.

' The Protestant sees, with apprehension, four millions of our

people still mainly dependent for their habits and opinions, and more
particularly for their impressions of the religion and government of

England, on a great body of ecclesiastics, whom the fatal and mis-

taken policy of our ancestors had treated in such a manner, that it

was not in human nature to expect that those ecclesiastics should

make their flocks very much attached to the government from which

that treatment proceeded. The Protestant sees that body of eccle-

siastics, who, till lately, were under absolute proscription, still an in-

sulated and an unacknowledged, but most formidable power, within

the country ; totally unconnected with the state ; studiously inde-

pendent of it ; unattached to it by any of the ordinary motives of

human conduct ; but acting all the while on the education, the mo-
rals, the habits, the opinions and conduct of the greater part of our

population, more extensively than the legislative and executive pow-
ers united The Protestant sees, further, this great ecclesiasti-

cal community, so powerful in command, itself submitted with un-

limited devotion to the orders of a comparatively small portion of

their own body ; I mean their Bishops ; and these again acting with

an unanimity and steadiness in asserting their authority, and extend-

ing the connnon interest of their order, not inferior to any thing in

the example of papal Rome itself. ' p. 307.

He then describes the corporation spirit of the bishops, their

periodical meetings at Maynooth, and the declarations of theif

synods, and the hostility of the people of Ireland to British

laws.

' The Protestant, ' he observes, ' sees our people in too many
districts acting in avowed defiance of the law, subverting the very

foundations of society ; and he sees them, when finally overtaken by
iustice, heroically ready to meet their fate, firmly convinced that
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they are dying in a good cause : while their associates, instead of re-

garding their punishment as a sacrifice to the oftlMided laws, view it

rather in the light of the ordinary operations of a campaign ; and,
while their superiors are hoping that the examples of so many exe-
cutions may strike a salutary terror into the guilty, they are no less

congratulating themselves that the cause has lost only so few of its

supporters. ' p. 308.

We should have expected Mr Foster to tell us, that under
the present laws of exclusion, fnr the continuance of which, at

least for a time, he is an advocate, the amount of Catholic wealth
and numbers, and the sphere of Catholic influence, were de-
clining; and that the Protestant population and government,
though at present exposed to some danger, had, by means of

the laws v/hich they alone have made and administered, a to-

lerable prospect for the future ;—quite the reverse.

* The Protestant sees, further, in too many districts, an increasing

proscription of himself and of his creed ; he sees the Protestant

tradesman systematically and simultaneously deserted by his Catho-
hc customers ; he sees the Protestant farmer menaced in his habi-

tation, and waylaid in his joui-neys, until he seeks his peace in emi-

gration, or buys it by his conversion ; he sees a wide-spreading sys-

tem of intermarriage of Protestants and Catholics, above all things

encouraged by their priesthood, ending very generally in the conver-

sion of the husband or wife, and securing almost universally the Ca-
tholicism of the children. He sees, everyxvhere, from these concur-

rent causes, the diminutiGn of Protestant numbers—the increasing in-

security of Protestant property—the steady career, the unbending
intolerance, of Catholic aggrandizement.

'

Such is Mr Foster's account of the relative situations of the

Protestants and Catholics in Ireland ; and he is not so absurd

as to say, that some change in such a state of things is not de-

sireable. He looks about for safeguards against the CathoUcs :

—

Domestic nomination is ' delusive, ' and the Veto is ' nugatory; *

—
' an object of Protestant ridicule, and of Catholic abhorrence.

*

He tells us, that he ' scarcely ever met with an Irish Protestant
* who saw in it (the Veto) any security whatever—and for this

* reason, that the attachment of the great mass of the Irish

* Roman Catholic population to the English laws, and their de-
* sire to maintain the political connexion of the British islands,

* is, in his view, the only real security against an increase of
* Catholic power. ' But he has a nostrum of his own;—a pro-

vision rau?t be made by the Government for the priesthood, and
the Crown must have the power of appointing the bishops, or

at least translating to the sees of the greatest rank, value and
importance, with other regulations, which would make the King
as much the head of the Catholic, as he is of the ProtestaiU
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Chanl. Tbrre is, however, one qu^lstr in ihis Btis^nim. wbirh

raiders unnecessarv the tasii of ctio>!«ieripg its efficacy ; and
that is—that it cannot be administered : For be teife us, * every
• ob|ectk)n which the CathoBcs now fee! to tbe f'rto, thev would
• apphr ^th tenfi^ esasperaiion to a project which tbev wou'd
• cnt^ider as a mcfe porchase of the liberiie? of their church :

*

—azMi, indeed, in what other lij^ht they cou'd consider it, we
caimoC at present ima^ne. Mr Foster thus finding that ihe se-

curities ol^ed by the Catholics are deJasrre, and ib't his own
secntities wiD not be adc-piesi, thinks it best to abstain fron^ pro-

fTpgfiing at all, tiii the micds of the Oiiboiics are prepared for

the receptioo <^ his prescriptioos :—he ibir.ks it be<4 to wait,

vhile Prf^testant numbers are dimisi>hirg, while Protcs'ant pro-

perty is everywhere becoming more insecure, till the Oiholics

beocHne kss cxmfid^it because more nnmerons, ks^ arrc^gmnt

Vr'^ r^ '-"cre weahhy, and snbmit to the terms which la-^y be

c ; them in their strength, but wb*ch in iV.eir weakness

:h indB^natian. This, Mr Fos*er ihuil:-. i> wi^
35d statesman-fike ; and a great p^^iy foliuw Mr

r

rimed geatksr^an was lookii^ roand him for

i

:

_' to estabiish or extend * the attachiaeni
• > : e Irish Roman Catholic population to
• Er_ fsire to maintain the poiiticai con-
c - did it never occur to him,

t : - 2*3on itself, some such security

it yoa cannot prevent the

... : ..^vanta^eoos irnpressioas of
1 ::n^b ccnnexiops, is it not something at least

t -? of these congr^atioos less fit snV^ecis

le tipoD ? If it be from tbe discourses

c
'

za their own natural fieeHngs, that

; Coolies (^ Ireland towards their

y ^Hses, we say it is not the les ad-
V

. :? ifririTe these orators of a topic

c: '
; make an iicpre^on on

t -_ -'e Iris-h Caibolics, that

t _ ; • a : f r _^*^ o*" administering

I representation, we
r credit becau^ it

:^ hich the Ca-
X n xeA us, are

>ecuri'v;

. - . . ...—c the Ca-
ti. :3 ^ . ... >.rv, from &ii the
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^reat prizes of which they are excluded, and are called open to
|>aj as much for their tickets as the other a ivcnturers. To con-
*oie ihera for this, an arithmctica' cAcMai'ion i> «et before them*
to ihow that, upon reckoaiiit^ the pound?, shiiiings and peace,
the <um total of the small prizes is much iarger than that of the
f^reat ones. The most imaginative people—the votaries of the
most imaginative reH(»ion ia the wrrid, are desired not to be led
avray by their imaiiinatioa- Mr Foster teils us, that the hostiie

jrfl jence of the Catholic clercry is a ^eat cau-e of the dissati^

faction of the mass of the pe<»r)ie- And srh^ is his immediate
practical remedy ? He tells the young Catholic barrister that

he shall ne\cr t>e a Judge—he tells the yonntr landed proprietor
that be >hi\\ never be a member of Parliament—he tells every
young Catliolic of ambition and talents, that he saall never reach
any of those nifices which men of ambitioa and of talents alone
J lok forward to as desirable. Having told them this, which they
must be duii indeed not to feel—having Ssed deeply in them feel-

ings of discon:ect, at the time when the mind acquires the cha-
racter which it carries throutih life,—they are sent fjrth— they,

who, above aii oihers, exercise an ir^uence on societj"

—

io coun-
teract the machinatioi>s of a disaSected clergy \

It is curious to observe the argumefits by which Mr Fester jus-

tifies to his mind this ho^^eful cour&e of policy—though thev are

arguments which have not been peculiar to himself. He chooses
to consider the Legislature as driving a bargain with the Ca-
tholics cf Ireiand ; and bis ruling tl-ar is, that the body of
which be himseif is a meai'oer may be overreached. He savs,

that the proposition of domesdc -nomination * is disdnciiy this,

* that the Proiestams and Catholics, having each much to re-

* quire, and much to give up, the Protesunts are to cede every
* thing that; remains, and the Caiholici are to make the single

* concession of remaining exactly as ihey are. ' Now, Mr Fos-

ter's ideas of bargain-making seem, in a case of this kind, a
little unreasonable. The Catholics have been excluded, by
special penal acts of the Legislaiure, from rights common to

the other subjects o^ the S:ate. When the reasons !br their

exclusion are at an eiKl, it is not fair to ask them what price

they wiil now pay for their admission. If the exclu-ion ot the

Catholics were a benefit to the Protestants, this demand might
be equally urjustj but it would not be equally fov'Jish. Mr Fos-

ter, however, tells us, that while the system ot excliision is iu its

vigour, Protestant numbers are daninishing, and Protestant pro-

perty is becoming more insecure. He then exhorts the Pro-
testants ol Ireland to persevere, like the do^. in the mansjer j

and, rather ihaa coni'er aa unooughi benetit on iheir neigh-
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bour?, to hold fast, to the last gasp, a power which is so fatal to
themselves. He exhorts Great Britain, ralber than abandon
the proposal of insulting provisos, to continue a system, by which
the population of Ireland must become universally Catiioiic, and
universally discontented.

But this is not the only scheme that has been devised for

the redress of tliese growing evils. Mr Foster is for offer-

ing the Catholics terms which he knows they cannot accept.

Mr Peel is the advocate of another party, vthich v.'Ould offer

them no terms at all. If they be admitted into the Consti-
tution, he says, * I have heard of no securities, nor can I
* devise any, which will allay the apprehension I entertain.

'

Mr Peel is one of those speakers who are fair and candid
in their statements, but rash in their arguments ; who, on
the strength of exhibiting a question clearly and impartially,

think themselves at liberty to give it any answer they please ;

and, after having made doubly clear that wliich v/as sufficiently

intelligible before, leave us quite in the dark as to those points

on which we wish to be satisfied. He labou'-s unnecessarily to

show, that if the Catholics are made eligible to offices by law,

we should calculate on their admission to those offices in the

proportion to which their numbers and talents entitle them.
He says that they v;il! not naturally see with pleasure an * in-

trusive Church ' in possession of the temporalities which have
been wrested from their own clergy ;—but, after these premises,

without fairly considering whether they will, with tlieir numbers
and dispositions, be more formidable when admitted into Par-
liament than when excluded, he drops the argument, and leaves

us to puzzle out the question as we may.
* We are, for the present, assured, ' he says, ' that the number

«f Roman Catholics who will be returned to Parliament will be very

limited. " True, there may be danger, but then it will not be very-

great ! You will not have more than ten Roman Catholics in the

House of Commons ; and the Roman Cathohcs cannot overtum your
Establishment !

" And are these the clumsy securities which are of-

fered to us?— these, so little in unison with the spirit of that Con-
stitution which we profess to maintain, but which, in truth, we are

about to abandon ? If the Roman Catholics entertain no principles

and no views hostile to the establishments of the State, admit them to

privilege, without reference to the numbers to be admitted : if they

.
entertain such, exclude them, not because their numbers will be li-

mited, but, fairly and openly, because you cannot confide in them.

'

If we had not diligently perused Mr Peel's Speech, we should

have imagined that we had mistaken the pnge of the Parliamen-
tary Debates in which we read the reprint of it, and fallen up-

on a part of a treatise delivered upon the same tulject by Mr
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Webber, who says, that ' the mysterious and sublimed union
* of Church and State is a sacred subject, that soars above the
* ken of worldly policy. Il is an ethereal essence, that oancti-

* fies and gives a character of perpetuity to your State, while it

* draws from that support which repays to it worldly stability and
* effect. ' But if Mr Peel is not a believer in the new alchemy,

and condescends to make his process clear to the ken of world-

ly reason, he should have proceeded to draw a comparison be-

tween the danger to be apprehended from the state of Ireland

under its present system of laws, and that which can reasonably

be expected to result from the laws which it is proposed to en-

act. To say th?t we cannot confide in the Catholics, is not a
'sufficient re«ison for their exclusion, unless it can be shown that,

in their excluded state, they are less dangerous. The Con-
stitution is not an idle word, nor a collection of unmeaning ce-

remonies, without reference to human welfare or misery. We
must be allowed to have some regard to the four millions of

Catholics—wo must be allowed to have some consideration for

the safety «?f Great Britain :—But, if the laws must have regard

to the comfort or pride of a million of Irish Protestants only,

let us see by what means the destruction of Protestantism may
take piece in Ireland, and how far the probability of such an
event is increased by the proposed measure of emancipation.

As for the Protestant laity of Ireland, according to Mr
Foster, they are daily diminishing; the farmers are way-laid,

the shopkeepers are combined against. If the measure of e-

mancipation were adopted, we cannot suppose that these law-

less proceedings would continue, at least to the same extent.

We cannot suppose, that, if Protestants and Catholics v/ere

equal in the eye of the law, that one sect would have a peculiar

eimiity to the rules which were intended for their common pro-

tection. But all this, to such reasoners as Mr Peel, is nothing.

Though every Protestant farmer in Ireland was murdered, and
every Protestant shopkeeper starved, this might be a lament-

able fact ; but if it v.-ere necessary to the support of the Pro-

testant Church in Ireland as the religion of the state,—as * the

favoured religion, '—he could take no steps to prevent it.

' We find Ireland, then, ' he says, ' circumstanced as I have de-

scribed, united by an inviolable compact to Great Britain ; and we
find it an essential article of that compact, that the Protestant reli-

gion—tlie religion of the small minority in point of number, shall be

the established and favoured religion of the iState. We cannot make a

constitution dc novo ; it is needless to resolve what would be the best

system of law under another state of circumstances. We must modify

iind adapt our theories to that national compact which we cannot

infringe.
'
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Well, thus we are bound up ; thoiiwh every sentient being in

Great Britain and Irchmd cursed the compact and all its arti-

cles, thfr-y nuis-t, • to the last syllable of recorded time,* be

bound together by this contract between two metaphysical enti-

ties. Bui be it so:—No one proposes to infringe upon this con-

tract, or to di.^solve it. As we must leave the laily, even of the

fhvoured rcii;^ion, out of the cjuestion, let us look to the manner

in which the Protestant ecclesiastical establishment may be de-

s;ro\cd. There are but two ways, we think, in which this can

be done—by a deliberate act of the Legislature, or by a rebellion

of the Catholics, and a separation frou) England; for, if the body

tif Ireland were once lost, that ' ethereal essence,' of which Mr
Webber speaks in so sublime a strain, would be lost with it.

Now, by the emancipation of the Catholics, we contend, that the

tiant^er of the destruction of Protestantism by an act of the Le-

gislature is not increased, and its danger of destruciion by rebel-

lion is infinitely diminished.

L^ the Catholics are admitted into Parliament in the greatest

proportion which their numbers and importance will warrant,

they must stiii forn» a small minority. If they entertain designs

hostile to the Protestant establishment, they will immediately be

discovered;—as it is quite impossible that they should at the

same \^•^v^ keep themselves concealed, and be busy in making

proselytes. If they do take measures, therefore, to increase

their own consequence, they will be looked on with the same jea-

lousy with which all other innovators are regarded;—they will be

shut ou- from the share they would otherwise have in the employ-

ments and honours of the Siate :—and all this for what ? That

their clergy might be more rich and more idle ; that the reli-

gious offices might be more negligently administered ; and that

the interests of Catholicism, as a scct, might be in the main in-

jured. They would have to carry on this Bellum Episcopale with-

out any prospect of success; and, after the forfeiture of their po-

liticfd hopes, would be as far from the attainment of their reii-

j^ious end as ever. The contir.uance of such a contest does not

seem much to be a[»preheMded iVom the ktiown principles of

buman nature. All men could not be alike under the domina-

tion of the priests ; and those would be ita>t subject to this do-

mination -who would be best qmdified to advance a political

cause. In proportion as they becoi!;e men of the world—in

proportion to the variety of thtir kno-- ledge, and to the earnest-

ness with which they enter into pc-inicril pursuits—they must get

i id of something of the bigot. What reason have we to expect,

that, when the Catholics of Ireland shall be put on the same

footing with the Catholics of other countries, they will be lesi
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susceptible to the influence of education, and the pracHcal los-

sons of toleration to be derived from an intercourse with other

sects ? Though at present pm-sons of all opini,>ns, except the

Catholics, are admitted into the House of Comnmns, tliere can

be no assembly of men in which the dilTerence of reli^rious opi-

rions is more rarelv discoverable in the words or actions of its

members. So far, therefore, from a pos- ibility of success a prf)-

posal for a trunster of the ecclesiastical property of Ireland

would scarcely obtain a thought as a Piirliamentary measine.

'J'hat 50 cannot be equal to 500, is a position to which few per-

sons can be blind, in a question atfeciing their own interests

and reputation.

There reniRins the alternative of rebellion and separation

from Great Britain. Let us see how (ar the probabilitv of

such an occurrence would be increased or diminished by the

admission of the Catholics to the privileges which they claim.

At present, the (Catholics of wealth and consecjuence possess

all the means of influencing the people which any Aristocracy

can possess. It is in the space between this Aristocracy an'l the

Government, that the chain of connexion is broken. They have

this additional claim to respect, this peculiar source of power

over the other members of their religion, that they have suffer-

ed, and continue to suffer, privaiions in a common cause. As

they have so much power of doing mischief, it is prop<)sed to

give them an additional motive not to turn this power against

the interests of the Siate. They may be told, indeed, that they

have already sufficient protecticm for their persons and properly.

If man had only to fatten hintself like an ox in a stall— if he had

no desire of fame, or power, or action—no emulation nor envy—
the argument might have weight. But let us see how it stands,

as human nature is actually constituted.' The Catholics have

protection in the enjoyment of their property, however consi-

derable ; therefore they should be contented, without any share

of the political power. Such is the argument of the advocates

of exclusion. The Catholics have protection for their persons

and property, therefore they are not contented without a shara

of political power;—such is the way in which the nature of mua
answers that argument. It is precisely because they are not ha-

rassed and plundered, that other wants and desires spring up in

their minds, and that these wants lead to dangerous aspirations

and endeavours. The question, we must recollect, is not be-

tween the Protestants and the Catholics as to the meaning of

words, but is a question discussed by the Protestants among
themselves, as to the security of their empire. If we could ex-

^Rterate the Catholics— deprive thera of passioiis and prt^u-
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tlices, and stuff them, as Burke expressed it, like birds in a mu-

seum, with paltry sheets of blurred paper, with Mr Peel's

speeches, and Dr Duigenan's pamphlets, and Bishop Fowler's

charjres—we might have the matter quietly settled by nice dis-

tinctions between the right to protection and the right to pow-

er. But as we cannot do this, these questions of right are fri-

volous. The question we must solve is,—whether the Catholic

gentlttnan will for ever Jr.bmir to make those, over whom he

has any influence, well nffectcd to a government that excludes

him from the means of hononr and power, to which his Pro-

tcstftnt neighbour is admitted ;—\Thethw he will shed his blood

iVcelv to prevent a separation, by which alone he can hope

to eiiiot f dvantatres to which he at least must imagine he has

a just "title ? iTie arhnission of the Catholics of Ireland into

the Parliament of the United Kingdom, would not only sooth

the feelings of the whole body, but it would afford a security

against rebellion worth all the oaths of ullegiance and ecclesias-

tical arrangement?. During the American contest, wlien the

liope of sutnduing the colonies by force began to fail, it was pro-

posed, by Adam Smith, to ofTer the privilege of returning a cer-

tain number of representatives to the British Parliament to each

of the States which would detr.c-h itself from the Confederacy.

By this expedient, he observed, * a new method of acquiring

* importance— a new and more dazzling object of ambition

—

* would be presented to the leading men of each colony. In-

* stead of piddling for the little prizes which are to be found in

* what may be called the paltry raffle of colony faction, they

* niiizht then hope, from the pre:-umption which men naturally

* have in their own ability and good fortune, to draw some of

* the great prizes which .•ometimes come from the wheel of the

* great state lottery of British politics. ' f There might have

been seme difficulty in the application to the case of America

;

but the principle is inexpugnable. Men, in politics, as in all

other games of chance, like to play for high stakes i and, when

they have once adventured for these, cannot reduce themselves

to play for small ones. If the men of wealth and talents among
the Irish Catholics, with the more numerous class of those who
think they have talent, and expect to have wealth, were once

permitted to have a fair chance of obtaining a share in the

power of the British empire, besides the disinclination which all

men have to hfzard their lives and properties in violent revolu-

tions, they would be reluctant to narrow the sphere of their im-

portance. When they once had taken part in directing or mo-

f Wealth of Nations, Book iv. Chap. 7.
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difving the exertions of a great united empire in four quarters

of the world, it appears to us must unlikely tliat tliev should
ever give up this distinction, for tlie chance of establishing a
second-rate power, and a more exclusive domination ov^r their

bogs or d?iiry land.

' Could they on this fair mountain leave to feed, *

—

to gratify the natural pit'diiectiou oi" Lh<; hierarchy for tithes

and manors, they wculd scvm Ijecome identified wiih Britisii

feelings, and incorporated in British parties ;—the po.vcr which
they posses^, in comparison witli that of che priests, would, in

the ordinary progress of society, become daily more coflsid ar-

able, and would soon outweigh that of the di*afiected ecclesias-

tics. By the measure of em*inci(.' ition too, it mu^t be remem-
bered that the G nernnjent is aot prac-luded from any future ar-

rangement by which ihe Caihohc oit-rgy raay be prevailed on to

give up a portion of their independence fur pecuniarv advanta-

ges. The opponents of the Catbilic claims have remarked, that

it is proposed, in ail the measures which have been suggested,

to bestow advantages on the Uiiy "r aristocracy, ana to de-

mand concessions from the clergy; aiid tiiey predict, from this

circumstance, that these mtasuie^ will not be satisfactory. There

is some appearance of reason in this remark ; but if, as we have

attempted to show, the eiuancipatioo of the Catholics be, evca

Nviih. ut any of the proposed stcurities, liktiy to render the em-
pire more tranquil and less vuicerujje, & cu.-.cjrdat with the Ca-
tholic clergy may be well reserved sor discussion hereafter.

^\'hen the power of a dissflecied clergy to render the people

disaflecied is spoken of, it must be recollected, that, in the pre-

sent !-tate of the Catholics oi Ireland, there is a reciprocal ac-

tion o{ this sort. Dr !StL>ck, who was Pr testant Bishop of Kil-

Lda when the French laudtd there in ITyb, and who, i\o-i\ his

constant residence m liie country, harl the best opportunity of

making himself acquaLnled \siih the character of the people, ia

bis Narrative of what passed on that trymg occasion, (p. 9i),

attributes the disaffection of the priests to the neiessity which

ihev felt of following die inclination of their flock*. » Volua-
* tary contribution, ' he observes, * the main resource of the

* priest, must depend upon his popularity. Live wiih mc, and
* live as I do. Oppress me not with superior learning or re-

* finement. Take ihaukfuliy what I choose to give you, and
' earn it by coHipliance wjtli tny political creed and conduct.
* Such, when translated, is the iausiuage of the Irish cottager

* to his priest.' Mr Wakefield, in his account of Galway, ob-

lerves, that il the priests, in iheii* sermon^, exhort their parish-
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ioncrs to be loyal and obedient subjects, they are suspected of
heii'f^ in the pay of Government, f
Mr Peel begs tlie Hou>e of Commons to reflect how difficult

it is to predict the consec^uences of much less important altera-

tions tliun those proposed, lie desires every man who is yet un-
decided, to vveiph ' the substnntiiil blessings wliich he knows to
• have been derived from the G.tvernment that is, against all

• the specidafive advantages which is promised from the Go-
• vtrnmeni that is to be. ' This commonplace is rarely mis-

applied i
for, according to the very statements of those who

hue opposed emancipation—ihat of Mr Foster, for instance

—

is it not just as diilicnlt to predict the consequences of the pre-

sent system, if it be persevered in ? Is it not more difficult to

i isagine that they should prove otherwise than fatal? Yet the

•substantial blessir.gs of the present system should make us hesi-

tate to change it !—'What, in the name of heaven, are these

boasted blessings ? In any country of Europe, is life and pro-

perly more in^ecnre than in Ireland ? Is there any country ia

which so large a class feels itself degraded, and in which the fa-

voured class stands in surh fear of those above whom it is elevat-

ed ? To prevent such a siate of things—to prevent robbery and
murder, and heartburnings and terror— is deemed the princi-

pal end of governmrnr. Yet Mr Ptel trembles to expose Ire-

land to a change.—^We recollect a speech ascribed to this gen-
tleman not long ago by the Parliamentary Reports. It seems

he gave a description of the state of Ireland. He affirmed that

committees of assassination sat in judgment on obnoxious indi-

viduals. He related an instance of the execution of this sen-

tence. A magistrate—according to Mr Peel a benevolent and
respectable magistrate—was shot by a band of ruffians at a place

through which he had to pass, and which was previously mark-
ed out as the scene of the death ; and as the guns were fired,

and tlie victim fell, nun)bers of people who had assembled on
the tops of houses or turf stacks to witness the event, shouted in

approb ition. Can it be conceived, that people who could ap-

plaud such a crime as this, do not feel themselves degraded,

and imagine that the law was made for a favoured caste, and not

for them ?

Mr Wakefield, in the work above mentioned, says— * S^me
* persons assert that the Catholics are not degraded ; but the
* circumstances which might be produced to prove the contrary^
* are too striking and too numerous to admit of any doubt.

f Account of Ireland, Vol. II. p. 610.^
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Were a stranger, passing tbrough Essex, to announce, at

every village, that, on a certain night, a party, no matter of
vi^hat religious persuasion, intended to spread desolation a-

round them, by burning the houses and massacring all the in-

habitants ; such a threat would excite only a smile. But let

us suppose, that, instead of a stranger, I, who am known
in that county, should propagate a similar report, what would
be the consequence ? It would no doubt be concluded, that I

had lost my senses. In the year 1798, a rumour of this kind
was spread in various parts of Ireland:—the people were threat-

ened, that, on a certain night, the Orangemen would burn
their houses, ravish their wives, and make a general massacre

of the inhabitants. The story was imph"citly believed ; and
the consequence was, that the people deserted their houses,

and fled to the bogs and the mountains. But it will be s:iid,

this was during the period of rcbeiiion ; the inhal,itanis were
in arms ; and the country was on the eve of being involved in

all the horrors of a civil war. This I will readily admit ; but

I am sorry to say, that I saw numbers lying out of doors, in

the neighbourhood of Ross, in the year 1809, in consequence

of such ?. report being spread hi) a stranger ; and I am con-

vinced that, at this moment, any one in the least known, who
might spread such alarm, would cause the Catholic inhabitants

of whole districts to desert their houses. Is not this a proof

that the poor live in continual apprehension, and have no con-

fidence in their own situation ? They are haunted with the

terror of persecution ; they feel that they are without protec-

tors ; they are alive to the least alarm : and this must be the

case, until they see the aristocracy of their own liuth partici-

pating equally with the Protestants in the political power of

the country. ' Vol. II. p. 568.

This fact speaks volumes as to the sense the Irish people have

of their situation ; and, after all, they are the best judges. But
the proceedings which preceded and accompanied the Rebellion

of 1798, are, in themselves, a sufficient proof, that the ruling

party in that country holds itself quite absolved from all the

principles on which governnrents, even those which are in form

despotic, profess to act towards their subjects. The rebellion

was a formidable one; and it is not our purpose here to inquire,

whether it was made more formidable by the means which were

employed to suppress it. The practices which were avowedly

useid for the discovery and suppression of it, could not have ex*

isted but in a country so divided into two castes, between which

no sympathy exists. As, in the West Indie=, the white planter

never fears that any cruelty practised upon the slave will form a
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precedent for the infliction of similar punishment on himself—as
he thinks that even unjust or superfluous punishments rst bene-
ficial, because tliey render him more secure by the terrors they
inspire ;—so the Orangemen seemed to have felt, that, towards
the mass of the Irish people, no infliction of pain or terror

could be misplaced. Before the rebellion openly broke out,

the use of torture was openly acknowledged and defended by
the Earl of Clare, the Lord Chancellor in the Irish House of
Lords. \Vhen we speak of torture, we do not mean the pu~
nishments of flogging, or picketting, or half-hanging, in.^iictea in

consequence of the sentence of military courts, or without any
authority at all, on rebels found in arms; but the application of
this and other sorts of intolerable pain to persons not convicted,

for the purpose of extorting information. On the I9th of Feb-
ruary 1798, on a motion of the Earl of Moira, the Earl of
Clare said— ' The next story is that of a blacksmith, who was
* picketed. What was the case ? Information was given a-
* gainst that man that he had nmnufactured a large quanaty of
* pikes ; and, when a party was sent to search far those pikes,
* he denied any knowledge whatever of them. The soldiers, by
* way of terrifying him into confession, did certainly put a rope
* about his neck, and threaten him with hanging; but thev
* proceeded no further. He was taken to Downpatrjck; a?id

* there, hi/ a Cvlo7id of Fcncibles, who is since dead, he tvas jnit

* upon the picket. He gave information then, and not till then,
* of the pikes ; and more than one hundred of them wereseiz-
* ed the next day in consequence. It might be a serious ques-.

* tion, whether the number of murders prevented by the sei-

* zure of pikes did not much overbalance the sufferings of the
* blacksmith. ' * (p. 29.) This was not spoken in a corner; it

'

was not even delivered in extenuation of an offender broufjht to

trial. The crimiaal was dead ; the act of the Colonel of Fenci-

bles might have been disavowed and condemned. But the Lord.

High Chancellor of Ireland chose to justify the act, and to print

his speech at full length ; so tliat this defence of torture might
go forth with the sign of its authenticity in its title-page, to en-

courage every self-consiituted judge throughout the country to

proceed in this summary way to obtain information. To have
established a temporary Inquisition in Ireland, in which dispas-

sionate and experienced judges might, at their discretion, apply

* The Speech of the Right Honourable John Earl of Clare, Lord
High Chancellor of Ireland, in the House of Lgrcls of Ireland, Mon-
day, February 19, 1798, &c.— fPrinted hij Authority.)—Dublin print-

ed : London, reprinted for J. Wright, Pice&dilly, lldB..
•6
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torture, would have been in the proportion of one to ten thou-
sand less terrible in its effects, than such an encouragement to
so many thousand inquisitors, who often took no evidence but
that of their malignant passions. The case of Mr Judkin Fitz-
gerald remains a memorable example of the manner in which
they exercised the power which was so liberally conferred upon
them. This man, in his petition presented to the Irish House
of Commons on the 6th of April 1799, prays to be indemni-
fied

—
< for certain acts done by him in suppression of the late rebel-

lion, not justifiable in common law ;
' stating that he was, in the year

1798, High Sheriff of the county of Tipperary ; and that ' finding it

impossible to stop the progress of rebellion there, as in many other
parts of the kingdom, or to discover the various and horrid plans in-
tended by traitors for the destruction of his Majesty's liege subjects,
he had been reduced to the necessity, in many instances, under the
advice of several most respectable magistrates and gentlemen of the
county, when all offer of pardon and pecuniary reward had failed, to
order corporal punishment of whipping to many persons, of whose
guilt he had secret information from persons whose names he could
not publicly disclose, as many persons, both before and since, had
been murdered for giving such information ; and therefore, in order
to encourage persons to give such information, the magistrates were
publicly sworn to keep secret the names of informants That two
actions had lately been had at the assizes of Clonmel, (in both of
which, verdicts had been obtained against petitioner) ; one for word9
spoken ; and the other for corporal punishment inflicted publicly
on the 29th of May in the town of Clonmel, which was to have
been attacked two days afterwards by 8000 rebels. The learned
Judge, who presided at said trials, being of opinion, in point of
law, that unless petitioner produced information, on oath, of the
ground on which he acted, his case could not fall within the provi-
sions of the Indemnity Act passed last Session ; but that the petiti-

oner, not feehng himself justifiable to disclose, in a public court o€
justice, the nature of the information on which he had acted ; and
knowing that many of the informations on which he had acted, were
in the possession of several generals and other officers, who had since
been ordered out of the kingdom ; that some of the persons who
gave such information had since been banished to foreign parts ; and
feeling he should be guilty of a breach of faith and duty in disclos-

ing the names of his informants remaining in the kingdom, on whose
informations, secretly and confidentially given, he was induced to
act as aforesaid—he did decline such exposure. '—In answer to thi»

statement, ' the Honourable Mr Yelverton said, he should be one
of the last men to refuse indemnity and protection to any deserving

magistrate or loyal man, for acU warranted by justice or necessity-.

VOL, XXIX. MO. 57, I
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in putting down conspiracy or rebellion ; but he could not sit silent

and hear the falsehood attempted to be palmed on the House by this

almighty Sheriff, in the petition now on the table. The petition

stated, that the judges who presided at that trial, who were Mr Jus-

tice Chamberlain and Lord Yelverton, had given this opinion,

—

that unless Mr Fitzgerald could produce the information, on oath, on
"which he could justify his flagellation of the plaintiff Wright, he
could not come under the provisions of the Indeirjiity Act. No such
thing was ever said by either of the judges. He was present at the

trial ; and not a single tittle of evidence had come out in defence of

Mr Fitzgerald ; nor was even a pretence pleaded that could found a
scintilla of suspicion against the plaintiff Wright, to justify those

tmparalleled cruelties exercised upon him, for which the jury, a most
respectable one, awarded 500/. damages, and which the learned

judges declared ought to have been considerably more than the sum
claimed. With the pennission of the House, he would shortly state

the facts as they appeared in evidence of several most respectable

witnesses ; and, from these facts, he would appeal to the House,
whether such sanguinary, wanton and unpa:i'alleled cruelties, were
entitled to their sanction and indemnity ? The action brought by
Mr Wright was for assault and battery. It appeared that Mr
Wright was a teacher of the French language, of which he was em-
ployed as professor by two eminent boarding schools at Clonmel,

and in the families of several i-espectable gentlemen in tlie town and
neighbourhood. Mr Wright had heard that Mr Fitzgerald had re-

ceived some charges of a seditious nature against him ; and, v,-ith a
promptitude not very characteristic of conscious guilt, he imme-
diately went to the house of Mr Fitzgerald, whom he did not find at

home, and afterwards to that of another magistrate, who was also

out, for the purpose of surrendering himself for trial. He went again

thiC same day, accompanied by a gentleman, to the house of Mr
Fitzgerald ; and, being shown into his presence, explained the pur-

pose of his coming ; when Mr Fitzgerald drawing his sword, said

—

" Down on your knees you rebellious scoundrel, and receive your

sentence. " In vain did the poor man protest his innocence—in vaia

did he implore trial on his knees. Mr Fitzgerald sentenced him,

first to be flogged, and then shot. The unfortunate man surrender-

ed his keys to have his papers searched ; and expressed his readiness

to suffer any punishment the proof of guilt could justify ; But no

—

this was not agreeable to Mr Fitzgerald's principles of jurisdiction r

—

his mode was first to sentence, then to punish, and afterwards inves-

tigate. His answer to the unfortunate man was—" What, you Car-

melite rascaf, do you dare to speak after sentence
! "—and then struck

^im, and ordered him to prison.

* Next day this unhappy man was dragged lo a ladder in Clonmel

Street, to undergo his sentence. He knelt down in prayer, with his

hat before his face. Mr Fitzgerald came up, dragged his hat from

him and trampled ©a it, seized the man by the hair, di-agged him tt;
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the earth, kicked him and cut him across the forehead w ith his sword,
and then had him stripped, tied up to the ladder, and ordered him
fifty lashes.—Major Rial, an officer in the town, came up as the fifty

lashes were completed, and asked Mr F. the cause Mr F. handed
the Major a note written in French, saying, he did not himself un-
derstand French, though he understood Irish; but he (IMajor Rial)

would find in that letter what would justify him in flogging the scoun-
drel to death.—^lajor Rial read the letter. He found it to be a note
addressed for the ^dctim—translated in these words—

" Sir, I am extremely sorry, I cannot wait on you at the hour ap-
" pointed, being unavoidably obliged to attend Sir Lawrence Parsons.

" Yours, Baron de Clues. "

* Notwithstanding this translation, which Major Rial read to Mr
Fitzgerald, he ordered fifty lashes more to be inflicted, and with such
peculiar severity, that, horrid to relate ! the bowels of the bleeding

victim could be perceived to be convulsed, and working through his

wounds ! Mr Fitzgerald finding he could not continue the applica-

tion of the cat-o-nine-tails on that part, without cutting his way into

his body, ordered the waistband of his breeches to be cut open, and
fifty more lashes to be inflicted there. He then left the unfortunate

man bleeding and suspended, while he went to the barrack to demand
a file of men to come and shoot him ; but being refused by the com-
pianding officer, he came back and sought for a rope to hai;g him,

but could not get one. He then ordered him to be cut down, and
sent back to pri.son, where he was confined in a dark small room,
with BO other furniture than a wretched pallet of straw, without

covering, and there he remained six or seven days without medical

assistance. '
*

The fact most indicative of the state of feeling in the country

at that time is, that the actor in this scene of cruelty, than

which nothing more disgusting ever passed between slaveniasters

and slaves, not oniy obtained a bill of indemnity, a title and a

pension, (for these tir.ngs are conceivable enough)* but found de-

fenders in the House oi~ Commons, who justified the general

spirit of his proceedings, and who derided any concern at the

sufferings of the innocent man. Mr Holmes praised the con-

duct of the petitioner, and said ihere was scarcely a man o?i

iphoni corporal punishment had been injlicted to extort cofifhsimi,

who did nor acknowleage guilt, and discover wide extended ac-

compliceship in treason, f Mr Ormsby severely censured the

lionourable menibtr (Mr Yelverton) ' who had endeavoured to

excli-; the fetlings and comrdiseration of the House for the sore

buck oj a ftUmsjy who he Lelieve 1 would be found, on inquiry,

* Plowden's Historicil Review of the State of Ireland, "Vol. II.

p. 955, t P- 953.

12
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to have very well deserved what he got ; it was at least well

known that he had many bad connexions^ and associated with

men of such principles, as fully warranted the suspicion of his

own. ' (p. 956). It is not difficult to imagine what Mr Orms-
by meant. Colonel Bagwell, the mem.ber for Tipperary, declar-

ed, thpt not the slightest shade of suspicion attached to the

character of Mr Wright, from the result of the investigation

at which he was present ; and his general character in point of

morality, religion and politics, was most unexceptionable, (p. 957).

The fact is, the poor man was a Catholic— ' a Carmelite scoun-
* drel, ' and had necessarily connexions among persons of that

religion ; and this was enough to induce a small and infuriated

and favoured party, who thought their security and the oppres-

sion of their fellow-subjects were synonymous, to justify these

atrocious proceedings ; to esteem it nothing, that an innocent

man should be subjected to the worst punishment which human
nature could endure ; to be cast, lacerated as he was, into a

dungeon, to die wretchedly, or still more wretchedly to live.

What was the * sore back ' of one Catholic ? It was little

indeed, in the wholesale distribution of vengeance and crime

which took place during that unhappy period.—-But every such

act of injustice and cruelty snapped asunder the bonds by which

Ireland is connected with this country—it alienated the affec-

tions of the Irish people—and we can never hope to regain them
till we show more sympathy with their sufferings, and cease to

rely for safety on the system which has given rise to them.

The instance we have related is one of sheer brutality ; it

would dignify it too much to call it either torture or punish-

ment ; but it shows into what hands the power of administering

torture fell. This power, which no wise man has ever wished

to possess, which requires temperance and discretion more than

human, was often exercised by the most ignorant men, who,
with characteristic confidence, pronounced every thing which

tliey did not understand to be a sign of guilt, and who applied

torture as a sure remedy for every defect of their industry or

sagacity. It was not in the distant counties alone that torture

was employed, as Mr Holmes expresses it, * to extort confession,
*

or, to use a gentler expression, to obtain information. It was

just as frequently used in the metropolis itself. We have here

the testimony of Sir Richard Musgrave, to whom, even from

the violence of his prejudices, attention is due on such a subject.

He is the beau-ideal of a Protestant ascendancy man. He is

an enemy to all kind of concession and compromise with the

Catholics. He carefully brings together all the acts of atrocity

eommilted by the rebels, but glosses over the excesses of tlvc

4
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Orangemen in the most ' holiday and lady terms ; ' and laments

that such worthy men and discreet magistrates as Judkin Fitz-

gerald were not to be found in all parts of the kingdom. In

his * Memoirs of the different Rebellions in Ireland, ' Vol. I.

p. 264', he gives an account of the apprehension, on the 23d
May 1T9S, of a man of the name of Murphy (by Sir John
Macartney and a party of the Attorneys' Corps in Greek Street,

Dublin), on whom some pike-heads were found, and of a man
named Ryan, between whom and Murphy some connexion was
supposed to exist, from the confession of the latter. We shall

give Sir Richard's words.

* On examining this man at the guard-house, he said his name
was Ryan, and that he was a stone-cutter ; but declared that he was
perfectly ignorant of Murphy : that he knew nothing of pikes or

pike-heads, and that he fled into the churchyard merely to avoid the

firing. And Murphy, on being confronted with Ryan, pretended

that he was unacquainted with him ; but on receiving a few lashes

of a cat-and-nine-tails, their recollection being restored, they ac-

knowledged that Murphy was sergeant in a company of united Irish-

men, ' &c. - - - - ' Ow the information of Ryan and Murphy,
they apprehended many united Irishmen, and seized arms of vai'ious

tlescriptions.

'

In another part of his work, he incidentally tells the follow-

ing story.

* It was observable, that for some days previous and subsequent

to the intended insurrection, the disaffected tradesmen, among whom
the butchers were very conspicuous, would not take bank-notes.

Though it had been defeated on the night of the twenty-third of May,
the rebels were so confident of succeeding in another effort, that fel-

lows were at different times employed in marking the doors of the

loyalists, and particularly those of the yeomen. Seven men were

detected and seized on the thirtieth of May, in the act of doing so

;

and on beijig tvhipped by a party of the Attorney's Corps in the Old

Exchange, they acknowledged that they belonged to a committee of

fifteen employed in that service, ' (Vol. I. p. 357.)

At p. 355 of the same volume, he says, speaking generally of

the transactions at Dublin— ' Information was obtained from

some notorious traitors, by iiohipping them, of the extent and
malignity of the plot.' At page 281, and 319, Vol. I., he

mentions instances of confessions obtained by flogging in other

parts of the country. Mr Moore, a gentleman who is a staunch

opposer of Parliamentary Reform, and rather indifferent to

Catholic emancipation, in a pamphlet in favour of the Union,

published when that measure was in agitation, speaks of the

torture in Dublin as a matter of notoriety.

* I read, ' he says, * some resolutions in the papers, entered into
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by the gentlemen of that persuasion ^Roman Catholic) inhabiting the

city of Dublin, stating, that the proposed incorporate onion of the

Legislatures oi Great Britain and Ireland is. in fact, an extinction of

the Uberty of this country, I am very glad they find themselves so

free and comfortable. Bat if I am not misinformed, ther felt them-
selves a little disturbed in the enjoyment of this boasted liberty,

when, about eighteen months ago, the stripes of flageiiation, and the

shrieks of toi^ture, resoimded ia their ears, ' {^Moore's Obserxatiofis on

the Union, <St. 2d edit. ISO), p. So.)

It vr3£ not merely by the application of torture to obtain in-

formsticn, but by suamary modes of punishment on persons

nierely suspected, that the spirit of loyalty was disphyed at this

time. In April 1T9S, the North Cork militia appeareii in Wex-
ford, and brooght the Oranore system into that county. Mr
Hay, in his History of the Rebellion, there gives the following

account cf its proceedings.

* It is said that the Xorth Cork militia were also the inventors

—

bat they certainly were the inrrodacers. of pitch-cap torture, into the

counry of Wexford. Any person havme his hair cut short, (and

therefore called a croppy, by •w-hich appellation the soldiery- desig-

Bated an United Irishman), on being pointed out by some loyal neigh-

bour, was immediately seized and brought into a guard-house, where
caps, either of coarse linen, or strong brown paper, besmeared inside

with pitch, were always kept ready for service. The uofortunatt

victim had one of these, well heated, compressed on his head ; and,

when judged of a proper degree at coolness, so that it could not be

easily pulled off, the sufferer was turned out. amidst the acclama-

tions of his merciless torturers, and to the view of vast numbers of

people who generally crowded about the guard-house door, attract-

ed by the afflicted cries of the tormented. 3Iany of those persecut-

ed in this manner, experienced additional anguish, from the melted

pitch trickling into their eyes. This afforded a rare addition of en-

joyment to these keen sportsmen, who reiterated their yells of exult-

ation on the repetition of the several accidents to which their game
was liable upon being turned out ; for in the confusion and hurry of

escaping from the hands of these more than savage barbarians, the

blinded victims frequently fell, or inadvertently dashed their heads

against the walls in their way. The pain of disengaging this pitched

cap from the head must be next to intolerable. The hair was often

torn out by the roots ; and not unfrequently parts of the skin were so

tcaidrd and bUstered as to adhere, and come off along with it. The
terror and dismay that these outrages occasioned are inconceivable.

A sergeant of the North Cork, nicknamed Tom the Dfvil, was most

ingenioos in devising new modes of torture. Moistened gunpowder
was frequently rubbed into the hair, cut close, and then set a-lire ;

soo]£, while shearing for this purpose, had the tips of their ears

«nipt off; sometimes an entire ear, and often both ears, were com-

6
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.^etely cut off; and many lost part of their noses during the like pre-
paration. But, strange to tell, these atrocities were publicly prac-
tised, without the least reserve, in the open day ; and no mairistrate

or officer ever interfered, but shamefully connived at this strange

mode of quieting the people. '
*

At this time, it will be remembered, there was a law which
enabled magistrates to sentence to transportation persons con-
victed before them. Mr A. H. Jacob, one of the magistrates,

paraded the country in the neighbourhood of Guniscorthy,
with the yeomen cavalry, having in their train a regular execu-
tioner completely appointed, with his implements, a hanging
rope and cat-o-nine-tails. Some of the persons, condemned at

the Petty sessions, appealed to the General Quarter sessions at

Wexford, heid on the i'3d of May \'9S ; and, as Mr Hay says,

—
' in the course of the trials on these appeals, in the public court-

house of Wexford, Mr A. H. Jacob appeared as evidence against the

prisoners, and publicly avowed the happy discoveries he had made ia

-consequence of inflicting the torture. Manj' instances of whipping

and strangulation he particularly detailed, with a degree of self-ap-

probation and complacency, that clearly demonstrated how highly

he was pleased to rate the merits of his own gre^at and loyal ser-

vices. ' p. 72.

Mr Gordon, a Protestant clergyman of the same county,

gives an instance of the terror which tlie infliction of this torture

produced.

' On the moniing of the 23d of ^Slay, a labouring man, named
Denis Macdaniel, came to my house, with looks of the utmost con-

sternation and dismaj', and confessed to me, that he had taken the

United Irishman's oath, and had paid for a pike, with which he had

not yet been furnished, nineteen pence halfpenny, to one Kilty,

a smith, who had administered the oath to him, and many others.

^\^lile I sent m^- eldest son, who was heutenant of 3-eomanry, to ar-

rest Kilty, I exhorted Daniel to surrender himself to a magistrate,

and make his confession : but tliis he positively refused, saying, diat

he should, in that case, be I-ashedj to pToduce the pike, 'vchich he had

not, and to confess what he knew not. I then advised him, as the

only alternative, to remain quietly at home, promising, that, if he

should be competed on the information of others, I would represent

liis case to the magistrates- He took my advice ; but the fear of ar-

rest and lashing had so taken possession of lus thoughts, that he could

neither eat nor sleep ; and on the morning of the 25th, he fell on his

* History- of the Insurrection of the County of Wexford, A. D-

179S, by Edward Hay, Esq. IMember of the Rojai Irish Academy

p. 57. 5*8.
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face, and expired in a little grove near my house. ' Gordon's His-

iory ofthe Rebellion, p. 87, 88.

Mr Alexander, also a Protestant inhabitant of Ross, in his

account of the Rebellion, p. ^«, speaks of a man of the name
of Driscol, who had been strangled three times, and flogged

four times, during a confinement, on suspicion, because two

Catholic prayer-books had been found on him ;
yet he was fi-

nally discharged, as no guilt could be proved to attach to him.

In this same county of Wexford, all houses in which arms were

found, or of which the owners were absent at night, were

burnt ; and as the inhabitants often fled from their houses, for

fear of the military parties, and of being proceeded against

in the new forms of trial which they practised, they had often

an opportunity of iriflicting this punishment on the contuma-

cicus. At Carnew, on the confines of that county and Wick-
low, Mr Hay tells us, (p. 76), that, l-!€sides burning and tor-

turing in all shapes, twenty-eight prisoners, some of whom were

confined on suspicion, were shot, in a bal!-a!iey, by the yeomen
and a party of the Antrim militia ; and Major Fitzgerald, an

officer, who, by his activity, greatly contributed to the sup-

pression of the rebellion in Wexford, bears testimony to the

impartiality and veracity of Mr Hay.
All these atrocities were perpetrated previously to the breaking

out of the rebellion in that county ; they were not, therefore, acts

pf retaliation, but made up part of the system acted upon through-

out Ireland. Indeed, the magistrates of Wexford fall under the

censure ot Sir Richard Musgi ave, as too backward in the use of

the cat-o-nine-tails and the halter. In his praise of ' the spirit-

ed and reasonable exertions ' of Mr, afterwards Sir Judkin Fitz-

gerald, he says— ' a ma^i of his sagacity and courage would

have saved the county of Wexford from desolation and in-

delible disgrace.' (Vol.11, p. 282.) He then gives a speci-

men uf the ingenuity of a friend of his, a Mr Otway, who,

after Sir Judkin, was the most meritorious man in the county

ofTipperary, wlio flogged a man of whom he had su^picion,

but not being able to make him confess at that time, tied him
up next day, ' when his skin was tender from the preceding

whipping ;
' which proceeding was, accoruii'g to his account,

attended ivith the happiest elTtcts. Indeed it is evident, as Lord
Clare might have proved, that the operation could not fail to

be successful, if it was continued long enougi;. GuiUy or in-

nocent, tlie man must confess—or d:e
;
—and, in neither case,

pculd he complain of the infliction. CcrtEiii.iy the system, so far

as it was carried, was not successful in tl)c c unty ot Wexlord:
Xhe inhabitants did not aU die with terrur like M'Duuiel j they
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rose in arms, in numbers which cannot be believed by those

who take the ordinary proportion of fighting men to the popu-
lation ; and the result of the half-hanging, and fl-gging, and
burning, was a dreadful massacre of the loyalist?.

It was not merely among the inferior magistrates, and the non-
commissioned officers that this contempt of lec^al proceedings was
manifested in Ireland. As early as 1795, the Commander-in-
Chief, in a progress through some disturbed counties, finding

numbers of suspected persons in the prisons, ag3inst whom
proper evidence could not be procured, having, in concert with

some gentlemen, examined them, sent them, by his own au-

thority, aboard a tender, to serve in the Army, without any
other form of trial. * Sir Richard Musgrave, as usual, praises

the zeal and spirit manifested in this operation. It is only to be

lamented, that it was not displayed, in a more unexceptionable

form, and within his own province. W^hile such illegal mea-
sures were pursued against the people; so remissly was the legi-

timate authority over the Army exercised, that the humane and
gallant Abercrojibie, upon succeeding to the command, de-

scribed it, in his general orders, to be ' in a state of licentious-

ness, which must render it formidable—to every one but the

enemy.

'

It is for the reader to imagine the consequences of this sys-

tem; the existence of which, writers of all parties have acknow-

ledged, but the effects of which they describe according to the

colouring of their prejudices or opinions. Sir Richard Mus-
grave, and some speakers of the same faction in the Irish House
of Commons, would have us believe that the INIagistrates and

soldiery in Ireland possessed an unerring faculty of judgement;

and that, by virtue of the omniscience which they received with

their unlimited power, they never tortured any but the guilty,

and such of the guilty as would confess. According to them,

these men, out of whose mouths all law proceeded, from Lord
Clare to Tom the Dcvil arxi Sir Judkin, were personifications of

temperance and discretion. This licentious soldiery, which Aber-

crombie thus described, and the command of which he resigned

in disgust, who were sent to live at free quarters on the inhabitants

in many districts, were guided, we are assured, by the tenderest

feelings of benevolence, anci had a nice regard to the persons and

property of loyal subjects. Luckily vve have some facts which ena-

ble us to ascertain the meaning of these general eulogies. Sir Jud-

kin Fitzgerald v/as the mildest of the mild: He was selected, for

the peculiar propriety of his conduct, as a fit subject for honour

* Mysgrave's Memoirs, Vol. I. p; 175.
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and reward. To suppose him selected because he was violent

and cruel, would be to cast a reproach upon those who rewarded
him, which we would not affix to any set of men. It would sup-

pose that they were lovers of cruelty and violence in the abstract,

or that they were utterly indiflerent to right or wrong. This
loyal Magistrate, worthy of indemnity and pension and honour,
when, as we have seen, he had, without a hearing, sentenced a

n)an to death, accompanied by unnecessary pain ; dragged to

the earth his victim, who was preparing for his dissolution by
prayer, kicked him and hacked him with his sword. He could

not bear that this innocent man should withdraw for a moment,
in the act of his devotion, his eyes from the sight of the instru-

ments of torture, or raise his imagination above the death of

pain and disgrace which he believed awaited him. In passing

sentence, too, upon the man, he insulted his religion. If, in the

history of any country, we find a parallel to such a scene as this,

ne shall know whether the system itself was mitigated in its ef-

fects, by passing through the hands of such men as this SheriflT.

Our countrymen may imagine how often private malice, and
political or religious hatred, would creep into the minds of these

irresponsible judges or executioners, and how much more often

they were blinded by the rage which any disappointment of their

expectations excited ; how frequently the perseverance of inno-

cence served only to increase the fury of the tormentor ; and they

will shudder to think, that, in any part of the British domi-
nions, their fellow-subjects have been taught loyalty by such ex-

pedients. To suppose that it could have taken place ia this isl-

and is impossible ; and its existence in Ireland can only have

been attributed to the existence of such a feeling towards the

people as we have before attempted to describe. In no other

country does any class exist, which imagines that the laws

were made for themselves alone, and that they may violate

•with impunity the statutes which they invoke against rebels and
traitors. In no other country do any men dare avow that they

will act according to law as long as it is convenient to them so

to do, and no longer. All the defences of the system of torture

proceed on the existence of such a feeling. Lord Clare, in his

speech which we hjjve quoted, said, * if rebellion is to be met
by the slow operation of the law, there will soon be no law at

all
;

' § and this, too, at a time when he had the power of ob-

taining any power he demanded of the Legislature, and had an

army of 80,000 men to enforce obedience. The rule on which

legal proceedings are ordinarily conducted, was inverted. Every

f Page 29,
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man was supposed guilty, till he could prove his iunocence ; and
punishment was scattered at random^ because there were many
chunces that it would fall on the enemies of the Government.
* What difference, ' asks Sir R. Musgrave, * is there between
the rebellious inhabitants of a parish, aud the mutinous crew
of a ship ? ' * As if the Protestants had an inherent right of
command over the Catholics, the whole of whom he affects to

consider tainted with rebellion. He describes, with exultation,

ihe effect which was at last produced upon them by the terror of
Mr Fitzgerald's name in Tipperary. He tells us that he has
ordered a congregation round * a Popish chapel, ' to fall on
their knees, and that they have complied ; and that the mem-
bers ©f their associations have come forward at his command ;

and this, instead of feeling for the degradation of his fellow-sub-

jects, he considers a proper state of discipline, to which Sir

Judkin had reduced the mutinous papists, f Sir Richard, of
course, overlooks the fact, that the crew of a ship enter into

a, contract with their officers, and know the consequences of a

breach of it ; but that those who torture, on their part first

break the law, and then subject themselves to the consequences

of retaliation. Such was the event. During Lord Cambden's
vice-royalty, the people became more dissatisfied as the mea-
sures adopted towards them became more violent ; and they

passed through different stages, from a state of tolerable tran-

quillity, to open insurrection and rebellion.

If we need a condemnation of torture, we may have it from
those who at the time took no steps to prevent the practice.

They would now fain shuflfle off their share of the obloquy.

Lord Castlereagh, in tlse last Session, said, * that he went a-

long with the honourable gentleman (Mr Bennet) in consi-

dering the use of flogging, to extract evidence from men, as

most wicked and unjustifiable torture. ' Pari. Debates^ Vol.

XXXf I. p. U2i. Yet in April i798. Lord Castlereagh went

into office with the Earl of Clare, who, a short time before, pub-

lished a justification of torture for the guidance of the Magis-

trates, whom, by virlue of his office, be had to appoint or dis-

miss. Lord Clare never retracted his words, or renounced his

opinions ; |1 he maintained them to his death. During Lord
Castlereagh's administration, those instances of torture which

Sir R. Musgrave relates, took place in Dublin, under the very

eyes, and in the hearing of the Government. During his ad-

* Musgrave's Memoirs, Vol. IL p. 480. % Ditto, p. 280.

II
He reasserted them in the British House of Lords, !lMarch 23,

IBOl.
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ministration, according to Plowden, * in Beresford's riding-

house, Sandys's Prevot, the Old Custom-house, the Royal Ex-
change, some of the barracks, and other places in Dublin,
there were daily, hourly, notorious exhibitions of these tor-

turings. ' | During his administration, Sir Judkin had his in-

demnity bill ; and, if we mistake not, his title and his pension.

We know of no speech or document in which, at that day, he
reprobated the doctrine of his colleague. Yet even he now
condemns torture ; and he does not tell us that this is a new
opinion.

The enemy of torture in 1798, is a friend of Catholic eman-
cipation now. He hated torture then, but he hated exclusion

from office more. He is a friend to the Catholics, but he is

more friendly to his Secretaryship. As he went into office with

the defender of a prr.ctice which he condemned as wicked and
unjustifiable, * so he stays in office with Lord Eldon, who says,

that the measures proposed in favour of the Catholics, * go to

the very vitals of the constitution of this Protestant country.*
(Lords' Debates, May \2, 18 17 J.

But though these fellow-ministers do not quarrel about this

question, it is sufficiently important to merit all the attention

of this nation. There is no time so fit for settling it as the

present ; and we hfive the words of all parties, of friends and
enemies to emancipation, that until it be finally set at rest,

the Empire will never be at peace. We have seen the pre-

sent system—we know it by its fruits. Shall we pass the sen-

tence of perpetual exclusion on a people growing in numbers
and relative wealth, and wait till we are plunged into another

war with such a drawback from our powei', or till we have
tried the fortune of another rebellion ? Even at this time, the

Goveranicnt of Ireland deems it necessary to its security, to have

a law by which persons absent from their homes in proclaimed

districts, betv/een sun-set and sun-rise, may be transported by a

X Plowden, Vol. II. p. 695.
* We do not know whetlier Lord Castlereagh makes the same re-

servations as Sir R. Musgrave, who says, ' Many severe animadver-
' sions have been made on a practice which took place in Ireland a
* short time previous to and during the rebellion, of whipping per-
' sons notoriousiy disaifected, for the purpose of extorting evidence
' from them. Whoever considers it abstractedly, must of course
' condemn it as ohviousl// repugnant to the letter of the l(no, the he-

' nign principles of our constitution, and those of'justice and humanity ;

' JJUT 1 am convinced that such persons as dispassionately consider

* the existing circumstances, &c. will readily admit them to be, if not

' an excuse, at least an ample extenuation of that practice. ' Vol. IL

p. 478.
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bench of magistrates, without jury trial. Are laws like this, and
the discontents which give rise to them, the * substantial bless-

ings ' which the people of Ireland are to enjoy for ever ?— Shall

we madly attempt to render permanent a system which, while

it degrades and exasperates the many, is dangerous even to the

few; which contains the principle of self-destruction in its cruel-

ty,
—

* invidiosum—imbccillum—dctcstabile—caducum ? '

%

Art. VII. Algehra^ with ArUhmetic and Meijsurotion,from the

Sanscrit of Brahmegupta and Bhascaua. Translated by
Henry Thomas Colebrooke, Esq. F. R. S. Sec. London,
Murray, Albemarle Street, 1817.

A'MONG
the fragments of Eastern science, with which the

learning and zaal of our countrymen in India have en-

riched the literature of the V/est, none perhaps were ever more
deserving of attention than those in the volume just announced,

namely, four different treatises, in Sanscrit Verse, on the Arith-

metic, Algebra and Geometry, of Hindostan. Two of these, the

Lilavati and Vija Ganila, are the works of Bhascara Acha-
RYA ; the first on Arithmetic, the second on Algebra. The o-

ther two books are still more antient, and were composed by a

mathematician of the name of Brahmegupta. These, like

most of the mathematical writings of the Hindus, make parts

of systems of astronomy ; the first two being the introduction

to the Sidd'hanta Siromani of Bhascara, and the other two

forming the twelfth and eighteenth chapters of the Brahma-

Sidd'hanta, an astronomical work by Brahmegupta.
Beside these original pieces, the volume contains a disserta-

tion by the translator, full of learned and judicious research,

on the early History of Algebra, so far as it can be traced in

X There were frequent allusions made in the debate on Mr
Brougham's motion, at the close of last Session, to a trial, in which

Judkin Fitzgerald was a party, and defended himself in person, by

avowing the practice of torture, and glorying in it : But we have not

been able to procure a perusal of the report ; and the debate is not

fully given in the Parliamentary Register—For the same reason, we
have been prevented from referring to the various affidavits read by

different members in that debate ; and sworn to by men who had been

tortured themselves, and had seen others tortured. One of these is

«aid in the reports to have been first flogged, and then rubbed with gun-

powder to make the wounds smart, and then flogged again before th«

excruciatijig torment of the rubbing had subsided.
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India, Arabia and Greece. From the ample store ©f scien-

tific and literary information which he appears to combine in a

singfular degree, he has also added some notes on a collatera!

subject, the introduction and progi*ess of Algebra amonw the

Italians ; and if this digression be a departure from the rules of

strict method, it is one for which, on account of the valuable

information it affords, we feel very grateful to the author.

The time when Bhascara wrote is fixed with great preci-

sion, by his own testimony} and by corresponding circum-

stances, to a date that answers to abput the year 1150 of

the Christian era. The age of Brahmegupta is consider-

ably more remote, and his works are extremely rare. The
industry and zeal of the translator have, however, put him iu

possession of a copy of them, in some respects imperfect, but

in which the two chapters just quoted are fortunately complete.

The age in which he lived, is fixed, with great probability,

from a variety of concurring circumstances, and particularly

from the position which he assigns, in his Astronomy, to the

solstitial points, to the sixth, or the beginning of the seventh

century of the Christian era, and antecedent, therefore, to

the first dawn of the sciences in Arabia. At the same time,

it is observed, that even Braitmegupta's treatise is not by

any means the earliest work known to have been written in

India on the subject of Algebra. Ganesa, the most eminent

of the scholiasts of Bhascara, quotes a passage from Arya-
Bhatta on the subject of Algebra, containing the very refin-

ed artifice for the solution of indeterminate problems, which is

known in Sanscrit by the name of Cuttaca. x\rya- Bhatta
is indeed regarded by the Indians as the most antient unin-

spired writer on the science of Astronomy ; and, by a vari-

ety of arguments, which Mr Colebrooke's intimate acquaint-

ance with the literature and the history of tli at country has

furnished, he makes it appear, that this algebraist wrote as

far back as the fifth century of the Christian era, and perhaps

in an earlier age. Hence it follows, that he is nearly as an-

tient as the Grecian algebraist Diophantus, supposed, on the

authority of Aculfaraj, to have flourished in the time of the

Emperor Julian, or about the year 360 P. C Mr Cole-

BROOKE goes on to remark, that, admitting the Hindu and

Alexandrian authors to be nearly equally antient, it must be

conceded, in favour of the former, that he v>-as the more ad-

vanced in the science, since he appears to have been in posses-

sion of the resolution of equations involving several unknown

Suantities, which it is not clear, nor fairly presumable, that

>toPHjA;sTUs k:new ; and also of a general melhod of resolving
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indeterminate problems of at least the jfirst degree, to the know-
ledge of which it is certain that the Greek algebraist had not
attained.

Mr Colebrooke seems willing to stop here, without carry-
ing back the origin of the Algebra of the Hindus to a more
remote period. We must observe, however, that though no
precise, or even traditionary knov^Iedge, concerning that science,

can be carried to a more remote age, it is impossible to doubt
of its having existed long before, and having passed by many
steps to the condition it had then attained. It is very generally
acknowledged, that Diophantus cannot have been himself the
inventor of all the rules and methods which he delivers. Much
less is Aryabiiatta to be held the sole inventor of a system that

was still more perfect than that of Diophantus. Indeed, before

an author could think of embodying a treatise of Algebra in the
heart of a system of Astronomy, and turning the researches of
the one science to the purposes of the other, both must be in

such a state of advancement, as the lapse of several ages, and
many repeated eflbrts of invention, were required to produce.
The genuineness of the text from which these translations a^e

made, is established with the greatest certainty by numerous
commentaries in Siinscrit, besides a Persian version. These
commentaries comprise a perpetual gloss, in which every pas-

sage of the original is noticed and interpreted. A careful col-

lation of several of them, with three copies of the original work,
has been made by the learned translator : The differences are

mentioned in the notes, and appear to be of little importance.

The series of commentators or scholiasts who have illustrat-

ed these four works by their annotations, goes back to a con-

siderable distance, and comes down to a period much later

than the common opinions or prejudices concerning Hindu li-

terature would incline us to believe. Mr Colebrooke tells

us, that the oldest commentary of an ascertained date that has

come into his hands, appears, from an astronomical computa-

tion which it contains, to have been written about the year

I'iSO of our era. The next to this, in antiquity and importance,

is dated in U60, 14-63 iSaca ; that is, A. D. 1538, 154-1. Ga-
nesa, a distinguished astronomer, is the author of a commentary
on the Sidd'banta Siromaniy cf which the Lilavati is a part ; and
his work bears a date that corresponds to A. D. 1545. It com-
prises a copious exposition of the text, with deraonstratioas of

the rules, and has been used, Mr Colebrooke tells us, through-

out the translation, as the best interpreter cf the original. A
commentary on tlie Vija Ganitaj bearing the date of 1602, con-

tains a full exposition of the sense, with complete demonstrations
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of the rules, much in the manner of Ganesa ; and there is a

scholiast of a still later date, who appears to have flourished about

the year 1621. If, therefore, it be true, that the Hindus of the

present time understand nothing of their scientific books, the

decline of knowledge among them must have been very rapid,

as it is plain that, at the distance of less than two centuries

from the present time, the light of science was shining in India

with considerable lustre.

The correctness of the text has not only been ascertained by

a comparison with the different commentaries just mentioned,

but has since been further verified, as far as respects the Lilavati^

by a circumstance unknown even to the translator. Another

translation of the Liiavati, made by Dr Taylor of Bombay, wag

printed there in the course of last year ; and several copies of it

arrived in Europe just about the time when Mr Colebrooke's
translation was published ; and its agreement with this last, is a

proof of the accuracy of both. The only difference is in the

language, and in the subdivisions of the work ; but in what is

most material, the rules and the examples, there is no variation

of any amount. Tiie translations of Dr Taylor seems the more

literal ; that of Mr Colebrooke more paraphrastic, so far as

one ignorant of the original may presume to judge. The former

has accompanied his translation with notes from the Indian com-

mentators, and with many very useful observations of his own,

in which he sometimes gives the investigations in the language of

European Algebra. His translation appears to have been pre-

sented to the Literary Society at Calcutta in 1'815, and to have

been printed by the order, and at the expense of the Society. X
Mr Colebrooke proceeds to make a comparison between the

Grecian, Hindu, and Arabian Algebras, as they existed at the

earliest periods to which they can now be trace- 1 ; and, for this,

his knowledge bath of the history and the principles of the ma-
thematical sciences, render him fully qualified. Here the No-
tation, or Algorithm, as it is called, is the first thing to be

taken notice of. The Hindu algebraists use for their symbols

abbreviations and initials of words : they distinguish negative

quantities by a dot set over the letter or letters that denote the

quantify ; but they have no mark for a positive quantity, ex-

cept the absence of the negative sign. They have no symbol

X It is entitled Lilatcati, or a Treatise on Arithmetic and Geome-
*ry, by Bhascara Acharya. Translated from the original San-
scrit by John Taylor M. D. of the Honourable East India Com-
pany's Bombay medioal establishment. Printed at Bombay, 1816*
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that expresses addition, * nor any that either signifies cquah'ty, or

the relation of greater and less. A product of two quantities is

denoted by the initial syllable of the word multipUcatimi sub-

joined to those quantities, or sometimes by a dot interposed be-

tween them. A fraction is denoted by placing the divisor un-

der the dividend, but without a line of separation. The two
sides of an equation are ordered in the same manner, one un-

der another; and thus it is by position, and not by a particular

character, that equality is expressed ; but as this method of ar-

ranging quantities is also used for other purposes, the context

is necessary to enable us to determine exactly the import of the

algebraic expression. The symbols of unknown quantity are

not confined to a single one, but extend to any number ; and
the characters used arc the initial syllables of the names of co-

lours, excepting the first, which is expressed by the initials of

the word t/avat-tavat, (how much, or as much as), synonymous
with tanloy as used for the same purpose by Bombelli and some
of the early algebraists of Italy. We ventured, in our analysis

of Mr Strachey's extracts from the Bija Ganita,\ to offer

what seemed an explanation of this singular use of the names
of the colours ; referring it to the state in which algebra may
liave employed palpable symbols, or counters, to denote the

quantities that were to be subjected to computation. Charac-

ters also are here employed, not only for unknown, but for

variable quantities, of which the value may be arbitrarily as-

sumed ; and in demonstrations, for both given and sought

quantities. Initials of the terms square and solid^ denote the

2d and Sd powers respectively ; and are combined, not accord-

ing to their sums, but according to their products, to indicate

the higher powers. An initial syllable or letter is in like manner
used to denote the root.

The terms of a compound quantity are written in a line, or-

dered according to the powers of one of the letters ; and the

absolute number always comes last, being distinguished by the

initial syllable ru^ the mark of a known quantity. Numeral co-

efficients are employed, including unity, and comprehending
fractions, and are always written after the symbol of the un-

known qua^itity ; the dot which denotes minus being put over

* In our review of Mr Strachey's extracts from the Bija or Vija

Ganita, we made the mistake of saying that the Hindu algebra con-

tained an expression of addition and of equality. The fact is as

above stated.

f Edinburgh Review, July 1813.
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the coefficient, and not over the literal part of the term. In
statinjT an equation, the usual practice is to repeat every term
which occur?; on the one side, on the other also ; setting; down O
for the cntfTlcient of those that are in reality wanting. So,
if it were required to state, accordinor to the Hindu notation,

that five times the cube of the quantity sought, diminished by
three times its square, and augmented by fuur times the quan-
tity itself, is equal to 90, or that ox' — 'i x' 4- 4 .r = 90, it

might be done thus ;

1/ag // 5 T/av 3 j/ .'? ^ ;7/

yagh TjavQ J/^ ^^ '" 00. j|

This algorithm is sufficiently distinct and precise, but it h
prolix ; and, thoogh imperfect compared with ours in Europe,
is greatly superior to those of Diophantus, and of the Ara-
bians. It has abundant resources for the mere expression of
quantities ; but is deficient in the means of denoting the opera-
tions to be performed on them.

]Mr CoLEBRooKE observes,

' The notation which has just been described, is essentiaUy differ-

ent from that of Diophantus, as well as from that of the Arabian
algebraists, and their early disciples in Europe. Diophantus employs
the inverted medial of \xxu-'l^i?, defect or want, (o^:)posed to f7r«^|<f^

substance or abundance), to indicate a negi^ive quantity ; and pre-

fixes the mark A to such quantities. He calls the unknown quantity

ec^tSue;, representing it by the final ?, which he doubles for the plural.

The Arabians, again, apply the term /lumber to the constant or given

term ; and the Hindus, on the other hand, apply the nmnerical cha-

racter to the coefficient. Diophantus denotes unity, or the Zvlonad,

by y, , and marks the pov.ers by their initials ; thus,
5'"'

is power sim-

ply, or the square ;
y.'^ is the cube ;

22" is the biquadrate ; 2x. the

5th power, &c.
' The Arabian algebraists are almost enjirely destitute of sjTiiboIs*

They have no marks, either arbitrary or abbreviated, for quantities-

known or unkno^\Ti, positive or negative, or for the steps of an alge-

braic process, but express every tlung by words at full length.

'

Their European scholars introduced a faw abbreviations, such

as p and m for plus and jnhms ; c°, c", c" for the three first pow-
ers, &c. ; from which, in time, has been produced the present

language of algebra, the most perlect instrument of thought
which has yet been contrived.

But we must take a nearer view of the Iliaau treatises them-
selves.

The Lilavati, the first of then-;. treat= of Ar tlv^u fie; and eoi>*

II g h denotes the cube-
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tiins not only tlie common rules of that science (there reckon-

ed ei,nht), but the application of those rules to a variety of

questions on interest, barter, mixtures, combinations and per-

mutations, the sums of progressions, indeterminate problems ;

and, lastly, the mensuration of surfaces and solids. All this is

done in verse; and the lannjua^e, even when it is the most tech-

nical, seems often to be highly fi;iurativc. The question is

usually propounded with enigmatical conciseness; the rule for

the computation is next given, in terms somewhat less obscure;

but it is not till the example which comes in the third place has

been studied, that all ambiguity is removed. No demonstration

nor reasoning, either analytical or synthetical, is subjoined ; but,

on examination, the rules are not only found to be exact, but to

be nearly as simple as they can be made, even in the present state

of analytical investigation. * The numerical results are readib'

deduced ; and, if we compare them with the earliest specimens ot

calculation that have come to us even from Greece itself, the ad-

vantages of the decimal notation, and the algorithm arising from

it, will be placed in a striking light.

But the peculiar character of the book, and of the Oriental

style which often unites so ill with the severity of arithmetical

computation, v;ill be best understood by a few extracts from the

work itself. It begins thus ;

' Having bowed to the Deity, whose head is like an elephant's*,

•whose feet are adored by gods ; who, when called to mind, re-

stores his votaries from embarrassment, and bestows happiness on his

worshippers; I propound this ea^y process of computation, delight-

ful by its elegance, perspicuous with words concise, soft and correct,

and pleasant to the learned.

'

From this lofty and pious exordium, the author immediately

descends to the common business of calculation, and enters on

the explanation of such terms as are naturally placed at the

beginning of a book of practical arithmetic, viz. the names of

numbers, tables of coins, weights, measures, &c. In the ta-

ble of measures, we remark the same attempt to fix on a na-

tural standard of linear extent that was antiently made in our

own country. Eight breadths of a barley-corn are said to rnake

a fino-er or an inch ; and it is added, in the commentary of Ga-
K 2

* Though we have said that the Lilavati contains no demonstra-
tions, this is true only of the text. The commentators, in their an-

notations, have supplied this defect in many instances ; and their cor-

rections and amendments are to be found m the notes with which,

this translation is accompamed.
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XESA, that the length of three gi'ains of rice is held to be equal
to the breadth of eight grains of barley. Much refinement, in-

deed, was not necessary to perceive the value of a standard
which the highest improvements both in art and in science have
been found necessary to construct. The definitions are given in

form of an introduction, and are followed by an invocation,
* Salutation to Ganesa, resplendent as a blue and spotless lotus,

and delighting in the tremulous motion of the dark serpent

which is continually twining within his throat. ' The rules of
arithmetic are then delivered in verse, and addressed to Lilavatiy

a young and charming female, who appears to be receiving the
instructions of the author, and to whom the examples of the

rules are usually proposed, as questions to be resolved. After
the elementary * operations have been taught, the author pro-

ceeds to things less common. A section, consisting of several

articles, is devoted to the subject Cipher^ or the character which
denotes Nuthiiig, and to the effect of it when it enters into an a-

riihmetical computation as a multiplier or a divisor. We meet
here with a remark that is not very old even among the mathe-
maticians of Europe. The text says, a definite quantity, di-

vided by cipher, is a fraction having the definite quantity for the

numerator and cipher for the denominator. Thi?, however, i«

nothing but an identical propositioa. The commentator Ga-
nesa gives the true answer, viz. that the said fraction or quotient

is an infinite quantity ; and the reason is also very rightly as-

signed, that while the numerator of a fraction remains constant,

and the denominator diminishes, the quotient increases ; and
therefore cipher being in the utmost degree small, the quotient,

when cipher becomes the denominator, must be in the utmost
degree great, that is to say, injinite. This reasoning is perfect-

ly sound ; but involves in it ideas so considerably refined, that

the conclusion from it was not recognised by the algebraists of
modern Europe, till the new analysis had made them famili-

ar with the notions of variable quantity,—of the law of con-
tinuity, and of infinity, as an extreme case of both.

In the beginning of a new chapter, the third, an operation

is ti'eated of, which is called Inversion ; and nothing can be
more unlike the scientific language of Europe, than the terms
in which this rule is delivered.

' To investigate a quantity, one being given, make the divisor a
multiplier and the multiplier a divisor ; the square a root, and the

* The rules explained as elementary are, addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, squaring of numbers, cubing of numbers,

extraction ©f the square root, extraction of the cube root.
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root a square : turn the negative into positive and the positive into ne-

gative. If a quantity was diminished by its own proportional part, let

tlie denominator, being increased or diminished by its numerator, be-

come the denominator, and the numerator remain unchanged, and

then proceed with the other operations of inversion, as above di-

re.cted.

'

From all that is here said, one can hardly guess either at what

is required, or what is directed to be done. We learn some-

thing more precise, however, from the question that the in-'

structor proposes to his fair pupil.

^ Pretty girl with tremulous eyes, if thou know the correct method
of inversion, tell me what is the number which, multiplied by 3, and

added to three quarters of the product, and divided by 7, and redu-

ced by subtraction of a third part of the quotient, and then multi-

plied into itself, and having 52 subtracted from the product, and the

square root of the remainder extracted, and 8 added, and the sum
divided by 10, yields 2 ?

'

The numerical statement is next given, but not with much
precision ; and it is added, that, by applying the rule, 28 will

be found to be the number sought. This is true ; and if we put

the question into an equation, according to the preceding enun-
ciation, we will find a pure quadratic, from which the number
sought comes out equal to 28 ; the steps of the calculation be-

ing nearly the same that are enjoined in the preceding rule.
*

The next section relates to what is called Supposiiiony and is

in fact the same with our rule of False Position. A number is

assumed at pleasure, and is treated as specified in the question

proposed, so that a numerical result is obtained ; then the giv-

en number in the question being multiplied by the assumed
number, and divided by the result before mentioned, yields the

number sought. This is exactly our rule. In a note subjoined

to Dr Taylor's translation from one of the commentators on
the Lilavati, it appears that they were aware, that when the ques-

tion involved the square, or any higher power of the unknown

3.3 X 2\ X
~* If X be the unknown quantity, then 3 x -\

'—— = —-^
; and this

3 X 3 X X X
divided by 7, is — . Now, -— — - = ^. The square of this last^

(t—)^ +
viinus 51, is 52 ; and therefore — = 2, or

4 10

f^ _ 52) ^ = 12. VVTience^— 52 = 144, %- = 196, ^ = 14,

and X = 28.
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quantity, this method of assumption could not be applied. The
following question is resolved in this way.

' Out of a swarm of bees one-fifth part settled on a blossom of
Cadmvha, and one third on a flower of the Silindlirl ; three times

the difference of these numbers flew to the bloom of the Cutnja : one
bee which remained hovered about in the air, allured by the frag-

rance of the Jasmin and Pcmdunus

:

—Tell me, charming woman,
the number of bees ?

'

The lady is supposed to assume 30 for the number of bees ;

and the value of the absolute number deduced from thf?t sup-
position is 2. Had the supposition been right, the result v/ould

30 X I

have been 1 j therefore, —-— , or 15, is the true number.

This question reminds us that thoup;h the abstractions of one
mathematician may very much resemble those of another, they
acquire a wonderful diversity of form when embodied in the ma-
terial substances most familiar to the imagination of their au-

thors. A question concerning a number, of which the 3d and
the 5th part, added to three times the difference of those parts,

and to 1, m.ay be equal to the number itself, might occur to two
arithmeticians of any age or of any country j but the circum-
stances of the bees, the blos-soms of the Cadamba, the Silind'hri,

and the Cutaja, were likely to come into the mind only of an
inhabitant of India.

After this, the rule of proportion is treated of at considerable

length, and applied to questions of interest, barter, mixture, &c.

nearly in the same manner as with us. The author seems fully

sensible of the value of the doctrine he/lelivers under this head j

and considers every problem that can be resolved by multiplica-

tion and division alone, as belonging to the Rule of Three. He
introduces his remark with that mixture of poetry and meta-

physicks that belongs so much to the Oriental genius.

* As the Being, who relicTCs the minds of his worshippers from

yuffering, and who is the sole cause of the production of this uni-^

verse, pervades the whole, and does so with his various manifesta-

tions, as worlds, paradises, mountains, rivers, gods, daemons, men,

trees, and cities, so is all this collection of instructions for computa-^

tion pervaded by the rule of Three Terms. '
—

' Whatever is computed,

either in algebra or in arithmetic, may be comprehended by the sa-

gacious learned as belonging to this rule.' p. 111.

Under the head of Comhitiaiions, we find rules given that are al-

most exactly the same with those which we employ, and deduce

from the cotfBcients of the Binomial theorem. Thus, a palace

being supposed to have eight sides, and a door in each side, \%

is required to tell how many ways the palace may be opeiiT
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ed, taking tlie doors one and one, two and two, three and
three, &c. The rule is exactly the same that we use, setting

down the numbers in their natural order, beginning with 8,

and placing under them the same progression in the reverse or-

der, thus, y, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, J, and
again, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

g
Then -, or 8, is the number of ways of opening one door only ;

^ X 7
r= 28, is the number of ways in which the doors may be

i X '^

6 ...
opened by twos ; 28 X — = 36, is that in which they may be

5
•opened by threes; 56 x — > that in which they may be opened

4

by fours, &c. ; the total number of changes, or the sum of all

•these numbers, being 246. This problem seems to be well

-Iknown in India ; it was mentioned long ago by Mr Bunuows,
who did not fail to remar4c the very curious coincidence between

the Indian and the European procei^s of calculation.

But in the midst of these curious results, there is a sub-

ject of regret that almost continually presents itself. When
such rules are laid down as the preceding, they are usually

given without any analysis whatever, and even without any syn-

thetic demonstration, so that the means by which the know-
ledge was obtained, remains quite unknown. Analysis is indeed

not to be looked for in the Lilavati^ which professes only to be

a body of arithmetical precepts and examples. But, even in

the Vija Gamtft, where the analytical investigation of unknown
quantities is the ol.ject proposed, the rules which are most

general, and most difficult to be discovered, are accompanied

with no analysis. In consequence of this, a nrystery still hangs

over the mathematical knowledge of the East j and it is much
to be feared that the mear>s of removing it no longer exist.

All these observations are txemplified in the Cuttaca^ or, as

hX is here translated the Pulveriser, a process which makes a

great figure both in the Algebra and Arithmetic of the Hindu
Astronomers. It is a general rule lor the resolution of indeter-

minate Problems of the first degree; and by its universal appli-

cation, and the simple and easy calculus to which it leads, very

well merits all the eulogies which the Indian Algebraists are in-

clined to bestow on it. It will be regarded as no small confirm-

ation of tho^e tulogies, to observe, that a method of the same

extent and impart was not known in Europe till it was publish-

ed by Bucket dc Mcziriac about the year 1624, and that the pro-
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cess for resolving those problems given by Bhascara and Brah-
MEGUPTA, are virtually the same that is explained in Euler's
Algebra, Vol. 11. chap, 1st. But we must explain the rule and
the Saiiscrit name, which, it seems, is literally. translated by the

word Pulveriser, a term that we might expect to find in mecha-
nicks, but hardly in such sciences as Arithmetic and Algebra.
The verb ciitt, in Sanscrit, we are informed, signifies to grind
or pulverise, also to multiply; all verbs importing tendency
to destruction, also signifying multiplication. This is stat-

ed on the authority of Ganesa; and indeed the thing sought
f.)r by the rule of the pulveriser, is a multiplier having the

property, that, when it multiplies a certain given number,
and when another given number is added to the product, the

sum may be divisible by a number which is also given. Thus,
17 jr 4-5

if the question be to find Xy so that rr^~" "^^J be an integer,

the number x is the pulveriser ; or the method by which x is

found is called pulveriser; for we confess that we are not certain

which of the two is the fact. This rule is treated of by Bhas-
cara both in the Lilavati and the Vija Ganita, and by the more
gincient author Brahmegupta, in a distinct treatise ; and in

all these the pulveriser is found nearly in the same way. The
computation is easy ; (hough it requires consideration to apply
the general rule, which, in the text, is given with too much con-

ciseness and too little precision. We have not roon) to enter

on it here; but must recommend to those y.ho would make
themselves masters of it, to look into the notes in Dr Taylor's

translation, p. 114, 115, where the whole process of calculation

is distinctly explained and exemplified.

This species of indeterminate problems appears to have been
particularly interesting to the astronomers of the East, from its

connexion with those cycles, or periodic revolutions, by which
they endeavoured to represent the motions of the heavenly bo-

dies. Their application to such cycles often leads to unexpect-
ed results, of which J^K Taylor has given an example, page
3 32, note.

" Suppose that in a certain unknown period of 3-ears, a planet has

performed a certain number of revolutions, with a certain number of

signs, degrees, minutes, seconds, all unknown, with 10- 13th part;^.

r.f a second over and above. From the fraction — , all tlie rest may
13

*^

1)6 found ; that is, the number of revolutions, the signs, degrees, &c.

As —
- i;s a fraction of a second, therefore 60 x— 10 is divisible by
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60a:— 10 .

13, or IS a whole number; hence x' is found =11, and

*i 1 ^ 60x— 10
. 60j:'— ]1

the seconds, or — =r 50 . Iherefore, again is a
1-^ 13

whole number, and equal to the minutes passed over ; which are thus
found to be 13, and x' to be 3. Proceeding in the same way, the

whole number of degrees is found = 9, and the fraction of a sign —

.

^ 13
Hence the number of signs is 8, and lastly, of revolutions, 1 ; so that

tile whole collected tO£?ether is 1 Rev. 8^ 9''. 13'. 50". — .

"

13
The possibility of ascending in this manner to all the quo-

tients in succession, is by no means obvious. The Indian as-

tronomers seem to have been particularly pleased with the sub-
tlety of the investigation.

On the subject of Indeterminate Problems, we must remark,
that the Indian algebraists had gone much further than this,

aijd had resolved those of the 2d degree, or such as are properly
called Diophantine, where the question is how to render a certain,

quantity rational, either in fractions or in integers. Diophan-
tus resolved this problem in certain cases, or with certain re-

strictions in the dala of the problem, beyond which his solu-

tions did not extend. After the revival of science in Europe,
the same class of problems became an object of attention with
some of the first mathenjaticians of the 17th century. A-
mong these, the most distinguished were Brounker, Fermat
and WalHs, who extended their investigations far beyond those
of the Greek Mathematician, though £;till subject to great limi-

tations; and it is not a little remarkable that we find, as MrCole-
BRooKE has observed, that one of the solutions of this Problem
given by Bhascara (Vija Ganita 380, 81) is exactly the same
that Lord Brounker devised to answer a question proposed as

a kind of challenge by Fermat in 1657. This is a fact which
we think cannot be controverted, and one that we strongly re-

commend to the attention of those mathematicians who see no-
thing commendable or original in the science of the East. This
is not ail. Bhascara's solution just referred to, is not general,

but restricted to certain cases» as every solution of the same pro-

blem was in Europe before the publication of an Essay on that

subject by La Grange, in the Berlin Memoirs for 1767. Even
EuLER, with a genius so powerful and inventive as hardly to be
paralleled Ki the histoiy of mathematical science, though he
had treated this question with great success, yet had not been
able to remove ail limitation. Now, a solution that appears

t|uitc general, is gjveij in the most antient of the treatises un»
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der consideration, that of Brahmegupta, the last in the vo-
lume. Mr Colebrooke considers it as quite general : we have
not had the leisure necessary for assuring ourselves that it is with-

out all exception, and subject to no other limitations but such as

are fixed by the nature of things, not the imperfection of our
knowledge. We rely, however, with perfect confidence on the

judgment of the very learned and intelligent person just named.
The solution then of a very difficult problem given by an Indian
Algebraist, more than 1200 years ago, is such as can vie with those

of tv/o of the mathematicians the most distinguished for genius

and invention which Europe could boast of ever having seen,

at the end of the eighteenth century. There are inquiries where
chance and accident have great influence, and where a man of

very inferior genius and knowledge may make great discoveries.

Bat the subject we are treating of here, is not of that number

;

it is one where no oneJinds, who does not know how to search ;

and where there is no reward but for intense thought, and pa-

tient inquiry.

The remark, however, that was made before, in speaking of

Cuttaca, is applicable here, and tends, if possible, to make the

origin of all this more obscure. There is no investigation that

accompanies the rule of Brahmegupta; so that we know not

whether the discovery was the fruit of a regular analysis, or of

an extensive induction from particular instances. We are in-

clined to the latter opinion, though it is by no means without

diiiiculty-

The subject last mentioned, that of indeterminate problems, is

common to the Liiavati and Vija Ganita^ and is also found in

one of the treatises of Brahmegupta. We have now to con-

sider the Vija Ganita more particular!}'. It is natural to ex-

pect, in an algebraic work, more information than can be found

in one that is merely a collection of arithmetical precepts and
examples, without any analysis or investigation. It is indeed

true, as already remarked, that the great and distinguishing

process of the Cuttaca or Pulveriser, and the solution <^f inde-

terminate equations of the second degree, are not accompanied
with an analysis in any of the treatises. Many other of the so-

lutions, however, arc, in the Vija Ganita^ treated analytically

or algebraically'. That work, indeed, professes to be analytical,

and to be purposely directed to the investigation of unhwwii
quantities.

' Since the arithmetic of apparent (known) quantity which has al-

ready been propounded, is founded on that of unapparent (unknown)

quantity, and since questions to be solved can hardly be understood

by any, and not at all by such as have dull apprehensions, without the
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application of Tinapparent quantity, therefore I now propoimd the

operations of analysis.

'

It is evident, from this beginning, that the author had a very

correct notion of the elfect of the symbolical lani^ua're he was

going to explain. The employment of a symbol to denote un-

known quantity, he evidently considers as the circunistance that

distinguishes algebra from arithmetic ; and the tlfect of using

such a symbol he conceives to be, that those relations of quan-

tity, which the most clear understandings can hardly comprehend,

and which ordinary understandings cannot comprehend at all

when viewed abstractly, are rendered the objects of clear and

satisfactory discussion, when indicated by sensible representa-

tion?. It is impossible to take a juster view of the ends answer-

ed by algebraic notation.

We have already explained the language or notation of this

algebra ; and remarked, how much it excelled that of Dio-

phantus, and of the Arabians. The distinction of positive and
negative quantity which forces itself on the calculator, v,'hen-

ever he would subject any thing of which he docs not know
the magnitude to arithmetical operations, is accordingly laid

down with great distinctness. Kina or esfraya is minus, literal-

ly Debt or Loss. D'hana or stsca is p/?«, and signifies literally

Wealth or Property. The reason why a negative quantit}',

multiplied by a negative quantity, gives a positive product, is

very well assigned ; and, in treating the subject of negative

quantity, Cushna Bhatta, one of the commentators of the

Vija Ganifa, takes a juster and more enlarged view of the sub-

ject than any algebraist in Europe would have done before the

time of Descartes.

* Negation is contrariety, and is of three kinds, as to place, time,

and things. When a segment of a line is negative, it is in a contra-

ry direction. As the west is the contrary of east, and the south

of north ; so, of east and west, if one be taken as positive, the o-

ther is relatively negative. When motion to the east is assum-

ed to be positive, if a planet's motion be Avestward, the number of

degrees which measures the planet's motion is negative. ' &c.

The commentator goes on to illustrate positive and negative

as to time in the same manner ; and, lastly, as to things, or as

profit and loss. In laying down the elementary operations that

follow, every one must be struck with the skill and precision

shown in the arithmetic of surds, the extraction of roots from

compound surds, &c.

After the rule of the Cuttaca or Pulveriser, to which we have

already adverted, has been explained, the author proceeds, in

the fifth chapter, to treat of the Solution of Quadratic Equa-

tions J and here the contrivance of completing the square, an(4
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extracting the root, is laid down and illustrated by a variety of

examples. The arrangement followed in these books, it may be
observed, is nowhere very systematic; so that easy and elementa-

ry processes often follow after those that are more refined and
more difficult. The solution of indeterminate problems is more
difficult than of determinate; and, in our treatises of algebra,

always comes after. It is not so in the Hindu algebra ; and,

though no great inconvenience arises from this inversion, it is

not so conformable to the natural progress of the mind in the

acquisition of knowledge.

In some cases the cube is completed, where it can be done, by
the addition or subtraction of a given quantity. Thus at § 137,

a number is required, which, being multiplied by 12, and add-

ed to the cube of the number, shall be equal to six times the

square added to 35. This question gives the equation \2 x

-f cT^ = 6 i'^ + 35, or x^ — 6 jr" + 12 x = 35. The terms to

the left of the sign of equality become a perfect cube by subtract-

ing 8 from them. If, therefore, 8 be taken from both sides,
j:S __ 6 Ji' + 12 A' — 8 = 27, or {x — 2)' = 3% so that x = 5.

In another instance, the method of reduction is less obvious.

Tlie equation derived from the problem is a.^ — 2 x^— 400 x z=

94r99. If 4- cT* -f 400 x -{ 1, be added to both sides, x^ + 2 x'

4- 1 = 4 .r* 4- 400 X 4- 10000, where both sides are perfect

squares ; and therefore x^ -{- 1 = 2 (.r + 50), or j;' — 2 x •{- 1

= 100, so that X = II. Such contrivances are not reducible to

a general rule ; and the author therefore observes, that the ap-

plication of the method in these cases must be left to the saga-

city of the intelligent analyst.

In some of the questions which follow, we find both the roots

of the quadratic equation employed ; for the Hindu algebraists

were perfectly aware that a square has always two roots, and
that a negative quantity has no square root that can be assigned.

Thus at § i59, this question is proposed ;
' The eighth part of a

troop of monkeys, squared, was skipping in a grove delighted

with their sport ; while twelve were seen on the side of the hill,

amused with chattering to one another. ' Here the number of

monkeys is ihc yavat-tavat, or the unknown quantity; and writ-

ing the equation that arises from the question in the language of

the Indian analysis,

y a V — y a ru 12

y a V y o, I ru

reducing, completing the square, and extracting the root.

y a I ru 32

y a ru 16. Therefore 7/avat-tnvaf, or the num-

ber of mouiieys, is equal either to 16 or 48. It appears fren*
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this and other examples, that the two roots are only taken
when both come out affirmative numbers. One of the c>m-
mcntators of the Fija Ganita lays down this maxim, ' When
the root of the absolute side is less than the known number
on the other side, that number being ne<rative, making the

absolute root positive and negative, the value comes out two-
fold.

'

With this imperfect sketch we must terminate our account of

the Algebra of these extraordinary books. We have still to ad-
vert to the geometrical knowledi^e contained in them, which,
though far less considerable than the algebraic, is yet such as to

deserve attention. W^e are already acquainted with some of
the propositions of which it consists, 'i'hc Flindu demonstra-
tion of the celebrated theorem concerning the squares of the

sides of a right-angled triangle, proceeding by the construction

of a particular diagram, distinguished by the name of the Bri-

dal Chair^ has been long since brought from India, a;nd is givea

by Dr Hutton in his Tracts.

This proposition, indeed, which is the main foundation of the

application of arithmetic and algebra to the measurement of the

sides and angles of geometrical figures, could not but interest

greatly mathematicians who chiefly cultivated the two former

sciences. Many of their indeterminate problems, resolved by
the methods already mentioned, were suggested by this property

of the right-angled triangle, and had it for their object to express

the three sides of such a triangle in rational numbers, and in inte-

gers. Beside this proposition, we meet with several other pro-

perties of triangles, and of quadrilaterals. The demonstrations

of those are but seldom given, though both geometrical de-

monstration and algebraic analysis appear to have been occa-

sionally applied. The Sanscrit employs distinct terms for de-

noting geometrical and algebraic demonstration, (p. 59, 7wte.)

The proposition, that twice the product of two quantities, add-

ed to the square of their difference, is equal to the sum of their

squares, is a theorem of which they made frequent use in their

inquiries about the right-angled triangle. We meet with seve-

ral other propositions of the same kind concerning the section of

lines, such as, that the product of the sum of two lines into their

difference, is equal to the difference of their squares, &c.

It is to tl'.e commentators chiefly, and particularly to Gane-
SA, that we are indebted for the demonstrations of these, and
most of the other theorems that occur. These demonstrations,

however, are often obscure, from the want of reference to a

figure; for, though the figure be constructed on the margin,

there is no reference to it by letters, so that every line, and every
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IiiR2jniUule treated of in tlie demonstration, is described in words.

The simple artifice of putting letters at the angular points of a

figure, and referring to the parts of it by that means, seems

never to have been adopted by the Hindu Geometers. The
diagram on the maro;in has sometimes numbers placed along the

lines, which are supposed to m.easure their length ; and these are

frequently referred to : But the obscurity is not always removed

by that device.

VV^e have sometimes great reason to admire the algebraic so-

lution of gcornetricp.l questions. Thus, § 157, it is proposed

having given the hypothenuse of a rioht-angled triangle, and the

sum of the sides, to determine the sides ; and the soluiion that is

given by the rule at § 15G, is in reality the simplest of which the

problem admits ; and to arrive at it, the analysis (at least as we
conduct it) must be instituted, not in the most obvious way,

but according to one that, without considerable skill and expe-

rience, will not readily be resorted to.

This property of triangles, that the product of the sum and

difrcrence of the sides is equal to the product of the sum and
difference of the segnients into which the base is divided by the

perpendicular, is found in the Lilavati, ^ I(i3, and also § 22,

in the more antient work of Brahmegupta; but, at neither

place, is it accompanied by any demonstration. The propo-

sition is demonstrated and applied in our books of trigonometry.

It was not, to the best of our recollection, a proposition in the

antient geometry, though easily enough deducible from the

Propertits of the Circle in the Third Book of Euclid.

One of the most remarkable properties of triangles is that

which expresses the area in terms of the three sides. It is thus

given by Brahmegupta, § 21.

' From half the sum of the sides of a triangle, sub'ract each side

severally ; multiply the three remainders into one another and into the

half sum ; extract the square root of the product, and it is the area

of the triangle.

'

This proposition is also found in the Lilavati, where most of

the geometry is copied from Brahmegupta. One of the com-

mentators on the Lilavati attempts a demonstration of it; but

his reasoning is very obscure. The proposition is, in reality,

of no inconsiderable difficulty ; and w*- confess that we did not

expect to find it in the Geometry of Hindostan. We believe

that it was unknown to the Greek jreoraeters, and was, if we
mistake not, first published by Ceavius.

Further, with respect to this theoreni, we must observe, that

it is extended by Brahmegupta to q;iadrda'eral«, which is an

error, except the quadrilateral can be inscribed in a circle ; in
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which case, the product of the four remainders, obtained as
above, is the square of the area. Bhascara, in the Lilavati,

remarks the error of Brahmegupta, taking notice, very justly,

that the four sides of a quadrilateral do not determine its area.

He does not, however, take notice of the case where the qua-
drilateral is subjected to the condition of being inscribable in a
circle, and in which case the sides do determine the area.

There is a like inattention to the due limitations of two other
theorems concerning quadrilaterals. It is stated very rightly by
Brahmegupta, § 27 (p. 209), that the product of the two sides

of a triangle, divided by twice the perpendicular (on the third

side), is equal to the radius of the circle described about the

triangle. This proposition is true of triangles ; but the Hindu
geometer applies it also to quadrilateral fjgurcs, without taking

notice, that all such figures are not capable of being inscribed

in circles. When they are, the proposition is applicable to

them also ; and is, that th.e rectangle under two contiguous

sides of the quadrilateral, divided by twice the perpendicular

on the diagonal that joins those sides, is equal to the radius of

the circle described about the quadrilateral. This indeed is the

same with the former proposition.

Another theorem, by no means very easy to be demonstrated,

is enunciated as true of all quadrilaterals ; though, like the for-

mer, it holds only of those that can be inscribed in a circle. It is,

that the sum of the products of the opposite sides of the quad-

rilateral is equal to the product of the diagonals. This propo-

sition is remarkable, as having been demonstrated by Fpolemy
in his STjntaxis, and made the foundation of the construction

of his Trigonometrical Tables. The rule for constructing the

Indian Table of Sines, as Mr Davis has given it in the Asi-

atic Researches, may have been deduced from the same theo-

rem. However that be, it is certain that the knowledge of this

and the propositions formerly mentioned, aj-gues a very extensive

knowledge of elementary geometry, and such as is by no means

easily acquired. Unfortunately, we have not the original de-

monstrations.

To this we must add, that these Geometers knew the theorems

from which the area of the circle is computed, and also the super-

ficies and solidity of the cone and sphere. That the area of a
circle is equal to the rectangle under the radius, and half the cir-

cumference of the circle, is demonstrated in a very ingeni(;us and

palpable manner, not altogether according to the rigour of the

Greek geometry, but abundantly satisfactory to those who are

pleased with an argument when it is sound, though it be net

i
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dressed exactly in the costimie of science. The circle is suppos-

ed to be divided into two semicircles ; and the circumference of

each of the^e semicircles to be divided into a great number of

equal parts. From the points of division in one of the semi-

circles, siraight lines are then drawn to the centre, so as to cut

the area into as tnanv equal parts as there are divisions in the

semicircurnference. Then that semicircumference beinjy straight-

ened, or drawn out into a straijiht line, the triangular spaces in-

to which the area is divided, will stand out from the circumfer-

ence in the sbaoe of small isosceles triangles, the whole figure

resembling the teeth of a saw. The other semicircle, treated

in the same manner, will afford the same result; and, if the

two be made to approach, so that the one set of teeth shall fall

into the intervals of the other, they v^ill form a rectangular

area, of which the length is the semicircumference, and the

breadth the radius of the circle. Therefore, the areas of the

two semicircles, or the whole area of the circle, is equal to a

rectangle of which the length is half the circumference, and the

breadth the radius. There is something very ingenious and
simple in this reasoning, and such as might be readily admitted

in a system of geometrical demonstration that was not very re-

fined, or very scrupulous about introducing mechanical consi-

derations.

The way of demonstrating that the superficies of the sphere

is equal to four great circles of the sphere, is not pointed out.

That the solidity is equal to the superficies multiplied into a

third part of the radius, is derived from supposing the sphere

to be made up of a great number of small pyramids, having their

bases in the superficies, and their common vertex in the centre

of the sphere. Such, we doubt not, has been, in all countries,

the aspect under which this truth first appeared, and the origi-

nal form in which it entered the mind of Archimedes as well

as of Brahmegupta.
Among many subjects of wonder which the study of these an-

cient fragments cannot fail to suggest, it is not one of the least,

that algebra has existed in India, and has been diligently cul-

tivated, for more than twelve hundred years, without any sig-

nal improvement, or the addition of any material discovery.

The works of the ancient teachers of science have been com-
mented on, elucidated, and explained, with skill and learning

;

but no new methods have been invented, nor any new principle

introduced. The methods of resolving indeterminate problems,

that constitute the highest merit of their analytical science, were

known to Brahmegupta, hardly less accuratdy than to BaASCARAi
3
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and they appear to have been understood even by Arya Bhatta,
more ancient, by several centurif's, thnn either. A long series

of Scholiasts display, in their annotations, j^reat acutenes?, in-

telligence, and judgment; but they never pass far beyor.d the

hne drawn by their predecessors, which probably seenr.ed, even

to those learned and intellicrent men, as the barrier within

which the science was for ever to be confined. In India, in-

deed, every thing seems equally immoveal)le; and truth and
error are equally assured ofpermanence in the situations they have
once occupied. The politics, the laws, the religion, the science,

the manners, seem all nearly the same, at this moment, as at

the remotest period to which history extends. Is it because the

power which brought about a certain degree of civilization, and
advanced science to a certain height, has either ceased to act, or

has met with such a resistance as it is barely able to balance,

but not sufficient to overcome ? Or, is it because the discove-

ries which the Hindus are in possession of, are an inheritance

from some more inventive and more ancient people, of whom
no memorial remains, but some of their attainments in science ?

Whatever opinion be adopted on these points, we are per-

suaded, that the light in which the analytical science of the East

has been placed by the researches of Mr Colkbrooke, must
materially affect the conclusions to be formed concerning the ori-

ginality and antiquity of the astronomy of those countries. Oa
this subject, opinion seems at present to be considerably divided.

When the Astronomical Tables of India first became known in

Europe, the extraordinary light which they appeared to cast on
the history and antiquity of the East made everywhere a great

impression ; and men engaged with eagerness in a study, pro-

mising that mixture of historical and scientific research, which

is, of all others, the most attractive. The ardour with which they

entered on this pursuit, the novelty of the objects, and the sur-

prise excited, may have led them further, in some instances,

than the nature of the evidence, when scrupulously examined,

authorized them to proceed. Among those who were perhaps

in a certain degree under the influence of such fascination, was

the illustrious Historian of Astronomy, whom his talents, his

virtues, and his misfortunes, have all combined to immortalize.

Bailly, who, in his Inquiries into the Origin of Astronomy in

the West, had constantly found himself stopped, and unable to

proceed, on account of the impenetrable obscurity that involves

the antiquities of that quarter of the world, was willing to in-

dulge a hope, that the light which seemed now rising in the

East, was to dispel the obscurity he had so often complained of,

and to discover the secrets contained in the antient history of

VOL. XXIX. NO. 57. L
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the most ancient of the sciences. He therefore entered with

great ardour on the study of the Eastern astronomy ; on the ex-

position of its principles, and on the examination and defence

of its accuracy; displaying, in all this, the usual resources of

his ingenuity, his knowledge, and his eloquence.

A more minute examination, however, instituted by our coun-
trymen on the spot, led them to doubt of the pretensions to

high antiquity that they found in the Astronomical Books of the

Hindus, and enabled them to detect errors into which the

French astronomer had been betrayed, sometimes from the

"want of local knowledge, oftener from too much confidence in

his informers, and occasionally, no doubt, from that spirit Cff

system from which the men of greatest ardour and genius find

it most difTicult to defend themselves. The tide of opinion now
began to set the contrary wey ; the recentness, and the inaccu-

racy of the Indian tablfes, were maintained no less keenly, and
by much more objectionable reasonings than their antiquity and
correctness had forjuerly been.

Among those who have lately taken up ti^iis argument, one af

the most learned and skilful astronomers in Europe, M. De-
LAMBRE, is particularly distinguished. In a work just publish-

ed, X he has made an elaborate attack on the facts, the reason-

ings, and the calculations of the Astro?iomie Orientale^ and has

treated the author with a severity and harshness to which, from
a brother academician, the memory of Bailly should hardly

have been exposed. His main argument is drawn from this

fact, that the Data are nowhere quoted, from which the Indian

tables were computed, and that there is no record, nor even

any tradition of regular astronomical observations having been
made by the Hindus. The truth of this assertion, as far as

our present information goes, cannot be denied, and is cev-

tainly not very easy to be reconciled with the supposition

that the Indian astronomy is as original and as antient as

it pretends to be. Yet, as to the originality, there is still

something to be said ; and it has the more weight, from the

originality of the Indian Algebra being rendered so very e-

vident by the facts that we have been considering. This
analysis, from all the hght that history affords, could not be
derived from Greece ;

* at least it can have received from thence

:j: Histoire de rAstronomie Ancienne, Tom. I. p. 400, &'C.

* Mr CoLEBROOKE, after demonstrating the excellence of this

algebra, and comparing its more perfect algorithm and its superior

advancement with the Greek algebra, as explained in the work oC

Uiophantus, seems nevertheless willing to admit, that some commu*"
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none of the most improved and refined methods which it con-
tains. In the earliest stage in which we discover it, it was
already in possession of very high attainments, such as were
not exceeded till very late in the history of European discovery-

India itself, in the lapse of more than a thousand years, has

added but very little to the perfection of this analysis. From
whom then did that analysis derive its ori<;in ? If it be not
an indigenous production of India, nothing remains but to

conclude, agreeably to what we suggested, when much more im-
perfectly intbrmed concerning the history of the Indian science,

that what we now see is a fragment, or a derivation from a

system that is lost—the remains of a light once more widely dif-

fused, at the period when the Sanscrit was a Uv'uig language,

or when some parent language, still more ancient, sent forth

those roots which have struck with more or less firmness into

the dialects of so many and such remote nations, both of the

East and of the West, f If this conclusion, to which we are

almost unavoidably led, be admitted, it will serve to explain the

history of the Eastern Astronomy and its existence, as a wreck

which has survived the memory of its authors—of those who
made the observations on which it is founded, and supplied per-

haps by diligence and length of time, the imperfection of the

instruments they employed.

Those who, like Delambre, are disposed to think lightly of

the Indian Algebra and Arithmetic, will not admit the proba-

bility of tiiis result. That mathematician, however, when he

treated this subject, knew only the Lilavati; and probably, after

seeing the Vija GanitOy and the treatises of I>RAHMEGUP?rA in

Mr Colebuooke's translation, he will think of the matteji- some-

what differentlv, and will acknowledge, that India pos^^esses a

large portion of mathematical science, which it has neither de-

rived from Arabia nor Greece.

We cannot conclude these remarks, without again adverting

nlcation about the time of the last mentioned author, may have come

from Greece to India, on the subject of the Algebraic Analysis.

Of this we are inclined to doubt ; for this simple reason, that the

Greeks had nothing to give on that subject which it was worth the

while of the Indians to receive. Mr Colebrooke seems inclined to

this concession, by the strength of a philological argument, of the

force of which we are perhaps not sufficiendy sensible. It seems

however certain, that the facts in the history of Algebraic Analysis,

taken by themselves, give no countenance to the sapposition.

f Edinburgh Review, vol. xxj. p. 376.

L2
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to the great obligations under which Mr Colebrooke has laid

the learned and scientific world by this translation, and the disser-

tations which accompany if. The translation, indeed, must it-

self be considered as a work of singular difficulty, being not on-

ly made ft'oni one language into another, so perfectly dissimilar

in its genius and structure, but from scientific treatises written

in verse, and attempting, therefore, to combine the two appli-

cations of speech the most distant from one another, and the

most impossible to be united, without involving both in obscu-

rity almost impenetrable. These difficulties have been most
completely overcome, and no obscurity left, but such as is es-

sentia] to the genius and style of Oriental science.

We are sure tb.at, in the pra^'se we now bestow, we are only

anticipatiqg a judgment which will be soon more emphatically

pronounced. We wouid, at the same time, remind Mr Cole-
BUOOKE, and others of our countrymea, who, like Dr Taylor,
are in possession of the do'ible key that can alone unlock the re-

positories of Eastern science, that though they have done much,
there is something still that remains to be accomplished, and
that a translation of the Suryah Sidd'hanta, or other of the

slstronomical works of the Hindus, would complete the series of

valuable gifts which they have already presented to the learned

world.

Art. VIII. A Sketch of the Military and Political Povoer ofRuS'
siay in the Year 1817. 8vo. pp. 223. London, Ridgeway,
1817.

T^His work is understood to be the production of Sir Robert
-*- Wilson ; and as it contains very serious charges against

the ministers of England, for their ignorance and improvidence
in the management of her most important affairs, the first step

taken by the adherents of the Treasury, upon its appearance,
was to blacken the character of its supposed author, by every
species of malignant abuse. He, whose former publications

respecting Buonaparte, and the campaigns in Egypt and Po-
land, had made him the idol of those base creatures,—who had
been exalted by their mercenary adoration far above his merit,

eminent as it was,—no sooner became the witness and the
historian of the misconduct of their employers,—no sooner
found himself compelled to detail unpleasiyig truths, than all

their venal throats were at once strained to revile and de-
grade him. Morning and evening, for weeks, the ministe-
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jrial press poured forth the most atrocious calumnies against

his reputation, trusting for safety to that contempt which pub-
lick men perhaps carry too far, especially those who maintain

the right of unfettered discussion, and which, not being imi-

tated by statesmen of another description, has almost given the

friends of absolute power a monopoly of slander, and placed

the characters of the community at the mercy of the Govern-
ment, tlirough the agency of its emissaries. 13y this -attack up-

on the gallant general, two purposes were aimed at;—the de-
struction of a powerful adversary,—or, what was next thing to

it, a justification for whatever might be done to crush him in

his military career,—and such an injury to his character as

might destroy the weight of his testimony against the miscon-

duct of the ministers. In the mean time, the men whose agents

disseminated the slanders, lurked secure in the back ground,

ready to disavow all that was done, as soon as it might be ex-

posed ; and equaiJy ready to profit by the effects which unhap-

pily even the foulest slander scarcely ever fails to produce for a

season. How strikingly does this passage in the history of our

military affairs display the advantages which the Army derives

from being administered by an Illustrious Personage, remov-

ed far above the grosser atmosphere of ministerial intrigue and

cabal

!

For our own parts, we have frequently had occasion to speak

of Sir Robert Wilson ; and, even when we felt obhged to ex-

press most strongly our dissent from his opinions, aud indeed

cur disapprobation of some of his proceedings, * we were al-

ways ready to acknowledge his excellent qualities ; to applaud

\\'\s> chivah-ous zoal, and truly soldierlike frankness, and to

join in the praises cf that heroism—activity—skill—and fertili-

ty of resources, which all Europe has witnessed and admired,

and which have obtained for him the fame of the most eminent

partisan of the day. His merits, as an author, we were equally

disposed to admit, with the large allowances which an author

brought up in camps has always a right to expect. The opinion

which w^e then entertained of him has not been materially

changed, except in so far as time has given him new opportu-

nities of increasing his fame, and of attracting admiration, by

the singular generosity of his conduct in a peculiarly interesting

and difficult situation. In consequence, however, of the tor-

* We allude to his publishing the statements respecting Buona-

parte, at a time wlien he could not disclose the grounds of them

—

l^nexpected events have since proved that many of those statements

were correct.
'
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rents of abuse to which he has lately been exposed, we shall

preface our account of his work, now before us, with some notice

of the testimonies borne to his military character by the very

highest authorities.

Since the campaigns in Egypt and Poland, when we last had
occasion to make mention of him, he has served in the Pen-
insular war, and in the memorable campaigns in Russia, Ger-
many, and Italy, which led to the overthrow of Buonaparte's

dynasty. To the extraordinary promptitude and success v.'ith

which he raised and disciplined the Lusitanian legion, all the

civil and military authorities in Portugal have borne ample tes-

timony. The formation of this corps, and its gallant exploits

under his comm.and in Spain, laid the foundation of the im-

portant measure of arming the Portuguese, to which so much of

the success in the war is justly ascribed. Of his movements with

it in the field, the best account may be found in the intercepted

despatches of the French commanders, who complain of its meet-

ing them wherever they marched, and always speak of it as

much more numerous than it ever was. But v^e pass on to the

Russian campaign. By the documents which were given in evi-

dence at his trial for the affair of Lavalette's escape, it is evident

that no man in the British army ever acquired higher renown,

among the warriors of all nations, than this truly gallant officer.

Lord Cathcart, our embassador with the Emperor Alexander, de-

scribes him, in his despatches in November 1812, as having been

in every action, ' and having seen every remarkable occurrence.
*

And in November ISIS, he again says, that ' it has been the

* constant practice of the Major- General, (Sir Robert Wilson),
* throughout this and the last campaign, to accompany every

* attack of consequence that has taken place within his reach. '

—

* On this occasion (adds his Lordship) he was with one of the

* storming parties; and in adverting to this circumstance, it is

* but justice to this officer to state, that the zeal, activity, and
* intrepidity which ho has displayed on every occasion, have
* conciliated for him the esteem of all officers of every rank and
* nation who have been witnesses of them, and have certainly

* done great credit to his Majesty's service.' In a subsequent

letter, his Lordship acknowledges the signal services rendered

by Sir Robert in a political capacity ; and ascribes, if we right-

ly understand the letter of January 1813, the failure of the

negociations with the enemy in a great measure to his inter-

position. The following is the account given by Sir Charles

(now Lord) Stewart, in his despatch to Lord Castiereagh, of

the manner in which the Emperor Alexander expressed his ap-

probaticn of Sir 11. Wilson's services in presence of the AllietJ
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Army. * I rode out in the suite of his Imperial Majesty, who
' went along the line, and was received with enthusiasm by the
' soldiers. The Emperor took a favourable moment, when he
* was surrounded by his General and Staff Officers in the front

* of the troops, to call Sir Robert Wilson to him, and to ad-
* dress to him a most flattering speech, in which his Imperial
* Majesty stated, that he appreciated his services, gallantry and
* zeal throughout the whole war as they deserved ; that, in testi-

* mony of which, he had determined to confer on him the third

* class of the Order of St George, and that he was desirous of
* doing it in the most gratifying manner. He then directed

* -General Angerauffsky to take his cross from his neck, and he
* delivered it to Sir Robert Wilson. ' Lord Stewart then ex-

presses, with the honesty of a brave soldier^ ' the pride he felt at

* seeing a companion in arms thus decorated in front of the

* Allied Army. ' The Emperor, in a letter written with his own
hand, some months afterwards, referred to this occasion, in

these words— ' W^hen I decorated you in the face of the army
« with the badge of St George, I did justice to the indefatigable

* zeal which, during the whole of the Campaign has constantly

^ attached you to the advanced guards—to the brilliant valour

* and devotion of which I have been an eyewitness at the battle

« of Bautzen ; and, finally, to the many other proofs of intre-

^ pidity, attested by all the brave warriors of the combined
* army.'—^^Similar testimonies to his distinguished merit were

borne by the King of Prussia and Emperor of Austria. The
former Monarch, beside conferring upon him his Order of the

Red Eagle, granted the Cross of' his Military Order of Merit

to the Officers whom he recommended. The latter gave him

the Grand Cross of Maria Teresa, an order of the highest dis-

tinction, and which has been kept invariably pure, being con-

-fined-to cases of the most unquestionable services. Thos? services

were indeed acknowledged by all the ministers and commanders

in the campaign, and especially by the Prince Metternich and

by Prince Schwartzenberg, who repeatedly expressed to the

English Ambassador ' the obligations he lay under to Sir R.

* Wilson for the signal assistance rendered on many occasions,

* but most particularly at Leipsick, when he was so much in-

* debted to him for his able disposition of the Austrian cavalry,

* and his whole conduct on that day.

'

It might have been thought, that the English Ministry would

have seen the propriety of appointing this distinguished officer to a

situation which might'have retained him near the persons of those

warriors whose confidence he had so fully gained, and those Mlo-

fiarchs whose favour he had won, not by the arts of court in-
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triffue, but by the most brilliant services in the field, performed
under their own eyes. Oiie ignorant of cabinet mysteries r-^ight

even have imagined that the cbvious advantage of the King's

service would have recommended such a choice, should all con-
siderations of justice be neglected. But Dis aliter visum : One
of those divinities had a relative, whom it was deemed more fit-

ting to place about the Allied Sovereigns during the remaining
part of their progress towards the French capital. The regrets

of their Majesties and their armies at Sir Rv>bert's departure,

were cxpresbed in the warmest terms ; and the Emperor Alex-
ander conferred on him the first class of the order of S: Anne,
•—while he assured him, that both he and his army * could never
* cease to remember his courage and indefatigable exertions, to
* regret his absence, and to wish for his return. ' Being sent

to Ital)', as military resident, instead of sharing in the trium-

phal entry into Paris, his conduct continued to excite the ad-

miration and gratitude of the armies with whom he acted j and
we only abstain from adducing further testimonials of his servi-

ces, because we feel confident, that, after those already given, it

would be superfluous to proceed with the subject.

During all this brilliant career of service. Sir Robert Wilson
had been, if not applauded as he merited by his own Govern-
ment, at least passed over without reproach. It is true that

be received no marks of distinction at home ; and that, while

covered with orders from all the foreign Sovereigns who had
been the eyewitnesses of his exploits, he never once received

a simple knighthood from the dispensers of honours in his

own country. But no attempts were yet made to vilify and
degrade him ; for although he had given some offence upon
several occasions, by speaking unpalatable truths, and parti-

cularly by reprobating the practice of military flogging ; yet it

seemed as if such sins were covered by the grateful remem-
brance of his invective against Buonaparte. He had spiken
what he deemed the truth of that personage, while in the lul-

ness of his power and glory ; but he refused to continue the
abuse of him when he seemed fallen, and no longer an object of
dread. Having fought against Philip, he probably thought he
had a right to rail at him too. We never questioned this; we
only denied that he took the proper method of bringing his

charges forward. But that he did well in ceasing to pursue an
adversary no longer formidable, every one must admit, except

those who would have been the first to crouch before him had
his fortunes unhappily prevailed over our's. With this class.

Sir Robert Wilson soon incurred a still worse disgrace. He
had seen so much of foreign courts—of the treatment of the
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people in countries subjected to the operations of political barter
—of the anxiety with which all classes of men in those states

looked to England for relief—of the miserable (fleets produced
upon their welfare and our own reputation, by our deserting

them ;—that he generously gave vent to the sentiments which
he had conceived in favour of popular rights—urged the expe-
diency as well as virtue of publick faith—and even lamented that

li^ngland should lend her aid abroad to crush all the principles

of free government, which she used, in her better days, tj

cherish at home. This, to be sure, was altogether uitoler-

able. A general officer doubting the sacred doctrines of le-

gitimacy !—A soldier presuming to hold opinions hostile to the
cause of arbitrary power !—No wonder that the whole pack of
Treasury minions opened upon him full cry, and that he was
hunted down by the underlings of underlings, as if a butt of
sack, or 2501. more salary^ in money, depended upon the chase.

The generous gallantry of his conduct ni Lavallette's affair—the

sufferings to which it exposed him—the noble defence which he
made for it, exalted his character and that of the English na-

tion * in the eyes of all Europe, and threw such an illusion over
the whole transaction, that the strictest political moralist might
be excused for shutting his eyes to the unquestionable impro-
priety of some of its features. But the ministerial tools only

redoubled their zeal after this remarkable event: And when
they at length found him exposing the failures of the Govern-
ment in its foreign policy, and tracing them to their source—the

incapacity of its members j aware of the effects likely to be pro-

duced by this exposure, to lower his authority with the publick,

they made him the standing object of unceasing falsehood and
scurrility. Justice towards him, and the importance of ascer-

taining the character of a witness, before we listen to his testi-

mony, led us into the details winch have now been concluded.

We shall now call the attention ot the reader more particularly

to the work before u«, upon the liicrary merits of which, it is

our duty to give a deliberate opinion, beside examining its state-

i^ents and opinions j and this judgment, we venture to affirm,

* Whether from the peculiar nature of the case itself, from the

unpopularity of the French and English Governments, or from the

singularly captivating defence which they made, it is a most unques-

tionable fact, that the feelings of mankind have gone along with the

cause of Messrs Wilson, Bruce, and Hutchinson, throughout the

whole affair, and blinded thevn to several of the circumstances con-

nected with it ; nor can it be denied, that it is uniformly cited ail o-

yer the Continent, as most honourable to the English character.
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yill neither be swayed by the brilliant reputation of the author

in his professional capacity, nor by the still more powerful in-

fluence which the calumnies of his adversaries are calculated to

exert in his favour, upon all generous minds.

It is impossible not to regret that Sir Robert Wilson should

have confined himself to a discussion of certain political and
military questions, in the course of which he introduces, only

incidentally, some of the information he possesses respecting the

latter part of the war. Many other authors could have written

better dissertations ; perhaps no man alive was better calculated

to give such an interesting account of the campaigns in which

he bore so conspicuous a part. Other military historians, in

modern times, have seen only small and detached portions of the

operations which they described, with the exception of Frederick

II., who wrote, with the strongest bias a man could have, on one
side. Sir Robert Wilson may be said to have witnessed, in e-

very stage of their progress, all the great events of the two most
memorable campaigns recorded in history. He was present in

ihe political as well as military part of the scene ; he was in the

couiidence of those who planned—and he fought with those who
executed ; he was not stationary with a corps, or an army, or

attached to one only of the Belligerent Powers, whose armed
onyriads covered all Europe as a vast field of battle ;—wherever

the combat raged, there he was found ; his post was where most
was doing in that immense chain of combined operations, the

least of which would, in other times, have given renown to both

its actors and historians. Nothing could have been more in-

teresting than the simple narrative of such a partisan : And
when we reflect on the striking representation which he gave, in

his former work, of scenes far less important, we cannot avoid

regretting that the tract before us is not of a more historical

cast. We took leave, in describing that book, to point out the

narrative as by far its most valuable portion : The remark applies

with equal justice to this publication; and, un fortunatek', the

part most to be prized occupies a much smaller space. To this

unlucky error in the plan, we shall not easily be reconciled,

unless the author will allow us to indulge the hope of seeing

him come forward in his own pi'oper person, and give the world

his detailed statement of what he saw. Men may form various

opinions of his reasonings ; but all must agree in desiring to

read his Sketches of the Russian and German Campaigns j nor

will any, but those who have reason to be ashamed of their con-

duct, dislike the addition of as much as he knows with certain-

ty, of the political operations connected with those events.

The book must^ however, be taken as it is -, and we are by
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no means insensible to its value. The object which the author

has in view is to throw out a number of statements and remarks,

illustrative of the preponderance which recent events have given

to Russia ; and the entire neglect in our policy of all precau-

tions against her further encroachments. There is nothing very

distinct or systematick in the manner of bringing forward these

illustrations ; and the want of clearness in the arrangement, is

frequently aggravated by the defects of a style neither simple nor

perspicuous. The advice which we formerly gave Sir Robert

on this head, has been very little attended to j indeed, some of

the faults then complained of have been increased, by the usual

carelessness of anonymous writing. It may seem indecorous

to censure him byname for the composition of a pamphlet, pub-

lished perhaps on the spur of the occasion, and not formally

avowed by him : But having ventured to raise the veil of his

incognito^ that we might offer him the applause demanded by

his actions, we cannot in justice suffer it to drop again, without

expressing our opinion upon his writings.

The method pursued by the author, in order to illustrate the

effective strength of Russia, and her actual preponderance on

the Continent, is next to be considered. He does not give us

a statisticnl dissertation upon the resources of that vast empire,

or an argumentative discussion of what she is capable of per-

forming ; but he begins at once with a pretty full commentary

upon the history of her military policy; and shows, is^hat she has

already performed, haw she has accomplished her purposes,

and 'w'htj she has been prevented, at different times, from doing

even more. We think this, on the whole, a very wise course

of inquiry ; because it meets the great objection which used for-

merly to be urged against those who contended for the prepon-

derance of Russia, that she was strong only for defence, and never

could move her numerous population to such distances as to

make her formidable to the rest of Europe. We shall not ad-

vert to the rapid survey which he takes of the Russian history

before the succession of Alexander. It may suffice to say, that,

since the reign of Peter the Great, she has been constantly at

war in some quarter of the world, and has never made peace

without adding to her dominions.

The character of the present Emperor is sketched with a very

impartial hand ; but it presents to our view qualities eminently

fitted for the administration of affairs. We shall only observe,

that his temperate habits and indefatigable activity, directed un-

ceasingly to one object—the improvement of his country, had

materially changed the aspect which his great empire offered ta

the rest of Europe before the commencement of the late war. His
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principal objects were—the increase of his navy, as far as the

want of sea-coast and harbours permitted—and the improvement
of his army, to the progress of which nature seems to have
scarcely set any limit?. Buonaparte, according to his usual po-
licy, (a policy by ^vhich ill formed coaliiiuns must always be dis-

comfited in ordinary circumstances, unless where the enemy
meets first with the most powerful of the allies), attacked Prus-
sia before the Russians could come up to thtir assistance, and
in a few days dispersed an army of 2+0,000 men. Alexandei*

was hasting to rheir assistance with 120,000. The resistance

which they opposed to the French in the foiJowiug winter, is

well known ; and the author considers the battle of Eylau as

having fixed, in Buonaparte's mind, the highest opinion of the

military capacity of Russia ; that is, of the excellence of her
soldiery, provided the military administration were improved.
This campaign, although unfavourable to her, inasmuch as she

was compelled to make peace, gave Russia an accession of ter-

ritory in Poland, and the important addition of Finland, by an
act of perfidy quite equal to the worst of Buonaparte's measures,

or of those which his enemies and imitators have undertaken
since his overthrow. But Alexander profited slill more by the

experience which he acquired ; and peace gave him an opportu-

nity, of which he was resolved to avail himself, for removing the

principal defects in his military system. In the subsequent war
between France and Austria, be acted as the auxiliary o\ Buona-
parte, into whose arms he had been driven by our attack upon
Copenhagen ; and the price which he received for his coopera-

tion, was the greater part of Austrian Poland, which, though
he has now relinquished it for other considerations, he com-
mands by his position as if it were a province of his own. The
following is Sir Robert Wilson's sketch of the fruits which Alex-

der had derived from his unremitting csre to im.prove his re-

sources, previously to the French invasion of his dominions. It

contains, likewise, his opinion of the motives which dictated

that invasion.

* Napoleon, who had expected and hoped that the Turkish war
would have exhausted the treasure and military resoiuces oi Russia,

or at all events have prevented the growth of her disposable force,

saw with astonishment and apprehension the result of Alexander's

administrative measures.
' In three years Russia had lost, of her Moldavian armies, by

climate rather than by the sword, thirty-six generals, and an hundred

and tivcntij thousand men. Still an army of sixtjj thousand strong,

better equipped, organized and disciplined, than Russia ever before

had, and which equalled, perhaps exceeded, in general compositionj
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any army in Europe, -vvas stationed on the line of the Danube, and
©ccasionally blockaded the Turkish army in Schumla (at the foot of
the Balkan mountains) the rampart of Constantinople—a rampart,
which a general like Napoleon would long since have prostrated by
his genius and kindling spirit of enterprise.

' The Persian war had consumed annually from ten to txventi/ thou-

sand men ; but every year improved the Russian lines of couinmni-
cation, and gradually weakened the Persian frontier.

' Instead of one feeble army to guard the Niemen, one hundred
and eighty thousand men were formed in three lines, to repel any at-

tack, and another considerable body of troops was stationed in Fin-
land. All the arsenals were full of stores—y^y^ecw hundred pieces of
cannon were in the field

—

recruits were training in evcrj^ province
and a militia was instituted through the whole empire.

' Napoleon, who had never forgotten the battle of Eylau, and the
martial qualities of a Russian army, saw the time was come when
Russia was either to assume that attitude which was tlie object of
his ambition, a settlement in Europe, which, from the strategical pro-
perties of her position and numerous population, assured her the com-
mand of the continent,— or that she was to be dislodged, broken, re-

pelled, and reduced, until she became again little more than an Asia-

tic power. He selected that moment to commence his operation,

because he feared Russia might prevail on the Turks to make peace,

and that England would acquire more influence from her good of-

fices on that occasion ; perhaps, also, he had good reason to suspect,

that the character of the protracted war in Spain wa-^ reviving tlie

hostile feelings of unwilling allies, and connecting them in alliances

of reciprocal resistance and support.

* In opposition to the advice of many of his best officers and stales-

men, he refused to send eighty thousand more men to complete the

conquest of the Peninsula, and disgust the English nation with con-

tinental wars, by a failure of hopes so highly excited, and so expen-

sively supported. He always replied, that it was most judicious to

leave the English army engaged in a country remote from one, where,

in his view, they might more efficaciously contribute to tlie prejudice

of his interests.

' At the head of a confederate army of ?ibovc Jour hundred thou-

sand men, Napoleon accused Alexander of a violation of treaties,

and den^anded their renewal. ' p. 19—22.

It must be added, that our author admits Buonaparte to have

overcome all the obstacles which were believed to be most in-

surmountable, notwithstanding the unexpected peace between

Russia and Turkey, and the still more improbable event of

Bernadotte declaring against him. The sudden and unlooked-

for liberation ol" the two Russian armies destined to act in Mol-
davia and Finland, was not sufficient to impede his march ; and,

iiad he vested saiisfted with occupying the line of the Dwina
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and Nniester, reestablishinp; Poland, and prosecuting his further

operations next season, Sir Robert seems to consider his suc-

cess as inevitable. The advance to Moscow he ascribes to the

vanity of * commemorating the glory of his conquest ;
' and he

maintains, that even this movement * could have been attended

with no disaster, or even inconvenience, if political specula-

tions had not induced a continuance in that capital beyond
twenty days. ' His remarks upon the conduct of both par-

ties, during the retreat—so fata! to France, and so auspicious

for the rest of mankind, had its consequences been improved for

their happiness, upon the principles which ostensibly guided the

allies,—are extremely important ; and especially when we com-
pare them wiih the evidence afforded in his former work, of the

misconduct of all the departments in the Russian army. For
although he now, as before, notices many very signal errors as

having been committed, yet they are chiefly imputable to one
or two officers of high distinction, and do not pervade the whole

system ; while the French themselves appear, upon several oc-

casions, to have committed almost equal oversights. Nothing
can more qlearly evince the improvement of the Emperor's mi-

litary establishment, than the comparison of the following ob-

servations with those of the same intelligent witness on the cam-
paigns of 1S06 and 1807.

' Never was there any campaign, in modern histor}-, wlicre each

adversary had such frequent opportunities to obtain certain victoruy

and assLU-e total destructioyi to the attacked, without any risk, and

scarcely any loss to the aggressor.
' Fluctuation of councils, at the instant of opecatlon, caused the

evacuation of the expensive entrenched camp of Driessa, &c., and
the relinquishment of the extensive country between the Niemen and
Dnieper, or Boristhenes, almost without a conflict.

' After the battles of Smolensk (in which the Poles greatly distin-

guished themselves by their daring lodgment in die suburbs), and the

'voluntary evacuation of that city, on which the enemy had not made
the slightest impression to oblige the surrender, nor any movement
which Jiecessitated the reti-eat of the supporting army, the Russian

force, embarrassed in a cross road with six hundred pieces of, cannon
and the passage of a river, had not been able to gain the Moscow
high road, and deploy out of a narrow defile, in which it was moving
with difficulty, when a part of the French army, having already cross-

ed the river, approached that point or outlet of the pass which alone

permitted the debouchement of the Russian column. The Duke of

Abrantes (Junot) paused, when within half a mile ; afforded time to

the Russians to bring up some scattered detachments to the point of

ianger, who maintained the position in spite of all succeeding efforts ;

7
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and thus lost, as Napoleon truly said, " the most propitious moment
of his (the Duke's, and, it may be added, of Napoleon's) life.

"^

' At Borodino, as at Waterloo, lines were opposed to lines, man
to man, aiid the appeal was made to each individual soldier's cou-
rage. The issue depended upon the exertion of power rather than the

delicacy of manceuvTe or the caprices of fortune ; the example of the

chiefs, the charge, the storm, the repulse, and the stand, were the
only tactics ; the cross fire of cannon the only operations of strategy.

But after a retreat, necessitated by the loss of the battery which
commanded the whole left and part of the centre of the position; af-

ter the capture of Moscow, accompanied Mitli transactions and events

of the deepest interest, of which the world is still ignorant, when for

twelve days the Russian army was revolving round the smoking ruins

of their capital, to regain the Kaluga road, disconnected in line of

march, embarrassed with every possible incumbrance, and checked
by every species of impediment : In this situation, the colunms pre-

«ented ajiank to the concentrated French army, and offered them au
infallible victory. ' p. 25—28.

After mentioning another error of the same description on the

part of the French, he turns to the mistakes of th« Russians.

' On the other hand, at the battle of Tarrutina, prior to that of

Marioslawitz, where Murat (as he stated in his report, under the pre-

sumption of a tacit suspension of hostilities) allowed himself to be
surprised, not a man of his army could have escaped, if the opera-

tions under Genei'al Beningsen, who had pierced Jive points of his

line of communication, had been supported activehj by the sixlij tluni-

sand men, moving in parade order, within cannon shot.

' At Weismar, where, for a long day, Mileradowitch, with oiw

corps, encountered and finally obtained considerable success over

three corps of the French army, whilst the main Russian army was

hivouaqtced within hearing even of the fire of the small arms, and not

distant four liours' march for infantry— tlie French army might have

been ruined.
' At Krasnow, where the Russian army, one hundred and ten thon-

sand strong, was posted.;, with a powerful cavalry and artillery, drawn

up in battle array, and remained cpaiet spectators of the French army

filing along its front for twenty-four hours, until almost the rear of

its rear guard was retiring—the war might have been terminated,

* Beningsen, StrogonofF, and Gallitzin, indeed, when they did

commence the attack, did so because they would no longer abstain

from the assault of a position, which had never been occupied but

by an army without cavalry that could leave the road—an army with-

out a gun that could be drawn, except with the aid of men, up the

slightest ascent—and with an infantry^ which, from want of ammu-
nition, was unable to engage in a protracted combat ; whose limbi

were already halffrozen, and \s\\om famine had reduced so as to ex-

cite the expressive indignation of a Cossack—" Is it not a shame

t© see those skeletons walking away from tlieir graves? '\
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* At this memorable Krasnow, where, on the third day, Ney
fought a combat which, from the fury of the attack, and the intre-

pidity of the defence, might be called " the combat of heroes "—
from which field the same Marshall withdrew his gallant remnant,

traversing an unknown country, passing the Boristhenes, and rejoin-

ing Napoleon, notvcithstanding the ivhole Russian army had been halted^

and -ported to resist his column and intercept his retreat—a judicious

disposition, without relinquishing the pursuit of Napoleon's army,
would have rendered the capture of the whole corps inevitable.

* At the Berezina—where Napoleon, reinforced by Oudinot, found
only a corps of eighteen thousand men under Tchichagow to guard a
river line of thirty miles, until Wittgenstien arrived to contribute to

the disasters which ensued, and join in an unremitting pursuit; where
Tchichagow presented a force by disobeying instructions to proceed
on Ingumen, under the conviction that Napoleon was moving in that

direction ; where not one soldier, of the grand Russian army arrived

until trvo days after the passage had been effected ; here again, as on
former occasions, if proper use had been made of the advantages
which superiority of the total force, positions, nature, the state of the

enemy, and the zeal and courage of the Russian officers and soldiers

offered, and which in many instances, fortunately for the honour or
their arms, could not be restrained, not a solitary individual of the

whole French army could have escaped. ' p. 29—02.

Now, there are here many mistakes recorded, but not, as

before, all on the side of the Russians ; and they are not errors

of the same gross description. In the campaitrn of 1807, their

officers reaily showed the ignorance of barbarians, and the mi-
litary administration of tlie army could hardly be said to have
an existence. Before the battle of Friedland, no such thing

bad ever been seen in that service as dressing a wounded man
upon tlie field ; and on that day, ' it was remarked by an officer

* of hi^b rark and most humane character, that a cannon ball

* was the best doctor ftr men without limbs.'

—

[Sir R. fVilson's

former u:ork, p. 53). There seems to have been nothing like a

Ccrnmi-sariat at all in those campaigns ; for, ' though Eylau
* was only twenty miles from Konigsberg, and had long been
* selected as the field of battle, and although it was notorious
* that the army would arrive there without food, not a loaf of
* bread was on the ground; so that they were starving and fight-

* ing from the 7th to the 9th ; and the General and his Staff
* could get nothing to eat from the evening before till midnight
* after the battle, when they procured a bowl of potatoes. ' {Ibid,

p. 52.) The soldiers, too, he tells us, after a march, had to pass

the night in prowling about to dig for the buried food of the

peasantry, a. id thus had scarcely time to lie down, without shelter

or covering except their rags. {Ibid. p. 94,) Nor will any one who
2
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reads the account of their military operations in that book, he-

sitate in admitting the accuracy of the remark, by which we en-

deavoured to describe their merits— ' We always find the Rus-
* sianson the worst, the French on the best ground ;—the for-

* mer exposed from head to foi";t, perhaps firinir at random
* against an unseen enemy, confined in their movements, and
* not protected by either land or water,—the latter protected by
* the natural redoubts of wood and irrouiid, or flanked by
* marshes and hikes and rivfers. ' {Vol. XVIII. p. 254). In the

campjiign of which we are now speaking, there are manilest

symptoms of the Russians profiting by their defeats ; and but

for this improvement, the extraordinary accidents that attended

the retreat of the enrmy, would, in all probability, have bsen

indecisive, and the opportunity of destroying him thrown away.

It is evident, however, from Sir Robert Wilscn's account,

both that by far the greatest losses of Buonaparte were owing to

those accidents, and that the Russian army wis in a condition

little less desperate than his during the terrible march, which

can hardly be called a pursuit. Their determination t) fnakeno

general attack upon his line of march would, says Sir R' bert,

have certainly enabled him to regain, without serious injury, his

position on the Dwina and Nieper, had not an intense frost

suddenly set in, and the whole horses of the army been unpro-

vided with fit horse-shoes, except his own, which were savtd by
Caulaincourt having taken this precaution, (p. 24-.) The loss of

the Russians was prodigious. I hey began the march with

120,000 effective men, and arrived on the frontiers of the

Dutchy of Warsaw with only 35,000. Many companies wpre

without a man, and many battalions with less than fifty. A re-

inforcement of 10,000 men, sent to Wilna, arrived only 1500

strong,—and halt cf these were next clay in the hospitals. Of*

these hospitals, or rather, as he terms them, charnel-houses,

the following truly horrible picture is given j nor can any tnmg
better illustrate how much of the victory was owing to physical

circumstances, than such descriptions of the condition of the con-

querors.

' In the hospitals of Wilna there were left above seventeen thou-

sand dead and dying, frozen and freezing. The bodies of the for-

mer, broken iqi, served to stop the cavities in windows, floors, and

walls ; but in one of the corridores of the Great Convent, above fif-

teen hundred bodies were piled up transversely, as pigs of lead or

iron. When these were finally removed on sledges to be burnt, the

most extraordinary figures were presented by the variety of their at-

titudes, for none seemed to have been frozen in a composed state

:

Each was fixed in the last action ef his life, in the last direction givew

VOL. XXIX. NO. 51, M
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to his limbs : even the eyes retained the last expression, cither of an-

ger, pain, or entreaty. In the roads, men were collected round ths

burning ruins of the cottages which a mad spirit of destruction had
fired, picking and eating the burnt bodies of fellow men ; while

thousajids of horses were moaning in agony, with their flesh mangled

and hacked to satisfy the cravings of a hunger that knew no pity. la

many of the sheds, men, scarcely alive, had heaped on tJieir frozen

bodies human carcases, which, festering by the communication of'

animal heat, had mingled the dying and the dead in one mass of pii!-

trefaction. ' p. 3i, 35.

But the great blow was struck by the destruction of the French
army. The spirit of the Russian people burst forth, and was
encouraged with equal skill and magnanimity by the Emperor's
personal exertions. The Prussians seized the opportunity of

deserting their proud and overbearing ally ; Austria at length

took the same course j and the campaign of lSi3 was fought

by a very inferior force of French troops, many of them newly

raised, arid ahnost without cavalry. The event is well known.
After gaining several victories in the early part of the season,

and maintaining a desperate contest at Dresden, they were

forced to retreat towards their own frontier; and, being aban-

doned by the Bavarians and Saxons, sustained a memorable de-

feat at Leipsig, which had the effect of carrying the war into

France* During these operations of the combined armies, we
find the Russians acting with the others on a footing of appa-

rent equality in point of discipline j, and it is certain, that when
they entered the enemy's country, their conduct was, by the

unanimous testimony of the inhabitants, the least offensive, and
most regular ;—a signal proof how greatly they had improved in

the habits of civilized v/arfare. The unparalleled exertions of

Buonaparte during the last part of the contest, when fighting

for his crown upon the French soil, are thus alluded to by Sir

R. Wilson, in a passage which contains hints at much curious

information of a secret nature. We really must warn him a-

gainst this habit of writing history by reference and insinuation.

If he did not intend to teli us the story, and had any reason for

only hinting at what he knows, there would be less to find fault

with. But it is clear that he has no desire to conceal his infor-

mation ; and that he refrains from putting it in plain, intelligi-

ble, narrative language, only because he cannot prevail upon
himself to relinquish the ambitious style of epigram and decla-

Ination.

* With sixti/ thotisand brave and indefatigable men, he baffled the

operations of tiw hundred thousand for more than six weeks ; obtain-

tid victories, which obliged Alexander to seek the Austrian com«

G
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mander in his bed, at four o'clock in the morning, " to desire hp
would instantly expedite a courier to Cliatillon with orders for the

signature of the treaty of peace, as agreed to by the French nego-

tiator, " until he heard, unfortunately for his master, Napoleon, of

those very successes which made the Emperor of Austria, with one

noMeman and one servant, fly, in a German droska, for safety to Di-

jon, and remain there thirty hours virtually a prisoner, and strictly

one, if any Frenchman had done his duty—victories, which tln-ew

the allied army, then only one hundred and ttventij thousand strong,

with the sovereigns, between the cifij of Paris and his cannon, Avith-

out anij line of communication ivith the Rhine, or a7it/ intermediate ma-
gazines, Szc. ; without a??j/ ammunition, and without any stores, except

such as were in movement tvith the army itself- —victories, which screw-

ed them, as it were, in a vice, from which, if defection had not ex-

tricated them, they were unable to secure their escape, and j^et ob-

liged to make the attempt.
' The measures which, it was believed, had been long in pre^^ara-

tion, were consummated at the veiy instant Napoleon's success seem-

ed beyond the power of misfortune ! and the movement on St Dizier,

which merited empire, lost him his croivn.

' Ten thousand men of the allies had been killed or wounded in

the attack on Montmartre, chiefly from the artillery served by the

boys of the polytechnic schools. The acquisition of this post as-

sured only the destruction of buildings, if the experiment of bom-
bardment had been made. The army was too weak and too ill pro-

vided to attempt a forcible occupation of the city, which must have

expended so many men and so much ammunition, as to have render-

ed the possession untenable, when Napoleon approached with his

army to its relief, and the sallying force too weak to hazard battle

in the open field. -»

' Such was the conviction on the minds of those charged with

the conduct of the Allied army, that a retreat ivas already resolved

on, in case the promised cooperation in the city had not been accom-p

phshed. ' p. 60—62.

Whtn hostilities broke out anew in 1815, the Russian army,

thoueh it arrived too late to bear a part in that extraordinary

campaign which, in a few days, finished the war, yet present-

ed a spectacle sufficiently imposing. Our author says that the

lii(),000 men of which it'consisied, when reviewed at the camp
of Virtu, « astonished the assembled Staff of the other armies

of Europe, by an uniformity of discipline never before wit-

nessed in such a large body of troops. ' We have heard that

the remark which follows v/as made by a very high military au-

thority, perhaps the highest of the present day—' that each

battalion seemed a chosen one, and vet there was no prefer^

M 3
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encc. ' We must now pass over a jrreat deal of discussion

into which the author enters, extremely foreign to the subject

of Ilu?sia, and relating entirely to the proceedings at Paris,

and particularly to the alleged violation of the convention by

the trial of Ney. He afterwards returns to the topic which

forms, or should form, the matter of his book, and follows the

Emperor Alexander back to St Petersburgh. The temporary

displeasure of his Nobles at his long absence, was soon remov-

ed J and the glory acquired by the Russian arms made him as

popular 33 any prince could desire to be. He lost no time in

pursuing his measures for maintaining the foreign influence which

he had acquired, and in prosecuting the darHng policy of Rus-

sia, to push herself more into the heart of Europe. The con-

nexion formed with Holland by the marriage of one Grand

Dutches?, with Wirtemberg by that of another, and with Prus-

sia by the marriage of the Grand Duke, are useful, in the

only way in which family alliances ever can operate upon na-

tional affairs, that is to say, by producing a firm and intimate

connexion for a certain time, and increasing the facilities of

exerting influence acquired from other more secure and perma-

nent sources. The connexion with a maritime power like Hol-

land, may be very important to Russia, whose greatest want is

the want of sea-coast and ports ;—the Wirtemberg alliance ex-

tends still further her footing in the remote parts af Germany,

already established in Baden, Weimar, and Oldenburgh, by si-

milar means ;—while the Prussian match has confirmed, by

gentler ties, an influence over one of her two most powerful

neighbours, originally founded in almost irresistible superiority

of force. The effects of such alliances, however, we are alto-

gether inclined, with our author, to regard as subordinate to the

steady operation of other circumstances more substantial in their

nature, and to which we shall now advert.

Having followed the general sketch given in these pages, of

what Russia has actually done, we are prepared to consider the

statistical part of the subject, with less liability to be misled by

resources marshalled upon paper. The Empress Catherine, by

various acquisitions, increased the number of her subjects by a-

bout twelve millions ; and, when Alexander mounted the throne,

he had above thirty-six millions of people under his dominion.

They have since been increased to forty-four millions at the

least; for, in J 808, they were forty-two,—and about 200,000

square miles ol territory have since been added. The acquisitions

of Alexander, too, have been far more important in improving

his position, than in augmenting the numbers of his subjects.

While Finland was Sweuish^ his capital was never for a moment
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secure. The Poles, whom he has conciliated as subjects, were

danfrerous as neighbours. He has freed himself from apprehension

on the side of Turkey, by the possession of Bessarabia ; nmd the

subjugation of Georgia, with the acquisition of Shirvan, has re-

moved the great source of annoyance which the hostile tribes of

the Caucasus, and the advanced position of Persia, afforded.

Secured, in a defensive point of view, by acquisitions, Hussia

is advanced, in all directions, within reach ot the mott tender

point in each of her neighbours. Thus Stockholm and Bsrlin

lie open to her; and Prussia, if not Sweden, must foRow her

policy implicitly. Austria, single-handed, is evidently quite un-
able to cope with her; and it remains to be seen, whether sho

is not also a match for any combination with France and Eng-
land which that power can form. Persia might have been ex-

pected to assist the Porte ; but it seems * she has laid herself

prostrate at the feet of Russia, by a treaty lately made under
the auspices of England.' She can, by die Caspian, land an
army within a hundred miles of the Persian capital, and with-

in 400 of the Persian Gulph, from whence the voyage to Bom-
l)ay is less than a month. There is also an internal navigation

from the Baltic to Astracan. The use she is enabled to make
of such a position must be gathered from what she has been able

to do already, and may be illustrated by the following remarks.

' Can Russia, who in the year 1799 had a disposable army of onlj'

Jift^ thousand men ; in the year 1807, not more than eighty thousand,

to defend both capitals; and in the year 1813, only three hundred

thousand * on her tvhole territory, after several years preparation

;

—can she, notwithstanding a destructive invasion, and wars of such

great waste and expenditure, have collected and re-equipped armies

sufficient to defend her acquisitions and improve her advantages ?

The answer is, She can ; and Europe and Asia must acknowledge

the truth of that assertion: for, both quarters of the globe are over-

shadowed by the mass of six hundred and fort ij thousand men, which

an establishment of one million iivo hundred thousand ranges in order

of battle, exclusive of militia, Tartar cavalrj^, &c.
' The fact is, that Russia, after posting thirti/ thousand men of

appropriate force, with artillery, &c. in Finland, cighti/ thousand on
the frontier of Gallicia, sixti/ thousand in Moldavia, thirfi/ thousand

on the frontier of Armenia, as many in Persia, and leaving a reserve

of 07ie hundred thousand men to sustain these armies, possesses still a

disposable force of above tivo hundred thousand infantry, eighty thou-

* ' Peter the Great is said to have had one hundred thousand men at

Narva; but they were troops of that description which prasent them-

selves under the image of sheep, whose numbers never disturb the

wolves, and which eijrht thousand Swedes, being disciplined, conquered.'
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sand cavalry, and one thousand irw hundred guns better horsed for ser-*

vice tlian any artillery or cavalry in the world ; f—an army, than

which, there is none more brave, and with which no other can march,

starve, or suffer physical privations and natural inclemencies. She
lias moreover a population equal to the needed supply, and to a great

portion of whom the habits and sufferings of war are familiar ; while

no power in Europe can raise, equip, or maintain their forces, with

such disdain of the price of blood. '

:f:
p. liS—150.

Thf* following facts also merit attention.

' It may interest the reader to know, that the establishments of

the Russians commence at Okotsh, on the Siberian coast, in a bay
of the Pacific Ocean ; that they extend from thence by Kamschadka
io the north-west coast of America, where the principal establish-

ments have been long fixed in the populous island of Kodia (inha-

bited by hunters, and situated in 57i degrees north, and 152J west

longitude from Greenwich), and in Norfolk Sound, 57 degrees north,

and 135 west longitude ; where the fort is so considerable as to be
armed with 100 pieces of cannon. Since the year 1813, however,

the Russians have descended the American coast, passed the Colum-

bia river five hundred miles, and settled in Badoga, at 38 j north, and
only thirty miles from the Spanish establishments in California ; where
they not only are trading with great advantage, but are profiting by
a fine climate and fruitful soil, to feed their more northern posses-

sions. The passage from the north-west coast of America to the

Persian Gulf may be averaged between three and four months ; but

a ship leaving Bussorah in April, to profit by the S. W. Monsoon,
would easily gain the N. W. coast of America in three months. ' p,

156, 157.

The author next takes a view of the powers that may be ex-

pected to oppose Russia,—but in the same discursive manner in

which he is ?o fond of treating every subject. We are far from
saying that the«e pages contain no rensoning, any more than we
liave a.^strted, that the former parts of the vohnne are destitute

of statements. The reflexions of the one, like the facts of the

other, are frequently deserving of great attention ; but they are

wrapt up in declamation, and allegory, and allusion, instead of

being laid simply and plainly before the reader. It always seems
as if Sir Robert Wilson considered the language of ordinary

statement below the dignity of an author. He is known to be
an cl qucnt man, and to have addressed assembled multitudes

with great effect. We will venture to say, that he spoke upon

f ' The militia would perform the garrison duties, if all the regular

troops were required on emergency in the field. Her defensive meansj

indeed, are so great and various, as to be incalculable.
'

. ;{:
' The actual pay of a Russian soldier is net much above half a

crov/n a month.

'
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those occasions in a very different style from that of his book ;

for his object was to make his hearers understand him, and feel

"with him. He succeeded : and he must have used the plain na-
tural language which comes at cnce to the aid of unpractised

speakers, who have information to give, or feelings to expres?,

and have no time to do so in a roundabout way. Let him write

his next work in the same manner,—and criticism will be mute.
He begins with France. The present state of its government

he considers as incapable of drawing forth the resources of the
country. The Crown and the People are not united by justice

and favour on the one hand, confidence and gratitude on the

other. The Bourbons he regards as placed over their subjects

by foreign armies, and reigning secure only as long as they are

protected by the force which restored them. He describes them
as identified with all the disasters and humiliations which have
exhausted the French severely, and irritated them still morej
and he deems th^m as responsible, in the eyes of the nation,

for the violated faiih of the Allies. To allay the animosities

which spring from the restoration, they have, according to him,
done nothing that prudence pointed out. On the contrary, he
charges them v^ith beginning a system of proscription and cruel-

ty which they were only driven from by the universal spirit of re-

sistance it was rapidly exciting. In this state of things, he sees

no prospect of any efficient alliance between France and foreign

Governments, for the preservation of the existing arrangements

;

and, admitting that she could raise a powerful army, it would
be more dangerous to the dynasty of its own rulers than to the

power of any common enemy. But suppose it to cooperate cor-

dially with those rulers, cur author is persuaded that Austria

on the side of Italy, and England in the Scheldt, would have
more reason to dread its operations than Russia and her allies.

We only stop at present to remark the inconsistency of part of
this reasoning. By the supposition, we understand Russia, Prus-
sia, and the Netherlands to be the common enemy. How then
could England, supposing affairs in such a posture as to unite

her with France, entertain any dread of the Scheldt falling un-
der the power of her new ally, that is, of the alliance against

the common enemy succeeding in one of its objects? If such a

jealousy could exist, it would only prove, that the time had not
arrived when Russia was more formidable than our ancient

enemy.
Austria is next passed under review. The justice of the

measures by which she has been aggrandized at the expense
of independent states, has already been discussed by us on
asiore than one occasion. It is material, however, at pre-
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sent, to mark the impolicy of those aggressions upon national

rit'hts. She has a population of twenty-eight millions ; but, of

th: se, above eight millions are, according to our author, re-

tained in subjection by force, being Gallicians, Montengrins,

Ragusans, Italians ; while almost as many more, viz. the Hun-
garians, he regards as liable to be seduced, or to betray their back-

ward ncss or discontent, from the impolitic jealousy with which
tliey have always been treated. Austria, therefore, could never

muster more than 350,000 men ; and Russia has nearly twice as

many, v/ith Poland as her advanced post, and Prussia as her auxi-

liary. The Austrian finances, too, lie considers to be bankrupt,

and ihat England can no longer be looked to for a treasury, any
more than France for a reserve :— Another specimen of bad rea-

soning: for though certainly the state of our finances renders

any further aid in money extremely diflicult, yet, hy the suppo~

iiiion, France is to support Austria, the question bemg, how far

an union of England, France ai'd Au.-tria, can stand against

Russia. In all he says of the dislike that generally attends the

x\ustrian government in the concjuered provinces, we believe no
one can differ, who is acquainted vrilh its unaccommodating and
rapacious character.

With regard to the Turk, few observations may suffice. He
is already pressed by Russia both in Asia and Europe—on the

Danube and in Armenia. His nominal subjects, twenty-two mil-

lions, arc so scattered over Asia, Egypt, and Europe, as to be lit-

tle available in war. The two millions and a half in Egypt never

serve at all ; and the four millions of Greeks only serve on board

of ship. Besides the intestine commotions of the empire, the

constant enrnity, however suppressed, of the Greeks, and the

hostility frequently avowed, and sometimes successful, of the re-

bel pashas, form powerful diversions in favr-ur of any foreign

enemy. The soldiers, according to Sir R. Wilson, are brave

—

and every Turk is a soldier ; but discipline, or even common
subordination, is a quality unknown to them ; and a course of

years is necessary to give time for founding a system of defence;

•while, in the present circumstances of the empire, offensive o-

perations would be inevitable ruin.

Our auth.or comes, last of all, to the state of England ; and

he justly considers her as having come out of the late contest,

in a state extremely ill adapted to new exertions. With above

eight hundred millions of unredeemed funded debt, and sixty-

four millions of unfunded debt ; sfie would have to begin, he
says, with funding the latter sum at 20 or 30 per cent, discount,

the moment she went to war. In truth, our financial diffi-

pulties are here understated j—she could hardly, under any cir-
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cumstances, increase her expenditure beyond a few millions,

wivboul failing in her engagements, or for ever destroying her

credit. If, indeed, the country were directly attacked, he con-

siders its defence to be quite secure in the c(>urage and patriot-

ism of Englishmen, provided ihe popular feelings were called

forth, and the body of the nation allowed to defend themselves.

* Every Englishman, ' he exclaims (and we believe he was

himself an eyewitness of the act to which he alludes), * would,
* like Rostopchin, when he placed the torch to the curtains of
* his marriage-bed, to fire a splendid palace, solicit the sacri-

* fice of all he could offer on the altar of his country, even if,

* like Rostopchin, he thought it might be beneficial only by
* example. ' But as to any operations of more remote neces-

sity, and less apparent interest, he considers our power to be
extremely cramped, not only by our financial difficulties, but by
the unfortunate policy of which we have been the most distin-

guished patrons. Nothing can, indeed, be more lamentable

than that policy, in every point of view. England was possibly

exempt from the shame of inventing it ;—most probably she was

only drawn into the schemes of longer heads, by the ignorance

and imbecility of her representatives—by the derision in which
they held every thing like public justice, or the assertion of na-

tional rights—by their proneness to adopt every extrem.e of prac-

tical court-perfidy that seemed opposed to the theoretical doc-

trines of liberal and enlightened policy. Nevertheless, the con-
sequences have been most injurious to her character and her in-

fluence with the rest of the world, in proportion to the higher
estimate that had been formed of her virtues. We cannot enter

here at large into the whole history of the period ; but it may be
proper to cite one of the charges brought against England as a
principal in the faithless policy pursued during the last three

years. The ministers of the Allied powers published to all

Europe, on the 12th of May 1815, a declaration, < that the Go-
* vernments they represented, knew too well the principles which
* should guide them in their relations with an indcj)endent coun-
* try, to attempt (as they had been accused) any imposition of
* la-is:s upon it^ to meddle v^ith its internal affairs, to assign it a7uj
' form of government^ or to give it ndcrs in compliance ivith the
* interests or passio7is of its neighbojirs.' (p. 18,5.) In communi-
cating this formal act, our minister, Lord Clancarty, states of-
ficially, that, in the war now begun, the Sovereigns * do not
* propose to interfere with any lawful rights of the French peo-
* pie ; that they have no intention to oppose the right which the
* nation has to choose the form of government it thinks suitable,

f nor to trespass in any manner on its independence as a great
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* and free people. ' In a despatch of the 25th April 1815, from
the Foreign Oflice, llie (iesi;,'!! of ' imposintj any particular form
of government on France, ' is distinctly disavowed ; and the
Austrian minister, on the 4-th of May, echoed this sentiment, dis-

avowing at once the project and the right of continuing the war,
* to impose on France any government whatsoever. '—

' Before
and 4/firi ' h^is often been made the subject of contrast by poets
and by painters; but never, we believe, was the charge more mark-
ed, tlian in the memorable crisis to which we now refer. Those
who, before the battle of Waterloo, had « known too well ' their

own duties and the rights of ' inde})endent countries, to attempt
* any imposition of laws upon France,'—who treated as a calumny
the ' accusation of a design to meddle with its internal affairs, ot
* assign it any form of government, '—who indignantly dis-

claimed all ' intention to oppose its right of choosing a form of
* government, '—who regarded as ' a trespass, ' every act trench-

ing * on its independence '—were no sooner rcheved from their

mutual jealcuisies and common dread of the enemy, than they

first placed Louis forcibly upon the throne, and then set their

hands to the following compact.— » The Allied sovereigns have,
* nevertheless, in consideration of the high interest v/hich in-

* duces them to strengthen the authority of the legitimate so-

* vereign, promised to his Most Christian Majesty, to sripport

* him xvith their ar7ns agains^t all revolutionary convulsion, tend-
' ing to overturn by force the state of things actually establisb-

* ed, and which would thus threaten anew the tranquillity of
' Europe.

* But not forgetting, that, under the variety of shapes in which
* the revolutionary spirit may still show itself in France, there
* might be doubts as to what cases might require the interfere

* cnce of a foreign force ; and being well aware of the diffi-

* cullv of giving precise instructions applicable to each particu-

* culaV case, the Allied sovereigns have thought it most advis-

* able to confide in the known prudence and discretion of the
* Duke of Wellington, the determination of the time and m,ode.

* in \£hich it twuld be j^roper to cmphy the troops under his orders,

* in a full confidence, that he will in no case act'without having
* previously concerted his measures ivit/i his Majesty the King of
* France^ iiud that he will acquaint, as soon as possible, the
* Allied sovereigns with the motives which have engaged him to

* take his determinations.' * (p. 187, 188.)

* We are anxious to insert here the words of Lord Holland's pro-

test of the 19th February 1816, as they speak the genuine language

©f an English statesman.
—

' Because the treaties and engageni^nPS
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We have now followed the author of this tract through his

speculations, and have mentioned, as we proceeded, a few of the

objections to which his reasoning is frequently open; but we

have reserved for the conclusion of this article, such reflections

upon its general scope, r.nd such remarks upon the important

subject of his work, as have suggested themselves during its

perusal.

First of all, we are disposed to admit, to a very great extent,

the truth of the representation which he gives of the vast power

of Russia, and the increase which it has during late years re-

ceived beyond the natural development of national resources, by

the extraordinary accidents that have roused the energies of the

erapii'e, and advanced, even by means of prodigious disasters,

more rapidly than the ordinary course of things could have done.

The exasperation of the country by the invasion of iyi2, and

the subsequent destruction of the invading army, with the events

which followed in a succession equally rapid and brilliant, we
are willing to admit, accelerated, by many yeai's, the improve-

ment of the Russian army, and the improvement of the military

system generally ; beside acquii'ing for the Russian government

a premature degree of weight and reputation m European poli-

ticks. We must also allow, that Russia has been permitted to

gain such an ascendancy, and that her resources have been aug-

mented to such a degree, as may give her the means of creating

great alarm and mischief before she can be foiled in any attempt

to carry still further her projects of aggrandizement. But, on
the other hand, we cannot tor a moment believe that she could

succeed in the plan of universal empire, or acquire the same
formidable power which France of late years possessed.

It is not to be conceived that such designs could exist on the

part of Russia, without producing a combination to resist their

execution. We believe that our author has greatly mistaken the

probable effects of an external alarm upon the French nation.

Unpopular as the present dynasty is, the feeUng of national

honour is perhaps more powerful among the people than ever.

• contain a direct guarantee of the present government of France a-
' gainst the people of that country ; and, in my judgment, imply a
* general and perpetual guarantee of all European governments against
' the governed. I hold such a design to be unlawful, I believe it to

be impracticable ; and recollecting the principles on which the Re-
* volution in 1688, and the succession of the House of Hanover were
' founded, I cannot give the sanction of my vote to a system, which,
' if it had prevailed in those times, might have deprived this kingdom
• of all the benerits that have resulted from a national government and
• a free constitution. ' (p. 190.)
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because they are irritated by the recollection of their defeats

and humiliations, and pant for an opportunity of flinging

them into the shade, by the lustre of fresh achievements.

They still reckon war and victory as synonymous; and, be-
yond all question, the most popular act of their rulers will

be to make war, as soon as it can be done with safety. It

argues, in our apprehension, an imperfect estimate of their

character, to assert, that the armies raised by the French go-
vernment v,'ill be more dangerous to its own stability than to

its enemies. As long as no very outrageous act is doing ;—as

long as the great landmarks of the revolution are left untouch-

ed, and the sure though slow progress towards a truly popular
constitution is permitted gradually to consolidate the fabric of
the government upon the basis of publick liberty, the generally

prevailing dislike of confusion and change will maintain a dynas-

ty, odious perhaps at the first, and even now rather tolerated than

loved ; until it gains favour by its association with publick pro-

sperity. But, at any moment of its reign, we are convinced its

power will be augmented and consolidated, and not shaken by
dangers from without ; and that the force from which it has the

least to dread, is the army levied under its authority for the de-

fence of the country.

Surely, notwithstanding all her losses, and they are, after

the lapse of a year or two, rather in name than in substance,

France is still by far the most powerful nation on the Continent.

Her thirty millions * concentrstsd ; her vast natural j-esources

of soil and climate; and her position both for sea and land o-

perations, are more formidable to the neighbours against whom
she may bring her force to bear, than the forty- fo^r millions

of Russia scattered over half the globe, and only capable of

overwhelming a weaker state, if all the rest of Europe stand by

inactive. In a national and a popular war, France would be as

impregnable nov/, as she was five-and-twenty years ago. While

every thing like liberty v/as extinguished, and all public spirit

seemed to have perished with it, tne Allied armies marched in-

deed to Paris, after defeating the only troops opposed to them.

But we believe no man doubts, that if the French people had ta-

ken part with Buonaparte, either in 1814? or 1815, the result of

both campaigns would have been different. It is quite possible

that the recollection of those disasters, and the ardent desire to

revenge them, may even supply the place of a more free con-

stitution, and, in a very sliort time, enable France to present as

formidable a front as ever to the neighbouring powers. One of

the greatest errors committed by the Congress, was the leaving

* They are allowed to be above 29 by the latest returns.
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her in possession of Alsace and Lorraine. Here, as in all their

other arrangements with respect to her, too little was done to

reduce her means of annoyance, when so much had been done

to fill her with all the desire of revenge, and indeed to leave in

her side thorns which might rankle and irritate without weak-

eninsj.

The only secure foundation of an alliance is some one power-

ful state which can make head, even if left alone, against the

common enemy. If France were nearer Russia, unquestion-

ably the peace of Europe would be more secure ; but a cordial

cooperation with Austria would render the success of any at-

tack from the North scarcely practicable. The principal dan-

ger would unquestionably arise from the advantages which Rus-

sia might find in the discontents of the states lately delivered

over to new masters, especially the Austrian dominions on the

side of Italy ; and this is not so much a risk of ultimate con-

quest, as of difficult and protracted warfare. The present set-

tlement of continental affairs is exposed to similar danger from

the aggressions of France, after her strength shall have been re-

cruited. In concert with Russia, she may shake the authority

of Austria among her Italian subjects, by taking their part; or,

cooperating with Austria, she may appeal to the states unwillingly

incorporated with Prussia. In both these cases, however, as well

as in the former, we see little chance of any great strides being

made towards a power similar to that which Buonaparte lost by

the advance upon Moscow. But the repose of the world may
be put in jeopardy by attempts falling far short of success ; and

the mischief of the present ari'angement is, that it furnishes both

the motive and the means of such disturbance.

This leads us to what, we apprehend, is the great errar whicli

has been committed by ihe pacijicators of Europe. They have,

in every quarter, left the materials of change, and mutual an-

noyance ; because they have left the people discontented, and
because, with respect to the people, they have almost every-

where put themselves unequivocally in the wrong. By violat-

ing good faith, breaking promises, sacrificing the weak, despis-

ing all idea of national right, and of public principle, as un-
worthy of a Statesman's consideration, they have destroyed the

confidence at first reposed in their integrity and wisdom ; they

have taught mankind that courts are not to be trusted for the

redemption, in prosperity, of pledges given under the pres-

sure of disaster; they have planted everywhere, not adversa-

ries of this or that dynasty, but natural enemies of the exist-

ing arrangement of Europe. It may be vain, and it certainly

is useless, to inquire from what quarter the attempt will pro-
ceed, to encroach upon the limits prescribed by it to each State,
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One thing, however, is manifest, that danger may again appear in

any quarter, without the generous efforts to repel it, which freed

Germany from the French yoke; and another thing is equally cer-

tain, that wheie so many nations are held in subjection to fo-

reign masters, the first of the powers that is disposed to break
the league, which, after distributing millions of people like cat-

tle to their masters, now pretends to stifle the voice of nature by
force of arms, will find alhes everywhere to aid him. The sta-

bility of the system (as they call their patchwork) is thus at

every moment endangered ; and the power of putting down a
formidable enemy of national independence is circumscribed.

That England should have borne so conspicuous a part in

these transactions, is seriously to be lamented. She has lost

that high character for liberal policy and strict principle which
once not merely ennobled her in the eyes of other nations, but

^
strengthened her hands in regulating their affairs. The best

service that a lover of his country can now render to her, is to

show, by his protestations, that the crimes of the Cabinet were
not shared by the Nation,

But have the late wars not produced consequences almost as

fatal to our influence abroad, as the treaties which closed them ?

It is alarming to reflect upon the necessary inactivity to which
we must nov/ be doomed, should the peace of the Continent be

broken. An invasion, indeed, or any other imminent danger

to our own security, would be strenuously and successfully re-

pelled. But where is the man who can expect the people of

England to engage again in wars, to prevent the growth of re-

moter mischiefs ? The sinking fund barely covers the yearly

deficit of our peace establishment. Admitting that the Income
Tax could be raised to meet a war expenditure, thirty or forty

millions more must be annually borrowed ; and the history of

the last eight years demonstrates, that no new taxes can be raised

to pay the interest. The incalculable distresses from which the

country has hardly recovered, after three years of peace, must

be renewed in far worse circumstances ; an 1 an immense addi-

tion made to the load of debt which is already hardly to be en-

dured. As often as the necessity is mentioned of watching over

the balance of Europe (one of the first duties of an English

statesman in jjood times), the frightful picture of 1812 and ISIG

will rise in the people's recollection ; and the danger of perish-

ing, by present famine, is likely to make the risk of eventually

falhng by the sword be disregarded. A less lavish use of the

splendid resources which England once possessed, would have

preserved her power entire, without any injury to her honour j

and it is melancholy to reflect, that they who have squandered

away her resources, have also been the first to sully her fam§.
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Art. IX. Voyage en Savoie^ en Piemonty a Nice et a Genes.

Par A. L. Millin, Chevalier de i'Ordre Royal de la Legion

d'Honneur, &c. &c. 2 vol. 8vo. Paris, 1816.

"\X7"e are ashamed to confess, that we have allowed the many
^^ valuable productions of M. Millin which have appeared

since we started in our career, to pass unnoticed. He deserves

to be considered as one of the representatives of the worthy old

school of French archaiologists—of those men who have contri-

buted more towards the knowledge of antiquity than all Europe

besides. It is singular, indeed, that our lively neighbours should

have produced a host of the most sturdy PJid indefatigable writ-

ers. We see even the sprightly Caylus plodding like the seclud-

ed inmate of the cloister ; and the wig a-la-mode has cften co-

vered a head which would not have disgraced the cowl of St Ben-

net. All the works of M. Millin are distinguished by the unva-

ried diligence of the author. In his literary labours, we find a

condensation of matter which spares the inquirer many a weary

search through many a shelf of quartos and folios. He endea-

vours to be useful ; and he seldom fails to attain his end.

We were glad to see the announcement of the present work.

Although we have been almost surfeited with Italian travels of

every kind and quality ; yet a new description of Italy is by no
means superfluous. The remains of the middle ages in Italy

have been miserably neglected. It was almost in vain that

Maffei urged the necessity of extending to the memorials of

Christianity some portion of the favour with which the vestiges

of Paganism have been overwhelmed. Until of late, the Ita-

lians continued to hold the sculp, ure and architecture of the pe-

riod which elapsed between the fall of the Empire, and the so

called revival of the arts, in sovereign contempt; and our tourists

have seldom the courage to admire any object, except that to

which the Cicerone points hfs finger, or to allow their de^-crip-

tions to take a wider range than the useful chapters of the Guida
de' Forestieri. From the present writer we expected a bolder

proceeding

—

Gothic antiquity being as familiar to M. Millin as

classical antiquity was reputed : Nor have our expectations been
disappointed, to find many of the deficiencies of fornier travel-

lers supplied by his diligence and discernment. Even where they
have been most communicative, we now require fresh information.

Italy has been so often won and lost in the course of the last quar-
ter of a century, and so many visitations and calamities have fall-

en upon this garden of the world, that the greatest portion of our
standard works of reference has been rendei'ed useless. Even
the excellent tours of Forsyth and Eustace, perhaps the most
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intelligent travellers who ever visited these countries, are al-

ready out of date, and unsatisfactory. Until the revolutionary

wars, it seemed as if time stood still within the mountain bar-

rier of Italy. Very few political changes had taken place, by
which her institutions were deprived of their character of an-

tique permanence. The independence of the Italian states

was guaranteed by the jealousies of their neighbours;—hence
no adventurous spirit yet dared to snatch the ducal bonnet or

the triple crown from the brows of the feeble wearers. Few
governments had been more wise in their own conceit than

those of Italy ; and they continued glorying in their fanci-

ed wisdom, until they felt that all their wiles and politics

—

their * ragione di stato, ' became musty. The sages of Terra-
firma, and the sages of the Sea, had as little in common with

the ministry of Louis, or the cabinet of George, as with the

Conscript Fathers. The bark of St Peter yet floated on the

waters ; but the steersman sat at the helm, as of old, with his

astrolabe in his hand, and guided his vessel in her track ac-

cording to the calculations of the Almagest. Fie could not be
brought to acknowledge the fallibilit}' of the pilots who preced-

ed him, by unlearning their theory of the stars, or acknow-
ledging the imperfection of their instruments,—until the tempest

wrecked him.

After having seen Italy subjected to one mighty will, we are

now anxious to know the measure of good and evil which has

resulted to her from the sway of her late conquerors, the par-

tial reeal of some of her old rulers, and the kindly transfer

which has been made of many of her fair provinces to a new
race of taskmasters. Strong arms, and wise counsels, were

those which replaced Apollo and the Pope within the walls of

the Vatican, and which recalled Venus and the Grand Duke to

the banks of the Arno: And we hope that Rome and Florence

rejoice in the restoration of their treasures. The Wivern of Mi-
lan, the Lion of St Mark, the Red Cross of Genoa, were brought

together in the brilliant quarterings of the armorial ensign of the

kingdom of Italy. Perhaps it was to be lamented that they had

been assembled under the Iron Crown j but now the banner has

been rent, the shield has been broken asunder, and the tatters

and fragments, emblsznncd and glittering with the devices of

former independence and dominion, have been bestowed by

atrangers upon strangers, and withheld from all the owners who
once had borne them.

' L'ltalie a ete plusieurs fois decrite ; ainsi ce n'etoit pas respoir

de faire quelque heureux decouverte, qui m'inspiroit le desir de voir

ce pays si vante. Je voulois examiner n>oi-meme les grands nionu-

mens dont il s'enorgueillit, et que les meilleurs desseins et les gra-
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vures les plus fideles ne peuvent qu'imparfaitemen • epresenter.

D'ailleurs quoiqu'on a public tant de descriptions de I'ltalie, il n'ex-

iste aucun ouvrage qui en donne une idee conforme a celle qu'on doit

s'en faire aujourdhui. Misson est trop credule et trop abrtige. Du-
pnty est trop exalte. Richard, Lalande, Wolkman, Bernoulli, et ceux
qui lui leur ont succede, ont enrichi leufs ouvrages de details importans,

et seroient de meilleurs guides, mais leurs ecrits rtianquent d'ordre

;

ils ont tout recueilli sans gout et sans choix, et la marche des eve-

neinens a tellement vieilli ces ouvrages, qu'il y reste peu d'observa-

tions dont on puisse profiter. Des souverainetes ont ete detruites
;

les lois et radministration ont ete changees ; et, quoique les derniers

evenemens aient retabli plusieurs etats, et renouvelle plusieurs insti-

tutions ; ces revolutions ont amene de grandes variations dans les

mcEurs et les usages.
' J'ai done cru qu'il etoit encore possible de donner une nouvelle

description de I'ltalie, et de lui imprinmer quelque interlt, en visi-

tant cette riche contree, et en profitant de tons les ouvrages dont elle

a ete le sujet.
'

The main line of communication from France to Chambery,
commences with the noble road which was made across the mmm-
tains durincj the reign of Charles Emanuel the II., and finished

in 1670. In the passaize called the Passage de la Crotte, the

undertaking was attended with the greatest difficulty. The road

is hewn through rocks of a tremendous height for more than a

thousand toises.

From hence M. Millin passes into an Alpine scene. He
crosses * the sterile valley of Cous ; in which is situated the

waterfall, the * Cascade de Cous, ' described by Jean Jacques

Rousseau as ' the finest he had seen. ' M. Millin will only make
a partial admission of its beauty. ' Je le crois, ' is liis ansv.er ;

* mr.is ce n'est pas la plus belle qu'on puisse voir. ' The cor-

rectness of the perceptions of Jean Jacques for the picturesque,

cannot well be disputed ; and it must be recollected that M.
Millin saw the fall at an unfavourable season j besides which,

some of the rocks over v/hich the water flowed, have been dis-

placed, and the cascade has lost the bold rushing curve wiiich

constituted its principal beauty.

The capital of Savoy cannot boast of remote antiquity. In

the 12th century, Chambery v.'as an open vill, protected by a

moated baronial castle. The cathedral is a ' Gothic building,

'

in which M, Millin observed litde that was worthy of notice, ex-

cept some * ancient fresco paintings' of the Hth century. Its

walls were formerly adorned by the bearings and devices of the

lcni"'hts who tilted at the great tournament of Chambery in the

year I'Ai'S. Amongst them was the shield of Amadeus the Gth,

—
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whom we had rather call Amadis, like some of our old English

writers; it is a name of more knightly sound. Amadis obtained

the appellation of * the Green Earl; ' for this good knight always

appeared in the livery of the spring; his armour was green ; the

surcoats of his squires were green ; and the trappmgs of his

steed were green. The shields, and bearings, and devices, how-
ever, are now completely obliterated. The duty of officiating

at the cathedral happened, unfortunately for the admirers of

chivalry, to devolve upon the White Friars; and as the disciples

of the prophet Elisha entertain great aversion to all worldly pomp
and vanity, they covered over the bright emblems of love and
war with a thick coat of whitewash.

The tournaments used to be held in the Verney, a kind of

park thickly planted with trees, and which is now the favourite

promenade of the inhabitants of Chambery. The ancient

Verney has been improved in the modern French fashion

;

and these improvements have not increased its pleasantness. A
* Champ de Mars ' has been annexed to it, in which the sol-

diers who were lodged in the * immense Caserne ' erected by the

French Government, were occasionally drawn out and reviewed^

These military works have occasioned a loss which excites the

regret of our traveller. The old ' Jardin de I'Arqtiebuse ' has

been destroyed, in order to make room for the Parade, and the

Champ de Mars, and the barracks. Here they used to shoot

the popinjay ; and, according to the custom which prevailed in

many other countries where this pastime was practised, the suc-

cessiul marksman obtained the title of ihe ki7ig of the game.

The match was succeeded by processions and balls ; and when

his majesty of the popinjay had attained his honours, he was

bound to share them with a queen^ and, by a singular regula-

tion, this qjiecn was to be chosen from the class of inhabitants

to which he, the king, did not belong ; that is to say, if he

was a noble, the lady was to be a citizen's daughter, or the

victorious citizen was to be mated with a lady of patrician rank.

Six young candidates for the qtieenship, either noble or igno-

ble, according to the rank of the king, were chosen from a-

mongst the fairest ones of the town, by the grave Burgher-

council, the ' prudhommes ' of Chambery ; and the king se-

lected his companion from this little band of • maidens bright

of biee, ' who were collectively called the * Rose.
'

The dance was led off by the King and Qjieen : and the rest

of the dancers were matched, or rather mismatched, by the same

joyous rule which had brought the sovereigns of the feast toge-

ther. Each rulurier bad a partner of high degree, and each

noblemaii danced with the wife or daughter of a burgess. The
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Princes of Savoy sometimes joined in the spovt. It once liap*

pened that Victor Amadeus hit the popinjay, upon which he
was duly declared the king of the Arquebusiers. When it was
time for him to chuse his queen, all Chambery was in an uproar.

Such a thing had never happened before ; it was quite a new
case; a case to which the existing laws did not appear to be ap-

plicable. The judges were puzzled sorely J they couid not decide

whether the queen ought to be taken from the nobility, or from
the burgesses; for it was evident that the victor belonged to nei-

ther class. The Prince evaded giving a final determination up-
on this difficult point; and put an end to the dispute, by taking

the hand of a girl, a lawyer's daughter, who was not and could

not be included in either of the rival Roses which had been nam-
ed by the contending parties. Our graver readers must pardon
us for these little details.

The Abbey of Haute Combe was founded by Amadeus the

Vth, in 1225; and afterwards became the burial-place of a long

line of Princes. According to the usual fiitc of pious foundations

situated in the countries which have been annexed to France, the

Abbey has been spoiled and desecrated. It is converted into a

porcelain manufactory, and as M. Millin expresses himself, * des
* fours a faience, symbole de lafragilite humaine, ont remplac^ ces
* iilustres tombes. ' In this church are deposited the remains

of an English prelate, the tyrannical Boniface, Archbishop of

Canterbury, whose sacrilegious oaths and pugilistic prowess are

dolefully bewailed by Matthew Paris. This monument escaped

the first general devastation ; but it has since been annihilated.

Former travellers descrihedAquabella as a poor town ; but to M.
Millin it appeared prosperous and full of life. The total cessation

of all maritime commerce had given a temporary activity to all the

towns on the road of Mount Cenis. Aquabella, so called from

the limpid streams by which it is watered, ought to be a place

of note in English history, as it is the birth-place of Peter de

Egeblanke, Bishop of Hereford, a prelate who acted a conspi-

cuous part in the reign of Henry the Hid, and whose memory
* exhales a loathsome and brimstone stink ;

' as we are told in

the bitter pages of the venerable monk of St Alban's, who never

spares pope, prince or prelate.

This Bishop, of hateful memory, is buried in the collegiate

church of Aquabella, which he * founded, built and endowed.

'

The same church also contained the sepulchral monument of

Peter of Savoy, Earl of Richmond, the uncle of our Queen
Eleanor, who was as Uttle hked in England as the bishop, his

namesake and relation.

The church has been ruined in the late wars—-the walls alone

N 2
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are standing. The site of Peter of Aquabella's tomb, however, is

still pointed out;—but the iiionument has disappeared. In the o-

pinion of Mr Kerrich, a most competent judge, * it was a work of
' considerable intrinsic merit, and not without great beauty, al-

* though in rather a hard dry style, such as, if the figure were
* antique, would be dignified with the title of severe :—the
* whole is executed with the utmost delicacy. ' * The monu-
ment was further remarkable, by preserving the name of the

artist ; this occurs rarely—and * Master Henry of Colonia ' is

almost the only ultramontane sculptor of the middle ages whose
existence is thus recorded.

When Mr Kerrich saw the tomb of the Earl of Ptichmond,
it was greatly mutilated—both the legs were broken, and one of

them was lost. The people of the place seemed to know very

well who he v/as ; but they called him an Englishman, and in-

sisted that he was related to the Bishop who was buried under
the other tomb. From the silence of M. Millin, we must infer,

that the tomb of the Earl has shared the fate of the tomb of
the Bishop. It is fortunate, therefore, that the elegant pencil

of Mr Kerrich has rescued these fine specimens of art from ob-
livion. This gentleman tantalizes us ; he just opens his port-

folio, and allows us to peep at the treasures which it contains,

and then he closes it in our faces. It were greatly to be wished
that he would attempt the history of the progress of the arts in

France and Italy. Such a vv'ork would be most acceptable ;

nor is the necessity of it superseded by the appearance of Azin-
court's historj'.—Azincourt's subjects are selected without judg-
ment ; and the plates of his expensive book are executed without
taste or feeling.

Whilst M. Millin was travelling through Maurienne, he met
with several troops of little mountaineers, all of whom were un-
der ten years of age.— ' We r.xe going to France, my good Sir,

'

was the answer which he received to his inquiries. Savoy had
been long united to France ; but, notwithstanding this union, it

was quite impossible to convince the Savoyards that they were
Frenchmen. They migrate like swallows. The young Savoy-
ards sally forth every autumn, in great flights, from the moun-
tainous districts of Savoy. In the winter season, they disperse

themselves throughout the towns of France, where they earn a
scanty pittance by their industry ; they clean shoes, and take
upon themselves the indefinable office of Commissionaires ; and,
above all, they employ themselves in the standard vocation

©f the country—in sweeping chimneys. Grave auihors main-

* Archaiologia, Vol. XVIII Art. 17.
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tain, that their fellow inhabitants of the mountains, the bears,

first taught them the art of ch'mbing. When spring comes in

again, they uncJergo as sudden a change as the May-day meta-
morphosis of our heroes of the brush and shovel. They quit

France, and return to their native huts ; and cheerfully pay over

to their poor p;irents the whole amount of their winter gains.

DuriMg the summer they tend the cows, and work in the fields,

until the autumn, when they again quit their rural occupations,

for the polluting drudgery of Paris.

The word Savoyard has become quite a technical term in the

French language ; it is universally employed by the French to

denote a chimney-sweeper, let him come from what part of the

world he may. The natives of Savoy, therefore, feel that it

degrades them, and they prefer taking the name of Savoisiens.

M. Millin takes many exceptions to this innovation, which he
maintains to be contrary to grammar and etymology. ' They
* should call themselves Sabaudicns^ ' says he ; ' or else they
* should call themselves Savaudiens. ' And he will not admit
that they are justifiable o?' breaking Priscian's head, even for the

purpose of ridding therjseives of an appellation to whinh the

unconquerable spells of habit and custom have annexed so many
humiUating associations.

The fcr! ile plains of Piedmont arc discernible from the point

of Mount Cenis called the Molaret ; and M. Millin thinks that it

was from this station that Hannibal shovi^ed Itaiy to his soldiers.

From the Molaret to Susa, the mountain presents only an easy
descent ; and the swarms of tattered beggars * who now sur-
* round the traveller, sufficiently announce that he has entered
* Italy. ' The enthusiasm with which he had begun his jour-

ney now revived. His own words only can do justice to his

ardour.

' La nuit approchoit quand j 'arrival a Suze. Apres avoir franchi

le Mont Cenis, je croyois que tout alloit deja me paioitre nouveau.
' Je la tiens cette terre sacree; la voiia eufinj m'ecnai-je, cette Ita-

lic ; ce sent ses villes, ce sont ses nations que je vais voir.

' Je parcourus presque a tatons Its rues de la ville et ses approch-

cs, attendant avec impatience, le lendemain pour visiter Tare qui lui

donpe quelque celebrite, et commencer mes observations.

'

M. Millin began his * course ' in search of the antiquities of
Suza, in company with a ' respectable canon, ' one Monsieur
Marietti, v.'ho was ' well acquainted with the history and the
* monuments of his country. ' Poor Monsieur Marietti is now
numbered with the departed. * La mort I'a enleve depuis : je
* n'en dois pas moins temoigner ma reconnoissance pour les

* bons offices qui j'en ai re9us.
*
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The arch of Suza, to which he walked along with Monsieur

Marietti, was erected in honour of Au<4ustus, by Marcus Julius

Cottius, a deposed king of the Cottian Alps. Marcus Cottius was

conquered by the Romans, who afterwards restored him to the

enjoyment of a small portion of authority in his former domi-

nions, under the title of Prefect. M. Millin gives the details of

the inscriptions and sculptures on the arch ; the latter of which

have not been accurately described by former travellers. In

the year 1805, two headless statues of * excellent workmanship *

were dug up near the arch. These torsos offered no distinguish-

able characters; but it was nevertheless 'conjectured,' in the

way that the cognescenti are wont to conjecture, that the

one was intended for Augustus, and the other for the Pre-

fect. According to this supposition, M. Millin observes, that

• it would at least have been proper to have allowed them to

• continue where they were discovered, as being local monu-
• ments ; ' but they * hastened' to send the mutilated trunks to

Paris, where the head of the Emperor Napoleon was placed on

the shoulders of one of them, and the head of the Emperor Ti-

berius was fitted to the other.

The great church of Suza is well stocked with relicks. They
have as much of the body of St Maur, as was left after satisfying

the veneration of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, who solicited a

portion of it in the year 1679. They have also the body of St

Stephen. There is, to be sure, another body of St Stephen in

the church of St Lawrence at Rome : but. the priests of Suza

were induced to set up in opposition to the priests of St Lawrence,

5n con -equence of a lucky discovery which took place in 1520.

On the 1st daj ofDecember in that year, one John Baptist Serra-

no, a masoii of Lugano, was employed to pull down part of the wall

ofa chappi in the "athedral dedicated to St Stephen. In the course

of his operations, this happy workman found an *enveloppe'

of paper in a hole in the wall, which immediately crumbled into

dust, with the exception of one small fragment containing the

following letters, C. SCTJ. STEPHl PTTTOM. ; these were

easily deciphered, and found to signify. Corpus Sancti Stepha-

ni Prothom^rtiris. It was now necessary to account for the pre-

sence of the body at Suza. This was accomplished by an inge-

nious chain of ccnjectures. Tne Patriarch of Alexandria might

have given it to Charlemagne, Charlemagne might have offered

it to the Abbey of Novalaise, from thence it might have been

translated to the Church of St Justus; and when it arrived

there, it mighty though no one knew why or wherefore, have

been deposited in the hole in the wall. And upon these grounds

it was determined, that this must be the main relic, and that the
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church of St Lawrence could only boast of some parts or par-

ticlps of St Stephen.

Part of the houses in the quarter of the roble?, the ' contrada

di nobiii, ' were destroyed in the year 1728 by b flood. The pa-

Jaces of the nobles, which are now in the other parts of the town,

are distinjQfuishfd from the dwellings of the plebeians by a small

column or mullion in the windows; besides which, they have a

great door and a little door, an honour to which no vulgar house

can aspire.

' Celles des nobles sent distinguees dans Suze de celles des

plebeiens, par une petite colonne mince qui separe la croisee. Aiicune

maison bourgeoise ne devoit avoir cet ornement. On recfinnoit en-

core a leur double entree, les chetives demeures des nobles que Ton

commence dejk a nommer palais; elles ont une grande porte et une

petite.

'

M. Millin complains, and doubtless with reason, that at Suza

no food can be found either for the body or for the mind,—no ve-

getables, no bread, no fruit, no Hbrary, no cabinet, and no hom-
ines celebres ; for it is greatly to be apprehended, thnt all the

learning of Suza expired along with her late bright ornaments,

the Abbe Sacchetti, and Mons. Marietti, the Canon.

' Monsieur I'Abbe Sacchetti et meme le chanoine Marietti, qui

«ont morts depuis mon premier sejour dans cette ville, auront-ils des

euccesseurs ?

'

The villagers are uncouth and boorish. The * men look vpon
* their wives as bea-ts of burthen. If their cows are ill, ' ihey

send for the * medecin; ' but if their wives are ailing, they are

left to themselves. I: may, however, be doubted whether this

species of neglect is a conclusive proof of the * brutality * of the

villagers of Mont Pantier; for M. Millin states, that the women
are so hardy that they return to their domestic labours imme-
diately after childbinh ; and they probably tare better when left

to the aid of nature, than if they had been placed urder ihe

care of the village doctoi-. Many strange customs, which

were related to our author by * Monsieur Derrien, ' prevail

amongst the peasants inhabitmg the Alp?, in the neighbourhood

of Suza. At GraviereSi when the bridegroom goes to the house

of his intended spouse, for the purpose of conducting her to

church, one of the relations of the lady disguises himself like a

tattered old woman; he bears a distaff by his side, and a set of

skimming dishes and ladles hangs at his girdle ; in this atlii'e he
places himself at the house door. A dramatic dialogue is then

held, which has doubtless been settled fVom time immemorial.

Th^ fictitious beldame offers herself as the bride,— ' y vos voye
« jpas o sie trojj pnUta ;

' * 1 woij't have you, you are too
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ugly, * is the answer given by the suitor in the patois of the
country. They then scold and abuse each other; till at length
a very little miss is brought out, who is also rejected by the sur-

ly bridegroom—* vun e pas celuy Ve trop jouven ,-
'

' Ixvon't have
her, she is too tender. ' The bridegroom and the old woman
quarrel again ; till at last the carline dips one of her skuDDiing
dishes in a pot of boiled rice which is placed by her side, and
which she spurts against the bridegroom. The real bride then
comes forth, and meets her impatient lover.

One of the amusements of the villagers is a species of morris-
dance, or rather sword dance. The dancers are dressed like

Roman soldiers, ' ou a peu pres. ' The * Spadonieri, ' for so

they are called, were originally part of the actors in an ancient

traditionary mystery, of which the subj ct was the decollation

of Sl John the Baptist, fhe Spadonieri were only known in

particular places till the year I73i, when the inhabitants of
Giaglossi:, and iriany other villages, first learnt the dance from
the inhabitants of Salbcrtand, a neighbouring commune. This
fact is very singular, and shews how slowly rhe inhabitants of
secluded districts acquire new customs. The Salbei tandians had
the spadonieri in 1637.

The ca'^teliated monastery of St Michael is erected on the
summit of Mount PircJieriano. The founder, Hugh ' le de
Cousu, ' was advised to choose this spot by a frie):o, whom he
consulted respecting the accomplishment of a vow which he had
made. It came to pass, that Hugh fell asleep immediately af-

ter the conversation s • had j and the same advice was repeated

to him in a vision. Few legends have a greater appearance of
veracity. It is said by some, that Hugh began to build his

monastery on Mount Caprassio, and that the materials were mi-
raculousiy tra isported to Mount Pircheriano. But as this miracle

seems to contradict the vision, we submit that it may be reason-

ably doubted.

M. Miilin has given a striking description of the ' Sagra di

San Micheie, ' wliich we hhall trariscribe.

' On voit s'elever cet enorme edifice, a la fois militaire

et religieux. II faat pour aniver, raonter un immense escalier qui

tourne en perron, et contre le mur du quel sont d'autiques tombeaux,
qui ont ete ouverts il y a dejii long-temps. Les corps qui en ont

i^te terres, sont p'ac&s dans une embrasure qui occupe la milieu de
cet escalier, et qui est aussi compose de gradins. lis sont dresses

contre le mur, ou places sur Icurs tombeaux, comuie si la troui-

pette avoit Sonne pour les en faire sortir, et comparoitre au dernier

jugement. Des pieux pelerins les ont coiffes de voiles bleux ou
rouges, et les ont ceints de draperies de meme couleur, cet atti-

rail ajoute encore a reffroi, qu'inspirent ces corps desseches ; ils sem^
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blent etre les guardiens de ces voutes immexises qu'eclaire ua foible

jour. II ne reste d'autre ornement sur ces antiques tombes, qui des

ecus en pointes charges d'armoires.

'

Behind the monastery is a precipitous rock, called the leap of

La Bellotta. They say that n girl, who was thus called on ac-

count of h(-r beauty, was pursued to the brink of the precipice

by a lustful stjldier. She invcked the help of the Virgin, and
threw herself down the rock; and it is scarcely necessary to

add, that she escaped unhurt. Thus far there are many paral-

lel legends. La Bellotta was doomed to experience a fatal ca-

tastrophe. Thei'e were unbelievers even in those days, who
doubted the truth of the miracle; and La Bellotta, who confided

in her patroness, atfempted to silence them by repeating the ex-

periment. But she ternpted Heaven ;—the Virgin denied her

succour ; and poor Bvjlotta was dashed to pieces by the fall.

M. Miilin receiv-.^d a grand welc(>me wiien he reached the hotel

* de I'Europe' at Turin; and he seenis to have been greatly a-

mused by it. On aligbling, he was immediately surrounded by
the ' maestre dell' Albergo^ four valets splendidly dressed in li-

* veries of fustian trimmed with tinsel, and two tail chasseurs.*

Our Savan, who well understood that this brilliant suite v;as the

preliminary to a forinidable attack on his pocket, * yielded for a
* moment, and allowed himself to be conducted into the grand
* apartment.* lis then came to a proper understanding with

mine host, and obtained * a decent and convenient, hgcment*
for a moderate price; while the valets and the chasseurs duffed

their fustian fiuery, and waited upon him in a ' simple' jacket,

until the arrival of another stranger.

* Tous les valets avoient ete remettre leurs riches habits au crochet,

et firent le service avec une siaiple veste, jusqu'a ce que un nouvel

avertissement ieur annon9at qu'ils devoient aller i*epeter aupres d'un

autre etranger la scene qu'ils venoient jouer pour moi.

'

It will be recollected, that Uous.-cau expatiates upon the con-

trast between the regularity and cheerfulness of Turin, and the

dirt and gloom of those parts of Paris which he first entered

after his Italuui journey. Smce his tinis, tlie city has become
still more cheeriul, and it has undergone fardier improvements.

The bastions and ramparts, and all the gates have beer, demolish-

ed ; and the air circulates freely through iis straigijt-jmed streets,

and spacious squares. Under the Sardinian government, each

street bore the name of a patron saint. This iiuaienciature did

not please the wise and philosophical French authorities. France
began by producing two orthodox * denicbeurs de saints ;

' and
she ended with myriads who followed that c. llir.g in a very dif-

ferent spirit. They attempted to gubstiuue the names of the
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^departments of Piedmont and of the * victories of our armies '

—

fcut with as Httle effect as the noble endeavours which have been
elsewhere made to convert Goose creek into the Tiber. The
theatre of Carignan belongs to the princely family which bears

that title, and adjoins their palace. In this theatre the grand opera
is acted with all the ' luxury of representation v/hich it requires.

'

M. Millin was present when * Figaro ' was played for the first

time. That evening should form an era in the history of music
in Italy ; none of the productions of Mozart had hitherto been
heard in an Italian orchestra. The * amateurs ' were so equally

divided in opinion, that it became very difficult to ascertain

whether the contents or the non-contents had gained the day.

Some insisted that Figaro was damned ; according to others, it

v/as received with uncommon applause.

The Turinese are great patrons of the drama ; and, besides

their theatres, they can boast of two uncommonly fine puppet-
shows. A company of the very first-rate puppets act in the
' Theatre des Marionnettes, ' in the ' rue de la Doire. ' They
perform admirably well. The first piece which the puppets re-

presented was an heroic drama, ' dans le genre nohle, ' called the
Desert Island. The principal puppets appearing in the after-

piece were Tartai and Gianduja, who are ''motions'' of great

and versatile powers. The little actors speak in Italian, with
the exception of Gianduja.

. ' qui s'exprime toujours en Piemontais, et qui doit dire

des choses tres boufFonnes ; car a chaque moment ceux qui I'enten-

doient etouffoient de rire.

' La premiere piece, intitulee L'Isola disabitata, etoit un drame
du genre noble. Ce spectacle me fit plaisir, parceque c'etoit un exer-

cice pour la laiigue.

'

Gianduja had not always been called Gianduja ; he was once
called Girolamo : But the manager of the puppetshow, for wise

reasons, had chosen to new-name his wooden Roscius, out of

respect for a reigning sovereign.

In those ticklish times, even puppets were time servers. The
theatre was crowded with * de gens biens mis, ' who enjoyed

the spectacle with rapturous applause. On another evening,

M. Millin saw the self-same puppets perform * The metamor-
• phosis of a Good Sovereign, or the Nocturnal Doctor ; ' a sen-

timental comedy, written by Signor Carlo Frederici, a most ce-

lebrated comic poet.

M. Millin says less of the talents of the other company of

puppets who are engaged at the theatre des Marrionettes pros

de JSaint Roche. The house is more capacicus and elegant than

that in the * Rue de la Doirej * and the family of our old friend
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Punch showed more independence;—for Girolamo continued to

answer to his old name Jerome.

The edifices of Turin are more remarkable for their gaudiness

^'v than for their beauty. The style of Berromini may be termed

the bombast of architecture. The faults of his school were

carried to excess by the Piedmontese architects Ivara and Gua-
rini, who erected the greater part of the churches and public

buildings with which Turin has been crowded, by the misdi-

rected liberality of its sovereigns. Father Guarini was an able

geometrician ; but he trifled with his knowledge, and employed
himself in inventing grotesque vaultings and honey-combed cu-

polas, which have neither solidity nor beauty.

The palace was begun under the direction of Count Castella-

monte, in the reign of Emanuel the Second, and enlarged by
Victor Amadeus the Second. The new buildings are after the

designs of Ivara. In the interior, there are abundance of large

showy rooms ; and, in various parts of the building, there is a

tolerably numerous assortment of bad modern statues, and sup-

posititious antiques. The collection of paintings had been of

great value ; and some few good pictures were yet remaining,

which had escaped deportation to the Louvre. The state bed-

chamber contained the celebrated set of the four seasons, which
were painted by Albano for the Cardinal of Savoy. The Car-
dinal, somewhat like Mrs Primrose, took great pains to instruct

the artist how to compose his pictures. His Eminence was par-

ticularly desirous to have his seasons well stocked with Cupids,
* who, powerful in the strength of their arrows, ' as the Cardi--

nal proceeds in the true Delia Cruscan style, ' might pierce the
* stubbi)rnness of marble, the impenetrability of hearts of jas-

* per, the hardness of ariilour, nay, the divine hearts of the
* deities themselves. ' Lest we should be suspected of misre-

presenting the prelate's elegant and forcible expressions, we
shall add the original text.

* Una copiosa quantita d'amoretti die come potenti nella forza delle
' lore saette, superano con quelle le rigidezze de niarmi, Vimpeneira-
' hilita de cuori di diaspro, le durezze delle corazze, anzi i petti di-

* vini delle stesse delta.

'

Albano, accordmgly, introduced a whole covey of cupids in-

to each of the groupes. M. Millin informs us, that it is from
these pictures that Aibano obtained the title of ' painter of the
loves. ' For our paris, we owe such a grudge to the Heathen
mythology, that we hope that we shall never see, read, or
hear of Cupid again.

The churches of Turin are all sumptuously adorned, and fit-

ted up completely in the Romnh style ; so that M. Miiiin, who.
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as we suppose, is accustomed only to the more sober proprietes

of the Gallican churcli, has found much to note and describe,

such as the imafre of cur Lad}' of the seven swords, the fex votos

on the altar of die Saint Suaire, atui of her high Popish signs and
symbols and accomparjiments, whirh are shy of ?ippearing in

Paris ; and yet we should have thought that they would not have
appeared new or strange to a writer coming from a Catholic

counfry.

The church of St Theresa was finished in nsi. The altar

piece runs some risk of being misunderstood by the profane,

who might essiiy take it for a mylh,>logical subject. It repre-

sents the Virgin and the child ; but the latter is darting ajt ar-

row info the bosom of St Theresa^ who taints in ecstasy, and drops
into the arms of her attendant angel?.

The Museum of Antiquities is arranged with taste ; the in-

scriptions were collected by Bartoli and Maffei. The cabinets,

however, of the lf;vers of virtu at Turin, do not correspond

with the public collections. Notwithstanding the guarded civi-

lity of M. Miliin's language, it is evident, that with one or two
exceptions, he considers them as indicating , little taste in the

owners. P>lonsieur Hignon collected prints in order that he
might have something lo put in his portfolios, which he manu-
factured with worderful cleverness.

' La collection d'estampes de Monsieur Rignon me restoit a voir.

C'est une suite d'environ vingt porte-feuilles. . . . Ces porte-feuilles

ont ete faites en grand partie par le proprietaire, qui s'amusoit a co-

lorer le veau dont ils sont couverts, en iniitant le granit ou le vert

de Suze, d'apres des precedes qui lui etoient propres. II. y travail-

loit continueilemeut avec son frere.

'

Thephde of the cabinet of Signer Pullini is a unique dolium

of marble, which doiium is exactly in the shape of a vulgar mo-
dern barrel ; ' il est absolument fait comn.e les notres. ' More-
over, it appears by an inscription on the dolium, that it was once

filled with genuine Falernian. M. Millin does not venture to do

more than hint his suspicions respecting the authenticity of this

* singular monument; ' which we verily believe ( ught to be placed

in the same cabinet, with the cclebrattd sacrifical basso relievo

discovered by that enthusiastic antiquarian, Mr Jonathan Old-

buck,

The cabinet of M. Cambrasi is of a different description, and

contains a painting which is well worth a piignmage to Turin.

It is a crucifixion by Simone Mem.nu of Sienna, the pupil of

Giotto ; the figures are mostly portraits. Petrarch and Laura

•are seen on horseback. The Count Guido Novelio, and Cima-

•bere; Taddeo Gaddi, and Memmi hiniself, can be recognised

in the gioupe.
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* Les arts sont entrainans sans doute, ils plaisent a rimagination^

La visite des Musees et des cabinets a pour moi un attrait irresisti-

ble; mais cela ne me rend point insensible au desir de voir les grands

etablissemens que la bienfaisance a imagines pour prevenir la misere

ou la secourir ; et pour soulager la humanite soufFrante, mon respec-

table ami M. Vassali voulut bien me conduire dans cette recherche,

€t je ne pouvois avoir un meilleur guide.

'

The * horspice des Rosines ' ov/es its name to its foundress

Rosa Covina of Mondovi who lived in the last century. Rosa
Covina destined her hospital for the reception of poor helpless

girls of good repute, of whom it contains no less than three

hundred and sixty. The followintj text of Scripture is inscribed

over the door of the building— ' Lahore manuum tuarum man-
ducabis. ' The interior of this cheerful hive affords- a good

comment on the text. The industrious activity which per-

vades the house is inconceiveable. The girls spin and weave

ribbands, and wind silk ; and all the expenses of the hospital

are defrayed by their labour.

* II y a une belle roue a devider. Une fille assise dedans la fait

mouvoir en tricotant. Cette roue porte un fuseau, sur lequel sont des

rangees de devidoirs ; une lanterne fait mouvoir deux autres roues,

qui, par des engrainages, font aller vingt-quatre metiers ; chacun a

deux rangs de devidoirs ; chaque rang est de vingt-sept, ce qui fait

cinquante-quatre devidoirs par rangee, et en tout douze cent quatre

vingt-seize devidoirs, et en comptant ceux de la roue plus de quinze

cents qui sont mis en mouvement par cet appareil.
'

In each of the work-rooms is an oratory erected in honour of

the Virgin, as well as an image of St Anthony of Padua, to

whom a prayer is oifered every evening, implormg his protec-

tion against accidents by fire. Rosa attained a good old age,

and died in the year 1776. She was buried in the chapel of her

hospital. The tomb of the * blessed mother ' was erected by
* her grateful daughters. ' The epitaph is simple and affecting

—

*: Le figlie grate alia bendetta Madre hanno posto questo monumento.

'

The fine arts do not flourish in Piedmont. The Pied-

montese painters are almost unknov.n. The academy of Tu-
rin was instituted in the year 1652; but the Dukes of Savoy,

more probably from necessity than from choice, were com-
pelled to engage foreign artists to decorate their palaces. In
the last century one Domiuico Olivier acquired a certain degree

of reputation in Piedmont; but he was a kind of caricaturist, a

zany-painter. M. Millin compares his pictures to Berni's poetry.

In the age of Giotto, Amadeus the V. employed George of A-
quila, a Florentine, who painted the walis of the Cattle of

Chambery in 1314- j and in i'd25 he painted the ducLtl chapel at

3
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Pagnerol. There is reason to conjecture that George of Aqnila

attempted to paint in oil ; at least it appears, by an ancient ac-

count of expenses, that he was furnished with two hundred
pounds weight of nut oil, ad pingefidum: But as the oil ' nonfnit

sufficiens in pingendOf * he gave it over to the Duke's cooks for

the use of his kitchen. It has been asked, whether the phrase

employed imports that the oil was insufficient in quantity, or irl

quality. The latter interpretation is the most probable. No
living sculptors are mentioned by M Millin ; but he bestows

some praise on Bozanigo, a patient carver in wood and ivory;

—

his carvings of fruit and flowers are delicately and correctly fi-

nished ; but he is a mere workman. Bozanigo's chef-d'oeuvre,

and which has employed him during many years, is a cabinet

ornamented with medallions of all the reigning princes of Eu-
rope. The vicissitudes of the times have occasioned a great many
alterations in Signor Bozanigo's cabinet. The King of Sardinia

was originally placed at the top. When the time came, Bozani-

go deposed the king, and surmounted his chef-fi'ceuvre with * the

Imperial eagle and the image of Napoleon. ' This * image ' oc-

casioned some awkward remonstrances when M. Millin saw it

;

but Bozanigo was in no perplexity. - - - - ' Bozanigo saii tout

* a^i-avger^ et I'ouvrage doit avoir repris les attributs de son an-
* cien souverain. * There are a great many other cabinet-mak-

ers in Europe who know how to * arrange ' matters with neai-

ly as much dexterity and coolness as Signor Bozanigo.

The public library is rich in manuscripts ; the collection was
first formed by Amadeus the Vlllth, who afterwards occasioned

the great schism, in the character of Felix the Antipope. M.
Millin has given a curious enumeration of some of the rarer

manuscripts. He notices a translation of Pliny by Pierre Can-
dide Decentre, ornamented with the arms of Cardinal de la

Kovere, and of Humphrey Duke of Gloucester, This MS.
contains the correspondence between the translator and the

Duke, which certainly deserves publication. Several unedited

letters of Isidore of Senlis are found in a MS. of his works of

the eleventh century, together with a tract of his companion St

Branlius, which exists in no other library. Editions of a few

favourite classics are now multiplied without end ; but editors

seem afraid to venture out of their usual beat. Isidore's com-
pilation, although it is a specimen of the antiquity of the art of

bookmakirg, is nevertheless of great utility. If any industri-

ous scholar were to undertake a new edition of the etymologies,

he would deserve much credit ; there are few works in which so

much would be gained by a careful collation of manuscripts.

The ancient Spanish translations should also be consulted.
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Before the Revolution, the French language was familiar to

the higher classes, and, after Piedmrnt was ar nexed to France,

became almost universal. The Itaiiin is spckon by people of
education ; but the real language of the C( untry is the Pied-

montese patois, which holds the mid-way between its prouder

neighbours the French and Italian languages. This dialect has

been cultivated, thanks to Doctor Maurizio Pipino, who first re-

duced it to rule, and compiled a Piedmontese grammar and vo-

cabulary : he also invented an ortho-epical alphabet, to express

its various sounds. The dialect is not pronounced uniformly.

The nobility and the higher classes take great pleasure in con-

versing in their mother tongue ; and their rnode of pronuncia-

tion differs from that of the lower classes. There is a good deal

of Piedmontese poetry ; but it is chiefly satirical or burlesque.

A selection from the works of the best bards of Piedmont has

been published by the Doctor. Our readers may try their skili

on a few stanzas of the descripMon of Cockney-land, which we
print from Doctor Pipino's Anthology, with as Sirict an adher-

ence to his systematic orthography as the types in common use

will admit of.

Col famof paif d' Cocagna
A r e pur un bon paii.

Gnun lavora la canpagna
Pur a smla un paradif.

Li, chi veul fe' 1 gargh lo fassa,

J'e pa gnun, ch' a 1' anbarassa,

Fa nen bfogn de travaje

Pqr vagnesse da mange.

• Le stra son tute stqrnie

Con d' rubiole, e d' piasentlh

E le pertie son goarnie

Con d' sautisse, e con d' bodln,

S'i vedeise le cioende,

Lo-li si, ch' a r e un bel rende,

Fan d' salam tant desform^

Ch' ogni doi fan la soma.

One poet has given us a sonnet in praise of this dialect, in

which he assumes, that it is the legitimate son of the Tuscan
and of the French ; and he introduces these reputable parents

praising their handsome descendant.

La lingoa dij Toscan e dij Franseif

Mq sniia d' senti, ch' a lodo, e fasso onor

A so fieul, ch' r el' idioma Piemonteif.

The translation of this stanza into Italian, will show the de-

gree of relationship between the languages.
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La Tosca lingua, e la Frazese anuro

Di cui 1
' Idioma Piemonttse e figlio

Parmi sentir che gli diari lodi ognera.

The Doctor closes his Collection with an acldreps to the cri-

tics, who, as he anticipates, will advise him to stick to his Galen ;

but the love of his country, sustained him in all his trials and
labours.

Li bin vera o letor, ch' a \\\ ha costa

Prescrive d' cost soget nen poch sudor

Ma a fe tanta fatiga m' ha anima

L' amor la patria, ch' a 1' e un gran amor.

Whilst M. Milh'n was journeying through the * lusty plain

abundant in vitaille, ' he wf-uid have been inexcusable if he had
neojlccted the scene of the ajl-conquering patitnce of Griseldis.

The * Marquisate' of Saluces was the cause of many protract-

ed wars between France and the Dukes of Savoy, until it was
finally ceded to Charles Emanuel, by the former power. The
town of Saluces is situated on the acclivity of a pleasant hill, and
wears a flourishing appearance. The calh-cdrai s;ands alone in

the plsin ; for the houses have ungrarefully abandoned mother-

church, and have travelled away fron' her.

' La cathedrale est aujourd'hui dans la plaine, parcequ' a mesure

que les habitations etoient renversees par le temps, ou abatues par

la guerre, on les rebatissoit sar le penchant de la colline, pour

qu'elles fussent plus a I'abri d'uue invasion. Cette cglise est vaste et

tres ornee.

'

The buildings are substantial, and the environs are well cul-

tivated ; so that it yet deserves Dan Chaucer's epithet of a
* noble countree. ' There does not appear to be any memorial

of the incomparable Marchioness. The Saluciens pay greater

honours to a livelier heroine of romance, the fair Magnelona.

The adventures of the Neapolitan Princess, and of Peter of

Provence, her lover, are painted on the walls of one of the

chief streets of the town ; and it is accordingly called the street

of Mat>nelona. The body of Bishop Stephen Bandello is wor-

shipped at Saluces in the church of the Dominicans. We hope,

for the credit of the Saint, that Bishop Matthew Bandello, the

noveliist, has no right to claim relationship vviih him. This

Saint, when living, delivered Saluces from its enem.ies, by work-

ing a strange miracle. Fie raised himself in the an-, and ho-

vered over the town, and he was accompanied in his flight by a
young and holy maiden. This apparition scared the hostile

.troops, who ivnmediateiy raised the siege.

Fossano is a literary town. The ' homines imtruit^ ' of Fos-
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sano thought * fit to unite their talents in the formation of an
academy, ' which was * instituted * in the year 1777. We sup-
pose that M. Millin gives us the history of this splendid institu-

tion as a good specimen of Italian trifling. The reunion was;

* celebrated ' by a medal, which bears, on one side, the * head
of a statue of Apollo, then lately discovered at Fossano, and now
in the museum at Turin, with these words, .-Ippollini dextro.

*

And the classical legrend in the reverse, COLONIA FOSSAN
OLYMP. MDXXXVIII, A. IV., affords an undeniable proof
of the chronological and numismatic learning of these * hom-
ines instruits. ' Only ten years were employed by the Acade-
micians of Fossano in forming its regulations, which were pub-
lished ' chez Briolo 1787 ;

' and since that period, to the ines-

timable loss of the literary worldj the academy has not favoured

the world with any of its Transactions,—which would doubtless

vie with the lucubrations of the famous Academy of Inscriptions

and Belles Leitres at Troyes in Champagne.
The Turinesc have no great opinion of the genius of the in-

habitants of Cort/, a strong and almost impregnable town in the

vicinity of Nice. They consider it as the Gotham of Piedmont.
M. Millin has the charity to attribute this popular notion to
* old prejudices, * * des vioux prcjuges. ' Yet, it should seena

the prejudices of the Turlnese are not without something like a
reasonable ground. It is true, that against these prejudices are

set oft' certain * learned civilians and celebrated theologians, *

who once flourished at Coni, and others of the illustrious obscure,

whose names are luckily given in Rossi's Notiziae. But in favour

of the prejudices, we must state the tribulations of Jean Do-
minique Berando. In the year 1777, this astronomer fixed an
electrical conductor to the observatory belonging to the * literary

society. ' This bold act being unprecedented at Coni, was con-
fsidered by the magistrates as a dangerous heresy. Jean Domi-
nique was actually thrown into a dungeon ; and when he obtain-

ed his release, they destroyed his instruments, and deprived hini

of his employment.
M. Millin takes old Doctor Smollet to task, for the * injustice

* of his complaints against Nice. ' But it appears to us that

our countryman should be treated tenderly : According to M»
Millin's own showing, Smelfungus must have fielt and smelt,

and seen enough at Nice, to put him out of humour. The'

streets in the interior of the town are gloomy and cheerless.

The houses are pestiferous. M. Millin describes their nastiness

in the strongest terms ; and the Nizards are as beggarly and as

filthy as their habitations. The torments inflicted by the insect

VOL. xpiix. NO. 57. O
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tribes are insupportable. They continue at all seasons of the

year, and at all times of the day and night.

- - - - ' on en est incommode toute I'annee; c'est surtout en ete

qu'ils deviennent un veritable fleau ; toutes les parties du corps sont

alors assiegees, succees, devorees par les stomoxes, les tipules ; et le»

cousins, les tables, les mets, les fleurs, sont converts de mouches.

II faut avoir la precaution de tout fermer avec soin avant d'allumer

les chandelles ; autrement des myriades de ces animaux les envi-

ronnent. On ne trouve d'abri que dans le lit, ou Ten est entoure d'

tme cousiniere, mais souvent elle gene la respiration, sans garantir

parfaitement de leurs insultes ; les plus petits s'introduisent a travers

la trame, et il n'en faut que trois ou quatre pour faire perdre entiere-.

ment le repos.
*

These horrors may well e^fcuse a trifling ebullition of spleen

in an inhabitant * des bords de la Tamise. ' And if he at-

tempts to console himself by wandering in the neighbouring

orchards and gardens, he will encounter another misery of a

different naiure. The peasants are exceedingly industrious;

but, as they have no great stock of cattle, manure is a rare ar-

ticle, and they are compelled to practise the Chinese method of

fattening the land. A word to the wise is enough ; and our
readers, who recollect what Mr Barrow has said on this sub-

ject, will readily understand us. In the neighbourhood of

Nice, the metamorphosis of Ajax is exhibited on a grand
scale. The Nizards are so liberal of the * engrais, ' as it is

delicately termed by M. Mdlin, that they think they can
never bestow enough of it upon tlie soil or its productions.
* Nun seulement ils en impregnent le sol, mais ils en versent

sur les legumes et au pied des jeunes Grangers.' M. Millin

adds several curious and amusing facts respecting the * engrais,

'

which we dare not transcribe or translate, lest our fastidious

readers should hold their noses ; but, in our opinion, they might
furnish the materials for a valuable appendix to the very learned

treatise composed by Tartarctus on a most necessary subject, and
which, as we are told by Father Rabelais, was discovered by
Pantagruel in his researches in the library of the Abbey of St

Victor.

Savona was the birth-place of the celebrated Chiabrera. His
bust is placed in the cloister of the church of St Dominick ; and
the inscription which is engraved beneath it, was penned by no
less a personage than Pope Urban the VIII. Tlie body of the

poet is deposited in the sepulchral chapel of his family, in the

church of St Giacomo. Chiabrera composed his own epitaph.

The thought is a mere conceit; yet it is a noble one, and singularly

impressive. Bad taste and sublimity are not always incompatible.
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AT^IICO

JO VrVENDO CERCAVO CONFORTO
NEL MONTE PARNASSO

TV MEGI.IO CONSIGLIATO CEKCALO
NEL CALVARIO.

We must now follow M. Millin to Genoa.
The ravages of war, and the change of f»overnment, have

entirely deprived the Ducal Palace of its historical character.

A French prefect occupied the stately chambers of the Doge.
The halls, in which the nicely balanced colleges and councils of

the nobles used to deliberate, are desolate and empty- The
statue of Andrew D'Oria, the liberator of the republic, the

father of his country, has been thrown down ; and the paint-

ings which decorated the palace, became, as M. Millin says,

the prey of the victors. The arsenal has lost all its trophies.

None are more to be regretted than the cuirasses of the thirty-

two heroic dames of Genoa, thirty-two Clorindas, who fought

against the Turks in Palestine. Some memorials of the victo-

ries of the republic, however, are yet existing. They are such

jas could not easily be carried away. On the facade of the bank
of St Ge'>rge is the griffin of Genoa, seizing the Imperial Eagle,

and the Wolf of Pisa.

GRIPHVS VT HAS ANGIT
SIC HOSTgS CENVA TBANGIT.

Another monument, of this description, is the basso relievo

of the winged lion of Venice, which was taken, by • our peo-

ple, ' from the dominions of the rival commonwealth ;—there

is a sturdy and simple pride in the inscription, which makes it

yemarkable.

ISTE LAPIS IN QVO EST FIGVRA MARMOREA S. MARCHI DK
VENETIIS FVIT DE TREGESTO CAPTA A NOSTRIS. WCCCLXXX.

As the inscription speaks of the Lion of St Mark, at first it

woukl appear that the writer had confounded the attribute of the

^aint with the Saint himself. M. Millin has omitted to explain

its meaning, which may be done by referring to the Venetian le-

gend. The Lion of St Marki as it is termed, is no other than

the evangelist himself. Being pressed to comply with the solici-

tations of unlawful love, he implored Heaven to transform him
into some hideous shape ; * his prayers were granted, and he
* was instantly turned into a lion, whose gaping mouth, and
* horrid roaring, so terrified his sister, that she immediately fell

* upon her knees, prayed to be forgiven, and was converted.

'

This miracle is not to be found in the golden legend. It was

probably too monstrous even for James of Varagine. The meta-

morphosis of Saint Mark is also recorded by the Sieur Dumonl,
02
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who says, ' I know that painters usually give the Saint a Lyon for
' his companion; but \ could not believe that the Venetian Lyon
* was the Saint himself, till I was convinced by the repeated
' affirmations of several creditable persons, and even of some
* noblemen : I can assure you that the Venetians are obliged to
* believe it, under pain of being thought heretics. ' We cannot
depend wholly upon the Sieur Dumont's authority ; nor should
we think ourselves bound to believe it, if he were not confirmed
by an earlier traveller, old Fynes Morrison, who speaks of the
* image of St Marke of brasse, in the forme of a Lion, holding
* a bcoke, likewise of brasse.

'

Genoa is famHiarly known as a city of palaces ; and they oc-

cupy too many of M. MiJJin's pages. The least extensive, but the

most remarkable of these buildings, is that which was erected at

the public expense for Andrew D'Oria. The building is in good
taste, and composed of costly materials. The fresco paintings,

vvhifh are now scaling off the walls, are by the hand of Perina
dc\ Vaga, to whom the owner of the mansion was a hberal pa-

tron. In the garden is a eolossah statue of Jupiter placing

one foot on a great dog. The dog was a celebrated dog in his

day ; he is the great lloldano ; and this monument is inscrib-

ed— ' Qui gian i! gran Roldano cane del^ principe Giovanni An-
drew D Oria, '—who died at night, on the eighth day of Septem-
ber 1515.

Near the palace of the D'Orias is another, formerly belonging

to the Giustiniani family. Gabriel Chiabrera, * the Italian

Pindar, ' used to pass the autumn season under this hospitable

roof. The room, in which he composed many of his best odes,

lias the following distich inscribed over the door.

' Intus agit Gabriel, Sacram ne rumpe quietem.

Dum strepis, ah jyeriit nil mimes Iliadel

'

A delicate compliment truly.

The natiDnal character of the Genoese is by no means in good
repute. A terrible array of quotatiohs can be brought out a-

gainst ihem ; lor they have often hitched into unlucky verse^

from the days of Virgil the Lombard, down to the days of

Dante the Florentine.

' Ahi Genovesl, huomini diversi

D' ogni costume, e pien d' ogni Magagna
Perche non siete voi del mondo spersi.

'

i\I. Millin, however, undertakes to vindicate them against all

poetical, proverbial, historical, and traditional reproaches ; and

certainly it is by no means reasonable to tax the Genoese with

cowardice, because the Ligurians were beat by Hannibal. And
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as to the accusation in the old proverb, that their sea is v\'ithaiit

fish, mare sc>:za fescc^ it is a vile calumny ;—Sio;nor Viviani h?.v-

in<T ffivcn a catalogue cf 7 l species found in the Gulf; to which

M. Maximilian Sjnnola hath addrd an ample supplement of thir-

ty-six more. M. Miilin says, that the alterations in the goverr.-

jnent of Genoa have had great influence on their customs.

Peace be to the memory of the IJgns'iau Itepiihlic ; we doubt

whether she has left any other vestige, except the impress on

her coin strncic in the year 07ie—^ REPVBLICA LlGVRl^
ANNO I. ' It is unfortunate that these chick-a-biddy repub-

lics were all stifled before they entered their teens. But the

<loKiinion of the French had the jwost decided effect on the na-

Ikional character.

The Genoese do not rank high in the republic of letters. In

i682 Agostino Oldoino compiled his AlhencEum Ligusticivn^ in

which the author of the Golden Legend is placed at the head of

^,heir theological writers. Amongst their poets, Chiabrera can

be quoted with due praise ; but he stands alone. They have
liad several academies. The academy of the Adormentnti, or
* the sleepy ernes, ' had an appropriate exit— ' Eile s'est ^tcinte

i,ans bruit; ' and the members of the Academy of Sciences and
Belles Lettres, which was instituted in 1783, notwithstanding

jlheir style, appear to have slept as soundly as their predecessors,

M. Miilin discusses the history of the Sacro Catino of Genoa
at length. It is said to have been won by the crusaders at the

.celebrated siege of Caesarea. There is a good engraving of it

in an excellent old book— La Mottraye's travels. All La Mof-
traye's reputation was blasted by a flippant line of Voltaire, VVe
were glad to see Dr Clark bearing testimony in favour of this

work, now unworthily forgotten. M. Miliin conjectures that the

Catino was made in the East, at ' Constantinople or at Cacia-

rea, ' under the lower empire.

* Sa couleur qui est celle de Femeraude verte, est belle ; sa forme
est agreable, ses angles sent bien tranches, ses anses pris dans la ma-
tiere sent bien placees ; et ses ornemens, qui consistent seulement en
des rangees de points creux sont de bon gout ; les soufflures sont peu
nombreuses; et il est aise de voir qu'apres avoir etc fondu entier, il a
ete habilement repare avec le touret. M. le Chevalier Bossi pcnge
qu'il a ete fait k Rome, vers le commencement de I'ere vulgaive. Pour
moi je persiste a crolre qu'il a ete fait dans I'orient, a Constantinople
ou a Cesarce, sous le bas Empire. M. le Chevalier Bo^^; ne pense
pas que sous les Eimpereurs (irecs, on a pu faire un oyvrage si par-
fait. Mais le Cabinet du Iloi de France possede des verres colores
du c6mmencement de la premiere race qui vienncnt aussi de I'Orient,

ct dont la teinte et la transparence sont aussi parfaltes. Sous un
plat compose de morceaux do vcrre colore enchasses dans de Tor, est
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un grand disque de crystal factice qui porte I'image d'un R* Sas*

sanide.

'

The Catino used to be brought out of the sacristy of the Ca-
thedral of St Lawrence, three times in the year, on three of the

great festivals. A prelate of rank exposed it to the admiration

of the faithful ; and round him were ranged the Ctavigeri^ to

whose care this sacred vase was confided. The Clnvigeri^ as

their name imports, were entrusted with the keys of the sacristy,

and they were bound never to part with them. The Catino, ac-

cording to the legend, held the Paschal Lamb at the last sup-

per J and it was supposed to be formed of an emerald stone of

inestimable value. No one was allowed to touch it under heavy

penalties ; and all nice examination was prohibited by an edict

passed on the 24th of May 1476—the preamble wisely stating,

that too curious an examination of holy things is a token * of

lukewarm piety.

'

- - - ' des froids savans, d'audacieux philosophes, ont depuis long-

temps eleve des doutes sur la matiere du Catino. Keysler avoit deja

enonce ses soupgons; L'Abbe Barthelemy qui voyageoit dans I'ltalie

en 1755, ecrivoit au Comte de Caylus, qu'il y avoit vu des souf-

flures. Le Condamine decrivit la forme de ces bulles dans un me-

moire qu'il lut a I'Academie des Sciences.
'

The Catino was ' remis, ' conveyed, as the wise c?ll it, to * the

Cabinet of France. ' But the * Conservators * were of opinion j

that they ought not to receive and take charge of it as an
* emeraude sans prix,' without a careful investigation. They
therefore ' demanded ' that it should be carefully examined by a

committee of members of the Institute, who coincided in the o-

pinion of the • audacious philosophers ' who had preceded them;

and decided that the Catino was composed of coloured glass.

It has now travelled back to Genoa ; but unfortunately it brok^

by the way. We trust the fault of the packing does not rest

with the * conservateurs.

'

The first removal of the vessel was one of those innumerable

acts of foolish rapacity which have disgraced the agents of

the French Government. In the Cathedral of St Lawrence,

the gem was worshipped in holiness by the multitude. It was

their pride : they had neither the wish nor the ability of cool-

ly examining into the truth of the legend which had been

handed down from race to race. To them, it was a glorious

trophy of the might of their forefathers. There it was seen

only on solemn festivals, beneath the vaulted roof where it

had been j>uarded with jealous vigilance during hundreds of

years, surrounded by the tombs of the princes and warriors

who had been the defence and pride . of the commonwealth in
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her good days of energy and freedom. In the ' French Ca-
binet, ' one ' froid savant ' turned it about, and examined the

mouldings and the handles, and conjectured whether it came
from Rome or. from Constantinople; and another * froid sa-

vant' held it up to the window, that the light might shine

through it ; and he descanted on the oxydes which were em-
ployed in colouring the frit. They had the vase,—but now it

was really worthless ; it was a plaything, a toy, a curiosity. AH
the associations which ennobled the relic in its shrine, were lost

and gone for ever, when the antique was coldly placed on show
on a cupboard shelf, and seen through a pane of glass in the little

room at the end of the library.—When national monuments are

taken beyond the sphere of the vivifying influence of religious

feeling, or historical recollection, the despoiler always finds that

his own greediness has disappointed him. He steals fairy gold,

and the treasure becomes a thing of nought, when borne beyond
the threshold of the spell-bound palace. He gathers flower.^j

which instantly wither when broken from the stalk.

Our limits now compel us to abandon M. ^Jillin or his tour,

in order that we may be able to find room for the address with
which he concludes; and in which he apologizes, with great mo-
desty, for the defects into which he may have fallen.

' Je sens, mieux encore que ceux qui voudront bien le lire,

tout ce que manque a men ouvr^ge. L'etat de I'ltalie, a I'epoque

ou j'ai visite les dernieres contrees que je viens de decrire, ne m'a
pas permis d'y sejourner autant que je I'aurois desire. On verra du
moins que je n'ai epargne aucun soin pour completer les notices que je

voulois recueillir et publier sur les villes et les pays dont j'ai parle.

' Quelques personnes trouveroient peut-etre des details trop minu-
tieux ; mais mon dessein a ete de donner une description de I'ltalie

aussi bien qu'un voyage ; d'unir ce que j'ai vu, a ce que d'autres ont

observe ; de foi'mer enfin une masse de notices qui put guider les voya-

geurs et les dispenser d'autres ouvrages, en indiquant cependant, sur

chaque objet, ceux qu'on pent consulter.
' Comme c'est surtout pour les lettres et pour les arts qu'on voy-

age en Italic, je me suis principalement attache a ce qui est relatif

a I'histoire litteraire ou a celle des arts.

' Je n'ai pas la presomption de croire que mon livre doit faire au-
torite, mais je crois qu'il pourra au moins servir de guide ; les addi-

tions, les corrections, les critiques dont il sera Tobjet serviront a
en composer un autre qui apportera davantage de cette perfection

que bien peu d'hommes peuvent atteindre, et a laquelle je suis loin

de penser que je sois parvenu.

'

Such expressions ought to disarm the critic. We have prin-
cipally to find fault with an occasional redundancy on points

which are by no means connected with * literary history, or with
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the arts;* and with which we have been pnt out of humour,
because we are sure that it has occasioned the suppression o?

matters of f^reater importance. M. Millin often digresses into

scientific details, which are never very profound, and not al-

ways very accurate. He considers Professor V'ssalii Eandi as

the inventor of the * meteroora[)he universe!. ' Bur the principle

of the jnachine is unquestionahH' the s.-une with tlint of the self-

registering bsrometer of the Reverend Arthur M'Gwire. An
account of the latter may be fviund in the Transactions of the

lloyal Irish Academy for the year l79l, and in all our com-
mon Encyclopedias.

At Lans le Bourg, M. Millin was quite surprised at the sight

of a curious engine invented by the industrious mechanicians of

that town.

' L'habitude de demonter et de remonter les voiturcs, a rendu les

habitans de Lans le Bourg industrieux et niechaniciens. Je remarquai,

dans quelques foyers, un tournebroche shignUer. La fumee en est le

THoteur ; le vent le force a monter ; ( !
) elle frappe les rayons obliques

d'une roue qui occupe I'entier du tuyeau, et qu'elle fait tourner. A
cette roue tient un vis qui engraine dans le pignon d'une autre roue,

etmet le tournebroche en mouvement, comme le vent faitmouvoir des

machines pour monter I'eau.

'

In short, this elaborate combination of wheels, screws and
pinions, is the singular philosophical instrument which in Eng-
lish is vulgarly called a ^moke-jack. We do not wish positively

to claim the smoke-jack as an English invention, although it

may be reasonably conjectured that this admirable assistant to

the kitchen maid originated with the devnurers of roast beeK
But it is strange that M. Millin should have taken so much
pains about it, as the ' tournebroche singtilier ' has been long

known in France ; and is described in a very common French
book,— in Montucla's edition of Ozanam's Recreations.

M. Millin is unnecessarily minute and diffuse in natural his-

tory. We will pass over the account of the coral fishery, with-

out inquiring whether it might not have been spared. But do,

•we, or doth any one else, gain much information by being told

that ' corail ' is the * corallium ruhrum ' of Lamark ? The dif-

ficult word ' eponge ' in the text of the same page, receives

the explanatory gloss of * spongia officinalis ' in tlie note below.

And that rare and wonderful fish the sale, is identified by quoting

f Lacepede, ' to prove that it is the ' })ieuronestes solea. ' Nor
do we like to see M. Millin, who can en>ploy himself so much
better in the cathedral or the library, lounging amongst the

f echantillons dcs trois regnes de la nature ' in the museum of

^atural history of Turin, and taking an inventory of the stuffe4
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birds and * superb crystals * of ' Braunspeth ;
' as it is bifrhly

improbable ^hat any future traveller in Italy will ever take the
trouble to examine them. If we could hope that our courssel

would reach him, we would earnestly request him to travel like

the fjood Benedictines who preceded him,—like Mabillon and
Montfiucon, who never wandered out of their proper path?.

We wish he would devote his pa^jes wholly to those inquiries

and observations which are strictly within the cofvnisance of the
man of letters and the antiquarian. Let him decipher the ma-
nuscript, explain the medal, and unfold the beauties of the sta-

tue,—and we shall always listen to him with respect. These are
the tasks which we require at his hands;—and he will never fail

to execute them with credit to himself, and with advantage to
his readers.

Art. X. Papers relative to Codijication^ and Public Instruc-

tion^ including Correspondences with the Russian Emperor^
and divers Constituted Aiit/torities in the American United
States. Published by Jeremy Bentham. London. Print-
ed by J. M'Creery, 1817.

TiyTR Bentham is now far advanced in a life which he has ge-
-*-'-- nerously devoted to the service of his fellow creatures.

More than fifty years he has employed in labours, which had
no other object than to improve the condition of mankind.
According to him, Utility is the foundation of all Morals, and
should be the object of all Legislation : Not that attention to the

interests of particular individuals at the expense of the general

good,—that selfishness, which some moralists aff.'ct to under-

stand as meant, by what is useful,—but goicral utility,—an
augmentation of the happiness, and a diminution of the misery

of the great mass of individuals of which every community is

composed.
Never did any philosopher better conform his life to his doc-

trines, or more happily illustrate his principles by his conduct.

He has consumed his days in endeavouring to be useful to

others ; but, according to the common notions of the world,

he has spent them uselessly to himself Having completed his

education at Westminster school, and afterwards at the Uni-
versity of Oxford with much distinction, he was called early to

the Bar. His connexions (for he was the son of a very emi-
nent solicitor), must have given him an early introduction to

JL)usiness ; and his learning, his extraordinary talents, and his
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indefatigable application, rendered his success in the profession,

if he had continued to follow it, matter of certainty. The first

eminence at the Bar, and the opulence which attends it, were at

his command ; and, if he could have persuaded himself to ac-

commodate his political principles to the wishes of those in pow-
er, the most splendid station, and the highest honours, would
have been infallibly within his reach. From those brilliant

pros})ecishe voluntarily turned away; and after a very few years

of practice, he relinquished the profession, shut himself up in

the retirement of his study, and devoted himself to the task of
legislation. A citizen of the world in its purest sense, he has

suffered no opportunity which has presented itself of benefit-

ing his fellow men in any portion of the globe, to pass away
without endeavouring to improve it.

To France, at the beginning of the Revolution, when every

generous and enlightened mind looked forward with sanguine

hopes to the blessings that seemed dawning upon mankind, and
when the National Assembly was in possession of means of im-
proving the human condition, such as never before were com-
manded by any assembly of men—to France, at that moment of
<lelusive hope, he made a generous tender of his services. Upon
their judicial establishments, upon their colonies, and upon the

conduct, or, as he termed it, the tactics of their Assembly, he
composed and transmitted to them different tracts, containing

new, but at the same time the soundest views of reason and of
policy. If the rules for governing the proceedings of their As-
sembly alone had been adopted, those disorders and calamities

which blighted all the fair prospects that were then opening to

the view of the nation, and of the rest of Europe, would in

all probability have been averted. For Poland, for Russia, for

America, he has. alike been desirous of exercising his philan-

thropic labours. With respect to his own country, whenever
an occasion has occurred for offering any improvement of its

laws or its policy, he has eagerly availed himself of it. Upon
the statutes of usury ; upon the taxes imposed on law proceed-

ings ; upon the reform projected in the judicial establishments of

Scotland ; upon penal labour, and upon the evils and abuses of

that system of penal colonization which has been adopted in the

place of it ; — upon all these important topics, he has given to the

public his enljir^ed and enlightenedviews. And he has laboured
tor all nations, and for ages yet to come, in his greater works,

—

•liis * Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation i

*

hrs * Treatise on Civil and Penal Legislation ; ' his ' Theory
of Punishments and Rewards j ' and his * Essay on the Tactics
of Political Assemblies.

'
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The beneficial effects which might have been expected from
these masterly compositions, have not, it is true, as yet been
produced. We are not able to discover the traces of these

works in the improved condition of any portion of the hu-
man race. The noblest reward v,hich, in this our mortal

state, any human being can receive—that of contemplating

the happiness of which he is himself the author, the scatter-

ing plenty o'er a smiling land, and reading his history in a na-
tion's eyes—this reward it has not been his good fortune to obtain:

But, let it not be imagined that his merits have been wholly
unrequited, and that he has spent his excellent life only m
ungrateful toil and cheerless disappointment. From several

passages dispersed in different parts of his Writings, it is evident

that he is not unconscious of his own extraordinary powers

;

that the truth, so manifest to others, is no secret to himself,

—

but that he is fully convinced, that, sooner or later, the time
must come, when his merits will be justly appreciated, and the

high importance of his services acknowledged ; that in after

times, his principles will be generally adopted ; and that, if not
to his contemporaries, yet to remote ages, and to yet uncivilis-

ed nations, he will be a Teacher and a Legislator. This alone

it is—this anticipation of future fame^ and of an assured im-
mortality—this certainty that the seeds now sown will infallibly

bring forth, though a late, yet an ample harvest of human hap-
piness, which can have induced him, under every discourage-

ment, and with nothing but a sanguine confidence in the truth

and importance of his principles to cheer him, for so long a se-

ries of years, to persevere in devoting his whole time to this

one pursuit, and in sacrificing to it fortune, pleasure, and all

the dazzling prizes that ambition could hold out ;— in giving

lip every meaner enjoyment for the sublime gratification of be-

coming a great benefactor to mankind.

The work before us gives an account of the endeavours which
Mr Bentham has made, to render his labours useful to two fo-

reign nations, the Russians and the Americans. The forming

a code of laws for the immense population of the Russian em-
pire, has long been a favourite object of its Princes. As early

as the year 1700, a commission was named for the purpose. It

has been since from time to time renewed, and is, at the present

moment, in existence—we know not whether we should say in

activity. Permanent salaries, it seems, are allotted to the com-
missioners ; but no other of the Emperor's subjects have as yet

profited by their appointment. Mr Bentham was willing to re-

verse this state of things ; to render the services required; but to

receive no remuneration whatever for those services. He accord-
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ingly, in May 1814, addressed a letter to the Emperor Alexan-
der, makirijr a tender of them to his Majesty. At the end of

eleven months, and when nearly another year had been added
to the sixty-six which Mr Bentham stated that he had complet-

ed when his disinterested offer was made, the Emperor conde-

scended to answer it with his own hf^nd. * It was with great
* interest, ' he says, * that he read Mr Bcnthanrs letter. The
* formation of a Code of Laws was an object wliich he liad too
* much at heart, and of the imporfsnce of which he was tco sen-
* sible, not to be anxious to profit by Mr Bentham.'s Icavnincj

* and experience ; and he should therefore, ' he adds, • direct

* his commissioners to have recourse to Mr Bentham, and to
* address their inquiries to him : '—and, in the mean time, his

Majesty desires him to accept his sincere ihaiik?, and the re-

membrance which accompanied his letter. This remenibrance,

it seems, was a valuable ring, which was delivered sealed up to

Mr Bentham. Sealed up as he received it, that gentleman re-

turned it. He seems to have thought, that to accept of any
thing which might be immediately converted into m.oney, how-
ever the usages of the world might have given a dillerent cha-

racter to such a token of approbation and honour proceeding
from a Sovereign, would be a departure from his principles,

and would falsify his professions.

The terms of hi^ Majesty's letter threw also a fatal damp
upon Mr Bentham's project. He was desirous of having the

Emperor's sanction for framing a Code of Laws, not which
should be immediately invested with authority and imposed on
his subjects, but which should, as a mere project, be submitted
to the examination of the public, and have its provisions and its

reasons canvassed before it was adopted. His desire v*as, to

draw up such a code under the Emperor's sanction, and not to

answer the questions which it might be thought expedient to put
to him by his Majesty's Commissioners, of whose capacity and
intentions Mr Bentham seems not to have formed a very favour-

able opinion. That no inquiries ever would be made of him by
those Commissioners, he was fully confident. All this he ex-
plains in a long letter addressed to the Emperor, vvhich very
plainly shows that such a kind of correspondence is quite new to

him, and that he is wholly unacquainted with the style in which
Sovereign Princes are usually addressed. It contains, however,
many excellent observations with respect to the best mode in

which a Prince, desirous to confer upon his subjects the inesti-

mable blessing of wise and salutary laws, can best and most ju-

diciously set about the ta^k. It is not by a close commission,

but by uniting, and, as it were, putting in requisition the ta*
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lents of all who are capable of contributing to its completion

;

and, by such encouragement, forming, as he calls it, a school

of legislation, and thus making the best provision possible for

filling all the different departments which are to be employed

in accomplishing that great work, with persons who shall have

given proof of their capacity for such employment. When
he wrote this letter, notwithstanding that he was still urgent

with the Emperor to allow him to labour in his service, it is

evident, that he entertained little expectation, that, as far as re-

garded Russia, his offer would be accepted. With respect to Po-
land, however, he still cherished some hopes. It was at that

time imagined, that the Emperor entertained the generous de-

sign of establishing the independence, and restoring the fallen

fortunes of that wronged and unhappy country, under the be-

nign government of Prince Adam Czartorinski ;—but that plea-

sing delusion soon vanished. * The treaties, ' as Mr Bentham
expresses it, * which were made public, rendered it but too ma-
* nifest, that what remained of Poland, under its own name,
* bad been swallowed up in the gulph of Russian despotism ;

* that engagements are regarded as binding by those alone who
* cannot violate them with impunity ; and that, of that modern
* Holy League, which, in its spirit, is so congenial to that of the
* original one, it is a fundamental principle, that, in the hands
* of the ruling and sub-rulingyhe?, the nearer the condition of
* the subject rnani/ can be brought to the condition of the beasts

* of the field, the better it will be for the interests eternal, as

* well as temporal, of all parties. * No further notice appears to

have been taken by the Emperor of Mr Bentham or his pro-

jects ;—and thus terminated this unavailing attempt to benefit

the subjects of his Imperial Majesty.

Whether any thing will come of Mr Bentham's endeavour ta

improve the legislation of the United States of America, is yet

undetermined : But if his offars here, too, should be neglected

or refused, the people, both of America and of Great Britain,

will still have great reason to rejoice that they were made,—inas-

much as they will have been the cause of the present publication,

which contains some of the most important views on the subject

of Legislation, and on the nature of common or unwritten law,

that have ever yet been laid before the public.

The United States are still subject to the common law of

England, except as far as that law has been altered or repealed

by British or American statutes. In the opinion of Mr Ben-
tham, an unwritten law must always be attended with great

evils ; and he earnestly exhorts the Americans, in the place of

it, to substitute a written code. The greater part of what ia

4
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addressed on this pubject to America, is immediately applicable

to England ;—and a matter of greater or more increasing im-
portance can hardly be presented to our view. In spite of the
panGjiyrics which have been so often pronounced upon our laws,

and upon the administration of them, no person who is practi-

cally acquainted with our English system of jurisprudence, and
who will speak of it ingenuously, can deny that it is attendee^

with great and numerous mischiefs, which are every day be-

coming more intolerable. The difficulties, the expense, the te-

dious length of litigations, the uncertainty of their issue, and,
in m'a-r.y cases, the lamentable delay of decision, are but too
well known to the great number to whom all this is a source of
profit, and to the far greater number on whom it brings down,
calamity and ruin. What are the causes of these evils it would
be rash in any one to pronounce, before he had fully and anxi-

ously examined every part of the subject. They are evils, how-
ever, of such njagnitude, that every discussion which affords a
chance of leading us to the discovery of their causes, and con-
sequently to the providing against them an effectual remedy,
must be regarded as highly beneficial. Considered in this point

of view, the question, whether the common, or unwritten law, be
bettor calculated than a written code, to provide effectually for

the security of men's persons and properties, in a state as far

advanced as England is in civilization and refinement, is one of

very great public interest ; and we shall therefore make no apo-

logy for proceeding to the discussion of it, or for mixing argu-

ments of our own with those, which either we have found in

the work before us, or have been suggested by its perusal.

The first step to be taken in this inquiry, is to ascertain the

nature of the unwritten law by which England is at this moment
governed. We are not then to understand that the rules by
which property is to be distributed, and the conduct of men to

be regulated, really exist only in oral tradition, and the imper-

fect recollections of individuals. What is called with us un-

written law, is in truth to be collected from a great number of

written records and printed volumes ; and, according to old

Fortescue and to Blackstone, it is only by a twenty years' study

of them that a perfect knowledge of it can be gained. It is by
reading, and by reading only, that the lex iion scrip/a, as well as

the statute law, is to be acquired j but, in the one case, we find

the law expressing its commands in direct and positive terms

—

while, in the other, we cap arrive at a knowledge of it only

through its interpreters and oracles—the Judges.

The common law is to be collected, not from the plain text

of a comprehensive ordinance, which it is open to all men to
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consult, but from the decisions of Courts of Justice, pronounc-

ed in a great variety of cases, and which have disclosed small

portions of it from time to time, just as the miscellaneous trans-

actions of men in a slate of society may have chanced to require,

or ffive occasion for its promulgation.

Of a law so constituted, it must necessarily happen that a

large portion must always remain unpublished. Ti)e occasion

for declaring it never having occurred, it must rest (as all that

is now published once did) in a latent state, till some event hap-.

pens to call it into use and into notice. Of a statute law, we

know with certainty the whole extent,—and we can at once dis-

cern what it has not, as well as what it has provided ; but un-

der the common law there is no case unprovided for,—though

there be many of which it is extremely difficult, and indeed im-

possible, to say beforehand what the provision is. For the

cases on which no decision has yet been pronounced, an unknown
law exists, which must be brought to light whenever the courts

are called upon for their decision. For all practical purposes,

a law so unknown is the same as a law not in existence: To de-

clare, is substantially to enact it ; and the Judges, though call-

ed only expounders of law, are in reality legislators. Of what

importance is it, that, by a legal fiction, the law is supposed to

have had preexistence, since, being unknown till it was pro-

mulgated by some tribunal, it was not possible that men could

have conformed to it as the rule of their conduct ?—and yet, in

this very circumstance, have some most eminent lawyers dis-

covered a superiority in the common law over all written sta-

tutes. Lord Mansfield, for example, when pleading as an ad-

vocate at the Bar, is reported to have thus expressed himself.

* Cases of law depend upon occasions which give rise to them.

* AH occasions do not arise at once, A statute very seldom
* can take in all cases ; therefore the common law that works
* itself pure by rules drawn from the fountains of justice, is

* superior to an act of Parliament. ' {Ai/a/n's ReportSy vol. i.

32,33.)
The law thus unknown to others till it was promulgated in

some decision, can hardly be said to have been previously known
even to the judges themselves. When some new question is

brought before them to decide, those oracles of the law do not,

like the oracles of old, (the supposed sources of all wisdom and
knowledge), immediately pronounce their authoritative and un-

erring responses ; neither do they retire to their chambers, as

if to consult some code of which they are the sole possessors,

and then reveal in public, to the contending parties, the text

which they have discovered. They profess themselves unquali-
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fied immediately to decide : They require to be themselves in*

formed : It is necessary that they should hear, and compare, and
examine, and reason, and be assisted by the arguments of others,

before they are prepared to pronounce what the law has declar-

ed. They even call upon the litigant parties themselves to state,

by their advocates, what they conceive the law to be, and to

support their statements by reasoning and authorities, and ana-
logous decisions ; and it sometimes happens, that even with all

this assistance, the Judges find themselves unable to declare what
the law is, and require the assistance of a second argument, and
by other counsel.

That all these deliberations, and this laborious process, should
be necessary, will not appear surprising to those who reflect

what is the nature of the operation to be performed when we
would discover what the common law is upon some point upon
which it has never yet been declared. Dr Paley calls it, and
not unaptly, a competition of opposite analogies. * When a
* point of law, ' he says, * * has been once adjudged, neither
* that question, nor any which completely, and in all its cir-
* cumstances, corresponds with that^ can be brought a second
* time into dispute ; but questions arise which resemble this only
* indirectly, and in part, and in certain views and circumstances,
* and which may seem to bear an equal, or a greater affinity, too-
* ther adjudged cases; questions which can be brought within any
* fixed rule only by analogy, and which hold an analogy by re-»

' lation to different rules. It is by the urging of the different
* analogies that the contention of the Bar is carried on j and it

* is in the comparison, adjustment, and reconciliation of them
* with one another, in the discerning of such distinctions, and
* in the framing of such a determination, as may either save the
* various rules alleged in the cause, or, if that be impossible,
* may give up the weaker analogy to the stronger, that the sa-
* gacity and wisdom of the court are seen and exercised. *

f

* Paley, Mor. Phil. Vol. II. p. 259.

f It is very extraordinary, that, with such accurate Rotions a»

Pajey appears to have had on this subject, he should not have seen,

that this ' source of disputation, ' as he calls it, was peculiar to an

unwritten law. He strangely supposes it to belong equally to the

statute as to the common law. ' After all the certainty and rest,

'

he says, ' that can be given to points of law, either hy the interpo-

* sition of the legislature, or the authority of precedents, one prin-

' cipal source of disputation, and into which, indeed, the greater
' part of legal controversies may be resolved, \\\\[ remain still, name*
' Ij'j the competition of opposite analogies. ' Difficulties undoubted-^
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The common law was covered with a veil of antiquity ;—that

veil has been, by the decisions of the judges, in part removed :

"What it is that still remains concealed from the public view, no
one can with certainty tell. Nothing is left us but to conjecture,

and our conjectures are wholly founded upon those various ana-

logies of which Paley speaks. The best supported of those ana-

logies is that which generally prevails ; it is acknowledged, from

that moment, as the law of the land, and as a point from which

other analogies may in future be drawn.

It is not a little amusing to hear what Blackstone (who is,

upon almost all occasions, the apologist for what he finds esta-

blished) says of this unwritten law. * The moment,' these are

Ills words, * that a decision has been pronounced, that which
* was before uncertain, and perhaps indifferent, becomes a per-

* manent rule, which it is not in the breast of any subsequent
* judge to alter or vary from ;

' and he accordingly tells us, that

* it is an established rule to abide by former precedents, where
* the same point comes again in litigation. ' f How, indeed,

should it be otherwise ? Where the authority of a written

text cannot be referred to, it is from decisions alone that the

law can be collected ; and it should seem to be as necessary for

those who administer the law, to follow those decisions implicit-

ly, as to obey the plain injunctions of a statute: And yet, ac-

cording to Blackstone, * this rule admits of exception, where
* the former determination is most evidently contrary to reason,

* and much more, if it be clearly contrary to the Divine law.

'

Here are other sources, then, from which we are to collect the

unwritten law—namely, the dictates of reason, and the declar-

ed will of God. But, unfortunately, the dictates of reason,

which are at all times sufficiently uncertain as a positive rule of

conduct, are rendered much more uncertain by the learned

Commentator's explanation. For, in many cases, he tells us—

-

the reason of a law cannot be discovered by any sagacity, and
yet must be presumed to exist ; and he proceeds to lay it down,

as a maxim of English Jurisprudence, that it is only where a

precedent, or the rule which it has established, is flatly absurd

or unjust, that its authority may be disregarded. * The Cam-

ly often arise in the application of written statutes, and Paley himself

has well pointed them out ; but tliey are quite of a different nature

^rom those which attend the administration of the common law, and

certainly cannot be surmounted by that competition of opposite ana-

logies which he mentions. •]- Comm. Vol. I. p. 69.

* ' The particular reason of every rule in the law cannot, at this

* distance of time, be always precisely assigned \ but it is sufficient

VOL. XXIX, NO. o7, i*
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bridge professor, who has commented upon the Commentaries,

controverts even this position, and most satisfactorily proves,

that absokite demonstration of the absurdity and injustice of a

rule, is not alone sufficient, at the common law, to detract from

its binding force. By the law of England, till the Legislature

interposed to alter it, every statute had a retrospective opera-

tion to the first day of the Sessions in which it passed ; and

acts, therefore, which were done after the Sessions had com-
menced, and before the law was made, fell under the animad-

version of its ex post foe! enactments, and subjected the au-

thor of them to the penalty of having disregarded prohibitions

which had no existence. A stronger instance to prove that ab-

surdity and injustice are not incompatible with a rule of the

como'on law, could not have been adduced.

This cfiTvce of uncertainty becomes the more formidable, from

the consideration that the judges are themselves to determine,

whether the former decision was or was not contrary to reason ;

or, in other words, whether it shall or shall not be binding on
them. It must always therefore be in the power of the judge,

notwithstanding ihe oath which we are told he takes, ' to deter-

* mine, not according to his own private judgment, but accord-
* ing to the known laws and customs of the land. ' To relieve

himself from embarrassing precedents which may be cited, he

has only to declare, that those precedents are contrary to reason,

and were therefore themselves deviations from the common law,

and to profess, in the language of Mr Justice Blackstone, that

he is ' not making a new law, but vindicating the old from mis-
* representation. ' This doctrine, that former determinations

are of authority only as they are consistent with reason, affords,

in the opinion of the same writer, good ground for those high

strained panegyrics of the law which are so often pronounced by

our judges. ' Hence,' to use his own words, * it is, that our
* lawyers with justice tell us, that the law is the perfection of
* reason, and that what is not reason is not law. ' An aphorism

which is, however, involved in such a cioud of mystery, that we
are at the same time told, that not even the judges can, upon
ail occasions, discover in what that reasoij, the test of genuine

* that there be nothing in the rule flatly contradictory to reason, and
' then the law will presume it to be well founded. '

—
' The doctrine

• of the law is, that precedents and rules must be followed, unless
' flatly absurd or unjust; for though their reason be not obvious at

' first view, yet we owe such a deference to ibrmer times, as not to

' suppose that they acted vohoUy without consideration. ' Comra.
Vol, L p. 70,
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law, consists ; and that they are bound to hold every thing which
they find decided by their predecessors to be law, and conse-

C|uently the perfection of reason, unless it be * flatly absurd or
* unjust.' In contemplation of law, there is no medium, it

seems, between the perfection of reason and gross absurdity.

Not to deceive ourselves, however, we ought to understand,

that this supposed bringing to light of the ancient law, which
had been for ages unrevealed, is at best but a fiction. The law

so declared in many cases, had no existence till the declaration

was made, although the judges do not ' pretend to make new
* law, ' but ' to vindicate the old from misrepresentation. ' It

has already been observed, that where 'he whole law is embo-
died in written statutes, cases may occur on which the law is

silent ; but where an unwritten law prevails, this can never hap-

pen. That the law is n. t ah'eady declared, is only because the

particular occasion for declaring it never before occurred. The
Judges being unable therefore to predicate of any case that it

is one which the law has not foreseen, are under the necessity,

with the aid of Dr Paiey's Analogies, of supplying what is

wanting, and of discoverivg the ancient law which is supposed

to have been once expressed in statutes that have long smce
mouldered away, or to have been pronounced in judgments of

which no record has been preserved. In name, this differs from
making laws,—but it is only in name. Whether the chdsni has

been made by the ravages of time, or was left in the original fabric

of our law, it is precisely by the same process that it must be filled

up. The same recourse must be had to Paloy's Analogies, whe^
ther the object of the Judges be to conjecture what the 1 >st lav/

must have been, or to make a new law, which will best quadrate

and harmonize with the relics of the old.

The ingenuity to be exercised on these occasions, is not very

unlike that of the statuary, who is called upon to restore the de-

ficient parts of some mutilated remnant of antiquity. From
that which remains, he conjectures what, in its original perfec-

tion, must have been the entire statue ; and he supplies such a
feature or a limb, as will give its proper form and altitude to

the whole. In the same nianner the lawyer, having made him-
self master of all that remains of the ancient common law—hav-

ing uni'ibed its spirit, and studied its principles—endeavours to

restore what is wanting, in such a mode as may best symme-
trize and combine itself with the rest. In this respect, hwwever,
the Artist and the Jurist dili'er ; the former gives the result of
his labours for what it really is, a hun;ble alteriipt to supply a
loss which he acknowledges to be irreparable j while the magis-
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terial lawyer does not hesitate to publish his ingenious conjeC'-

lures as the genuine remains of antiquity. In another respect,

too, the comparison fails. With our restoring Jurists, it is often

not the best, but the first artist that tries his hand, whose essay,

however crude and imperfect, must be united for ever to the
beautiful original to which it has been once attached; whereas, in

the Art8, the first awkward attempt at restoration will give place
to the happier efforts of a more skiiful statuary.

Considering, then, these judicial declarations or expositions

of the law as that, which in every new case they to all practical

purposes really are, the making of law; let us next consider what
is the peculiar character of this species of legislation. The first

thing to be observed upon it is, that laws so made are neces-

sarily ex postfacto laws. The rule is not laid down till after the
event which calls for the ap})lication of it has happened. Thoucrh
new in Jact^ yet being of the greatest antiquity in theory, it has
necessarily a retrospective operation, and governs all past, aa
well as all future transactions. Property, which had been pur-
chased or transmitted by descent to the present possessor of it,

is discovered by the newly declared law to belong to others; ac-

tions, which wei'e thought to be innocent, turn out to be crimi-

nal ; and there is no security for men's possessions, their per-

sons, or their liberties.

It is another objection to this mode of legislation, that the le-

fjislators being ostensibly called on to discharge very different

duties, are forbidden to entertain any of the.considerations which
ought most to influence the judgments of tliose who are avowed-
ly employed in making laws. What will most tend to promote
the general good, or what is best adapted to the present habits

and modes of thinking of mankind, the judicial legislator is

bound to disregard. He is to consider, not what would be the
best law on any given subject that could now be made, but what
law was most likely to have been made upon it at the remote pe-
riod when the common law is supposed to have had its origin.

All his researches tend to discover, not how the evil which has
occurred may best be remedied, but in what manner it is pro-

bable, that, in a very different state of society, the matter would
have been ordered. The reasons upon which he proceeds are

not reasons of utility, or of general expediency, but reasons of
analogy, or, as they- are properly termed, technical reasons.

Thus, when it was first decided, that a man who had killed him-
self, and of whose crime it was deemed no small aggravation that

lie had left destitute a wife whom he was solemnly bound to pro-

tect and to provide for,—when, for such an ofllience, it was first

^ccidedj that, by the common law, there v/as a foifciture to the
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Crown, not only of all the chattels which the offender possessed*

but even of leasehold estates which he held jointly with that

wife, or which he possessed in her right, it was on mere techni-

cal arguments, which set all reasons and common sense at de-

fiance, that such a decision proceeded.

To take another instance. A man is killed. The person by
whose hand he fell is tried for murder, and is acquitted, or, hav-

ing been convicted, receives a pardon. The fot/ur of the de-

ceased, imputing partiality to the Jury, or complaining of favour

unjustifiably shown by the Crown, is desirous of avenging his

son's blood, and of bringing the case before another Jury, but

in such a form as shall wrest from the King his prerogative ot

protecting enormous guilt. Accordingly, he brings his appeal

of death J and the question is, whether, at his suit, such a pro-

ceeding will lie. It is now settled law, that it will not. But, let

us transport ourselves back to the time when this common-law
question came first under discussion. If a new law were to be
made upon such a subject, the questions to be examined would
be, whether it were expedient that the punishment ol' public

crimes should depend on the pleasure of private individuals ;

whether a man, once tried and acquitted, ought to be put a se-

cond lime in peril of his life; whether the prerogative of pardon-
ing should be fettered with any restraint^ and, if it should, whe-
ther such restraints could be safely allov/ed to fall into the hands
of any obscure and perhaps worthless individual. All this might
be matter of examination and of doubt; but, upon one point,

all voices would concur, namely, that if such powers were to be
confided to those who stood in some near relation to the de*

ceased, there was no one to whom they ought sooner to be en-

trusted, than to a parent deprived by murder of his child* Con*
siderations, Innvevei', of expediency, or of public advantage*

when the question is one of common law, are those which ara

last to be entertained. It is technically that we are to look at

the subject. Though the question I'elate to murder, it is artifi-

cial, not natural relations, thnt we are to regard. And accord*

ingly, we find it settled, that a cousin, though he will probably

use this process merely as a means of extorting money, may
bring his appeal, provided he be the heir-at-law ; but that no
father can have recourse to it, because, by the positive law of*

England, a parent cannot be heir to his child.

To give the unlearned reader some notion how uncertain the

common law is, and how a lai'ge portion of it yet remains to be
declared, we would refer him to the following passage upon the

subject of these appeals, in Serjeant Hawkins's Treatise on the

Pleas of the Crown. * If an appeal, ' he says, ' be once com*
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* menccd by an heir who dies haneinfr the suit, it seems to be
* agreed hy almost ail the Book'?, that no other heir can after-f

* wards proceed in such appeal, or commence a new one. But
* some have hoJden, that if the first heir die within the year and
* day, with; ut coriunencing an eppeal, the next heir may bring
' one. But thii. is made a doubt by others ; and the generality of
* tbo Books seem to favour the contrary opinion ; yet it is /lolden

* by Sir Matthew Hale, and so-ne ijthere, thit if the first heir
* get judgement in an appeisl of death, and die. his heir may sue
* execution; but thisis rfo//i/^(/ of bv Si! William Staunford, and
* seems contran/ to many of the old books, and not easily recon-
* cilfc?^b]e with the reason of the cases above mentioned. But
* whether^ '.n this case, the Court may net award execution^
* eitl-pr ex (rfficio or at the demand of the King, may desei've

* to be c )nb.idered. Also, if a person who is killed have no
* wife at the time of death, and no issue but daughters, and
* ah those daughters die within the year and day, it mayt
* reasonable/ be argued^ that the heir- male may hav'e an ap-
* ptal, because the right of brin;;ing one never vested in any
^ o? her before. "Qni, jinding this case in none of the boohs ^ I

* sht^ll le.^ve It to b,^ more fully c<;jsidered by others. ' f Ali

these doubts and difficulties, and conjectures and uncertainties,

relnfv^, it is irae, to a branch of the law which has seldom, in

the course or the la«t three centuries, been executed j but it

shruld be r.?membered, that is a law which it is in the power of

private individuals to call at any time into activity ; that acci-

dent alone is to determine on whom the power of reviving it shall

be cast ; and that, when called into action, it is men's lives that

it will dispose of. For the cases thus left unprovided for, or,

which is the same thing, which are so provided for that the most
learned lawyers cannot say what the provision is, some law ought
surely to be made. The matter being involved in such obscurity

that one of the first Criminal lawyers that the country has produ-
ced can only state what the inconsistent authorities are, can ven-

ture no furthf^r than to advance doubts and probabilities, and tor

suggest topics for arijument, it must be incumbent on the Legisla-

ture to declare what the law shall be in future, and to prevent the

justice of the country from being hereaiter so much dishonoured as

it surely must be, ifour tribunids are to be assembled to decide whe-
ther an individual shall suffer death for a n,u: der imputed to him,

upon no consideration of any thi' g that has relation to his guilt

or iniiocence, to the justice of a discus-ion already commenced
upon his case, or to the prudence or the profligacy with which

f Hawk. P. C, Book 2, ch. 23, $ 41.
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the Crown's prerogative of pardoning may have been exercised^

but upon legal subtleties applicable onl}' to the descent of real

property, upon an examination of antient records, upon a com-
parison of the weight that is due to the opinions of Sir Matthew-

Hale and of Sir William Staunford, and upon some law, which

no man, till the case occurred, could venture to state had any
existence, and v/hich is brought to light only by antiquarian re-

search, and forensic acuteness, amongst clashing and inconsist-=

ent authorities, out of a mass of materials under which it had
remained buried for centuries past.

Not only is the Judge, who at the very moment when he is

making law, is bound to profess that it is his province only to

declare it ; not only is he thus confined to technical doctrines

and to artificial reasoning,—he is further compelled to take the

narrowest view possible of every subject on which he legislates.

The law he makes is necessarily restricted to the particular case

which gives occasion for its promulgation. Often when he is

providing for that particular case, or, according to the fiction

of our Constitution, is declaring how the ancient and long

forgotten law has provided for it, he represents to himself other

cases which probably m.ay ai'ise, though there is no record of

their ever having yet occurred, which will as urgently call for a
remedy, as that which it is his duty to decide. It would be a

prudent part to provide, by one comprehensive rule, as well for

these possible events, as for the actual case that is in dispute, and,

while terminating the existing litigation, to obviate and prevent

all future contests. I'his, however, is to the judicial legislator

strictly forbidden ; and if, in illustrating the grounds of his

judgment, he adverts to other and analagous cases, and pre-

sumes to anticipate how they should be decided, he is consider-

ed as exceeding his province; and the opinions thus delivered,

are treated by succeeding judges as extrajudicial, and as entitled

to no authority.

A still further evil inherent in this system is, that the duty of

legislation must often be cast on those, who are ill qualified to

legislate upon the particular subject which accident may aiir.t to

them. In a mass of jurisprudence so extensive, and consisting

of such a variety of parts as that which at the present day pre-

vails in England, it must necessarily happen, that even the most
learned and experienced lawyers will nui have had occasions, in

the course of the longest study and practice, to mike themselves

complete masters of every portion of it. It is usually to some
one or more particular branches that they have severally direct-

ed their researches. One man is distinguished as deeply learn-
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ed in the law of real property ; another in what relates to tithes

and the rights and possessions of the church ; a third is mostly

skilled in criminal law j a fourth in the forms of actions and the

rules of procedure : And accordingly, when it is important to

private clients to be informed of the law, they consult the most
eminent jurists only upon those subjects with which they ara

known to be most conversant. If the task of compiling a com-
plete code of laws were now to be undertaken, the subject would
probably be divided into its different branches, and each would
be assigned to those who were understood to have devoted to k
almost exclusively their attention and their care. But in legis-

lation, by means of judicial decisions, it is chance^ not the qua-

lifications of the legislator, which determines upon what he shall

legislate. In theory he is alike qualified for all subjects. He is

presumed to be master of all branches of the law, and to be ca-

pable, whatever may be the matters that are brought before

liim, and in whatever order accident or the humour of litigant

parties shall present them to his view, of declaring what the law

is which applies to them.
Another objection to this mode of legislatfon, and which in »

free state cannot surely be of little account, is, that the People

has no control over those by whom the laws are made. The
magistrates, filling the high stations to which is attached tlie

most important duty, and the most dangerous pov^er that men
in a state of society can be invested with, are nominated by the

sole pleasure of the Crown ; and, during the long period when
the largest portion of the common law, by which we are now
governed, was produced, they were also, if the laws which they

made were unpalateable to the Crown, rcmoveable at its pleasure.

It is supposed to be a maxim of our Constitution, that we are

to be governed by no laws but those to which the people have,

by their representatives, given their consent. No man, how-
ever, will assert, that the consent of the people was eve? obtain-

ed to the common law, which forms so large a portion of our
jurisprudence. Our legislators here have been, not the repre-

sentatives of our choice, but the servile instruments of our mo-
narchs—at one time, the great delinquents who presided in

our tribunals in the days of Richard the II.—and at another, the

corrupt judges of the Jameses and the Charleses, who suffered

themselves to be practised upon by the kmg's law officers, and
met in secret cabals to decide the fate of the victims of the Crown,
before any accus-ation was openly preferred against them ;—the

rnen who, by their abject obedience to the dictates of their mas-
ter, when they were his hired advocates, and by the keenness
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with which, as his blood-hounds, they hunted down the prey

he had marked out, had sufficiently proved how well disposed

they were to do him good service in the high and sacred office

of a judge.

Such are among the principal objections to this species oC

legislation. But it is to be observed, that while this is. going

on, there is amongst us a legislation of another kind, proceeding

with equal activity—that of the avowed and acknowledged legis-

lature which every year sends into the workl a cumbrous Collec-

tion of new Statutes. Between these two legislatures there is no

unity of design ;. their works are as unlike, as the characters of

the authors and their modes of legislation. Of a law proceed-

ing from such sources, it is not surprising that it is found to be

uncertain, intricate, obscure, perplexed, inconsistent, full of re-

finement and subtlety, and subject to continual fluctuations.

The law which is every Term discovered and brought to light

by the Judges, seems to vie in extent with that which is made
by the Parliament ; and the lawyer's library is every year en-

larged by one bulky volume of statutes^ and by several volumes

of reported decisions. The new statutes of each year arc swola

out to a buik surpassing that of the year which preceded it j and

every fresh term seems ta be prolific of more judicial reports

than the term that went before it. So considerable are th^e

changes and augmentations which are thus continually taking

place in English law, that the treatises, essays, and compilations

which have been composed on various legal subjects, require to

be from time to time renewed, that they may not midead those

who consult them ; and, upon many heads, an old lavs? treatise?

is of as little use as an almanack for a year that has expired..

The duties of a Justice of the Peace were formerly comprised

in one small duodecimo volume ;. they are now to be searched

for in five large octavos, containing altogether 4!4'00 pages. To
this size Burns's Justice has been gradually expanded, in the

course of the twenty- two editions which, during a period of

sixty years, it has passed through. So many new reports have

been printed, and so many new statutes made, that, as the pub-

lisher tells us in the advertisement to the 15th edition, * every

new edition, in order to keep pace with the law, is in effect a
new book.

'

But it is time to return to the work of Mr Bentham, frora

which we have, we fear, much too long digressed. It was a

strong sense of the evils which we have been enlarging upon,

that induced Mr Bentham to endeavour to rescue from thent

the inhabitants of the United States. His project is first arjf
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nounced in a letter written in October 1811, to Mr Madison,

the then President. He was unwilling, it seems, to devote se-

veral of the years, which may still remain of his life, to the

framing a body of law for North America, with the discourag-

ing prospect of the work not being perhaps ever heard of by the

people for whose benefit he was thus content to toil. To secure

for it, therefore, some publicity, he requires from the President

a previous approbation of his design ; and, to gain that appro-

bation, he explains the objects ot his proposed code, and the

plan and the principles upon which it was to be framed. Five

j'ears pass away before the receipt of this letter is acknowledg-

ed ; and the P/esident accounts and apologizes for his silence,

by the war which had unhappily intervened,—by the military

preparations which had occupied the period when that war was

only anticipated,—by a busy Session of Congress,—and by * a
* v.^riety of other circumstances. ' That such a task could be

undertaken by no person so capable of well executing it as Mr
Bentham, he acknowledges ; and it is with regret that he finds

himself obliged to observe, that it is not within the scope of

his proper functions to accept this disinterested and beneficent

offer.

In the mean time, at the suggestion as it should seem, of Mr
Gaktin, the American minister, Mr Bentham had addressed

to the Governor of Pennsylvania a proposal to prepare a code

of civil and penal law for the inspection and revision of the le-

gislature of that State. From some accident not ascertained,

this proposal was not received till the Session of 1816 had ter-

minated ; but, in a message to the States, in January 1817, Mr
Snyders, the Governor, announces to them this important com-

munication. It is not, however, upon the President of the U-
nited States, or upon any of the Governors, but upon the peo-^

pie themselves, that an impression must be made, to ensure suc-

cess to such a project, in a country where the people are, by their

representatives, in effect and reality, their own Legislators. Mr
Bentham has, therefore, in the months of July and August of the

present year, addressed to the people of America, a series of let-

ters on the subject of his proposal, and on the mode in which,

if accepted, it is to be carried into execution. These letters,

together with the different correspondences before mentioned,

constitute the present work. The letters to the citizens of A-
merica form the most important part of it. In these, the au-

thor enters into a much fuller examination of the evils of an

unwritten law,—the qualities which ought to be found in a well

composed code,—and the principles upon which such a work
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should proceed, than in his other correspondence. To in-

duce the Americans to enter into his views, and to under-
take so noble an enterprise, he holds out to them the pro-

spect, not merely of the solid benefits they would derive

from it, but of the glory it would reflect upon them ; and he
exhorts them to set this splendid example to other nations,

and to become the benefactors of mankind, in a strain of elo-

quence to which he does not often rise. Though his labours,

he says,—labours which, of themselves, are nothing,—which,
with him, are the dreams only of an obscure individual, shall,

if accepted by them, make them a people of conquerors,—con-
querors, not with the swoi'd, but with the ppn,—not by violence

and destruction, but by reason and beneficence. * As this,

'

he adds, • as tins your dominion spreads, not tears and
* curses, but smiles and blessings will attend your conquest in
* its course. Where the fear of his sword ends, there ends the
* empire of the military conqueror. To the c;.)nquest to which
* you are here invited, no ultimate limits can be assigned, other
* than those which bound the l.abitabie globe. To force new laws
* upon a reluctant and abhorring people, is, in addition to un-
* punishable depredation, the object and effect of vulgar con-
* quest:—To behold your laws not only accepted, but sought
* after—sought after by an admiring people, will be yours.

'

Dazzling and alluring as these prospects are, we cannot re-

collect the influence which practising lawyers are said to have in

all the States of America, without fearing that they never will be
realized. We are not indeed disposed to think so ill of their

profession as our author does; but the spirit and tendency of
thtir education, atici the habits and modes of thmking which
they necessarily contract ii; the course of their practice, cannot
but render, even thuse of them who are least actuated by selfish

motives, averse to all innovations, and, above all, to an innova-
tion of such miignitude as that of subverting the whole system,
which it has b-cn the business of their hves to study and give ef-

fect to.

It these * Victories of Peace ' are ever to be gained, it is, we
are n«uch inclined to believe, towards another part of the globe
thai we must look for their beginning—to a little speck npon our
ancient heuisphere—to a small Republic, without territory, with-
out armies or finances, but which has already, by the influence

it has exticised over the minds of men contributed, in no small

degree, i . secure the triumphs of religious and civil liberty, as

well in America as in Europe. Fortunately for the cause of
reason and humanity, one of Mr Bentham's ablest and most zea-
lous disciples, Mr Dumont, is a citizen, and a member of the
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Representative Council of Geneva. It seems that that little Se-

nate is seriously applying itself to the task of forming a penal

code—that a committee has been appointed for the purpose

—

and that Mr Dumont has had imposed on him the duty of prepar-

ing a code on Mr Bentham's principles, and submitting it to the

consideration of the committee. It is with very sincere pleasure

that we have heard of this event. We look forward with the

most delightful anticipations to see this intended code adopted

by the Republic. As it was from this little commonwealth that

emanated much of the light which, three centuries ago, dispelled

the dark clouds of bigotry in which the whole of Europe was

enveloped, so, from the same quarter, we may see break forth

that truth and reason which are to dissipate the thick mists of

prejudice and forensic superstition in which law and legislation

are still involved.

The duty of impartial criticism would be ill discharged, if,

after having spoken as we have, in this article, of Mr Bentham's

extraordinary merit, we were to say nothing of his defects.

We are fully sensible of them ; and we have observed them with

deep regret ; for we can regard in no other light than that of a

public misfortune whatever prevents his writings from being

known, and their utility and importance from being universally-

acknowledged. What principally obstructs their circulation, is

the style in which they are composed. Unlike most authors,

Mr Bentham's first publications are, in point of writing, the

most perfect ; and long habit and frequent exercise, instead of

improving his language, seem only to have rendered it perplex-

ed, obscure and uncouth. English literature hardly affords any

specimens of a more correct, concise, and perspicuous style,

than that of the ' Fragvxent on Government^ ' which was the first

of Mr Bentham's works, or the ' Protest against Law TaxeSy
*

and a great part of the * Defence of Usw-y^ ' which were early

productions of his mind. Since those publications, he seems, by

great effort and study, to have rendered his style intricate, and

his language obscure. His frequent inversions, his long pa-

rentheses, the novelty and harshness of many of the terms which

he has so often, and, we must say, on many occasions, so un-

necessarily invented, and the length and complication of his pe-

riods, have rendered some of his compositions illegible to all who
Tvill not, in spite of their repulsive forms, persevere in the dif-

ficult task of studying rather than reading them. It is indeed

when he speaks by another's lips, that he appears to most ad-

vantage ; and it is to the graces of style which Mr Dumont ha^

given him that he owes the reputation which he has acquired,

and which is, Irom that cause, much greater in foreign coun-
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tries than in his own. Notwithstanding, however, all the un-

toward circumstances which have prevented the genius of Ben-

tl-.im from beinn; justly appreciated by his contemporaries, it

jnust be accounted an instance of rare good fortune, that such

a man as Dumont became his acquaintance and his friend. If

it very seldom happens, that, to such extraordinary talents as

Bentham posi-c^^es, is united an ardent desire to devote them

totally and exclusively to the service of mankind ; it is no less

uncommon to find a writer possessed of the eloquence, the pow-

ers of d. veiopment, and the perspicuity and vigour of expres-

sion which so eminently distinguish Dumont, contented, in-

stead of aoplying his great endowments to some original work
which might immort.olize himself, to submit, from no other mo-
tive than that of benefiting his feliow-creatures, to the humble

office of setting forth another's ideas to advantage, and of ad-

vancing another's fame. As the merit of the greatest philoso-

pher of antiquity would have been little known to posterity but

for the sublime writings of his eloquent disciple, so it.is possible

that, but for Dumont, Bentham's reputation might never have

emerged from obscurity.

It is not, however, to Mr Bentham's style alone that we find

reason to object. Nothing, in our opinion, can be more inju-

dicious than the manner in which he has, in his various writ-

ings, combated existing evils. It has been truly said, that we
always weaken our attack when we exaggerate the abuse attack-

ed. This, Mr Bentham appears to us almost always to do ;

and when we observe the language in which he inveighs against

the supposed frauds of lawyers, the corruption of borough-

mongers, and the imputed profligacy of public men of all par-

ties, we blush to find some features of resemblance between one

of the first philosophers of the age, and that unhappy class of

literary persons, whom necessity impels, or the capricious appe-

tite of the publick invites to exaggerate, and misrepresent, and

calumniate, in pursuit of a subsistence at once discreditable and

precarious.

Art. XI. Rome^ Naples, ct Florence en 1817. On Esquisses sitr

I'Etat actuel de la Societe, des Mceurs, des Arts, de la Litterature,

S^'c. de CCS Villes celebres. 8vo. pp. 3tl5. Paris & London.

Delauny & Colburn. 1«17.

THE plan of this book is by no means a bad one. The au-

thor proposed to himself to set down, without any other

arrangement than the order of time, what he saw from day to
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day, with such remarks as occurred to him ; and to select for

publication his notes respecting the three great cities of Italy

beyond the Appennines. It is evident, however, that the va:je

of a work constructed upon this plan, must depend wholly upon

the talents and accomplish. aents of the author ; and thai the cur-

sory observations of a superficial, flippant, ignorant person, must

form one of the most insiijnificant books in the world. It will

be as empty as his conversation, without any of the liveiiiiess,

by means of which a great deal of silly talk is often made bear-

able in society ; and it will contain none of the materials by

which a dull author frequently contrives to make a tolerable

book out of other men's sayings or writings.

The writer of this volume is announced, in the newspaper

advertisements, though not in the ti de-page, as a Baron Sten-

dahl. He tells us, at the beginning of his journal, that he is

thirty years of age ; is attached to the embf^ssy at Berlm ; and

was thrown into transports approaching to delirium, on receiving

the leave of absence which enabled him to see Italy. * Mais*

(adds he) * je me cache sjigneuseraent du Ministre; '—and the

reason is a whimsical one— ' les eu'uqucs sont en colere perma-
* nente contre les libertins. ' From the envy, then, of his un-

fortunate superior, (for je.dousy of course is out of ihe question),

he anticipates a cold reception for-at leas-t two months after his

return ; but he consoles himstlf with the reflexion, that he

shall enjoy himself in the mean whtl: ; and * who knows, ' he

asks, * if*^the world will last three weeks ?
' Tne first para-

graph of the work which we have anal\zed, may give the reader

a guess of the flippant character h has to deal with, in the per-

son of the Baron de Stendahl.

The first of his various passions is apparently for musick.

When he arrives at Munich, he is highly j^'ratified at witnessing

the attentions paid to Madame Cacaiam ; but when he gets to

Milan, and sees the Scala, he is beside himself. ' Men voyage
* est paye. Mes orgjnes epuises n'etaient plus su?ceptibles de
* plaisir. Tout ce que I'imagination la plus orientale peut rever

* de plus singulier, de plus frappant, de plus riche en beaiites

* d'architecture; tout ce que Ton peut se representer en drape-

* ries brillantcs, en personnages qui, non seulement ont les ha-

* bits, mais la physionomie, inais les gestes des pays ou se passe

' Taction, jc- I'ai vu ce soir. ' (p. 2.) 'This is the first i.npres-

sion ; but the secwd is still more violent ; and he concludes a

page and a half ^'.f rapture by saying, that he is ' intoxicated

and transpr.rt^^d while he writes. ' Ni^^ht after night he goes to

the snme .:iace, and his transports suffer no sensible abatement j

for he goes on raving abuut the actors, actresses, decorations,
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and orchestra, the whole time of his stay at Milan. Solliva, the

composer of the opera which he saw, is compared to Haydn
and Mozart, and also to Correggio. The singers are lauded in

proportion ; though some of them are mentioned rather uncere-

moniously, especially the prima donna, who, though praised ab-

undantly for her voice and science, is broadly asserted to have

derived great improvemeut fi'om having lived with Veluti, one

of the class formerly noticed as being * en colere permanente

centre les libertins ; ' and, still more strange to tell, she is also

characterized as ' amoureuse de Famour. ' We really cannot

see what right the author has to publish all the disgusting slan-

ders of the green-room, with the names of the parties at full

length. About this period of his progress, breaks out that ha«

tred of the English which never quits him during his whole

journe3% In the only remark upon Milan not connected with

the theatre, he says the Milanese is remarkable for two things,

* la sagacile et la bonte ; ' and he adds, ' quand il discute, il est

le contraire des Anglois, il est serre commeTacite. ' It is some
comfort, however, to find, that we are blamed in good com-
pany ; for it seems, * des qu'il ecrit, il vent faire des belles phrases

toscanes ; et il est plus havard que Ciceron.
'

From Milan he goes to Parma; stops an hour to see the fres-

coes of Correggio, one of which makes him cry j and at Bologna

he halts thiriy-six hours, sees ten galcres, and hears two con-

certs. He despatches the science of the learned city very quick-

ly
—

' Je suis presente aux savans
;

quels sots !
' Arrived at

Florence, he flies to the theatre, and is enchanted v/ith an opera

of Rossini, (or, as he terms him, * mo7i aimuble Rossini'), who
has, it seems, composed a new * Barhiere di Sevilln. ' This

daring attempt at rivalling the masterpiece of one of the first of

all the masters, is considered by our author as the mark of a
* true genius '— though we doubt not there are some who will

deem this rather impudent than bold. At Florence there is li-

terally nothing but such remarks upon the opera. But the Ba-
ron holds this to be the most important of all subjects j and
makes mention, with great complacency, of a judge's wife play-

ing as prima donna, and a captain of horse the primo bullb.

* II n'y a jamais ' (he adds) ' de honte en Italic, a faire ce qui
* est raisonnable; en d'autres termes, ie pays est moins gate
* par la noblesse.

'

At Rome he is greatly dispirited by the want of a good ope-

ra; meets everywhere crowds of English, who, to all his musi-

cal observations, only reply by • remake taken from Burney ;

*

and having little to amuse him in the way of practice, he takesi

to speculating upon various points of karning connected with

%
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his favourite study. He asks why there is a pleasure in hearing

-a person sing when you are melancholy ; and he answers, that
* this art, in some obscure manner which does not hurt our
* amou7'-propr€t makes us believe in the exi.s.tence of pity, and
* that it gives the consolation of tears. ' He lays it down, how-
ever, tliat the art is positively hurtful to tender minds under af-

fliction for the loss of some beloved object— * II ne fait que
aiuire, ' says he, * et il hate les progres de la phthisie. ' We
submit to him, whether certain branches of it have not a great-

er tendency to produce this efllct than others ; as playing on
the flute, or other wind instrument. One of the pleasantest

evenings which he appears to have passed in the Eternal City,

was at the house of a certain lawyer, where he heard very good
musick, and very sensible conversation, particularly in a tcte-a-

tete which he had in a corner with a very fat man ;—v%ho proved
to be a rich tailor.

At Naples, the Baron commits immediately an infidelity to

his favourite Scala j the San Carlo, just rebuilt, was opened
while he was there, and he was present of course. He is so

overwhe]med with delight, that for several days he cannot criti-

cise at all ; and then he discovers the vocal part to be indifferent.

It seems the Italians are as great enthusiasts as himself, and they

have a peculiar delight in seeing the opening of a new theatre.

The persons most rigid in their economy at all other times, he
says, willingly give forty louis for a box on such an occasion ;

and he saw several people who had come from Venice on pur-

pose, and returned the day after— ' Avares (he remarks) pour
* les petites choses, ces gens-ci sont prodigues dans les grandes.

'

As the effects of the first night wear off, he becomes discontent-

ed with the whole of the Neapolitan musick, and admits that he
leaves Naples * sans une seule jouissance musicale.

'

The Baron's first visit to Rome and Florence, on his way to

Naples, seems to have exhausted all he had to say upon musick;

—for, from the time of his leaving Naples, we hear little or no-

thing of that topick, which had till then engrossed literally every

page of his journal ; and as he is a man of some liveliness and
acuteness, with all his flippancy, we find his observations fre-

<]uently worth attending to, when tlie subjects become somewhat
snore important. The eulogium of Cardinal Gonsalez is the first

to which he turns his attention upon his second arrival at Rome.
From every thing that is known of that able and enlightened

minister, we believe the praises bestowed upon him in this book,

are the reverse of being exaggerated. We know not the autho-

rity upon which the anecdote told in p. 122 is given ; but it me-
yjtfi spme attention, if authentick. The fanatical, or rather Hi^h-
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Church party, it seems, are perpetually beseeching the Pope to

remove a minister whose measures ihey represent as calculated

to ' increase the number of the damned among the subjects of
• the Church. ' The measures which fill them with this holy

dread, are not particularly mentioned, except one, which un-

questionably must have the alleged tendency, the admission of

lay persons into the different departments of the administration.

We apprehend, however, that some other improvements which

this wise ruler has introduced, must raise a similar alarm among
their Eminences, more especially the abolishing the right of

sanctuary, so that a murderer can no longer take refuge in a
church, or other consecrated place. The abolition of torture,

too, we conceive, may have caused much disquiet in those holy

bosoms ; a disquiet not to be altogether allayed by the reserva-

tion of their undoubted rights of self-infliction, whether by fast-

in o- or flogging. Now, when those pious Cardinals, from time

to time frighten the Pope with their pictures of the great in-

crease in the total amount of the damned, in consequence

of such wicked devices, his Holiness, it is said, sends for the

author of all the mischief, Cardinal Gonsalez, who speaks as

follows.

*' Je juge des crimes secrets par les crimes qui arrivent a la eon-

naissance des tribunaux, et non par les rapports des confesseurs : uu
souverain est responsable, aux yeux de Dieu, de tous les crimes que

ses lois laissent commettre. Las crimes et I'esprit general de fripon-

nerie etaient diminues des deux tiers sous le gouvernement fran9ais.

La perversite a reparu sous le gouvernement ultri qui m'a precede.

Je reviens aux mesures fran Raises. J'ai deja trois cents assassinats

de moins par an : ce qui fait probablement six cents damaes de

moins. " p. 122,

The author adds these reflexions.

' Les trois quarts des cardinaux sent tres pieux ; mals comme nos

grands hommes d'etat, ils iioyit que I'experience de la solitude. Ce
qu'ils savent des hommes, ils I'ont appris dans ITiistoire du seizieme

siecle. Ils ne se doutent pas du leur ; tout ce qui est jeune a Rome,
sent fort bien qu'il faut donner une autre forme au principe religieux*

Si la forme continue a choquer le fond, la source tarira, et, se faisant

jour par des conduits secrets, ira former les superstitions les plus ex-

travagantes. Les jeunes prelats qui ont voyage sont convenus avec

moi que le seul pays du monde ou il y ait encore de la religion, c'est

I'Angleterre. ' p. 122, 123.

At Florence, our author seems never to be pleased. The sin-

gular beauty of the place, and the rich stores both of ancient

and modern art, have little power to fix this true Parisian. The
VOL. XXIX NO. 57. Q
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theatre is bad, and the society scanty; that is enough for the

condemation of the fair city. Even after he has emerfjed from
the territory, and arrived at Bologna, (an escape which he com-
pares to getting out of the country, and finding himself at Paris),

he turns back upon the Florentines, and attacks their parsimony
as bitter!}', if not qnite so forcibly, as Dante could have done,

{Fircnzc mia, &c. &c.). It seems they are all lean ; they break-

fast on a dish of coffee, and the most minute piece of bread,

costing in all two pence ; they dine for fifteen pence ; they differ

from the Milanese, he says, in this, that at Milan the business

of life is to dine well ; at Florence to make believe that you have
dined. The contrast of their magnificent liveries, with their

miserable living, he descvibes as remarkable. Upon all this the

Baron has his little speculation. He holds it to be plain, that,

while Florence was rich and commercial, it acquired the great

virtue of traders, economy ; and that, having lost its wealth, it

keeps the habit of saving. Perhaps the loss of the wealth may,
of itself, account for all the phenomena.

Bologna seems to please our author better than all Italy be-

side. He there found a delightful assemblage both of foreigners

and natives; and he renders ample justice to the charms of per-

son, of mind, and of accomplishment, which he found in the
most admired of the Bolognese society. He has given a sketch,-

from a connoisseur under whom he studied, of the beauties of the

great masters of painting. As it is short, and with hvf excep-

tions (as in the case of Corrcggio) seems to describe the cha-

racteristics of those whom it comprehends tolerably well, we ex-
tract the passage.

" Vous savez que Fecole de Florence se reconnait a un desseiri

hardi qui, sur les pas de Michel-Ange, outre un peu la partie saiilante

des muscles.
" Raphael eut Fexpression, le dessem, I'imitation de I'antique. Sa

perfection est dans les figures d'Apotres et de Vierges. II fut un peu
iroid et un peu sec dans le coramencemens, comme le Perrugin, sou
maitre. Le Frate lui apprit le dair-obscur, ou il fut toujours faible.

Ce fut une grande ame.
" Le Correge a la grace seduisante, le clair-obscur, les raccourcis

;

son ame etait faite pour reinventer fantique ; mais il I'a peu imite.

Ses tableaux, chefs-d'ceuvres de volupte, sent a Dresde et a Parme.
" Le Titien, et tons les Venitiens, out la verite de la couleur.

Giorgione, grand homme, moissonne a I'entree de sa carriere, en eut
I'ideal.

" L'ecole de Bologne est presque, dans tous les genres, la perfecr
tion de la peinture.

" Le Dominiquin eut I'expression, surtout des affections timides,
le coloris, le clair-obscur, le dessein. Pour I'expression^ apres Ra-
phael et lui, vient le Poussin,
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" Le Guide, ame Fran^aise, eut la beaute celeste dans les figures

de femmes. Ses ombres peu fortes, sa nianiere suave, ses draperies

Icgeres, ses contours delicats forment un contraste parfait avec le

style de Michel-Ange de Carravage.
" Le Guercliin fut un ouvrier doue d'un singulier coup-d'oeil pour

rendre le clair-obscur. II copiait tout simplement les paysans du
bourg de Cento, ou il travaillait a la toise. Ses figures semblent se

detacher de la toile, et convienuent aux gens qui louent, dans la

peinture, Yillusion.

" La Galerie Fa.rnese, de Rome, met Annibal Carrache au rang
des plus grands peintres. Beaucoup de gens discnt Raphael, le

Correge, Titien et Annibal. A Bologne, on lul prefere Louis Car-
rache.

" L'Albane, homme froid. a bien peint les cnfans et les corps de
femme, niais non leur ame. II n'en avait pas ; I'envic I'occupa beau-
coup. " p. 179-181.

At Loretto he falls in with an English Colonel of seventy,

who havinjr been much in France before the Revolution, gives

him a disc(uirse, under three heads, beside an introduction and
a conclusion, upon French and English society. It lasts through
about twenty pages; and, as it was spoken vvhcn nobody was
present, one is at a loss to account f )r the fullness of the report.

To suppose that there is no such Colonel, would only remove
the difficulty a step ; for the remarks are, in style and acuteness,

considerably above the Baron's usual performances.

On his journey through the States of tlie Church, he seems
to have been fortunate in the company he met with ; for, not to

mention the ancient officer and the delightful society at Bolog-
na, he found at Pesaro a lady ' who knew Latin better than he
did himself. ' We believe her accomplishrrenta to be here rated

far below the truth ; at least the Baron so pertinaciously writes

Hejxulanum wherever the word occurs, that he compels us to

question the accuracy of the standard by which he estimates the

fair linguist's proficiency. He makes from this place a some-
what precipitate flight, being on the point, if we comprehend
the passage, of falling in love with an actress at the opera. He
therefore retreats upon Padua, where, to avoid a similar danger,

he forms an acquaintance with a celebrated Soprano of seventy,

who lives there in retirement. ' J'ai plus appris de musique, *

says the Baron, * en six conversations avec ce grand artiste, que
* par tons les livres ; c'est Vdme qui parlc a Vumc.

'

We must warn the reader, once for all, against too implicitly

trusting the accuracy of this traveller, as to the anecdotes which
he has told of individuals whom he either knew or heard of in

his tour. It seems pretty clear that he lias frequently mistaken

•ne person for another ; and has been very credulous in receiv-

Q 2
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ing the stories which were told him. The best that can be said

of this part of his notes is, that there is very little of it. He
has laudably abstained from publishing most of what he had
written upon private individuals in his Journal ; he often talks

of the many anecdotes which he could tell if he chose ; and most
justly adds, that a traveller who prints an account of what passes

in any society where he enters without paying, is a spy. This
rule is excellent ; and, if our Baron ever breaks it, we must allow

that he does so without any ill-natured design. That he has

been deceived, sometimes, by persons who were disposed to laugh

at his expense, we think pretty evident, from the story which
he seriously tells of an English heiress whom he met at the house

of a countryman at Venice. The young lady, it seems, was
entitled to a fortune of between thirty and forty thousand pounds
a year, and so much attached to her father, that she insisted

upon going after him to Venice; and upon going alone. One
of her guardians opposed this project ; the other ( par re-

spect pour la libprtc ') gave her a thousand guineas for her jour-

ney. Whereupon -he set out, all alone; and found that her
father had left Venice three days before she arrived. This rich

heiress travelled in one diligence after another, and did not un-
derstand a word of French. The Baron describes her as very

agreeable, and recommends her to the young beanj: of Paris.

If all the suppressed anecdotes in his Journal are as authentic

and entertaining as this, the book has gained at least as much
as the parlies, by their omission.

It is not often that the Baron indulges in general reflections;

but the following are perhaps among the best in his volume.
< Milan Temporte sur Bologne. Comme individus, les Bolonais

Temporteraient peut-etre ; niais,

' 1°. Milan est plus grande ville (cent trente mille ames), et par-

tant, beaucoup plus de sottises y sent meprisees, et I'exeniple des

temps passes y a moins de force. II y est deja ridicule de parler de
s?s affaires d'interet.

' 2^. Milan a ete quatorze ans la capitale d'un vaste royaume; on

y a vu les grandes aftaires de pres et le jeu des passions. Pendant
ce temps-la, Bologne tttaitjaloiise ; il est vrai que, dans cette mau-
vaise carriere, elle montrait de I'energie, elle se revoltait (1809).

' 3°. Milan est pres de la Suisse qui fournit des livres a la haute
societe ; il y a un exeniplaire du Moniing Chronicle qui coute trois

mille francs au moins au noble qui le fait venir. II y a dix ans, oh
n'eut pas trouve deux personnes qui lussent les journaux ; actuelle-

ment, on voit les doniestiques qui vont les chercher au bureau, Its

lire dans les rues.

' L'education de quatorze ans (1800 a 1814), donnee par hasard

b'ous un despote qui ne craignait au monde que l'education, y avait
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produit des heros. Qu'aurait-ce ete de r6ducation donnee par un

})rince philosophe ? Tout ee qui est grand a des droits particuliers

sur le cceur de ce peuple. Beaucoup plus mefiant que le Frantjais,

il est meilleur juge de la grandeur dans ses princes. Un demi-siecle

de I'ovdre de choses qui I'a si rapidenient eleve en quatorze ans,

n'aurait pas remue une autre nation. La Lombardie se regarde pour

)e degre de liberte publique comme une appendice de la France ; on

V suit avec le plus vif interet les discussions de nos Chambres.

'

p. 312—314.
His remarks upon the English are far from being so just.

Indeed he labours under some strange caprice, rather than pre-

judice, upon this subject ; for he seems to praise all the indivi-

duals of our country wliom he saw, and yet to hate us collec-

tively
J and not in the manner of Swift, who said he loved par-

ticular men, while he hated mankind,—but after a fashion of his

own. Thus he says, that * nothing can equal his liking for

* cur legislation, but his disUke of our persons
;

' and add^r—
* 8i vous faites une prevenance a un Anglais, il en profile pour
* placer un signe de hauteur. Timides, en societe, avec tout
* ce qui passe pour sup^rieur, ils sont presque insolens avec tout
* ce qui a I'air de ceder. 11 faut etre ju»te : il y a chcz ces gens-
* la un principe de malheur j ils tirent du venin des choses les

* plus indifferentes. Ce sont les plus insociables des hommcs,
* et peut-etre les plus malheureux. ' (p. 329, 330) Yet his whole
volume is sprinkled with commendations of the English whom
he saw in various societies ; the beauty of the women ; the ta-

lents and virtues of the men ; nay, almost as often as he men-
tions an individual with approbation, he associates his praise

with some national peculiarity. As to the Genevese, he seems

to have for them an unmixed dislike. We trust there is little

resemblance in the following picture of them, and that what
there is of likeness, may have been the real cause of the Ba-
ron's general distasie for those good people.

' La pruderie des femmcs est un article incroyable a force de ridi-

eule et d'ennui. J'ai remarque qu'elles disent exactement la meme
those a chacun des etrangers qu'on ieur prescnte. Etre aimables

pour elles, c'est repeter la formule d'aniabilite que Ieur a montree
Jeur bonne ; rien ne peut les faire sortir de ce cercle ; elles croiraient

inanquer a la vertu. Ainsi, vivacite, naturel, apercjus neuveaux,

laisser-aller, qui font le charme de la societe, tout cela est petrifie a
Geneve. Je viens de m'apercevoir que c'est la caricature des An-
glaises. Pour comble d'insipidite, la conversation est toujours guin-

dee sur les grands sujets de liberte, d'amour, de bonheur donies-

tique, de peinture des passions, etc., et la-dessus ces dames ont Ieur

Ic^on faite et apprise par CQCur, qu'elles vous dvbitent, toujours la

nionie. II faut voir la mine qu'on voiiis fai^ si vpus vous avisez d'e-tre
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nature] dans ces discu!?sions interminables. L'autre jour, pour avoir

admis la possibilite de I'amour, hors du mariage, a la soiree de la

maison P., niadame C***, quim'avait presente, m'a fait de gros

yeux ; toutes les demoiselles ont rougi : j'ai vu que j'avais dit une^

sottise que j'ai raccommodee de mon mieux, et assez mal. Or,

commc on voit, la poGtibilite de Taniour hors du mariage est en efFet

une chose inouie.

' II faut toujours discuter les grands interets de la vie, et etre

toujours hvpocrite dans la discussion. Lii-dessus je dis : A la bonne

heurc se gener a la cour ou Ton gagne des titrcs ou du pouvoir ; nials

bc gener a Geneve !

' Les temines y sont belles ; mais cette incroyable pruderie, dont

personne, je crois, n'a parle, se retrouvc jusque dans Fair des visa-

ges : cela donne aux figures un fond de froideur et un defaut d'inte-

ret qui repousse la synipathic. Je prends pour bonnes toutes ces

vertus de Geneve ; c'est la ville ou il y a le nioins de maris trompes,

et je ne voudrais pas pour tout For du monde etre marie a Geneve.

Malgre mon hojreur pour la vie morale do Naples, je la prefererais

a celle de Geneve ; il y a au moins du naturel. ' p. 323—325.

QUAR.
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AGRICULTURE.
The Farmer's Magazine, No. 72. Ss.

A Review (and complete Abstract) of the Reports to the Board
of Agriculture, from the several Departments of England. By Mr
Marshall. 5 vol. 8vo. 2,1. 3s.

ASTROXOMY.
Eight Familiar Lectures on Astronomy, with Plates and Diagrams.

By W. Phillips. 6h. 6d.

Ladies' Asti'onomy. From the French of De Lalande. By Mrs
Pengree. 3s.

Eight FamiHar Letters on Astronomy, intended as an Introduction

to the Science. For the Use of Young Persons, and others not con-

versant with the Mathematics. Accompanied by Plates, numerous
diagrams, and a Copious Index. By W. Phillips. 12mo. 6s. 6d.

FINE ARTS.

The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ; with Biographical A-
necdotes. By John Nichols, F. S. A. and the late George Steevens,

F, R. S. & F, S. A. ; containing Clavis Hogarthiana, and other Illus-

trative Essays ; ^vith 50 additional Plates. Vol. III. 4to. 4/. 4s.

Chromatics, or an Essay on the Analogy and Harmony of Co-
lours. Royal 4to. Illustrated with Plates and Diagrams. 21. 2s.

A Manual of useful Knowledge ; being a Collection of Valuable

and Miscellaneous Receipts and Philosophical Experiments ; selected

from various Authors. By William Pybus. 18mo. 10s. 6d.

An Attempt to discriminate the Styles of English Architecture,

from the Conquest to the Reformation ; preceded by a Sketch of

the Grecian and Roman Orders ; with Notices of nearly Five Hun-
dred English Buildings. By Thomas Rickman. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Journal of Science and the Arts ; edited at the Royal Insti-

tution. No. 7 ; with Plates. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

ANTiaUITIES.
British Monachism, or Manners and Customs of the INTonks and

Nuns of England. To which are added— 1. Peregrinatorium Reli-

giosum, or Manners and Customs of Ancient Pilgrims. 2. Consue-
?tudinal of Anchorets and Hermits. 3. Account of the Continentes,

or W^omen who had made Vows of Chastity. 4. Four Select Poems,
in various Styles. By Thomas Dudley Fosbrooke, M. A. F. S. A.
31. 3s.

The Third Part of Neale's Illustrated History of Westminster

Abbey,—Royal 4to. 16s—Imp. 4to. 1/. 4s.—Crown Folio {to corre-

jepondnvith the New Edition of Dug dale's Monasticon, of Avhich. on:
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ly Fifty Copies are printed) 1/. lis. 6d Imperial Folio, 2/. 12s. 6d.

Proofs on India Paper, and Etchings, 21. 12s. 6d.

The Border Antiquities of England and Scotland, comprising Spe-

cimens of the Architecture, Sculpture, and other Vestiges of former

Ages, from the earliest Times to the Union of the Two Crowns ;

accompanied with Descriptive Sketches, Biographical Remarks, and

a Brief History of the Principal Events that have occurred in this

interesting part of Great Britain ; together with Illustrations of Re-
markable Incidents in Border History and Tradition, and Original

Poetry. By Walter Scott, Esq. In Two Volumes 4to. l*rice

9/. 2s. 6d. ; or, Inr(re paper, price 13/. 18s. The whole of the Eit-

gravifigs executed by Mr John Greig, from Paintings made expressly

for this Work, by Mr George Arnold A. II. A., Mr A. Nasmyth,

Mr L. Clennel, and Mr Renton.

Pompeiana, or Observations upon the Topography, Edifices and

Ornaments of Pompeii. By Sir William Gell, F. R. S. F. A. S., &c.

and J. P. Gandy, Esq. Architect. No. II, 8vo. 8s.

ARCHITECTURE.
Hints for the Improvement of Prisons, and for their better Regu-

lation. By James Elmes, Architect. 6s.

Civil Architecture of Vitruvius, comprising those Books of the

Author which relate to the Public and Private Edifices of the An-
cients. By Willimn Wilkins jun. M. A. F. A. S. Fellow of Gonvil

and Caius College, Cambridge, Member of the Society of Dilettanti,

and Author of Antiquities of Magna Grecia. With 27 Engravings,

by W. Lowry. Part II. S/. 3s. in elephant 4to.—or 61. 6s. Royal

l^olio.

BIOGRAPHY.
TTie Sexagenarian, or Recollections of a Literary Life. 2 vol.

«vo. 1/. Is.

Historical Anecdotes of some of the Howard Family. By Charles,

Tenth Duke of Norfolk. 8vo. 7s.

Dr Watkins's Memoirs of the Right Hon. Richard Brinsley She-

ridan ; the Second and concluding Part. 4to. 1/. lis. 6d.

Memoirs of the Last ^Months of the Life of Mr Thomas Vaughan,

late of Pentonville, and a short time Deputy-Purveyor of the Forces

imder Lord WeHington. 12mo. Ss. 6d.

Memoirs of the Life of the Elder Scipio Africanus ; with Notes

and Illustrations. By the Rev. Edward Berwick. Post 8vo. 7s.

BOTANY.
A Botanical Description of British Plants in the Midland Coun-

ties, particularly of those in the neighbourhood of Alccster ; with

occasional Notes and Observations : To which is prefixed, a short

Introduction to the Study of Botany, and to the knowledge of the

principal Natural Orders. By T. Purton, surgeon, Alcester. With
Eight Coloured Engravings, by James Sowerby. 2 vol. 8vo. 1/.

Iho Florist's Manual, or Hints for the Construction of a gny

Flower Garden ; with Observations on the best Method of prevent-

ing the depredations of insects, &c. -Is. 6d-
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CHEMISTRY.
Chemical Amusement ; comprising a Series of Curious and In-

structive Experiments in Chemistry. By Fred. Accura, operative

chemist. 12mo. 8s.

A System of Chemistry. By T. Thomson, M.D. F.R.S. &c. the

fifth edition. 4 vol. 8vo. 3/.

COMMERCE.
Considerations on the British Commerce, with reference particu-

larly to British India, the United States of America, and the Slave

Trade. Is.

DRAMA.
The Persian Hunters, or the Rose of Gurgestan ; an Opera, in

Three Acts, performed at the English Opera-house : the words by
Tho. Noble, the music by Mr Home. 2s. 6d.

The Bohemian ; a Tragedy in Five Acts. By G. Soane, A. B.

4s. 6d.

Account of Mr Kemble's Retirement from the Stage. Svo. 9s.

Characters of Shakspeare's Plays. By William Hazlitt. Svo.

10s. 6d.

Incog ; or Three Weeks at a well-knmrn Hotel : a Farce in Two
Acts, as performing at the Theatre Royal, Drury-Lane. By W. A.
Keep. 2s. 6d.

The Vicar of Wakefield, a Melo-dramatic Burletta, in Three Acts.

By Thomas Dibdin. Esq. Is. 6d.

The Youthful Days of Frederic the Great ; a Melo-drama, in Two
Acts.

The Peasant of Lucern, a Melo-drama. By Geo. Soane. 3s. 6d.

EDUCATION.
Ancient History, abridged for the Use of Schools. By the Rev.

John Robinson, LL. D. stereotyped, with Engravings. 6d. 6d.

The Schoolmaster's Assistant ; or the First Introduction to Geo-
gi'aphy. 4to. 7s. Containing twelve half-sheet Copperplates.

A New School for Adults ; with three hundred instructors, called

pictures ; being a new plan, whereby grown persons ma}^ learn to

read almost without a teacher. Also a Book to teach Children to

read. By John Goss, of Hatherleigh. Is. 3d.

Chrestoniathia ; Part I. Explanatory of a School for the exten-

sion of the new system of instruction to the higher branches, for the

use of the middling and higher ranks ; 1816, Svo. Part II. Essay
on Nomenclature and Classification ; including critical examination

of Bacon's Encyclopedical Table, as improved by D'Alembert, 1817.

By Jeremy Bentham, Esq.

A Key to Dr Noehden's Exercises for writing German. By J. R,
Schultz. 3s. 6d.

Stories explanatory of the Church Catechism. By Mrs Sherwood.
12mo. 5s.

A Practical Essay on Intellectual Education, with an ample C'-^ta-

logue Raisonne of Elementary Books of Instruction, and a View of
the most approved ^lethods ©f Tuition, By William Jaques* 4s-. 6d
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A Lexicon of the Primitive Words of the Greek Language, inclu-

sive of several leatling Derivatives upon a New Plan of Arrangement.
For the L^se of Schools. By the Rev. John Booth, Curate of Kirby
Malzcard, near Ripon, Yorkshire. 8vo. 9s.

Questions resolved ; containing a plain and concise Explanation
©f near Four Hundred Difficult passages of Scripture, and concise

Answers to important Questions in History, Biography, and General
Literature. By the Rev. G. G. Scraggs, A. M.

Institutes of Grammar as applicable to the Engli&h Language, or

as introductor}' to the Study of other Languages, systematically ar-

ranged and briefly explained. To which are added, some Chronolo-
gical Tables. By James Andrew, LL.D. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Elements of Latin Hexameters and Pentameters. 2s.

The Dauphin Virgil, with Dr Carey's Claris Metrico- VirgUiana
prefixed.

History made Easy ; or a Genealogical Chart of the Kings and
Queens of England since the Conquest. By Mr Reynard.

A Key to the same.

Letters on English History, for the Use of Schools. By J. Big-

land. 12mo. 6s.

A Companion to the Globes ; comprising the various Problems
that may be performed by the Globes, accompanied by more than

One Thousand E:^amples. 4-8. 6d.

GEOGRAPHY.
The Edinburgh Gazetteer, or Geographical Dictionary. Vol. L

Part H. 8vo. 9s.

GEOLOGY.
Transactions of the Geological Society. Vol. IV. Part II. 4to,

3?. 3s.

HISTORY.
Outline of the Revolution in Spanish America. By a South Ame-

rican. 7s. 6d.

An Abridgement of Universal History, commencing with the Crea-

tion, and carried down to the Peace of Paris in 1763. By the Rev,

E. W. VVhitaker. 2 vol. 4to. 8/. 8s.

The History of the Ancient Noble Family of Marmyun, with their

singular Office of King's Champion ; collected from the Public Re-
cords. By T. C. Banks, Esq. 4to. I/. 15s Svo. 18s.

A new History of Berwick-upon-Tweed ; with Historical Notices

cf the Neighbouring Villages, including a Compendium of Border

History, accompanied with a Plan of the Town. By the Rev. T.

Johnson. 12mo. 5s.

LAW.
Reasons for a further Amendment of the Act 54 Geo. III. c. 156,

being an Act to amend the Copyright Act of Queen Anne. By Sii'

Egerton Brydges, Baronet, M. P. 2s. 6d.

ji Treatise on the Law of Arbitration ; with an Appendix of Pre-

cedents. By James Stamford Caldwell of Lincoln's-Inn, Barrister-

at-law. 18s,
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Reports argued and determined in the Court of Exchequer, East-

er Term, 1816. By George Price Esq. Part III. Vol. II. Royal

8vo. 5s.

Supplement to a Treatise on Pleading. By J. Chitty Esq. of the

Middle Temple, Barristcr-at-law. I/, lis. 6d.

A Compendious Abstract of the Public Acts passed anno 1817;
with Comments, Notes, and a copious Index. By Thomas Walter
Williams, of the Inner Temple, Esq. Timo. 4s.

The whole Proceedings on two Petitions in tliC Court of Chance-
ry, e-x parte Crosby in re Crosby, and ex parte Wilkie in re Crosby,

heard before the Lord Chancellor in Lincoln's Inn Hall, August 22.

1817. Is.

A Treatise on the Game Laws, in wliich it is fully proved, that,

except in particular cases. Game is now, and has always been, by
the Law of England, the Property of the Occupier of the Land on
which it is found and taken ; with Alterations suggested for the Im-
provement of the System. By Edward Christian Esq., Professor of

the Laws of England, and Chief Justice of Ely. 8vo. 10s.

Kearsley's Tax Tables for 1 8 1 8. 1 s. 6d.

A new Arrangement of Lord Coke's First Institute of the Laws of
England, on the Plan of Sir Mathew Hale's Analysis, &c. By J. H.
Thomas Esq, 3 vol. 8vo.

A Select Lav/ Library, containing the whole Law now in force re-

lative to Parish Officers, Landlords, Tenants, and Lodgers ; Wills,

Codicils, and Revocations ; Bankrupts ; Bills of Exchange ; Buj'injj

and Selling of Horses, Game, Sec. By Henry Clavering Esq., Bar-»

rister-at-law. Svo. 1/. 2s. 6d.

The Law of Bankrupts, their Creditors and Assignees, from the

Issuing the Commission to the Allowance and Confirmation of the
Certificate by the Lord Chancellor. By Soarae Whitaker Esq., Bar-
rister-at-law. 4 s.

Form of Process before the Jury Court. By John Russell Esq.,

Clerk to the Signet, one of the Clerks of the Jury Court ; with an
Appendix, containing the Act of Parliament, the Acts of Sederunt
of the Court of Session, and the Rules and Orders of the Jury CowS
for regulating the Form of Procedure. Svo. 5s.

MEDICINE, SURGERY, ANATOMY, ScC.

An Essay on the Shaking Palsy. By James Parkinson, jMember
of the Royal College of Surgeons. Ss.

Letters to a Mother on the Management of Infants and Children.

By a Physician. 5s. 6d.

Medico-Chirurgical Transactions published by the Medical and
Chirurgical Society of London. Vol. VIII. Parti. 8vo. 10s. 6d-

The Principles of Diagnosis, Part 11. The Diagnosis of the more
general Diseases of Adults. By Marshall Hall, M. D. 8vo. 12s.

The Hospital-Pupil's Guide ; being Oracular Communications ad-
dressed to Students of the Medical Profession. By iEsculapius,

3s. 6d.
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A Sequel to an Essay on the Yellow Fever, principally intended
to prove, by incontestable Facts and important Documents, that the
Fever called Bulam or Pestilential, has no existence as a Distinct or
Contagious Disease. By Edward Nath. Bancroft, M. D. 8vo. 14s.

The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal. No. 52. 3s.

Pharmacopoeia Nosocomii Kegii Edinburgensis. Foolsc. 8vo. 5s.

Pharmacopoeia Collegii Regii Mcdicorum Edinburgensis. 8vo.
10s. 6d.

Results of an Investigation respecting Epidemic and Pestilential

Diseases, including Researches in the Levant concerning the Plague.
By Charles Maclean, M. D., Lecturer on the Diseases of Hot Cli-

mates to the Honourable East India Company. Vol. I. 15s.

A Letter to Professor Stewart on the Objects of General Terms,
and on the Axiomatical Laws of Vision. By J. Fearn Esq. 4to. 5^.

Observations on the Casual and Periodical Influence of particular

States of the Atmosphere on Human Health and Diseases, particu-

larly Insanity. By Thomas Forster, F. L. S. 8vo. 4s.

Sketch of the History and Cure of Febrile Diseases, more parti-

cularly as they appear in the West Indies among the Soldiers of the
British Army. By R. Jackson, M. D.

Delineations of the Cutaneous Diseases comprised in the Classifi-

cation of the late Dr Willan ; including the greater part of the En-
gravings of that Author in an improved state, and completing the
Series as intended to have been finisJied by him. By T. Bateman,
M. D. F. L. S. 1 vol. 4to, with upwards of seventy coloured plates.

12/. 12s.

The History and Practice of Vaccination. By James Moore Esq.,
Director of the National Vaccine Establishment. 8vo. 8s.

An Essay on the Vital Functions. By Wilson Philip Esq. 8vo.

IDs. 6d.

Cases of Diseased Prepuce and Scrotum. By W. Wadd Esq.,

Surgeon. 4to. lis.

Outlines of Lectures on Human Physiology. By John Gordon,
M. D. F. R. S. E. Lecturer on Anatomy and Surgery, and on the

Institutions of Medicine, Edinburgh. 8vo. Boards. 6s.

A Narrative of the Case of Miss Margaret M'Avoy ; with an
Account of some Optical Experiments connected with it. By Tho-
mas Renwick, M. D. Physician to the Liverpool Infirmary. 4to.

Boards. 10s. 6d.

MATHEMATICS.
. The Lunarian, or Seaman's Guide ; being a practical introduction

to the method of ascertaining the longitude at sea by celestial obser-

vations and marine chronometers. By E. Ward, teacher of Naviga-»

tion, the Lunar Observations, drc. 6s.

The Principles and Application of Imaginary Quantities, Book I.;

to which are added, some observations on Porisms ; being the first of
cseries of original tracts in various parts of the Mathenwtics. By
Behj. Gompertz, Esq. 4to. 5&. 6d.
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A System of Practical Mathematics, containing Geometrical Prob-

lems, Plane Trigonometry, Mensuration of Heights and Distances,

of Smfaces and Solids, Conic Sections, Specific Gravity, Artificers'

Measurin<^, Gauging, Gunnery, and Spherical Trigonometry, with

its application to the Solution of some useful Geographical, Geodesic,

and Astronomical Problems. To which are added, Tables of the

Logarithms of Numbers, and of Lines, Tangents, and Secants.

Desio-ned for the Use of Schools. By John Davidson, A. M. Teacher,

Burntisland. 8vo. 12s.

The Philosophy of Arithmetic ; exhibiting a Progressive View of

the Theory and Practice of Calculation. With an Enlarged Table

of the Products of Numbers under one hundred. By John Leslie,

F. 11. S. E. Professor of Mathematics in the University of Edinburgh.

8vo. 8s. boards.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A Treatise, containing the results of numerous experiments on the

preservation of Timber from premature decay. By W. Chapman,

M.K.LA 6s. 6d.

A Present for an Apprentice, by a late Lord Mayor, dedicated to

the present, the Right Hon. M. Wood, with a portrait of his Lord-

ship.

A Supplement to Junius identified, consisting oi facsimiles of

Handwriting, and other illustrations. 3s.

The Round Table ; or, King Arthur's Feast of the Kings since

his Reign. By the author of ' Sir Hornbook. ' With eighteen em-

bellishments.

Observations on the West India Islands, Medical, Political, and

Miscellaneous. By John Williamson, M. D. 2 vol. Bvo. 1/. 5s.

Mr Pope's Practical Abridgment of the Custom and Excise Laws.

The Third Edition, corrected to August 18, 1817. 8Vo. 1/. lls.6d.

Report from the Committee of the House of Commons, on the

employment of Boys in the Sweeping of Chimneys ; together with

the Minutes of Evidence, and an Appendix. Published under the

direction of the Society for superseding the necessity for Climbing

Boys. With Notes and Observations ; a complete List of Persons

using the Machine, and a descriptive engraving of it. 8vo. 3s. 6d,

The Classical Journal, No. XXXI. for June 1817.

The Leper of the City of Aoste, a Narrative. Translated from

the French by Helen Maria Williams. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Essays on the Theory of the Tides, the Figure of the Earth, the

Atomical Philosophy, and the Moon's Orbit : with engravings. By-

Jos. Luccock. 4to. 7s. 6d.

An Attempt to establish Physiognomy upon Scientific Principles ;

originally delivered in a Scries of Lectures. By J. Cross, M. D.

8vo. 8s.

A Letter to an English Nobleman, respectfully submitted to the

serious consideration of both Houses of Pai'iiament: containing an

Analysis of the British Constitution, and a Review of the Catholic
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Question, as it relates to Ireland in particular, and as it stands con-
nected in its consequences with the happiness and security of Society

in other countries. By Liberator. 8vo.

An Essay on Capacity and Genius ; to prove that there is no ori-

ginal mental superiority between the most illiterate and the most
learned of Mankind ; and that no genius, whether individual or na-
tional, is innate, but solely produced by and dependent on circum-

stances. Also, nn Inquiry into the Nature of Ghosts and other Ap-
pearances supposed to be supernatural. 8vo. 12s.

Inquiry into the Nature and Historj' of Greek and Latin Poetry;
more particularly of the Dramatic Species : tending to ascertain the

Laws of Comic Metre in both those Languages. By John Sidney
Hawkins, Esq. F. A. S. Svo. 14s.

Narrative of a Singular Imposition practised upon the Benevolence
of a Lady residing in the vicinity of Bristol, by a young woman of
the name of Mary Wilcox, alias Baker, alias Caraboo. Svo. 5s.

The Ladies' Receipt Book ; containing a collection of valuable

miscellaneous Receipts and choice Secrets in useful, elegant, and
ornamental Arts, selected from various Authors. By William Pybus.
12mo. Is. 6d.

The Complete Sportsman. By T. H. Needham. 12mo. 7s.

An Inquiry into some of the most Curious and Interesting Sub-
jects of History, Antiquity, and Science ; with an Appendix con-
taining the earliest Information of the most remarkable Cities of An-
cient and Modern Times. By Thomas Moir. 12ino. 4s.

A Practical Chess Grammar ; or, an Introduction to the Royal
Game of Chess. By W. S. Kenny. 4to. 7s.

The Pamphleteer, No. XIX. ; being an Impartial Record of the

best Pamphlets of the day on all Subjects of General Interest. 6s. 6d.

Cortes ; or, (he Conquest of Mexico ; as related by a Father to

his Children, and designed for the Instruction of Youth ; translated

from the German of J. IL Campe. By Eliz. Helme. 5s. 6d. new
edition.

British Field Sports : embracing practical Instructions in Shoot-
ing, Hunting, Coursing, Racing, Fishing. &c. with Observations on
the Training of Dogs and Horses, and the Management of all Sport-

ing Implements. By Wm. Flenry Scott. Parts I. to V. (to be com-
pleted in 12 monthly parts) 3s. each.

The Edinburgh Magazine and Literary Miscellany ; a New Series

of the Soots Magazine, for August, September, October and No-
vember. 2s. each.

An Essay on some Subjects connected with Taste. By Sir George
Stewart Mackenzie, Bart.

NATURAL HISTORY.
Observations on the Natural History of the Swallow Tribe, with a

collateral statement of facts relative to their migration, and to their

brumal torpidity ; and a copious table of reference to authors ; illus-

trated by figures of live species, engraved on wood by Willis ; to

7
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which is added, a general Catalogue of British Birds, with the Pro-

vincial Names for each, &c. By T. Forster. 8s.

General Zoology, or Systematic Natural History ; commenced by
the late George Shaw, M. D. F. R.S. &c. ; with plates from the first

authorities, and most select specimens, engraved principally by Mrg
Griffith ; this volume consists of Birds. By J. F. Stephens, F.L. S.

Vol. X. 8vo. 2A 12s. 6d.—royal paper, 3/. 16s.

Anecdotes of Remarkable Insects, selected from Natural History,

and interspersed with Poetry. By Josq^h Taylor. ISmo. 3s.

The Naturalist's Pocket Book, or Tourist's Companion ; being a
brief introduction to the different branches of Natural History. By
G.Graves, F.L. S. 21s. coloured, 14-8. plain.

NOVELS AND ROMANCES.
Mandeville ; a Tale of the Seventeenth Century in England. By

William Godwin, Author of ' Caleb Williams, ' &c. 3 vol. 12mo.

1/. Is.

Modern Manners, or a Season at Harrowgate. 2 vol. IGs.

Montagu NeAvburgh, or the Mother and Son. By Alicia C. Mant.
2 vol. ids. 6d.

The Hero, or the Adventures of a Night ; a Romance. 2 vol.

12mo. 10s.

Howard Castle, or a Romance from the INIountains. By a North
Britain. 5 large vol. if. 7s. 6d.

Some Account of Myself. By Charles Earl of Erpingham. 4 vol-

12mo. 1/. 2s.

Prejudice and Physiognomy. By Azile D'Arcy. 3 vol. 12mo.

15s.

Beauchamp ; or, the Wheel of Fortune. By James Holroyd
Fielding. 4 vol. 12mo. 1/. 2s.

Coniidan ; or, the St Kildians : a Moral Tale. By the Author of

Hardenbrass and Haverill. 7s.

Ccelebs Deceived. 3 vol. 12mo. IBs.

The Knight of St John, a Romance. By Miss Anna Maria Por-

ter. 3 vol. 12rao.

Six Weeks in Paris. 3 vol. 1 8mo.
Jessy, or the Rose of Donald's Cottage. 4- vol. 1/. 2s.

POETRY.
Craignethan Castle, a Poem. 8vo. 7s.

Evening Hours; a collection of original Poems. Foolscap Svo,

5s. 6d.

Musomania, or Poet's Purgatory. Foolscap 8vo. 4s.

A Continuation of the Emeraid Isle. By C. Phillips, Esq. bai-

4rister-at-law. 4to. 5s.

The Pitt Club of Scotland : a Satire.

The W^orks of Claudian ; translated into English Verse. By A.
Hawkins, Esq. F. H. S. 2 vol. 8vo. 1/. Ms. 6d.

Poems and Songs, chiefly in the Scottish Dialect. By Robert
T-annahill. To which is prefixed a notice respecting^ his Life and
Writings. 8ii.
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Heroic Epistle to William Cobbett. 8vo. Is. 6d.

Hough Sketches of Bath, Imitations of Horace, Lines on Cara-

boo, and other Poems. By Q-in-the-corner.

Rural Poetry. By Andrew Buchanan. 12mo. 3s.

The Pocket Encyclopaedia of Scottish, English, and Irish Songs.

Selected from the Works of the most Eminent Poets ; with a num-
ber of Original Pieces, and Notes, Critical and Biographical. 2 vol.

12mo. 9s. (Glasgow.)

Select Early English Poets. No. I. containing Lavelau's Lucasta.

>(To be continued quarterly.) 12mo. 7s.

Original Poetry for Infant and Juvenile Minds. In Two Parts.

T5y Lucy Loynes of Nottingham.

POLITICS, AND POLITICAL ECONOMY.
A Letter to the Inhabitants of Spittalfields, on the Character and

Views of our Modern Reformers, By a Member of the Spittalfields

Benevolent Society. Is.

An Appeal to the Public, containing an account of services ren-

dered during the disturbances in the North of England, in the year

1812, &c. &c. By Francis Raynes, &c. 2s.

Modem Politics, taken from Machiavel, Borgia, and other choice

authors. By an Eyewitness. 2s. 6d.

A Collection of Documents connected with Burgh Reform. Svo.

sewed. 2s. 6d.

A Glance at the State of Public Affairs, as far as relates to the

Infhience of Money and Finance on Manufactures and Commerce.

By a Friend to all. Svo. 2s.

A New System of Political Economy, adapted to the pecuUar cir-

cumstances of the present times. Illustrated by copperplates of the

Structure and Machinery of the improved Hydrostatic Ship. Svo.

3s.

Report of the Select Committee of the House of Commons on

the Poor Laws; together with the Minutes of Evidence, and an

Appendix. To which is added, the Report of the Committee of the

House of Lords on the Poor Laws. 7s.

Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. Vol. XXXVI. Completing

the late Session of Parliament. 1/. lis. 6d.

Papers relative to Codification and Public Instruction ; including

Correspondence with the Empergr of Russia, <S:c. By Jeremy Ben-

tham. 8vo.

A Letter to the Right Hon. Robert Peel, in Answer to his

Speech, May 9, on the Catholic Question. 2s. 6d.

Suggestions for the Employment of the Poor of the Metropolis,

and the Direction of their Labours to the Benefit of the Inhabitants

;

with Hints on Mendicity. By Henry Barnet Gascoigne. Is.

Interesting Observations on the present Disturbances of the Spa-

nish Colonies, and on the best IMeans of bringing them to a good

Understanding with the Mother Country. Written by a native of

Old Spain. 3s.

1
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A Sketch of the Military and Pohtical Power of Russia in the yeac
1817. 8vo. 8s.

A Letter addressed to the Gentlemen Commoners of Worcester-
shire on the Danger of Innovation to a Government, and more par-

ticularly on the fatal tendency of those measures employed by Fac-
tious and Designing men to alienate the Subjects of Great Britain

from their Allegiance, and to provoke them to Insurrection against
the State. By a Gentleman of Worcestershire. 8vo, Is. 6d.

Second Report of the Select Committee of the House of Com-
mons on the Police, with the Minutes of Evidence. 7s.

An Historical Research into the Nature of the Balance of Power
in Europe. By G. F. Leckie. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

An Essay on Public Credit. By David Hume. First printed in

-1752. With a Letter addressed to the People of Great Britain and
Ireland on the prophetic character of its principles, and showing,
from indisputable facts, that a National Bankruptcy must ultimately
be produced by a perseverance in the Pitt and Paper System.

THEOLOGY.
Practical Discourses. By the Rev. Joshua Gilpin. 8vo. 10s. 6c(.

An Enquiry into the Nature of the Sin of Blasphemy, and into

the Propriety of regarding it^ a Civil Offence. By Robert Aspland.
2s. 6d.

The Christian Faith stated and explained, in a course of practical

Lectures on some of the Leading Doctrines of the Gospel. By the
Rev. H. C. O'Donnoghue, A. M. Foolscap 8vo. 5s. 6d.

The Clergyman's Companion in Visiting the Sick. By William
Paley, D. D. 12mo. 5s. 6d.

Sermons, chiefly on Practical Subjects. By E. Cogan. 2 voL
8vo. \l. 4s.

A Defence of Calvinistic Preaching, &c. in reply to the Dean of
Chester's Commencement Sermon, at Cambridge. By George Red-
ford, A. M. 2s.

The late Rev. John Shepherd's Critical and Practical Elucidation
ef the Book of Common Prayer. 2 vol. 8vo. 1/. Is.

The Domestic Altar ; a Six Weeks' Course of Morning and Even-
ing Prayers, for the Use of Families. By the Rev. W. Smith, A. M.
Svo. 8s.

Duty and Benefit of a Daily Perusal of the Holy Scriptures. By
Lindley Murray. 12mo. Is.

Observations, Critical, Explanatory, and Practical, on the Cano-
nical Scriptures. By Mrs Cornwallis. 4 vol. 8vo. 2/. 2s.

A Series of Sermons, on various subjects of Doctrine and Prac-
tice. By the Rev. George Mathew, A. M. 2 vol. 8vo, 1/. Is.

Practical Discourses. By the Author of a Monument of Parental
Affection to a dear and only Son. 8vo.

The Importance of Christian Union on the Established Principles
.«f our National Church. By the Rev. John Mackinnon, M. A.

Sermpns cki the Doctrines and Duties of the Christian Life. Bv
VOL, XXIX. NO. 57. R *^
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the late Archibald M'Lean of Edinburgh. To which is prefixed, a
Memoir of his Life, Ministry, and Writings. By W. Jones. 8vo.

IGs, 6d.

Homilies on the Book of Tobias, being a detailed History and fa-

miliar Explication of the Virtues of that Holy Servant of God. By
the Rev. Francis Martyn. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Variation of Public Opinion and Feelings Considered, as it

respects Religion ; a Sermon, preached before the Bishop of Saruni,

on his Visitation at Devixes, Aug. 15, 1817. By tlu3 Rev. G. Crabbe.
Is. 6d.

A Sermon preached on the third ^Monday of Lent, on the Small
Number of the Elect. Translated from the French of ?.I. de Mas-
sillon, Bishop of Clermont, <irc. 8vo. sewed. 23.

Plurality of Vv^orlds; or. Letters, Notes, and Memoranda, Philoso-

phical and Critical, occasioned by ' A Series of Discourses on the^

Christian Revelation, viewed in Connexion with the ^Modern Astro-

nomy, ' as published by the Rev. Dr Chalmers. 5s.

A Sermon preached at Cowbridge, at the primary Visitation of the

Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Llandalf. By tiie Rev. Scawen
Pluraptre, A.M. chaplain to the Right Hon. the Countess of Ayles^-

ford, and Vicar of Llamblethlen, Sec,

A Sermon, entitled. Unauthorized Zeal the Cause of Evil, as ap-

plicable to the case of Itinerant Preaching; being intended as a se-

quel to ' The Admonition of our Lord to his Disciples. ' By the

Rev. James Duke Coleridge. 1$. 6d.

The Character of St Paul, as a Minister of the Gospel, shortly

stated and applied. A Sermon preached at the \' isitation of the Rev.

the Archdeacon, at Leicester, June 17, 1817. 2s.

Sermons on the first Lessons of the Sunday Morning Service, from

the first to the thirteenth Sunday after Trinity. Together with Four
Sermons on other subjects. By the Rev. Robert Burrowcs, D.D.
M.R.L A. chaplain to the Lord-Lieutenant, &c. 10s. Cd.

TOPOGRAPHY.
Ormerod's History of Cheshire. Part IV.

The History and Antiquities of the Parochial Church of St Sa-

viour, Southwark; illustrated by sixteen engravings. By W. G. Moss.

With historical and biographical delineations. By the Rev. J. Kiglit-

ingale. Part I. lOs. 6d.

An Excursion to Windsor, through Battersea, Putney, Kew, Rich-

mond, Twickenham, Strawberry Hill, and Hampton Court. By Joha

Evans, jun. A.M. 9s.

The Ruins of Gour. By W. Creighton. 4to. 2/. 2s.

Thanet and the Cinque Ports ; consisting of Views of all the

Churches, Castles, Vestiges of Antiquity, singular Residences, &c. in

the above District, accompanied with Ilistorical, Topographical, and

Antiquarian Descriptions. The Drawings and Engravings by Wil-

liam Deeble. Vol. I. foolsc. 8vo. 17s. 6d. ; demy Svo. 1/. 8s.

The Gentleman's Guide in his Tour throujjh France. By Plenry

Cexe^ E«q 7s.
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Walks in Oxford ; compri'sing an original historical and descriptive

account of the colleges, halls, and public buildings of the University;

>\ ith an Introductory outline of the academical history of Oxford.

By W. M. Wade. 2 vol. 8vo. 16s.; 12aio. 8s.

A Portfolio of Fragments relative to the Histoiy and Antiquities

of the County Palatine and Durciiy of Lancaster. By Matthew Greg-

son, Esq. of Liverpool. 3l. 3s. arge paper, 4^. 4s.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.
Itinerary of the Morea; being a particular description of that

Peninsula. By Sir William Gell, F. U.S. with a map of the routes.

8vo. 10s.

Travels in the Interior of America, in the Years 1809, 1810, and

1811 ; including a Description of Upper Louisiana, Kentucky, India-

na, and Tennessee. By John Bradbury, F. L. S. 8s. 6d.

Narrative of a Voyage to Hudson's Bay, in his Majesty's ship Ro-
samond ; containing some account of the north-eastern coast of A-
nierica, and of the tribes inhabiting that remote region. By Lieut.

Edward Chappell, of the Royal Navy, 8vo. ; with plates and a chaat,

12s.

A Picturesque Tour through France, Switzerland, on the Banks
of the Rhine, and through part of the Netherlands, in the year 1816,

8vo. 12s.

The Last Month in Spain ; or, Wretched Travelling through a
Wretched Country. Bj/ an English Officer; with fourteen humor-
ous coloured plates and a map. 8s.

A Narrative of a Voyage to New Zealand, performed- in the year*

1814 and 1815. By John Liddiard Nicholas, Esq. in company with

the Rev. Samuel i-Iarsden, Principal Chaplain of New South Wales;
including an Account of the first oNIisslonary Establishment ever form-

ed in that Island; v>-ith a description of the interior of that Country;

its Soil, Climate, and Productions, and the Manners and Customs of
the Natives. Together with occasional Remarks on their Political

Economy. 2 vol. 8vo. 1/. 4s.

The Traveller's Guide through Switzerland. By M. J. Abel. Ar-
ranged and improved by Daniel Vv'all. Accompanied by a Complete
Atlas, ^-c. 18mo. 16s.

An Itinerary of Italy. By M. Riechard. Embellished with three

large Maps. 18nio. 10s.

An Itinerary of France and Belgium, or Traveller's Guide through
these countries. By M. Riechard. Illustrated by a Map. rSmo. 8s.

A Journal of the Proceedings of the late Embassy to China; com-
prising an authentic narrative of the public transactions of the em-
bassy, of the voyage to and from China, arid of the journey over lancJ

from the mouth of the Pei-ho, to the return to Canton ; interspersed

with observations upon the face of the country, the policy, the moral
character, and manners of the Chinese nation. By Henry Ellis, Esq.
Secretary of Embassy, and third commissioner. 4to. 2/. 2s.

Sketches of India; or Observations descriptive of the Scenery, &c.
m Bengal; written in India iu the Years 1811, 12, 13, 14. Nvo. bs.
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NEW FRENCH PUBLICATIONS.

Expose des tentatives qui ont ete faites, dans le dessein de rendre
potable, et salubre, I'eau de mer distillee. Par B. G. Sage, 8vo.
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Art. I. Report from the Select Committee on the Poor-La'ws,

•with the Mimifcs of Evidence taken before the Committee. Or-

dered by the House of Commons to be 'printed, July 4, 18 1 7.

IT appears from this important document, that the principle

of compulsory provision for the poor, took its rise with the

enactment of very harsh and barbarous laws for the suppression

of vagrancy ;—that by these laws, which were directed against

* strong beggars, persons whole and mighty in body, ' such an

offence was visited with slavery, mutilations, and death— that

permission to beg, however, was extended to the impotent poor

withm certain districts—and that at length, with a view to pre-

vent the burden of their support from falling exclusively on the

charitable, an act was passed in the 5th of Elizabeth, whereby

the Justices in each parish were empowered, along with the

churchwardens, to assess for a weekly sum those who were un-

willing t9 contribute. By a statute of the 4-jd of the same reign,

those persons were further vested with the power, frsty to pro-

vide for the gratuitous relief of those who were unable to work ;

and, secondly^ to find work for those who were able, by giving

them employment, or supplying them with the necessary tools

and materials.

This statute continues to be the fundamental and operative

law of the realm on this important subject : And the object of

tlie very interesting Report now before us, is to expose the ef-

fect which, aftef the lapse of about two centuries, has resulted

from the administration of this law on the comfort and charac-

ter of the people of England.

We have often imagined, thatj erevious to those enactments,

VOL. XXIX. NO. 5b. ^'" ** S
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the whole of the matter to which they relate had come under
the discussion of two political reasoners ; and that one of them
had merely expressed his doubts as to the efficacy of this com-
pulsory provision, while the other felt quite assured of its final

success in diminishing the amount of human suffering, if not in

iVanishing all the miseries of extreme indigence from the land.

Even m &uch a sUuation, we conceive, and anterior to all expe-
rience, there are many considerations which might have occur-

ed to the former, and dispofed liim to he slow cf confidence as

to the anticipated good that was to flow from its operation. The
very circumstance of its being untried, might lead him to suspect

and to hesitate. And, independently of this general considera-

tion, which always weighs s;.> povvrrfully with men of a practical

understanding, he would probably i'ee, in the proposed measure,
an attempt to wrest ironi the hands of Nature the management
of a case, for which, by certain principles implanted in the

constitution of man, she had already provided. He might see

in it a tendency to enfeeble, if not altogether to suppress, the

operation of these principles. He might fear lest this interfer-

ence on the part of the State should relax the natural excitements

to industry and foresight, and thus multiply the instances of

Tvretchedness beyond its power of relieving them. Or, that it

might relax the obligations of relationship; and thus, for the

substitution of certain regulated services, withdraw from the

helpless the far kindlier and more effective services of their own
kindred or their own offspring. Or, that it might relax the

sympathy and mutual dependence of immediate neighbours, and
thus intercept those numerous, though unobserved supplies of
beneficence, which, in parishes where assessments are unknown,
still makt, up a sum of charity most honourable to the character of
the lower orders. Or, that it mJght reduce the private ministra-

tions of the wealthy, who, by the one act of a yearly contribu-

tion, might {e^\ theniselves acquitted of all those secret attentions

and liberalities which the setting up of this legal machinery evi-

dently tends to supersede. Or, finally, that by the publicity

thus given to the relief of want, every dispensation of it would

be made greatly more painful to the more delicate and deserving

class of sufferers, who, raitier than brave an exposure so humi-
liating, might choose to endure in silence ; and that, with no-

thing to depend on but such compassion as the system in ques--

tion has diverted away from then)—with no chance of being

discovered by the charitable, but through such inquiries as this

system has superseded—with no source from whicli to look for

any alleviation but iuch funds as this system is impairing by

its perpetual and constantly augmenting encroachments: And
'2
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thus ft mijrht be doubted, v.-hether it might not only shift the

misery, without alleviating it -, and add another proof to the

many that already exist, of the impotency of legislation, when
it offers to interfere with the wiser provisions and the more ef-

ficient principles of Nature.

We are not now supposing that the man who musters up these

various probabilities, could come to a decided conclusion against

the scheme which has been suggested. But he might go so far,

as most legitimately, upon the strength of them, to decline his

positive approbation of it. He might look on it as a scheme
which v,as at best uncertain and hazardous ; and if his sturdier

antagonist saw nothing but timidity in all these apprehensions

—

if he remained inflexibly assured of the wisdom of the regula-

tions suggested— if he resolutely persisted in asserting, that aug-
mented happiness to the lower orders, and augmented tranquil-

lity to the State, would ensue from the enactments and the exe-

cution of them—if he looked, in short, to the experiment with

undoubting confidence, while the other looked to it with feel-

ings of suspicion and reserve—we leave it to the reader to judge,

which of the two should have been designated by the name of

theorist.

The experiment, however, has been actually made : And it

has had the long development of two centuries,—out of which
we may gather its actual effect on the circumstances of the peo-

ple; and, as it were, to afford us every advantage for help-

ing us on to our conclusion, the whole island presents us with
parishes in every variety of condition, and under every variety

of treatment as to the management of their poor. We can point

to some parishes, where a compulsory provision has obtained

ever since the passing of the original statute ; and to others

where it has been only introduced at various periods within the

last half century:—to others where the elements of the me-
thod have been so recently put together, that the method itself

is still in embryo ; and, finally, to others where it is yet utterly

unknown, and the whole relief of Poverty is left to the unfettered

operation of Christian precepts, or of the kindlier feelings of na-
ture on the heart and conduct of individuals. So that, if our
two political reasoners were to rise from their graves, they would
have the wh yle matter of their debate before them in real and
living exemplification. The man of doubt would have expe*
rience instead of experiment, and proof instead of probability.

And surely, whether, on looking to the parishes of England, he
there perceived that, in the matter of supporting the helpless,

«vcry domestic tie had gone into dissolution, and that, in the

S2
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colcines? of a pr.biic administration, every kindlier charity was

depardiisr from the land—or, looking to the Horder parishes,

he saw them fast hastening to the lavish expenditure of England,

and V. ith as little too of sensible influence on the comforts of

their suffering population—or, finally, looking to the parishes of

the North, he beheld that, under their cheap ecrinomy, all the

relative duties of kindred and of neighbourhood were still in

unextinguished operation, and that a high minded, but uncom-
plaining peasantry, did, out of their own unborrowed resources,

rear every family, and foster the declining years of every pa-

rent who belonged to them—would not he be entided to look on
these various parishes as so many archives on which, since he

had left the world, the finger of time had graven in characters

of certaintv all his anticipations— would not he stand proudly

vindicated in his claims to practical wisdom, and his antagonist

be more strikingly convicted than ever, of being a most unsound
and precipitate theorist?

But how comes it, then, that the reverse of all this takes place in

very general estimation ? How comes it that he who questions the

expediency of poor-rates is usually regarded as a man of visionary,

or at lea'-t of adventurous speculation ; and that he who resists

every change of habit, or of existing institution, is deemed to be

a man of sound and practical wisdom, who, unseduced by anj'

ingenious or splendid sophislry, sits immoveably entrenched

within the safeguards of experience ? He who would liave been

counted a theorist at the commencement of this great national

scheme, is now conceived to have upon his side the whole autho-

rity of practice and observation ;—and he who simply inherits

the spirit and the impressions of his more judicious antagonist, is

now branded as an audacious theorist. How comes it that the

two characters have so strangely and so unwarrantably shifted

places ? What has happened during this intervening period of

two hundred years, to justify such an exchange of reputation be-

tween them ? The man who was then so proudly confident in

his anticipations of good from the plan, has had every one of

his anticipations most wofully blasted j and for this, the suc-

c^sor to his opinions and partialities, obtains the homage that

is due to a sound experimental philosopher. The man who
humbly expressed his s-uspicions of the plan, has had every one

of them confirmed ; and for this, he who now proceeds upon his

conjectures as so many facts, because they have turned out to be

so, is denounced as a rash and chimerical projector ! So long

as the theory was untried, it was practically wise to don at it, and
theoretical to befriend it. But now that the theory has been

tried and found wanting, it would appear that he is the sound
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experimentalist who defend?, and he is the theorist who dis-

owns it I

All this, however, may be referred to that great law of the hu-

man constitution, by which we are led to associate with similar

circumstances, the expectation of similar results ; and which

acts, in general, with all the force and certainty of an instinct.

It is true, also, that it acts, for the most part, wiUi the same sa-

lutary effects. It is very certain that Nature will never deceive us,

and that she will always bring out the same re>uit from the same

circumstances. But circumstances may be similar, without be-

ing in every respect the same; and on this si'iTiiririty may the

strong propensity in question urge us to found an cx:iectatiyn in

whicii we may frequently be disappointed. It is thus that cliildren

and the lower animals can be so easily imposed upon. Offer to

their notice some general assemblage of objects which impress-

es them with a similitude to some former assemblage, and they

will look for the same general results. They are not able to as-

sign such particulars in the assemblagf^ as have a causal influence

on the production of the consequence which they anticipate.

They cannot distinguish the essentials from the accessaries. It

were well if the progress to manhood ensured a total deliver-

ance from the errors of this propensity. But, in point of fact,

there are many questions on which the heedless, exercise of

this propensity grows with the growth of men, and strengthens

with their strength. If they have been accustomec^ to provide

for some object in one particular way, they never think that it

can possibly be provided for, unless in that very way, with

all its insignificant specialities, to which they have been habi-

tuated. It is thus that they dread the very semblance of inno-

vation, as carrying in it the ruin and overthrow of the whole con-

cern that is at issue. It is utterly in vain to telJ them that the thmg
may be done as well, without this or the other circumstance.

They are such circumstances as were always present in their re-

membrance of the matter; and this is reason enough why they

cannot conceive that there should be any comfort or security with-

out them. Every appeal to the experience of other times, or to

the practice of other places, would make no impression whatever

over their own lively and personal recollection of all the details

of their own time and their own parish. These practical men
will take up indiscriminately with this or with that system, just

as it happens to be the established one. If it only have the

right of occupancy in their town, this is enough to vest it, in

their eye, with all the honours of infallibility. Not one lesson is

ever drawn from the great principle of the identity of human na-

ture; out of which it may be inferred that such management as
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lias been found to succeed with men in one part of the country,

may be imported into another. Not one ray of light is ever ad-

mitted to shine upon them from the experience of other times or

other places. All is blind and hcacljonar imitation of that which

is immediately before them. To talk of any th.ing beyond this,

will sound visionary to men whose minds are occupied to the full

with that which ihey handle with their own hands, and see with

their own eyes. Of this much they will have a vivid recollection

;

«nd, by their constantly appealing to it, they will appear to stand

on the vantage ground of actual observation. Their persons are

so surrounded with the materials and the manipulations of prac-

tice, that they will both claim and receive the same authority as if

their minds were constantly exercised with the lessons and the

observations of practice. The)', in consequence of this, will be

listened to as men of observation. But it is just the observa-

tion of men vv-ho follow the mere instinct of experience without

thought and without discrimination. They cannot tell what it

is in the apparatus of their management that has a good, and
what it is which has a hurtful influence—but, beccuse familiariz-

ed to the sight of the apparatus itself, think that all would go
to wreck should one sacrilegious hand ofier to inflict upon it

the slightest alteration.

It were very convenient to distinguish this class of persons by
ssonie short and expressive designation. It would not be fair,

however, to call them practical men—for there are many of this

description to whose services the community lie under a weight

of the deepest obligation, and who, at the same time, by their

just discernment of principle, and by their enlightened appli-

cation of it to the operations of their own department, have

earned a well merited title to true practical wisdom. Neither

would it be fair to call them merely practical men—for there

are many such who, most conscientious in transacting al) the

details or the actual system, and most patient in the perform-

ance of nil its drudgeries, are nevertheless without pretension

to any understanding, and are never heard to utter any dog-

matic asseveration on the absolute merits of the system itself

—

and who are therefore entitled to the character of a most useful

and deserving cla-ss of citizens. But there are others who, on
the mere strength of a prolonged and manifold officiality, take

a far loftier flight—who adventure, and that on the foundation

of a hiickneyed experience, which goes not beyond the precincts

of their own municipality, to affirm of every innovation, that it

is wholly visionary and inapplicable—on whom the collected

experience of all the parishes in the empire would be utterly

thrown away—who could read, for example, such a Report a^
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'that now before us, and, without borrowing from it a single

bint for the amendment or the subversion of their existino; prac-

tice, would stil! stand up for it as manfully snd as determinedly

as ever in all its parts, and in all its modifications—who are

both most entirely ignorant of the prij.ciplcs of tlieir business,

and most entirely wedded to all its circumstantials—who not

only cannot move themselves but just in the way in which they

were first set agoing, but v/ho pronounce, of every movement
which diverges from theirs, that it is a divergence from the

wise and cautious line of experience. Such persons stand in

precisely the same relation to a man of truly corroct and en-

lightened views on the subject of poor-hiws, that a mere lawyer

does to an enlightened state- man, or a mere m.crchant to a

sound political economist. It is very true, that a hiwyt-r may
be an able legislator, and a merchftnt may bs an able econo-

Hiist ; and that there are many of both professions who, with-

out aspiring to the character either of the one or of the other,

do fill, and that most usefully and honourably, their respective

vocations. But just as some lawyers, with no accomplishment

beyond the art of special pleading, will confound one talent

with another, in such a way as to think that, because they

can skilfully point out the application of the existing laws,

they can also profoundly and philosophically defend the wisdom
of them J and just as some merchants, with no range of con-

templation beyond the transactions of their own counting-house,

can fancy in themselves a competency to vindicate all the boun-

ties in which they have shared, and all the monopolies by
which they have profited:—So are there many persjns who,

because they are expert and practised in the business of public

charities, and versant in all the points and penmanship of the

chamber which they occupy, think that, on this single ground,

they may take their bold and comprehensive sweep through

the difficulties of the general question—who call out most stre-

nuously for matters as they are, and that just because they

have shut out the light of all that wider experience which indi-

cates the way to matters as they should be—who, without look-

ing back upon other times, or abroad upon other parishes,

have only looked, with the most intense confinement of all

their faculties, on the little in-fieid of their own operations,

and have gather'^d therefrom a fancied sufficiency of wisdom to

overbear all the reasonings of all the theorii^ts. Such a charae-

!ter, compounded of confident pretence on the one hand, and
the merest practitionery on the other, it is certainly not easy

to express by one brief and memorable designation. But we
shall venture, for the present, to call him the disciple of me*e
^localities.
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We may now be enah'ed to perceive where it is that the dis-

tinction ]i!;s between such a person, and the man of true practi-

cal wisdom. The latter, though ui'cen branded with the name
of a theoribt, never in fact rests a single position on any other

basis than that of obstrvaticn. But he has the art of observa-

tion ; and knows Iiow tr> turn it to its legitimate purposes. Pie

can lork to one caso, and has the faculty of drawing a lesson

from it, by which he can enlighten and determine other cases of

the s^.mc kind ; and avails himself of the constancy of Nature
in such a wf y, as to rear upon it a general anticipation. From
his daily observation of human nature, he has learned, for ex-

ample, to infer, that dependence upon aid from othei's will im-

pair the diligence of a man's exertions for himself; and that it

both lie? within the power, and is in general the disposition of

the labouring poor, by the- economy of a very slight and practi-

cable retrenchment, to secure for themselves a provision against

the wants of futurity ; and that the strong instincts of relation-

ship will, if not counteracted, draw a more secure and kindly

protection around aij its members, than ever can be offered by
the cold hand of public charity ; and that the sympathies of

neighbourhood, if not relaxed by some ill judged and ariificial

process, will afford a more substantial relief to the indigence

which resides within its bounds, than ever can be poured upon
it out of the treasury of an almshouse ; and that the wealthy,

if leit to give on the impulse of compassion, will at length find

their way to a more useful and discriminating method of bene-

volence than ever can be practised by the official agents of a

legal institution ; and that while, in the one way, the rich and
the poor often meet and exchange with each other such cordiali-

ties of affection and good-will as go to sweeten every offering,

and to turn the whole of their intercourse into a scene of en-

joyment; in the other way, every ministration of relief only tends

to multiply their antipathies, and to widen the unfortunate dis-

tance which lies between them.—And surely if these be so

m >ny Jac/s, authenticated by the habitual observation of his

whole life, he is well warranted to conclude that it would have
been greatly better had the institutions in question been dispensed

with altogetl)er ; and if, as to stamp upon this doctrine its most
striking verification, he can point to parishes where they are

estabiished, and compare them with parishes where they are not

established, and then crown the whole of his reasoning with the

triumplant allegation, that the actual result coincides in all its

particulars with the conclusions of his own individual sagacity :

i—Suixly, after this, there must be some delusion in pronouncin«

of such a man that he is a theorist.
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But the disciple of mere localities can be made to see nothing

of all this. He is wholly taken up with the individualities of

his own particular remembrance. Any change in the system of

management would break up the cntirentss of that assembhige of

means which he has been in the habit of contemplatina in asso-

ciation with the object of relieving the poor; and he cannot

conceive that, with a different assemblage, the same object can

possibly be accomplished. Still less can he conceive that the

utmost dexterity in managing the details of an existing scheme

may meet, in the same individual, wif^h the utmost incapacity of

pronouncing aright on the wisdom of the scheme itself—that he

in fact may be a clever accountant in the poor-house, and an

active supeiintendant of some one of its departments, and the

wisest of all his colleagues in the business of framing regulations,

and yet be as little prepared, by all this official expertness, for

the general question, as if his only business had been to preside

over the cookery of the establishment,— to taste of its charitable

soup, or to deal it out with pointed regularity to the repairing

multitude. A kind of talent, no doubt, is requisite for all these

operations. Nor are we to wonder how they who possess this

talent carry a certain degree of influence along with them, when

they denounce all who question present modes as theoretical, or

how it is that this epithet, in the progress of time, has changed

its application from one side to another, and how so many good

people have been misled into the idea, that a whole host of prac-

tical authority and good sense stand opposed to the business of

innovation—when they see such an array of resistance, and hear

the contemptuous cry that is lifted up by clerks and vestrymen

and city assessors, and the various subalterns or dignitaries of

office, and the whole collected voice of council and committee-

ship.

Meanwhile, it is our earnest advice to Government to prosecute,

and still further to extend these inquiries, of which the Report

before us gives so instructive a specimen—not to shrink from the

resistance which has now been adverted to, for in truth it is far

more noisy than formidable—steadily to keep in their eye the de-

liverance of the country from a system, of which every new exhi-

bition proves that it augments the wretchedness of the lower or-

ders, and cruelly deceives them by a semblance of beneficence

which it never can idealize. And, to encourage them in this ca-

reer of true and enlightened patriotism, we may venture to assure

them, that the very men who are now so sensitively alive to the

alarm of innovation, will, in a fe^y months after the estabHshment
of some practical reform, yield a most acquiescing compliance
with it in all its particulars. The great maxim of * whatever is, is
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griglit, ' on the strength of which they are ever sure to raise

an outcry against the ene.nies of an old estabUshment, will, in

a short time, convert them to the steadiest and most determined
friends of a new one. In fact, they will approve themselves to

he good serviceable men under any system j and the terms
* theoretical' and * practical' will, under another order of

things, once more change their place and their acceptation.

Before taking up the Report, we beg leave to be indulged

with one remark more in the way of general and introductory

observation.

From every page, both of the Report itself, and of the evi-

'dence which accompanies it, we may gather testimonies to rhe

wdeadly mischief that lies in the system which prevails in Eng-
land, of providing for the necessities of the poor ; and we C::rry

our conclusions no further than has been already doae by a

Committee of one of the Houses of Parliament, when we aver^

that this system ought to be entirely abolished. Now, there is

aiothing more natural for seme people than to ask, after hear-

ing such a statement as this—what system do you propose to sub-

stitute in its place ^ You are for destroying one set of positive

Tegulations : But, ere you do this, is it not a fair demand upon
you, that you furnish us with another set ?

Now, it should be recollected, that it has all along been
our main object to show, that the poor-laws of England are

the result of a very bungling attempt, on the part of the Le-
gislature, to do that which would have been better done had
Nature been left to her own free processes, and man to the

^unconstrained influence of such principles as Nature and Chris-

tianity have bestowed upon him. We affirm, that the great

and urgent law of self-preservation ought not io have been so

tampered v/ith ; that the instincts of relationship ought not

5to have been so impeded in their operation; that the sympa-
thies, and the attentions of neighbourhood, ought not to have

been so superseded ; that the powerful wcrkmgs of generous

and compassionate feehng ought not to have been so damp-
ed and discouraged, as they have in fact been by this artifi-

cial and uncalled for process of interference. We deem that,

in this instance, the Legislature have given way to their usual

passion for regulation—and that too on a matter which they

ought no more to have meddled with, than any matter of

trade or agriculture, or even of family arrangement. They
should have kept within their own province, and left this great

interest of the community to be provided for by the play of such

feelings and of such principles as lie scattered in every direction

^ou^hout the ^eat mass of the community* They have dong
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as much mischief in this department, by stepping beyond the

boundarie? of a wise and legitimate superintendence, as they

would most infallibly do in the department of agriculture, should

they offer to kgislate on the rotation of crops, and take into

their own hands a concern which ought to bs left to the judg-

ment and the care of individual cultivators. We stop short at

the smiple demonstration, that there would have been vastly less

of suffering in our land, and vastly less of jealousy and discon-

tent among the people, and vastly more of friendly understand-

ing between the higher and the lower orders of the State, and,

in truth, a greatly more vigorous operation of those various ele-

ments which conduce to the peace and prosperity of a nation,

and to the enjoyment of ail its families—had the parishes of

England, in respect of their poor, been left to the influence of

such an economy as still obtains in the majority of Scottish pa-

rishes. We simply aver, that it would have been better for

them had they never been visited upon this subject by the un-

wise and intermeddling spirit of legislation, and had the natural

order of human feelings, and human arrangements, not been

encroached upon. And we do think it a little preposterous to

demand of him who deprecates the inroads of any artificial pro-

cess, upon a concern which he holds to be better provided for

by being left to itself, that he should substitute another pro-

cess in place of that which he thinks ought to be simply aban-

doned—to ask of him, as the consistent way of following up

his argument, that he should turn round on the very principle

which lies at the basis of his whole demonstration, and come
forth, in his turn, with his specific regulation, on a matter in

which he holds all regulation to be impertinent and prejudicial.

Dr Smith, in his treatise on the Wealth of Nations, reasons,

and, in the estimation of the soundest politicians, reasons in-

controvertibly, against the doctrine of monopolies. He con-

tends for the abolition of this particular regulation in matters of

trade altogether ;—but we have not yet heard of his ever being

asked to substitute another regulation in its place. He has

triumphantly exposed the impolicy of many a legislative enact-

ment in the affairs of commerce ; but he does not carry his de-

monstration to any other practical result than that these enact-

ments should simply be rescinded. It has never been exacted,

either from him or from his followers, that they should propose

some specific enactments in place of those they would destroy.

He throws the matter altogether open to the free and unshackled

operation of the great principles of Nature—to the desire of gain

on the part of merchants—to the desire of enjoyment on the part

pf customers—and, in a demonstration, every page of which ist
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pregnant with true experimental wisdom, does he expose the
impolicy (^f certain theories of trade which surely do not the
less merit the opprobrium annexed to such theories, that, in-

stead of lyin^ dormant in speculation, they have actually been
put in execution by Government, and accumulated into a sys-

tem of practical lulministration. This is his terminating object.

He stops sliort with the assertion, that it were better for trade,

and for the interest of the country, that every positive inter-

ference on the part of Government were done away ; and he
escapes all the hazards of the theorist, by leaving the whole con-
cern to the free operation of Nature, and presuming no ag-
gression whatever on any of her provisions, or on any of her
tendencies.

Now, it is in this very way that we humbly propose to stand
clear of all participation in any of those theories which are now
passing in such rapid succession before the eye and the imagin-
ation of the public. We certainly do not mean to advocate
either the potatoe system, or the cow system, or the cottage

system, or the village system of Mr Owen,— or any one system
of miraculous achievement, by which, through some ingeniously

constructed method of positive administration, it is proposed to

combat that menacing hydra who now swells so gigantically,

and stalks so largely over the face of our land. We would, in

short, raise no positive apparatus whatever for the direct object

. of meeting and alleviating the ills of Poverty. This we leave to

the theorists ; and we satisfy ourselves with simply asserting,

that unfettered Nature, working in individuals, can do the thing

better than regulation can ; and, on the obvious principles of
human nature, verified by the actual result, in a way most strik-

ing and triumphant, throughout all the parishes of the king-

dom, do we aver, that it would have been the wiser part in our
Legislature to have let the matter alone.

But how, it may be asked, can we consistently disclaim the

adventurous proposition of a positive apparatus .'* In a former
Number of this work, did not we attempt to regale the fancy of
the public, by a speculation about churches } Did not we pro-

pose a mighty transformation in the existing condition of our
larger cities, and in the existing habits of their population?

Was not this the proposition of a positive apparatus ; and in-

stead of altogetlier abolishing the methods of positive admini-

stration, did not we just propose to substitute one such method
for another,- recommending the dealing out of relief from the

produce of collections, instead of that mode of dispensation novi'"

actually adopted out of the fund as now actually raised .''

\n ansvrer to this, we mi^st borrow another illustration from the
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reasonings of Dr Smith. There was none more hostile than he

to any positive interference of the Legislature in matters of

trade ; and yet none more strenuous than he in contending, that,

for the interest of trade, there was nothing more indispensable

than the pure and ready administration of justice. And yet the

object of a Court of Justice is not to lay any artificial regulation

upon trade : It looks to a distinct and a higher object altoge-

ther—even the protection of society from such moral injuries as

it mi"ht otherwise sustain from the passions or the selfishness of

its members. But in the fulfilment of this object, it confers a

most important benefit upon commerce—not by fettering its ac-

tive and essential principles, but by spreading the mantle of se-

curity over their operation—not by thwarting Nature, but by re-

moving the impediments and disturbances which lie in the way
of her salutary processes—by securing to every hibourer the fruit

of his own industry, and to every merchant the fruit of his own
speculations, and to every customer (he fruit of his own pur-

chases, and thus encouraging the full play of all those individual

activities by which the great interests of commerce are sus-

tained.

For the attainment of this object, courts of justice should be

multiplied so as to meet the wants of the country, and be readily

accessible to all its population. And churches and religion ap-

pear to us to occupy a similar place in relation to pauperism.

Their great and primary design is, not that they should be link-

ed in the way of direct subserviency with any of its ministrations:

It is to moralize the people, and make them meet for eternity

—

an object which would remain as indispensable as ever, though

there was no such thing as poverty in the land. But in the

fulfilment of this object, the teachers of righteousness necessa-

rily shed a most abundant blessing over this department in the

concerns of human society. They Uceralize the wealthy, and

they dignify the poor; and they call forth the slumbering sym-

pathies of the former, and the slumbering delicacies of the lat-

ter ; and they, each in his own district of moral superintend-

ence, draw into a closer acquaintanceship the people who live
,

in it ; and they give strength to the maxims of prudence, ajid

the habits of economy, and the ties of neighbourhood, and the

duties of relationship ; and thus, on the one hand, diminish the

number of the receivers of charity, and, on the other hand,

augment the zeal and inclination of its dispensers. And it is

by such an operation as this, and not by any direct or ariincial

agency, which has for its lormal and assigned object the relief

of human war.t, that they in fact mitigate or prevent the sulli^r-*

ings of want, greatly beyond what any such agency can possibly

3
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accomplish. It is not by the adaptation of a piece of skilful

mechanism to the relief of poverty, as its immediate object, that

this great problem in political economy is ever to be resolved. It

is by leaving the whole matter to the operation of the mechanism
of Nature, and by keeping in their right tone and action the

princij les which reside, or which may be implanted in the con-

stitution of individual men :—And the use of churches is to fos-

ter these principles, and to supersede that system by which they

have been checked and overborne.

It so happens, at the same time, that to each church in Scot-

land there is attached an organ of parcchial distribution for the re-

lief of the necessities of the poor ; and in maiy parishes there will

be discharged from it a yearly sum of from ten to fifty pounds
upon a population consisting of a thousand members. * Where-
as, in such of the English parishes as we have had access to, the

distribution amounts to from five hundred to fifteen hundred
pounds ^cr annum, on an equal population, f

* The following are some examples of the population and expen-

diture in Scottish parishes,

—

ivhere there is no assessment.

Parish. County. Population. Total Yearly Fund,
Fraserburgh Aberdeen 2271 L. 100

New Deer Do. SI 00
Lonmay Do. 1627
Dunoon Argyle 21 30
Jura Do. 1157
Redgorton Perth 2216
Bathgate Linlithgow 2919
Reay Sutherland 2317
Farr Ds. 2408
Assint Do. 2479

Of some of these parishes, it is reported, that the inhabitants are

so connected as to provide for each other, or are assisted by pri-

vate families ; and that there are none absolutely poor in them.

\ Population and expenditure on the poor of some English pa-

risfies in Leicestershire.

Population.

Barrow-upon-Soar 1143
Belgrave 645
Countesthorpe 623
Lileby 1200
Hathirn 1160
Blaby 794

These suras are expended on the poor only, being separated from

the general sum, Avhi.ch includes church-rate, county-rate, and high-

ways.

86 10

25
46
6

99
124
13

18 17

5

Expenditure.

L. 1868 17

803 7 4i
901 7

1764
1015
1391 5
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Now, to what shall we ascribe the fact, that, in the former
parishes, with all this parsimony of formal aid, there is great-

ly less of the complaint of indigence, and fully as little of the
actual suffering of indigence as in the latter parishes ? Wherein
lies the mystery of these striking phenomena ? Can any man
be so absurd as to believe, that it lies in the superior skill or
wisdom of administration, practised in the one country, and
utterly incommunicable to the understanding or the habits of
the other country ? The English are always looking to the
way in which we deal out our supplies,—to the operation of the
visible and positive mechanism of our public charities, for the so-

lution of the difficulty. But this is not the quarter in which they:

will ever find it. If one of their own parishes shall ever be so'

assimilated to one of ours, as to reduce its expenditure on the poor
from fifteen hundred to twenty pounds a year, and yet, to uphold
the population in as great comfort and sufficiency as before—ifr

will not be by any notable sagacity in the disposal of this paltry
sum, that a result so wonderful will have been accomplished. The
truth is, that ifa parish could stand the great reduction from 15004
to 20^., it could dispense with the 20/. altogether. And yet, super-
ficial inquirers will always be looking to the way in which we con-
duct the ministration of our funds, and expect to find, in that
way, the secret principle they are so anxious to obtain. We even
think that we perceive the traces of such a misconception in the
Report before us, enlightened as it is in its general spirit, and
nearly as it has approximated to the truth in many of its valu-

able suggestions. * Let it be understood, once for all, that we
look upon this as a wrong track of observation. It is not by-

changing the character or the method of administration that this

great reform is to be brought about. It is by changing the cha-
racter of the fund that is administered ; it is by detaching from

* ' The efficacy however of this, as well as of any other experl'

ment which can be suggested, must depend upon some of those wh©
are most interested in the welfare of a parish, taking an active share

in the administration of its concerns. Without this, the Committee
are convinced no benefit will be derived from any amendment that

can be made in the details of the system ; and with it, even under
the existing law, much may be effected, as it has been both in sin-

gle and incorporated parishes, where such superintendence prevails

;

and they think no means are so likely to tend to this desirable prac-

tice as giving to such a part of the vestry as may bear some analogy

to the heritors and kirk-session of Scotland, &:c. The heritors and>

kirk-session conticue to perform the duty of adjusting the list of. the

goor, ' &c—Report, p. 42, 43.
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this fund its present attributes of certainty and legality, and ap-

parent capability of indefinite augmentation ; it is by stripping

it altogether of its pernicious influence in the way of undermin-

ing or of deadening the activity of those principles, to which the

case of pauperism must ultimately in its main strength and mag-
nitude be abandoned. And the apparatus of churches which

' we propose, is not so much for the sake of the organ that is at-

tached to each of them, as for the purpose of recommitting this

case to its proper and original securities:—Not so much for the

advantage of an ingenious management on the part of the New
Kirk-sessions, as for the purpose of restoring to its unshackled

efficacy the management of Nature :—Not so much for the sake

of setting up a cunningly devised system, with the power and
the emanating influence of which we are to go forth among the

people, as for the purpose of leaving the people to themselves ;

and warding off from them that soporific, which, in the shape

of a legal provision, has been so unwisely and so cruelly dealt

out to them ; and awakening from their state of dormancy all

those sympathies of neighbourhood, and all those sobrieties of

individual conduct which are the only unfailing guarantees of a

happy and prosperous population.

And here we cannot but advert to the way in which this plan

of church-building has been most happily characterized, by one
of its sagacious ubjectors, as being 710 plan at all. That very

feature in it which recommends it to us, is the thing which makes
it look so simple and silly and inefficient to the whole host of com-
mitteeship. The slow dissemination of a moral influence a-

mong the people, and their gradual return to the habits and
arrangements of their forefathers, form a prospect of which
they cannot at all see the eflect or the reality, because they do
not see the parade or the penm.anship of a great civic institu-

tion going along with it. To satisfy them, there must be placed

before their eyes a piece of curious organic structure, with many
turns and many complications ;—and unless there be a goodly
provison of schedules and clerkships and accomptantships, with

such various agencies and manipulations of office as in the rou-

tine of their own chamber-experience they have ever been ac-

customed to behold, any plan stript of such dear and such loved

accompaniments, will ever appear to them to be no plan at all.

But, one word more about the plan in question. It is .worthy

of remark, that if a compulsory provision for the poor had never

been resorted to, the people of an increasing town would have
gone on in greater comfort without one, even though the num-
ber of its people had been suffered greatly to outstrip the eccle-

siastical accommodations of the place. The Gorbals of Glasgow,
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for the population and for the parochial expenditure of which

parish, we refer our readers to a subsequent page, furnishes a

most splendid example of this observation. The mere absence,

it wouid appear, of a system which turns away the eyes of ll ti

people from the true sources of their independence and their co" *

fort, will suffice to keep that people in the noble and respectab e

attitude in v/hich every lover of the species must rejoice to behold

them, and that, though the number of the clergy and of the

churches be most wofully inadequate to the extent of the pouu-
lation. But the case is totally altered after such a system has

obtained a footing—and after a mighty annud contribution has

gradually arisen out of it—and after a population has been
turned into the habit of leaning on this deceitful foundation

—

and after the object has become^ not the continuance of a pre-

sent system, but the retracement of our path up to the state of

matters which took place at its commencement* The simple

abolition of the method, in these circumstances, wouid carry a-

long with it the grossest cruelty and injustice to the present ge-

neration of paupers. They must he seen out—and in as great

sufficiency too as they were led to expect under the present ar-

rangement. Every expectation countenanced by the present

state of things to the present race of people, ought, in all equi-

ty and humanity, to be realized. And the great practical diffi-

culty is, how to combine this object with that of conducting the

management of this city concern buck again to its old footmg,

nnd the population of the city to their old habits and their old

expectations. Had matters from the first been left to themselves^

there might have been no necessity for a mure extended eccle-

siastical provision, in as far as pauperism is concerned ; how-
ever imperiously such an extension might be called fir on high-

er grounds, both political and moral. But, as the matter now
stands in the larger towns of Scotland, and wiih the remainder
that still exists of Scottish habit and of Scottish feeling amongst
their population, we know not a single txpedient so practicable

and so efficacious, and into which all who are concerned will

pass so easily as that, for the details ol which we refer to a
former Number of this Journal. Let the new cases be met ex-

clusively by the method of collections. As old cases die out,

let this method be extended by the building of churches. Let
the fields of superintendence, ever narrowing, and ever becom-
ing more and more mannijeble, be left to the pure operation of
gratuitous benevolence, flowing in one great and public chan-
nel through the Kirk-session, but flJwiug, we will venture to

say, in a degree of tenfold abundance, through the numerQiis
roL, XXIX, NO. 5Si T
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and tinperceived channels of private humanity. Let the pre-

sent ponderous system meit away with the dying out of the

old cases, and the parishes in town be as unentangled with

each other as parishes in the country. It is not, we repeat

i:, to any power or productiveness in the organ of parochial

distribution, that we look for the main success of this operation

—though we have no doubt that, under such an arrangement,
a mighty impulse would be given to all the collections of the

city. But the substantial, though secret principle of the refor-

mation would consist in the resurrection, partly of a more ef-

ficient kindliness on tlie part of givers, but principally of a

more sturdy and determined habit of independence on the part

of those who, but for this habit, would be receivers. We are

quite sure that, when compared with what the poor can do for

themselves, and what, if not cheated away from their true in-

terest by the promises of a system which has done nothing

but deceive them, they are m.ost thoroughly inclined to do all

that a Kirk- session will do, is but a humble and fractionrn-y part

of the operation ; and it is for the sake of the former benefit,

and not of the latter, that we have ventured to recommend a

plan which, in respect of positive and productive administra-

tion, has been most truly characterized as no plan at all.
*

Had the province of common sense never been invaded by
the subtleties of scholastic argument, there might have been no
use for the science of metaphysics. But when an acute meta-

physician appears to darken the suggestions of this universal and
infallible guide, he must be fought with his own weapon, and
another metaphysician must arise to meet and to overmatch him j

and a positive apparatus of defence and of controversy must be

* In the parish of Dunblane, in Stirlingshire, there was, from 1775

to 1800, an assessment for the poor. The heritors at length, on

tinding that the number of the poor had increased, from the in-

ducement of a regular provision being made for them, agreed for

three years to contribute voluntarily a small sum. The experiment

was made ; the collections improved ; and hitherto the funds have

proved adequate, and no assessment has been levied far 15 years.

The number of poor in 1775, when the assessment began, exceeded

50 ; but of these, 19 only could be prevailed upon to accept of ali-

msnt from the heritors. Shame soon wore off; and the number, be-

fore assessments ceased, was often above 40. At present, the num-

ber of regular poor is 10;—though there are 50 who occasionally

share in the quarterly distributions.

The collections very naturally decline in those parishes where the

method of assessmcut is iiUh'duced.
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raised, even though its simple and terminating object is just to

restore to common sense all its prerogatives, and to reinstate

this monitor in the original supremacy which belongs to it.

In our last article upon this subject, we confined our remarks

very much to the pauperism of Scotland ; and the main object

of them was to recommend the adoption of an expedient, by
which it was conceived that the whole of our own country might

be defended from the inroads of this great moral pestilence ; and
even that part of it which had already sustained an infection

from the contagious neighbourhood of England, might be re-

stored to that pure and dignified system which has been be-

queathed to us by our forefathers. We shall still reserve our-

selves on the question, as applicable to the sister kingdom, to

some future opportunity. In doing so, we imitate the caution

that seems to have been observed by the Committees of both
Houses of Parliament. We have no doubt, at the same time,

that the mischief there is only to be exterminated by some
such instrumentality as we recommend here for the purpose o^
reaching an application to the character and habits of the peo-

ple. But we honestly confess, that we choose rather to wait

for more documents, and to have leisure for more consideration,

ere we venture beyond the general and elementary principles of

the subject in reference to England, or confidently come for-

ward with the proposal of a remedy for which, in its various de-

tails and modifications, we are not yet prepared. Meanwhile,

we shall proceed to make such use of the information already

collected, as may keep alive the vigilance of our own country-

men, confirm these whom the evil has not yet reached in their

resistance to its very first approaches, and convince those who
have suffered it to obtain an incipient footing amongst them,

that, if .they do not speedily retrace the unwise movement into

which they have fallen, they will soon find themselves entan-

gled in a path, where, at every footstep, they must entail a new
burden on the wealth of their parish, and a new aggravation cni

the distress and poverty which abound in it.

And first, it appears from this Report, that after the principle

of a legal assessment has begun to be acted upon, there is no
one expedient wiihin the reach of human skill by which the

progress and increase of pauperism can be arrested. We often

hear, in the course of argumentation upon this subject, that

the evil does not lie in the system, but in the abuses of it. It

would be most obliging to let us know what these abuses are, and
what is the practical remedy against them. For this is a great

deal more than has yet transpired during the experience of up*
T 2
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wards of two centuries. The people most interested in keeping
down the mischief, have not yet made the discovery. The his-

tory of all the parishes in England evinces, that if the principle

be admitted to exist, it sends forth a malignant influence, which

cannot be stayed by any of the varieties of practical management,

that have yet been resorted to, or by any of the devices of prac-

tical wisdom which have yet been suggested. And thus it is,

that there has been a steady progression of the evil, and that

greatly beyond the progress of the wealth or population of the

country. The chief and almost solitary example of a retrograde

movement in the parochial expenditure which offers itself in the

Appendix to this Report, isjustsuchan example as, more than any
other, will hold out a warning voice to our Scottish landholders.

it is the example of a parish, where, by the wise and vigorous ma-
nagement of its clergyman, the maintenance of its poor has been
reduced, in course of time, from 900/. to 500/. a year ;—leaving

this latter sum to be expended on the pauperism of a parish con-

taining a population of about one thousand, * This is all the

* Examination of the Rev. Richard Vivian. How long have you
been in the parish ?—Nearly twenty years. What was the amount of

the poor-rate at the time that you first came into the parish ?—900/. a

year : during the last twenty years of the last century, it got from

100/. by degrees to 900/. What has been its progress from the time

you first came into the parish to tlie present time ?—It has retrograd-

ed since ; it has got from 900/. to 500/* Has it ever been lower ?

—

Very little : perhaps 450/. Is 500/. the amount now?— It amounts
this year to about 600/. from various circumstances ; from the dear-

ness of provisions, and the trouble of removing persons Ajjpeiidix

to the Report, p. 115.

A very great reduction also was effected by meting of a vigilant

superintendence on the jiart of Joseph Sabine, Esq. in the parish of

North Mimms, Hertfordshire ; and yet, after all, the 3carly expense

is 600/. to a population of 1001. The two fbllov.ing questions, a-

mong many others, were put to him. From your extensive know-
ledge of the labouring classes, what do you suj)pose has been the

cause of the general increase of poor-rates, and tlie decrease of hap-

piness among them ?—Losing the feeling of independence they had,

and their indifference about taking relief. Do you believe there is

any thing can effectually apply a remedy, but renovating those feel-

ings ?—By not paying those who are not entitled to relief, you will

reestablish it.

Who can doubt tlie deslrcablencss of the former expedient, and
who can but suspect the efEcacy of the latter, when he conteinplates"

the actual expenditure which still remains in each of these parishes ?

And, besides, it is a reduction ejected by cxiraordinar^ vigilance
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fruit of a very rare and miraculous achievement; and it goes

most strikingly to prove, that no modification which can be

practised under the principle of a compulsory provision, will ever

make head against the bare existence and operation of the prin-

ciple itself. And even in Scotland, where son)e mysterious charm
has been supposed to reside in the mere construction of our
courts of supply, let this principle once make its appearance

amongst them, and, as if by the rod of Aaron, all the divinations

of all the wise men will be swallowed up and brought to nothing

by it. The Kirk-session, with the minister at its head, which
seems to many so goodly an apparatus, and to which, by our
Southern neighbours, something like a fancied omnipotence
has been ascribed, will oppose a barrier feeble and flimsy as

cobweb, to the wide-wasting operation of a principle so preg-

nant with all moral and with all physical disorder. It is true,

that in none, even of our contaminated parishes, have we
yet attained to the strength and the virulence of disease which
exist in England. But this, we are persuaded, is entirely ow-
ing to the want of time for the development of the mischief, and
not to any superior wisdom of mansgement. We know that

many of our countrymen are like to be lulled into a very fatal

security upon this subject, because the burden yfit in the Scot-

tish parishes is so small, when compared with the burden on the

parishes of England. They look only to the present amount of
the expenditure, when they ought to look to the rate of accele-

ration. It is saying but little, and marvellously little, in an
English ear, that the assessment for the poor of Barony parish,

containing a population of forty-three thousand, should be only

three thousand four hundred pounds for the present year. But
it really appears to us equivalent to pronouncing a sentence of
extinction on the whole landed wealth of that parish, when we
add, that the principle of a legal assessment was only introduced

into that parish in 18)0, at which time the heritors contributed

just six hundred pounds to the poor; and that in the short space of

seven years, their burden has thus increased nearly six times. \

and activity ; and that surely is not a good legislative arrangement

which requires, for its safe administration, such an agency as is only

to be met with in very rare and i-uicommon instances.

\ Till 1810, the heritors ma,de up from themselves any deficiency

in the ordinary fumls of the ^session, without having recourse to any

assessment upon the landliolders ; and the whole expense of main-

taining the poor seldom exceeded 600/. per annum. Since that pe-

riod it has considerably increased, till this year (1817) it will be con-

^derably above 3.000/. And all thi^ is independent of the extraor-

dinary relief granted to meet the pressure of last winter.
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We have not yet, indeed, in any of our parishes where the com-
pulsory method has been introduced, nearly come up to the ave-

raj^e expenditure of England. § But, in the >j;reat mass of such

parish's, we are in full and rapid career towards it. t It is this

which ought to convince us, that after the principle is once
admitted, it is mockery to think of counteracting it by any thing

that can be done in the way of modificcition or detail. It is

this which ought to alarm us into the conclusion, that if the

disease is to be exterminated at all, it must be combated in its

principle ; and that we must stop at nothing j-hort of rooting out

the principle where it exists—of repelling it where it is unknown.
And, that this is very nearly the opinion of the Committee of

the House of Commons, appears evident, from their utter hope-

lessness of any substantial reformation being effected by any
thing short of a radical change of the whole system.

Ij

Population. Total Funds.

508 L. 63 4
98G 225 10

672 95
24-66 224 16

§ The following are some examples of the expenditure in Scottish

parishes where assessments have been introduced, which the reader

will do well to compare with the expenditure already quoted, of

parishes which are yet free from assessiuents.

Parish. County.

St Boswell's, Roxburgh,

Galashiels, Selkirk,

Innerleithen, Ditto,

Selkirk, Ditto,

X The following are some examples of this increase in parishes

where assessments have been introduced into Scotland. Wilton in

Roxburghshire, in 1790, had an assessment of 92/. 18s. The aver-

age from 1812 to 1815 was 288/. 17s. lid. The corresponding

numbers for Hawick are 311/. Is. 8d., and 886/. 19s. 6d. ; and for

Roberton 61/. 5s., and 142/. 10s. 6d. Parishes, of equal population

in Fife, where there are no assessments, occur with expenditures be-

low 20/., and 50/., and 120/. In East Kilbride, the supply to the

poor in 1790, was 34/. 6s.8d. ; and in 1810, was 213/.2s.5d. In Cold-

stream, it was at the rate of 208/. yearly in 1790 ; and 628/. in 1815,

At Linton, 20/. in 1790, without assessments ; and 90/. in 1815 wath

them. In Jedburgh, the assessment in 1790, was 141/. 8s. 5d. ; and

the average from 1811 to 1815, was 350/. 6s. 4d.

fl

' Your Committee forbear to expatiate on these considerations

which have pressed themselves on their attention. They have said e-

nough to show the grounds which induce them to tliink that the la-

bouring classes can only be plunged deeper and more hopelessly into

the evils of pauperism, by the constant application of additional sums

of money to be raised by the poor-rate. True benevolence and real

charity point to otlier means, which your Committee cannot so well
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It is true, that the Committee of the House of Lords have

pronounced a different opinion upon this subject; and that is,

that the general system of the Engh"sh poor-laws ourjht to be

essentially maintained, because so interwoven with the habits of

the people. * Stiil, however, tlie lesson held out to Scotland,

instead of being weakened, is made more impressive by this tes-

timony than before. For, granting this to be a sufficient rea-

son why a people should retain poor-laws who have got into the

habit of them, there surely cannot be a stronger reason alleged

why a people who have not poor-laws should keep out ol the

habit of them ; or against the introduction of a system oppres-

sive to one order of society, and productive, not of comfort,

but of corruption to another, than to be told, that after it is in-

troduced and persisted in, all recovery from it is hopeless or im-

possible.

On this subject we cannot offer a more distinct or judicious

testimony, than that given by a Comn)ittee of the last General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland, who are now accumulat-

ing, in communications from the various parishes of the countrj',

a very rich and valuable mass of materials. ^
As the progress of the evil, then, cannot be arrested when

once introduced, it is of importance to know what is the kind of

consummation in which it terminates. And here we are unfor-

tunately not left to the mere exercise of anticipation ; for the

consummation has already taken place in several parishes in

England, and a number more are upon the very verge of it

;

and the great majority of them are tending to it, and that most

express as in the emphatic language of Mr Burke.—" Patience, la-

bour, sobriety, frugality, and religion, should be recommended to

them ; all the rest is downright fraud. " ' Report, p. 2.

* * The Committee are decidedly of opinion, that the general sys-

tem of these laws, interwoven as it is with the habits of the people,

ought, in the consideration of any measures to be adopted for their

amelioration and improvement, to be essentially maintained.'

—

Lords'

Committee Report.

f The Committee of the General Assembly state— ' That it is

clear to them, that in almost all the country parishes which have hi-

therto come under their notice, where a regalar assessment has been

established, the wants of the poor, and the extent of the assessment,

have gradually and progressively increased from their commencement

;

and that it does appear to be a matter of very serious interest to the

community at large, to prevent, as far as possible, this practice fronx

being generally adopted— to limit the assessments as much as they

can be limited, where the circumstances of particular parishes render

them inevitable, and, wherever it is practicable, to abanden them.'
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rapidly and resistlessly. From the clear and comprehensive
Report before us, it appears that the poor's-rates, in some pa-

rishes, form so larije a deduction from the rents of the land,

that it has at len/^lh cea?ed to be an object to keep it in culti-

vation ! It has been actually vacated by its proprietors ; and
as their place of superintendence cannot be occupied by o-

thers who hnve no right of suverintendence, the result is, that

whole estates have been as effectually lost to the wealth and re-

sources of the country, as if buried by an earth(]uake under
water, or as if some blight of Nature had gone over them, and
berett them of their powers of vegetation. *

We knew not if the whole history of the world furnishes a more
strikmo demonstration than this, of the mischief that may be
dono by attempting to carry into praetice a theoretical speculation,

which, under the guise, and even with the real purpose of bene-

volence, has for its plausible objsct to equalize, among the children

of one common humanity, the blessings and the fruits of one com-
mon inheritance. The truth is, that we have not been conducted

to the present state of our rights, and our arrangements respecting

property, by any artificial process of legislation at all. The state

of property in which we find ourselves actually landed, is there-

suit of a natural process, under which all that a man earns by
his industry is acknowledged to be his own ; or, when the origi-

nal mode of acquisition is lost sight of, ail that a man has re-

tained by long and undisturbed possession, is felt and acknow-
ledged to be his own also. Legislation ought to do no moi*e than

* ' The consequences Avhich are likely to result from this state

Qf things, are clearly set forth in the petition from the parish of

Wonibridge in Salop, which is fast approaching to this state. The
petitioners state, " that the annual value of lands, mines and houses,

In this parish, is not sufficient to maintain the numerous and increas-

ing poor, even if the same were set, free of rent ; and that these cir-

cumstances will inevitably compel the occupiers of lands and mines

to relinquish them ; and the poor will be without relief, or any known
mode of obtaining it, unless some assistance be speedily afforded

them. " And your Committee apprehend, from the petition before

them, that this is only one of many parishes that are fast approaching

to a state of dereliction. ' Reprni, p. 20.

It appears, by the petition sent up from the parish, that it has a

population of 1900, of whom 6'20 are chargeable to the parish as

paupers—that the whole annual sura rateable to the support of the

poor is 1605/. 3s. 7d.—that the expenditure for three months Mas

602/. 7s. 4d and that, of course, at this rate, the expenditure for a
whole year would greatly exceed the yearly value of the property

liable to this assessment.
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barely recognise these principles, and defend its subjects against

the violation of them. And when she attempts more than this

—when she offers to tamper wiih the great arrangements of Na-
ture, by placing the rights and the securities of properly on a

footing different from that of Nature—when, as in the case of

the Ei)giish poor-laws, she does so under the pretence, and
doubtless, too, with the honest design, of establishing betv^een

the rich and the poor a nearer equality of erjoyment ;—we
know not in what way violated Nature could have inHicted on
the enterprise a more signal and instructive chastisement, than

when the whole territory of this plausible but presumptuous ex-

periment is made to droop and to wither under it, as if struck

by a judgment from Heaven, till at length that Earth, out of*

which the rich draw all their wealth, and the poor all their sub-

sistence, refuses to nourish the children who have abandoned

her, and both parties are involved in the wreck of one common
and overwhelming visitation.

Let us not lose sight, however, of the main object to which we
have restricted ourselves, that of keeping our own part of the

country untainted by this sore evil ; and tor this purpose, let us

go back and offer a few remarks upon it, in its incipient and least

repulsive form. And first, we are in great danger of being be-

trayed into an imitation of the English system, in many of our

parishes, by a desire to rid our respective neighbourhoods of the

annoyance of begging. Now, it should always be kept in mind,

that the great and original purpose for which this vicious system

was instituted, was the suppression of vagrancy. * For our own
part, we will confess we have long thought, that in the zeal of

regulation against the nuisance ot public begging, some of the

clearest principles, both of Nature and of Christianity, have

been violated. As disciples of the New Testament, we cannot

but think that, if told by our Saviour to give to him that askef/t,

there must be something radically wrong in an attempt, on our

part, to extinguish that very condition on which he hath made
the duty of giving to depend. It appears to us, that t,o commit an

act of direct and formal disobedience against the precept itself,

is not more rebellious than to point an act of prohibition against

the offering, or the existing of those circumstances under which

the performance of the precept is required of us. At ail events,

* ' It may be sufficient to state, that the statutes antecedent to

the reign of Queen Elizabeth, were generally directed to the relief of

the impotent poor, by the contributions of the church, and the alms

of the charitable, and to the suppression of vagrancy and idleness.

'

jfieport, p. 1,
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we see no alternative between an entire and authoritative sup-

pression of mendicity, and an obligation on the part of the au-

thors of this suppression, to ascertain the circumstances of those

whom they have thus interdicted, and to make provision for all

the actual want that is made known to them in the course of

their investigations. Those who are destitute, must be reliev-

ed somehow—and must have some way of making their wants

known : and therefore we see no alternative between the allow-

ance of mendicity under some modification or other, and the

establishment of the very system which is now bearing so op-

pressively down upon the country. And we do confess, that,

rather than have such a system, we would sit down under men-
dicity in its very worst form ; we would let it roam unrestricted

and at large, as it does in France ; we would suffer it to rise,

without any control, to the height of unlicensed vagrancy ; and
are most thoroughly persuaded, that, even under such an econo-

my, the whole poverty of the land would be disposed of at less

expense to the higher orders, and with vastly less both of suf-

fering and depravity to the lower orders of society. X
But at present, we are only speaking in terms of comparison

between a very bad thing, and a thing that we conceive to be

much worse. Considering the matter absolutely, we hold this

last state of things to be very far indeed from right or desirable,

and should wish to see the distinction well established in the

public mind between the two states of Mendicity and Vagrancy.
The latter brings to my door a host of unknown cases from all

parts of the empire. The former may be so restricted as to

bring to my door only such cases of a small and manageable
parish as could be ascertained by an easy act of inquiry, and
as, in fact, might become the familiar objects of my habitual

kindliness and regard. In all the aspects, indeed, of this inte-

resting question, are we constantly met by the mighty advantage

X We cannot withhold from our readers the following extract of a

conimunication from the parish of Maybole, in Ayrshire. ' It is also

to be observed, as to the parish of Maybole, that, while some pains

were taken to discourage itinerant beggars from remote places, the

aged and infirm belonging to the parish were not prevented from
begging within the parish. It is believed, that an interference to

prevent the seeking of alms by the aged and infirm within their own
parish is unwise, and necessarily attended with many bad conse-

<|uences. The system, therefore, of suppressing all begging in the

country parishes, is, it is apprehended, the first step to the evils of a

poor's-rate; and although proposed, was not adopted, in the parish

of Maybole.

'
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of a more extended parochial subdivision. Let a large town be

thrown into manageable and independent districts, within each

of which the moral influence of Christian education, and all

the delicncies of acquaintanceship may be so concentered as to

tell with effect on the general habits of the population—and,

thou»Th permission to beg were granted within the limits of every

such district, the practice of begging, we are persuaded, would

never obtrude itself on the community as a glaring and insuf-

ferable nuisance. There is, we are aware, a prevailing, but we
conceive a most erroneous opinion, that the poorer districts of

the town could never be upheld at this rate—and that, unless

a stream of relief comes to them from the wealthier quarters,

they must sink under the burden of a poverty, for the allevia-

tion of which they possess no means within themselves. Now
we can venture to affirm, and to the infinite honour of the lower

orders of society, that all which the rich give to the poor i?i jm-
vate bene/iceJice, is but a mite and a trifle isohen compared iioitk

-jshat the poor give to one another : And, on the strength of this

remark, which may be verified in many different ways, we do con-

fidently maintain, that, under a system of parochial mendicity,

established in a town which had carried to its right extent the me-
thod of parochial subdivision, there would not be one case beyond
the reach of the gratuitous benevolence which issued through

the organ of the Kirk-session, which would not be met and pro-

vided for by the gratuitous benevolence of those who gave to

them that asked;—and more, that, were this economy instituted,

and in full operation, even the last resource of mendicity would,

in by far the greater number of instances, be anticipated by the

desirable and salutary influence ofother principles. For the poor,

at least in our country, have honourable feelings ; and, ere they

made so degrading a transition in the eyes of their immediate ac-

quaintances, they would, generally speaking, put forth all the in-

dustry and all the economy of which they are capable. And neigh-

bours have compassionate feelings; and, ere they suffei'ed one of

their own familiars to make such an exposure, they would ward off

his evil day by a thousand little acts of liberality. And such rich

persons as may be connected with the district, have compassionate

feelings too ; and many of them would rejoice in the object of keep-

ing an honest family from the street, as one of the noblest and
most gratifying achievements of benevolence. And thus, the con-
sequent mendicity of such an arrangement, that looks at present

so appalling, would never, in fact, go beyond the limits of a very
small and manageable concern. At our present distance from
this arrangement, we do not say that it could be summoned up
hy an instantaneous act of creation. But surely, it were well.
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in our cities, to take a commencing movement towards it ; and
we are assured that, by throvvin(» the entire mass into such sec-

tions, as should afford to individual charity a certain and well

known range tor its operations, they would do what never can be
done with the unwieldy whole, by all the strength and sagacity

of committeeship. *

There is another cause through which a parish might be be-

trayed into the adoption of poor-rates ; and that is, a desire to

ecjualize the burden of the expenditure among all who are liable.

We have occasion to know that this has acted as a powerful

temptation to resident heritors in many of our parishes. And
it may, on the other hand, act as a salutary remembrance to

them, that this seems to have been one of the great and impel-

ling causes which gave rise to the pauperism of England, f Let

* "Hiere is an attempt now making to restrict mendicity within

parochial limits in Fifeshire ; and the plan has already taken effect in

some of the parishes. Dysart is, mainly speaking, a manufacturing

parish, and contains upwards of 6000 inhabitants. Its average an-

nual expenditure on the poor, for the last six years, has been 277/.

13s. This is exclusive of subscriptions raised to meet one or two
extraordinary pressures on the operative population. In this parish,

badges have lately been issued by the Kirk-session, to the number of
twenty-two, autliorizing those who wear them to beg within the limits

of the parish. They are restricted to one day in the week, on which

they make their round, and leave the inhabitants an entire exemption

from this annoyance for the remaining six days. It is to be remark-

etl, however, that this number of beggars is very greatly beyond the

average of the other parishes in that neighbourhood. Among nine

adjoining parishes, from which there are definite statements as to

this point, it appears that the whole number of beggars is twenty-

one.

We cannot but remark that, under every possible arrangement,

oiu" maui dependence must still be laid on the spirit and principle of

the population; that if the morale of a parish be neglected, even this

well-looking arrangement may come in time to be oppressive; and we
must therefore beg leave to state it as our apprehension, that, if the

means of Christian instruction are greatly short of the number, this

very mendicity may come at length to be so counted on, and so over-

done, as altogether to transform that parish out of the Scottish cha-

racter which originally belonged to it. And we should feel it as a

reproach to any parish, if the j)revious expedients of secret relief from

neighbours, and of discreet and timely ministrations on the part of the

Kirk-session, were not effectual in saving from this humiliating resort

every one individual who had sustained a decent reputation in his bet-

ter days.

j- * This new and important principle of compulsory provision for
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them rest assured, that it were greatly better fi>r themselves to

sustain, at all times, the burden of the poor, so long as they

are provided for by gratuitous benevolence, than to sus^tain, at

all times, their legal fraction of that burden, after ihe method

of a compulsory provision is introduced— that it were belter for

them to be singly at the expense of warding off this mischiev-

ous system from their parishes, than with the view of compel-

ling those who are unwilling to take a share, to be jointly at the

expense of an assessment with the other heritors: And we trust

that this consideration will have its seasonable influence upon

them, at those times when they are most likely to be led astray

by the very just and natural desire for an equality of parochial

burdens among all the proprietors.

But by far the most prominent, and by far the most useful

lesson which this Report holds out to us, is the mighty influence

of habit and of character among the people over the whole of

this speculation. In the course of the examination, this is al-

ways obtruding itself as the main and indispensable element of

the whole business. When we read of such a difference of ex-

penditure between a Scottish and English parish of equal popu-

lation and apparent means, as thai, of 50/. and of 1500/., we
are apt to wonder by what power or process of arithmetic

such a phenomenon can be explained. Now, the single cle-

inent of character explains it. % The arithmetic of the question

finds its entire solution in the actual savings of economy,

on the one hand, and in the actual squandering of inconsidera-

tion and profligacy, on the other : And when, to this, we
add the dissolution of the tics of relationship which obtains in

the latter country, we have, in fact, the whole materials of

the computation before us. Now, this is the precise point

upon which the present helplessness of England turns. 1 here,

they have to recover a character for their population, which,'

here, we have only to perpetuate: There, they have to im-

plant a new habit, while here we have only to ward off con-

the impotent, and for setting to work the able, originated, withoot

doubt, in motives of the purest humanity, and was directed to the-

equitable purpose of preventing this burden falling exclusively upon

the charitable. ' Report, p. 7.

t We of course deduct from this observation all that part of the

expenditure which goes, in the shape of poor's-money, to the pay-

ment of wages—a consideration into which we have not yet entered,

but which nmst be admitted to an important place in the argument*

whenever we count ourselves prepared, in all its bearings, aod all its

details, for the question of English pauperism.
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tamination from an old one : There, they have to emerge from
an abyss in which they have been fastening and deepening for 200
years, while here there is not yet a city of our land where, by a

measure of promptitude, the population may not still be recalled

from that descending way upon which they have entered. It is

upon this consideration, not less powerful than it is important,

that we ground our appeal to the whole influence and patronage
of the country—that we would turn their eye to that which,
after every species of mechanism has been tried and found in-

effectual, must at length be recurred to as the essential and ele-

mentary principle of the health and well-being of our nation.

And we call upon them to have a care lest, by a corrupt exer-

cise of patronage, or by the power of an example which blasts

the virtues of every neighbourhood that lies within the sphere
ol its contagion, or by any one act which bespeaks a contempt
for Christianity, or an indifference to the great cause of spread-
ing its lessons among the towns and families of our land, they
do not become the guilty authors of a system, under which, all

that has hitherto shed a moral glory over Scotland, and all the

dignities and delicacies of character which have adorned its in-

teresting population, must ultimately disappear. *

* ' Are you of opinion, that where men have acquired habits of e-

conomy, it is probable that many of these men, at the latter end
of their life, would be like to have recourse to the poor-rates ?—No ;

I seldom meet with an instance of a person applying for parochial

relief, where they belong to a benefit society, even when what they

get is reduced from fourteen to two shillings ; for they have a scale

to go by. Such has been their moral conduct, and their good cfiarac-

ter, that, from the hands of the neighbours, or some society, they

are taken care of. ' App. p. 76.
' I have others, who pride themselves in sayincr they never take

weekly money ; and those individuals who never take weekly money
are much more regular in their work ; they earn more ; they are more
economical and more industrious ; and, generally speaking, they do
their work better. I have never known an instance scarcely of fa-

milies of that description coming to want, or having recourse to pa-

rochial relief. But those who are in the constant habit of drawing
money every week, let them earn what they will, if they are out of

work a week or two, are destitute. ' (p. 73.) ' A man who Avould come
for parochial relief, and a man who would spend all he got, is the

same thing, ' (p. 75.) ' Do you think they would be likely to resort to

the parish for relief, m.en who were of an economical character ? I

think it would be impossible for them, according to the feelings which
they would then acquire, to apply for parish relief?' (p. 101.) ' Do
you not conoeive that the habit of providence and the feeling of nu-
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And here we cannot omit another class of interesting tes-

timonies about Savings Banks and Benefit Societies. We

cessity, on their own part, to provide for themselves has decreased ?

Certainly it has;—that feeling of independence has certainly decreas-

ed the desire of maintaining their families by their labour has de-

creased I fear. ' (p. 85.) ' Have you known instances of their receiv-

ing that (from 18s. to 25s.) for weeks together, and, on the occasion

of temporary want of work, come to the parish ? Not among the

persons we employ ; they are of a different description ; but among

the coal-heavers, and those whose business requires them to drink a

o-ood deal, they spend the whole, and are not provident ; therefore,

if they are a week out of work, many of them are upon the poor-

rates ; and that is the reason why I consider, if they had not the der-

nier resort of the poor-rates, they must reserve something. ' (p. 86.)

* Do the poor do their utmost to maintain themselves before they come

to the workhouse ? I fear there are exceptions to that. There are

some we cannot keep out of the workhouse, do what Ave will, and o-

thers are unwilling to come in ; some, if they are put out to-day>

will get in in a few days time. '
(p. 94.) ' In those parishes in which

you are so much interested, and in which such pains are taken to a-

void new settlements, in what way have the present persons who have

settlements acquired them ? By perjury some of them. Are early

marriages frequent in your parishes ? Certainly. Do you think the

morals of the lower classes have been much deteriorated of late years ?

Very much.' (p. 134-.)

' Do children often apply, and say their parents will not support

them ? Not very often ; the parents generally come with them.

Have you many cases of individuals abandoning their families, and

leaving them to the parish ? Not many. ' (p. 91.) ' Do the young poor

show, in many instances, a disposition to help their parents ? We
do not know much of that. ' (p. 95.) ' Do you see any disposition

in the young poor to help their parents, by giving them any of theic

earnings ? No ; the poor-rate prevents that ; they must go to the

parish. Have you many public houses in your parish ? Yes ; we

have ftve ; we had another ; and I did all I could to make them scar-

cer. Does much of the parish money find its way there ? A great

deal ; the publicans are so poor, from being numerous, they are sup-

posed to do any thing to get men into their houses. Do you think

limiting the number of public-houses in parishes, generally, would be

a measure that would tend to diminish the poor-rates ? I think very

much ; I think the difference between three houses and six would

turn many drunken men into sober. ' (p. ISi.)

From the above it appears, as was to be expected, that the aban-

donment of parents by their children is far more frequent than the

abandonment of the children by their parents ; and yet the writer of

this has at present before him a priiited advertisement of last July,
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cannot but think that some of the witnesses ascribe too much
power to them, in the way of forming a character among the

contalninjj a list of 54 parents who had absconded from their fami-

lies, and left them chargeable to tlie township of Mancliester, of

•whom 41 had disappeared during the course of the preceding twelve-

month. This cruel and unnatural practice, the legitimate offspring

of the system against which we are contending, is now beginning to

be exemplified in some of the Border parishes of Scotland.

It is worthy of remark, that the last quotation from page 124, re-

lates to the parish of the very able and intelligent Mr Mvian, who ap-

pears to have done all that can be done, under the method of a com-
pulsory provision, for reducing the expenditure on the poor. He
has effected a reduction of from 900/. to 600/. in a parish, while

there are many parishes in Scotland, of the same population, that

require an expenditure only of 20/. Sterling. We consider his last

statements, then, as containing in them the chief elements of that

arithmetic by which tlie difference of charge between a Scottish and

an Enghsh parish is to be explained. For let it be observed, that

Mr Vivian has most wisely, and with great success, discouraged the

practice of allowing, out of the poor-money, any regular supply to

the wages of labour, as appears from the follov.ing extract of his

examination. ' Is it not, then, the practice of your parish, to ad-

vance regularly, weekly, a sum in addition to the wages earned by
your labourers ? Never ; and to that I ascribe, as much almost as

any thing, the diminution of the rates. If a man has six young
children, no one of which can maintain itself, you do not give any
permanent relief beyond his earnings ? Never ; occasional presents,

and that very seldom. How did you prevail on the parish to put an

end to that practice ? By strong persuasion, and by desiring them
to try the experiment ; and it answered. They inmiediately got into

task-work, and got five-and-twenty shillings a week. '

(p. 116.)

We cannot close tins long extract of testimonies to the connexion

that obtains between the Pauperism of England and the dissolution

of moral and domestic ties among its people, without offering, from
the work under review, one touching specimen of the agency by
which all the duties, both of society and of relationship, are again to

be restored to the land. ' Have you any parochial schools for the

infant poor in your parish ? A great number. I have stated that

the morals of the lower classes have greatly deteriorated in conse-

quence of the drinking of spirits ; but there is a circumstance Avhich

has operated to improve the morals—and that is, the number of schools

to educate the poor ; but for the increase of drinking spirits, their

morals would have been considerably better, and, but for these schools,

they would have been much worse. When did they begin ? From
the period the Lancasterian and Bell scheme came before the public ;

I suppose about seven ox eight yeai"s ago. Can you say you see any
1
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people. We rather think that they presuppose such a character ;

and that, in order to their taking effect, the process of cxtend-
inor such establishments mus-t be seconded, or, rather, must be

synchronized by the great process of moralizing >Tnd christi-

anizing the country. They still leave this element as indis>

pensable as ever ; and it is such an element as they never can
supply by their own unaided operation. And we h )Id nothing

to be more certain, than that, after these wise and salutary in-

stitutions have drawn around them all who are willing and in-

dustrious, there v^ill still, in every country where eilucation is

neglected, be such a remainder of unreclaimed profligacy, as

to afford a sufficient basis for the whole superstructure of our
present pauperism. *

But there is still another consideration which might serve to

visible effect on the morals of those children at this time ? Yes

;

and for this reason :—the individuals who send their children to these

schools go with them to the respective places of worship that these

children attend on the Lord's day ; the children of all the schools

are expected to attend at a place of worship. Many of their parents,

who, before, were not in the habit of going to any place of worship at

all, have been induced to go, because their children attend there.

Thus, they have been prevented from immoralities in conduct, in keep-
ing the Sabbath, and felt interested in letting their children ap-

pear decent and clean ; and this also has tended to increase habits

of economy and cleanliness in the individual parents themselves.

'

(p. 79, 80.)

* ' Do you think that the misery of the lower classes has increased

in proportion to the increase of the sum for their maintenance ?—

I

speak of that class of the poor who have been in the habit of taking

regular parochial relief; for there are many M-ho can still say, " thank
God, I have never been a pauper ;

'"—many of them belong to Be-
nefit Clubs. It is rarely we have an application from any one who be-
longs to a benefit club, and very rarely that I observe any individuals

apply for relief who have been in the habit of saving any money ; but
it is the individuals who have never saved any thing, let their earn-

ings be what they Mill. They know they can take parochial relief,

and with them their present enjo3'ment is better than future comfort.

Have you man)' instances of the lower description of people making
savings ?—A great many. What are the wages out of which they
can have saved ?—Perhars not so much as those who take relief. In

proportion as individuals save a little money, their morals are much
better ; they husband that little ; and there is a superior tone given

to their morals ; and they behave better, from knowing that they have
a little stake in society. There are men who can earn thirty-five or

forty shillings a week, with the help of their family and children ; and
VOL. XXIX. NO. 5». U
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leeoodle many to poor-rate?, and which has had it? icfiuaice in

leading to the adoption of this provision in severaJ places of Scot-

land, and that is, the imagined necessity for it which lies in the

pecaliar state and circamstances of a manufacturing population.

Now, it aooears froin this Report, that there is j-os: as ready a

principle of c lalescenc^e widi this system on the part cf the ptople

in the acrricuimral districts ; and that, if we estimate the need

for the fund bv the extent of the drars which are actually made
uDon it. there is little or no difffrence observable in England be-

tween the one and the other description of parishes. It further

appears, that, in seasons of depression, there has uniforc^ly been

as great a call for s^methir2 extraordinary and additional to the

common method of supply in parishes burdened with poor-rates,

Rs in those parts of the country where no compulsory provision

bad been established. And it stiil farther appears, on compar-

ic!j Erinand and Scotland, that in maDufsccuring towns, of va-

rious business and population, the extent oi their pauperism is

not at ail in proportion to these circumsL-^nce^, but in propor-

tion to the time which the compuhory method has had for the

derdopment of its own mischievous principle of acceleration.

We mav gather also, from this co.'riparison, that in times of

"rsat fluctuation or scarcitv, the distress has alwavs been much

if tibey are out of work a wedL, they beoMne paupers. '

—

Mr Hale's

* Do yoa cooceiTe that this estabfidunoit has had a matoial infiu-

ence upon the character of the vediDg classes of your parish ?—Verr
great indeed. What do joa suppose would be tl^ effect, if Friendly

Societies were general?—^That there would be no occasion for Has
Committee. '

—

Mr Vhdans ezanrimaiion.

' Do vou believe that suci establishments would have the effect of

reducing the poor's-rate in pr<^>ortion as they should -succeed ?—

I

think that sucii establishments, if genial throughout the country.

wofdd hare the e&ct of abohshiog the po<H-'s-rates ; it would entire-

ly alta- the character of the poor- I think, with general education,

saving basics, and sach an equalization as I have stated, in a few
years the rates would vanish of themsdves. Do you believe that such

establishmaits would have a tendencr to improve the morals of the

lower class <^peo|^?—In an incalodable degree. ' (p. 100.)

It is die b&iei of the writer of this article, diat tl^ vase setting

np of a saving bank in a neighbourhood, would render a voj small

and STibordinate contribution towards the improvement of the general

mass CI character ; tha:, at best, h is but an auxiliary towards the

prodoctioa of this e^ct ; and that nothing great or serviceable can
be eSrcted in this way by any thing dhort of the direct instrumentality

of education, acd more p^ticolarly of Christian education.
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greater in tofrns where this msthod had long been established,

and less in those where it had been recently instituted, and least

of all in those where it was utterly unknown : All serving to

prove, that, under everj' variety of human condition and em-

plovment, this mischievous contrivance goes to supplant far more

effectual scciiricies against the sufferings of indigence, than it

ever can replace ; and that, wherever it obtains a footing, it

atTTravates the distress which it propo-es to (\o away; and that,

let the mode of life, or the mode of industry be what it will,

individual man can far more easily find his own way to his

own preservation from all the ills and vicissitudes of fortune,

without such a rccnlaiion than wiih it ; and that the only ef-

fect of this regulation h-^.s been, not to provide for such pecu-

liar necessities as arc found to prevail in one di-tricc, and to have

no place in another ; but to assin:ilate all the districts of the

land into one common condition of clamorous and unrelieved

poverty, fostered by the hand that was lifted up to destrcy it,

and ec^.bittcrcd by the misery of a system that has done nothing

but delude the people by its deceitful smiles, and its unsubstan-

tial promises. +

•f As a proof that the a;:gmentation of poor-rates grows as rapidly

in agricultural as in manufacturing districts, we have presented to us,

in the Report, the increase of expenditure in the two most agricul-

tural counties of England. In the count}- of Hereford, the expen-

diture, in 1776, was 10,593/. 7s. 2d. ; and iu 1S15, it was 59,255/.

19s. In Bedfordshire, the expenditure, for each of these years re-

jpectively, was 16,662/. I7s. Id., and 50.S70/. 10s. lid.

In the parish of Christ-Church, Spitalfields. the poor-rate seems

to have come to its limit last year ; and subscription for the poor was

tlieir last resort. ' Pro\-ided there had been no subscription, would

it not most considerablv have increased the rate?— The rates could

not have been increased ; for I believe, now, if we were to attempt

(and it is the opinion of more persons in the parish ! to raise tlie rate

to eight shillings instead of six, many would not be able to pajr the

eight who now par the six. ^^'hat would have been the consequence

to the parish, if they had not had the subscription ?—I have ^ways
contemplated, with the greatest horror, the consequences, if this as-

sociation had not been established. ' (p. 68.) ' Is there any hmit to

the relief given by the poor's-rate ?—In some cases we give as high as

five sJiilUngs a week. In the case of a large family, of four, or five,

or six children, five shillings a week would not sustain them ; then,

what woald be done ?—There are several huiuaue societies in the

neighbourhood, and they get sometliing there. There is a great -deal

of money comes from the benevolence of the public, the Benevolent So-

cietv. and others. ' (p. 7-1.) ' You have a subscription iu aid of your
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We have not time at present to dilate on this interesting part

of the subject; but if facts are of more value than arj^uments,

we have iheni to offer in abundance : And we will venture to

say, on the strength of these facts, that the cry of distress from

our manufacturing population is uniformly louder in proportion

to the extent of the compulsory provision. Taere are many
manufacturing towns in Scotland where there is no such expe-

dient at all. In Kirkaidy and its neighbourhood, there is a conti-

guous population of 13,000, of a decidedly manufacturing charac-

ter; and there the yearly expense comes to little more than fifty

pounds for each thousand of the population. In the small parish

of Carmunnock, about four miles from Glasgow, there are eighty

looms at least among a population of 839, and the whole expen-

diture of last year was 22/. 10s. 9d.; and there was not one appli-

cation for extraordinary reliefproduced by the deficiency of wpgcs

under which they laboured, in common with the whole country.

The Barony, one of the suburb parishes of Glasgow, with a po-

pulation now of '1-3,000, might have been quoted as an example

of the same kind so lately as 1807, when its expenditure was

only 687/. 3s. 9t\. ; but, though at present dead in respect of its

peculiarly Scottish character, yet, by the record of its former and

later years, it still speaketh. But all these minen' cases of illus-

tration are lost and forgotten, in the princely example of Scottish

independence held out by the Gorbals of Glasgow;—a parish, of

which we are substantially correct as to the argument, when we
sav, that it extends not by a single inch beyond the masonry of

its work and its dwelling})ouses—a parish, of which we believe

that it claims not a single acre of ground beyond the site that it

is built upon—a parish, at all events, which has not one fraction

of territorial revenue or importance attached to it, but which

includes, within the little sweep of its- boundary, a busy and in-

poor-rate ?—Yes, to the amount of 1600/. for selling necessaries at a

reduced price to the poor. ' (p. 75.) In the same manner, it appears

that private subscriptions were raised in many other places, to meet

the difficulties of last winter. That for St Mary, Islington, was

1600/. to a population of 15,000. That foi* St George's, Hanover-

Square, with a population of 42,000, was from 5000/. to 6000/. ad-

ditional to the poor-rates. That for the Gorbals of Glasgow, where

thert- are no poor-rates, but a population towards 20,000, was just 835/.

So it appears, that the legal charity does not supersede the gratuitous

cliarit.v, but renders it more indispensable ; and this resource is o-

pen Jo the people of those parishes where there is no legal charity,

and that, too, in a state of less exhaustion, and with more readiness,

ofcuvu-se, on the part oftlie benevolent.
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tJustrious population of nearly 20,000 individuals. * Had it stood

by itself, we confess we should not have looked on the history as

in any way miraculous. But, standing as it does within the

walk of one minute from a great pestiferous vomitory, that sends

a withering influence on every side of it, upon ail that is ddicate

or noble in the character of our Scottish population—it would

be a most violent suppression of the gratitude and the estimation

which are felt by us, did we refuse to acknowledge, that though

we had travelled for evidence over the whole length and breadth

of our land, we could not have met a more wondrous or sub-

stantial testimony than the one which this parish affords. And
when it is told, that the average of its regular annual expendi-

ture is a gratuitous sura of three hundred and fifty pounds, and
that the whole sum required for the extraordinary wants of last

year was 835(., which was also raised by voluntary subscrip-

tion, and that, among the administrators for the poor,—who
does not feel a desire that this stately monument of the truth

may ever remain unimpaired ; that, standing on the brink of a

great moral contagion, it may serve as a protecting van-guard

of resistance to the country in its rear, and be our proudest

bulwark of defence against such an invasion as England has long

been threatening, and in which, if she succeed, she will do
more to destroy and to desolate our land, than she ever has done,

or ever could do, by the invasion of her arms ?

The ground upon which it is conceived that a compulsory pro-

vision for the poor, is more necessary to a manufacturing than to

an agricultural population, is not, that the average of wages a-

mong the former, is beneath those of the latter, (for the reverse

of this is the truth), but that they are more subject to unlooked

for vicissitude. It is not to supply a constant deficiency that the

system is contended for in the trading towns of our nation, but

to equalize an occasional deficiency. Now, we humbly conceive,

* It may here be right to state, that in assigning a population of

nearly 20,000 to the Gorbals, we do it on a most respectable private

authority. The census of 1811 makes it considerably less. But we
have access to know, that in other parts of tliat neighbourhood, this

census falls short by a fifth part of the present population. It is also

right to mention, that a great part of the present parish of Gorbals

was added to it lately by an annexation from the parish of Govan

—

and that there still remains a debateable subject of parochial expendi-

ture between these two parishes, in virtue of which a certain part of

the expense of the former, may at times be shifted away to the latter

parish. At all events, this expense is considerably less, and certain-

ly net more than seventy-four pounds Sterling.
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that, for this object, the plan of a regular and compulsory provi-

sion is the very woi-st tiiat could possibly be devised. For, once
establish this System, and there is not one attribute belonging to

it that is more certainly and more universally exemplified than its

peculiar aptitude of growing ;—so that, even in the very best of
times, if you only take periods of sufficient length, as of ten years,

you are sure to find, that, in pointofmagnitude and oppressiveness,

its increase just keeps pace with the length of its duration. And,
corresponding to this, there is a peculiar inaptitude in the system

to retrograde ; so that if, in the worst of times, the poor-rates are

resorted to for the purpose of meeting some urgent and occasional

visitation, they are sure to obtain from this circumstance, not an
occasional but a permanent augmentation j—and therefore, in this

way, there is not a more effectual method of converting a tempo-
rary into a lasting burden on the community. The public know
this, and they arc up in alarm about the evil consequences of it;

—and a pressing calamity, instead of being met, as it ought, by
the willing liberalities of the rich, who, if they knew how they

could safely provide for the whole emergency, would have a plea-

sure in doing so, is locked at with an eye of jealousy and dread
from the brooding pregnancy of the mischief with which it

js known to be associated.

It is indeed a striking demonstration of the utter unsuit-

ablencss of a settled and compulsory method to the needs

of a m;'nufaciurinc[ porub^tion, that it is in those very towrts

where this method h; s been longest in operation, that you are

sure to meet with the largest surplus of distress, and that,

after all, voluntary exertions are most called for. So that the

legal charit\, it would appear, does not supersede the gratuitous

charity, though it certainly serves very much to limit and to dis-

courage it. For, a delusive confidence in poor-rates, keeps back
many trom concurring in a benevolent subscription ; and an ex-

haustion of furds, produced by this system, keeps back many
taort ; and the apprehension that, by accustoming people to re-

ceive, you are just raising and nourishing recruits for ordinary

pauperism, has a mighty effect in damping the charity of any
humane enterprise that may be set afloat for the purpose of al-

leviating the pressure of any existing fluctuation : so that, in all

these ways, a legal establishment of charity has just failed as

egregiouhly in this particular object, as in any other that can
possibly be assigned for it. It is, in truth, peculiarly adverse

to all such tempijrary devices as may be employed for the purpose

of weathcrirg a temporary emergency. In other words, it has

aggravated those peculiar distresses which are incidental to the
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trading districts of the land : And, so long as it is suffered to

exist, it will lie as a dead weight on the promptitude and the vi-

gour of the only expedients by which it h in the power of one

part of the community to lift, with effect, a helping hand for re-

lieving the miseries of the other.

And, after all, let it not be forgotten, that every case of dis-

tress among our manufacturing population, arises from there

being too little work for the operatives, or, which is the same
thing, too many operativps for the work ;—that to reach the

cause of such a distress, even a subscription is powerless, unless it

detach so many of them to some other employment ;—and that if

expended on the mere object of ekeing out a subsistence to men
who have insufficient wages, it has no other effect but that of

keeping them together at an employment which does not pay,

and of keeping duwn the wages of that employment, and of per-

petuating a glut in the market, which can only be dissipated

by withdrawing a certain number of the workmen to some
other objects. And it is truly mortifying to observe, that even
the well-looking scheme of an ample and munificent subscrip-

tion, is just another cruel and deceitful mockery of the lower

orders ;—that the money, thus raised, in fact passes by them in-

to the pockets of their employers ;—and that, in the whole range
of possibility, there does not appear to be one other solid expe-
dient for the relief of such an emergency as this, beside the pos-

session of such a fund among the operatives themselves, as could

afford them the means of a livelihood for a certain time, with-

out the necessity of working. This would clear away the whole
mischief at once. This would give our workmen such a fair and
reciprocal control over our manufacturers, as every genuine
philanthropist would rejoice to see them invested with. This
would elevate them at once to that command over the comforts

and the condition of their own body, which they have a right to

maintain. This would indeed raise them to the state of a great,

independent, and coordinate interest in our commonwealth. But
this they never will obtain, till they have purchased it by their

own exertion and their own economy. It is nothing but the

produce of their savings in good years, that will enable them
to treat with their employers in bad years, and to hold out to

them the dignified and the respectable language-—that, rather

than work for unfair and inadequate wages, we will repair to

the fund of our former retrenchments, and, out of that fund,

we will keep for a season ourselves and our families. Such a
noble attitude as this, on the part even of a small portion of
our weavers, would bring the manufacturers to reason, and invest

ibfim .wijih that power of prompt and equal adjustment which,
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we are sure, it would be for the interest of both parties, and for

the general intei'est of the country, that they possessed. Now,
they can only come to this power through the avenue of their

own frugal and industrious habits. It is a power that never

will, and never can, be given to them ; and which they can on-

ly acquire, by working their own way to it—by accumulating in

good years, and laying by the fruits of them in store for the evil

day or some dark and adverse fluctuation.

This, and this alone, will smooth all the asperities, and e-

qualize all the vicissitudes of fortune, to which a manufac-
turing population is liable ;—but this is what the false show
of relief, held out by an established pauperism, most effec-

tually prevents, by cheating away the attention of the peo-

ple from the only true sources of their independence and
comfort. We know that, upon this subject, there are some
who call evil good, and good evil—who malign as hard-

hearted, a doctrine which would restore to the methods of be-

nevolence all that is kind and compassionate and friendly—and
who brand with hostility to the lower orders of the State, a pro-

posal, by which alone they can be upheld either in respect or

sufficiency. Such writers have leave to go on with their plausi-

bilities and their hard sentences. But we confess, that our pa-

triotism and philanthropy incline us to different counsels. We
want no such ignominy to come near our Scottish population as

that oifarming our poor. We want no other asylum for our

aged parents, than that of their pious and affectionate families.

"We can neither suffer them, nor do we like the prospect for

ourselves, of pining out the cheerless evening of our days away
from the endearments of a home. We wish to do, as long as we
can, without the apparatus of English laws and English work-
houses ; and should like to ward for ever from our doors, the

system that would bring an everlasting interdict on the worth,

and independence, and genuine enjoyments of our peasantry.

We wish to see their venerable sires surrounded, as heretofore,

by the company and the playfulness of their own grandchildren
j

nor can we bear to think, that our high-minded people should

sink down and be satisfied with the dreary imprisonment of an
almshouse, as the closing object in the vista of their earthly an-

ticipations. Yet such is the goodly upshot of a system which has

its friends and advocates in our own country—men who could

witness, without a sigh, the departure of ajl those peculiarities

which have both alimented and adorned the character of our
beloved Scotland—men who can gild over, with the semblance
of humanity, a poisoned opiate of deepest injury both to its

|)appiness and to its morals—and who, in the very act of flatter^
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inf; the poor, are only forging for them such chains as, soft in

feeling as silk, birt strong in proof as adamant, will bind them
down to a state of permanent degradation.

And we submit it to the attention of our Legislature, if, in

the moment of rescinding a statute, which, however friendly in

aspect, has been most injurious in effect to the best interests of

the labouring classes, it were not the true and the right accom-
paniment of such a measure, that they rescinded every other sta-

tute of interference which bears against them an expression of

direct hostility. We should like, in fact, if the Government of

our country never interfered with the concerns of trade, but for

the objects of revenue; and, on this general principle alone, we
would venture to recommend an immediate abolition of the Corn
Bill, which proved so obnoxious to the whole of our manufac-
turing population. But, when coupled with any act tending to

the extinction of poor-rates, we consider this measure as imperi-

ously called for. We know nothing, in fact, that more demon-
strates the impolicy of all State interferences with such matters

as should be left to the natural operation of individual feeling

and principle, than the way in which these interferences go to

counteract and to neutralize each other. By way of serving

the interests of the poor, there was estabhshed, in the first

instance, a method of compulsory provision, which, without
serving their interests at all, has brought a most intolerable bur-

den on the agriculture of the country ; and then, by way of re-

lieving the agriculture, there comes out a Corn Bill, which has
surrounded Government with the cries of an indignant popula-

tion. Would it not be better that all this bunfflinc and mis-

management were cleared away at once r—that every interfer-

ence, either in the way of help or of hostility, were conclusively

put an end to—and, more particularly, that our labourers were
made to feel that there was a free range of industry before them,
from which Government had removed every unnatural obstacle,

and on which they were invited to make their own unfettered

way to their own independence ? We are quite sure, that such
a frank and liberal accuirmodation as this would enthrone the

Government of the country in the hearts even of the lowest of
the people. And in the same spirit we would recommend the
abolition of every direct tax upon those who were in the con-
dition of operatives; and would either rescind, or administer
more impartially, these laws against combination, which have
ever been a dead letter against the more oppressive combination
of the masters, and very frequently an unjust restraint on the

defensive associations of the workmen.
In concluding, we must add one word of explanation. We
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have spoken in terms of very strong re^et of the establishment

of a legal charity in some of our Scottish towns. We did not
intend, however, to use them as terms of censure, either against

the administrators or the receivers of this charity. The truth

is, that this corrupt system has only had a fractional influence,

as yet, on the general habits of our population. The body of

the community is still sound ; and we know not a town in Scot-

land which is not still in circumstances for that great retracing

movement, by which it might be conducted back again to the

happier arrangement of former days.

Art. II. Beppoy a Venetian Sioty. 8vo. pp. 50. London,
1818.

M Though there is as little serious meaning or interest in this
-*• extraordinary performance, as can easily be imagined, we
think it well entitled to a place in our fastidious Journal—and
that, not merely because it is extremely clever and amusing, but

because it affords a very curious and complete specimen of a

kind of diction and composition of which our English literature

has hitherto afforded very few examples. It is, in itself, abso-

lutely a thing of nothing—without story, characters, sentiments,

or intelligible object j—a mere piece of lively and loquacious

prattling, in short, upon all kinds of frivolous subjects,—a sort

of gay and desultory babbling about Italy and England, Turks,
balls, literature and fish sauces. But still there is something
very engaging in the uniform gayety, politeness, and good hu-
mour of the author—and something still more striking and ad-

mirable in the matchless facility with which he has cast into re-

gular, and even difficult versification, the unmingled, uncon-
strained, and unselected language of the most light, familiar,

and ordinary conversation. The French have always had a

great deal of this sort of poetry—though with a very severe re-

gard to the purity of the diction— and the Italians also, in a
looser and more extravagant tone ; but, in England, it seems
never to have been naturalized. The nearest approach to it is

to be found in some of the tales and lighter pieces of Prior—

a

few stanzas here and there among the trash and burlesque of

Peter Pindar—and in several passages of Mr Moore, and the

author of the facetious miscellasy, entitled, the Twopenny Post

Bag. Chaucer and Shakespeare had ease and gayety enough for

the style of which we are speaking—but it belongs intrinsically to

the silver, and not to the golden age of poerry ; and implies the

^2vistejice of certain habils of dissipation, derision, and intelUr
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gence in general society, and of a sort of conventional language,

for the expression of those things, which were siill to be formed in

the days of these ^reat masters.—It is scarcely necessary to add,

€xcept for our duller readers, that this same familiar, lively,

conversational pof*ry, is perfectly distinct both from the witty,

epigrammatic ?in(i satirical vein, in which Pope will never be sur-

passed—or rquniied ; and from the burlesque, humorous and
distorted style which attained its greatest height in Hiidibras,

and has been copied abundantly enough by humbler imitators.

The style of whirh we are speaking is, no doubt, occasionally

satirical and witty and humorous—but it is, on the whole, far

more gay than poiirnant, and is characterized, exactly as good
conversation is, rather by its constant ease and amenity, than

by any trairs either of extraordinary brilliancy, or of strong

and ludicrous eUtct. There must be a certain allowance of sense

and sagacity—and little flying traits of picturesque description

—

and small fiiohts of imagination—and sallies of naivete and hu-
mour—but nothing very powerful, and nothing very long. The
great charm is in tne simplicity and naturalness of the language

—the free but guarded use of all polite idioms, and even of all

phrases of temporary currency that have the stamp of good
company upon them,—with the exclusion of all scholastic or am-
bitious eloquence, all profound views, and all deep emotions.

The unknown writer before us has accomplished all these ob-
jects with great skill and felicity j and, in particular, has fur-

nished us with an example, unique we rather think in our lan-

guage, of about one hundred stanzas of good verse, entirely

composed of common words, in their common places ; never

presenting us with one sprig of what is called poetical diction,

or even making use of a single inversion, either to raise the style

or assist the rhyme—but running on in an inexhaustible series

of good easy colloquial phrases, and finding them fall into verse

by some unaccountable and happy fatality. In this great and
characteristic quality it is almost invariably excellent. In some
other respects it is more unequal. About one half is as good as

possible, in the style to which it belongs ; the other half bears

perhaps too many marks of that haste with which we take it for

granted that such a work must necessarily be written. Some
passages are rather too foolish, some too snappish, and some
run too much on the cheap and rather plebeian humour of out-

of-the-way rhymes and strange sounding words and epithets.

But the greater part is very pleasant, amiable, and gentleman-
like.

It is not perhaps worth while to give any account of the sub-

ject of a work which almost professes to have no subject. But
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as it h-as a name, and a sort of apology for a story, we shall pro-

ceed, accovdinii to our laudable custom, to teach our gentle

readers all we know, by informing them, that after some prolu-

sion about the Carnival, Venice, and Cavalicre Scrvento, we
are informed that a Venetian lady, some forty years ago, had a

husband called Guiseppe, or Joseph.—or more lamiljarly Beppc,
which is the Venetian diminutive of that patriarchal name, and
answers to our Joe. This Beppo, it seems, was a merchant; and,
sailing away on one occasion, forgot to return, and left his faith-

ful spouse a Irttle disconsolate for a year or two. At length,

however, she recovers her spirits—takes a Cavalier Scrveyite—
and glitters in the fashionable circles as gaily as ever. One
night at a ball, she is struck, and rather flattered, with the mark-
ed attention of a Turk, who stares at her the whole evening ;

and, on stef)ping out of her gondola at her own door, with her
cnvaliere^ she is still more astonished to find the Turk waiting

to receive her. Her attendant remonstrates against this im-

fjortunity, when the worthy Mussulman informs them that he
is Beppo, who, after playing the part of a renegado for oome
lime with great success in the Levant, is now come home to re-

claim his wife, house, and religion. The lady rallies her re-

turning prodigal in a very witty way, o\\ his adventures; and
he and the cavalier, and she, ail live very happily together till

the end of their lives.

This story, such as it is, occupies about twenty stanzas, we
think, out of the ninety- five of which the pcem consists. The
rest is made up of digressions and dissertations at the author's

discretion ; an-d these formi unquestionably by far the most lively

and interesting part of the work, of which we must now give

our readers a few specimens—to explain and make amends lor

»jur critical disquisitions. We may begin at the tenth stanza.
' Of all the places where the Carnival

Was most facetious in the days of yore,

For dance, and song, and serenade, and ball,

And mask, and mime, and mystery, and more
Than I have time to tell now, or at all,

Venice the bell fronj every city bore,

And at the moment when I fix my story.

That sea-born city was in ail her glory.

' They've pretty faces yet, those same Venetians,

Black eyes, arch'd brows, and sweet expressions stiB,

Such as of old were copied from the Grecians,

In ancient arts by moderns mimick'd ill

;

Arid like so many Venuses of Titian's

(The best's at Florence—see it, if ye will),

They look when leaning over the balcony,

Or stepping from a picture by Giorgione, ' p. 6.
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* Shakespeare described the sex in Desdemona
As very fair, but yet suspect in favne,

And to this day from Venice to Verona

Such matters may be probably tlie same,

Except that since those times was never known a

Husband whom mere suspicion could inflame

To suffocate a wife no more than twenty,

Because she had a " cavalier servente. " p. 9.

It may be right now to give a small sample of tlie narrr.five

part, to show how airily the author deals with his story. Alter

Beppo's disappearance, the condition of his lady is thus repre-

sented.
' And I^aura waited long, and wept a little,

And thought of wearing weeds, as well she might

;

She almost lost all appetite for victual.

And could not sleep v/ith ease alone at night

;

She deemed the window-frames and shuttei's brittle,

Against a daring house-breaker or sprite,

And so she thought it prudent to connect her

With a vice-lmsband, chiefly to protect her. ' p. 1 j.

The charms of the cavalier are then described—and the tale

proceeds.
' No wonder such accomplishments should turn

A female head, however sage and steady

—

With scarce a hope that Beppo could return,

In law he was almost as good as dead, he

Nor sent, nor wrote, nor show'd the least concern

.

And she had waited several years already ,-

And really if a man won't let us know-

That he's alive, he's dead, or should be so.

' Besides, v/ithin the Alps, to every woman
(Although, God knows, it is a grievous sin),

'Tis, I may say, permitted to have two men ;

I can't tell who first brought the custom in.

But " Cavalier Serventes " are quite common,
And no one notices, nor cares a pin

;

And we may call this (not to say the worst)

A second marriage which corrupts \hefirst,

' The word was formerly a " Cicisbeo,
"

But that is now grown vulgar and indecent

;

The Spaniards call the person a " Cortejo,
"

For the same iiode subsists in Spain, though recent \

In short it reaches from the Po to Teio,

And may perhaps at last be o'er the sea sent.

Put Heaven preserve Old England from such courses' i

Or what becomes of damage and divorces ?
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* But " Cavalier Servente" is the phrase

Used in politest circles to express

This supernumerary slave, who stays

Close to the lady as a part of dress,' &c. p. 18, 19.

At this point the author breaks off into one of those lively

dierressions which oive its charm and its character to this curi-

CU3 little work. Nothing can possibly be better, in its way,
than what follows.

' For all these sinful doings, I must say,

That Italy's a pleasant place to me,

Who love to sec the Sun shine every day,

And vines (not nail'd to walls) from tree to tree

Festoon'd, much like the back scene of a play,

Or melodrame, which people flock to see,

When the first act is ended by a dance

In vineyards copied from the south o4' France.

* I also like to dine on becaficas,

To see the Sun set, sure he'll rise to-morrow,

Not through a misty morning twinkling weak as

A drunken man's dead eye in maudlin sorrow,

But with all Heaven t' himself; that day will break as

Beauteous as cloudless, nor be forc'd to borrow

That sort of farthing candlelight which glimmers

Where reeking London's smoky cauldron simmers.

* I love the language, that soft bastard Latin,

Which melts like kisses from a female mouth-,

And sounds as if it sliould be writ on satin,

With syllables which breathe of the sweet Soutb,

And gentle liquids gliding all so pat in,

That not a single accent seems uncouth.

Like our harsh northern whistling, grunting guttural,

Which we're oblig'd to hiss, and spit, and sputter all.

• I like the women too (forgive my folly).

From the rich peasant check of ruddy bronze,

And large black eyes that flash on you a volley

Of rays that say a thousand things at once,

' To tlie high dama's brow, more melancholy,

But clear, and with a wild and liquid glance,

Heart on her lips, and soul witliin her eyes,

Soft as her clime, and sunny as her skies. ' p. 20-5^,

In these last tines, it will be observed, tliat the author rise?

above the usu^d and appropriate pitch of his composition', and

is betraved into sometldniy too like enthusiasm and deep fcelintif

lor the light and fantastic strain of his poetry. Neither does

the fit go off immediately ; lor he rises quite into rapture in the

succeeding stanza—in which he seems to have caught a spark

from the ardent geniiis of Byroa.
•"
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' Eve of the land which still is Paradise !

Italian beauty ! didst thou not inspire

Raphael, who died in thy embrace, and vies

With all we know of Heaven, or can desire,

In what he hath bequeath'd us ?—in what guise,

Though flashing from the fervour of the lyre,

Would ivords describe thy past and present glow,

Wliile yet Canova can create below ? ' p. 22, 23.

This, however, is the only slip of the kind in the whole
work—the only passage in which the author betrays the secret

—which mi^ht however have been suspected—of his own genius,

and his affinity to a higher order of poets than those to whom
he has here been pleased to hold out a model.

The following lines on England form a fair counterpart to

the preceding on Italy—though the taste, we think, is ieas pure^

and the style rather too snaart and epigrammatical.
* " England ! with all thy faults I love thee still,

"

I said at Calais, and have not forgot it

;

I like to speak and lucubrate my fill

;

I like the government (but that is not it)

;

I like the freedom of the press and quill

;

I like the Habeas Corpus (when we've got it)

;

I like a parliamentary debate.

Particularly when 'tis not too late ;

* I like the taxes, when they're not too many

;

I like a seacoal fire, when not too dear ;

I like a beef-steak, too, as well as any ;

Have no objection to a pot of beer

;

I like the weather, when it is not rainy.

That is, I like two months of every year.

And so God save the Regent, Church, and King !

Which means that I like all and every thing.

* Our standing army, and disbanded seamen.

Poor's rate. Reform, my own, the nation's debt.

Our little riots just to show we are free men,
Our trifling bankruptcies in the Gazette,

Our cloudy climate, and our chilly women,
All these I can forgive, and those forget,

And greatly venerate our recent glories.

And wish they were not owing to the Tories. ' p. 23, 24-.

There are traits of Lord Byron, again, in the following whim-
ska verses.

This is the case in England ; at least was
During the dynasty of Dandies, now

Perchance succeeded by some other class

Of imitated imitators :

—

how
3
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Irreparably soon decline, alas !

The demagogues of fashion : all below

Ts frail ; how easily the world is lost

By love, or war, and now and then by frost

!

' Crush'd was Napoleon by the northern Thor,

Who knockd his army down with icy hammer,
Stopp'd by the elements, like a whaler, or

A blundering novice in his new French grammar

;

Good cause had he to doubt the chance of war,

And as for Fortune— but I dare not d—n her,

Because, were I to ponder to infinity.

The more I should believe in her divinity. ' p. 30.

Notbinp; can l)e cleverer than this caustic little diatribe, in-

troduced a proj)os of the lilie of Turkish ladies in their ha-

rams.
' They cannot read, and so don't lisp in critidsm;

Nor write, and so they don't affect the muse

;

Were never caught in epigram or witticism.

Have no romances, sermons, plaj's, reviews,

—

In haranis learning soon would make a pretty schism I

But luckily these beauties are no " blues,
"

No bustling Botherbys have they to show 'em
" That charming passage in the last new poem,

'"

' No solemn, antique gentleman of rhyme,
Who having angled all his life for fame»

And getting but a nibble at a time.

Still fussily keeps fishing on,—the same
Small " Triton of the minnows, " the sublime

Of mediocrity, the furious tame,

The echo's echo, usher of the school

Of female wits, boy bards—in short, a fool

!

* One hates an author that's all author, fellows

In foolscap uniforms turned up with ink,

So very anxious, clever, fine, and jealous,

One don't know what to say to them, or think.

Unless to puff them with a pair of bellows
;

Of coxcombry's worst coxcombs e'en the pink
Are preferable to these shreds of paper.

These unquenched snuflings of the midnight taper.

* Of these same we see several, and of others.

Men of the world, who know the world like men,
S—tt, R—s, INT—re, and all the better brothers,

Who think of something else besides the pen

;

But for the children of the " mighty mother's,
"

The would-be v^rits and can't-bc gentlemen,

6
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I leave them to their daily " tea is ready,
"

Smug coterie, and literary lady.

' The poor dear Mussulvvomen whom I mention

Have none of these instructive pleasant people. ' &c.

p. 36—38,

One little bit more, for the breaking up of the ball.

* The morning now was on the point of breaking,

A turn of time at which I would advise

Ladies who have been dancing, or partaking

In any other kind of exercise.

To make their preparations for forsaking

The ball-room ere the sun begins to rise,

Because when once the lamps and candles fail.

His blushes make them look a little pale.
,

* I've seen some balls and revels in my time,

And staid them over, for some silly reason,

And tften I looked, (I hope it was no crime),

To see what lady best stood out the season

;

And though I've seen some thousands in their prime,

Lovely and pleasing, and Avho still may please on,

I never saw but one, (the stars withdrawn).

Whose bloom could after dancing dare the dawn.

* The name of this Aurora I'll not mention.

Although I might, for she was nought to me
More than that patent work of God's invention,

A charming woman, whom we like to see ;

But writing names would merit reprehension,

Yet if you like to find out this fair she,

At tlie next London or Parisian ball

You still may mark her cheek, out-blooming all.

' Laura, who knew it would not do at all

To meet the daylight after seven hours sitting

Among three thousand people at a ball.

To make her curtsey thought it right and fitting. ' &c.

p. 40—42.

We must add the scene of the final anagnorisis of Beppo,
and the pathetic discourse which the modern Penelope address-

es to him on his return.

' They entered, and for coffee called,—it came,

A beverage for Turks and Christians both,

Although the way they make it's not the same.

Now Laura, much recovered, or less loth

To speak, cries " Beppo ! what's your pagan name?
" Bless me! your beard is of amazing growth!

Vol. XX rx. no. SB. X
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" And how came you to keep away so long ?

" Are you not sensible 'twas very wrong ?

* " And are you really, truly, now a Turk ?

*' With any other women did you wive ?

" Is't true they use their fingers lor a fork?
" Well, that's the prettiest shawl—as I'm alive

!

" You'll give it me ? They say you eat no pork.
" And how so many years did you contrive

*' To—Bless me ! did I ever ? No, I never
" Saw a man grown so yellow ! How's your liver ?

^ " Beppo ! that beard of yours becomes you not

;

" It shall be shaved before you're a day older

;

" Why do you wear it ? Oh ! I had forgot

—

" Pray don't you think the weather here is colder?
" How do I look ? You shan't stir from this spot

" In that queer dress, for fear that some beholder
" Should find you out, and make the story known.
" How short your hair is! Lord! how grey it's grown !

'
"

p. 4-5, -1-6.

We 31*6 not in the secret of this learned author's incognito ;

and, at our distance from the metropclis, shall not expose our-

selves by guessiijg. We cannot help thinking, however, that we
have seen him before, and that ' we do know that fine Roman
hand. ' At all events, we hope we shall see him again ; and if

he is not one of our old favourites, we are afraid we may bs
tempted to commit an infidelity on his account,—and let him
supplant some of the less assiduous of the number.

Art. III.— 1. A Delineation of the Strata of England and Wales, ruth

part of Scotland, exhibiting the Collieries and Mines, the Marshes
and Fenlands originally overJloi\^ed by the Sea, and the varieties of
Soil according to the variations of the Substrata, illustrated by the

most Descriptive Names. By W. Smith. 15 sheets, coloured.

Carey, London. August, 1815.

2. Geological Section from London to Snoxvdon ; shoxdng the varie-

ties of the Strata, and the correct Altitudes of the Hills, coloured to

correspond tvith his Geological Map of England and Wales. By W.
Smith. 1817.

3. A Memoir of the Map and Delineation, St. By W. Smith, En-
gineer and Mineral Surveyor. 4to. pp.51. London, 1815.

4. A Series of County Maps, on a much lajger scale than that (yf the

General ' Delineation, S^c. ' coloured to correspond tvith the large

Map, from Documents in Mr Smith's possession. Carey, Strand,

London, 1817.
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5. Strata identified hij Organized Fossils, containing Prints on coloured

paper of the most characteristic Specimens in each Stratum. By W.
Smith. 4to. Published in Numbers. London, 1816.

6. Stratigrnphical Sijstem of Organized Fossils, with reference to thS

Specimens of the oris^inal Geological Collection in the British Mtiseum,

Sj-c. By W. Smith. 4to. London. E. Williams, Strand, 1817<(

A MAP may not, at first siig;bt, appear to come within the scope

of our publication ; but the performance now before us,

with the other works connected with it, has more than ordinary

claims upon the attention of the public. It contains a great deal

of information, of practical importance as well as speculative in-

terest. It is the first work of the kind that has ever appeared

in England ; and it is the production, after the labour of more
than twenty years, of a most ingenious man, who has been sin-

gularly deficient in the art of introducing himself to public no-

tice.

Mr Smith is by profession a civil engineer, and, we are in-

formed, is particularly skilled in that department of his business

which relates to draining, and the structure of canals. It ap-

pears that, in the course of the inquiries to which his occupa-

tions naturally led him, he had occasion, many years ago, to

observe the regularity and steadiness of the order exhibited by

the strata in the vicinity of Bath; and in the year 1790, he

drew up a tabular view of the stratification there, which in fact

contained the rudiments of all his subsequent discoveries, and

was in itself a proof of great sagacity and application. In the

course of different journeys afterwards made, he not only recog-

nised, among the strata in the north of England, several of his

old acquaintances at Bath, but was surprised to find them in the

same company with which they are associated in that neighbour-

hood : And, after full investigation, he became at last convin-

ced, that the series of beds was uniform throughout the whole

of the south-eastern portion of the island ; and that the edge of

every stratum, with very few exceptions, might be traced unin-

terruptedly from one shore to the other, in a direction from

S. W. to N. E. These curious observations, which were made,

we have no doubt, without any acquaintance with any previous

publication on the subject, led very naturally to the project of

a, map, in which they might be embodied and combined, and

"ave birth to the valuable works at present under our consi-

deration.

In an early stage of his Inquiry, Mr Smith communicated
X 2
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iiis observations to the Reverend Joseph Townsend, the author

of a well known and valuable book of travels in Spain, and

subsequently to Mr Farey, who was, at that time, we believe,

his pupil ; two rrentlemen who must, in fact, be considered as

the editors of Mr Smith's opinions ; for the Memoir which

he has himself connected with his map, is extremely brief and

unsatisfactory. The title of the bock in which Mr Townsend

has given an account of Smith's discoveries— ' The character of

Moses estahllihcd fur veracity as an Historian' *—has apparent-

ly very little connexion with the Geolofry of England ; but the

ingenious author conceived the credibility of the Mosaic ac-

count of the creation, to derive important support from the ex-

isting appearances of the globe ; and, for the purpose of illus-

tratinor those appearances, he has entered into a full description

of the British strata ; which he very candidly professes to have

derived almost entirely from Mr Smith, of whom, after stating,

that, with a view to the completion of his own work, he had

lost no opportunity of conversing with foreign mineralogists

of eminence, he thus expresses his good opinion.— ' The dis-

coveries of this skilful engineer have been of vast importance to

Geology, and will be of infinite value to this nation. To a strong

imdcrstanding, a retentive memory, indefatigable ardour, and more

than common sagacity, this extraordinary man miites a perfect

contempt for money, when compared with science. Had he kept

his discoveries to himself, he might have accumulated wealth ; hwt^

with unparalleled disinterestedness of mind, lie scorned concealment,

and made known his discoveries to every one who wished for informa-

tion. It is now (1813) eleven years since he conducted the author ia

his examination of the strata which are laid bare in the immediate

vicinity of Bath ; and subsequent excursions in the stratified and

calcareous portion of our Island have confirmed the information thus

obtained. ' (Vol. I. p. iv. v.)

Mr Farey, the oiher person whom we have mentioned as the

friend of Mr Smith, is himself a geological observer of great ac-

tivity, and of unwearied perseverance ; and, if zeal were the only

qualification of an editor, there could not have been any person

better fitted for the task. But the patronage of this gentleman

is really a little too vehement,—and of such a sort, that if we

•wished to ensure the failure of a valuable performance, we should

begin by recommending it to his protection. One great topic

with him, is the absolute originality of his friend's speculations

—

a subject into which we do not propose directly to enter, further

than just to remark, that Mr Smith, having developed the struc-

* Two Vol. "ito. 1813. 1815. Bath, Gye & Son, and Longman^
London.
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ture of the neighbourhood of Bath, made known the facts he

had observed there, and the inferences which they suggested,

with the warmth and liberality—we may add, with the want

of prudence—that are frequently characteristic of men of ta-

lents. Geology was, at that period, in its infancy in Eng-
land ; but the importance of these observations could not fail

to attract attention. The enumeration of the West-of-Eng-

land strata was circulated extensively in manuscript ; maps also,

and sections of the stratitication in other parts of the island

were shown by Mr Smith himself at different agricultural and
commercial meetings ; and printed proposals for a bock upon
the subject, to be accompanied by a general map and section,

were distributed in ISOl. The elements of the present per-

formance being thus in fact made public, they have had a very

important, though unobserved cifect, upon the labours of all

succeeding inquirers, who have been, perhaps unconsciously,

but not less really, indebted to the author for very essential as-

sistance in their progress.

Taking leave, however, of all controversy, and regarding the

publications before us as an acquisition of great value, we shall

premise to our account of them, a sketch of some points in the

history of preceding discoveries, that our readers may be enabled

to distinguish the portion of Mr Smith's communication that is

truly original, from the mere filling up of outlmes which others

had previously traced:—a field of mquiry, that, with regard to

our present subject, may be confined, in a great measure, to the

newer and more regularly stratified portions of the globe.

The French Encyclopedic Methodique contains, under the

article Physical Geography, published lu 1796 by the late M.
Desmarest, a full account of some of the principal publications

upon that subject, to the middle of the last century ; from
whence may be obtained some valuable facts, diluted very plen-

tifully with speculation about the primeval state of the globe.

But, on the whole, these volumes have not much increased our

respect for the Geologists of the last two centuries,—the perusal

of them having irresistibly brought to our minds the speech of

the knavish old gentleman, in the Vicar of Wakefield, whose
opinion, after all, comes very near the truch.— ' Yuu talk, Sir,

* of the world ! the world is in its dotage : and yet the cosmogo-
* ny, or creation of the world, has puzzled the philosophers of
* every age.—What a medley of opinions have they not broach-
* ed upon the subject I Sanconiathon, Maneiho, Berosus, and
* Ocellus Lucanus, have all attempted it in vain. ' We shall

attempt, however, to select from this chaos of philosophers,

2
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the names of a few only, who have ^iven something real to the

science of jreology, with the addition of some others not men-
tioned by Desmarest: But it is only, fiiir to add, that we are far

from supposing Mr Smith to have been acquainted with these

writings.

In the * medley of opinions ' so learnedly alluded to by Mr
Jenkinson, there is none more extraordinarv than that maintain-
ed about the close of the l7th cenfury, by Kay, Lister, and
other eminent naturalists, respecting the substances now univer-

sally considered as the remains of organized beings. It will

seem almost incredible to those who are acquainted with the
works of Guvier, and other inquirers of our days, that such a
notion could at any time have found supporters. ' The great
* question, now so much controverted in the world, ' Dr Plot

tells us, in I677, was, * Whether the stones we find in the
* form of shell fish, (and in his plates they are, with the cau-
* tion usual at that period upon this subject, denominated * form-
* ed stones, ') be lapidcs sid generis, naturally produced by some
* extraordinary jdastic virtue, latent in ihe earth, in quarries
* where they are found ; or whether they rather owe their form
* and figure to the shells of the fishes they represent, &c. ' *t-^

And this learned writer gives seven weighty reasons for adhering
to the former of these ppmions, in opposition to the sentiments

of Hook, and other persons, who entertained more rational

views. This curious absurdity tffords a good illustratibn of the

danger of hypothesis in natural history; having originated en-

tirely from the assumption, that the general deluge was the only

cause that could have occasioned the deposition of the bodies in

question : and as that great event was evidently too transitory,

for the production of ajipearanccs observable at great depths
from the surface, the shortest road of explanation was chosen

j

and it was boldly denied, that the fossils of the solid strata had
ever been endowed with life. Palisey, indeed, is praised by
Fontenelle, for having refuted this opinion long before j-r—yet
afterwards, in 1708, a book was puL.iished by Scheuchzer, un-
der the title of ' Piscium Clan-ela et Findicia, ' where the un-
happy fishes, entombed in stuny substances, are represented as

deploring, in very pathetic lani/nage, the indignity under which
they suffer, in being degraded from the animal kingdom, to the

rank of mere brute matter, f This remonstrance, however, does

* Natural History of Oxfordshire, p. 111.

\ The fanciful tendency of this last writer's understanding might
y/eaken his authority upon this point, if it stood alone ; for, in hts
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not seem to have been efFectual ; for Woodward, in 1T23, still

thoufjht it necessary to reason against the doctrine we have men-
tioned : And aft.rwards, and so late as 1752, M. Bertrand, a
Swiss clergyman, made a last effort in its favour, contending

that fossil-shells, Sec. are nothing more than links in the progres-

sive series by which unorganized matter is connected with the

animated world; or perhaps the unfinished materials, (' inJieri^*

as Dr Plot had long before expressed it), out of which the Cre-
ator might have formed, and in part did form, the existing races

of similar beings.

In the Philosophical Transactions for \6$i\!y there is publish-

ed, * An ingenious projmsal Jar a nctv soit of vuips of countries

^

' together with tables of sands and clays, such chiefly ns are
* found ir. the north parts of England, by the learned Martin
* Lister, M. D. ' ; and the paper is there stated to have been
drawn up about ten years before.— ' We shall then, ' the author
begins, ' be the better able to judge of the make of the earth, and
of many phenomena belonging thereto, when we shall have well and
duly examined it, as far as human art can possibly reach, begiiuiing

from the outside downimrds. As for the inward and cOi'l'ral parts

thereof, I think we shall never be able to refute Gilbert's opinion

thereof, who will not, without reason, have it altogether iron. '
—

' And
for this purpose, it were adviseable that a soil or mineral map, as I

may call it, were devised.'—Under the term ' soiles, ' however,
he enumerates chalk, fint, sniid.-itone, coal, ironstone, lead ore. Sac.

intending evidently to signify the solid strata, as well as the looser

materials of the surface ; and he adds— ' Now, if it were noted how
far these extended, and the limits of each soil appeared upon a map,
something more migJit be comprehended from the whole, and from every

fart, than I can possihlif foresee, which would make such a labour
well worth the pains. For, I am of opinion, such upper soils, if na-
tural, infalliblif produce such under nuiicrals, andfar the most part, in

such order. But I leave this to the industry of future times. ' So
far, therefore, ms ihe project of a Geological Map, (for the au-
thor does not appear to have executed his design), the credit of
originality is due to Dr Lister ; and may be allowed to atone for

his adherence to the hypothesis we have just condemned, as to

the origin of fossil remains.

* Herbarium Diluvianum, ' a catalogue of the plants submerged by the

waters of the deluge, he has undertaken to determine the period of
the year at which that event occurred, which he asserts umst positive-

ly have been about the latter end of May, from the appearance of a
certain fossil that he calls a spike of barley ; but whicJi, it is quite evi-

dent from his engraving, was a body of a very different description,
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The labours of Woodward deserve to be mentioned more dis-

tinctly ; though his views were warped by the then prevailing

taste for Antediluvian history'. He not only devoted himself with

great perseverance and success to the collection of organized

fossils, upon which he has given many valuable remarks ; but

he appears to have had some very correct notions as to the ge-

neral structure of the globe, and the proper method of pursuing

the investigation of it.
—

' I made strict inquiry, ' he tells us, ' wher-

ever I came, and laid out for intelligence of all places where the en-

trails of the earth were laid open, either by nature (if I may so say)

or by art and human industry. And wheresoever I had notice of

any considerable natural spelunca or grotto, any sinking of wells, or

digging for earths, &c. or the like, I forthwith had recourse there-

unto The result was, that in time I was abundantly assured, that

the circumstances of these things in remoter countries were much the

same with those of ours here,' &c. *—The collection of minerals and

fossils left by Woodward to the University ot Cambridge, is to

this day of great value as an object of reference, from the fide-

lity with which he recorded the native places and situation of

the various specimens it contains.

The writings cf Buffon contributed much to attract the atten-

tion of naturalists to the discrimination of organized remains,

and to the important light which may be drawn from them upon

the structure and history of the globe. But the most valuable

observations of that period, were unquestionably those of Rou-
ELLE, whose opinions, as stated by Desmarest, deserve in many
respects attentive consideration. He was the first who pointed

out— ' que ces corps n'etoient pas jettes au hazard ni dans I'etat de

confusion que Ton avoit imagine communement avant lui—au heu

de cette confusion, on reconnoit un ordre constant dans I'arrange-

ment des coquilles, dont certains individus fmd bande a 2onrt, et ne se

confondent point avec d'autres qui ont aussi leurs ftimilles separees ;

—

que ces coquilles n'etoient pas les memes dans toutes les contrees ;

—

que certains individus se rencontroient constamment ensemble, tandls

que d'mitres ne se trouvoientjamais dans les mevies Uts, dans les memes

couches;—que ces collections de coquilles fossilles, a la surface de

certaines parties de nos continens, etoient dans le mcuie etat d'ar-

rangement et de distribution, que dans le bassin de la mer, ou cer-

tains animaux testacies affectent de vivre ensemble attaches aux

memes parages, et d'y former ces espc'ces de societes ou families,^ de

meme que certaines plantes, qui croissent toujours ensemble a la

surface de la terre. '

f We need not stop to point out the close

* Nat. Hist, of the Earth 1723. pp. 4. 6.

+ Encyclop. Method.:—Geographie Physique, tom.I. pp-'tlG-^n.

(LXn'^ Livraison.)
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coincidence between what is here expressed, and the principle

that has furnished Mr Smith with the title of one of his publi-

cations—* Strata Identified hi) Organized Fossils, '—and of which

the French naturalists have made such excellent use in their ex-

amination of the country round Paris.

If the statements of Desmarest be not incorrect, it would fur-

ther appear, that Rouelle not only anticipated, or was coinci-

dent with Lehman in the distinction (previously intimated, vi^e

believe, by Steno and Targioni) between the primary and se-

condary mountains ; but that he had also perceived the division

that exists in nature between the older and more recent of the se-

condary depositions, the former of which he distinguished by the

judicious title of Travaille intermediaire ; a discrimination and
a name coming evidently very near to the Transition Class of

Werner, with whom Rouelle still more remarkably coincides,

in noticing the comparative rarity and the peculiar character of

the fossils contained in the Intermediate rocks. * It is impossi-

ble, without specimens or detailed information, to judge of the

precise value of this discrimination of Rouelle; but, on the

whole, if Desmarest, who was his pupil, is to be relied upon,
(for he himself, like Werner, delivered his principal geological

opinions in lectures only), the correctness of his views is very

remarkable.

In a treatise which Lehman published in 1 7.56, f he claims for

himself the creditof being the first to observe and describe correct-

ly the structure of stratified countries. He supposes, however,

that coal beds are the lowest of the stratified substances; that va-

rious * pierres feuillettes ' occupy the middle portion, and the

beds that afford the saline springs (fontaines salantes), the up-
permost of the strata ; which arrangement, he asserts, is uni-

versal : And, after detailing the order, composition and thick-

ness of the series surrounding the nucleus of the Hartz moun-
tains, and that occur in some detached portions of the north-

east of Germany, he points out the identity of certain beds in

some of the places described, though distant from each other

several miles,—without, however, asserting that the correspond-

ing strata are absolutely continuous. His treatise is also inter-

spersed with very good remarks upon the nomenclature and re-

lations of strata: and on the important purposes in practical

mining, which might be served by the study of them.

* Encyciop. Method, pp. 412. 413. 417. 815.—and compare with

Jameson's Geognosy, p. 80. 81. 146.

-f-
Versuch einen geschichte von Floetz Gebiirgen. Berlin, 1756.

Translated by Holback ; with other productions of Lehman, under
the title of ' Traites do Physique, ' &c. Paris, 1759- Vol. Ill,
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But the most important observations, we think beyond com-
parison, that have ever yet appeared on the subject of Stratifi-

cation, are those of the Reverend John Michell, in a paper * On
the Cau?e and Phenomena of Earthquakes,' pubhshed in the

Philosophical Transactions of 1760, * In this most ingenious
production, t!ie author not only states the general appearances
of strata, their identity of character, continuity, and uniform
thickness, ' in length and breadth, for many miles, *— the great

inclination of the beds in mountainous countries, and their ap-
proach to the horizontal position in flat ones ; but he explains,

most clearly, the arrangement of the strata in England ; and
this, not as confined to Britain, but as exemplifying a general

and beautiful Jaw, which, he asserts, holds universally in all

parts of the globe. The situation, he tells us, of the strata,

may not unantly be represented in the following manner.—
* Let a number of leaves of paper, of several different, sorts or co-

lours, be pasted upon one another ; then bending them up together

into a ridge in the middle ; conceive them to be reduced again to a
level surface, by a plane so passing through them as to cut off all

the part that had been raised ; let the middle now be again raised a
little, and this will be a good general representation of most, if not

all large tracts of mountainous countries, together with the parts ad-

jacent, throughout the whole world. From this formation of the

earth it will follow, tliat tve ought to meet with the same kinds of earths,

stones and minerals, appearing at the surface, in long narrow slips, and
lying parallel to the greatest rise of any long ridge of mountains ; and
so in fact we find them. '

—
' The Andes of 8. America, ' he adds, ' ex-

emplify this structure
;

' and, ' in N. America, the great lakes, which
give rise to the river St Lawrence, are kept up by a long ridge of

mountains, that run nearly parallel to the Eastern coast ; and, in de-

scending from tliem towards the sea, the same sets of strata, in the

same order, are generally met icith throughout the greatest part of their

lens;th.

'

—
' In Great Britain, ' he continues, ' we have another in-

stance to the same purpose ; where the direction of the ridge varies

about a point from N. by E. to S. by W. '
—

' Of which, ' he sub-

joins in a note, ' I could give many undoubted proofs, if it would

not too far exceed the limits of my present design. ' And he fur-

ther mentions, as an example of the great extent of strata in level

tracts— ' the chalky and flinty countries of England and France

;

which (excepting the interruption of the Channel and the clays,

sands. Sec. of a few counties) compose a tract of about 300 miles each

way. ' But he states also, that the highest rise of the ridge, and
the inclination of the strata, have very considerable irregularities :

—

* and this often makes it difficult to trace the appearances I have

been relating ; which, without a general knowledge of the fossil bodies

of a large tract of country, it is hardly possible to do.

'

* Vol. LI. Part 11. p. 566. Sect. 37 to ^9.
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We know not whether the structure of the districts in Ame-
rica, above referred to, has been confirmed by more recent ob-
servations ; nor whether by ' fossil bodies, ' in the passage last

quoted, the author intended to signify organized remains, as

well as mineral productions : Bot nothinfr, we thiiik, can be
more clear than his exposition of the principle of the stratifica-

tion of Enjrland : And, that he wp.s also acquainted with the de-
tail, is proved, not otily by his intimUion in the note above al-

luded to, but by a very interestina; document, discovered a few
years since among the papers of Mr Smeaton, in the possessioa

of Sir Joseph Banks;* in which Mr Smeaton has enumerated,
as • Mr Micheli's account of the south of England strata, ' se-

veral of the principal beds, with their respective thickness, from
the chalk down to the coal, associating as parts of the same
stratum, detached portions several miles distant from each other.

The next author of note is WiiiTEnuitST, whose ' Inquiry
* into the Original State and Formation of the Earth ' was first

published in the year HTH', and reprinted, with considerable

improvements, in 1786. A great part of this book is infected

with that taste for cosmogony which had misled many of the au-
thor's predecessors : But if the reader be not repelled by the for-

midable chapters ' of the component parts of chaos, xdiether ho-
* mogeneous or hetcrogmeotis, ' and * of the period of human Ife
* before and after thefood, ' he will find some excellent remarks
on the organized fossils; and in the latter part of the volume,
especially the chapter * on the Structure of Derbyshire and other
* parts of England, ' abundant proofs of the acuteness and fide-

lity of the author's observations. His statements, indeed, concur
precisely with those of Mr Michell ; ' the arrangement of the strata

being such, ' he tells us, ' that they invariably foJlow each other as it

were in alphabetical order, or as a series of numbers. / do not mean
to insimmte, that the strata are alike in all the different regiojis of the

earth, xvith respect to tliickness or qiialitij—^for experience shoves the coti'

irary ; but that in each particular part, how much soever they may
differ, yet they follow each other in a regular succession. ' p. 17.S-9.

2d edition.— ' It was my intention, ' he says in another place, ' to

have deposited specimens of each stratum, with its productions, in

the British Museum, arranged in the same order above each other as

they are in the earth ; being persuaded, that such a plan would con-
vey a more perfect idea of subterraneous geography, and of the va-

rious bodies enclosed in the earth, than words or lines can possibly

* Tliis document is so interesting, that we shall insert it In a sub-

sequent page of tliis article, after the detail of Mr Smith's enumera-
tion. (See hereafter, pp. 332-3.)
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express ; ' (p. 204-, 205)—a project which has since been executed

by Mr Smith. But it is remarkable, that, at the close of his

work, the author dwells with much more apparent pleasure on

that part which relates to the early ages of the world, and the

condition of its Antediluvian inhabitants, * who slept away their

« time in sweet repose upon the ever verdant turf, ' than upon

the truly important and substantial part of his performance.

It is difficult to trace the history of Werner's doctrines, *

his printed publications being few, and the most important of

his tenets having been delivered only in the form of lectures.

His * Kurze Kiassifikation, ' a brief but valuable arrangement

and description of rocks, published in 1787, has no allusion nor

hint at the doctrine of Formations, of which we have given an

outline in the preceding Number of this volume, (p. 71.), that

term not once occurring in the tract in question. Nor was the

distinction of the transition from the flcetz class introduced into

his arrangement for some years afterwards, grey wacke being

placed, in the list of 1787, among the flcetz sandstones. The
opinions of Werner, as to the origin of the basaltic rocks, were

formed after the examination of the Scheibenberg in 1787. :j:

The doctrine o f̂ormations was delivered in his lectures only, and

may be dated as of 1790 or 1791 ; that of the transition class

not until 1795 or 1796. But his theoretic views, as to the de-

position of rocks in general, and the configuration of the earth's

surface, which, after all, if what relates to the owr/j/zw^ forma-

tions be excepted, are little more than a selection from the doc-

trines of preceding writers, may be collected from his work on

Veins, first published in November 1791; at which time it is

certain that he was acquainted with the works of Whitehurst,

for he has quoted them in the book last mentioned. Mr Jame-

son has informed us f, that the structure ofgeological maps, upon

* We regret that we have not found, in the scientific journals,

any biographical memorial of this distinguished naturalist ; but the

last public action of his life deserves to be specially recorded. His

collection of minerals was singularly rich in valuable and instructive

specimens, the accumulation, in fact, of a life devoted solely to mi-

neralogy ;
yet he surrendered the whole to the School of Mines at

Freyberg at a price considerably below the valuation : And, in conse-

quence of the distressed state of Saxony at that period, he accepted

only a small part of the reduced sum, reserving a moderate interest

upon the remainder, under the form of an annuity, and bequeathing

the capital, after his death, to the academy, in which he had beea

for more than forty years the most distinguished professor.

1 Bergmannisches Journal, 1788, Vol. II. p. 845.

f Transactions of the Wernerian Society, I. p. 149.
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the plan of representing by colours the succession of the strata

or formations, was also devised by Werner } so that it would

seem, upon the whole, that a system coincident with the prin-

ciples of Mr Smith, so far as they extend, had been delivered in

the publications and lectures of Werner (mixed> it is true, with

a great alloy of theory) before the period when the latter begau

his investigation of the neighbourhood of Bath„

Since the date of Lister's project for ' a soil, or mineral map,*

there have been published, we believe, some attempts at a geo-
logical map of England,—but we have not been so fortunate as to

see them ; and of the numerous continental maps, those of the

older German writers, of Guettard in France, and the recent

publications of the Wernerian school, are the only ones that

have fallen within our examination. The maps which Buache

published between 1745 and 1761, are described as relating more
properly to physical geography than to geology ; and they pro-

ceed upon a visionary hypothesis, about a certain frame-work

or skeleton of the earth, which the author imagines to consist in

chains of mountains, traversing the islands as well as continents

throughout the face of the globe. The object of Guettard, in

his improved collection of 1775, waS merely to mark up©n ordi-

nary maps, in the characters employed by chemists, the several

mineral substances found at each place j a plan obviously very

defective, and radically different from that which expresses the

order of the strata, by colours. The maps referred to by the

late M. Desmarest, as annexed to the Encyclopedic Methodique,

have not yet appeared. But that author judiciously insists

upon the great instruction to be derived from combining verti-

cal sections, with horizontal maps, and the benefit arising, in ge-

neral, from even the attempt to reduce to maps, the results of

geological investigation.

But it is full time to close these prolegomena ; for the length

of which it might be necessary to apologize, if the increasing

importance of the subject did not render the history of its ear-

lier progress an object of great interest.

It is not very easy to give, in a small compass, a correct

notion of a performance expressly directed to the eye; but,

with the assistance of an ordinary map of England, our readers

may probably be enabled to follow us, while we attempt to con-

vey a general idea of what is represented in Mr Smith's Colour-

ed Map and Section, which are now expanded before us, and
ft'hich have certainly a very stJ'iking appearance.—The wholf

VOL. XXIX, NO. 5b. y
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of England may be consiJerctl as composed of a scries of flat or

iindulatrnj:? beds, placed one above another, and sloping very

jjently upwards, from S. E. to N. W. ; the general surface,

also, of the island, rising pretty uniformly from the east and
southern shore?, to the mountainous districts of the west, and the

beds en-erging froni beneath each other in succession ; so that

a traveller from London to North Wales would pass over the
* ou'j-crop, ' as it is called, or the terminating edge of every stra-

tum in the series. * This accordingly is the course of Mr Smith's
.

vertical section j and in his horizontal map, the portions of the

strata which successively appear at the surface, arc marked
throughout the whole of their course in different colours.

If a line be drawn from Eyemouth, on the coast of Ber-
wickshire, to Eiverpoo!, and through Montgomery in North
Wales, I/idlow east of Hereford, and thence to the sea at

Teignmouth, on the coast of Devon, (a course sufficiently

accui'ale for this very general view)^ it will leave to the west

the mountainous tracts of Cornwall and Devonshire, Wales,
Cumberland and Westmoreland, and Scotland j and after trac-

ing the margin of the range of Tra^nsition mountains, which
traverses the south of Scotland, from St Abb's head to Solvvay

Firth, it will, in England, mark the boundary between the

Primary and Transition rocks to the vfcst, and the more regu-

larly stratified and newer depositions to the eastward. This line

coincides, we believe, in its direction, with that of the ' ridge'

pointed out by Mr Michell ; and we shall find that the structure

of England in other respects accords vv'ith his description.

If, again, a line be drawn northwards, from Exmouth through
Taunton to Tewksbury, and thence, with a mdtrate curva-

ture, to the east, through Stratford upon Avon, I^eicester east-

ward of Nottingham, Newark, Gainsborough and York, to

the mouth of the Tees, it also will divide the island into two
portions j of which the western will now include, besides the

mountainous regions above mentioned, the remaining metalli-

ferous tract, and all the coal districts ; that to the eastward be-

ing composed entirely of the more recent stratified rocks ; a
division, which is attended with a corresponding difference in

the pursuits of a proportion of the inhabitants of the two tracts,

—and constitutes, in fact, a sort of natural boundary between the

agricultural and manufacturing population. This concurrence,

throughout so large a part of the island, of the metallic min-

erals with the coal, which is indispensable to the extraction c^

* Kidd'g Geo). Essay, p. 2-J,
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their contents, has been one of the principal sources of the

commercial v/eahh and greatness of Entjland.

The direction of the beds to the S. E. of the last mentioned

line, appears, at first sifrht, to be very irregular, from the vari-

ous indentations of the strata at their ' outcrop ; ' but it is soon

perceived, that, in a general view, their edges may be consi-

dered as parallel in a direction from S. W. to N. E. ; the de-

tached portions of the inferior beds, which, in some instances,

appear within tlie boundaries of the superior ones, having been
unveiled by the action of river?, or other causes of * denuda-

tion, ' which have carried away, irregularly, certain parts of

the original surface. The 'outcrops, ' however, although near-

ly parallel, have a slight convergence to the S. W. ; so that a

circle, about 50 miles in diameter, around Bath, would include

almost the whole seriffs. It was fortunately at this point that

Mr Smith commenced his investigations ; and having unra-

velled the perplexity which the beds in that neighbourhood ex-

hibit, he obtained, as it were, a key to the structure of the re-^

mnining portion of the island.

Tiie following, then, is the list of entire series of beds exhi-

bited upon the map and section ; in which we have endeavoured
to reconcile some variations between the different enumerations
of Mr Smith in his Memoir, &c.—though we are not sure that,

in every instance, we have been successful. We have added
brief notes of the composition of some of the beds, with a list

of synonymes. But, with a view to the history of the subject,

we have thought it best to preserve the order and the names of
Mr Smith himself, without introducing any corrections. {See

List, opposite.)

In this list there are, it must be confessed, too many hard
names ; but we believe it to be a correct one, with the excep-

tions we shall presently mention—a numerous scries of beds of
inferior note being, of course, included under those of princi-

pal importance. The denominations are all taken, either from
places where the characters of the beds are very distinctly visi-

ble, or Ironi the local names which the strata bear in certain

districts ; and, such as they are, they have come insensibly into

very general use among the geologists of England. It has not
yet been lound that many of the strata correspond with those of
the continental formations; but we have mentioned, with the
synonymes of the Table, a few, that are supposed to do so.

The succession of the strata is never seen to depart from one
unvaried order j but, in several instances, certain members oi^

Y 2
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the series are altogether wanting. Thus Dr Kidd has stated, *

that, at Siclmouth, the green sand strata (No. 6.) are found
resting on t.he red marl (No. 28) ; no trace appearing of the

intermediate formations, from the lias upwards j a fact which
he considers^as not well accounted for.

The whole series of beds is composed of clay, limestone, and
sandstone } the varieties of which, in several instances, are

scarcely to be distinguished by the ordinary characters of mi-
neralogists: A number of rther circumstances must therefore

uecessarily be made to assist in their discrimination ; and, with

this view, Mr Smith expressly affirms, that certain of the fos-

sils, which the beds in general contain in great profusion, i*iay

be considered as infallible guides in recognising them ; each
bed, as he supposes, having its peculiar fossils, which do not

occur in any of the remaining members of the series. To a
certain extent, we have no doubt, that this remark holds true;-

and its value, as a source of distinction, will be proportioned

to the number of organized species which concur in any doubt-

ful stratum. Dr Kidd, however, has justly stated, that * the

mutual connexion of the strata, and the organic remains con-

tained in them, is at least not so exclusive as has been asserted

:

for the remains of animals concluded to be characteristic of the

newest formations, have been found in some of the earlier; and
vice versa '

f—of which he gives some very striking instances.

The organized bodies, then, are probably to be considered,

not as infallible guides, but as very useful assistants in the dis-

tinctioa of similar strata ; and such we should have expected

them to be, if the views of Rouelle be well founded as to the

correspondence of the situations of such bodies with that of shell

fish at the bottom of the sea.

The thickness of the strata (that is to say, the length of the

perpendicular from the top of the uppermost bed to the bottom

of the lowest) is a point of great interest, upon which Mr Smith

has not recently published any thing; and the statements of Mr
Townsend upon this point are not in general correct. The dip,

with some local exceptions produced by obvious disturbance, is

uniformly directed to the S. E., till we pass the magnesian lime-

stone. No. 29 ; but the coal strata are inclined in every direc-

tion ;—and, beyond the coal, the inclination of the primary beds

is various, and=in general very considerable ;—nor, in the newef

strata, is the angle of the dip the same throughout the series,

in consequence both of original differences ot position, and of

* Geological Essay, 1815, p. 34;. f Ibid. p. 37,
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the unequal thickness of the beds. The chalk, in general, falls

about 15 or 20 feet in a mile; but, in the Isle of Wight, the

beds, in some places, are vertical. The range of all the beds

above the coal is shown to be from S. W. to N. E., not only by
geological observation, but by the direction of the valleys and
«f the heights formed by the emerging strata, as well as by the

course of the principal rivers.

Thus far we have spoken of the strata generally ; and it is

impossible, within our limits, to describe them in detail. There
are, however, certain members or groups in the series more
prominent than the rest j the chalk, for example, perhaps the

Jirruginaus sandf the numerous beds included under the great

oolite, the lias, and the red marl ; and if these be held in view,

they will enable our readera to preserve a proper keeping, in

the perusal of the desultory remarks that we can offer upon
some members of the list.

The beginning of the enumeration published by Mr Smith
requires several corrections; and we shall insert below :{: the true

order of the upper strata, as given by Mr Webster at the close

of H. Englefieid's very beautiful work upon the Isle of Wight,
and the adjacent coast of Dorsetshire, of which we shall have
occasion to speak more at large in a subsequent article.

The allumim of Webster, is composed principally of water-

worn fragments of flints, mixed with sand and clay ; the next

six beds are those described in a former Number, (Edinburgh
Review, Vol. 28.), agreeing with part of the formation above
the chalk in the vicinity of Paris, and other parts of the Conti-

nent. The sand of this formation, at Alumbay in the Isle of

Wight, k considered as the best material which England aifords

for flint glass. The L,ondo7i cla.(/, (No. I. of Smith), so called

from its constituting the bason within whicli London is placed^

is described by Mr Parkinson, in tlie first volume of the Geo-
logical Transactions. The mass of this, and the next stratum.

j: Order of the Beds enumerated by Mr Webster, as occurring ia

the Isle of Wight, and coast of Dorsetshire.

Alluvium.

Upper fresh water formation.

Upper marine formation.
' Lower marine formation.

Sand without shells.

London clay, (No. 1 of Smith).

.Plastic clay, (No. 8.)

5 Chalk with flints, 1 /vt ^ o \

withoutflints.|^N°-5-S'^

id Chalk marl.

Green sandstone, (No. 6. S.)

"Kenrtish rag—a subordinate bed.
Blue marl-^.(No.. 7. S.)

Ferruginous sand—(No. 13. S.)

Purbeck shell limestone, (No. 8. S.)

Clay with gypsum.
Portland oolite, (No. 9. S.)

Bituminous, &c. shale, containing

Kimmeridge coal.
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rises in various places ccn«iclrrab]e heii^iits above the cb.iik, as

at Highgate, Harrou-, mid Shooter's HilJs. It jibounds in or-

ganic remains, and attords the Scptaria, from which Parker's

Roman cement is prepared. The brick earth, (No. 2), or plas-

tic clay, which is ably described by Mr Biiok'iind, § occupies a

very extensive portion v.\ the 8. E. of Englar d, p 'rticiilii ly in

Norfolk, Suflfblk and Essex, and constitutes liie well-known chy
of Puolc in Dorsetshire.

The more recent portion of the Bn<ish strata, from No. 1 of

Smith to No. '2.1
i
may be considered as divided into two by the

N. W. boundary o{ the chalk disiricty which forms an irregular line

considerably curved to the S. E., occupvine; the hiuh ffron»^ds in

the contifTuous parts of Dorsetshire, Wiltshire, l>erks, Buck-
inghamshire, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Norfolk, where

it is interrupted by the Wcish of Lincolnshire; on the north of

which, it is resumed at Candleshury, antl is continued from
thence to the sea at Fyley Bay. The chalk throughout is natur-

ally divided into three j^reat beds ; which are distinguishable by
the layers of flint nodides in the first; by their absence in the

second, of which the beds are also thicker, and the substance

of greater hardness ; and the third, or chalk marl, (not noticed

in Smith's enumeration), by the adnrixlure of clay, and by its

falling to pieces on being exposed to the atmosphere. The stra-

tum formed by the union of these beds, which is certainly not

less than 700 feet in thickness, constitutes the most considerable

range of hills in the eastern and southern parts of England ; its

course being everywhere marked by dry plains of great extent,

fcuch as the wolds of Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, and the downs
of Surrey, Kent and Sussex, which have ncihing like them in

any other part o'i the island: and in several places it bears very

fine woods of beech. This great depositeis evidently continued

under the clays above mentioned, (Nos. 1 and 2 of die Table);

for wherever the latter are pierced by wells or shafts, the chalk

is discovered, and it is unveiled naturally in several places by

the deep course of rivers that cut through the superincumbent

matter. In Sussex, v,here the chalk itself is v.-anting through

a considerable space, it has evidently been removed by some
great denuding operation, wliich has swept away a portion of

It as well as of the superior beds.

Mr Townsend has justly observed, that many of the flint no-

dules which characterize the upper bed of chaik, contain zoo-

phytes, particularly the alcyonium, the sr.oi:ge, i.nd tlie ' cup-

woiai. ' Indeed he says, that zoophytes ' appear to have forni-

^ Geol. Trans. IV. Part il.
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* ed universally the nuclei of the nodules of coated flints. In
* some the zoophyte has vanished, and left n vacuity v.hich has
* been SLibsequeutly occupied by flint, agate, or calcedony, ma-
* ny specimens of whicii, exhibitin;^ beautiful mamiliaj, are

* (chiefly) found at the bottom of the chalk incumbent on the

* ^reensand of Peivsley Vale. ' This intereslincf subject, we ato

glad to perceive, has been since pursued by Mr Buckland of Om-
ford. * ISIr Smith has given a wrcn^r place to the limestone

found nt ISIaidstone in Kent. It is found in great breadth

in the Vales of Aylesbury and Wliitehorse, and on the south

and west of Oxford ; and its occurrence under the green sand-

stone has occasioned the formation of the rcaiarkabie underdiff'

in the Isle of Wight,—the decrsy of the blue marl causing the

subsidence of the incumbent sandstone, iv>. very brge and conti-

nuous masses.

The stratum which, in reality, is the next in succession, is the

ferruginous sand (No. 1 1. of the Table) which Mr Smith has er-

roneously placed beneath the Purbeck and Portland liinestones ;

which is perhaps the most remarkable mistake that he has com-
mitted, this bed of sand being a principal member of the series,

and, in several respects, of considerable importance. It is com-
posed of an alternation of siliceous sand, much charged with ox-

ide of iron, clay, and limestone ; the sand being cemented,

where the iron is in large proportion, into a solid substance,

known locally under the name of Carstone. The course of the

stratum is in various places much obscured by planting ; but it is

very conspicuous in Bedfordshire, under the name of the Wuhurn-

sands; and the fuller's earth of that neighbourhood is found as

a subordinate bed about the middle of it. This last mentioned
substance (vvhich appears again in the series, and in the Great

Oolite No. ^20.), is probably one of the most valuable products,

in a commercial view, of the more recent strata of the island.

It was formerly thought so much of, that its exportation, even

to Scotland or Ireland, was made felony by an old act of Par-

liament ; and Woodward, who is very proud of the produc-

tions of his native country, is warm in its praise. ' Those,
«ays he, ' who are not rightly acquainted with the uses of this, v,'ould

very probably laugh at any man who should take upon him to set

forth how precious a commodity it is ; though, in truth, it be a thing

of much higher advantage, and bringing in a much higher revenue to

this Crown and kingdom, than the delves f of dimonds in Golcouda,

* Geol. Trans. IV.

f The employment of this word here (if it was not in frequent use at

•that period) may possibly have occasioned its introduction in a stanza
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the silver mines of Potosi, and the gold of Brazil, bring in to the
Great Mogul, the King of Spain, or Portugal. '

fA good account ot the pits of fuller's earth in Bedfordshire,
was given in a letter to Woodward from a Dr Holloway, which
appeared in 1723. The author speaks of the * ridge of sand-
hills ' in which this substance occui-s, as extending itself from
east to west, at about the distance of eight or ten miles every-
where from the Chiltern Hills (a portion of the ridge of chalk) j
* which two ridges, ' he saysj « you always pass in going from
* London to the N. N. E. and N. W. counties ; after whichj^
* you come to that vast vale which takes in the greatest part ot
* the midland counties j—from whence I make a question, whe-
* tlier fuller's earth may not probably be found in other parts
* of the same ridge of hills, among like matter.

'

The Purbeck limestone, which comes next in the order of
Webster, (but is placed erroneously under No. 8. of Smith, a-
hove the iron sand), is remarkable for containing fresh-water
shells and bones of the turtle. It is the first building stone
in the descending series. The Purtland oolite (No. 9.) is well
known as the stone which fronts many of the public buildincrg
in London. Some of its beds contain numerous fossils; and
the shale which contains the Kimmeridge coal, is the next bed
below it, in the correct order. The term Bag^ '

is a sort of
technical generic name, applied, by the English quarrymen, to
all flag-stones that break with a rough surface; and the ' coral rag *

(No. 12.) is in fact composed almost entirely of coral : the Myti-
lus crista-galli is one of the m.ost remarkable fossils of this bed.
The Cornbrash, ' (No. 16.), Mr Smith tells us, * is very apt-

ly described by its name ; ' we suppose because it exhibits what
he terms a * brashy ' or ragged appearance, and produces a soil

which is very fertile in corn. The name is used in Wiltshire,
where this bed is distmctly seen. Its course is, in general, dis-
tinguished by several considerable market-towns * which are si-
* tuate mostly at places where the outcrop of the stratum crosses
* the rivers ;

' and Mr Townsend explains satisfactorily the cause
of this concurrence. The intersection of the harder strata with

of the only poem, according to Dr Johnson, ever written by the cc-
iebrated Bentley.

' Who Nature's treasures would explore,

Her mysteries and arcana know
;

Must high with lofty Newton soar,

Must stoop as delving Woodxmrd low.
'

BosxneWs Life, &c. 4tO; II. 34

K

t On Fossils, pp, vi. & vii=.
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the stream, occasions shallows, and renders the river fordable*

' The Jbrds attracted passengers, and established the highways ; and

as these were liable to be interrupted by floods, on each side of the

ford public-houses were constructed for the accommodation of the

traveller, which laid the foundation for villages and towns. In process

of time fords gave place to bridges ; yet the appellation continued to

be used when the reason for it had been long since forgotten. ' p. 189.

The name of Freestone has been given to the beds of the

Great Oolite (No. 20.), from the ease with which they are cut

for building, when in a recent state. * This is the rock by
* which Bath is almost everywhere surrounded, and to which it

* is indebted for the exquisite beauty of its edifices. ' It may
be traced * from S. W. to N. E. through the centre of the king-
* dom, in the intermediate space between the coal districts and
* the chalk ; but is nowhere so much rent and separated by
* deep valleys as in the neighbourhood of Bath. ' Where-
ever the great oolite extends, its beds of clay and fuller's earth

(No. 21.) invariably appear:—And the under oolite (No. 22.)

is often closely blended with the upper, in the southern part of

its course ; but is detached from it in Oxfordshire, Northamp-
ton, and Rutlrmdshire.

A very considerable thickness of sandy and argillaceous beds

rext succeeds, among which the Blue Marl (No. 25.) occupies

the extensive vales of Gloucestershire, Evesham, and Belvoir

;

but the bed next in importance after the Oolite is No. 26., the

LiaSf which is, upon the whole, the best marked stratum in

the whole series. The beds * crop out magnificently ' at Kel-

weston, near Bath, and may be seen to great advantage at Tur-
weston and Keynsham, between Bath and Bilton ; and, as we
have mentioned in our last Number, on the authority of Mr
Horner, these relations may be very well seen in the N. W. of

SomersetshirCk The stratum is continued along the southern

coast of Wales, from Milford Haven to Cardiff; and in its

course to the north it forms, very distinctly, the boundary of

that natural division of the British strata, which we have already

mentioned. The uppor beds, of a blue colour, are remarkable
for affording a lime which has the valuable property of harden-
ing under water ; and the white lias has been employed in a

newly invented process for engraving on stone. The whole
stratum abounds in organized remains ; and the blue beds of
the vicinity of Charmouth in Dorsetshire have afforded a very
remarkable specimen, preserved in Mr Bullock's museum, con-

taining the remains of a creature, supposed by Sir E, Home i

§ Phil. Trans. 1814, p. 571,
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to be more nearly allied to the tribe of fibhes than to any other
classes of animai ; but which, we are informed, is by the French
naturalists considered as belonging to the Lizard tribe.

The lied Marl (No. 28.) is one of the most remarkable and
perplexing of the British series of beds, from its great extent,

and from the nature of its composition and arrangement. It

occupies a considerable portion of Devon aud Somersetshire,

and, passing nordiward along the course of the Severn, in a
narrow band, spreads over a large part of Shropshire, Stafford-

shire, and nearly the whole of Cheshire, on the N. and W. of

the great Derbyshire coal-tract, to the east of which it stretches

in a lorig band from the vicinity of Nottingham to the sea at the

mouth of the Tecs. Mr Buckland has detected its presence also

in the vale of Carlisle, and in the vicinity of AVhitehaven, f thus

adding to its territory a large tract to the N. W. of the Great
ISorthern Coal District, which has previously been supposed to

belong to the old-red-sandstone or dunstonc (No. 32.) of Mr
Smith ; a determination of considerable importance, which
tends to remove a great deal of the obscurity that has liitherto

involved the relations of the txi:o red- sandstones, (Nos. 28. and
32.), one of which was well known to occur in certain situations

beneath the coal.

The surface of tlie district occupied by the red marl is every-

where nearly horizontal ; and the soil above it affords some of

the best land in Kngland. The formation itself consists of a
great number of dilierent substances, • in the form both of beds

and of anomalous masses—limestone—breccia—gypsum—rock-

salt— and several varieties of sandstone. And it is very remark-

able, that in every other country where reck- salt has hitherto

been found, it is accompanied by reddibh clay and sandstone,

resembling those of Cheshire red mai-l. ' In North Cheshire,*

says Mr Townsend, ' all the town, and n^ost of the villages,

* are built with the stone of this extensive stratum, which in

Exeter gives the name to Rougemont Castle; and, in various
• parts of its course, has had a share of the denomination of
* places; as at Radford, lledford, Redhill, Rctherham, ' Sec.

And Dr Kidd thinks it not improbable, that the two rivers of

America, both called ' Rio Colorado, ' owe the colour from

whence they derive this name to their passage through a district

similar to our rock marl. X

The northern portion of the Magnesian Limestone (No. 29.),

wh.ich extends Irom the sea-shore beyond Sunderland to Not-

iingham, is- remarkable for the steadiness of its course, and the

t GeoL Trans. IV. Part I. % Kidd, Gcol. Essay, p. 105.
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unifcrmlty of its character; and it derives considerable import-

ance from the station which it thus occupies iininetiiatcly above

the coal. But at the place last mentioned, it suddenly disap-

pears ; and its relations, where it is said to be reserved in tlie

midland counties, and has been a-cerlaiued to exist in the south

and west of the island, are still somev.hat obscure. Two valu-

able papers have recently appeared unon this subject, by Dr
Bright and Mr Warburton, and by Dr Gilby, which render

it probable that this rock forms a bed within the lowest portion,

or is perhaps the very lowest bed, of the red sandstone: And at

St Bees, near Whitehaven, on the north-western shore, it has

been found by Mr Buckland below the red marl, and immtdiatclv

above the coal strata ; a situation precisely the same with that

which it maintains throughout its course from Nottingham lo

the sea.

30. ' The mass of strata, ' says Mr Smith, * usually called coal

metals, is known to be deprived of much of the superficial space

which it would occupy, by the overlapping of the red earth : \\\\en

this unconformability of the red earth sliall he more generally known,

and its irregular thickness more correctly proved, it is highly proba-

ble that much more coal may be discovered, and the coal metals

be found as regularly connected as other strata. ' {Memoir, p. 4-9.)

The coal str;5ta in fi;eneral appear to have been deposited in the

form of detached bssiu«, within corresponding cavities of the

subjacent limestone ; but it is doubtful how far any continuity

can be ascertained between the beds, in distant portions even of

the same basins ; and, upon the whole, the relations of the coal,

with those of the incumbent and subjacent substances, forms a

subject well deservin«^ of investigation. One of the best known
of the Bjitish coal districts, is that of South Wales, described

by Mr Martin in the Philosophical Transactions for IbOG ;

which is remarkable, as being the seat of some of the most
wealthy and extensive manufactories in this country ; a very

large proportion of all the British copper being smelted at

Swansea, on the southern verge of this great basin—and the

ironworks of Merthy I'idvie, on its northern boundary, being

probably the greatest of the kind in the world. The difference

of quality in the coal of South Wales, which, in some places,

is bituminous, in others wholly destitute of bitumen, like that

of Kilkenny, is a fact that deserves attention, but which has

not hitherto been explained.—Besides this tract, and various

detached portions of coal country, in the neighbourhood of

Bristol, Gloucestershire, Shropshire, Stafrordshirc, and North
Waie=, an uninttrruoted range of coa! strata occurs in the north

of England, which ib bounded on the east by the magncsian
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limesitoQe, and on the west by an irrejiuiar line from Berwick
on the Tweed to the neighbourhood of Liverpool, thence again

eastward, through Manchester, by Newcastle under Line, to

IS'cttingham ; the coalfields of Cumberland, &,o. being, as it

were, a lateral ofiset from tiiis great tract. Mr Smith has mark-
ed, we have no doubt with great fidelity, the situation and
boundaries of some of these coal districts: but, in Northumber-
land and Durham, his m.ap is very erroneous ; as will be evi-

vdent up(in comparing it with that which accompanies Mr
^'inch's Memoir on this part of England, in the Geological

Transactions, Vol. 4'.

f>l.
•' The lime:rfone of the peak of Derby, vhich rises from be-

^"teath the coal measures, being brought up, as it were, in several

places, by bocal causes of disturbance, and consequently exposed by
denudation, is a part of the same kind of rock which appears at in-

termediate distances, under the same circumstances, fix)m thence up
to its termination in the sea near t>o Berwick on Tweed. '

—
' In a

part c^ Westmoreland, and Cumberlai>d also, it seems to underlay

the coal. It reappears, under the same circumstances, in Fiint-

sliire ; and may be thence traced to the corresponding point in the

sea in South Wales. The greatest mineral districts are in the course

of this limestone. ' &nitJis Memoir, p. 49, 50.

Mr Farey, who has given an excellent account of this rock,

under the Bame of Mineral Liviestatie^ states, that the beds be-

neath the coal strata are six in number, namely, three oi lime-

stone, and three of loadstone ; the united thickness of the for-

mer being 170 yards, that of the toadstone 70, and of s. fourth
hcd of limestone below these, 130. These beds are intersected

hy numerous veins, productive of valuable ores, e-necialiy of

Jead ; which, according to \\ hi'chur^t, i\o not pa-'s thrr,ugh the

intermediate toadstone strata, but are r.cverthtlf ss continued

through all the three beds of limestone: A statenient, from
whence it has been inferred that the toadstone must h=ive been

irjected, or forced in bet'.veen the limestone beds, subsecjuently

to the formation of the veins. But th« correctness of this in-

ference is denied by Mr Farey. The fourth limestone forms
hy far the thickest mass, without division into obvious beds,

of any in liie British series, I'he deep vales of Dovcdale and
"Wcttendale being excavated wholfy in this stratum to the depth
of at least 2.50 yards; yet a large part of it seems to be still a-

bove. It is the first, or lowest of the floetz rocks of Werner,
ihat occurs in England. *

* Our readers will now be enabled to appreciate the value of Mr
JTicheli's hst of the strata alreaiiy mentioned, at p. 319; the date of

vbich was about 1788 or 17S9. We have subjoined to each item

(i
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We shall here close these detailed observations on the strata

enumerated by Mr Smith ; his delineation of the mountainous

portion of the island, in which the older rocks occur, being ob-

viously very general and incomplete. It would perhaps have

been better, if, in the first instance, he had confined his publi-

cation to the beds above the red marl, with which he is evident-

ly much better acquainted than with the remaining members of

the series. The various and important uses of the determina-

tions we have already detailed, are too obvious to require much
illustration. In mining, and the search for coal,—in the stric-

ture of canals, of roads,-^in building, draining, and the judicious

search for, and management of springs,—the advantages of an
acquaintance with the strata are incalculable. Mr Townsend
mentions an instance where the Commissioners of the Bath
roads sent ten miles for flints, while their waggons actually pass-

ed, without their knowing it, over a bed of flints for the greatest

part of the way ; and while a bed of excellent rock was situated

beneath the sand of which the surface was composed. And he
states, that the pits from whence all the stone was taken for

building the city Cathedral of Bath, were opened in the Great
Oolite (No. 20.), at four miles distance, although the same kind

of stone was immediately at hand, but concealed, till some quar-

ries were long afterwards opened. But the lavish waste of mo-

the corresponding number of Smith's enumeration, principally on the

authority of Mr Farey ; by whom this interesting document has been

published in the Philos. Magazine, Vol. XXXVI. p. 102.

* Mr Michell's Account of the South of England Strata.

Yards.
(Of Thickuess,)

' Chaik(No.5.ofSmith) 120
^ Golt, (part of chalk

marl, No. 5, and
blue marl, No. 7.)

* Sand of Bedfordsh.

(No. 11.)

' Northamptonsh.lime

and Portlai^d limes,

lying in several stra-

ta, (Nos. 9. to 25.)

' Lvas strata (Nos. 2t).

& 27.) -

30

10 or 20

100

70 or 100

Yards.
(Of Thickness.)

* Sand of Newark, (?) a-

about - - - 30
' Red clay of Tuxford, and

several red marl (No. 28.) 100
' Sherevvood forest, peb- ) _^

bles and gravel, (allu- > ^
,

vial ?) - ' S
""^y""^*

' Very fine white sand, uncertain.

(Qua bed in No. 28.)
' Roche 7\bbey and Bro-

therton limes (No, 29.) 100
' Coal strata of Yorkshii-e ^^-..^

'

It will be perceived, that the author of this list accords with jNIr

Webster, in placing the ferruginous sand above the Portland lime-

stone.
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v.ey in tbc fruitless search for coal, afiords one of the stronjrest

practical illustrations of the benefit that may be expected from
the present publication. Mr Townscnd having mentioned se-

veral cases (and we could add some others) in which lari^e sums
have been employed with that object, in sinking tbrough the

tt/'per strata of the scries, a project which the slightest knowledge
of the subject would have shown to be qtiite hopeless ; for, if the

coal be continued every where beneath the superior beds, it

must obviously be placed, in such cases, at depths from the sur-

face, altogether beyond the reach of art. Yet, in one instance,

more than 30,000/. were expended in thus sinking througli the

clunch clay. No. 14-.; and ' at Bruham, nei\r ihe r/talk /li/ls o^
* Bradley Nole, a pit was sunk for coal to the depth of GOO feet;

* and the bottom of it was still in the uppermost beds of the
• Great Oolite, (No. 20.)'—Totvnsen(/, p. 15^8.

Among the consequences resulting from the stratified struc-

ture of the globe, as connected with the purposes of human life,

there are few more interesting than one pointed out by Mr
Townsend, resprcting the distribution of water below the surface.

• Had the strata been all porous, every shower of rain, even the dew,

liad Slink down to the centre of the earth ; to prevent this evil, every

nitrating stratum has its bed of clay. But, had these alternate strata of

rock and clay been horizontal, the whole produce of rain and dew-

had been retained, to form either one wide expanse of \vater, or a

bed of mud, unfit for the habitation of the human race. By the in-

clination of the strata, the filtrated Avater descends on a bed of clay^

till some fissure or some extensive fracture gives it an opportunity to

issue under the form of springs.' Vol. I. p. 317.

In considering the general inferences deducd'tle from a com-
parison of the structure of the British islands, wiih that of other

countries, it would appear, Ist^ That in districts small in com-
parison with the surface of the globe, but of great extent with

reference to our limited powers of contemplation, an actual con-

tinuity and identity exist in the compos^ition and order of the

strata. 2dh/, That in detached and distant quarters of the

world, a very striking siinilaritij between the composition and
character of the formations has been demonstrated. Thus, in

the great primary assemblages, Granite, Mica Slate, and Clay

Slate, &c. ; in the various coal formations, Coal, Sandstone, Iron-

stone, ^ic. are found imiversally to be associated. But, Sif/y,

That the detail of these groups is very diiTerent, in dififerent

countries ; the number, order and qualities of the several rocks

that compose p-rimary divisions,—or of coal, sandstone, &c. in

the coal tbrmations,— being infinitely diversified. And, conse-

quently, 4-^'/, That the law of Formations, so far as it has been

hitherto established, is of a very general character ; the inves-
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tigation nf any one tract of country, by no means nfFoviling a
formula by which the arrangement of others can ba anticipat-

ed :—In short, that tbe several parts of the globe are, in their

geological structure, analogous, but not the same.

The various detached basins of the coal strata in England,
may perhaps afford an example, on a small scale, of the structure

mentioned in the second of these passages:—it is certain, at

least, that no correspondence ha$ yet been demonstrated between
them. And it is not impossible that all the stratified rocks of
England may exemplify the first, in forming only a portion of
some great European tract or basin, throughout the whole of
which the continuity of the principal beds may be hereafter as-

certained. ' The sand of the inland sand hills above Bulloine,
* in Picardy, ' says Dr Lister, in IG73, * ' is the very same
* with that on the sea shore at Calais; and, although this is not
* England, yet the sea hath but accidentalhj divided us;—forfrom
' Diuistable^ ex. gra. in England^ even asfar as the ival/s ofPa~
* ris by Calais^ is, as it were, a continued wooids of chalk and
* flint. '—We have seen, that Mr Michel! also considered the
chalk of England as having been once continuous with that of
France ; and Mr Townsend is of opinion, that our chalk hills

may be regarded * as the margin of a dee\) and extensive basin,
* enclosing channel>, lakes, &c. and alluvial districts in En^yland,
* Lower Saxony, and Swedish Pomerania, and that we may
' look for the north-eastern margin of i\\h basin in the Isle of
* Rugen, where, in tlie two promontories of Jasmund and
* Wittovv, we see chalk cliff?, in the former '200, and in the
* latter 3G0 feet high ; this margin appearing again in Zealand
* and Mona' (? Moen)—p. 324- '5. The siu.'ilarity of the Con-
tinental formations above the chalk, to that of the Isle of Wj^ht,
confirms this idea; and though many of the beds beneath our
chalk seem to be wanting on the Continent, there is already
reason to suppose that some of our more remarkable sti'ata do
exist there.

Our readers will have collected, in the course of the preced-
ing pages, our opinion as to some of the principal defects of Mr
Saiiili's map; and we need not dwell upon them minutely. The
whole space to the west of the conl, may be considered as very
defective ; and this deficiency is rendered more remarkable by
the minuteness of the divisions in the remainder of the map.
Wales, for example, with the exceptions of the coal districts

is occupied by two shades only of colour, those of ' red rhab '

and ' kiiias ;
' and Cornwall by those only of killas and granite,

* Phil. Trans, vol. xiii. xiv. p. 741,
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It would have been much better, if the colours had been confin-

ed to places respecting which the author was possessed of cer-

tain and accurate information : for his readers (if that term be
applicable) would thus have known where information was
wantinnfj and could have relied with more confidence on what
W2S exp*-? ssed. As the map stands, there is no mode of dis-

tinguishing the correct from the inaccurate portion,

\\'e have already pointed out the most important errors at the

baginning of the series, in the S. E. of the island, on the authori-

ty of Mr Webster. The maps in the Transactions of the Geologi-

cal Society will point out other defects, particularly those of the

London clay, Vol. 2. ; of part of Somersetshire and of Lin-
colnshire, Vol. 3.; and those of Durham and Northumberland,
Vol. 4. The comparison is in general unfavourable to Mr Smith ;

but we believe that his delineation of a iarge part in the interior

and west of England is very accurate; indeed, when the great

labour and extent of the task are taken into the account, its

correctness is surprising. The scale of the map, five miles to

an inch (the whole occupying a space of o\ feet by 7|), is, we
think, considerably too large. It would have been much better

if the general map had been more portable, and the minuter
details left for separate maps of counties : and, if a second edi-

tion be published, we recommend the adoption of this plan.

We have seen several of the county maps announced at the be-

ginning of this article, in which the beds were laid down to

considerable minuteness, from documents in Mr Smith's pos-

session, and we do not hesitate to recommend them strongly to

our readers :—A series of such maps, connected by a general

one, would be a capital acquisition to country gentlemen, natu-

ralists, and travellers in England. But the great defect of the

work is the employment, without explanation, of a nomencla-
ture perfectly new. Even if the barbarism of many of the

names be forgiven, they must still be unintelligible to all per-

sons but the inhabitants of small districts, in which the terms

have a local circulation. We should have thought that the pro-

per scientific names of the substances composing the strata,

with a series of brief descriptions, might have been easily ob-

tained for the Memoir ; and that some such table as we have

attem.pted above, might have been inserted on the map itself.

The determination of the meaning of the terras employed in a

work of such magnitude, would form, it appears to us, a very

fit object for the labours of the Geological Society; and, if

proper application was made to that learned Body, we have

little doubt that a Committee would willingly assi&t in rendering

more useful the result of Mr Smith's researches. We can harJt
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ly imagine a more nratcful occupario^i for mon of liberalitv and
scientific acquirements, than thus to fifive effect to valuable ob-

servations, and, at the same time, essentially promote the wel-

fare of an ingenious and detervintr man, who is dependent

solely upon his own exertions for support.

In the examination which we have now concluded, we have

deduced our inferences and statements from such documents only

as are already in possession of the public, that we might avoid all

risk of trespassing on the rights of those who are engaged in fal-

lowing out and correcting the investigations, in which Mr Smith
has so well taken the lead. It i; no small gratification to re-

flect, that developments of such great usefulness «'.nd interest

have been effected by an Engli'^bman, untauulit and una.ssisted ;

and that he has been en^'.bled to pr 'duce, with all its imperfec-

tions, one of the best Geological Mans that his hitherto ap-

peared : for to this hit^h praise vve do 'hiak Mr Smith is fairly

entitled. It has therefore given us peculiar pleasure to bring

before the public this performance ; and we are persuaded ihat

the enlightened persons to whom we have just now alluded,

will partake of our satisfaction in thus attempting to mark an
era in the history, where their own names cannot fail hereafter

to occupy that elevated place, which zeal in the pursuit of sci-

ence, guided by intelligence and liberality, is always sure to

obtain.

Art, IV. Verhandlungen m der Versammlunp der Landstdnde
des Konigreichs iViirtemberg, Stuttgart, 1816-17. (Prr-ceed-

ings in the Assembly of the States of the Kingdom of Wir-
temberg.)

^
I
^HE late Ruler of Wirtemberg, by whom the stock of Buona-

-- parte has been engrafted into the royal tree of the House
of Brunswick, enjoyed the distinction of being the most insig-

nificant king in Europe. The crown was first fitted upon his

head by the child and champion of Jacobinism ; and therefore

it is probable that the splendid bauble would have fallen off" a-

gain, if it had not been replaced and settled there by purer hands,

—the Congress of Vienna having permitted him to squat down
at the very extremity of the royal bench, in the august assem-
bly which is facetii usly termed the Confederation of Germany.
When King FrederiLk was yet a Su. bian Duke, he wn«, well

indemnified for the cession of Mumpicgar-i (since called Mont-
Belliard) to the republic ' one and indivisible j

' and his domi-
VOL. XXIX. NO. 5S. Z
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nions were afterwards greatly enlarged by the bounty of the

Protector of the Confederation of the Rhine; so thnt, when he

had round d and compacted his kincjdoin by obtaining posses-

sion of the tempting * enclavures ' within its boundary, and of

sundry outlying parcels, it contained nearly as many inhabitants

as are to be found in a brace of good English counties, or French

departments.

Authority, in such small states, when exercised with justice.

Assumes somewhat of the old patriarchal character. It is easier

for such a sovereign to rule in love than in majesty,—he is more
on a level with the hearts of his subjects : And King Frederick

of Wirtemberg, within the narrow frontier of his monarchy,

might, like the good Duke of Weimar, or like Duke Christo-

pher, his worthy ancestor, have cherished and fostered the little

flock which fortune had entrusted to his care. He was not one

of the earthly gods born to look down upon the empirps over

which they soar ; but he might still have been the tutelary ge-

nius and protector of the hearth and household. His unfortu-

nate temper, however, provoked him to other courses. The
demons t)f evil were stri<^ing over the world ; and he too would

rage and storm—though, like the httle cub-devil of Father Ra-
belais, the * diabloton ' of Papefiguiere, he could do no more
than raise a tempest over a parsley bed.

Wirtemberg wrighs liy;htly in the balance of power ; but its

history is singularly interesting. None of the communities of

ancient or modern times, with whose names we associate so ma-

ny ideas of popular freedom, enjoyed a happier government than

Ducal Wirtemberg ; and its obscure annals are not unworthy

of being placed by the side of the volumes which record the

rise of the liberties of Holland, or Switzerland, or England, or

America. On the other hand, no race of thralls ever smarted

under a more galling tyranny, than that which was experienced

by the Wirtembergers, when their constitutional government at

last gave way to the * full sovereignty ' of the pretty personage

whom we are about to introduce to the notice of our readers-

The lesson derived from the contemplation of arbitrary power

cannot be repeated too often ; and in this instance it is the more

likely to be instructive, because the presence-chamber of the lit-

tle despot was unvisited by the delusive glare which, unfortu-

nately for the quiet of mankind, plays round the throne of great

oppressors. A petty state does not give its monarch a quahjica-

Hon to play the tyrant—it is not for him to run down human
game. This bad prerogative can only be assumed by the mighty

hunters who range over wide extended domains. The blood of

an empire flows to purchase empires ; and the slaves of the stern
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conqueror forget their vassalage in his glory. They have toil-

ed indeed in the quarry, and have sweated and groaned beneath

the burden ; but, when the edifice is at last raised* they march
with pride beneath the columned arch of triumph, which owes
its splendour to their labours. The acts of the despot in duo-
decimo cannot thus disguise their atrocit}'. With strength e-

nough to be terrible to his own subjects, he is contemptible to

all the world besides. Involved in crime as deeply as the oppres-

sor of myriads, he can obtain no adequate compensation for the

guilt which weighs him down. The one resembles the Caliph
Vathec, who boldly devotes himself to Eblis, and earns at o»ce
the power and wisdom of the immortal principle of evil. The
other is a spiteful witch, who sells her soul to Satan, in order
that she may receive * five pounds Scots in name of tocher, *

and permission to scab her neighbours' sheep, and make their

sows cast their farrow. The tyrant of a great nation, too, com-
mands something like respect from the dangers which surround
him. His station requires the constant exertion of vigilance

and activity. He is a hard rider on the back of a generous
courser ; the spurs are dyed in gore, the animal champs the bit,

and rears and curvets ; and though we sympathize with the suf-

ferings of the steed, yet we cannot help admiring the skill with

which the horseman keeps his seat, and manages the reins. But
he who tyrannizes over a small community is safe in his brutal-

ity. He is a chimney-sweeper drubbing his jack-ass j he is a
coward who is cruel, because he knows that he cin glut his ma-
lignity with impunity.

If the King of Wirtemberg had lived in a superstitious age,

when it was thought that faithlessness and misrule were visited

on this side the grave by the wrath of heaven, the loathsome
diseases with which he was afflicted would have been chronicled

as the visible punishment of his transgressions. But it is not our
intention to speak with undue harshness of this departed mo-
narch, or to insult his memory. We find no pleasure in dwell-

ing on those kingly acts by which royalty is degraded. Amongst
the evils which result from the present state of public affairs,

one of the greatest is the slur which kings, or the ministers of
kings, have cast upon the high office of royalty. The Holy
Alliance has created more unbelievers in the sanctity pf the regal

character, than ever could have been effected by the heresies of
the Jacobin Club ; and many are scared by the sceptre, who
never would have been attracted by the tree of liberty. In
many parts of the Continent, men are compelled to pause and
reason, when they would wish to allow full scope to feeling.

Z 2
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Governed by those whose conduct inspires neither confidence

nor affection, they dare not be true to their masters, lest they

should cease to be true to themselves.

In order to enable us to pnss a fair and unbiassed judgment
upon the conduct of the late King Frederick, a view must be
taken of the constitution of Wirtemberg as it existed previously

to the year 1805, when he assumed the royal title, and subvert-

ed the liberties of his subjects. The sovereigns of almost all the

provinces of the empire had succeeded in depriving the ' States'

of their respective dominions of all participation in the rights of
government. In those countries where they were still allowed

to assemble, they acted with the freedom of a chapter, electing

a bishop under a co7!ge (Velire. They had in theory a * votum

con&uUatmim ' with respect to the imposition of new taxes

—

which a celebrated German jurist defines to be * the right of
sajing^^^a to the propositions of the Prince, ' but not of refus-

ing them. The only countries which formed an exception to

the general rule of servitude were two, namely, the principality

of East Friesland, now united to the kingdom of Hanover, and
the dutchy of Wirtemberg.

If it were not foreign to our purpose, a curious parallel might
be instituted between the English Parliament and the General

Assembly of the States, or Diet of Wirtemberg. Mr Fox once

said, there were only two constitutions in Europe, the British

constitution, and that of Wirtemberg. Latterly, the Diet con-

sisted only of two estates, namely, the Lutheran prelates, the repre-

sentatives of the church, and the deputies of the towns and coun-

try districts. The ' Imperial knighthood ' seceded from the meet-

ings of the States in the reign of Duke Ulrick, early in the I6th

century. The legislative authority thus devolved wholly upon the

clergy and the commons ; and it is perhaps to this circumstance

that we are to attribute the near approach which the legislative

body made towards the estabUshment of a democracy ; for, ac-

cording to the spirit of the constitution of Wirtemberg, the Duke
v^as little more than a president or stadtholder. When the doc-

trines of the Reformation were received in Wirtemberg, under

the reigns of Duke Ulrick and his son, the ample possessions of

the church were neither seized by these sovereigns, nor diverted

to worldly uses. In some of the fourteen principal monasteries,

schools were founded ; but in all of them, the domains which had

been held by the monks became the corps of the endowment of a

Protestant prelate, who received the revenues, ard enjoyed all

the rights and dignities of the Catholic abbot. The third estate

appears to have been always represented in the Diet. In the

reiizn of Count Eberhard, in 14-81, the States petitioned un-
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dsr the style of the ' knights prelates, and we poor commons. * In
1492,mentionismadeofthe* clergy, nobility, l^urgesses, and com-
monalty. ' When the States were suppressed by the late King,
in 1 805, the right of sending deputies was enjoyed by 69 towns and
country districts. In the towns, the right of election was chiefly

vested in the magistracy. All the landholders, not including
those who held by base tenures, had a share in the elections in
the country districts. The number of deputies varied at dif-

ferent times. Sometimes one deputy only was sent, generally
two; but in 1737, the district of Maulbronn petitioned the ' per-
manent deputation' for leave to send three deputies to the ap-
proaching diet. It v/as, however, of no moment whether a town
or district appeared by one or more deputies, as in the latter case
they possessed only a collective vote. The deputies, according
to the ancient practice of the English House of Commons, whom
they so nearly resembled, received ijoages from their constituents.

This expense sometimes fell heavily on small towns and districts
j

they were therefore allowed to unite in deputing a member to ap-
pear for them, who then voted according to the number of towns
which he represented. This concentration of votes must have
led to many abuses. But, in the year 1797, the States decided,
that, in future, no member should hold more than three votes.

In certain cases, the ' permanent deputation, ' of which we shall

soon speak, or the towns of Stutgard and Tubingen, had the
right to pray a convention of the States ; but the Diet could on-
ly assemble by virtue of the summons or letter of convocation of
the sovereign. They were always convened on the accession of
a new duke. They also met when the necessities of tiie State
rendered the imposition of new taxes necessary, or when new
statutes were to be passed, which would have had no force without
their sanction. According to the constitutional forms, it was in-

dispensable that the ' letter of convocation ' should set out the
propositions or demands v/hich the Duke intended to make at

the approaching diet. At the diet in 1639, this form was ne-
glected ; and they declined considering the Duke's propositions,

unless the deputies were allowed t<> return ho:ne, and to confer
with their constituents; which permission was immediately grant-
ed. Yet, when the letter of convocation had issued in proper
form, the deputies were not bound to wait for the instructions of
their constituents, as the powers which were delivered to them
under seal by the towns and districts, authorized them to act in
all things freely, and accfwding to their own consciences. The
prelates appeared in their own right.

The Duke c juid neidier raise money nor alter the laws with-

out the^onciinence of the States; but they were assembled rare-
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ly, and the permanent deputntiojis were the real and efficient pro-

tectors of the constitution. There were bodies of this nature

in Castille, and Navarre, and Arragon ; and the institution was
renewed by the projectors of the constitution of Cadiz. They
were also to be found in several of the provinces subject to the

French King ; in Burgundy, for instance, where the * Eliis
'

of the three orders represented the States during the intervals

between their triennial sessions. In the reigns of our King John
and Henry the III., many attempts were made to check the

royal authority, by institufing permanent councils ; and such
deputations would certainly have formed themselves in the Eng-
lish Parliament, if successors had been given to the twenty-five

barons who were chosen as guardians of the great charter, or if

the provisions of Oxford had remained in force.

The ' deputations * of Wirtemberg were two in number j the

lesser and the greater. The lesser deputation, which consisted

of two prelates and six deputies, formed a kind of close cor-

poration:— the mtmbers elected their successors, and they had
the right of meeting whenever they thought fit, on giving no-

tice to the Sovereign. The lesser deputation selected two more
prelates, and six more deputies from the general assembly ; and
when these were called in by the lesser deputation^ the sixteen

members constituted the greater deputation ^ which was consider-

ed a>i representing and standing in the place of the full assem-

bly of the Slates. In one respect, these deputations were not

unlike our Lords of Articles in Scotland ; no proposition could

be made by the Duke to the general assembly of the States,

until it had been adopted first in the lesser and then in the

greater dej utation ; but this course of proceeding was not a

grievance, as amongst us. The Duke alone had the initiation ;

and thus the veto of each deputation was an additional protec-

tion against his demands. Invested with far higher powers
than the general assembly or diet, the members of the deputa-

tions, boib collectively and individually, were bound to watch
their sovereign with jealousy ; they were sentinels always at their

posts, always interposed between the throne and the people. The
taxes were applied towards the public service, under their direc-

tion. The deputation communicated in its own name with the fo-

reign powers, who were the guarantees of the rights of the States.

When the body was not sitting, any of the members residing at

Stutgard had the right of * remonstrating ' with the Duke, if

any step was taken which appeared contrary to the constitution,

and of calling an immediate meeting of the deputation in case

of need.

All these prerogatives, howeverj would perhaps have long eeas-
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cd to exist, if the deputation had not also possessed the sole ma-

nagement of their * secret chtst ' or treasury, without any control

either on the part of the Sovereign or of the Diet. This was a

most important trust, and might be considered as dangerous to

the latter. It might have converted the government of this free

state into an oligarchy; yet, however wonderful it may seem, the

members of the deputations seem never to hnve abused their trust,

or attempted to obtain an illegal authority over their fellowcitizens.

The reestablishment of the * secret treasury ' was one of the

chief points to which the present King objected, when the Estates

were reassembled. It was a maxim, that the members of the

States, either in the general assembly, or in the deputations,

were completely independent of the Sovereign. They enjoyed

the right of receivmg petitions of grievances from public bodies

or individuals, and of course of petitioning the Sovereign for

their reform.

This constitution, which was in full force in 1805, had not

been hastily struck out by hor-headed theorists. The rights and
privileges of the Wirtembergers had been slowly acquired. The
national representation had existed from time immemorial; but

its prorogations arose principally out of the compacts and trea-

ties (' Vertrage ') which the Dukes of Wirtemberg had found

it expedient to enter into with their undaunted suojects. The
earliest of these constitutional acts is the treaty of Mursingen,

in the reigi of Count Eberhard the First, in I'tS'J, and which

was confirmed by the Emperor Maximilian. Duke XJlrick was
impatient under ihe ties which had been imposed upon his pre-

decessor ; he attempted to levy taxes without the consent of the

States, and a civil war ensued between him and his subjects.

Peace was restored by the mediation of the Emperor, the Elector

Palatine, Baden, and Wurtzburg; and, in 15 1*, he sealed the

treaty of Tubingen, the Magna Charta of the land,—and which
confirmed to the States the right of granting taxes, the right of

petitioning, and, above all, that no future Duke sh uld claim

the allegiance of his subjects until he had sworn to fulfil the obli-

gations imposed upon him by the treaty. Each Duke accord-

ingly signed a new compact on his accession; and, according to

the treaty of Tubingen, he swore that he would maintain the

rights of the Wirtembergers, and conform himself to the grants

of his predecessors : And, till he haii taken this oath, and sealed

th^ charter of confirmation in the general diet or assembly of

the States, his subjects owed him neither fidelity nor obedience

;

—and a new confirmation of the charters on each accession was
also granted by the Emperor.

Attempts were not unfrequently made by the Dukes to a-
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bridge their subjects of their lawful right?. These attempts
were foiled, and greater stabilitv was given to the constitu-

tion of the dutchy. In the year 1733, the three most pow-
erful protestant members of thr German Empire, viz. Hano-
ver, Holstpin, and Brandcnburgh, guaranteed the faithful ob-
servance of the treaties which Duke Alexander had entered into

with his people,—a security v/hich was then thought necessary
in consequence of his conversion to popery. It was afterwards
pr ved, by the course of events, that arbitrary power would fol-

low quite as readily in the train of a protestant prince. It be-
came necessary for the Slates to call for the interposition of the
gu ranteeing powers under the reign of Duke Charles, who,
misled by Montmartin, a minister whose name is yet detested
in Wirtemberg, ran riot in extravagance, raised taxes without
the consent of the States, instituted monopolies, and attempted
to make him?elf as absolute as the rest of the princes of Germa-
ny. In Burgermnster Klupfell's late Hiistorical Sketch, theenu-
meration of the acts of oppression committed by Duke Charles,
are all printed in ^reat letters, in order, as we greatly fear, to

induce the reader to draw a very odious comparison between
the living Prince and the departed one.

The evil, however, brought its own remedy. The perma-^

nent deputations, finding that their remonstrances were of no
avail, exerted their rights :—they were not to be awed or con-
trolled. Thty despatched pIenif)otentiarics in the name of the
States to the courts of Great Britain, Denmark, and Prussia,

and claimed the fulfilmtnt of the guarantee. Neither did these

powers shrink from their duty. His present Majesty, in his

Electoral character, communicated with the head of the empire,
by a note or rescrij:>t, dated vX * St James's, 2 ist August 1764-;

'

and this document has now assumed a singular character. The
grievances of the Wirrembergers are stated by George the Third
in terms which would now be considered as very indecorous and
Jacobinical, if sucli i people as we are were to use them. His Ma-
jesty accuses the Duke of Wirtemberg of oppressing his subjects

by keepirig on foot a military ebtablishment unsuited to the extent

of his donunionSj and which hi>- people wtre unable to main-
tain } and concluaes by most earnestly entreating the Empe-
ror, not only to grant an miperial ' protectormm et conseiva'

tonum ' to the States and inhabitants of Wirtemberg, but

also to issue agauist the Duke a ' matidatum mhibiioriuiu cas-

scctonwn et de nun amphus gravanuo sed restttueiido in statum

prutinum legalem, in due <orn), according to the laws of the

empirL'. ' The Kings of Denmark and Prussia also pray pro^

^§ in liHe manner against the Duke j and the latter re-^
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quests that the execution of it may be entrusted to some * re-

spectable ' member of the empire. In the following year the

three courts sent their ambassadors to Stutgard, for the purpose

of supporting the cause of the VVirtomberijers, and which they

ail urged most strenuously at the court of Vienna. It is amus-

ing to read the despstch addre-sed by Frederick to his repre-

sentative Count Schui'enburah. On this occasion Fritz—strange

to say—appears as ihe 'sincere friend of liinited authority, and ex-

presses his liopesthat the Duke will soon be checked in his ^ acts

of despotism ' by the impartial decision of the Imperial commis-
sioner. The proceedings were tedious, and the Imperial * de-

hortations ' and mandates and commissions were more than once
renewed ; but, at length, the disputes were concluded in as satis-

factory a manner a? the Slates could desire, by the agreement or
• Vergleish ' to which the Duke assented in the year 1770, and
the true performance of which was again guaranteed by the me-
diating powers. At the late Congress of Vienna, the States claim-

ed the fulfilment of the guarantee, but without any effect. The
following extracts, however, will show the extent of the obliga-

tions entered into by George the Third for himself and his suc-

cessors in tl-.e E lectora le-

' Whereas the States of VVirtemberg have besought us to guaran-

tee their constitution, rights and franchises, in such manner as the

same have been confirnied, renewed, and conceded by the treaty

which has passed between them and our dearly beloved brother the

Duke of Wirteniberg, and which was concluded on his part on the

27th day of February 1770, and, on their part, on the 22d of March
in the same year. We therefore undertake, for ourself, and our suc-

cessors in the Electorate, to guarantee the rights, franchises, and con-

stitution of the States of Wirteniberg, and further, that we and our
successors in the Electorate unit always maintnin th-e same, so that the

concessions and promises contained in the before mentioned treaty

may be truly fulfilled, and no act committed in violation thereof,

but that it shall in ail respects be firmly and unalterably observed.

Given at our palace of St James's this yist day of May 1771, and
in the 11th year of our reign

—

George 11.
'

Ihe treaty oi 1770, and its gudraniees, thus settled and secur-

ed the riohts c^f the States ; and no innovations took place, until

the confederfition of the Rhine brought on the dissolution of the
empire. The weak and selfish princes of Germany, forgetful

of the duty which they owed to their common country, and seek-

ing only to profii by its calamities, threw off their subjection to

the lawful successor of Charlemagne, and hastened to the gaudj'

saloon of the Thuiileries, to lick the dust before the throne of
the usurper. Amongst these rebels—for such they were in truth

and right—who was more forward than his Serene Highness the
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Duke of Wirtemberg ? He was allowed to become tbe father-

in-law of his Majesty of Westphalia ; but, to qualify himself for

this high alliance, he was promoted from the ranks ; and, as Na-
poleon nodded assent, the Duke strutted forth a King,—a king
of gilt gingerbread, in all its finery. We have sometimes thought,

that the precedent for the erection of this mighty monarchy
of Wirtemberg was sought in the chronicles of Mother Goose.
Have our readers forgotten the story of King Petaud ?—how
Petaud was allowed to turn his farm of nine acres and three

quarters into a kingdom—and how he became a king, under the
stjle and title of King Petaud—and how he purchased all his

regalia, to wit, a fustian mantle and a pasteboard crown, from
a company of strolling players—and how old Jacqueline the dey
was created secretary of state, and Pierott the hind became
prime minister. It is true that the comparison cannot be pur-
sued in all its points. King Petaud did not shear his sheep
closer, nor milk his cows a bit the oftener than farmer Petaud
had done. But when Duke Frederick was puffed out into King
Frederick, he flayed his subjects, and drained them dry.

King Frederick, on his accession to the duichy in 1790, had
renewed and confirmed all the treaties and compacts of his pre-

decessors, and had declared them to be * firm and irrevocable.
*

He had sworn to his * faithful prelates and commons of Wir-
temberg, * upon * his princely dignity, his honour, and his

troth, '
* to protect them for ever in the full enjoyment of all

their liberties. Well—what mattered the promises and the

oaths which had been thus given and sworn ? He was absolved

from all his ties by the Chief of the new unholy empire. As
soon as the * arrangements ' at Paris were concluded, the con-
stitution of Wirtemberg was destroyed by one decisive blow.

This revolution took place at the close of December 1H05, when
the deputations were not sitting on account of the holidays,

and only a few of the prelates and of the officers of the assem-

bly were present at Stutgard. However feeble the resistance

might have been which the deputation could have opposed to

downright violence, Frederick, who was now a half-hatched king

just peeping out of the egg shell, did not chuse to face the assem-

bly ; and therefore, to these individual members, a declaration

was made by President Von Eade, and the Counsellor of State

Von Wir.zingerode, that the national representation was sup-

pressed and dissolved. If they dared to meet, or to take any
proceeding in their constitutional capacity, the Sovereign would
consider such acts as acts of tebellion^ and punish them accord-

* Eei unsern Furstlichen Wiirden, Ehr, und Treuen^
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' ingly. This step was closely followed up. The counsellors and
public functionaries composing the boards and colleges of govern-

ment, and the district and municipal magistrates, were imme-
diately required to take a new oath of unconditional allegiance

to the King: for, according to the old constitution, the oath
of allegiance of a Wirtemberger was qualified and limited. And,
on the '2d of January 1806, a nianifi>sto was issued, announcing
the assumption of the royal dignity, and that his Majesty now
possessed his dominions in Jull sovereignty. His Majesty also

condescended to state, that, ' under existing circumstances^ all

* popular assemblies, and all proceedings grounded upon the
* same, have become unncctssuri) ; we therefore direct all our
* royal functionaries, as well as all our beloved and faithful sub-
* jectSi to abstain therefrom. ' The President of one district

ventured to remonstrate against the usurpations of the King,
yet in the most discreet and respectful language ; but, notwith-

standing his discretion and his respect, proceedings were insti-

tuted against him as a state criminal.

His Majesty of Wirtemberg being resolved to show that he
was a king everj' inch of him, now proceeded to subvert every

institution connected with the ancient polity of the country.

Under the ducal government, the ministry consisted of a plaia

and sober Teutonic privy-council, the * Gcheime Raths Col-

legium, ' consisting of seven menibers, each of whom was also

at the head of a * college, ' or adm.inistrative board. Now,
it must be noticed, that these privy counsellors were con-
stitutional officers, the ministers of the States and People, as

well as of the Prince. They were sworn to expedite the af-

fairs of the * prelates and commonalty ; ' to * protect the or-

phans and the oppressed
;

' to see that * justice was admi-
nistered without favour and aifcction

:

' And, without their

previous advice, the Duke could not legally act. This use-

less lumber was swept away j and King Frederick, with due
respect for his protector Napoleon, reorganized the government
according to the exact cut and fashion of the French empire.

Wirtemberg could boast of a * Minister of the Interior, ' and
of a ' Minister of Justice, ' and of a * Minister of Public Wor-
ship ; ' and, above all, of a * Minister of Police;'—and the
* colleges, ' or boards of administration, were all transformed

into * Bureaus. ' If the compactness of the French forms of

government had accompanied the French nomenclature, it would
have been of some advantage to the country. But, instead of
this, a plan of administration was introduced, uniting excessive

complication and stupidity. The following instance is given by
the States as a specimen of this puzzle-headed system. VV«
^•anslate it ^ a curiosity.
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* The magistrates of an " Unteramt " or under bailliwick, wish

to obtain permission to enlarge a hospital, by appropriating part of

the funds of a charitable institution to that purpose.
* In the first place they are to apply to the " Oberamt " in the

principal town of the district.

* 2. From thence to the Inspector of pious foundations, who resides

in another town, and possibly in another district.

* 3. The memorial is referred to the " Landvogtei " in a third

town.
' i. The " Landvogtei " transmits it to the Section of the Council

composing the Medical Board :—And the Chrf of the Board
* 5. refers it to a Rath, or Counsellor, who communicates thereon

with the 3d Section of the Board of Administration of the

Crown domains.
* 6. The reporting Ralh transmits the papers to his CJ/ef.

' 7. The Chef lays them before the Minister of the Interior.

* 8. The Minister of the Interior transmits them to the Minister of

Finance.
* 9. The Minister of Finance transmits them back again to the

Chef of the 3d Section of the Board of Administration of the

Crown domains.
* 10. The Chef refers them to a Rath to prepare the necessary do-

cuments.
* 11. The Rath transmits them to his Chef. (Now it begins to go

downwards.)
* 12. The C/^g/' transmits them to the Minister of Finance.
* 13. The Minister of Finance transmits them to the Minister of

the Interior.

* 14. The Minister of the Interior transmits them to the Chef of

the Medical Board.
' 15. The Chef of the JMedical Board passes them to the reporting

Rath.
* 16. The reporting Rath draws up a resolution, and lays it before

his Chef for signature.
* 17. The Chef transmits the papers to the Landvogtei.
' 18. The Landvogtei transmits them to the Oberamt.
' 19. And from the Oberamt they at length reach the Unteramt.

'

And it was thus that business was despatched in Wjrtemberg.
The subjects ' de J'acto' of the Crown of Wirtemberg, were

divided into three general classes, all of whom were equally

trufched by the clumsy tyranny of the King. Over the inhabi-

tants of the territory of the old Dutchy— ' Ali JVirkmburgy or
Old Wirtemburg'—he certainly had a right to exercise a legiti-

mate, that is to say, a limited aulhority. The Imperial free

towns, Ulm, Rottenburg, Boppingcn, Gmund, &c. &c. and a
jgood many ecclesiastical domains, passed under ids Majesty's

yoke, by a series of transactions which are just within the pale
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of the law of nations, as now taught and practised. But, even

according to the very accommodating principles of modern po-

litical morality, he never acquired any right to the allegiance of

the mediatised princes or of the knighthood * of the empire, or

to the possession of their territories: and this observation ap-

plies to other powers besides his Majesty of Wirtemberg.

The treatment experienced by these princes and nobles has

been particularly harsh and Jacobinical. The Sovereigns of

the Rhenish Confederation took forcible possession of their do-
minions, by virtue of the 23d, S+th, and 25th articles of the

treaty, which united them in vassalage under Napoleon. Me-
diatisation and confederacy are courtly and diplomatic terms

;

but there was a time when, if the treaty had been translated in-

to plain household words, many people would have said that the

Sovereigns of Wirtemberg and Baden, and Bavaria and Darm-
stadt, and the rest of the confederates, were dastards, who com-
bined in a gang for the purpose of committing a robbery on their

helpless neighbours. However, nobody ought to say so now,
because their conduct hath amended. Certain it is, that they

have given one sign of contrition, by abandoning^ with all pos-

sible expedition, the Great Outlaw, under the shadow of whose
wing they dared to do the wrong. And who can doubt but that

repentance will be followed by restitution .'* In this remarkable

treaty, the confederates, of their own authority, declared that they

were henceforward to possess, in * full sovereignty, '—for tbaS

nice term is brought in on all occasions,—all the principalities,

and the burg-graviates, and the mark-graviates, and the coun-
ties of the weaker princes of the empire, as well as all the lands

belonging to the ' Reichs Ritterschaft, ' or Imperial Knight-
hood, situated within, or near to their respective dominions !—
With the exception of the partition of Poland, this transac-

tion has not a parallel for iniquity in the annals of Europe. A
conquered kingdom is well vested in the victor by the law of
arms. Violence and terror may have compelled the cession of
the province, but it is transferred by the formalities of the cabi-

net ; the paper bears the signature of the sovereign ; it shows the

impress of his seal ; his consent, however reluctantly it may have
been sighed out, is yet obtained. But here, the ' Confederation

'

usurped the possessions of these princes, without the slightest

shadow of right,—without even attempting to explain the causes
of the spoliation, or to palliate their rapacity with words.

* The Reichs-rilterschnft, who must not be confounded with ths

Teutonic order. The French diplomatists call their posse3?ions thiS

t^rres equestrcs.
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It is scarcely necessary to observe, that the mediatised princes

were states of the Empire,—the peers and equals of the pow-

ers who seized their dominions. The Imperial knighthood,

though of lower estate, suffered equally from their injustice.

These nobles did not rank as states of the Empire ; they held

immediately of the Emperor ; and, in Wirtemberg, they owed

no feudal services whatever to the Duke, by whose territories

their lands wore surrounded. These exemptions were gained

by degrees. At one period in the history of Wirtemberg,

they sat in the meetings of the Ducal diet. We have al-

ready alluded to their secession from it. This took place in

1519, when they asserted that they did not form an estate

of the dutchy, but that they were free nobles, and only ?n-

dxvcllers of Wirtemb?rg. Their pretensions were allowed by

the Emperors, notwithstanding the protestations of the Dukes ^

and, in many respects, they might be considered as inde-

pendent sovereigns. The Duke, although their superior, was

not their lord ; they had an exclusive jurisdiction over their

subjects in civil pleas ; and their rights and privileges were very

extensive. It might have been aciviseable to modify these feu-

dal privileges, by fair and constitutional means ; but the King

of Wirtemberg had nothing but his aggrandisement in view,

when, availing himself of the approaching dissolution of the em-

pire, he took forcible possession of all these domains. The other

confederates did the same ; and the Protector thereupon issued

an ' ordre du jour ' from his Imperial head-quarters at Schon-

brunn, under date of the 19th December iy05, by which his

jTcnerals were instructed to maintain the Electors of Bavaria,.

Wirtemberg, and Baden, in the ocaqyafian oi\he terres eqiieslres.

The cause assigned by Napoleon was, that the * Reichs Ritter-

schaft ' were partisans of the house of Austria, and had allowed

recruits to be raised for the Austrian service within their domi-

nions ;
—* and this, ' continued he, * necessarily places them in a

state of warfare against France ; as a German emperor, accord-

ing to the constitutions of the empire, has no right to raise re-

cruits in Germany unless the war is carried on by and against

the empire. ' Napoleon thus gravely reasoned to show that these

nobles were acting contrary to the constitutions of the empire,

at the very moment that he was destroying it. Under the

sanction of the opinion of this powerful rcasoner, the Rhenish

powers kept the possession which they hid gained so lawfully,

until their ' sovereignty ' was sanctioned by the treaty of con-

federation entered into with Napoleon.

Whatever may have been the aristocratic failings of these

petty German princes and German barons, they now did pe-
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nance for them. Had the Kinjx of Wirtembero; possessed

a spark of true nobility of mind, he would have attempted to

sooth and conciliate the feelings of these hiirh-spirited men,
proud,—and their pride may be excused—of their pure and an-

cient ancestry, and smarting under the loss of their rank and pri-

vileges and property. This course, however, he disdained ; and
the maxims of his government exhibit a happy combination of

the vulgar spite of a Sans-culotte, and the despotism of Con-
stantinople. All their entails and family settlements were barred

and set aside at once by the nonmal regulation of the i!2d A-
pril 1808, which directed, * that, from the time when it issued,

their estates should become partible, and descend according-

ly. * The object of this revolutionary regulation is obvious. It

was intended to impoverish the nobility, and destroy their ex-

istence as a caste. In the Wirtemberg table of precedency,

the old Imperial nobles were to take their places immediately

after the Court pages. They were not to enjoy even this rank
unless rhey had served in the Wirtemberg army ; and, if they

sought for employment, they could find none. All the privileg-

es of birth were taken from them ; but they were to remain

subject to the most galling of the chains imposed by the preju-

dices of aristocracy ; and, by the decree of the 29th July 1808,

the nobles were prohibited from intermarrying 'uoith the bourgeoisie,

unless his Majesty's special permission was obtained. The no-

bility were put under permanent arrest. They could not quit

the kingdom without license. If they wished to leave their u-

sual place of residence for a week, and make an excursion int«

the next * landvogtei * or district, previous notice must be gi-

ven to the district-officers. But a more extraordinary act of

power remains to be told. A circular letter, directed to the no-

bility, and dated in January 1810, was issued from the ' minis-

try of the interior, ' in which, by his Majesty's most gracious

commands, the minister communicated to the Herr Gralf such-

a-one the unalterable will of his sovereign Majesty , viz. that the
* Herr Graff shall, from henceforward, spend at least three

months in every year at the royal residence of Stutgard. '—And,
with respect to the remaining nine months, * if the Herr Graff
should wish to live on his estates during that period, his Ma-
jesty, on proper application being made, will not be disinclined

to grant his most gracious permis?ion ' for that purpose. His
Majesty further intimated his gracious hope that this his sove-

reign order would be punctually observed ; which hope was
backed by an intimation, that, if it was disappointed, ' one-

fourth of the gross annual rental of the possessions of the Herr
Graff will be forfeited to his Majesty's treasury !

*
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It would cccupy more space than we can spare, to detail the"

erirvances of the * ci-devant Imperial free towns ;
' it will be

sufficient to observe, that their trade was destroyed, and their

funds and corporate property taken from them. A peculiar

hardship of the city of Ulm may be noticed, because it will

remind our readers of the situation of the landholders of Po-

land. The city became the property of Wirtembcrg ; but the

town lands on the right bank of the Danube, which, as the

States observe, are as closely connected with the town as the

rump is with the head, were retained by Bavaria ; so tha%

whenever the good citizens of Ulm wish to walk in their fields

or gardens, or to cut their cabbages to make sour crout, they

pass into a foreign country.

These were the sufierings of peculiar classes or districts. But

the reaction which ensued as soon as the Kingr had destroyed the

constitutional checks upon his authority, desolated the entire

country. What were his Miijesty's ideas respecting the • full

sovereignty ' which he now enjoyed, may be collected from a

few of the acts of his reign, which, it must be recollected, appear

from the official documents entered in the journals of the States.

The most barbarous laws of the barbarous ages, were enforc-

ed with the utmost rigour. His Majesty's fondness for the sports

of the field, reduced the peasantry to an absolute state of slave-

ry. In one district, and in the course of one twelvemonth,

iwcntv-one thousand five hundred and eighty -four of the inha-

bitants were compelled to perform forest duty. Many of them
were compelled to travel upwards of twenty ' slanden' or near-

ly eighty English miles from their homes. None received

any compensration for their labour, which was exacted in

harvest tmie, and in the vintage season, whilst the corn was

uoreaped, and the grapes were rotting on the vines. The
beasts of chase, as may be easily supposed, prospered and
multiplied under his Majesty's protection. In the neighbour-

hood of the royal forests, the arable lands were rendered

waste and desolate by their ravages. It is true that the pea-

sants were graciously permitted, after the toils of the day,

to watch their crops at night. In the district of Heidcn-

heim this task occupied one hundred and ninety men, one hun-

dred and eighteen women, and two hundred and fifty-two chil-

dren, making together a total ot five hundred and sixty-nine

persons. But as these weary wretches were not permitted to

use any ojf'erisive weapons against the boarSy their vigilance was

of little avail ; and the crops of 5293 * morgen ' of lands were

wholly destroyed. But the taxes imposed upon these lands

were levied with the slightest remission.
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The people of Wirtemberg are religious and moral; and they
are strongly attached to their national church, whose members
have contributed greatly, by their constitutional privileges and in-

flue'^ce, towards the preserva'ion of civil liberty. The Lutheran
church was well endowed. The revenues of the old monastic do-
mains were enjoyed by the Lutheran prelates; but the rents of all

the other churrh hinds, fell into the ccchsuistical treasury^ which
was under the Kdmini^iration of an inde endent bi^ard ( r cluirch

council, consisting of three clerical and four lay councillors,

who had hitherto succeeded in keeping the hands ot tho Dukes
out of the church chest. From this common fund, the paro-
chial clergy were salaried ; the residue was employed in main-
taining schools arid seminnries, or appropriated to the u-^e of
the poor; and if any surplus could hi>ve remfiined. it was to be
hoarded * for the defence and protection of the people of the
land.

'

The church property was too tempting to the greedy profusion

of the King, who took possession of its treasury, which contain-

ed a capital of 800,000 florins in cash. These monies paid the
workmen employed about the new palace. The chief Lutheran
convents were secularized, and the prelates deprived of their

revenues. One of these convents was wisely turned into a boil-

ing house, for the purpose of makitig sugar out of beet- roots,

according to the Napoleon patent. The clergy of Stuttgard were
expeil-~d from their houses. Great portions of the churrh lands

were sold, or incorporated with the royal domains ; and the ma-
nagement of such revenues as yet continued applicable to the

ecclesiastical ttea-ury, was taken from the Church Council,

and confided to the ' Minister of Finance, ' so that the fund
was now completely at the mercy of the government. And
how this government n^nnaged the ecclesiastical and charitable

foundations, may be judged from one shameful instance of abuse.

There is an extensive orphan hospital at Stuttgard ;—this was
converted into an * Academie Iloyale des Arts

;

' that is to say,

the arts of dancing, n^usic and stage- playing, where the pupils,

intended for the supply of the ' C .rps Dramatique ' of the Court
theatre, were fed and clothed and educated at the expense of the

hosp/ital ; and the helpless children, for whom this asylum had
been provided by the pious ciiarity of the founders, were left to

starve. » The clergy, ' say the States, * were treated, on all oc-

casions, with contempt. Their authority, as censors of the pub-
lic morals, was no longer respected. The Court, by its exam-
ple, encournged the profanation of the Lord's day. ' I ti>e ta-

ble of precedency, * the most ignorant under-bailiff (Unter-
VOL. XXIX. NO. 5S. A a
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Amtman) ranks above the most respectable pastor. ' All these

acts of oppression, and a great many more, are stated in the

very able report presented to the States by the general superin-

tending Lutheran prelate, Cless. However, as we must deal

with impartiality, we are bound to observe, that the venerable

prelate has included certain particulars in his report which scarce-

ly seem to form a fair charge against the Government. Such,

for instance, is the information respecting the frailty of Dorothy
AHmendirigerinn, now entered in the journals of the States, in

perpeiicam rci memoriam, and which was given to the Prelate by
the Reverend Mr Stummel, Pastor of Durnau, in the upper
bailliwick of Goppingen. It thence appears, that the said Doro-
thy, notwith'-tanding the wholesome admonitions which she re-

ceived, hath twice indulged in illicit love in the very face of Pas-

tor Stummel ; and, to his unspeakable consternation, she has

never yet been sent to the house of correction, there to be dealt

with as the law directs. Dorothy's transgressions are no doubt
very heinous ;—yet we submit, that the enormities of which Pas-

tor Stummel and his Prelate thus complain, might have come to

pass even if the Church Council had been in full activity. The
report of Prelate Cless also includes a homily against the abuse

of i-kittle-playing on Sunday afternoons ; but we greatly fear

that it has failed to produce a due sense of the enormity of the

practice.

The Government, aware that it had deserved a general re-

sistance, thought fit to disarm the entire population of the

country ; and all fire-arms were to be given up. Severe pu-
nishments were inflicted on offenders. The males were con-

demned to hard labour in the fortifications for three months

;

the ladies were confined during four months in the house of

correction ; and even the nobles were not exempted from the

prohibitions of this most degrading law. At first, merchants

travelling with goods of value, or travellers carrying with them
* considerable sums of money, ' (for the proviso was carefully

worded), v/ere permitted to carry pocket-pistols. This

was under the decree made in January 1809. But, in the fol-

lowing December, the Government discovered that pocket-pis-

tols were dangerous things; and the permission of wearing

them was revoked. The conscription laws were even more op-

pressive than in the protecting empire. From thence also the

king borrowed the Tariff of Trianon^ which continued to be

levied, with a very slight reduction, when there was no longer

any obligation on the part of the Government to adhere to the

Continental system. The trade of the late Imperial towns was

destroyed by tolls and impositions. Several manufactures were
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declared to be * royal monopolies :

' of these none was more
frrievous and illegal than the monopoly of snuff and tobacco—
it being expressly declared by the old constitution, that the ne-

cessaries of life were not to be subject to monopoly*
Justice took flight, of course. The sentences of the criminal

court were dictated by tlie King himself, through the medium of

the Minister of Justice. Of these sentences the States, for wise

reas^^ons, * respectfully abstain from speaking; ' but they exclaim
loudly against the punishments inflicted by the tribunals, and
sanctioned by the laws. The Ministry of Police, as well as the
sections of the Cabinet Ministry, had the power, we will not
say of sentencing persons to confinement, but of confining theni

without sentence, for an unlimited period, in the house of cor-
rection.

Wirtemherg thus continued enjoying the sweets of full sove-

reignty till the year 1815, when a meeting, purporting to be ah
assembly of the States, and who've proceedings are now before

us, was called by the King. This measure was forced upon
him by the course of events : the Rhenish sovereigns, as long
as they gained by the job, were never qualmish in allowing their

subjects to be shot and frozen, and starved by wholesale in the
service of the French Emperor. When these magnanimous
heroes slipped off the harness which they had gladly buckled on
their own shoulders, and left the car of Napoleon astanding,
the sufferings, of which they themselves had been the willing

cause, and all of which they might have averted had they pos-
sessed either political steadiness or honesty, were used as stimu-
lants to rouse the energy of the people. And the Germans in

feneral, were taught that their exertions against the French
ymperor, would be rewarded by the restoration of their consti-

tutional liberties. How this expectation has been realized in

Prussia, and Hesse, and Bavaria, we all know well ; but the
peculiar liberties which Wirtemherg had once enjoyed, made it

necessary that the government should devise some method of
preserving a comfortable despotism j and for this purpose the

new assembly of the States was convened. This was preceded
by an extraordinary meeting of the council of state, held on the
11th January 1815. Here the King delivered a gracious speech,

in which he stated, that the suppression of the ancient states of
Wirtemherg, was a necessary consequence of the changes which
took place in the kingdom in the year 1805, and the poHtical

relations connected with those changes. It was, however, al-*

Ways his firm intention to bestow a Representative Constitution

on the country, as soon as a favourable opportunity should ar«

Aa2
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rive. In the conferences which he had with the Sovereigns afe

Vienna, he expressed his resolulion to introduce—let this ex-

pression be marked—to introdtxe a Ptepresentation of the States

into his kintrdom. And, although the affairs of Germany had
not yet attained to a satisfactory settlement, yet his wishes to

promote the happiness of his people, would no longer allow him
to delay carrying his resolutions into effect.

The decree, regulating the convocation of the States, accord-

ing to the new order of things, issued in January ; and on the

25th March 1815, they met at Stuttgard. The representatives

of the ' good towns, '—a gallicism which is unseemly in a Ger-
man kingdom,—and of the bailliwicks, were chosen by the inha-

bitants, and an income of 200 florins, arising from real proper-

ty, was the qualilication of an elector. The four hereditary

officers of the kingdom, and the mediatised princes, and thirty

counts and heads of noble families, selected by the King,

appeared as representatives of the nobility. The Chancellor

of the University of Tubingen, and the senior general super-

intending Prelate, were to be considered as the delegates of the

Lutheran Church. The Catholic Church was represented by a

Bishop in partihuSf who was invested with the functions of Ge-
neral Vicar, and the Senior of the Catholic Deans. Speak-

ing of the appearance of the thing on paper, it would seem
that the representation of the people was fairly constituted j—and,

that it was in fact so, was soon evinced by their conduct : But
the share of legislative authority which the King was willing to

concede to the States was so insignificant, that, however freely

chosen, the assembly would never have been enabled to coun-

terbalance the power of the Crown. The session was opened
with great pomp. The King, as appears from the cfficial ac-

count, in which the particulars of the ceremonial are most care-

fully set forth, was put into a * gala xscagen ; ' and a team of no
less than eight horses was required to drag his Majesty and his

wagen. His ministers being less ponderous, were loaded in hof-

•xagc7iSf some dragged by six horses, and some only by a pair.

The speech from the throne was followed by another in praise

of the new constitution, delivered by the minister of the interior,

Count Von Reischach ; and the articles themselves were read b}'

the minister of state Otte. * This constitutional charter '—the

King proceeded— * which is given to our faithful States, con-

tains the declaration of our Royal ivilL'—The doors of the hall

were thrown open; * and his Majesty and his train returned to

the palace, exactly in the same manner as his Majesty had ar-

rived.
'

A> soon as he had quitted the hall, the assembly adopted pro-

6
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ceedings which amounted virtually to a rejection of the consti-

tution which had been gwe7i by his Royal will. The President

proposed, that, according to the new constitution, they should

proceed to the choice of a vice-president; but Prince Maximi-
lian of Waldburg-Zeil rose and read a protest, in which he de-

clared his reasons for withdrawing from the assembly. The me-
diatised princes, he said, still waited the determination of their fate

from the Congress of Vienna; and, till its decision was known, he
could not declare his submission to the new constitution, it being

an act by which his rights and those of his family would be irre-

vocably concluded. It must be remarked, that a great propor-

tion of the mediatised nobility refused to obey the letters of con-
vocation addressed to them ; and of those who were present,

the Counts of Quadt Ismy, Schasberg, and Erbach Wartem-
berg, and the Prmces of the two branches of the house of Ho-
lienlohe, declared their adherence to the protest of the Prince of
Waldberg. This protest of the mediatised princes was imme-
diately followed by the vote of an address to the Throne from the

States. It was moved by the Count of Waldeck-Pyrmont, who,
in consequence, was honoured by the implacable anger of the

Monarch, and carried by acclamation. In this, they humbly
represented to the King, that the people had proceeded to elect

their representatives, under the full conviction that they were to

receive back the ancient constitution of the country, with such

modifications only as became necessary in consequence of the

additions which had been made to the ancient territory of the

Dukes. It was therefore with the most submissive gratitude

that the Slates recognised the goodness of his Majesty in call-

ing them together, for the purpose o{ considering the alterations

which it would be fit that the constitution should undergo un-
der the altered situation of the country.

Tl)us the King and the States enounced the opposite princi-

ples upon which they proceeded. The King assumed that the

ancient rights of the Wirtembergers were entirely extinguished

and surrendered up ; and placed himself in the situation of an
autocrat, the uncontrolled master of the lives and fortunes of

liis subjects, who, of his own accord, condescends to impose cer-

tain limits to his authority. These pretensions of the King were

ilatly contradicted by the States; who maintained that they were

entitled to their ancient constitution as their right,—and that

they held their privileges by the same legitimate tenure that he
held his crown. They required the entire restitution of their

jiberties as an act of justice ; nor would they receive them back
in scraps, doled out by grace and favour. Whence did the

^ing obtain his ' full sovereignty .''

' His absolute power wa$ a
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inere lawless usurpation, to which neither the Stales nor the
People had assented, either in word or deed. It therefore re-

mained with them to consent to those modifications of iheir old

form of government, by which it might be adapted to the con-
dition of the incorporated territories, and reformed, where re-

form was needed. For these purposes the Stales were wiilin{T

to treat with the King, and to sanction a new compact between
the sovereign and the people,—but on the basis of the former
compacts which had been concluded between the Wirtembergers
and his predecessors and himself.

As they thus utterly disclaimed the power claimed by the King,
of • granting ' a new constitution to Wirtemberg, and refused to

accept a national representation as his gift, the defects of the pro-

posed form of government needed less consideration:—the States,

however, pointed them out. The vigilant, permanent deputa-
tions, who had so long proved thorns in the side of the Duke, with

their well-stocked treasury, were to disajjpear; but a deputation

of 12 Members was to meet for four weeks in each year, who
^vere to have the liberty of conq?lainififf to the King. The Ge-
neral Assembly was to meet once in three years. Regulations

were to be enforced which would have deprived the people of

the right of petition, and have checked all communications be-

tween them and their representatives. It was declared, indeed,

that no new taxes should be levied in future without their consent;

but all the taxes which had been imposed, and all the laws which
had been promulgated by the king whilst exercising his ' full

sovereignty, ' were to remain in force, and to be the basis of

the new system of finance and legislation. And the rights of

the Crown were so well defined, whilst such a mysterious im-

personality enveloped those which were given to the people by
his Majesty's * constitutional act, ' that the national representa-

tion was mere mockery ai)d delusion.

After many bitter rescripts and angry addresses had been ex-

changed between tl.'e King and the States, commissioners were

named by each party, by whom the points in dilierence were to

be discussed. In the mean while, petitions poured in from the

magistracy and inhabitants of the towns and bailliwicks, not ex-

cepting Ills Majesty's good town of Stuttgard, exhorting the

Estates to be firm in their demands. And tlie people and their

representatives were unanimous in insisting upon the entire re-

storation of the ancient form of government, with such changes

pnly as would adapt it to the present stale of the country. At
this crisis, the Slates reclaimed the assistance of their old al-

lies, the three guaranteeing powers, by applying to their mi-

nisters at the Congress of Vienna j but, as may easily be an-
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ticipated, without effect. Count Munster * would not enter

into the question, whether the guarantee was yet subsisting.*

Indirectly, however, he interposed in favour of the mediatised

princes ; besides which, the Hanoverian ministers declared, in

the name of the Prince Ileorent, that it was not to be allowed

that the dissolution of the Germanic empire had given a des-

potic power to any of the German princes ; and with this de-

claration their exertions stopped.

In the course of the discussions, a new ground was taken by

the King. If the claims of the inhabitants of the dntchy of Old

Wirtemberg were valid, yet th« newly incorporated territories,

he asserted, could have no riglit to the old constitution—and

these territories constituted nearly the moiety of the kingdom.

This point, and the various considerations which arose out of

it, continued to be mooted with great diligence till the dissolu-

tion of the assembly. Without following up the arguments of

those members by whom it was treated as an abstract question,

with many a learned quotation from Puffendorf and Vatel, it

will be sufficient to observe, that the claims of the incorporated

territories, or of New Wirtemberg, were fully borne out by pre-

cedent. The case was not a new one, resting in theory. Nu-
merous acquisitions had been made by the sovereigns of Wir-

temberg since the 16th century ; for the State had been progres*

sivcly increasing in size; and, in every instance, the districts so

acquired had been let into the possession of all the rights of the

old territory. Whilst thus disputing, the King yielded so far

to the complaints of the States, as to repeal some of his forest

1 iws, and corvee acts, and war taxes ; but at the same time he

continued to levy the taxes by his own authority, and to govern

in all respects in full sovereignty.

During the remainder of the King's life, the discussions

maintained the same tone of asperity, and no real progress was

made towards an amicable setdement. The mediatised princes

and nobility had rejoined the assembly, and added all their

strength to its proceedings. They also concluded a treaty of

union amongst themselves, of which the Prince of Waldburg

Zeil Francbburg (President of the States) was the leading mem-
ber, which occasioned violent measures on the part of the

King.
The popular party was supposed to be espoused by the Crown

Prince, the present King William, who ' ascended the throne,'

as the phrase runs, in February IS 17 ; and his first act was the

publication of another plan of a constitution, in which a near-

er approximation was made to the old form of government j

but his Majesty expressed himself in energetic terms against the

£,QcvQi administration of the permanent deputations.
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The States now did not proctcJ. ri/^ht forward ; much time
was consumed in trifling discussions ; and an article of the new
constitution, which empowered the privy councillors to be pre-

sent at their sittings, was debated at large ; all p-uties attach-

ing greater importance to it than it di-scrved. Symptoms of
disu!;)on between the old Wirefember;4ers and the new Wir-
tembergers, disclosed themselves. The representatives of Old
Wirt! mberg protested against their bting bound by the :ib-

solute majority of the assembly, of which the latter 'formed a
part J

and the communications between the Stales and the
King, who had bowed and smiled at each other during the
hone\-moon, now became less respectful and conciliatory,—till

at lepg:h a popular commotion at Stutfgard furnished th j go-
vernment with a reason or a pretence for closing the session:

And, since that period, the Kmg has governed, though not op-
pressively, yet in ' full sovereignty. ' He is a man oi domestic
habits, aiid mild disposition ; and his virtues are perhaps as dan-
gerous to the liberties of Wirtemberg as the vices of his father.

Throughout the whole of these transactions, the States, we
think, acted honestly ; and their conduct deserves the warmest
praise which can be given to the strenuous defenders of r ublic

liberty ;—yet they were deficient in tact and sound discretion.

All points were laboured alike. Their communications with the
King were often worded with needless petulance and empty an-
ger. It is a wise old maxim, that ' a soft answer turneth away
wrath ;

' and certainly, no good is ever gained by departing
from the decent and habitual rules of intercourse. Whether or
not it would heve been politic in the States to have lowered their

pretensions, is one of those matters on which, according to Sir

Roger De Coverley, a great deal may be said on both sides.

And the partisans of monarchy may perhaps assert, that, when
subjected to the aulhority of the deputations, it only could exist

in name.
Experience, however, had proved the utility and necessity

of the resirictions to which the Dukes were subjected under the

old C(Jiistitution ; and it should always be recollected, that the

maintenance of popular privileges m such small states, is a diffi-

cult problem. They have not the depth of soil which is ne-

cessary to enable the tree of liberty to strike root deeply, and
flourish upwards, so as to withstand the storm ; but it always

continues a weak sapling, requiring props and fences. The peo-

ple are nor respectable enough to withstand the influence of the

Court ; and thty have no weight on their side by which it can
be counterbalanced.

The aristocratic and popular branches of the legislature have

pot the support which are given to them in larger communities,
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by public spirit and public opinion, and, abuve ail, by property.

The multitude are inert and dtiil, roused wiih difficulty, and
soon relarsing into tcrpor. There is no elusiicity in the public

mind. In Wirtemberg, the courtier and the court hireiin<T are not

kept in check by the substantiil merchant, the landed gentleman,

or the decent farmer. The towns are filled with petty traders: the

country is peopled by sluggish boors. The Counts and Barons,

therefore, may bear sixteer. quarters or thirty-two quarters in

their shields ; they may trace their line to Arminius and Urti-

kind ; and the Burgomasters c f Boppingen, or Gmnud, or Rot-

tenburg (for there is only one borough which openly bears this

name in Wirtemberg), may be fairly and freely chosen to repre-

sent their towns in tht Diet : But neither the noblest aristocracy,

nor the most genuine representatives of the people, will ever be of

imp'"^^rtance urdess they have money in their purses. A popular

government suppose', that there must be a quantum of substantial

power in the holding of the pec pie. Now if this share of power
cann c^t be diffused throughout the mass, it must be concentrat-

ed in particular clusses orborJii^s. The coordinate authority and
secret funds of the permanetit deputations, which might have

ovtrfuraed the throne il confideii to a British Parliament, or

the French Chambtrsj were therefore essential to the very exist-

ence of the States of Wirtemberg; where the people are destitute

of the character and resources by which a representative assem-

bly is Uiaintained in the exercise of its functions; and the

guarantees of the Protestant powers, however inexpedient it

may be to allow of foreign interference in the internal go-

vernment of a nation, supplied the place of the vis inertice

which strengtheas the suLject in repelling the aggressions of

his rulers.

With respect to the right of the Wirtembergers to their

old constitution, we think ir would scarcely have been ques-

tioned, but in such Jacobinical times as the present. The
Jacobin— hateful name—was one who rushed at once beyond
the dfcbateable land oi public law ; who cancelled every obli-

gation—who lied whenever it served his turn—who remem-
bered no promise which he had once given—and who kept

those down by violence whom he had cheated or seduced into

submission. The Jacobin republic unfolded itself into a Jaco-

bin empire; and now it is quite a melancholy sight to see how
many of the worst principles of Jacobinism have been adopt-

ed by the apostles of iegitiniacy, and by the new converts to its

orthodoxy. Those whu scotched the snake, have sucked in all

its venom. Where the French were usurpers, their conquerors
confirmed their usurpations. The ' delivery ' of the coniinenl-
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al nations consists in this ;—their chains have been unfastened

from one staple in the wall, and rivetted to others in its stead.

Every vestige of popular freedom or independence has been

f arefiiJly blotted out. Nothing has been retained save royalty.

The joyous charters of Brabant had been cast into the flames

by the rude hands of the mad revolutionists ; and therefore it

became lawful for the Amphictyons of Europe, as they have

been called in the French papers, to heave the Dutch King

lip, and drop him down upon the shoulders of the unwilling

Belgians. Since Genoa melted into the French empire, the

proud republic was to pass in the mass of barter to the miser-

able Sardinian bigot. The cessions extorted from the Prussian

give him the right of plundering the Saxon ; and the doctrine

which commanded Spain and the Indies to worship the mock
king, received a hopeful application in Scandinavia : For the at-

tachment which the Norwegians have since formed to their new

prince, does not in the least diminish the primary illegality of

the transfer.

By such acts of the Lords of men, a great change has been

unfortunately produced in the public mind. The warm, and,

let us add, the ennobling spirit of loyalty, is flitting fast a-

wav. Of the infinite varieties of misery which fall upon our

wretched nature, there are none which so readily excite our

sympathy, as the sufferings of a king. Nor is there a more ge-

nerous passion, or a purer one, than the anxious hope that

the lawful m.onarch may be reinstated in his rightful power.

But for the claims of duty and allegiance, who is there that

would not have wished to join, with all his heart and all his

soul, in the simple, yet energetic song of the partisans of our

exiled Stuarts ?

A thousand years this Royal Crown
Hath been his father's and his own

;

Say is there any one but he,

That in the same should sharer be ?

Who better may the sceptre sway,

Than he that hath such right to reign ?

llien let us hope for peace—for the wars will never cease,

Till the King enjoys his own again.

Such feelings can no longer be excited. This fire of loyalty is

damped all over the world. Those who would wish to rekindle

it on the altar, turn away with disgust from the contemptuous

scowl of the divinities before whom it would have flamed. Upon
the overthrow of Napoleon, we witnessed just such a scene as

take?, place in romance, when the dungeons of a wicked giant

^•e unlocked, after the storming of his castle. Kings and prin-
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ces and potentates were delivered from captivity, or recalled from
banishment ; and Europe rang from side to side with joy.

These lo Pieans swelled and rose upon the breeze—and then thev
ceased I and a sullen silence has succeeded. The common exult-

ation was repressed by the unlucky discovery, that, as soon as

the ' Kings, ' in the words of the song, began to enjoy their

own again, it became but too evident, that they had fully deter-

mined that their subjects should never enjoy theirs; and, till

that assurance is felt, the ' King, ' no matter how many thou-
sand years the sceptre may have belonged to him or his fathers,

will never sway, nor deserve to sway it in peace or security.

Art. V. A Description of the principal Picturesque Beauties,

Antiquities^ and Gevl./gical Phenomena of the Isle of Wjgiit.
By Sir Henry Englefield, Bart. Illustrated by numerous
Engravings from Original Drawings. London, Buhner & Co.
1«16.

'X'he Isle of Wight possesses much of that kind of beauty
-^ which seldom sinks into lameness on the one hand, or

rises into sublimity on the other. It is almost always such as

to produce only placid and gentle emotions. Its charms a-

rise from the sio;ht of verdure and fertility spread over an un-
dulating and often well wooded surface, many points com-
manding fine views of the sea, and particularly of the strait

which separates the island from the coast of England. The
structure, also, of what is under the surface, displays some in-

teresting peculiarities ; so that it forms a subject both for the

pen and the pencil, which we think has been very happily treat-

ed in the elegant and splendid volume which is now before us.

The Isle of Wight has nearly tlie figure of a parallelograu),

with all its sides equal, and its two diagonals therefore nearly cut-

ing one another at right angles. The longer diagonal runs almost

due east and west, and the shorter, of course, north and south

;

the length of the former is a little more than 22 miles and a half,

and that of the latter is about 13 and three quarters. The su-

perficial content of the island is estimated at 98,320 acres ;

the number of iiihabitants in 1812 was reckoned 24<,120, or

nearly one for every four acres. Sir Henry Engieficld, after

stating the figure and position, goes on to take a survey of the

coast, then of the ranges of hills
;
giving afterwards a pictur-

(jbque description of the island ; and lastly, an account of the
^w antiquities it contains.

The longer diagonal which we have mentioned, goes from
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the Needles, at the western extremity of the island, to a point a
little to the northward of the hish chalk cliff known by the
name of Culver Cliff at tlie east end ; and, nearly in the same
direction, is a range of chalk hills of a very peculiar structure,

which, though they have been described by other naturalists,

we believe v^cre first observed by Sir Henry Englefield, and
are indeed remarkable for the display of phenomena very un-
usual nmonor secondary, but more especially among chalk strata.

' The chalk of which this ranjre ir. composed, is in general of a
closer and harder texture than that of most of the chalk ranges in

the south of England. It is everywhere divided into strata of dif-

ferent thickness, from two to four or five feet : these are exactly
})arallel among themselves, and do not appear to bend or wave in the
least. They are in general separated from one another hy beds of
tlint, in separate nodules ; sometimes of considerahle dimensions in

tlie direction of the bed, but very seldom above eight or ten inches
in thickness. In some places the strata are divided by a thin layer

of a soft powdery chalk ; and sometimes, though rarely, the surfaces

of the strata are in contact, each face having a sort of striated ap-
pearance, and not absolutely flat, but wavy. * Besides the beds of
Hints which separate the strata, detached nodules are also found
scattered sparingly through the most solid parts of the beds ; and
sometimes flint may be seen in a third state, namely, filling, in thin

sheets of very considerable extent, the fissures which run through
the strata, cutting them in general at right angles to the plane of the

strata. These fissures are seldom above two inches wide ; and the

plate of flint which fills them seems to have been formed from each
side towards the centre, which often contains some loose calcareous

powder, enclosed between two silicious plates.

' All the flints above described, except the detached nodules in

the body of the strata are univei'sally found in a most extraordinary

Ftate : they are broken in every direction into pieces of every size,

from three inches diameter, down to an absolutely impalpable powder.
The flints thus shivered, as if by a blow of inconceivable force, re-

tain their complete form and position in their bed. The chalk close-

ly invests them on every side, and, till removed, nothing different from
other flints can be perceived, excepting fine lines indicating the frac-

ture, as in broken glass ; but, when moved, they fall at once to pieces.

The fragments are all as sharp as possible, and quite irregular, being

certainly not the effect of any peculiar crystallisation, or internal ar-

rangement of the materials, but merely of external violence.

'

Sir Henry Englefield does not say that lie was the first to ob-

serve this most extraordinary and instructive fact, but we be-

* A similar appearance is observed in the chalk of the South Down
range ; and it someM'hat resembles the surfaces to which, in Derhy-
teljire, they give the nauie Slikcnsides>
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lieve he was; and we can also state, from our own observation,

that he has here given a most just and accurate description of

the phenomena:—and what he adds about the position of the

chalk strata, tends to throw some light oa the cause.

' These strata lie inclined to the horizon at an angle of nearh' 70
degrees, dipping toward the north. V/herever I have been able to

see the strata in a fair section, this great inclination appeal's constant,

and the whole mass has been moved apparently at once, without any

fissure or chasm in consequence of it; * for the fissures already de-

scribed to be filled in many parts with fiint, bear certain marks of

having existed previous to the period of the subversion of the whole

mass.

'

It can hardly be doubted that the fact of the highly inclined

position of the chalk strata, and the shattered condition of the

flints contained in them, are connected together, and are to be

referred to one common 'cause. The strata are so accurately

parallel, even in their nearly vertical position, that no doubc

can be entertained of their having been formed in a horizontal

position, and having had their surfaces made parallel to one

another, by being originally parallel to the level surface of the

water by which the chalk was deposited. From this position

they have been removed, and brought into a situation nearly

vertical, though, whether by subsidence or elevation, may be re-

garded as a doubtful question. In either case, a great force has

been applied ; and the vast mass of chalk put in motion, has,

by a very singular operation, shivered the flints contained in it,

without producing a relative change of place in the fragments.

This resembles more the effect of a most severe and forcible

squeeze or compression applied to a body on all sides, than any

other application of force with which we are acquainted. A
hard and brittle substance, of which the parts were not tenaci-

ous or tough, might certainly in this way be reduced into frag-

ments, and almost to powder, without any change in its externa!

form. It is remarkable, that the nodules included in the interior

of the beds of chalk, are not shivered like those at the surfaces, or

interposed between the strata. The former have been protected

by the solid mass round them, while the latter have been shat-

tered by the slipping or sliding of the chalk beds on one another.

The striated appearances at the surface of the strata, are a

proof that such sliding or rubbing on one another has taken

place. At the same time it must be admitted, that it is difficult

to reconcile this with the idea of a compression acting equally,

or nearly equally on all sides.

* Though this angle is on the whole constant ; it is, nevertheless-,

»'.xbject to some local variation.
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We have said that it is not evident whether the force that

changed the position of these strata, was their own jrravity pro-

ducing subsidence on one side, or some expansive force raising

them up on the other. Both suppositions are subject to great

difficulties, Sir H. E. however, seems to entertain no doubt of

the effect having been produced by subsidence.
' The chalk, ' he says, ' is not the only substance v/hich has thus

been overset; for the clay strata to die north and south of the chalk, to

the extent of about a quarter of a mile to the north, and rather more
to the south, are in like manner inclined ; but with this difference,

that those to the north, which, if the whole mass fell in from the

south, were originally the uppermost strata, have, as it was natural

to suppose they might, parted off from the chalk, so as to leave a
narrow chasm between them, and now stand in a position, nearly,

if not absolutely vertical; while the southern strata have a less inclin-

ation to the horizon than the chalk, cming to the chalk having in

the same manner parted from them, which leaves a ravine between
the chalk and the clay on the southern side of the ravine.

'

The supposition, that the highly inclined position of the chalk
strata, is the effect of angular subsidence, rather than of angu-
lar elevation, though it seem the most natural, does not appear
to us quite consistent with the facts. On the north side of
Alum Bay, where tbe inclined strata of chalk are nearly in

contact with the beds of clay, which, when the v/hole was
horizontal, were the beds nearest the surface, and incumbent
on the chalk, the parts of those beds nearest the chalk, if

we are not very much deceived, are turned up as if they had
been heaved and bent by a force that acted from below. It is

not likely, if nothing but sinking down had happened on this

.«ide, that such an appearance would have been produced.
Bur, whatever supposition be adopted, a great difficulty re-

mains behind, which we do not remember to have seen noticed,

far less to have seen explained. When a body of strata is set

edgeways, how ccmes it about that it occupies in a horizontal di-

rection as much space, either exactly, or nearly, as it did in its

undisturbed position ? What has adjusted the thickness of the

moved strata to their breadth, so that when the mass turned
on its axis, till it came to be wholly, or nearly vertical, it oc-

cupied the sarr,e space as when it lay horizontally ^ To this

question we can conceive no answer, if the effect is supposed
to be produced by the mere sinking down or subsidence.—We
shall have occasion, however, to return to this subject on con-
sidering the second part of this volume.

It is at the eastern and western extremities of the island where
the coast affords a transverse section of the chalk range, that

this disposition of the strata is most distinctly seen. The needles
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at the western extremity, are parts of the vertical strata of chalk,

now separated from the rest, and insulated by the action of the

sea, to which, though they have been hard enough to make a

great resistance, they are gradually yielding; and will finally dis-

appear as some others have done, of which, in calm v/eather, the

remains are to be seen at a considerable depth under the surface.

There can be no doubt, we think, that, at this end, the Isle of
Wight was once connected with the main land.

The formation of flint is a matter so interesting to geologists,

ar'l at the same time so obscure, that the remarks of one who
has been accustomed to examine those objects in their natural

state, and with his own eyes, are always deserving of attention.

Sir Henry Englefield thinks it certain that the separation of
the silicious matter from the calcareous took place after the for-

mation of the strata, and that the flints were not, as it would
appear at a first glance, deposited in alternate strata with the

chalk. The extraneous fossils found in chalk seem to afford a

proof of this. Many Echini are seen filled with flint, which has,

after completely filling the cavity of the shell, formed a large

bulb at the orifice of it, as a viscid fluid would do.
' Many of the great fissures in the chalk, which must have taken

place long after the whole mass had attained a degree of hardness

and solidity, as they run through many strata, without in the least

disturbing them, are invested with pure flint ; sometimes totally fill-

ing those fissures, and sometimes not. The plates of flint filling

these fissures must have been deposited at a period later than the

formation of the nodules of flint, either those in the strata or those

found separately scattered through the substance of the chalk. What
agent has in this manner, at two different periods, separated the sili-

cious from the calcareous matter, and how could the flint, when so

separated from the chalk, form itself into solid masses ?
'

This last is indeed a difficult cjuestion ; for the silicious m.at-

ter must not only be separated, but it must be reduced to a fluid

state before it could be moulded into the forms, or acquire the

solidity which it is now found to possess. An analogy has of

late been observed between the forms of the various kinds of
spongias, and the figures of the flint in chalk ; and if the ana-

logy is real, it will considerably add to the difficulty of the ex-
planation.

The picturesque beauties of the Isle of Wight are mostly

confined to the coast and the country immediately adjacent

;

the interior being, for the most part, as destitute of beauty as

any tract of the same extent in England. The woodlands a-

long the shore, the chalk clilfV, and what are called the C/iities,

are the principal objects, la the description of these bea,uties,
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xve think the author has been very successful. His pictures
.'•re rot overcharged or exarjgerated, but are h'vely and forci-

b!e ; and, by means of a few circumstances judiciously select-

ed, bring the scene very distinctly before the reader. They re-

mind us of the remarks on scentiy, which, we think, are made
^i'h as much taste, and as much power of writing, as any in
our language,—we mean those of Gray in his tour in Scotland,
and in the north of England.

' On the north side of the island, and not far from West Cowes,
is a seat of Sir Henry Seymour, built from the designs of Mr Wyatt,
in imitation of an ancient castle. Seated on the steep descent of
the coast to the Solent sea, it perliaps commands a view of that
strait, superior in beauty to any otlier point in the island. To the
east, Portsmouth, crowded with shipping, is in full view, and the
richest line of the woody coast of the island appears in long and va-
ried perspective. To the north, the Southampton river is seen in its

whole extent ; and the town of Southampton, with its spires and tow-
ers, though at ten miles distance, is no inconsiderable object. The
woods of the New Forest close the view to the west, while Calshot
Castle, on the point of its long banks of shingle, stands boldly out
amidst the waves, and marks the separation between the Solent sea
and the Southampton river.

'

Further to the eastwai'd is Binstead, much celebrated for its

beaut V.

' The shore here is very steep, and wooded absolutely into
the water ; a small cove forms the nearest distance ; and, beyond
the projecting point of this cove, the shipping of Portsmouth har-
bour, now seen in a nearer view, is a noble assemblage of all that
the commercial or armed Navy of England can exhibit. The an-
chorage of the Motherbank reaches quite to Binstead, and even fur-
ther to the west ; and, when the great convoys were collecting in the
channel from thence to St Helen's, a distance of eight mileshas of-

ten been seen covered with vessels, to the amount of many hundreds.
The sailing of one of those great convoys, in a beautifully clear day,
with a light air, which permitted every sail to be spread, was one of
the most interesting sights I ever beheld. The blue waters in the
distance were almost hidden by the snow-white cloud of sails, which,
as the vessels approached, separated into detached groups, and, still

nearing, passed in rapid succession, as I viewed the scene from the
heights above Coivc-'^.

' The foot-path from Ryde to St John's, crosses a small and rather
marshy m.cadow, with a streamlet passing through it, having a stone-
arched bridge, and a sluice to keep out the tides. Near this stream
several rows of graves still rise above the general level of the turf,

These I had often noticed, without a suspicion of what they really
were

; till one day meeting an old fisherman, I asked him why those
heaps, so like graves, had been thrown up. The man, in a low tone;
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and witli a sort of sullen look, said—" They are graves;—the bodies

cast ashore, after the loss of the Royal George, were buried here.

We did not much like drawing a net hereabouts for some weeks af-

terwards :—we were always bringing up a corpse. " The sudden

and melancholy effect of this narrative ; the peculiar contrast of the

cheerful, though very retired look of this little green flat, with the

sad records that almost ceased to mark its surface, suggested the fol-

lowing lines, which I hope my readers will excuse me for inserting.

* Thou ! who dost tread this smooth and verdant mead,

Viewing delighted, the fair hills that rise

On either hand, a sylvan theatre

:

While in the front with snowy pinions closed,

And thunders silent, Britain's Guardian fleet

On the deep bosom of the azure sea

Ileposes awful : Pass not heedless by
These mouldering heaps which the blue spiry grass

Scarce guards from mingling with the common earth.

Mark ! in how many a melancholy rank

The graves are marshall'd.—Dost thou know the fate

Disastrous, of their tenants ? Hushed the winds.

And smooth the billows, when an unseen hand

Smote the great ship, and reft her massy beams :

She reeled and sunk :—Over her swarming decks

The flashing wave in horrid whirlpool rushed ;

Wliile from a thousand throats, one wailing shriek

Burst, and was heard no more.

—

Then day by day,

The ebbing tide left frequent on the sand

The livid corpse ; and his o'er-loaded net

The shuddering fisher loatlied to drag ashore.

And here, by friends unknown, unmark'd, unwept,

They rest.—Refuse not thou a passing sigh,

And wish a quiet consummation :

For in thy country's service these men died.

'

On goinjT along the same coast, between St John's and the

sea, on a platform about fifty feet above the water, stands the

mansion of Appley, which may be taken as the most perfect spe-

cimen of the beauties characteristic of this little island.

* It is, ' says Sir Henry, ' perhaps the most enchanting of all

the spots in this most beautiful tract of country. Its elevation above

the sea is sufficient to command, in the most perfect manner, every

object on it, while it is not too much raised to enjoy the near view of

the waves in all their varieties breaking on the shore, or the enchant-

ing sound of their murmur as they die away on the beach. This

coast is so sheltered, that it seldom happens that the most violent

storm excites a great swell on it, wh:ch, however subhme, would ill

suit the quiet and peaceful character ol this sweet retreat. The house

VOL. XXIX. NO. 58. jb b
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is of old brick, gro^vn to an extremely pleasing grey tint: A small

velvet lawn in its front separates it from the brow of the cliff, which

is very steep, and covered %vith the most beautiful vegetation. With
i^e oak, ash, and hazel, the universal growth of the shore, are hap-

pily mixed most of the hardy flowering shrubs and evergreens, which,

without formality, not only add variety to the woods, but mark

J
Jpultivation so essential near a dweUing house. A small cove to the

' east, called Puckpool Bay, forms the nearest distance of the sea.

This bay is overhung by a noble wood, which rises in a great mass
up the side of an hill of no inconsiderable height. From this steep

bank a long point of lower land projects into the sea, not, however,

flat or marshy, but having a rocky point from thirty to forty feet

high. Over this land the sea is again visible ; and Nettleston Point

fomis another bay. The anchorage of St Helen's is just beyond ; and
every vessel that comes to Portsmouth from the eastward is seen for

a long time passing this pai't of the vievr. In front, Portsmouth, so

often mentioned, is viewed to the greatest advantage ; and the

western prospect commands the village of Ryde, with the busy scene

of its small craft and wherries.

'

Wiiat are called tlie Chines, form a species of scenery quite

peculiar and different from any other in the island. They are

scattered along the whole of the southern coast ; and seem all

to owe their origin to one common cause, the gradual action of

the sm.ail streams of water which descend from the interior of

the island into the sea, and, falling over the edge of the perpen-

dicular clay cliffs, have worn for themselves deep gullies, some
of which recede to a considerable distance within the shore,

continually increasing their dimensions, and often changing
their forms.

' The most eastern of these, and the most celebrated, is Shanklia

Chine. The cliff, where the stream which forms it enters the sea,

is about one hundred feet in height ; and the* chasm is perhaps one
hundred and fifty feet wide at the top, and at die bottom not much
wider than the channel of the stream. The sides are very steep, and
in most places clothed with rich underwood, overhanging the naked
sides. At a small distance within the mouth, on a terrace just large

enough to afford a walk to their doors, stand two small cottages, at

different elevations. Rude flights of steps descend to them from the

top ; and an excavation from the sandy rock forms a skittle-ground

to one of them, overshadowed by the spray of young oaks. During
the wnr, a sentinel was placed on a prominent point of the slope,

and added much to the scenery. After proceeding about a hundred
yards in a direct line from the shore, the chasm makes a sudden bend
to the left, and grows much narrower. Its sides are nearly per-

pendicular, and but little shrubbry breaks their naked surface. The
chasm continues winding and decreasing in breadth, till it terminates

in an extremely narrow fissure, down which the riJl which has formed

3
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the whole, falls about thirty feet. The quantity of water is in ge-

neral so small, that the cascade is scarcely worth viewing ; but, af-
,

ter great rains, it must be very pretty. The sides of the gloomy hol-

low in which it falls, are of the blackish indurated cla)% of which the

greater part of the soil hereabouts is composed, and the damp of

the waters has covered most parts of it with shining green lichens,

and mosses of various shades. The brushwood which grows on

the brow on either side, overhangs, so as nearly to meet ; and the

whole scene, though it cannot be considered as magnificent, is cer-

tainly striking and grotesque. Above the fall, the stream continues

to run in a deep and shady channel, quite to the foot of the hills in

•which it takes its rise.

'

It is evident that excavations of this kind can only be pro-

duced where water flows over a bank consisting of clay, or some
other material that is soft enough to be readily cut into by a
small stream, and, at the same time, tenacious and tough e-

nough to maintain the edges of the cut steep or perpendicular.

Wherever this is the case, what is here called a Chine may be

produced. They abound on the south side of the Isle of

Wight ; and several more are described in the work before us.

The name of Chine is somewhat peculiar. In its literal signifi-

cation, it is the part of the back in which the spine or back-bone
is contained ; and it is no doubt from some supposed analogy

with this, that the term is here applied. It seems to have been
so used by Dryden, when he employs it as a verb ;

—

He that did
chine the long-ribbed Appcninc.

The scenery in this island which borders most upon the

sublime and nivignificent, is that of the chalk cliffs, particularly

at the east end of the island, about the Needles and Alum Bay^
Wliitechff Bay, &c. Some of these cliffs are quite perpendi-

cular, and not less than 4-00 feet, or even 600 in height. The
whole scenery of Alum Bay is superior in magnificence to that

of any other part of the island.

' The chalk forms an unbroken face, everywhere nearly perpen-

dicular, and, in some parts, formidably projecting ; and the tender-

est stains of ochreous yellow, and greenish moist vegetation, vary,

without breaking, its sublime uniformity. This vast wall extends

more than a quarter of a mile, and is hardly less than 400 feet in

height ; its termination is a thin edge, not perpendicular, but of

a bold broken outline ; and the wedge-like Needle rocks, arising

out of the blue waters, seem to continue the cliff beyond its pre-

sent boundai')', and give an awful impression of the stormy ages

which have gradually devoured its enormous mass. The chalk rising

from the sea nearly perpendicular, being totally in the shadow, while,

opposed to the blue sky above, and the pellucid green of the sett

at its foot, it has a sort of aerial tint, as it" it were semitransparent

;

Bb2
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while here and there a projecting point of the edge of the cliff,

fatching the sunshine, is of a whiteness so transplendent that it

eems to sparkle by its own native light.

* The magical repose of this side of the bay is wonderfully con-

trasted by the torn forms and vivid colouring of the clay cliifs on the

opposite side. These do not present rounded headlands, covered

with turf and shrubs, as in some other parts of the coast, but offer

a series of points which are often quite sharp and spiry. Deep, rug-

ged chasms divide the strata in many places, and not a vestige of ve-

getation appears in any part. The tints of the cliff are so bright and

so viU'ied, that they have not the appearance of any thing natural.

Deep purplish red, dusky blue, bright ochreous yellow, grey and black

succeed one another, as sharply defined as the stripes in silk.

'

From this description, it is evident that few places present a

oveater contrast within a small compass, than the two opposite

sides of Alum Bay. To this very beautiful and excellent de-

scription, we shall add that of the prospect from the lofty head-

land, where the light-house is situated a httle to the south of

this bay.

' The contrast of the clearness of the air towards the land, and
over the sea, is more striking from this point than any other, though
it can scarcely fail of being observed from most of the elevated spots

in the island. Towards the land, the whole prospect, when I viewed

it in a very fine day, was bright and distinct : The Solent sea, of a

deep azure, was studded with white sails shining like silver ; and the

distant hills of Hampshire melted into the air in the most pearly clear-

ness. Over the sea hung an haze, which dulled every object, and its

Iiorizon was faint and indistinct. It is a very remarkable fact, tliat

although the land behind Cherbourg is as high as Beachy-head, and
full ten miles nearer to St Catherine's * hill, no person ever saw or

heard of its being seen from thence; while, in clear weather, Beachy-

head is almost constantly visible. It seems not easy to account for

tills, particularly as the line of vision to both these points passes di-

rectly over the sea, without any land whatever intervening ; so that

any vapour arising from the water ought to operate equally in each

case.

'

We pass over the antiquities :—those in the island are not

numerous or striking, and afford but few subjects in which the

antiquary can display much knowledge or research. We must

observe, however, that it is to give a very imperfect idea of the

beauty or value of this v/ork, to spcnk only of the description^,

or, in general, of the letter-press which it contains. 'I'lie en-

gravings, by which it is iikistrated, are very striking and very

finely executed. The drawinj^s were made by Sir Henry En-
GLEFIELD, or by Mr Webster, of whose share in the ccnipo-

* The hill on which the light -house stands.
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sition of this work we are to speak more hereafter. They are

engraved by Mr Cooke in a masterly style. They are numer-
ous, and possess the singular advantage of giving the true mine-

ralogical character of the rocks, where the scenery admits of it,

combined with great force of execution and grandeur of effect.

To the effect, indeed, this circumstance very materiaHy contri-

butes ; and, we hope, one of the advantages derived to artists

from the perusal of this volume, will be a conviction, that atten-

tion to the real characters of rocks, and the correct representa-

tion of them, tend to give a truth and reality to their landscapes

which could not otherwise be attained. Observers, who have
never attended much to these characters, will recognise them as

real objects when presented by the draughtsman or the painter,

and will feel that the justness and force of the impression are

both essentially improved. We have great pleasure in antici-

pating such consequences from the work before us j and we
have learned, with great satisfaction, that they have already

,begun to be felt. We should be led into too much detail, if we
were to enter minutely into the consideration of the engravings.

We cannot, however, deny ourselves the pleasure of mention-
ing some of them. Plate 3d is a view of the cliffs at Dunnose,
by Sir Henry Englefield. The perpendicular and parallel

fissures, which give these cliffs a very peculiar character, are

copied from nature ; and so are the masses in the fore ground,
'vhich having separated and slid down from the face of the cliff,

have fallen, as it were, backwards. The effect of the whole is

very striking. Freshwater Cave, which is the 6th plate, is re-

markable for its strong and characteristic features. Plate 4'th

is a view of one of the Chines, viz. Blackgang Chine, and gives

a very accurate idea of this kind of ravine, and of the small

rill of water to which these curious excavations owe their origin.

The waterfall here is 74? feet in height. Among the plates de-
stined to illustrate the antiquities, &c. we would particularly re-

mark Ivyhouse, plate iOth; Quarr-abbey, plate 12tii.—The plates

amount in all to 50, beside the charts.

After Sir Henry Englefield had finished his observations, as

they did not extend to all the objects he wished to embrace, be
prevailed on Mr Thomas Webster, well known by his commu-
nications to the Geological Society, to undertake the completion
of the work j and to his additional observations, which are chief-

ly geological, we are indebted for a great deal of valuable infor-

mation. They indeed do great honour to Mr Webster, both
as a geologist and a draughtsman. We select, as a specimen,
some of the remarks which he has made on the vertical strata of
Alum Bay, already frequently mentioned. The beds of day on
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the north side of that bay, which lean against the vertical stra-
ta of chalk, he considers as belonging to those beds that lie

above ihe chalk in the southern counties of England. These
beds of clay, though their order is not corapletely ascertained,
are known to lie immediately on that division of the chalk for-
mation which contains in it nodules of flint. The same, making
allowance for their change of position, in respect to the horizon,
is the relation in which the beds of clay and the strataofchalk stand
to one another at Alum Bay. The north part, therefore, of the
IsL- of Wight must be considered as consisting of beds which
lie above the chalk.

With respect to the chalk formation, Mr Webster remarks,
that in no part of England have extensive limestone strata been
found over the chalk ; but that, in France, the contrary hap-
pens ; so that there appear to be limestone rocks of later forma-
tion than those of chalk. He thinks that, in the Isle of Wight,
there are appearances of the same thing ; and that some of the
limestone rocks belong to the fresh- water formation described by
CuviER and Brogniart, as existing in the basin of Paris. It

appea»-s to him probable, that a chalk basin has existed in the
Isle of Wip^ht similar to that at Paris ; and that they are both
filiec w.tli horizontal depositions, some of which are calca-

reou-\

With respect to the vertical position ofso large aporlion of these

strata, so wf-ll s.nd so strikingly exhibited by the shores of this

Island, the same accurate observer has made some important
rerauiks.

' That all the modern strata have been originally formed in a
horizontal manner, or nearly so, appears to be the most rea-

sonable supposition ; and the numerous fossils and other marine
exuviae, demonstrate that they had their origin at the bottom of

an ocean. It is impossible to view the vertical strata of clay,

sand, and other substances composing the cliffs of Alum Bay,
without feeling assured that they were not originally formed in

the vertical position in which vi-e now see them. If any doubt
could be entertained of this conclusion, it must be entirely re-

moved, on observing among them several vertical layers of

rounded flint pebbles in the strata of loose sand. The whole of

these, therefore, must have been at one time horizontal ; and
the same reasoning applies also to the chalk. But by what
cause was such a change produced ? How could such prodigi-

ous masses alter their position so considerably ?
' To these two

questions, however, Mr Webster gives no answer; but re-

marks, that whether the continents have been elevated above the

surface of the sea by some power acting from below j or whe-
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ther the bed of the sea has been occasioned by a subsidence,

and the land left dry by the gradually diminishing level of the

ocean, are questions that have long divided geologists. The
change, however, from whatever cause it happened, must have
taken place after the formation of the beds of clay j because

those beds belong to the series whose position has been altered.

One of Mr Webster's objects, and one truly scientific. w?s to

observe if the verticity, or the disturbed condition of the strata

in the Isle of Wight extended to the coast of Dorsetshire.

He has accordingly described the phenomena which he observ-

ed on this latter coast, particularly at Handfast Point. He
there met with strata of chalk exceedingly hard, so as hardly

to be scratched with the nail, and these same strata either bent

and turned upward, or highly inclined. What is remarkable
was, that, at some distance from the curved strata, where »he

chalk is horizontal, it resumes its usual softness. Some of these

strata are quite vertical ; and the curved strata rest upon them
with their concavity upward. It is not to be understood by this,

that the curved strata are on the top of the vertical j—they are

at one side, and lean against them.

The 27th plate represents this remarkable spot ; and Mr
Webster, in speaking of it, says very truly, that it exhibits one
of the most curious geological phenomena yet observed in this

country ; and, what is scarcely less extraordinary, it had hi-

therto entirely escaped observation. ' No one had yet noticed

strata of chalk quite vertical ; and the curved strata resting up-
on these, with the peculiar state of the flinty nodules, have not
only no parallel in this Island, but, in the present state of our
knowledge, cannot be accounted for in a satisfactory manner.

'

The state of the flints to which he here alludes, is, that these

flints which were in vertical layers at the usual distance from
each other, were not only much shattered, but appeared to

have been reduced to fr«gments, while the chalk was yet in a
soft state : for the fragments were in general separated from
each other, with chalk between them. Nor vvas this chnik onjy

in a small quantity,—such as might be supposed to arise from
infiltration ; but the broken pieces of flint were often at such
distances, that it appeared impussible that they could hnve been
so far removed, had the chalk been solid at the instant of frnc"

ture. The same distance between the fragments of the broken
flint is not always observed, every gradation being visible from
flints in such condition as they are found in, in the Isle of
Wight, to those that have just been described. The fact here
staled is the more valuable, that it proves, as Mr Webster has
very well remarked, that the shattering of the flints took place
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previously to the induration of the chalk. We agree with Mr
Webster nlso, in admitting, that the cause of these phenomena
is very difficult to be ascertained ; though we are not sure that

one is authorized to say, that, in the present state of our know-
ledge, the explanation is impossible to be given. In a science

which varies its form so much, and receives such rapid improve-

ments as geology has done within these few j^ears, it is not easy

to ascertain its precise state at any one moment ; and it is hardly

safe to conclude, though a particular explanation, or a particular

discovery is not known in a given place, that, therefore, it is not

known at all, and, with respect to science, has yet no existence.

It seems very probable, indeed, that the geologists who admit of

no disturbance in the mineral kingdom, but such as has arisen

from the gravity of the masses, or their subsidence towards those

parts where their support was insufficient, can discover nothing

that promises to explain such curved and perpendicular strata as

those at Handfast Point. It is not, however, for that reason

altogether certain, that they who admit the action of subterra-

neous heat, or the expansive force and powerful agency of fire

in the interior of the earth, must find themselves reduced to the

same difficulties. The curved strata at the spot just mentioned,

in the form of circular arches, with their concavity turned up-

wards, seem much more likely to have derived their form from

an impulse that acted from below, than to ore which acted from
above, and though we do not pretend to offer any explanation

of the appearances, we are by no means certain that such ex-

planation is impossible, or that the principles of it are at present

unknown. We must also observe, that though the phenomena
now treated of, are perhaps unparalleled among the chalk strata,

they are by no means unexampled in other rocks of secondary,

and, speaking comparatively, of recent formation. The coal

strata are frequently set on edge, and in such cases exhibit ap-

pearances not very unhke those of the Dorsetshire coast.

When speaking of the perpendicular strata in the Isle of

Wight itself, Mr Webster has hinted an opinion, that these

strata must heretofore have had the form of an arch. In this

notion, we think there is considerable probability ; but we wish

that the author had unfolded his idea more completely, and de-

scribed the position of the arch, or arches, the span, the abut-

ments, and other circumstances. This would have rendered

wha the very well denominates the restoration of the strata, much
more complete.

We must now take leave of this work, but cannot do so with-

out expressing our opinion, that though England abounds in

local descriptions of scenery, natural history, antiquities, &c,
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more perhaps than any country of Europe, none of them with

which we are acquainted, for the excellence of the descriptions,

the execution of the drawings, the style of elegance and good

taste that runs through the whole, admit of a comparison with

the present work. Sm Henry Englefield is well known in

the literary world as a man of taste, of extensive, various, and

accurate information ; and the description of the Isle of Wight
is a work, in all respects, worthy of a person distinguished by

the possession of such accomplishments.

Art. VI. Account of the Writings^ Religion^ and Manners ofthe
Hindoos ,• including Translations from their Principal Works.

In four vol. ^to. By W. Ward. Serampore, Printed at the

Mission- Press. 1811.

2. A View of the History^ Literature^ and Religion of the Hin'
doos; including a Minute Description oftheir Manners andCus-
toms, a?id Translations from their Principal Works. By the

Rev. W. Ward, one of the Baptist Missionaries at Serampore,

Bengal. The Third Edition, carefully abridged and greatly

improved. 2 vol. 8vo. London. 1817.

3. Description of the Character^ Manners and Customs ofthe Peo-
ple ofIndia; and of their Institutions^ Religious and. Civil. By
the Abbe J. A. Dubois, Missionary in the Mysore. Trans-

lated from the French Manuscript. Ito. pp. 5d^.

HUMAN nature has never perhaps put on a more singular ap-

pearance than in that part of Asia where we have now
established to ourselves so great a dominion ; And it happens

rather unfortunately, that vs^ith all our opportunities of observa-

tion, our information on the subject should hitherto have been

not merely imperfect, but incorrect. The extraordinary aspect

of society, which is there presented to us, seems to have attract-

ed the attention of those chiefly who had a natural taste for the

marvellous—and this taste has naturally made their accounts

of it rather more marvellous than intelligible—and tended more
to increase our wonder at the peculiarities of the Hindu cha-

racter, than to enable us either to appretiate or to explain it.

Though agreeing in their notions of the strangeness of this

character, these reporters, however, are as far as possible from
agreeing as to its merit. By one class it is extravagantly prais-

ed, and not only admired, but almost adored. By another, it

is represented as exciting a deeper disgust, and a greater con-

tempt and abhorrence, than that of any other portion of the

race. Between these, there is hardly any medium j almost all
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our informants ranging themselves in one or the other class,

with scarcely any exception. It is remarkable, too, that of these

classes, the one have chiefly employed themselves in contemplat-

ing the languages, literature, and history of the Indians ; the

other, their religion. The first class have chiefly consisted of
linguists and antiquaries ; the second, of religious missionaries,

or of persons to whom the propagation of Christianity in India
has appeared a matter of first rate importance. The leaning to

the marvellous, though not equal, has been pretty strong on
both sides ; and, consequently, there is considerable reason to

conclude, that the state in which human nature appears a-

mong the Hindus, has not been very well understood by either

party.

The works before us are the works of two missionaries ; and
are of very considerable importance, as adding, more largely

perhaps than any previous publications, to that stock of materials

out of which an accurate knowledge of the state of society, in

Hiijf'ustan, must ultimately be drawn.
The two, of which the titles are first mentioned, are not only

by the same author, but they are essentially the same work ;

—

the smaller work, printed in England, being chiefly an abridge-

ment of the longer one, printed in India. Of the longer work,
few copies, we believe, have reached England j that which is

now before us is the only one we ever saw—and that is of the
first edition ; though, by the declaration that the reprint now
made in England is the third edition, it appears that a second
had been published in India. Mr Ward, the author, who so

abundantly displays his familiar acquaintance with the primitive

language of the natives, as well as their modern dialects, informs
us, in the preface to his first edition, that he had then, in the

year 1811, been * diligently endeavouring, during a residence
* of more than eleven years in Bengal, to make himself acquaint-
* ed with the works, religion, manners and customs of the Hin-
* dus, and spent all the leisure of ten years in making transla-

* tions for, and completing this work ; and that he hopes the ma-
* terials here collected will be found to furnish a more correct
* and complete account of the Shastriis, religion, manners, and
* customs of the Hindus, than any thing which hitherto has
* been published on these subjects. With regard to the facts

* here given, ' he adds, * the author's acquaintance with the
* Bengalee language, and his familiar intercourse with the na-
* tives of all castes, enable him to speak with certainty. He has
* often perceived the errors of many writers on Hindoo cus-
* toms, but the unpleasant nature of the task has made him
* forbear exposing their mistakes, and content himself with lay-

* ing before the public simple and unextenuated facts.

'
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The Abbe Dubois, we understand, is one of those French
emigrants who fled from their country durinf^ the storms of the
Revolution. He chose India for the place of his exile ; and em-
ployed himself in the humble, but honourable and useful labours
of a missionary. He himself informs us, that the present work
was composed, after * a residence of between seventeen and
* eighteen years among the people whom he describes, and a
* close and familiar intercourse with persons of every ca.ste and
* condition of life, through the great number of districts which
* he had traversed.

'

He adds, * During the long period that I remained amongst
* the natives, I made it my constant rule to live as they did j
* conforming exactly in all things to their manners, to their
* style of living and clothing, and even to most of their preju-
* dices. In this way, I became quite familiar with the various
* tribes that compose the Indian nation, and acquired the con-
* fidence of those whose aid was most necessary for the pur-
* poses of my work. * Colonel Wilks, who was acting Resi-

dent in Mysore, the principal scene of the Abbe's peregrina-

tions, in an official letter to the Madras Presidency, describes

him as a man * who had lived amongst the Hiindus as one of
* themselves ; and, in proof of the respect which his irre-

* proachable conduct inspires, it may be sufficient to state, that
* when travelling, on his approach to a village, the house of a
* Brahman is uniformly cleared for his reception, without inter-
* ference, and generally without communication to the officers

* of government, as a spontaneous mark of deference and re-
* spect.

'

The manuscript of the Abba's work was offered to the Madras
government, and by them very judiciously purchased ; both be-

cause the author himself was destitute of the means of publishing

it, and because the servants of the Company, to whom the in-

formation it contained was of the highest value, have frequently

so little means of acquiring it, that they must, in many cases,

remain in a state of the greatest ignorance with regard to the

people whose destiny is placed in their hands. The declaration

of the President of the Council of Madras, on this last subject, is

both so important and so unambiguous, that it is fit the reader

should see it in the original terms.

' The result, ' says that Governor, ' of my o\vn observation, dur-

ing my residence in India, is, that the Europeans generally know
little or nothing of the customs and manners of the Hindoos. We
are all acquainted v/ith some prominent marks and facts, which all

who run may read ; but their manner of thinking, their domestic ha-

bits and ceremonies, in which circumstances a knowledge of the peo-
|ple consists, is, I fear, in great part wanting to us. We understand
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very imperfectly their language. They periiaps know more of ours ;

but their knowledge is by no means sufficiently extensive to give a

description of subjects not easily represented by the insulated words

in daily use. We do not, we cannot, associate with the natives.

We cannot see them in their houses, and with their families. We
are necessarily very much confined to our houses by the heat ; all

our wants and business, which would create a greater intercourse

with the natives, is done for us ; and we are in fact strangers in the

land.

'

It has not hitherto been duly considered, how much we are

likely to be indebted to the missionaries for all correct or parti-

cular information with regard to the Hindus. It is well known
by what prejudices of religion they are separated from the rest

of mankind. A Hindu can scarcely, without being defiled,

liold any species of irtercourse with any man of a different

religion from himself; above all things, he cannot admit him

into his house, or be seen by him while discharging the most

ordinary functions of life ; and consequently, a knowledge of the

manner in which the Hindus live in their houses, and act and

converse among themselves, can only be attained by Europeans

with the greatest difficulty and contrivance. Now, it unfor-

tunately happens, that the situation of the Company's servants

is the worst calculated for contending with those peculiar diffi-

culties; while, on the other hand, that of the missionaries is

the best calculated, both for contending with them and over-

coming them.

The Company's servants are the masters and rulers of the

land. It is their province to command—not to flatter, insinuate,

or persuade. Besides, an Indian never appears before a man
of power without a mask, and a mask of the most impenetra-

ble kind ; and if the Company's servant were disposed to en-

counter all the difficulties necessary for a personal intercourse

with the natives, he has not the time. Attached to some office,

or charged with some specific duty, his hours are in general oc-

cupied with a series of operations which cannot be neglected or

postponed.

The situation of the missionary is different in every respect.

His end is to be gained by personal intercourse with the native,

and by nothing else.—He must learn his language, in order to

be able to address him—He must study his character, in order

to address him with effect—Fie must find out the channel which

affords the easiest access to his heart—He must make himself

acquainted with all those prejudices, any rash interference with

which, might alienate him from the doctrine which he wishes

liim to embrace. In his humble situation, there is nothing to

fxcite hopes or fears, or consequently to lead to disguise. He
approaches his future disciple with the caution and delicacy
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which are inspired by the disposition not to offend, and witk

that persevering courtship which is dictated by a strong motive

to acquire his confidence. In this manner, we might have con-

cluded a priori that great effects would be produced, even upon
the intractable feelings of the Hindus. By the instance of ths

Abbe Dubois, we have experimental proof that there is in fact

nothing which may not be done. The peculiarities of the Hin-

dus are not so very unalterable as they have been represented ;

and indeed, it is our firm persuasion, that there is no * inde-

lible character' in the world.

or the two works before us, that of the English missionary

is confined almost wholly to the religion of the Hindus j that

of the French missionary almost wholly to the priests.

The first volume of Mr Ward's English publication, after a

very long introduction, which contains an admirable view of

the whole subject, gives us an account of the * objecis of wor-

ship. ' The second volume describes the temple, the images,

the priests, the stated periods of worship, and the rites and ce-

remonies ; after this, the doctrines of the Hindu religion ; next,

the Hindu saints or mendicants ; and lastly, the Hindu sects,

including the collateral branches, the Baudhas, the Jainas, or

Jains, and the Sikhs.

The work of the Abbe is divided into three parts. Of these,

the first two are devoted almost exclusively to the priests. The
third is entitled, * Of Religion j ' but it contains four short

chapters, filling altogether only 37 pages ; one on * the Exer-
cise of Justice, Civil and Criminal ;

' another, on * the Hindu
Fables

;
' one on * the Hindu Tales ;

' and another, on ' the

Military System of India. ' There is also an appendix, ' on the

Sect of the Jainas, and the Principal Differences between them
and the Brahmans, ' consisting of i9 pages.

Of what relates, then, to the ministers of reh'gion, and the

system which they uphold, it may be supposed that we have

at last obtained, from these two well informed and voluminous
authors, an account, on the correctness and completeness of
which we may pretty confidently rely : and though it is much
to be regretted that men who possessed such peculiar advan-
tages for giving us information respecting the ordinary business

of life among the Hindus, should have attached themselves so

exclusively to the subject of religion, it is but fiiir to recollect,

that reh'gion constitutes the grand feature in the aspect of Hin-
du society. After the business of providing tlie means of sub-

sistence, which must everywhere be the principal concern,
there is nothing of so much importance in the state of Hindu
society as religion. It is this which gives its colour to the whole
tissue of life. It is this which occupies the principal part of
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the time of the Hindu, and is the principal instrument in the

formation of his character. It is this ingredient, therefore,

in the cup of life, on which the most phil >sophical observer

would first fix his eye in surveying the people of Hindustan.

Nor is- this characteristic of Hindu society, though more
strongly rjarked among that people than any other portion of

mankind, by any means confined to that peculiar race. There

is a stage in the progress of civilization at which religion al-

ways forms the principal figure in the picture of society, and
appears the grand agent in shaping the business of human life.

This is a fact of great importance in the history of human na-

ture, and may well deserve a few words of elucidation.

The stage of civilization at which this remarkable phenome-

non appears, is neither the lowest of all—nor the highest, by

any means. It is rather one of the stages which immediately

follows, and is very near the lowest. It is not the lowest of

all, because, in that situation, the business of providing the

means of subsistence is so laborious and distressing, as to oc-

cupy the mind entirely, and leave little room for any other

thought; and, leaving no man any thing to give to a priest, to

create a motive to no man for becoming a priest.

On the other hand, the mere ritual of religion never spreads

itself far over the field of thought and action at a stage of any
great mental improvement ; because, in proportion as the hu-
man mind improves, its notions of the attributes of God are
elevated ; and elevated notions of the great object of relif»ion

are altogether inconsistent with the tyranny of its formal obser-

vances. Whenever the Divine Being is distinctly conceived as

a being of infinite wisdom and goodness, all frivolous acts per-

formed as service to him are instantly discarded. Thev are
immediately seen to be acts which none but a being of very li-

mited wisdom and goodness can possibly approve. No acts can
be supposed to be acceptable to a Being of perfect wisdom and
goodness but such as are conducive to some useful end, that is,

to increase the happiness of sensitive beings. In proportion,

therefore, as civilization advances, and the human mind i& im-
proved, services to mankind come more and more to be reo-ard-

ed as the only services of religion j and beneficence and inward
piety are nearly all in all.

These conclusions^ incontestable as they appear, do not rest

solely on reasonings a priori : they are confirmed by an appeal

to history, in every age and quarter of the globe. In our own
country, and in the rest of Europe, it was during those rude
and barbai-ous times, when, in half a kingdom, a priest could
hardly be found who could read his breviary, that the business

of religion engrossed the greatest portion of human life j that
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frivolous ceremonies were most excessively multiplied, as well

as useless articles of faith ; that false miracles abounded, and
undistinguishing belief. At this moment, frivolous ceremonies

are held in estimation, and occupy the time and attention of

men in the different nations of Europe, exactly in proportion

as the human mind, in those nations, appears to have made a
less or greater progress. They are valued least of all in our
own country ; next in Holland, and the Protestant parts of

Switzerland and Germany ; and, after them, in France. Now,
these are precisely the most enlightened parts of Europe. On
the other hand, the least enlightened parts are Spain, Portu-
gal, and Russia; and these, accordingly, are the places in

which worthless acts, and worthless and pernicious tenets of

religion, exercise the greatest influence upon human life.

The priests, and the system of thoughts and actions which
they uphold, form so very extensive and complicated a subject

among the Hindus, that it is impossible for us to attempt so

much as an abridgement of what is presented to us in the works
before us. We must content ourselves with endeavouring to

convey some slight idea of the more remarkable particulars.

One of the most remarkable, certainly, is that very extent

and complexity of which we have been speaking, of which it is

not easy, without a pretty minute investigation, to form any
thing like a tolerable conception. One fact, indeed, may be
very shortly stated, and it conveys a great deal of information.

The number of the Hindu gods is not less than three hundred
and thirty millions !

In regard to articles of belief, if we except some vague and
fluctuating opinions respecting the existence of invisible, intel-

ligent powers, and a future state of existence, it is doubtful

whether the Hindus, till they borrowed them, at a recent pe-

riod, had any thing to which that name could be applied. Ar-
ticles of belief should mean certain fixed propositions, with re-

gard to the Divine nature and the Divine will. But no such

thing appears in the early monuments of the Hindu religion.

They have legends without number ; and every man appears to

have assumed the right of ascribing any such actions and any
such intentions to his god, as he himself might think proper at

the time. If he ascribed one set of them to-day, and another

set, altogether inconsistent, to-morrow, that was a matter of

no consequence. It is one of the privileges of a Hindu god to

change his mind as often as he pleases. And as for inconsis-

tent actions, or contradictory opinions, it would be a hard
thing indeed if a god could not reconcile impossibilities.

The character which the Hindus ascribe to each of their

gods, is uniformly that of a man with indefinite power to gra-
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lify ail bis passions, and who goes on gratifying them, wholly

incapable of self-restraint, and wholly regardless of the mischief

which that gratification may bring upon other beings. Though
of different propensities, one of them being addicted to the

pleasures of sensuality, another to cruelty, and so on ; yet all are

wicked to a degree far surpassing the limit of human depravity.

The following is a correct summary, presented by Mr Ward,
• The doctrine of a plurality of gods, with their consequent in-

trigues, criminal amours, quarrels, and stratagems to counteract each

other, has produced the most fatal effects on the minds of men. Can
we expect a people to be better than their gods ? Brumha was in-

flamed with evil desires towards his own daughter. Vishnoo, when
incarnate as Bamunu, deceived King Bulee, and deprived him of his

kingdom. Shivu's wife was constantly jealous on account of his a-

mours ; and cfiavged him with associating with the women of a low-

caste at Cooch-Behar. The story of Shivu and INIohinee, a female

form of Vishnoo, is shockingly indelicate. Vrihusputee, the spiri-

tual guide of the gods, committed a lape on his eldest brother's wife.

Indra was guilty of dishonouring the wife of his spiritual guide.

Sooryu ravished a virgin named Koontee. Yuniu, in a passion,

kicked his own mother, who cursed him, and afflicted him with a
swelled leg, which to this day the worms are constantly devouring.

Ugnee was inflamed with evil desires towards six virgins, the daugh-

ters of as many sages ; but was overawed by the presence of his wife.

Buluramu was a great drunkard. Vayoo was cursed by Dukshu, for

making his daughters crooked Avhen they refused his embraces : He
is also charged with a scandalous connexion Mith a female monkey.
When Vuroonu was walking in his own heaven, he was so smitten

with the charms of Oorvushee, a courtesan, that, after a long con-

test, she was scarcely able to extricate herself from him. Krishnu's

thefts, wars, and adulteries, are so numerous, that his whole history

seems to be one uninterrupted series of crimes. In the images of
Kalee, she is represented as treading on the breast of her husband.

Lucksamee and Suruswutee, the wives of Vishnoo, were continualhr

quarrelling. It is worthy of inquiry, how the world is governed by
these gods, more wicked than men. Let us open the Hindoo sacred

writings ; here we see the Creator and the Preserver perpetually

counteracting each other. Sometimes the Preserver is destroying

;

and, at other times, the Destroyer is preserving. On a certain oc-

casion, Skivu granted to the great enem}'^ of the gods, Ravunu, a

blessing which set all their hearers in an uproar, and drove the

330 millions of gods into a state of desperation. Brumha created

Koombu-Kurnu, a monster larger than the whole island of Lunka
;

but was obliged to doom him to an almost perpetual sleep, to pre-

vent his producing an universal famine. This god is often represent-

ed as bestowing a blessing, to remove the eft'ects of which Vishnoo

is obliged to become incarnate : nay, these effects have not, in some
cases, been removed, till all the gods have been dispossessed of their
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thrones, and obliged to go a-begging; till all human affairs have been
thrown into confusion, and all the elements seized and turned against

the Creator, the Preserver, and the Reproducer. When some giant,

blessed by Brumha, has destroyed the creation, Vishnoo and Shivu

have been applied to ; but they have confessed that they could do
nothing for the tottering universe.

'

Besides gods and goddesses, humerous as we have already

declared, the Hindus, who are fond of giving worship, have
provided other objects of it in great abundance; and found
them in every kingdom of nature-—in the animal, the vegetable,

and the mineral kingdom.

In the first rank, of course, are the priests. * Where the
* claims of the Bramhuns have been disputed by any one, I have
* seen, ' says Mr Ward, ' the poor besotted shoodru prostrate
* himself at the feet of the nearest bramhun, and, raising his

* head, and closing his hands, say— " You are my god. " At
* tl\e same time, the character of the bramhun has perhaps
* been notorious for evei'y vice.

'

Not only bramhuns, but the daughters of bramhuns, and the

wives of bramhuns, are objects of worship. There is an occa-

sion, on which, in a private assemblage of men and women, a
female is worshipped, naked, with a variety of ceremonies,

some of which are of the sort which may easily be conceived.
* Here, ' says Mr Ward, * things too abominable to enter the
* ears of man, and impossible to be revealed to a Christian pub-
* lie, are contained in the directions of the Shastru. The learn-

* ed bramhun, who opened to me these abominations, made
* several efforts—paused, and began again—and then paused
* again—before he could mention the shocking indecencies pre-
* scribed by his own Shastrus.

'

The worship of the coW is a well known part of the Hindu
religion. They worship, also, monkeys, dogs, shackals ; on par-

ticular occasions, the elephant, the lion, the bull, the buffalo,

the rat, the deer, the goat, and various others ; many species

of birds, as the kite, the wagtail, the peacock, the goose, the

owl ; a great variety of trees, and other plants. The worship

of rivers is another celebrated part of their religion. Among
the most remarkable of these objects of their worship, are the

Ganges, the Godavery, the Nerbudda. Mr Ward, after giv-

ing bis readers the names of thirty, adds— • and many other ri-

* vers are mentioned in the Hindoo Shastrus as sacred. ' All

the fish of certain rivers are objects of worship. There are

also particular fishes, v. hich are the objects of a particular wor-

ship.

The vedas, the inspired book?, as also several of the Shastrus,

VOL. XXIX. NO. 58. C c
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are themselves objects of worship. ' The book to be read,
*

says Mr Ward, ' is always addressed as an idol. '—
' At the

* festival in honour of the ^oddess Suruswutee, any one of the

* Shastrus is adopted and worshipped, joined with the pen and
* inkstand. The followers of Vishnoo, and especially the men-
* dicant voirageps, pay a still greater reverence than the regu-

* lar Hindoos to the books they esteem sacred. Tlieir books

* relate to the amours of Krishna, or to the mendicants Choi-

* tunvu and Nityaniindu,

'

The last of the objects described by Mr Ward are, literally,

stocks and stones.

We shall pass over the other heads, under which the authors

before us give an account of the Hindu religion, and shall

come to the ceremonies, which form a subject of inconceivable

extent and complexity. On this part, however, we must con-

tent ourselves almost wholly with general expressions. The
reader who would have an idea of the Hindu ceremonies, in

almost any degree corresponding with the reality, must go into

the details, and must follow, step by step, the succession of un-

meaning, childish, disgusting, or mischievous acts, in which al-

most ev'ery hour of the life of the Hindu, if he observed the pre-

cepts of his religion, ought to be engaged.

There are weekly ceremonies, monthly ceremonies, annual

fe»..ivals j and there are daily ceremonies, sufficient m number

to leave but a small portion of the day unemployed. It would

require many pages to set down so much as the names of these

several ceremonies, many of which consist of a prodigious num-

ber of operauous. Merely as a specimen, we shall select the

account which is given by Mr Ward of the morning ceremonies,

or those which relate to one seventh part of the day.

' Agreeably to the directions of the Anhiku-tultwu, the daily du-

t4es of a bramhiin, walking in strict coutbruiity to the rules of hid

religion, are as follow

—

' He must divide the day, from five o'clock in the morning till

seven at night, into several equal parts. The duties of the first part

are thus described.—First, awaking from sleep, and rising up in his

bed, he must repeat the names of different gods and sages, and pray

that they would make the day prosperous. He must then repeat

the name of Urjaonu, and pray to him, that whatever he may lose

during the day may be restored to him ; and then the names of anj^

persons celebrated for their religious merit. Next, the names of

Uhuly-a, Dropudee, Seeta, Tara, and Mundoduree. After this, he

must meditate, with his eyes closed, on the form of his spiritual guide,

and worship him in his mind, repeating two incantations. He now de-

scends from his bed, placing first his right foot on the ground. On gO"

kig out, if he see a Shrokiyu bramhun, a beloved and excellent wife, a

*aw, an Ujjniaotree bramhun, or any other bramhun, the day will be
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auspicious. If he see a wicked or naked person, a wretched woman,
distilled spirits, or a man with a great nose, the day will be inauspicious.

By repeating the names of Kiirkotuku, Diimuyuntee, Niilu, ;ind

Retoopiirnu, no quarrel will ariso during the day. He must then,

after discharging wind, washing his mouth, &c. go at least a hundred

and ten yards from his house into the field ; and taking water, choos-

ing a clean place, scattering some grass to the S. W., tying a turban

round his head, remaining silent, with his face to the north, refrain-

ing from spitting, and holding his bi'eath, perform the offices of na-

ture. His poita must remain on his right ear till he has washed his

bands. It is unlawful to attend to the offices of nature on a road,

in the shade, where cattle graze, in the fire or water, in a ploughed

field, where dead bodies are burnt, upon a mountain, on the ruins of

a temple, on an ant-hill, in a ditch^, or by the side of a river. After

this, he must go to a more clean spot, and taking some good earth,

cleanse the left hand ten times, then both hands seven times, and the

back of the left hand six times ; then his nails ; then wash his hands ;

each foot three times ; and then rinse both feet. If he perceive any
evil smell remaining on his hands or feet, he must wash them again.

If the bramhiin have no water-pot, he must wash himself in this

manner in a common pool or river, and take care that he come out

of the water clean. His water-pot must neither'be of mixed metal,

copper, nor gold ; an earthen pot must be thrown away as soon as

used. If the pot be of brass or silver, he must scour it well after he
returns. If a bramhiin attend not to these modes of cleansing, all

his other religious actions will be void of merit.
* The bramhiin must next attend to his morning ablutions. Tak-

ing a dry towel, he must go to a pool or river, and placing the cloth

on the ground, wet his feet and hands ; then perform achiimiinu, by
taking up water in the palm of his right hand three times, and drink-

ing it as it runs tow^ards his wrist ; then with his right hand touch

his lips, nose, eyes, ears, navel, breast, forehead, and shoulders, re-

peating an incantation ; wash his hands again, and perform achiiinu-

nii, repeating an incantation ; then sitting to the N. or E. before

sunrise, cleanse his teeth with the end of a green stick, about six or

seven inches long. If he clean his teeth after sunrise, in the next

birth he will be born an insect, feeding on ordure. He must now
wash from his face the n)ark on his forehead made the day before :

then scrape and wash his tongue, taking care that the blood does not

flow. If in cleansing his teeth he sho'iid make them bleed, he be-

comes unclean, and is disqualified for performing any religious cere-

mony on that day. If, Jiowever, he make his teeth bleed by the side

of the Ganges, he dojs not become unclean.
' He muut next gather Howers for worship on the banks of a pool

or river. If any one foibid him, he must willingly desist ; if any are

given him by a bramhiin, he must receive them ; but nut if a shoodrii

^ffer them : if a person have them to sell, he must give him whaj

be asks. If; in carrying these flowers to the side of th^ watipr» 8-

Cc2
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person of mean caste toucli them, or he touch any unclean thing, hie,:

must throw them away. It' a person of any caste make a bow to him^

while the flowers are in his hand, he must also throw them away.^

* Returning to the river, and sitting in silence, he must rub him-

self all over with nmd ; then descending into the river as high as his-

breast, with his face towards the east or north, he must repeat cer-

tain incantations, by which (in his iniaginatio«y all other sacred rivers

will flow into that in which he stands, as well as all other holy places=

lie must afterwards repeat many incantations, and perfoi-m moodra^

viz. certain motions, by twisting his fingers into several curious shapes;

then, dividing his hair behind, and bringing it into his hands before,

with his thumbs he must stop his ears ; with the three first fingers oD
each-hand cover his eyes, and with. his two little fingers his nostrils,

imd then immerse himself three or four times ; then, with his hands

joined, throw up water to his head ; theu repeat other incantations ;

then, taking up water with his joined hands, he must offer it three

times to the sun ; then washing his body, and repeating certain pray-

ers, that he may ascend to. some heaven, or receive some temporal

!^ood, he must again immerse himself in the water. After this, he

must ascend to the side of the river, and wipe his body with a towel

;

then repeat certain forms of praise to Ounga, Sooryu, Vishnoo, and

other gods ; then put dry, and newly washed cloth, round his loins,

and, sitting down, cleanse his poita, by rinsing it in the water ; theiv

taking up some earth in his hand, and -diluting it with \vater, put the

middle fiuger of liis right hand in the earth, and making a line be-

twixt his eyes up to the top of his forehead; then draw his three

first fingers across his forehead ; make a round dot with his little fin-

ger in the centre at the top of his head, another on the upper part

of his nose, and another on his throat ; then with his three first fin-

gers make marks across his breast and arms ; then make dots on hi&

sides, and another on the lower part of his back. After this he must

.

take up w^ater in his right hand three times, and drink it.

' To this succeeds the morning sundhya, in which the person must

offer many prayers, pour out water to different gods, repeat certain

forms of praise in honour of the sun, which he must worship, and

repeat the gayiitree ; then take up water with his korha, and pour it

out to his deceased ancestors ; after which he must return home, and

read some part of the vedii.

'

The reader may now have some preneral conception of two

of the distinguishin^T characteristics of the Hindu religion, its

quantity, and its absurdity j in which there is nothing to match

ift, that is or ever was, upon the surface of the globe.

We shall mention but two more of- its most prominent quali-

ties ; and these are, its cruelty and its sensuality.

The self-inflicted torments of its votaries, which are so extra-

tirdiDary as to constitute one of the most wonderful phenomena

iu the history of human nature, arc too celebrated, and too

e^mmcnly l^iown, to render it necessary for us lo employ in ths-
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description of them any portion of our very limited space. Let

the tormenting postures, then ; the cutting and piercing of dif-

ferent parts of the body; the swinging by hooks thrust through

the muscles of the back ; the lying upon iron spikes ; falling

""from a heightupon naked knives | Vv-alking on fire; and various

other modes of torment, as well as the different species of self-

sacrifice, by throwing themselves to be crushed under the wheels

of an immense sacred machine ; by throvving themselves from
precipices, by throwing themselves into rivers, burying them-
•selves alive, and various other contrivances, be conceived by the

reader as accurately as he can from the descriptions with which

he must already be acquainted. It is not so generally known,
that a worse species of cruelty, forced involuntary torments,

and death itself, are a part, and a remarkable part, of the Hin-
du religion.

It is now well 4:nown, that human sacrifices make an import-

ant part of the Hindu ceremonies. Mr Ward presents us with

some translations from the sanguinary chapter of the Kalika poo-

Tana. * It is here said that the blood of a tyger pleases the god-
* dess for one hundred years ; and the blood of a lion, a rein-

' deer, or a man, a thousand. But by the sacrifice of three
' men, she is pleased 100,000 years.' Among oiher directions

for the due performance of this sacrifice, attended with a pro-

fusion of rites, one is, that * the victim must be a person of
* good appearance The blind, the crippled, the aged,
* the sick, the afflicted with ulcers, the hermaphrodite, the im-
* perfectly formed, the scarred, the timid, the leprous, the dwarf-
* ish, and the perpetrator of heinous offences ; one under twelve
* years of age, one who is impure from the death of a kins-

^ man, &c. ; these severally are unfit subjects for immolation,
* even though rendered pure by sacred texts.

'

It is a practice in some parts of India to sacrifice their chil-

•dren to the Ganges, by drowning them in the stream. A child

•is often sacrificed, by hanging it up in a basket upon a tree,

where it dies in two or three days, being generally destroyeci

'by ants or birds of prey, * The late Mr Thomas, a mission-
* ary, ' says Mr Ward, ' once saved one of these poor infants

* in one of the norihern districts of Bengal, which had lallen

* out of the basket, and when a jackall^as running away with
* it. It was afterwards claimed by and restored to the mother.
* As he and Mr Carey were afterwards passing under the san>e
* tree, they found a basket hanging up, containing the skeleton
* of another infant which had perished in the same manner. '

Other modes of immolating the children are, by burying thera

nlive, and by throwing them to the alligators. The sick and
:$lie aged are otiiered up, by dragging them to a sacred river^
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stuffing their mouths, their eyes and ears, with the mud, and
leaving them to perish.

On the horrid sacrifice of the widow, by burning her alive on
the funeral pile of her husband, it is unnecessary to dwell, be-

cause the general circumstances of it are commonly known. All

that is necessary to be added is, that the two missior.aries whose
"Works are before us, very satisfactorily expose the false pretence

which is artfully set up by the Bramhuns, as if this sacrifice were
altogether voluntary on the part of the victim, and courted by
Jier as the most desirable of all events. The case appears t6

be exceedingly different. The victim is dragged to the fatal

scene, how full soever of horror and dismay, by a compulsion

altogether irresistible ; while everything which human artifice

can devise is employed to prevent the appearances of that agony
which is too frequently endured.

We shall now pass from these distinguishing characteristics

of the Hindu religion, and come to another which appears to

be held forth by both the missionaries from whom we have de-

rived our present lot of information, as the most prominent and
remarkable feature of the whole j we mean the abominable sen-

suality of which it is the cause and the apology. Without an
acquaintance with the particulars, it would be very difficult to

conceive the degree in which their religious ceremonies are

rendered subservient to the gratification of the sexual desires.

The first and overruling end of all religious contrivances to

"which the people have submitted, is, of course* the power of the

priests. The next appears to have been, the gratification of the

priests in the particular way to which we have just alluded.

The worship of the lingam (lingu, as it is spelt by Mr Ward)
is well known to be one of the most distinguished parts of the

worship of the Hindus. Mr Ward says,

* The "worship of the lingu strongly resembles the worship of the

phallus in honour of Bacchus. The Sunyasee festival, in honour of

Shiva, appears to resemble much the orgies of Bacchus. In the

months Voishakhoo and Kastiku, the lingu is worshipped daily in the

numerous temples dedicated to this abomination throughout Bengal.

It is difficult to restrain one's indignation at the shocking violation of

every thing decent in this image ; nor can it be ground of wonder,

that a chaste woman, faithful to her husband, is scarcely to be found

among all the millions of Hindoos, when their very temples are pol-

luted with filthy images, and their acts of worship tend to inflame

the mind with obscene ideas*

'

Another ceiel)tated, and important part of the religion of the

Hindus, shnli be c-iven in the words of the Abbe Dubois.
* Next to the sacrificers (the priests), the most important persons

about the temples are the dancing girls, who call themselves Deva*
tiasi, servants or slaves of the god ; but they are known to the public
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by the coarser name of strumpets. Their profession, indeed, requires

of them to be open to the embraces of persons of all castes; and, al-

though originally they appear to have been intended for the gratifi-

cation of the Bramhuns only, they are now obliged to exteiid their

favours to all who solicit them.
'* Such are the loose females who are consecretated in a special

manner to the worship of the gods in India. Every temple, accord-

ing to its size, entertains a band of them, to the number of eight,

twelve, or more. The service they perform consists of dancing and

singing. The first they execute with grace, though with lascivious

attitudes and motions. Their chanting is generally confined to the

obscene songs, which relate to some circumstance or other of the li-

centious lives of their gods.
* They peform their religious duties, at the temple to which they

belong, twice a day, morning and evening. They are also obliged to

assist at all the public ceremonies, which they enliven with their dance

and merry song. As soon as their public business is over, they open

their cells of infamy, and frequently convert the temple itself into a

«tew.
' They are bred to this profligate life from their infancy. They

are taken from any caste, and are frequently of respectable birth. It

is nothing uncommon to hear of pregnant women, in the belief that it

•will tend to their happy delivery, making a vow, with tlie consent of

their husbands, to devote the child then in the womb, if it should

turn out a girl, to the service of the Pagoda; and, in doing so, they

imagine that they are performing a meritorious duty. The infamous

life to which the daughter is destined, brings no disgrace on the

family.
* These prostitutes are the only females in India who may learn to

read, to sing, and to dance. Such accomplishments belong to them
exclusively, and are, for that reason, held by the rest of the sex in

such abhorrence, that every virtuous woman would consider the men-
tion of them as an aftVont.

' These performers are supported out of the revenues of the tern..

|)le, of which they receive a considerable share. But their dissolute

profession is still more productive. In order to stimulate more brisks

iy the passion which this lewd employment is intended to gratify,

they have recourse to the same artifices as are UvSed by persons of
their sex and calling in other countries. Perfumes, elegant and at-

tractive attire, particularly of the head ; sweet-scented flowers, intern-

twined with exquisite art about their beautiful hair; multitudes of or-

namental trinkets, adapted with infinite taste to the different parts of

the body ; a graceful carriage, and measured step, indicating luxuri-

ous delight ; such are the allurements and the charms which these

enchanting syrens dispky to accomplish their seductive designs.
* From infancy they are instructed in the various modes of kind-

ling the fire of voluptuousness in the coldest hearts ; and they well

know how to vary their arts, and adapt them to the particular dispo»

siiMin of those whom they wish to seduce.

'
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These females are useful to the Bramhuns, therefore, in three

ways. They gratify their passiuns ; they bringj them money j

and they attract much (vreater crowds to the festivals and the

temple. Other priestesses are occasionally recruited from the

grown up population, and chiefly on occasion of their great

festivals.

* W[v\e the procession is going forward, the Bramhuns, who pre-

side over the ceremony, disperse themselves among the crowd, se-

lecting the most beautiful women they can find, and begging them of

their friends for the use of the god Venagata Ramana, tor whose
service the choice is declared to be made. Some persons, more in-

telligent, or at least less stupid than the rest, and who are so well

acquainted with the knavery of the Bramhuns, as to know, that it is

not for a god of marble that their wives are solicited, resist them with

violent reproaches, and publicly expose their impostures. Their own
wives they will not deliver up ; but they look on, while other more
credulous husbands give up theirs, not only without repugnance, but
glorying in the honour, that a person of their family should have been
chosen by their deity for a wife.

* Wlien a woman, thus obtained, and kept in the temples by the

Bramhims, in the name of the god, is declared too old lor his pur-

poses, or when he has taken any dislike to her, they make a marlc on
her breast, representing the arms of the Venagata Ramana, and give

her a patent, which certifies that she has served a certain number of

years as one of the wives of the god of Tripathi, who is now tired of

her, and therefore recommending her to the charity of the public.

Thus they are all dismissed in their turn ; and under the appellation

of Kalirjugam Laishmi they go about respected, and, wherever they
appear, they are suffered to want for nothing.

The following passage from the work of the Abbe Dubois
coincides almost exactly with another of Mr Ward's, relating to

a very different part of India.

* The least detestable of the sacrifices made to the Saktis, are

those in which the votaries content themselves with eating and drink-

ing of every thing, without regard to the usage of the country ; and
when men and women, huddled promiscuously together, shamelessly

violate the sacred laws of decency and modesty.
' They bring before the idol of Vishnu all sorts of meat that can

be procured, without excepting that of the cow. They likewise pro-

vide abundance of arrack, the brandy of the country, of toddy, of
opium, and several other intoxicating drugs. The whole is presented

to Vishnu. Then, he who administers, tastes each species of meat
and of liquor ; after which, he gives permission to the worshippers to

consume the rest. Then may be seen men and women rushing for-

ward, tearing and devouring. One seizes a morsel, and while he
gnaws it, another snatches it out of his hands; and thus it passes on
from mouth to mouth, till it disappears, M-hile fresh morsels, in suc-

cession; are making tlie same disgusting round. All drink out of the
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same cup, one draining what another leaves, in spite of their natural

abhorrence of such a practice. When the Hquors are exhausted, they

have nothing left but to scramble for the leaves of betel. On such

occasions, they regard not the pollution that must ensue when they

eat and drink in a manner so beastly and disgusting.

' \Mien arrived at a state of drunkenness, men and women being

all indiscriminately mixed, there is no restraint on any sort of excess.

A husband sees his wife in the arms of another man, and has not the

right to recall her, or to find fault with what is going on. The w^o?

men are there in common. All castes are confounded ; and the Bra-

mhun is not above the Pariah.

' In some varieties of these mysteries of iniquity, still more occult

than those we have alluded to, the conspicuous objects of the sacri-

fice to the Saktis are, a large vase filled with arrack, and a young
girl quite naked, and placed in the most shameful attitude. He who
sacrifices calls upon the Sakti, who is supposed by this evocation to

come and take up her residence in those two objects. After the of-

fering has been made of all that was prepared for tlie festival, Bra-

mhuns, Sudras, Pariahs, men, women, swill the arrack which Avas the

offering to the Saktis, regardless of the same glass being used by them
all, which, in ordinary cases, would excite abhorrence. Here it is a

virtuous act to partake in the same morsel, and to receive from each

other's mouths the half gnawn flesh. The fanatical impulse drives

them to excesses, which modesty will not permit to be named.

'

The history of religion presents us, in this instance, with a

very singular contrast. Among the Hindus, we see that it an-

swered the purposes of their priests to make religion an instru-

ment of unbounded sensuality, in regard to themselves. In most
other places of the globe, and, in particular, in Europe, during

the dark ages, the priests made religion, or pretended to make it,

an instrument of privation to themselves. How is this to be ex-
plained ? In what way are result*, so very opposite, to be re-

ferred to the same principles of human nature .'' This difficult}',

though startling at first, vanishes on a little reflection j and will

be found to resolve itself into the selection of different means for

the attainment of the same end, where the circumstances were
different.

The grand pursuit of priests, as of all other bodies of men, 1*5?

power ; and their peculiar object is power over the belief of men.
The more unbounded that power can be rendered, the more
they become, what is the grand delight of human nature, objects
of consequence among their fellow men. A power over the
belief of men obviously carries along with it every other sort
of power ; and renders those who possess it objects of greater
consequence to the rest of their species, than any other sort of
power could i\o. The ambition of the priests is, theretore, the
highest of all sorts of ambiiion ; and must, of necessity, o-ivq

birth to a proportional ardour of pursuit.
'
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All power, however, is necessarily onerous to those over whom
it is exercised. It may be exercised for their benefit ; and they

may therefore gain by it more than they lose : But, in itself,

subjection to the power of another is always an evil. There is

a principle, therefore, in human nature, by which the establish-

ment of power is resisted. With this, of course, the priests

find it necessary to contend ; and curious, indeed, it is to con '

template the expedients to which, in the different ages and
quarters of the world, they have had recourse for subduing it.

If things are anywhere so happily situated, that, in subduing
the resistance to their power, they can also obtain a license for

pleasure, or even render the pleasure itself an instrument of the

power, every body must perceive how strong the temptation is

to unite the pleasure and the power. But if things are not so

happily situated, and if, in order to secure the power, the plea-

sure must be sacrificed, it will, of course, be ostentatiously re-

nounced, because the power is the prime object, and generally

brings with it the means of pleasure, if not openly, at least un-
der a slight concealment ; so that scarcely any thing is lost in

the end.

This diversity of circumstances is curiously exemplified in

the two cases of Europe and Hindustan. In Europe, even
during the dark ages, an unbounded power over the belief of

mankind was not so easily acquired as in Hindustan ; and
therefore the priests were obliged to make greater sacrifices to

attain it. But it is necessary to consider a little the nature of
the means by which, in all situations, the priesthood is led to

seek for power: And here we must observe, that, considered

merely as a separate order of men, they must always have an in-

terest in rendering religion, not as rational as possible, but the

contrary. To render it rational, there is one course, and no o-

ther ; that is, to form as accurate a conception as possible of per-

fect wisdom in the Deity, joined with perfect goodness, and to

reason accurately from these data : But the slightest reflection

is sufficient to show, that the moment a man can so reason,

the power of the priest, with regard to him, is nearly at an
end. The priest has an interest, therefore, in preventing reli-

gion from coming t.i this state of perfection. There is not a
single historian among those whose opinions are worthy of any
regard, who ascribes that perversion of Christianity which took
place during the dark ages, and converted it into a mass of
mischievous superstitions, to any other cause than the interest

of the priests, working upon a state of the human mind which
fitted it for their purpose,—a state of ignorance and credulity,

and therefore prepared for the reception of delusion.

As soon as a man has a just conception of the Divine Bein<Tf,
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as a Being of perfect wisdom and goodness, what possible hold

can the priest have upon his mind ? The advantage of the

priest consists in his being able to persuade the rest of his fel-

low-creatures that they do not understand what is the will of

the Divme Being; but that he does. If he can establish this

belief in its greatest possible extent, it is evident that his power
is unbounded ; and, exactly in the degree in which he can
establish it, is the extent of his power. But nothing is more
simple than to know what is the will of a Being of perfect wis-

dom and goodness, which must be, in substance, that each in-

dividual should do what he can to make himselt and every other

being happy. But if, on the other hand, the priests can per-

suade the people that the will of God is something very unac-

countable, guided by no principles of wisdom and goodness

(for then all men would understand it), but subject to the in-

fluence of all manner of weak and wicked passions, with un-
bounded power for their gratification ; among other things,

that he is subject, in a great degree, to the influence of the

malignant passions, and very apt, when not well pleased with

Jnen, to bring evil upon them, to the full extent of his power;
that the mode of pleasing him is not that which would please a

very wise and good man, but that which is best calculated to

please a weak and wicked one,—not wise and good conduct,

but excessive courtship to himself;—it is easy, in that case, for

the priest to frighten the people with an idea that they cannot

know the will of God, and that infinite evil may fall upon them
in consequence;— but that the priest does know it; and that

they can therefore do nothing better than throw themselves up-

on the priest, and follow implicitly his directions.

Nor is the belief of their superior knowledge the only ad-

vantage which the priests in this situation enjoy. It is easy for

them to persuade the people that they are peculiar favourite*

with the Deity : for the people know that favourites have
great influence with beings of great power and strong passions

on earth. They easily, therefore, believe, that they have a
like power with similar beings in heaven. The priests, in con-
sequence, become a species of intercessors. If a man has of-

fended the Divinity, they alone can interfere to mollify him.

Their prayers only are of any value ; and they invent a system

of sacrifices, and other rites, for the same purpose.

It is evident that, as soon as these two points are establish-

ed; first, that the priests alone know the will of the Divine
Being ; next, that they can intercede with him, and save man-
kind from the effects of his wrath, there is nothing which they

may not accomplish ;—their dominion over the minds of men is

complete. They have then only to invent a suflicient number
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of modes in which the Divine Being may be offended j and to

propagate the belief that he is, to a sufficient degree, malig-

iiant, to maintain their fellow- creatures in a perpetual state of

apprehension, and, from the idea of their powers of interces-

sion, in a state of absolute dependence upon themselves.

Such, then, is the direction which the pursuit of power by
that particular order of men is sure to take, when not under

proper control-: and such is the direction which the history of

mankind shows it has very generally taken. As no fact, in the

iiistory of human nature, therefore, is of more importance, s®

none is established by a stronger and mare indissoluble chain ©f

evidence.

In the course which they pursue, to make a number of modes
of offending the Deity sufficiency great to keep the minds of

men in a contir:ual slate of appreiiension, and consequt nt de-

pendence upon themselves, is found the motive for multiplymg

excessively ceremonies and rites. If these are so numerous and
so intricate, that a man is every moment of his life in danger of

neglecting, or misperforming some of them, and thereby of in-

curring the dreadful displeasure of an Infinite Being, his need of

the priest as an intercessor is incessant, and his dependence ex-

treme.

In Asia, it appears, all this was easily accomplishod-^for there

the human intellect has almost always been «o feeble, that men
were persuaded, without difficulty, that their Deities would vin-

dictively resent the omission of the most unmeaning ceremony-

But, among our rude ancestors in Europe, and in the heart of

the reign of darkfiess, the human mind was far stranger, than
among the weTk and irrational tribes of India ; and, therefore,

it was not so easy to establish a sufficient number of such of-

fences to maintain the people in a state of perpetual apprehen-
sion, and thence of dependence upon the priests.

When It was found difficult, or impossible, to convert abso-

Jute friyolilies, nonsensical and unmeaniog acts, into modes of

offendmg the Deity, another expedient remained. If the peo-

ple could be made to believe, that the Divine Being was an ene-

my to hunr.an pleasure, the same end might still be attained

:

For men are so strongly impelled by the love of pleasure, that,

if this could be converted into a raode of ofiendmg the Deity,

it was certain that there would be no want of offences ; conse-

quendy no want oi apprehension, or of subjection to the priests.

Now, it appears from the history of all ages and nations, to

he no difficult thing to persuade mankind that the Deity is so far

malicjnant as to hate human pleasures ^ and that this opinion

inay be retained even in a pretty high state of civilization. But
if It is necessary for the priests to represent the Deity as pleased
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with any peculiar species of privation, it is necessary for then^

tX) submit to that privation, in order to keep up the opinion ot
their being his favourites,^ and therefore in a situation to act as*

intercessors with him far his constantly offending creatureso.

And, in this manner, we think^ it pretty satisfactorily appears,

how the pursuit of the same end which was aided by the sen-

suality of the priests in Asia, required the ostentation at least

of abstinence and mortification in Europe. This is all we have
now to say on the system which the priests of ludia uphold 5

and we should proceed to say something of the priests themselves*

The general account of the priestly caste ia India, we take iC

for granted, is familiar to our readers; that they form a distinct

race from the rest of the commmiity ; and that they have beea-

able to secure to themselves a power over their countrymen,
greater than ever was acquired by any other class of men over

any other portion of the human species. With regard to the

ends, therefore,^. pursued by this class of men, the mean* which;

they employed for the attainment of them, and their general,

place in society, we had nothing to learn from the present au-

thors. What they had to tell us, were matters of detail, mat-
ters serviceable for particularizing our conceptions, for giving

us a knowledge of things as they now exist among that priestljr

race, the practices which they actually observe, and the quali-

ties which they now display.

On all these particulars, both writers have given us important

information, which none but men who follow the courses pre-

scribed by their profession, could qualify themselves to bestow.

The Abbe Dubois, however, has attached himself more peculiar-

ly to this part of the subject, as Mr Ward has to the other. The
Abbe, with opportunities peculiar to himself, has been a pretty

diligent observer, and bears all the marks of a sincere and faith-

fiil reporter. In point of intellect, however, we must say that he
is not strong; and, in matters of reasoning, we suspect would
be described, in familiar English, as a ' poor creature.' Mr
Ward is not a very profound philosopher ; but he has more-

mind about him, a great deal,, than the Abbe.

It is not easy to conceive a spectacle more shocking than that

which is presented by the moral character of tiie pritsts in In-

dia, as it is exhibited in the pages of the authors before us,»

Human depravity was probably never carried to the same pitch

among any other race of men. The degree in which they ab-

andon themselves to the pleasures of sense, may be conceived

from the statements which have already been adduced. One
stroke more is necessary to complete the picture.

' The Bramhuns, ' says our Abbe, ' in general, add, to their o-

dier niinieious vices, that of gluttony. When an opportunity oc*
9
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curs of satiating their appetite, they exceed all bounds of temper,

ance. Such occasions are frequent, on account of the perpetual re-

currence of their rites and ceremonies ; all of which are followed

by a repast, at which they load their stomachs with an excess of

nourishment. This necessarily brings on frequent ailments, in a cli-

mate where all the bodily organs are so relaxed, that excess of any

iind, particularly intemperance, has the most serious effect. To ob-

viate these consequences, and no doubt also to insinuate themselves

into the esteem and good opinion of the public, they have adopted

those methods of abstinence which attract the observation of the

people, and afford their own stomach the necessary intervals for re-

covering its tone and natural energy.

'

The following trait in the Bramhunical character is probably

the most impf^rtant, and most prolific of consequences.

* The Bramhun, ' says the Abbe, * lives but for himself Bred

in the belief that the whole world is liis debtor, and that he himself

is called upon for no return, he conducts himself, in every circum^

stance of his life, with the most absolute selfishness. The feelings of

commiseration and pity, as fer as respects the sufferings of others,

never enter into his heart. He will see an unhappy being perish on

the road, or even at his own gate, if belonging to another caste

;

and will not stir to help him to a drop of water, though it were to

save his life.

' He has been taught, from his inftmcy, to regard all other classes

of men with the utmost contempt, as beings created for the purpose

of serving him, and supplying all his wants; without any reciprocal

duty on his pait, to show his gratitude, or make any return. After

such a description, shall we be at all surprised at their haughtiness,

tTieir pride, and self-love, or at their contempt of all other men ; of

whom they never speak amongst themselves, without the addition of

some ignominious epithet, or expression of scorn ?
'

The whole race, we are next told, is totally without that ve-

neration for their parents, or for age in general, which is the

bpsis of so many virtues.

* One of the principal ties, ' says the Abbe, ' that bind human
cieatures together—the reverence we feel for those from whom we
derive our existence—is almost wholly wanting among them. They

fear their father, while young, out of dread of being beaten ; but,

from their tenderest years, they use bad language to their mother,

and even strike her, without any apprehension. When the children

are grown up, the father himself is no longer respected, and is ge-

nerally reduced to an absolute siibmiysion to the will of his son, who
becomes master of him and his house. It is very unconnnon, in any

caste whatever, to see fathers preserving their authority to the close

of their lives, when the children are mature. The young man aU

ways assumes the authority, and commands those who are the UU"

thors of his beuig.

'

6
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To complete the picture of the domestic affections, the first

school of virtue, and the source of almost all happiness, we
should advert again perhaps to the state of the conjugal rela-

tions. But, after what has been already said, this, we believe,

is unnecessary. The Abbe gives this striking testimony on the

subject.

* During the long period of my observation of them and then* ha-

bits, I am not sure that I have ever seen two Hindu marriages that

closely united the hearts, by a true and inviolable attachment.

'

In their utter disregard of truth and sincerity, these holy

Bramhuns are said to surpass all other mortals.

" Wliat is a Bramhun ? " I was one day asked, ' says the Abbe
in a jocular way, ' by one of that caste with whom I was intimately

acquainted :
" He is an ant's nest of lies and impostures !

" It is not

possible to describe them better in so few words. All Hindus are

expert in disguising the truth ; but there is nothing in which the

caste of Bramhuns so much surpasses them all, as in the art of lying.

It has taken so deep a root among them, that, so far from blushing

when detected in it, many of them make it their boast.

' Flattery is another of their prime resources. They are, by na-

ture, of an insinuating turn ; and, whatever may be their vanity and
pride on other occasions, they make no scruple to cringe in the most
fawning way before persons from Avhom they expect any favour.

They likewise attach themselves very eagerly to great merchants,

or other wealthy persons ; and all Hindus being extremely vain, the

Bramhuns, who thoroughly know them, skilfully take advantage of

this disposition in persons who can afford to make it worth their

while, and lavish upon them the utmost profusion of praise. They
well know how to adapt their flattery to the particular taste of the

individual—sometimes by composing verses in his praise, sometimes

by publicly relating anecdotes or incidents in his life, true or false,

if they are to his advantage : Sometimes they overwhelm him with

blessings, tell him his fortune, and give him assurance of the enjoy-

ment of temporal delights for many years. Such flatteries and en-

comiums, ridiculous as they are, give infinite pleasure to those who
receive them, as the blazon of their merits ; and the flatterer, whose
invention has been roused by want, or some other cause, receives an
ample reward.

'

The manners and character of the people are not, of course,

quite so bad as those of their ghostly instructors ; but they have
suffered not a little from the connexion ; and the vices of tho

clergy, and the expedients which they employ to increase and
to secure their own power, have had a lamentable influence in

putting and keeping both the intellects and the morals of the

people in a state of great degradation.

* What must be the moral state of that country, ' says Mr Ward,
* where the sawred festivals, and the very forms of religion, lead
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men to every species of vice ! These festivals and public exhibitions

excite universal attention; and absorb, for weeks together, almost the

whole of the public conversation : And such is the enthusiasm with

which they are hailed, that the whole country seems to be thrown

into a ferment ;—health, property, time, business, every thing is sa-

crificed to theni. In this manner are the people prepared to receive

impressions from their national institutions. If these institutions were

favourable to virtue, the effects would be most happy ; but as, in

addition to their fascination, they are exceedingly calculated to cor-

rupt the mind, the most dreadful consequences follow ; and vice, like

a mighty torrent, flows through the plains of Bengal with the force

of the flood-tide of the Ganges, carrying along with it young and old,

the learned and the ignorant, rich and poor, all castes and descrip-

tions of people.

'

It is unnecessary, we presume, to give an account of those

oppressive and unnatural distinctions by which one of the castes

or descriptions of the people in India is put under another ; and
the priest is set over all. Whoever has read any thing about

the Hindus, is acquainted with the institution of castes, and

wilh a part at least of the hateful consequences which it brings.

It is curious enough, that both wiih priests and people,

though religious hopes and religious fears appear to have such

infiuence in Hindustan, the deities are held in little respect. The
Abbe says

—

' What I am going to state may appear paradoxical ; but it is by

no means unconmion with the Bramhuns to speak in the most con-

temptuous style of the objects of their worship. They appear in the

temples without the least symptom of attention or respect for the di-

vinities who reside there. Indeed it is not a rare thing to see them

choose these places in preference for their quarrels and fights ; and,

in general, tlie prostrations they make to their gods of brass and

stone, do not appear to proceed from any pious impulse.

' Their faidi and their devotions are sometimes excited by human
interests and motives. They exhibit a great reliance on those gods

through whom they get their bread : but wiiere they have nothing to

gain, or where they are not observed by the profane, they seem to

eare little about tliem.

'

Mr Ward informs us

—

* Reverence for the gods, especially among the poor, as might be

expected, does not exceed their merits ; yet it is a shocking fact,

that language like the following should be used respecting what the

Hindus suppose to be the Providence which governs the world.

—

When it thunders awfully, respectable Hindus say, " Oh ! the gods

are giving us a bad day. "—The lower orders say, " The rascally

gods are dying. " During a heavy rain, a woman of respectable caste

frequently says, " Let the gods perish ! my clothes are all wet: "

—

A man of low «aste says, " These rascally gods are sending more rain.
''
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A very curious fact is mentioned by Mr Ward. It is well

known that the principal gods, in the Hindu theological

system, are three— Briimha, (as the names are spelt by Mr
Ward), Vishnoo, and Shivu. Of these, Brumha is the first, the

creator and sire both of gods and of men. This god, how-
ever, gives no tempoidl blessings ; he gives only those which
pertain to the future lif?. All the other gods give temporal bles-

sings, and temporal blessings only. And the consequence is^

that while India swarms with temples to the other gods, and
human life is engrossed with the ceremonies of their worship,
Brumha has been entirely abandoned ; and he has neither a
temple nor an image j nor is there any worship for him in Hin-
dustan.

As even Hinduism is divided into sects, it exhibits the usual
phenomena of quarrels between the sects. The source of the
dispute in general is, which of two gods is the most eminent*
Every worshipper attaches himself, in preference, to some one
of the gods; some, for example, to Vishnoo, others to Shivii;

and each endeavours to represent his own favourite as the chief-

' In the throngs in which they frequently assemble to support the
dignity of their respective gods, their fanaticism, on some occasions,

rouses them to such a pitch, that, when they are tired out with abus-
ing each other, and voiding the most abominable blasphemies against

the deity they oppose, they sometimes come to blows ; and the reli-

gious controversy ends in a fight, in which there is rarely much spill-

ing of blood, but a good belabouring with fisticuffs on both sides,

the scattering of many turbans, and the tearing of much apparel into

rags. Thus the fray generally ends, without spirit on either side to

carry it to extremities.

' But it is intlie naturally timid and indolent character of the Hin-
du that we are to seek for the true cause why these holy M^ars do not

overspread the whole land, or produce the dreadful excesses of every
kind which religious frenzy has occasioned in Europe, and in other

regions, for so many ages.
' But, nevertheless, if we are to give any faith to a tradition very

general in many provinces, it is scarcely to be doubted, that, even
in recent times, there have been waged, in many parts of the Pen*
insula, general wars upon religion.

'

To this purpose Mr Ward also informs us

—

' These contentions for superiority are annually renewed at Hiiree-
dwarii, Uyodya, &c. betwixt the Voishnuviis and the followers of
Shivu, in which quarrels many perish.

' Raja-Ramu, a learned Shikh, employed as a translator in the
Serampore printing-office, says, that about forty years ago, not less

than ten thousand persons, and, about twenty years ago, four or fivo

thousand, perished in these contests at Hiiree-dwaru,

'
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SomethiniT akin to these quarrels and turtiuks are those which
arise out of a fanciful distinction which the Hindus have created

to themselves, of right-hand castes and left-hand castes.

' The greater number of the Hindu castes, ' says the Abbe Dubois,
* belong either to the left-hand or to the right.

' The first division consists of the whole of the Vaisija, of the

Panchala, or five castes of artisans, and of some other mean tribes

of the Sudras. This hand also includes the most infamous of all

castes, that of the Cobblers or Chakili.

' The right-hand has among its partisans the most distinguished

castes of the Sudras. That of the Pariah forms its strongest bul-

wark.
' The fiercest opposition arises out of this separation ; and of all

the contests to which the people are accustomed, the battles between
the two hands alwa3's produce the greatest alarm, and the severest

evil.

' I have repeatedly witnessed instances of these popular insurrec-

tions, excited by the disputes between the two hands, and pushed to

such an extreme of fury, that the presence of a military force under

arms had no effect to quiet them, nor even to allay their clamours,

or stop their outrageous course.
'

We have left ourselves no room even to notice the other to-

pics of which the writers before us occasionally treat. The Ab-
be gives a good deal of original information on the Judicial and
Mihtary systems of the Hindus ; and adds his decisive testimo-

ny on a point, which has been matter of controversy among some
of our learned Orientalists.

' Creditors, ' he says, ' can have no hold on the real estate of

their debtors ; because the Hindus have no property in the soil. The
lands which they cultivate are the domain of the prince, who is the

sole proprietor. He can resume them at his pleasure, and give them
to another to cultivate. Even the huts in which they live, built of

mud, and covered with thatch, are not their own. All belongs to

the prince. And if a man, for any reason whatever, quits his habi-

tation in the village, he can by no means dispose of it to another,,

although it were constructed by his own hands.
'

From Mr Ward's English edition, every thing is cut off but

what treats of religion, and the sects and priests of religion. In

the larger work, printed in Bengal, there are several other topics

of considerable importance. The first volume, for example, and
more than a half of the second, are employed upon the history, the

statistics, and the literature of India. Part of this information

is borrowed from sources to which we have access in Europe ;

but as far as it is derived from the Sanscrit, or from the author's

own observation, it is extremely valuable. The account of the

Shastrvis or Shasters, though summary, is full of information
.;
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and adds largely to the materials from which right judgments
with regard to the Hindus will in time be derived.

The whole of the fourth volume of the larger publication, is

on miscellaneous subjects. The first chapter gives an account

of the distinctions of caste, as far as relates to the four primary

castes, the Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaysias, and Sudras. The
next chapter gives an account of the Domestic Manners and Cus-

toms of the Hindus, which is extremely interesting. It ends

with some exceedingly curious specimens of actual conversation

between the natives on a variety of subjects. The last chapter

contains an account of the Hindu speculative systems, both ia

Philosophy and Religion. On these matters, however, our au-

thor is not particularly luminous—though he may perhaps be
forgiven for not giving an intelligible account of what was most
probably understood neither by himself nor his informers.

Art. VII. Fioh Roy, By the Author of Waverley, Guy Man-
nering, and the Antiquary. 12mo. 3 vol. pp. 930. Edin-
burgh, 1818.

nPHis is not so good, perhaps, as some others of the famijy ;—

•

-^ but it is better than any thing else ; and has a charm and
a spirit about it that draws us irresistibly away from our graver

works of politics and science, to expatiate upon that which every

body understands and agrees in ; and after setting us diligently

to read over again what we had scarce finished reading, leaves

us no choice but to tell our readers what they all know already,

and to persuade them of that of which they are most intimately

convinced.

Such, we are perfectly aware, is the task which we must seem
to perform to the greater part of those who may take the trouble

of accompanying us through this article. But there may still

be some of our readers to whom the work of which we treat is

unknown ;—and we know there are many who are far from be-

ing duly sensible of its merits. The public, indeed, is apt now
and then to behave rather unhandsomely to its greatest bene-

factors, and to deserve the malison which Milton has so empha-
tically bestowed on those impious persons who,

' with senseless base ingratitude,

Cram, and blaspheme their feeder,

'

—nothing, we fear, being more common, than to see the bounty
of its too lavish providers repaid by increased captiousness »t

Dd2
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the quality of the banquet, and complaints cf imaginary fallings

off—which should be imputed entirely to the distempered state

of their own pampered appetites. We suspect, indeed, that we^

were ourselves under the influence of this illaudable feeling when
we wrote the first line of this paper: For, except that the sub-

jecit seems to us somewhat less happily chosen, and the variety

of characters rather less than in some of the author's former pub-
lication?, we do not know what right we had to say that it was
in any respect inferior to them. Sure we are, at all events, that

it has the same brilliancy and truth of colouring—the same gay-

ety of tone, rising every now and then into feelings both kindly

and exalted—the same dramatic vivacity—the same deep and
large insight into human nature—and the same charming faci-

lity which distinguish all the other works of this great master,

and mak^ the time in which he flourished an era never to be for-

gotten in the literary history of our country.

One novelty in the present work is, that it is thrown into th€

form of a continued and unbroken narrative, by one of the per-

sons principally concerned in the story—and who is represented

in his declining age, as detailing to an intimate friend the most
interesting particulars in his early life, and all the recollections

with which they were associated. We prefer, upon the whoicy

the communications bf an avowed author ; who, of course, has

no character to sustain but that of a pleasing writer—and can
praise and blame, and wonder and moralize in all tones and di-

rections, without subjecting himself to any charge of vanity,

ingratitude, or inconsistency.—The thing, however, is very to-

lerably managed on the present occasion ; and the hero con-
trives to let us into all his exploits and perplexities, without much
violation either of heroic modesty or general probability ;—to

which ends, indeed, it conduces not a little, that, like most of

the other heroes of this ingenious author, his mvn cliaracter

does not rise very notably above the plain level of mediocrity

—

being, like the rest of his brethren, a well- conditioned, reason-

able, agreeable young gentleman—not particularly likely to do
any thing which it would be very boastful to speak of, and much
better fitted to be a spectator and historian of strange doings,

than a partaker in them.

This discreet hero, then, our readers will probably have anti-

cipated, is not Rob Roy—though his name stands alone in the

title—but a Mr Francis Osbaldistone, the onl)' son of a great

London Merchant or Banker, and nephew cf a Sir Hildebrand
Osbaldistone, a worthy Catholic Baronet, who spent his time
in hunting, and drinking Jacobite toasts in Northumberland,
some time about the year 17H'. The young gentleman having
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been edacated among the Muses abroad, testifies a decided aver-

sion to the gainful vocations in which his father had determined

tiiat he should assist and succeed him ;—^and as a punishment for

this contumacy, he banishes him for a season to the Siberia of

Osbaldistone Hall, from which he himself had been estranged

ever since his infancy. The young exile jogs down on horse-

back rather merrily, riding part of the way with a stout man,
who was scandalously afraid of being robbed, and meeting once

with a sturdy Scotchman, whose resolute air and energetic dis-

<;ourses make a deep impression on him,—As he approaches the

home of his fathers, he is surrounded by a party of fox hunters,

and at the same moment electrified by the sudden apparition of

a beautiful young woman, galloping lightly at the head of the

field, and managing her sable palfrey with all the grace of an
Angelica.

Making up to this elherial personage, he soon discovers that

he is in the heart of his kinsfolks—that the tall youths about
him are the five sons of Sir Hildebrande ; and the virgin hunt-

ress herself, a cousin and inmate of the family, by the name of

Diana Vernon. She is a very remarkable person this same Di-
ana. Though only eighteen years of age, and exquisitely lovely,

'•she knows all arts and sciences, elegant and inelegant—and has,

moreover, a more than masculine resolution, and more than fe-

minine kindness and generosity of character—wearing over all

-this, a playful, free and reckless manner, more characteristic of

her age than her various and inconsistent accomplishments. The
rest of the household are comely savages, who hunt all day, and
<li'ink all night, without one id«a beyond those heroic occupa-
tions— all, at least, except Rashleigh, the youngest son of this

hopeful family—who, having been designed for the church, had
been educated among the Jesuits beyond seas, and had there ac-

quired all the knowledge and theknavery which that pious brother-

iiood was so long supposed to impart to their disciples. Although
very plain in his person, and very depraved in his character, he
has great talents and accomplishments, and a very insinuating ad-
dress. He had been, in a good degree, the instructor of Diana,
who, we should have mentioned, was also a Catholic, and having
lost her parents, was destined to take the veil in a foreign land, if

she did not coBsent to marry one of the sons of Sir Hildebrand,
for all of whom she cherished the greatest aversion and contempt.

Mr Osbaldistone, of course, can do nothing but fall in love

with this wonderful infant ; for which, and some other trans-

gressions, he incurs the deadly, though concealed, hate of Rash-
leigh, and meets with several unpleasant adventures through his

means. Among others, he is falsely accused of having robbed
iiis timid fellov/ traveller, who had certainly been eased of his
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portmanteau soon after they parted ; and only gets the better of
this imputation by the heroic exertions of Miss Vernon, and
the timely rv°appearance of the determined Scotchman whom he
had met with on his journey.

Soon after this, the wily Rashleigh is invited to take the

place in his uncle's countinghouse, which had been declin-

ed by the obstinacy of his son ; and by and by, it is disco*

vered that this malignant Jesuit, taking advantage of his pa*

tron's absence in Holland, had absconded with half a million

of bills belonging to the establishment, and repaired to Scotland,

where the disaffected Catholics of the Highlands were then pre-

paring for the insurrection that broke out a short time after.—

Our hero is quite overwhelmed by the news of this disaster

;

but is roused and directed by the energy of Diana Vernon to

set out immediately for Scotland, to counteract, if possible, the

designs of his dangerous kinsman. She gives him a sealed

packet, to be opened only in case of emergency j and he sets

off, under the guidance of Andrew Fairservice, a pragma-
tical Scotch gardener, who undertakes to be his guide to the

city of Glasgow, and in whose colloquies much of the hu-

mour of the v^ork is embodied. They arrive there in safety,

though not without adventures ; and, coming into town on a

Sunday morning, very properly conclude that they can do no-

thing so good as to go to church. Mr Osbaldistone accord-

ingly descends into the vaults of the antient cathedral, then used

as a place of worship j and, while standing in a dark corner

of this gloomy temple, is warned by an unseen person behind

him, that he is in danger, and desired to meet his adviser at

midnight on the Bridge. He goes, accordingly, and is accost-

ed by a grim, stout-looking man, in a horseman's coat, who
conducts him, with strange and appalling discourses, to the gate

of the common prison, and there procures him admission, by

the agency of a wild Highland turnkey, who obeys the myste-

rious stranger with all the awe and observance of clannish de-

votion. Mr Osbaldistone is then led to a little cell, where he
finds the head clerk of his father's house in durance j and learns

from liim more of the particulars of the treachery of Rash-

leigh, and the machinations in which he is supposed to be en-

gaged. While they are discoursing on these subjects, they are

surprised by the sudden appearance of Baillie Nicol Jarvie, one

of the magistrates of the city, and a correspondent of the house

of Osbaldistone, who had heard that morning of the clerk's

misfortunes, but had been prevented, by his rigid Calvinistic

principles, from attending to any worldly business, till the holy

day was fairly expii'ed. He now tenders his assistance, in a

homely but hearty manner, to the disconsolate captive ; and,
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after arranjsing matters for his liberation in the morning, is

about to depart, when he recognises, in Mr Osbaldistone's

guide, the notwious outlaw Rob Roy, and his own near kins-

man ; while, at the same moment, Mr Osbaldistone recognises,

in the same individual, the remarkable Scotchman whom he

had first met with on his journey from London, and who had

afterwards interfered so seasonably for his release from the

charge of robbery. A very characteristic scene ensues, in the

course of which, this high-spirited freebooter indicates a tho-

rough knowledge of Mr Osbaldistone's affairs ; and promises,

if he will meet him in a few days at the Clachan of Aberfoil,

on the Highland borders, to obtain for him the valuable papers

of which Rashleigh had plundered his father's house; and pre-

vails upon the worthy Baillie to undertake the same adventurous

journey, by promising, at the same time, to pay up a debt

which had long been owing.

After some further adventures, and, among others, a sudden

rencounter with Rashleigh, when they are parted in the very

nick of fate by the ever timely appearance of Rob Roy,—the

English stranger and the worthy Baillie set out on their pil-

grimage to Aberfoil. This is the most striking part of the

book ; though we must slur it, with the rest, in the very brief

summary with which we arc now engaged. They arrive late

in an autumn evening, and find the little hovel of an inn oc-

cupied by three Highland gentlemen, who resent their intrusion

with barbarian violence ; and a brawl ensues, in which, though

no blood is actually spilt, the Baillie fights valorously with a

red-hot poker, and the rest of the party with dirks and broad

swords. They are at last reconciled by the help of brandy j and

the strangers gather from the conversation of the party in the

house, that they form part of a military force assembled in that

<juarter, for the very purpose of securing Rob Roy and his as-

fiosiates. The soldiery, accordingly, appear at dawn, and, tak-

ing the new comers into custody as suspicious persons, proceed

up Lochard, under the apparently reluctant guidance of the

very turnkey who had admitted Rob Roy within the walls of

the Glasgow prison. It soon appears, however, that this hum-
ble retainer v/as not to be frightened out of his fidelity j for, on
arriving at a precipitous and sudden pass on the lake, a murder-

ous fire is opened upon the soldiers by a body of ambushed
Highlanders, who speedily discomfit the whole party, and make
prisoners of all the survivers. Mr O., who, being unarmed,

had escaped during the aifray to a place of safety in the wood,

—

^ud the worthy Baillie, who, in endeavouring to follow his ex-

ample, had tumbled down the bank, and been caught by the

%
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skirts on a projecting stump of a tree, by wliicli he hnnir till

cut down after the battle,—are now brought before the wife of
Kob Roy, who, with the spirit, and in tlie ^arb of an Amazon,
had, in her husband's absence, presided over the arrangements
<of the day. Though, in the exultation of victory, the captives

did not find her a generous foe. She had been brutally used in

other years by the enemies of her husband ; and the scene of
blood before her seemed only to turn her inextinguishable thirst

for vengeance into more sanguinary channels. In spite of the
pleadings of the Baillie, she orders them all for instant execu-
tion ; and the dreadful sentence would probably have been exe-
cuted, had it not been for the sudden return of her sons and
the flower of their forces—but without their father—who had
been inveigled, by a message from Rashleigh, to trust himself

in a parley, in the course of which he had been seized and made
prisoner, by a more fortunate detachment of the force which
had assembled at Aberfoil for his destruction.

The Amazon breaks out into indignant lamentation, on hear-

ing of this disaster ; and instantly orders the unhappy hostage,

who had been sent by Rashleigh, to be brought forward; when
a miserable wretch appears, in whom Mr O. once more recog-

nises the travelling companion, for the loss of whose baggage he
had been formerly put to so much inconvenience. Tl)e poor
coward now pleads for his life in the most abject and agonizing

terms ; but the implacable virago rejects his prayers with in-

flexible contempt ; and, at her command, a large stone is tied

round his neck, and he is hurled, shrieking, into the deep
lake, from the precipice on the top of which they are standing.

Partially appeased by this sacrifice, she then sends Mr O. to

the captors of her husband, with proposals for an exchange of
prisoners. This, however, is peremptorily rejected by the high
authorities now assembled with the troops : and Rob, who
maintains in this emergency the same cool, confident, and im-
posing manner, which had always characterized him, is strap-

ped to a trooper, and set forward on the march to a more pub-
lic place of execution. In passing a dee^ ford, however, he
contrives to slip his bands ; and diving in the water in the midst

of innumerable pistol shots and sword cuts, escapes clear from
the hands of his pursuers, and regains his native fastnesses.

Mr O. who had been again left to himself during this skir-

mish, is now plodding his way back under the cold moon to

the inn at Aberfoil, when he is stopped by two horsemen,
with some inquiries about the road ; and recognises in one
of them the nymphlike form and angel voice of Diana Ver-

sion. She bends from her horse to salute him ; puts into his
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wondering hands the papers with which Rashleigh had ab-

sconded ; says one word of pathetic yet playful farewell ; and
jrallops away with her sedate and authoritative companion.—
Rob Roy and his party are now the triumphant possessors of

Aberfoii, and do the honours of the place with great gallantry

to the Baillie and his friend. The friend, however, is dread-

fully disturbed with the intelligence that Diana is now under

the lawful protection of his Excellency the Fiench ambassador,

in whose company she had passed him the night before ; and,

after partaking of a most picturesque breakfast from Rob and his

consort, returns with a heavy heart to Glasgow ; where he is con-

siderably cheered, however, by finding his father, who, as well

as his serving-man Andrew Fairservice, had almost despaired

of his safety.

The story, after this, rushes rather precipitately, as we must
do also, to a conclusion. The whole five hunters of Osbaldis-

tone-Hall are unmercifully killed off' in the insurrections that

ensued ; and the worthy old knight, full of indignation at the

perfidy of Rashleigh, to whose desertion of the cause its dis-

comfiture is mainly imputed, leaves ail his property to our hero,

and dies broken-hearted in his arms.— By his father's direction,

the new heir goes down to t;ike possession, and to secure that

advantage in the lawsuit which Rashleigh had raised for the

purpose of setting aside his father's settlement. Here, to his

inexpressible surprise, he finds the fair Diana again secreted

with his Excellency the Ambassador—who luckily turns out not

to be her husband, but her father ; and who entreats from his

humanity, concealment and protection, till they can find a safe

opportunity of emigrating to that religious house in which they

mean to finish their days. All sorts of aid and protection are,

of course, promised—and performed : But the restless and ma-
lignant Rashleigh speedily discovers the retreat of these unhap-

py fugitives ; and, besetting the castle one dark night, with a
monstrous watch, seizes both on them and their protector, as

traitors, and abtf.tors of traitors. When conveying them forth

to prison, however, he is providentially set upon by the omni-
present Rob Roy—who mortally wounds him, and carries off" his

victims in triumph. Rashleigh dies hard ; professing unrelent-

ing hatred to his more fortunate cousin, who, being now heir

by all sorts of titles, happily learns that Diana's father died soon

after their landing m France—goes over and persuades her to

marry him—and ends this eventful history of his early life, with-

an account of his own domestic felicity, and of the peaceful and
edifying demise ol his friend Rob, who departed this Ufe in a
^ood old age, many years after their last encounter.
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Such is tlie naked story of this little work—which the readers

will see does not exceed in point of probability, nor indeed in

any other good quality. Bat it is not in his story that this au-

thor's strength ever lies ; and here he has lost sight of probabi-

lity even in the conception of some of his characters ; and dis-

played the extraordinary talent of being true to nature, even in

the representation of impossible persons.

The serious interest of the work rests on Diana Vernon and on
Kob Roy ; the comic effect is left chiefly to the ministrations of
Bailiie Nicol Jarvie and And;ew Fairservice, with the occasion-

al assistance of less regular performers. Diana is, in our ap-
prehension, a very bright and felicitous creation—though it is

certain that there never could have been any such person. A
girl of eighteen, not only with more wit and learning than any
man of forty, but with more sound sense, and firmness of cha-

racter, than any man whatever—and with perfect frankness and
elegance of manners, though bred among boors and bigots—is
rather a more violent fiction, we think, than a king with marble
legs, or a youth with an ivory shoulder. In spite of all this,

however, the fiction is extremely elegant and impressive ; and
so many features of truth are blended with it, that we soon for-

get the impossibility, and are at least as much interested as by a
more credible personage. The combination of fearlessness with

perfect purity and delicacy, as well as that of the inextinguish-

able gayety of youth with sad anticipations and present suffer-

ing, are all strictly natural ; and are among the traits that are

wrought out in this portrait with the greatest talent and effect.

In the deep tone of feeling, and the capacity of heroic purposes,

this heroine bears a fumiJy likeness to the Flora of Waverley

;

but her greater youth, and her unprotected situation, add pro-

digiously to the interest of these qualities. It will be much short-

er, however, and far more satisfactory to the reader, to let her
explain and recommend herself. The following is the scene of
her appearance to Mr Osbaldistone, when he is first cast into

meditation by the sight of his cousins hunting.

* A vision that passed me interrupted these reflections. It was a
young lady, the loveliness of whose very striking features was en-

hanced by the animation of the chase and the glow of the exercise,

mounted on a beautiful horse, jet black, unless where he was flecked

by spots of the snow-white foam which embossed his bridle. She
wore, what was then somewhat unusual, a coat, vest, and hat, re-

sembling those of a man, which fashion has since called a riding-

habit. The mode had been introduced while I was in France, and
was perfectly new to me. Her long black hair streamed on the

breeze, having in the hurry of the chase escaped from the ribboa
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tvhich bound it. Some very brbken ground tlirough Avhidi she

guided her horse with the most admirable address and presence of

mind, retarded her course, and brought her closer to me than any

of the other riders that had passed. I had, thei-efore, a full view of

her uncommonly fine foce and person, to which an inexpressible

charm was added by the wild gayety of the scene, and the romance

of her singular dress and unexpected appearance. As she past me,

her horse made, in his impetuosity, an irregular movement, just while,

coming once more upon open ground, she was again putting liim to

his speed. It served as an apolog)'^ for me to ride close up to her,

as if to her assistance. There was, however, no cause for alarm ; it

was not a stumble, nor a false step ; and if it had, the fair Amazon
had too much self-possession to have been deranged by it. She

thanked my good Intentions, however, by a smile ; and I felt en-

couraged to put my horse to the same pace, and to keep in her im-

mediate neighbourhood. The clamour of " Whoop, dead, dead !

"

and the corresponding flourish of the French horn, soon announced

to us that there was no more occasion for haste, since the chase was

at a close. One of the young men whom we had seen, approached

us, waving the brush of the fox in triumph, as if to upbraid my fair

companion. " I see, " she replied—" I see ; but make no noise a-

bout it; if Phoebe, " she said, patting the neck of the beautiful ani-

mal on which she rode, " had not got among the cUfFs, you would

"have had little cause for boasting. " They met as she spoke ; and I

observed them both look at me, and converse a moment in an imder

tone, the young lady apparently pressing the sportsman to do some-

thing which he declined shyly, and with a sort of sheepish sullenness.

She instantly turned her horse's head towards me, saying,—" Well,

well, Thornie, if you won't, I must, that's all—Sir, " she continued,

addressing me; " I have been endeavouring to persuade this cultivated

young gentleman to make inquiries at you, whether, in the course of

your travels in these parts, you have heard any tiling ofa friend of ours,

one Mr Francis Osbaldistone, who has been for some days expected

at Osbaldistone Hall ? " — I was too happy to acluiowledge myself

to be the party inquired after, and to express my thanks for the

obliging inquiries of the young lady.— " In that case, sir, " she re-

joined, " as my kinsman^ politeness seems to be still slumbering,

you will permit me (though I suppose it is highly improper) to stand

mistress of ceremonies, and to present to you young Squire Thora-

cliff Osbaldistone, your cousin, and Die Vernon, who has also the

honour to be your accomplished cousin's poor kinswoman. " — There

was a mixture of boldness, satire, and simplicitj'^ in the manner m
which Miss Vernon pronounced these words. My knowledge of

life was sufficient to enable me to take up a corresponding tone, as

I expressed my gratitude to her for her condescension, and my ex-

treme pleasure at having met with them. " ' 1. 94?—98.

After some further discourse, in which our hero professes bis
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entire ignorance of shoeing horses or worming dogs, the dialogue

goes on.

* " Then, in the name of Heaven, Mr Francis Osbaldistone, what
can you do ? " — " Very little to the purpose, Miss Vernon ; some-
thing, however, I can pretend to—When my groom has dressed my
liorse, I can ride upon him, artd when my hawk is in the field, I can

fly him. " — " Can you do this ? " said the young lady, putting her

Iiorse to a canter. — There was a sort of rude over-grown fence

crossed the path before us, with a gate, composed of pieces of wood
rough from the forest ; I was about to move forward to open it,

when Miss Vernon cleared the obstruction at a flying leap, I was
bound, in point of honour to follow, and was in a moment again at

her side. — " Tliere are hopes of you yet, " slie said. " I was a-

fraid you had been a very degenerate Osbaldistone. But what on
<iarth brings you to Cub-Castle ?—for so the neighbours have chris-

tened this hunting-hall of ours. You might have staid away, I sup-

pose, if you would ? " — I felt I was by this time on a very intimate

footing with my beautiful apparition, and therefore replied' in a con-

fidential under-tone,—" Indeed, my dear Miss Vernon, I might have
considered it as a sacrifice to be a temporary resident in Osbaldistone

Hall, the inmates being such as you describe them ; but I am convinc-

ed there is one exception that will make amends for all deficiencies.

"

—" O, you mean Ilashleigh? " said Miss Vernon.—" Indeed I de
jiot; I was thinking—forgive me—of some person much nearer me."—" I suppose it would be proper not to understand your civility?

—

But that is not my way—I don't make a cmtsey for it, because I am
sitting on horseback. But, seriously, I deserve your exception, for

I am the only conversible being about the Hall, except the old priest

and Ilashleigh."—" And who is Ilashleigh, for Heaven's sake?"

—

" RasWeigh is one who would fain have every one like him for his

own sake—He is Sir Hildebrand's youngest ^on—about your owa
j:!ge, .but not so—not well looking, in short. But Nature has given

him a mouthful of common sense, and the priest has added a bushel-

full of learning—he is what we all call a very clever man m this

country, where clever men are scarce. Bred to the church, but in

no hurry to take orders."—" You will think him the pleasantest man
you ever saw in your life, Mr Osbaldistone, that is for a week at

least. If he .could find out a blind mistress, never man would be so

secure of conquest ; but the eyes bieak the spell that enchants the

ear. But here we are in the court of the old hall, which looks as

wild and old-fashioned as any of its inmates. There is no great toil-

ette kept at Osbaldistone, you must know ; but I must take off these

things, they are so unpleasantly warm, and the hat hurts my fore-

head too, " continued the lively girl, taking it off, and shaking down
.a profusion of sable ringlets, which, half laughing, half blushing, she
^separated with her white slender fingers, in order to clear them away
^SJjm her beautiful face and piercing hazel eyes. If there was anj
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coquetry in the action, it was well disguised by tlie careless indiffer-

ence of her manner. I could not help saying, " that, judging of the

family from what I saw, I should suppose the toilette a very unne-

cessary care, "—" That's very politely said ; though, perhaps, I

ought not to understand in what sense it was meant, " replied Miss

Vernon ;
" but you will see a better apology for a little negligence,

when you meet the Orsons you are to live amongst, whose forms no
toilette could improve. But, as I said befoi-e, tlise old dinner-bell

will clang, or rather clank, in a few minutes—it cracked of its own
accord at the day of the landing of King Willie ; and my uncle, re-

specting its prophetic talent, would never permit it to be mended.
So do you hold my palfrey, like a duteous knight, until I send some
more humble squire to relieve you of the charge."—-She threw me
the rein as if we had been acquainted from our childhood, juujped

from her saddle, tripped across the court-yard, and entered at a side-

door, leaving me in admiration of her beauty, and astonished with

the overfrankuess of her manners. ' I. p. 100—106.

We must give the conversation at dinner, to complete the in-

troduction. She sits by her new cousin, and says,

' " I want to speak with you ; and I have placed honest Thor-
jaie betwixt Rashleigh and you on purpose ; while I, your earh-

est acquaintance in this intellectual family, ask of you how you
like us all ? "—" A very comprehensive question. Miss Vernon,

considering how short while I have been at Osbaldistone Hall. "

—

*' O, the philosophy of our family lies on the surface—there are mi-

nute shades distinguishing the individuals, which require the eye of

an intelligent observer ; but the species, as naturalists, I believe, call

it, may be distinguished and characterized at once. "—" My five

elder cousins, then, are, I presume, of pretty nearly the same cha-

racter. "—" Yes, they form a happy compound of sot, game-keeper,

bully, horse-jockey, and fool ; but, as they say there cannot be found

two leaves on the same tree exactly alike, so these happy ingredients,

being mingled in somewhat various proportions in each individual,

make an agreeable variety for those who like to study character. "

—

" Give me a sketch, if you please. Miss Vernon. "—" You shall

have them all in a family-piece, at full length—the favour is too easi-

ly granted to be refused. Percie, the son and heir, lias more of the

sot than of the game-keeper, bully, horse-jockey, or fool—My pre-

cious Thornie is more of the bully than the sot, game-keeper, jockey,

or fool—John, who sleeps whole weeks amongst the hills, has most
of the game-keeper—The jockey is most powerful with Dickon, who
rides two hundred miles by day and night to be bought and sold at a

horse-race—And the fool predominates so much over Wilfred's other

qualities, that he may be termed a fool positive. "—" A goodly col-

lection. Miss 'V'ernon ; and the individual varieties belong to a most
interesting species: But is there no room on the canvas for Sir Hilde-

kraiad? "—" I love my uncle, " was her reply : " 1 owt him some
4
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kindness, (such it was meant for at least), and I wlil leave you to

draw his picture yourself, when you know him better. "— '' Come, "

thought I to myself, " I am glad there is some forbearance

;

after all, who would have looked for such bitter satire from a

creature so )'oung and so exquisitely beautiful ? "—" You are

thinking of me, " she said, bending her dark eyes on me, as if

she meant to pierce througli my very soul.—" I certainly was,
"

I replied with some embarrassment at the determined suddenness

cf the question, and then endeavouring to give a complimentary turn

to my frank avowal, " How is it possible I should think of any thing-

else, seated as I have the happiness to be ? " She smiled with such

an expression of concentrated haughtiness as she alone could have
thrown into her countenance. " I must inform you at once, Mr
Osbaldiston-e, that compliments are entirely lost upon me ; do not,

therefore, throw away your pretty sayings—they serve fine gentle-

men who travel in the country, instead of the toys, beads, and brace-

lets, which navigators carry to propitiate the savage inhabitants of

newly discovered countries. Do not exhaust your stock in trade

—

you v.'ill find natives in Northumberland to whom your fine things

will recommend you—on me they would be utterly thrown away, for

I happen to know their real value. " I was silenced and confound-

ed. " You remind me at this moment, " said the young lady, re-

suming her lively and indifferent manner, " of the fairy tale, where
,tke man finds all the money which he had carried to market sudden-

ly changed into pieces of slate. I have cried down and ruined your
whole stock of complimentary discourse by one unlucky observation.

But, come, never mind it. Endeavour to forget my unlucky sex

;

call me Tom Vernon, if you have a mind, but speak to me as you
would to a friend and companion ; you have no idea hov/ nmch I

shall like you. "—" You have not included Mr Rashleigh Osbaldi-

stone in your domestic sketches. "—She shrunk, I thought, at this

remark, and hastily answered, in a much lower tone, " Not a word
of Rashleigh ! His ears are so acute when his selfishness is interest-

ed, that the sounds would reach him even through the mass of Thorn-
cliff's person, stuffed as it is with beef, venison-pasty, and pudding.

"

—" Yes, " I replied ;
" but peeping past the living screen which

divides us, before I put the question, I perceived that Mr Rashleigh'^

chair was empty—he has left the table. "—" I would not have you be
tpo sure of tliat, " Miss Vernon replied. " Take my advice, and
when you speak of Rashleigh, get up to the top of Otterscope-hill,

w^here you can see for twenty miles round you in every direction

—

stand on the very peak, and speak in whispers ; and, after ajl, don't

be too sure that the bird of the air shall not carry the matter. Rash-

leigh has been my tutor for four years ; we are mutually tired of each

other, and we shall heartily rejoice at our approaching separation, " *

I. p. 118—126.

We shall give but one specimen njore of this strange young
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!ady. Mr Osbaldistone having been informed by Rashleigh of

her engagement to marry one of them, or to take the veil, liad

been thrown into bad humour by the communication ; and, af-

ter tteatiu^ her with sullernesss at dinner, had got drunk, and

quarrelled with the whole brotherhood. Next morning she de-

sires to speak with him in the library. Though a little alarmed,

he endeavours to recal his continental gallantry, and follows.

* My English feelings, howex-er, were too many for my French

education, and I made, I believe, a very pitiful figure, when Miss

Vernon, seating herself majestically in a huge elbow-chair in the li-

braiy, like a judge about to hear a cause of importance, signed to

me to take a chair opposite to her, (which I did, much like the poor

fellow who is going to be tried), and entered upon conversation in a

tone of bitter irony.—" Upon my word, Mr Francis Osbaldistone,

"

said Miss Vernon, with the air of one who thought herself fully en-

titled to assume the privilege of ironical reproach, which she was

pleased to exert, " your cliaracter improves upon us, sir—I could

not have thought that it was in you.—Yesterday might be considered

as 3'our assay-piece, to prove yourself entitled to be free of the cor-

poration of Osbaldistone-Haii. But it was a master-piece. "—<^ I

am quite sensible of my ill-breeding, Miss Vernon, and I can only

say for myself, that I had received some communications by which

Tdy spirits w^ere unusually agitated. I am conscious I was imper-

tinent and absurd."—" You do yourself great injustice," said the

merciless monitor, " you have contrived, by what I saw and have

since heard, to exhibit in the course of one evening a happy display

of all the various masterly qualifications which distinguish your se-

veral cousins ;—the gentle and generous temper of the benevolent

Rashleigh—the temperance of Percie—the cool courage of Thorn-

cliff—John's skill in dog-breaking—Dickon's aptitude to betting ;—
all exhibited by the single individual, Mr Francis, and that with a
selection of time, place, and circumstance, worthy the taste and saga-

city of the sapient Wilfred. "—" Have a little mercy, Miss Vernon,
"

said I ; for I confess I thought the schooling as severe as the case

merited. " I have but w^et my shoe, I assure you, and am too

sensible of the filth of the puddle to step further in. "—" If such

be your resolution, " she replied, " it is a wise one. But I was so

much vexed at what I heard, that your concerns have pressed before

my own.—You behaved to me yesterday, during dinner, as if some-

thing had been told you which lessened or lowered me in your opi-

nion—I beg leave to ask you what it was ?
"—I was stupified—the

direct bluntness of the demand was much in the style one gentlemaH

uses to another, when requesting explanation of any part of his con-

duct in a good-humoured yet determined manner, and was totally

devoid of the circumlocutions, shadings, softenings, and periphrasis,

which usually accompany explanations betwixt persons of different

#6exes in the higher orders of society. She observed my hesitation,-
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and proceeded in a tone somewhat more peremptory, but still tem-

perate and civil.—" I hope Mr Osbaldistone does not dispute mv
title to request this explanation. I have no relative who can protect

me; it is, therefore, just that I be permitted to protect myself. "

—

I endeavoured with hesitation to throw the blame of my rude beha-

viour upon indisposition—upon disagreeable letters from London.
She suffered me to exhaust my apologies, and fairly to run myself a-

ground, listening all the while with a smile of absolute incredulity.

—

" Aud now, Mr Francis, having gone through your prologue of ex-

cuses, witli the same bad grace with which all prologues are deliver-

ed, please to draw the curtain, and show me that which I desire to

see. In a word, let me know what Rashleigh says of me ; for he is

the grand engineer and first mover of all the machinery of Osbaldis-

tone-Hall. "— " But, supposing there was any thing to tell. Miss Ver-

non, what does he deserve that betrays the secrets of one ally to ano-

ther ?—Rashleigh, you yourself told me, rensained your ally, though

no longer your friend. "—" I have neither patience for evasion, nor

inclination for jesting, on the present subject. Rashleigh cannot

—

ought not—dare not, hold any language respecting me, Diana Ver-

non, but what I may demand to hear repeated. That there are sub-

jects of secrecy and confidence between us, is most certain ; but to

such, his communications to you could have no relation ; and with

such, I, as an individual, have no concern. " I had by this time re-

covered my presence of mind, and hastily determined to avoid ma-
king any disclosure of what Rashleigh had told me in a sort of con-

fidence. There was something unworthy in retailing private conver-

sation ; it could, I thought, do no good, and must necessarily give

Miss Vernon great pain. I tnerefore replied, gravely, *' that nothing

but frivolous talk had passed between Mr Rashleigh Osbaldistone and
me on the state of the family at the Hall ; and I protested, that no-

thing had been said which left a serious impression to her disadvantage.

As a gentleman, I said. T could not be more explicit in reporting pri-

vate conversation. " She started up with the animation of a Camilla

about to advance into battle. " This shall not serve your turn, sir

—

I must have another answer from you. " Her features kindled

—

her brow became flushed—her eye glanced wild-fire as she proceed-

ed. " I demand such an explanation, as a woman basely slandered

has a right to demand from every man who calls himself a gentleman
-—as a creature, motherless, friendless, alone in the world, left to her

own guidance and protection, has a right to require from every be-

ing having a happier lot, in the name of that God who sent them in-

to the world to enjoy, and her to suffer !
" I was utterly astonished at

her vehemence, bat feit, thus conjured, that it became my duty to

lay aside scrupuloLis deiicacj', and gave her bric;f!y. but distinctly,

the heads of tiie iufbrmation which Rashleigh )i:+d conveyed to me.

When I had finishea, she paused a moment ; and then said, with her

usual composure, " There is but Ji!tle I have heard from you which I

tiid not expect to hear, and which I ougiit not to have expected ^
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because, bating one circumstance, it is all very true. But as there

are some poisons so active, that a few drops, it is said, will infect a

whole fountain, so there is one falsehood in Rashleigh's communica-

tion, powerful enough to corrupt the whole well in which Truth her-

self is said to have dwelt. It is the leading and foul falsehood, that,

knowing Rashleigh as I have reason too well to know him. any cir-

cumstance on earth could make me tliink of sharing my lot with him.

No, " she continued, with a sort of inward shuddering that seemed

to express involunt^y horror ;
" any lot rather than that—the sot,

the gambler, the bully, the jockey, the insensate fool, were a thousand

times preferable to Rashleigh ;—the convent—the jail—the grave,

shall be welcome before them all.

"

* There was a sad and melancholy cadence in her voice, corres-

ponding with the strange and interesting romance of her situation.

So young, so beautiful, so untaught, so much abandoned to her-

self, and deprived of all the support which her sex derives from

the countenance and protection of female friends, and even of that

degree of defence which arises from the forms with which the sex

are approached in civilized life,—it is scarce metaphorical to say,

that my heart bled for her. Yet there was an expression of dignity

in her contempt of ceremony—of upright feeling in her disdain of

falsehood—of firm resolution in the manner in which she contem-

plated the dangers by which she was surrounded, which blended my
pity with the warmest admiration. She seemed a princess deserted

by her subjects, and deprived of her power, yet still scorning those

formal regulations of society which are created for persons of an

inferior rank ; and, amid her difficulties, relying boldly and confi-

dently on the justice of Heaven, and the unshaken constancy of her

own mind. ' I. p. 293—305.

We have already allowed so much space to this fair lady, that

we have less to spare for the intrepid outlaw who gives his name
to the work. Interesting as we really think him, we suspect

most of his readers will be rather disappointed, both at the so-

briety and caution of his ordinary demeanour, and at the low-

liness of his original occupation. We cannot give the account

of it in more authentic words than those of his kinsman Baillie

Jarvie, who thus epitomizes his eventful history.

* *' Robin was anes a weel-doing, pains-taking drover as ye wad
see amang ten thousand— It was a pleasure to see him in his belted

plaid and brogues, wi' his target at his back, and claymore and dirk

at his belt, following a hundred Highland stots, and a dozen o' the

fillies, as rough and ragged as the beasts they drave. And he was
aith civil and just in his dealings, and if he thought his chapman

had made a hard bargain, he wad gie him a luck penny to the mends.

I hae kenn'd him gie back five shillings out o' the pund sterling. "—
" Twenty-five per cent, " said Owen-^" a heavy discount."—" H^

Vol. XXIX, NO. 56^ E €
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wad gie it though, sir, as I tell ye; mair especially if he thought the

buyer was a puiv man and eouldna stand by a loss. But the time*

cam liaid, and Rob was venturesome. It wasna my faut—it wasna

my faut ; he canna wyte me. I aye tauld him o't—And the credi-

tors, mair especially some grit neighbours o' his, grippit to his living

and land ; and they say his wife was turned out o' the house to the

hill-side, and sair misguided to the boot. Shamefu' ! shamefu' !—

I

am a peacefu' man and a magistrate, but if ony ane had guided sae

muckle as iny servant quean, Mattie, as it's like they guided Rob's

wife, I think it suld hae set tlie shabble that my father the deacon had^

at Bothwel-brigg a-walking again. Weel, Rob cam hame, and fand

desolation, God pity us 1 where he left plenty ; he looked east, west,

south, and north, and saw neither hauld nor hope—neither beild nor

shelter—sae he e'en pu'd the bonnet ower his brow, beltetl the broad-

sword to his side, took to the brae-side, and became a broken man..
"^'

U. p. 283—285>
Some idea of his authoritative and haughty manner may be-

gathered from the scene to which we have already allu^led, of

his interference between Rashleigh and our hero when they ac-

eidentally meet, and assault each other in Glasgow.

* Our death-grapple was interrupted by a man who forcibly threw

himself between us, and pushing us separate from each other, ex-

claimed, in a loud and commanding voice, " What ! the sons of

those who sucked the same breast shedding each others bluid as it.

were strangers !—By the hand of my father, I will cleave to the

brisket the first man that mints another stroke. "— I looked up in a-

stonishment. The speaker was no other than Campbell. He had a
basket-hilted broadsword drawn in his hand, which he made to whis-

tle around his head as he spoke, as if for the purpose of enforcing

his mediation. Rashleigh and I stared in silence at this unexpected

mtruder, who proceeded to exhort us alternately : " Do you, Maister

^Francis, opine that ye will re-establish your father's credit by cutting

your kinsman's thrapple, or getting your ain sneckit instead thereof

in the College-yards of Glasgow ?—Or do ye, Maister Rashleigh,

think men will trust their lives and fortunes wi' ane, that, when in.

point of trust and in p6int of confidence wi' a great political interest,

gangs about brawling like a drunken gillie?—Nay, never look gash:

©r grim at me, man— if ye're angry, ye keu how to turn the buckle

o' your belt behind you»"—" You presume o\\ my present situation,
"

replied Rashleigh, " or you would hardly have dared to interfere

where my honour is concerned."—" Hout, tout, tout!—Presume?
And what for should it be presuming?—Ye may be the richer

man, Mr Osbaldistone, as is maist likely, and ye may be the mair

learned m.an, whilk I dispute not ; but I reckon ye are neither a

prettier man nor a better gentleman than mysell, and it will be news.

to me when I hear you are as gude. And dare too ?—Muckle dar-

ing there's about it—I trow here I stand, that hae slashed as beta. ^
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haggles as ony d' tlie twa o' ye, and thought nae muckle 6' my
morning's waik when it was dune. If my foot were on the heather,

as it's on the causeway, or this pickle gravel, that's little better, I

hae been waur inistrysted than if I were set to gie ye baith your
ser'ing o't.

"—Rashleigh had by this time recovered his temper com-
pletely. " My kinsman, " he said, " will acknowledge he forced

this quarrel on me. It was none of my seeking. I am glad we are

interrupted before I chastised his forwardness more severely. "—" Are
ye Jiurt, lad ? " inquired Campbell at m.e with some appearance of
interest.—" A very slight scratch, " I answered, " which my kind
cousin would not long have boasted of, had not you come between
us. "—" In troth, and that's true, Maister Rashleigh, " said Camp-
bell ;

" for the cauld iron and your best bluid were like to hae be-

corae acquaint when I mastered Mr Frank's right hand. But never

look like a sow playing on a trump for the luve o' that, man—come
and walk wi' me, I hae news to tell ye, and ye'll cool and come to

yoursell, like jMacGibbon's crowdy, Avhen he set it out -at the win-
dow-bole.

"
' II. p. 253—257.

Beiore exhibiting the mountaineer in his native scenes, it is

ric;ht, perhaps, that the reader should have an idea of the na-
ture of those scenes, aiid their inhabitants. He may thereforei

take the following account of our travellers' entry into the little

inn at Aberfoil, across the half open door of which they had
found a peeled willcvv v/and. In spite of this warning rod, and
the resistance of the landlady, says Mr Osbaldistone,

* I opened a crazy half-decayed door, constructed, not of plank,

but of wicker, and, followed by the Baillie, entered ioto the princi-

pal apartment of t-iis Scottish caravansera. The interior presented

a view which seemed singular enough to southern eyes. The fire,

fed with blazing turf and branches of dried wood, blazed merrily in

the centre ; but the smoke, having no means to escape but through

a hole in the roof, eddied round the rafters of the cottage, and hung
in sable folds at the height of about five feet from the floor. Tl»e

space beneath was kept pretty clear, by innumerable currents of air

which rushed towards the fire from the broken pannel of basket-work

which served as a door, from two square holes, designed as ostensi-

ble windows, through one of which was thrust a plaid, aod through

the other a tattered great coat ; and moreover, through various less

distinguishable apertures in the walls of iflie tenement, which, being

built of round stones and turf, cemented by mud, let in the atmo-
sphere at innumerable crevices. At an old oaken table, adjoining to

the fire^ sat three men, guests apparently, whom it was impossible to

regard with indifference. Two were in the Highland dress ; the one
a little dark-complexioned man, with a lively, quick, and irritable

expression of features, wore the trews, or close pantaloons, wove out

of a sort of chequered stocking stuff. The Baillie whispered me,
that " he behoved to be a man of some consequence, for that na«-

' E e :^
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body btit their Duinhewassels wore the trews ; they were very ill to

weave exactly to their Highland pleasure. " The other mountaineer

was a very tall, strong man, with a quantity of reddish hair, freckled

face, high cheek-bones, and long chin—a sort of caricature of the

national features of Scotland. The tartan which he wore differed

from that of his companion, as it had much more scarlet fn it, where-

as the shades of black and dark-green predominated in the chequers

of the other. The third, who sate at the same table, was in the

Xrowland dress,—a bold, stout-looking man, with a cast of military

daring in his eye and manner, his riding-dress showily and profusely

laced, and his cocked hat of formidable dimensions. His hanger and

a pair of pistols lay on the table before him. Each of the Highland-

ers had their naked dirks stuck upright in the board beside him,

—

an emblem, I was afterwards informed, but surely a strange one, that

their compotation was not to be interrupted by any brawl. A mighty

pewter measure, containi)ig about an English quart of usquebaugh,

was placed before these worthies. A broken glass, with a wooden
foot, served as a drinking cup to the whole party, and circulated

with a rapidity, which, considering the potency of the liquor, seemed
absolutely marvellous. These men spoke loud and eagerly together,

sometimes in Gaelic, at other times in English. Another Highland-

er, wrapt in his plaid, reclined on the floor, his head resting on a

stone, from which it was only separated by a wisp of straw, and slept,

or seemed to sleep, without attending to what was going on around

him. He also was probably a stranger, for he lay in full dress, and

accoutred with the sword and target, the usual arms of his countr}'-

men when on a journey. Cribs there were of different dimensions

beside the walls, formed, some of fraC^ured boards, some of shattered

wicker-work or plaited boughs, in which slunibered the famil}^ of

the house, men, women, and children, their places of repose only

concealed by the dusky wreaths of vapour which arose above, below,

and around them.
* Our entrance was made so quietly, and the carousers I have de-

scribed were so eagerly engaged in their discussions, that we e-

scaped their notice for a minute or two. But I observed the High-

lander who lay beside the fire raise him«;elf on bis elbow as we en-

tered, and, drawing his plaid over the lower part of his face, fi:x

his look on us for a few seconds, after which he resumed his re-

cumbent posture, and seemed again to betake himself to the repose

which our entrance had interrupted. We advanced to the fire,

which was an agreeable spectacle after our late ride, during the

chillness of an Autumn evening among the mountains, and first at-

tracted the attention of the guests who had preceded us, by calling

for the landlady. She approached, looking doubtfully and timidly,

now at us, now at the other party, and returned a hesitating and

doubtful answer to our request to have something to eat. I assured

her we M-ere indifferent to the (juaUty of our supper ; and looking

round for means of accommodation, which were not easily to be
found, I arranged an old hen-cooj) as a seat for Mr Jarvie, and turn-
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€<1 down a broken tub to serve for my own. Andrew Fairservice

entered presently afterwards, and took a place in silence behind our

backs. The natives, as I may call them, continued staring at us

•with an air as if confoundevl by our assurance, and we, at least I

myself, disguised as well as we could, under an appearance of indif-

ference, any secret anxiety we might feel concerning the mode in

which we were to be received by our predecessors. At length, the

lesser Highlander, addressing himself to me, said, in very good Eng-
lish, and in atone of gi'cat haughtiness, " Ye make yourself at home,
sir, I see."—" I usually do so," I replied, " when I come into a
house of public entertainment. "—" And did she na see, " said the

taller man, " by the white wand at the door, that gentlemens had

taken up the public-house on their ain business ?
"—" I do not pre-

tend to understand the customs of this country ; but I am yet to

learn, " I replied, " how three persons should be entitled to exclude

all other travellers from the only place of slielter and refreshment for

miles round. "—" There's nae reason for't, gentlemen, " said the

Baillie ;
" we mean iiae cftence—^^but there's neither law nor reason

for't—but as far as a stoup o' gude brandy wad make up the quarrel,

we, being peaceable folk, wad be willing
—

" " Damn your brandy,

sir !
" said the Lawlander, adjusting his cocked-hat fiercely upon his

head ;
" we desire neither your brandy nor your company ;

" and up
te rose from his seat. There v/as obyiously a fray about to ensue,

a,t which, feeling myself indignant at the inhospitable insolence with

which I was treated, I was totally indifferent, unless on the Baillie's

account, whose person and qualities were ill qualified for such an
adventure. I started up, however, on seeing the others rise, and
dropped my cloak from my shoulders, that I might be ready to stand

^n the defensive.—" We are three to three, " said the lesser High-
lander, glancing his eyes at our party ;

" if ye be pretty men, draw ;

"

and, unsheathing his broadsword, he advanced on me. I put myself

in a posture of defence, and, aware of the superiority of my weapon,
a rapier or small-sword, was little afraid of the issue of the contest.

The Baillie behaved with unexpected mettle. As he saw the gigan-

tic Highlander confront him Avith his weapon drawn, he tugged for

a second or two at the hilt of his shabhlc, as he called it ; but finding

it loath to quit the sheath, to which it had long been secured by rust

and disuse, he seized, as a substitute, on the red-hot coulter of a
plough which had been employed in arranging the fii-e by way of a
poker, and brandished it with such effect, that at the first pass he
set the Highlander's plaid on fire, and compelled him to keep a re-

jspectfui distance till he covdd get it extinguished. ' III. 1 3-22.

The whole scene at the Clachan, as well as the march up the

lake, and the sanguinary skirmish at the pass, are given with ad-

mirable spirit. But we cannot now make room l^r them. Yet
we cannot refrain from one sentence of local description—just

to show with what force and truth this author delineates his na«
tive landscape.
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* I shall never forgot the delightful sensation with which I ex-

changed the dark, smoky, smothering atmosphere of the Highland
hut, in which we had passed the night so uncomfortabl}', for the re-

freshing fragrance of the morning air, and the glorious beams of the

rising sun, which, from a tabernacle of purple and golden clouds,

were darted full on such a scene of natural romance and beauty as

had never before greeted my eyes. To the left lay the valley, down
which the Forth wandered on its easterly course, surrounding the

beautiful detached hill, with all its garland of woods. On the right,

amid a profusion of thickets, knolls, and crags, lay the bed of a broad
mountain lake, lightly curled into tiny waves by the breath of the

morning breeze, each glittering in its course under the influence of

the sun-beams. High hills, rocks, and banks, waving with natural

forests of birch and oak, formed the borders of this enchanting sheet

of water ; and, as their leaves rustled to the wind and twinkled in the

sun, gave to the depth of solitude a sort of life and vivacity. Man
alone seemed to be placed in a state of inferiority, in a scene where
all the ordinary features of nature were raised and exalted. The mi-

serable little hourocks, as the Baillie tern)ed them, of which about a
dozen formed the village called the Clachan of Aberfoil, were com-
posed of loose stones, cemented by clay instead of mortar, and thatch-

ed by turfs, laid rudely upon rafters formed of native and unhewn
birches and oaks from the woods around. The roofs approached the

ground so iiearly, that Andrew Fairservice observed we might have
ridden over the village the night before, and never found out we were
near it, unless our horses' feet had " gane thro' the riggin. " '"

111.

p. 68, 69.
^

We niust pass over the scene after the battle, as well as the

battle itself
J
but we cannot refese a place to the drowning of

the excisem^.n, the bnpless hustnge for Rob Roy's safe return.

At the command of his Amazonian consort

—

* they dragged forward a wretch already half dead with terror,

in whose agonized features I recognised, to my horror and asto-

nishment, my old acquaintance Morris. He fell prostrate before

the female Chief with an effort to clasp her knees, from which she

drew back, as if his touch had been pollution, so that all he could

do in token of the extremity of his humihation, was to kiss the hem
of her plaid. I never heard entreaties for life poured torth with such
agony of spirit. The ecstacy of fear was such, that, instead of para-

lyzing his tongue, as on ordinary occasions, it even rendered him elo-

quent, and, with cheeks pale as ashes, hands compressed in agony,

eyes that seemed to be taking their last look of all mortal objects, he
protested, with tlie deepest oaths, his total ignorance of any design

pn the person of Rob Roy, whom he swore he loved and honoured as

Lis own soul.—In the inconsistency of his terror, he said, he was but
the agent of others, and he muttered the naine of Rashleigh.—He
prayed but for life—for life he would give all he had in the world;—

•

\% ^as but hfe he asked—hfe, if it were to be prolonged under tort
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tures and privations ;--4ie asked only breath, tliough it should be

drawn in the damps of the lowest caverns of their hills. It is impos-

sible to describe the scorn, the loathing and contempt, with which

the wife of MacGregor regarded this wretched petitioner for the poor

boon of existence. " I could have bid you live, " she said, " had

life been to you the same weary and wasting burthen that it is to me
—that it is to every noble and generous mind. But you—wretch

!

you could creep through the world unaffected ty its various dis-

graces, its ineffable miseries, its constantly accumulating masses of

crime and sorrow—you could live and enjoy yourself, wliile the noble

minded are betrayed—while nameless and birthless villains tread on

the neck of the brave and the long-descended ;—you could enjoy

yourself, like a butcher's dog in the shambles, battening on garbage,

while the slaughter of the brave went on around you ! This enjoy-

ment you shall not live to partake of; you shall die, base dog, and

that before yon cloud has passed over the sun. "—She gave a brief

command in Gaelic to her attendants, two of whom seized upon the

prostrate suppliant, and hurried him to the brink of a cliff which over-

hung the flood. He set up the most piercing and dreadful cries that

;fear ever uttered—I may well term them dreadful, for they haunted

my sleep for years afterward. As the murderers, or executioners,

call them as you will, draggetl him along, he recognised me even in

that moment of horror, and exclaimed, in the last articulate words I

ever heard him utter, " O, Mr Osbaldistone, save me!—save me] "

——I was so much moved by this horrid spectacle, that, although in

momentary expectation of sharing his fate, I did attempt to speak in

"his behalf, but, as might have been expected, my interference 'was

sternly disregarded. The victim was held fast by some, while others,

blinding a large heavy stone in a plaid, tied it round his neck, and

others again eagerly stripped him of some part of his dress. Half

naked, and thus manacled, they hurled him into Hie lake, there about

twelve feet deep, drowning his last death-shriek with a loud halloo of

vindictive triumph, above which, however, the yell of mortal agony

was distinctly heard. The heavy burden splashed in the dark-blue

•^vaters of the lake ; and the Highlanders, with their pole-axes and

«words, watched an instant, to guard, lest, extricating himself from

the load to which he was attached, he might have struggled to re-

gain the shore. But the knot had been securely bound ; the victim

sunk without effort ; the waters, which his fall had disturbed, settled

calmly over him ; and the unit of that life for which he had pleaded

€0 strongly, was for ever withdrawn from the sum of human exist-

ence. ' HI. p. 120—124.

We niay now show Rob himself, as he appeared when brought

as a captive before the Duke of M., at the head of the county

militia.

^ His arms were belted down above the elbow, and secured to his

hody by a hoise-^irth buckled tight behind him. Two non-commis-
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sioned officers had hold of him, one on each side, and two file of

men with carabines and fixed bayonets attended for additional secu-

rity.—I had never seen this man in the dress of his country, which set

off in a striking point of view the peculiarities of his form. A shock-*

head of red hair, which the hat and periwig of the Lowland costume

had in a great measure concealed, was seen beneath the Highland
bonnet, and verified the epithet of Roy or Red, by which he was
much better known in the low country than by any other, and is still,

I suppose, best remembered. The justice of the appellation was al-^

so vindicated by the appearance of that part of his limbs, from the

bottom of his kilt to the top of his short hose, which the fashion of

his country dress left bare, and whicli was covered with a fell of

thick, short, red hair, especially around his knees, which resembled

in this respect, as well as from their sinewy appearance of extreme
strength, the limbs of a red-coloured Highland bull. Upon the

whole, betwixt the effect produced by the change of dress, and by
my having become acquainted with his real and formidable cha-

racter, his appearance had acquired to my eyes something so much
%vilder and more striking than it before presented, that I could

gcarce recognise him to be the same person.
' His maimer was bold, unconstrained unless by the actual bonds,

haughty, and even dignified. He bowed to the Duke, nodded to Gar-
schattachin and others, and showed some surprise at seeing me among
the party. " It is long since we have met, Mr Campbell, " said the

Duke—" It is so, my Lord Lord Duke ; I could have wished it had
been " (looking at the fastening on his arms) " when I could have

better paid the compliments I owe to your Grace—but there's a guid

time coming. "—" No time like the time present, Mr Campbell,

answered the Duke ;
" for the hours are fast flying that must settle

your last account with all mortal affairs. You know that you have

deserved death, and that you must prepare for it.
"—=" My Lord,

"

said Rob Roy, " although I may well Jay my misfortunes to your

Grace's door, yet I will never say that you yourself have been the

wilful and willing author of them. My Lord, if I had thought sae,

your Grace would not this day have been sitting in judgment on me;
for you have been three times within good rifle distance of me when
you were thinking but of the red deer ; and few people have kenn'd

me miss my aim. But as for them that have abused your Grace's

ear, and set you up against a man that was ance as peacefu' a man
as ony in the land, and made your name the warrant for driving me
io utter extremity I have had some amends of them; and for a'

that your Grace now says, I expect to live to hae mair. "— " I

know, " said the Duke, in rising anger, " that you are a determined

and impuderit villain, who will keep his oath if he swears to mischief;

but it shall be my care to prevent you. You have no enemies but
your own wicked actions. "—" Had I called rriyself Grahame, in-

stead of Campbell, I might have heard less about them, " answered
Rob Roy, with dogged resolution. ' III. 147-1 5L
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After his escape at the ford, he appears again to cur hero,

who says that as he was walking along

—

* I was suddenly hailed b}' a touch on the shoulder ; and tlie deep

voice of a Highlander, who, walking still ftister than I, though I

was proceeding at a smart pace, accosted me with, " A braw night,

Maister Osbaldistone—we have met at the mirk hour before now.
"

There was no mistaking the tone of MacGregor ; he had escaped the

pursuit of his enemies, and was in full retreat to his own wilds, and

to his adherents. He had also contrived to arm himself, probably

at the house of some secret adherent ; for he had a musket on his

shoulder, and the usual Highland weapons by his side.
'

* After some talk of his escape, " I thought, " said he, " the chield

Morris looked devilish queer when I determined he should remain a

wad, or hostage, for my safe back- coming—but I am come back,

jiae thanks to him, or them that employed him ; and the question is,

how the collector-loon is to win back himsell—I promise him it will

not be without ransom. "—" Morris, " said I, " has already paid

the last ransom which mortal man can owe. "—" Eh ! What? " ex-

claimed my companion hastily, " I trust it was in the skirmish he

was killed. "—" He was slain in cold blood, after the fight was over,

Mr Campbell."—" Cold blood ?— Damnation !
" he said, mutter-

ing betwixt his teeth— *' How fell that. Sir ?—Speak out, sir, and

do not INIaster or Campbell me— my foot is on my native heatli, and

my name is MacGregor. " His passions were obviously irritated

;

but, without noticing the rudeness of his tone, I gave him a short

and distinct account of the death of Morris. He struck the butt of

his gun with great vehemence against the ground, and broke out,

'• I vow to God ! such a deed might make one forswear kin, clan,

country, wife, and bairns ! And yet the villain wrought long for it.

And what is the difference between warstling below the water wi' a
Stane about your neck, and wavering in the wind wi' a tether round

it ?—it's but choking after a', and he drees the doom he ettled for

me. I could hae wished, though, they had rather putten a ball

through him, or a dhk ; for the fashion of removing him will give

j-ise to mony idle clavers—But every wight has his weird, and we
maun a' dee when our day comes—And naebody will deny that He-

len MacGregor has deep wrongs to avenge. " HI. 190-192.

We must return to Die Vernon, for the last time—and give

our readers her romantic encounter with her lover in his lonely

nioht-walk in this remote and solitary region.

' A sharp frost wind, which made itself heard and felt from time

to time, i-emoved the clouds of mist which might otherwise have

slumbered till morning on the valley ; and, though it could not to-

tally disperse the clouds of vapour, yet threw them in confusetl and

phangeful masses, now hovering round the heads of the mountains,

HOW filling, as witji a den^e and voluminous stream of smoke, the
"

1
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various deep gullies where masses of the composite rock, Or Irescia^

tumbling in fragments from the cliffs, have rushed to the valley, leav-

ing each behind its course a rent and torn i-avine resembling a de-

serted water-course. The moon, which was now high, and twinkled

%vith all the vivacity of a frosty atmosphere, silvered the windings of

the river and the peaks and precipices which the mist left visible,

vhile her beams seemed as it were absorbed by the fleecy whiteness

of the mist, where it lay thick and condensed ; and gave to the more
Jight and vapoury species, which were elsewhere visible, a sort of

filmy transparency resembling the lightest veil of silver gauze. De-
spite the uncertainty of my situation, a view so romantic, joined to

the active and inspiring influence of the frosty atmosphere, elevated

my spirits while it braced my nerves, I felt an inclination to cast

care away, and bid defiance to danger, and involuntarily whistled,

l)y way of cadence to my steps, which my feeling of the cold led me
to accelerate, and f felt the pulse of existence beat prouder and
higher in proportion as I felt confidence in my own strength, courage,

and resources. I was so much lost in these thoughts, and in the feel-

ings which they excited, that two horsemen came up behind me
without my hearing their approach, until one was on each side of

ine, when the left-hand rider, pulling up his horse, addressed me in

the English tongue. " So ho, friend, whither so late ? "—" To my
supper and bed at Aberfoil, " I replied.—" Are the passes open ?

"

lie inquired, with the same commanding tone of voice. " I do not

know, " I replied ;
" I shall learn when I get there. "—" Mr Fran-

cis Osbaldistone, " said the other rider, in a voice, the tones of

which thrilled through every nerve of my body, " should not Avhistle

his favourite airs when he wishes to remain undiscovered. " And
Diana Vernon, for she, wrapped in a horseman's cloak, was the last

speaker, whistled in playful mimicry the second part of the tune

which was on my lips when they came up.—" Good God !
" I ex-

claimed, like one thunderstruck, " can it be you. Miss Vernon, on
such a spot— at such an hour— in such a lawless country—in sucli

—

"

" In such a masculine dress, you would say.—But what would you
have ?—The philosophy of the excellent Corporal Nym is the

best after all—things must be as they may

—

paiica verba, " While
Bhe was thus speaking, I eagerly took advantage of an unusually

bright gleam of moonshine, to study the appearance of her compa-
nion, &c. The object of my anxiety seemed desirous to get rid of

my investigation. " Diana, " he said, in a tone of mingled kind-

ness and authority, " give your cousin his property, and do not let us

spend time here. " Miss Vernon had in the mean time taken out a

Somali case, and leaning down from her horse towards me, she said,

in a tone in which an effort at her usual quaint lightness of expres-

sion contended with a deeper and more grave tone of sentiment,
" You see, my dear coz, I was born to be your better angel. Ilash-

leigh has been compelled to yield up his spoil, and had we reached

tlijs same vilhige of Aberfgil last night, as we purposed, I shcruUi

2
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have found some Highland sylph to have wafted to you all these re-

prtsciitativts of commercial wealth. But there were giants and dra-

gons in the way ; and errant-knights and damsels of modern times,

bold tho'Jgh they be, must not, as of yore, run into useless danger

— Do not you do so either, my dear coz. "— " Diana, " said her

companion, " let me once more warn you that the evening waxes

late, and we are still distant from our. home. "—" 1 am coming, sir,

I am conning—Consider, " she added, with a sigh, " how lately I

hf.ve been subjected to controul— besides, I have not yet given my
cousin the packet—and bid him farewell— for ever—Yes, Frank,

"

she said, " for ever—there is a gulph between us—a gulph of abso-

lute perdition—where we go, you must not follow—what we do,

you must not share in—farewell—be happy. " In the attitude in

which sh; beat from her horse, which was a Highland poney, her

face, net perhaps altogether unwillingly, touched mine— She pressed

my hand, while the tear that trembled in her eye fotmd its way to

my cheek instead of her own. It was a moment never to be forgot-

ten—inexpressibly bitter, yet mixed with a sensation of pleasure so

deeply sootliing and affecting, as at once to unlock all ihe flood-

gates of the heart. It was but a moment, however ; for instantly re-

covering from the feeling to which she had involuntarily given way,

she intimated to her companion she was ready to attend him, and

putting their horses to a brisk pace, they were soon far distant from

the place v.here I stood.

* Heaven knows, it was not apathy which loaded my frame and

my tongue so much, that I could neither return Miss Vernon's half

embrace, nor even answer her farewell. The v/ord, though it rose

to my tongue, seemed to choke in my throat like the fatal guilty,

which the delinquent who makes it his plea knows must be fol-

lowed by the doom of death. The surprise—the son-ow, almost

stupified me. I remained motionless with the packet in my hand,

gazing after them, as if endeavouring to count the sparkles which

flew from the horses' hoofs. I continued to look, after even these

had ceased to be visible, and to listen for their footsteps long af-

ter the last distant trampling had died in my ears. At length,

tears rushed to my eyes, glazed as they were by the exertion

of straining after what was no longer to be seen. I wiped them
mechanically, and almost without being aware that they were flow-

ing ; but they came thicker and thicker—I felt the tightening of the

throat and breast, the hysterica passio of poor Lear ; and, sitting

down by the v* ayside, I shed a flood of the ^irst and niost bitter tears

which had flowed from my eyes since childhood. ' III. 170—179.

The reader may uerbaps like to see the breakfast scene with

which Rob cheered his parting guests.

' The taste, as well as the eloquence of tribes, In a savage, or, tq

gpeak more properly, in a rude state, is usually just, because it is

unfettered b} system and affectation, and of this I had an example ii^

||ie choice these mountaineers had made of a place to receive tlieic
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guests. It has been said that a British monarch would judge well to

receive the embassy of a rival power in the cabin of a man-of-war
;

•and a Highland leader acted with some propriety in chusing a situa-

tion where the natural objects of grandeur proper fo his country

might have the full effect on the mind of his guests. We ascended

about two hundred yards from the shores of the lake, guided by a

brawling brook, and left on the right hand four or five Highland

huts, with patches of arable land around them, cut as it'W-ere out of

the surrounding copsewood, and waving with crops of barley and
oats. Above this limited space, the hill became more steep ; and on '

its edge we descried the glittering arms and waving drapery of about

fifty of MacGregor's followers. They were stationed on a spot, the

recollection of which yet strikes nie with admiration. The brook,

hurlfrig its waters downwards from the mountain, had in this spot

encountered a barriei- rock, over which it had made its way by two
distinct leaps. The first fail, across vv^hich a magnificent old oak,

slanting out from the farther bank, partly extended itself as if to

shroud the dusky stream of the cascade, might be about twelve feet

high ; the broken waters were received in a beautiful stone bason,

almost as regular as if hewn by a sculptor ; and after wheeling around

its flinty margin, they made a second precipitous dash through a dark

and i arrow chasm, at least fifty foot in depth, and from thence, in a

burned, but comparatively a more gentle course, escaped to join the

lake.
' The Highlanders who had been dispersed on the side of the

hill drew tliemselves together when we came in view, and standing

firm and motionless, appeared in close column behind three figures

whom I soon recognised to be Helen Macgrcgor and her two sons.

Macgregor himself arranged his attendants in the rear, and request-

ing Mr Jarvie to dismount where the ascent became steep, advanced

slowly, marshalling us forward at the head of the troop. As we ad-

vanced, we hLard the wild notes of the bagpipes, which lost their na-

tural discord from being mingled with the dashing sound of the cas-

cade. When we came close, the wife of MacGregor came forward

to meet us : Her dress was studiously arranged in a more feminine

taste than it had been on the preceding day, but her features wore

the same lofty, unbending, and resolute character ; and as she folded

my friend, the Baillie, in an unexpected and apparently unwelcome

embrace, I could perceive, by the agitation of his wig, his back, and

the calves of his legs, that he felt much like to one who feels himself

sudd' illy in the gripe of a she bear, without being able to distinguish

whether the animal is in Idndness or in vyrath. " Kinsman, " she

said, " you are welcome—and you too, stranger, " she added, re-

leasing n^y alarmfed companion, who instinctively drew back and set-

tled hi.s wig, and addressing herself to me,—" You are also welcome

—

You came, " she added, " to our unhappy country, when our bloods

were chafed, and our hands were red. Excuse the rudeness that

gave you a rough welcome, and lay it upon the evil times, and not

Upon us. " All this was said ^vith the manners of a princess, and m
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the tone and style of a court. Nor was there the least tincture of

that vulgarity, which we naturally attach to the Lowland Scottish,

There was a strong provincial accentuation ; but, other\\ise, the lan-

guage rendered by Helen MacGregor, out of the native and poetical

Gaelic, into English, which she had acquired as we do learned

tongues, but had probably never heard applied to the mean purposes

of ordinary life, was graceful, flowing, aud declamatory. Her hus-

band, who had in his time played many parts, used a much less ele-

vated and emphatic dialect,—but even /lis language rose in purity of

expression, as you may have remarked, if I have been accurate in re-

cording it, when the affairs which he discussed were of an agitating

and important nature, &c.—" Adieu, cousin," she said to Mr Jai-*

vie, as we arose from the entertainment ;
" the best wish Helen Mac-

Gregor can give to a friend is, that he may see her no more. " The
Baillie struggled to answer, probably with some common-place maxim
of morality ; but the calm and melancholy sternness of her coun-

tenance bore down and disconcerted the mechanical and formal im-

portance of the magistrate. He coughed,—hemmed,—bowed,—and

was silent. " For you, stranger, " she said, " I have a token from

one whom you " Helen, " interrupted MacGregor, in a loud

and stern voice, " what means this,—have you forgotten the

charge?"—" MacGregor," she replied, " I have forgotten nought

that is fitting for me to remember. It is not such hands as these,
"

and she stretched forth her long, sinewy, and bare arm, " that are

fitted to convey love-tokens, were the gift coiinected with aught but

misery.—Young man, " she said, presenting me with a ring, which I

well remembered as one of the few ornaments that Miss Vei'non

sometimes wore, " this comes from one whom you will never see

more. If it is a joyless token, it is well fitted to pass through the

hands of one to whom joy can never be known. Her last words were

—Let him forget me for ever. "—" And can she, " I said, almost

without being conscious that I spoke, " suppose that is possible ?
"

—" All may be forgotten, " said the extraordinary female who ad-

dressed me,—" all—but the sense of dishonour, and the desire of

.vengeance."—" Seid suas," cried the MacGregor, stamping with

impatience. The bagpipes sounded, and, with their thrilling and
jarring tones, cut short our conference. Our leave of our hostess

was taken by silent gestures ; and we resumed our journey, with an
additional proof on my part, that I was beloved by Diana, and was
separated from her for ever. ' III. p. 239—24'8.

We should now regale our readers with some specimens of

the humours of Andrew Fairservice and Baillie Jarvie, which

occupy no inconsiderable part of the volumes before us : But
we have already been so lavish of our citations, that we must
leave these worthies to be studied in the original. Andrew is a

new, and a less interesting incarnation of Cuddie Headrig, with

a double allowance of selfishnes'-:, and a top-dressing of pedantry
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and conceit—a very admirable and just repre'ientation of the
least amiable of our Scottish vulgar. The Baillio, we think is

an original. It once occurred to us, that he niiirhl bo t.^rrned

a mercantile and townish Dandie Dinmont ; but the points of
resemblance are really fewer than these of contrast. He i? an
inimitable picture of an acute, sagacious, upright, and kind
inan, thoroughly low bred, and beset with all sorts of vulgari-

ties. Both he and Andrew are rich mines of the true Scottish

language; and afford, in the hands of this sinjular writer, not
only an additional proof of his perfect familiarity with all its

dialects, but also of its extraordinary copiousness, and capacity

of adaptation to all tones and subjects. The reader may take
a brief specimen of Andrew's elocution in the followinir cha-

racteristic account of the purgation of the Cathedral Church
of Glasgow, and its consequent preservation from the hands of
our Gothic reformers.

* ** Ah ! it's a brave kirk—nane o* yere whig-maleeries and curlie-

wurlies and open-steek hems about it—a' solid, wecl-jointed mason-
wark, that will stand as long as the warld, keep hands and gunpow-
ther aff it. It had amaist a doun-come lang syne at the Reforma-
tion, when they pu'd doun the kirks of St Andrews and Perth, and
thereawa, to cleanse them o* Papery, and idolatr}^ and image wor-
ship, and surplices, and sic like rags o' the muckle hoor that sitteth

on seven hills, as if ane was na braid aneugh for her auld hinder end.

Sae the commons o' Renfrew, and o' the Barony, and the Gorbals,

and a' about, they behoved to come into Glasgow ae fair morning to

try their hand on purging the High Kirk o' Popish nick-nackets.

But the townsmen o' Glasgow, they were feared their auld edifice

might slip the girths in gaun through siccan rough physic, sae they
rang the common bell, and assembled the train bands wi' took o'

drum—By good luck, the worthy James Rabat was Dean o' Guild
that year— (and a gude mason he was himsell, made him the keener

to keep up the auld bigging), and the trades assembled, and offered

downright battle to the commons, rather than their kirk should coup
the crans, as they had done elsewhere. It was na for luve o' Pa-
perie— na, na !— nane could ever say that o' the trades o' Glasgow

—

Sae they sune cam to an agreement to take a' the idolatrous statues

of sants (sorrow be on them) out o' their neuks—And sae the bits o'

stane idols were broken in pieces by Scripture warrant, and flung in-

to the Molendinar Burn, and the auld kirk stood as crouse as a cat

when the fleas are caimed aff her, and a'body was alike pleased.

And I hae heard wise folk say, that if the same had been done in

ilka kirk in Scotland, the Reform wad just hae been as pure as it is

e'en now, and we wad had mair Christian-like kirks ; for I hae been
sae lang in England, that naelhing will drive it out o' my head, that;

the dog-kennell at Osbaldistone-Hall is better tlian mony a house »'

eod in Scotland. " ' II. p. 127—129.
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For the Baillle, we cannot immediately turn np any passajre

which would give our readers a just conception of him, within

such a narrow space as we are now confined to. There i*

something characteristic, however, in his address to Rob Roy'^s

wife, in the perilous moment immediately after the battle, wherj

she demanded, with angry pride, * who they were who claimed

kindred with the Macgregor, and neither wore his colours nor
spoke his language.

'

" UIx ! uh. ! said be in great terror, I am very happy to have this-

joyful opportunity, " (a quaver in his- voice strongly belied the em-
phasis M'hich he studiously laid on the word jo}'ful)—" this joyfid

occasion, " he resumed, trying to give the adjective a more suitable

accentuation, " to wish my kinsman Robin's wife a very good mom-
ing^—Uh ! uh !—How's a' wi' ye " (by this time he had talked him-

self into his usual jog-trot manner, which exhibited a mixture of fa-

miliarity and self-importance)—" How's a' wi' ye this lang time ?

—

Ye'll hae forgotten me, Mrs MacGregor Campbell, as your cousin

—

tih r uh !—if a—but ye'll mind my father, Deacon Nicol Jarvie, irv

the Saut-Market o' Glasgow ?—an honest man he was, and a spon-

sible, and respectit you and yours—Sae, as I said before, I am right

glad to see you, Mrs MacGregor Campbell, as ray kinsman's wife.

I Mad crave the liberty of a kinsman to salute you, but that your
gillies keep such a dolefu'^ fast baud' o' my arms ; and, to speak Hea-
ven's truth and a magistrate's, ye wadna be the waur of a cogfu' o'

water before ye welcomed your friends. "—I ken weel aneugh you
Hieland folk baud us Glasgow people light and cheap for our lan-

guage and our claes ; but every body speaks their native tongue that,

they learned in infancy ; and it wad be a daft-like thing to see me
wi' my fat wame in a short Hieland coat, and my puir short houghs
gartered below the knee, like ane o' your lang-legged gillies—Mair
b-y token, kinswoman, " he continued', in defiance of various intima-

tions by which Dougal seemed to recommend silence, as well as of

the marks of impatience which the Amazon evinced at his loquacity^
*' I wad hae ye to mind that the king's errand whiles comes in the

cadger's gate, and that, for as high as ye may think o' the gudeman,..

as it's right every wife should honour her husband—there's Scripture^

warrant for that—yet as high as ye baud him, as I was saying, I hae
been serviceable to Rob or now ;—forbye a set o' pearlins I sent

yoursell when ye was gaun to be married, and M'hen Rob was an.

honest weel-doing drover, and nane o' this unlawfu' wark, wi' fight-

ing, and flashes, and fluf-gibs, disturbing the king's peace and dis-

arming his soldiers. ' lU. p. 104— 108.

His commentary on these agitating adventures, after they are

safely returned to Glasgow, is still true in character.

' " I wad heartily wish, Maister Francis, there suld be as little

said as possible about the queer tilings we saw up yonder awa—There'^
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nae gude, unless ane were judicially examinate, to say ohy thing about

tliat awfu' job o' Morris—and the members o' the council wadna think

it creditable in ane of their body to be fighting wi' a wheen Hieland-

men, and singeing their plaidens—And abune a', though I am a de-

cent sponsible man, when I am on my right end, I canna but think

I maun hae made a queer figure without my hat and my periwig,

hinging by the middle like bawdrons, or a cloak flung ower a cloak-

pin. Baillie Grahame wad hae an unco hair in my neck an' he got

that tale by the end. " I could not suppress a smile when I recollect-

ed the Baillie's situation, although I certainly thought it no laughing

matter at the time. The good-natured merchant was a little confus-

ed, but smiled also when he shook his head. " I see how it is—

I

see how it is. But say naething about it—there's a gude callant

;

and charge that lang-tongued, conceited, upsetting, serving-man o'

yours, to say naething neither. I wadna for ever sae muckle that

even the lassock Mattie kenn'd ony thing about it. I wad never hear

an end o't. " He was obviously relieved from his impending fears of

ridicule, when I told him it was my father's intention to leave Glas-

gow almost immediately.
' We spent, accordingly, one hospitable day with the Baillie, and

took leave of him, as this narrative now does. He continued to

grow in wealth, honour, and credit, and actually rose to the highest

civic honours in his native city. About two years after the period I

have mentioned, he tired of his bachelor life, and promoted Mattie

from her wheel by the kitchen fire, to the upper end of his table, in

the character of Mrs Jarvie. Baillie Grahame, the MacVittles, and

others (for all men have their enemies, especially in the council of a

royal burgh), ridiculed this transformation, " But, " said Mr Jar-

vie, " let them say their say. I'll n'er fash myscU, nor lose my lik-

ing for sae feckless a matter as a nine days' clash. My honest father

the deacon had a byeword,

" Brent brow and lily skin,

A loving heart, and a leal within,

Is better than gowd or gentle kin.
"

*' Besides, " as he always concluded, " Mattie was nac ordinary

lassock-qucan ; she was akin to the Laird of Limmerfield.

p. 265—268.

We must leave this now for more serious work—though

there are many other things well worthy of commemoration in

the volumes before us ; an admirable picture, for example, of

Mr Justice Inglewood and his clerk—of the creature Dougal

—

of the Barony church and its congregation—and of many other

scenes, both in England and Scotland. We have said enough,

however, to aive a sufficient idea of the work to those who may

not have perused it: and far more than enough, we fear, to en-

able those who have, to compare cur opinion of its merits with

their own.
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Art. VIII. Journal of the Proceedings of the late Emhasst) to

China. By Henry Ellis, Third Commissioner to ihe Em-
bassy. Printed f( r John Murray, Albemarle Street, Lon-
don. 1S17. pp. 526.

IpvERY body who knew any thing of the matter, we believe,

•^ was prepared (or that catastrophe of this new Chinese
mission, wliich actuaiiy ensued. Waving the long agitated
question of the comparative civilization of China and Europe,
the former is universally admitted to be more civilized than
any Asiatic nation, with the exception, perhaps, of Japan.
Within her vast dominions, the laws arc tolerably admini-
stered ; and both life and property are secure, to a degree
altogether unknown in other Eastern societies. The most un-
equivocal proofs of their civilization, however, are to be found
in the high value they put on the blessings of peace and tran-
quillity ; and it is to this principle that we ought to ascribe
their jealousy of foreigners, and their repugnance to all fo-

reign connexion. This jealousy has long been chiefly direct-

ed against the Europeans, to whose restlessness, ambition, in-

trigues and abilities, they are no strangers. We have played
the game of war and ambition, for near three hundred years,
in their immediate vicinity ; and most of us have, at one pe-
riod or another, committed hostilities upon themselves. We
have always professed, indeed, the greatest regard to justice

and to national independence :—but in truth it was scarcely to
be expected, that those who have watched the progress of our
Indian empire, should give implicit faith to those professions.
The Chinese are a practical, and not a very credulous people,
and seem to have been guided almost entirely by experience in
the measures they have adopted as to European nations. For
though it has been said to be a fundamental law of the empire,
to interdict the admission of foreigners, and the emigration of
the natives, it is quite certain, not only that the latter has always
been tolerated, and a limited commerce to some foreign coun-
tries even acknowledged by the laws—but that, in the early in-

tercourse of China wiih Europe, trade was permitted with all

its coasts and ports, and travellers allowed to wander unmolest-
ed through the interior. It was the misconduct of the Euro-
peans that roused the just fears of the government, and in-

duced them to resolve upon the limited intercourse which they
have ever since permitted. The same course, indeed, has been
adopted by all the neighbouring countries, Japan, t^ochin,

VOL. XXIX. NO. b^, F f
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Siai?*. and others. Wherever, in a word, the native govern-

ments possessed vigour, the intercourse with Europeans has ei-

ther been placed under jealous restrictions, or altogether inter-

dicted.

Since the dawning of this spirit of jealousy, there have been

nine formal embassies, we think, frotn European powers to

the Court of Pekin ; and the reception and result of the whole,

certainly, had not been such as to lead to any very sanguine ex-

pectations as to the fortune of that, the miscarriage of which is

recorded with so much fidelity in the volume before us.

The first embassy of the Ptussians was in 1655. The em-
bassador refused to comply with the nine prostrations ; and he

was dismissed without ceremony !

The first Dutch embassy was in the same year ; but an oppo-

site course was adopted by that prudent, and then potent na-

tion. The embassador performed as many prostrations as

were required of him : and humbly intreated the privilege of a

free trade for his countrymen. All, however, would not do

;

and the issue of the matter is contained in the following passage

of his Imoerial Majesty's answer to the letter of the Governor-

General of the Indies, which we consider as an admirable mo-
del of Chinese address and refinement.

* You have asked leave, ' says the Emperor, ' to come and

trade in my countrv, by importing and exporting commodities, ivhich

Kill redound veri/ much to the advantage of my subjects : But, in re-

gard your countrv is so far distant, and the winds on these coasts so

boisterous as to endanger your ships, the loss of which vccnild very

much trouble me : therefore, if you do think fit to send hither, I de-

sire it may be but once every eight years, and no more than 100

men in a company, twenty of whom may come up to the place where

I keep my court. This I have thought good to propose for your in-

tered and safety.
'

The relative ranks of the various embassadors at the court of

the Tartar monarch, on this occasion, are carefully recorded,

and should have been had in remembrance. The first rank

was assigned to the representative of the western Tartars, a

barbarian half-clothed in sheep skins, with a tuft of horse hair

on his bonnet, and a pair of breeches, as the old English trans-

lator graphically renders it, * banging in a clouterly manner
halfway down his )^g_s. ' Next to him came the embassador of

the Lama, the spiritual chief of the conquerors of China, show-

ing perhaps, in the spirit of the nation, the subordination of reli-

gious to temporal afiairs. After both these, came the representa-

tive of the great Mogul, of no less a monarch than Shah Jehan,

the Itrd of Hindustan, of part of Persia, and of the Deccac^
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and the master of 100 millions of subjects. The representative

appeared with a splendour worthy of so great a prince—present-

ing yy6 fine horses, a great diamond, and other gems : But he
was contented, nevertheless, to be placed below the barbarian

in sheep ^kins, and the Talapoin in his plain yellow robe. The
Mogul embassador had truly represented his rank to be that of

a viceroy. The Dutch, we are afraid, with less candour, made
the sfime pretension, and were ranked along with him according-

ly. If they had told the truth, that they were the representatives

of the representatives of a baud of merchants, they would, in

all probability, have been excluded altogether from the celestial

presence.

The second Russian Embassy, of which so admirable an ac-

count has been given by our countryman, Bell of Antermony,
was in 1720, and sent by no less a monarch than that wonder-
ful savage Peter the Firs^t. Ismayloff, the embassador, appears

to have been a man of prudence and diplomatic dexterity. His
negotiations were aided, perhaps, in some degree, by the re-

putation and victories of his master, but more, we \\%\e no
doubt, by the singular and magnanimous character of Kang-hi
the reigning Emperor, a prince firmly fixed upon his throne,

and who patronized the science, and even the religion <A the

Europeans. His success, therefore, if we except that of the

Portuguese, was eminently greater than that of any other embas-
sador to the court of Pekm—yet the Ku-tou, or the three pro-
strations three times rep ated, coul not be evaded,

' The master of the ceremonies, ' says the narrative, ' brought
back the embassador, and then ordered ail the company to kneel and
make obeisance nine times to the Emperor. At every third time we
stood up and kneeled again. Great pains were taken to avoid this

piece of homage, but without success. The master of the ceremo-
nies stood by and delivered his orders in the Tartar language, by
pronouncing the words viorgn and bos'^', the first meaning to bow, and
the other to stand ;

—" two words, " adds Bell, with his accustomed
simplicity of language, " which I cannot soon forget.

"

The instructions of the Czar to leave an agent at the Court
of Pekin, were, with some difficulty, accomplished. But this

officer was ill accommodated,—treated more like a state prisoner

than a public functionary.—had a ueaf ear turned to all his re-

presentations,—and was finally dismissed with the returning ca-
ravan !

A partial success has attended the negotiation of the Portu*
guese—a still mere partial one some of those of the Dutch. The
Portuguese, however, it should be remembered, were the first

Europeans who reached the ports of China j—they gained thet

Ff2
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favour of the Chinese court, by useful services in suppressinnr

^ome of those extensive piracies which so frequently endanger
the existence of the local government. But, above all, the long

continued influence of their Missionaries at the court of Pe-
kin, supported their interests ; and their present immunities are

a mere boon given in remembrance of ancient services,—and
continued to them, because their perfect subserviency, and, a-

bove all, their weakness, remove from the minds of the Chinese
every thing like jealousy and suspicion.

The second Dutch Embassy was followed by some privileges

granted to their nation ; but they are very obviously to be ascrib-

ed to the conjuncture in which they were asked, and not to the
skill with which the negotiation was conducted. The insurgent

Que-Sing-Kang or Caxinga, as the Portuguese misname him,
was the common enemy of the Tartars and of the Dutch. Pie

was the most formidable opponent of the first in their conquest

of China, and he conquered Formosa from the latter. This
united their arms ; and hence arose the favours bestowed for a

time on the Dutch. When they undertook their last mission

in 179G, they had no such claims upon the government ; and
consequently they v/ere treated with the contumely and ridicuie

that is known to all the world.

It was with these precedents before us, that our mission cf

1792 was resolved upon. A man of great experience in diplo-

macy, of a fine address, and all covered with ribands and or-

ders, was chosen as Embassador. The utter failure of this ex-

periment is matter of notoriety to the nation, and of humiliation

to the party with whom it originated : And, with regard to its

reasonableness, it may be enough to observe, that Mr Barrow,
who accompanied the mission, has lately declared in print,

« that its immediate object was just about as reasonable as if the
• Emperor of China had sent to demand from us a cession c'l

• the Isle of Wight. ' The only point gained on this occasion,

was the evasion of the ceremony of the Ku-tou : a victory, to the

merit or importance of which we confess that we are still incur-

ably blind, and for which we cannot help thinking that it was

at all times absurd to contend. * The Emperor, ' says Du
Halde, * is vesled with absolute authority, and, to appearance,
• is a kind of divinity

:
' * none are permitted to speak

« to him but on their knees ; not even his eldest brother. As
• soon as a person has entered the door of the hall, he must run
• in a graceful manner till he comes to the bottom of the cham-
• ber fronting the Emperor, where he must stand a little, with
• both arms stretched downwards, and after bending his knees,

• bow to the ground three times ; then rise up again ; and
• repeat this last ceremony the second and third tinic, till he is
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* commanded to advance, nnd kneel at the Emperor's feet. *—

Such is the ceremony of the Kii-tou—which really does not ap-

pear much more humiliating than other court ceremonies.

Now, when an embassador goes to a foreign court, it really

seems to us but reasonable to suppose that he shall conform to

the ceremony of that court with respect to embassadors, and

not attempt to prescribe a new one. The most petty state in

Europe would not submit to let this be disputed, by the greatest

Sovereign in its neighbourhood ;—and shall we expect the arro-

gant and unchangeable Chinese to submit to it ? If tlTe result

of Lord Macartney's mission had created any such expectations,

they should have been corrected by wh U took place a few years

after, in the case of that Earopenn power which ranks highest

in Chinese estimation—and with which it is most for their in-

terest to be on terms of amity. In the year 1806, the present

Emperor of Russia made a third -attempt to negociate with the

Chinese; and a splendid embassy, consisting of no less than

500 persons, was despatched. But the habitual jealousy of the

nation was neither to be lulled nor flattered. The gorgeous

cavalcade had no sooner arrived at the Great Wall, than an
order was received from Pekin to reduce the persons of the

embassy to the nuraber of 70. Shortly after, commenced the

discussion respecting the Ku tou, which the Russian envoy re-

fused to perform ; in return for which he was hastily and unce-

remoniously dismissed, without being suffered even to approach
the capital.

The difficulties in conducting the trade, which had suggested

the former em.bassy, having not only continued, but been great-

ly aggravated, the Court of Directors of the East India Com-
pany, in 1815, thought proper to propose a new embassy ; and
his Majesty's Ministers thought proper to accede to the propo-
sition. A nobleman of the most amiable character, but without

diplomatic experience, was appointed embassador ; and, to re-

medy all defects, two of our supercargoes from Canton were
joined in the commission with the plenipotentiary of his Britan-

nic Majes-ty, in a country where, in the clumsy but intelligible

words of the late Sir Gcorge Staunton, * persons of a mercan-
* tile profession happen to be the lowest class in estimation.

*

If any thing could add to the folly of such a measure, it was,

that one at least oJ the individuals, so nominated, though every

way deserving of confidence and esteem, was considered by the

Chinese as a dangerous person, and that this was notcwious to

those by whom he was appointed.

Such were the auspices under which the mission set forth on
the voyage ; no aj'rangement whatever having been made for
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the ceremonial of reception, which ought surely to have been
provided for before leaving England. It was not, however, till

they were fairly landed on Chinese ground, that the ridiculous

discussions respecting the Ku-tcu commenced, the details of
which fill nearly one half of the volume before us ;—though we
shall take the liberty to dismiss the subject with merely remark-
ing, that every member of the mission unconnected with the lo-

cal interests of the Company in China, were decidedly of opinion,

that the ceremony, if insisted in, ought to be submitted to :—Lord
Amherst himself, Mr Ellis, who had seen the Persian court, and
Mr Morrison, who had much experience of the Chinese, and
acquired an admirable facility in the use of their language, had
all the good sense to consider it as a matter of very little import-

ance, and by no means a point upon which the substantial ob-
jects of the embassy should be hazarded.

The sequel of this undertaking is well known ; and we have
no desire to dwell upon it,—although it must be allowed to be
summed up in a style of very amiable simplicity in the paternal

lecture which the Chinese monarch directed to be read to the em-
bassador before his embarkation. ' Your good fortune has been
* small! you arrived at the gates of the imperial house, and
* were unable to lift your eyes to the face of heaven. ' In this

way two or three hundred thousand pounds have been very idly

thrown away : But we are not of the number of those who ap-

prehend any serious injury to our trade, from the failure of this

expedition. The trade, luckily for us, is in a great measure

beyond the reach of our political blunders, and may be soon

made still more so. Nor should we be at all inclined to grudge

the money that has been expended, if we could be assured

that we have purchased with it the lessons of which we stand so

much in need—and that there was at last «n end of the infatua-

tion of expecting to benefit our commercial relations with China,

by associating them with our political power. It seems evident

enough, we should think, that the state of society and govern-

ment in China is such as to preclude entirely a diplomatic con-

nexion with her, of the nature which subsists among the nations

of Europe ; while, in a political point of view, the country it-

self is so distant, and our interests so remote and distinct, that

no national benefit could be expected from such a connexion.

But, on the other hand, China is so vast a country, so populous,

her population so ingenious, property so secure, tranquillity so

general, and her productions so peculiar and so valuable, that a

commercial intercourse with her, ought, to the utmost extent,

to be encouraged and protected. For this purpose, we con-

ceive all candid people will admit, that all cause of jealousy ant^
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distrust ought to be removed from the minds of the Chinese :

And the whole history of our connexion with that country most

clearly evinces, that all the dangers to which our trade has been

exposed, all the disgusts we have received, and all the insults

we have endured, have arisen from the absurd mixture of poli-

tical and diplomatic authority with the system of our commer-
cial agency. Ours is the only nation that has made this awk-

ward combination ; and it is matter of notoriety, that, with all

our superiority in wealth and mercantile integrity, ours is, be-

yond all comparison, the most unpopular of all names in that

quarter of the world ; and that it is almost exclusively to the

English that the characteristic jealousy of the nation is practi-

cally directed. * Of all foreigners frequenting the port of Can-
* ton, * says Sir George Staunton, * the English were certainly

* depicted in the most unfavourable colours to the government
* of the country ; and probably treated with the greatest rigour
* on the spot. ' Mr Barrow goes ftirther, and offers it as his

opinion, though we think erroneously, that ' the discussions

* with the English, ' and * the forcing upon the Chinese our
* broad cloths, ' must eventually induce them to the measure of

shutting even Canton against all European commerce.
The factors or supercargoes of a body of merchants taka

upon themselves to represent the British nation, in a country

where, in the strong but accurate language of Mr Barrow,
* merchants, tradesmen and mechanicks, are considered far be-
* neath the husbandman, '—and where * the man who engages
* in foreign trade is looked upon as little better than a vaga-
* bond.' If there was nothing more in the matter, it must
seem, at the very first, excessively absurd to choose for politi-

cal functionaries persons of this obnoxious description. But
the absurdity must appear still greater, when it is discovered,

that there is no necessity whatever for giving them any politi-

cal character—and that their utility, as commercial agents, is

greatly and seriously impaired by it. To understand this tho-

roughly, however, it is necessary to have a precise idea of the

manner in which our Chinese trade is actually conducted ;

which will naturally lead to some remarks on the policy which,

we humbly conceive, ought now to be pursued with regard

to it. The views which we are disposed to take of this ques-

tion, difftr, no doubt, very widely from those which have been

industriously pro}.agated by those interested persons who have

hitherto monopolized, in a great measure, the information ne-

cessary to judge of It. But we have so much reliance upon the

plain sense and justice of the case, and the siiiple eloquence

of the facts we have to disclose, as by no means to despair of

their ultimate, and even speedy adoption, in the practical polity
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of our commerce. There are a few facts of a general and preli-

minary nature, which the reader would do well to bear all along
in his recolltction.

The East India Company's trade to China takes up about
3 8,000 tons of shipping: annually, which, in their expensive way
of equipment, cost 261. 5s. per ton, at the moment that the free,

or rather licensed trade, affords freights in abundance at 12/. j

consequenlly there is a waste, and an actual loss to the public,

of no less than 256,500/, There are many circumstances which
contribute to this enormous disproportion. The Company's
ships are, even in time of peace, armed and equipped extra-

vagantly—and the voyage which, with the Americans, takes

eleven months, takes with them always eighteen months from
the period of contract. The trade, in all of these voyages, is

move or less a trading voyage in the ports of India, for the be-

nefit of the captain and officers,— the amount of which, to the

nation, may be moderately estimated at 10,000/. per voyage on
each ship,—or, in all, 180,000/.

The affairs of the East India Company in China are manag-
ed by their Factory—which consists of twelve supercargoes, eight

writers, a surgeon and assistant, with a tea inspector and his de*

puty. Three of the senior supercargoes form a committee, call-

ed the Select Committee ; and it is this choice junto which repre-

sents, among the Chinese, the strange mixture of political and
commercial agency to which we have already alluded. The 12

supercargoes are rewarded for the good or evil they do, by a

commission of 2 per cent, on the sales of the outward and home-
ward investments, which may be said to average yearly 120,000/.

Sterling ; of which the senior member of the Select Committee

receives 18,000/.; and be who is worst paid of the group, gets

4000/. a year. The writers have independent salaries; and the

inspectors and gentlemen of the faculty 5000Z. divided between

them. They have all, besides, a superb table, supplied by that

most magnificent body, the East India Company,—whom the

Most Noble the Marquis of Hastings compared to the merchants

of Tyre. To tell what is the employment of all these persons,

would not be quite so easy ; for we really believe they have lit-

tle or nothing to do. The junior supercargoes and writers are

occasionally employed in superintending the weighing of tea, or

the measuring of broad-cloth, &c. &c.—until, in time, they are

promoted to the Select Committee, to mix politics with the hum-
bler duties of their employment. *

* It is needless, we hope, to say, that nothing can be further from

eur intention, than to insinuate any thing whatever to tlie personal
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The trade, as far as the Chinese are concerned, is Icnown to

be under restrictions; but they are restrictions very oiffjrent

from those imposed by our law, as it now stands. The example

of the Chinese has been indeed held up by some of our politi-

cians as a justification of our own— ' M )nopo]y, ' say ihey,

• ought to be opposed by monopoly, ' This is too absurd, per-

haps, to deserve any answer. But, independently of the palpable

blunder or bull that is included in the proposition, we wili only

observe, that the Chinese restrictions are founded on r,heir hold-

ing foreign conimerce in contempt, and considering its exten-

sion as dangerous to their prosperity. If the friends of English

monopoly will prove, that these principles should govern our

commercial policy, we will readily admit the soundness of their

reasoning, and concede to them, what thry have certainly much
more at heart, that the monopoly of the China trade should be

perpetuated.

The laws of China, always distrustful of foreigners, direct th.^t

a. certain number of merchants shall be selected at the town of

Canton, who shall be responsible to their own government for

the conduct of the foreign merchants. These, c 'mmoiily called

the Hong merchants, are generally thirteen in nu^iber ; and no
foreign merchant is allowed to trade, until one of these persons

becomes security for his good behaviour:—hence their common
appellation of Security merchants. The price of this security is

a commercial transaction, in which toe Chiiiese :'.jerch-nu raiur-

ally insures himself for the respcn.sibiluy he incurs. Ihe Eng-
lish East India Co-mpany deal voluAUj with these persons ; but

the free traders to China make a bargain with iheui to take as

little as possible at their enhanced prices ; and tliey go mlo the

open market for the rest of their cargo.

That the grievous interdiction under which (lur trade has

been laid in China, and the expe^i'-ive apparatus by which it is

conducted, is not only us;eless but hurtful, is am;<ly provi-d by
the free and extensive traffic ca: ried on by the .\aiericans —an in-

tercourse which is yearly inci easing at our expense, and his ne-

ver for a moment been interrupted by any quarrei or altercation

with the Chinese or their governmf^nt. :\. r,erica n vessels (tf all

burthens trade with advantage to Ciiiua. Sonietmies the func-

tions of our Tyrian supercargoes are supplied by a young gen-

tleman from the counting-rooms of New-York, Baitinn re, or

Boston,—and as ofien by an honest skipfr^ who h s just ie-irn-

prejudice of the gentlemen of the Factory in China. Some of them,
we know, are persons of the greatest talent aud respectability; an4
all of them-, we believe, too good for their employment.
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ing enough to take an observation of the sun and moon to as-

certain his longitude. * These persons trade as little as they
can with the Hong merchants, and repair to the open market
for the bulk of their cargoes, for which they give their seal-

skins, their furs, their ginseng, and their bullion. These com-
modities are given from one hand, and the teas and other na-
tive commodities received and examined with the other—every
thing being so simple, open and direct, as to afford no scope for

ingenuity, and no room for imposition. No candid person who
has taken any pains to know the fact, will for a moment listen

to the pitiful calumnies which some of the most illiterate of our
own countrymen have endeavoured, we fear in the bitterness of
commercial jealousy, to propagate respecting this American
traffic. It will be sufficient however to remark, that the A-
merican trade, which, twenty years ago, had no existence, now
employs 12,000 tons of shipping annually ; and that the Ameri-
cans daily gain ground in the esteem of the Chinese, who felt

and lamented the loss of their trade during our rupture with
America.
When we state, that the commerce of America with China

actually amounts to two thirds of our own, it is unnecessary to
bring any other proof of the fact, that that commerce has in-

creased at the expense of ours ; for assuredly this ratio is out
of all proportion to the capital, foreign trade, and population
of the two nations, f America, in fact, sailing her ships as
cheap or nearly so as our licensed traders to India, in a voyage
which is not longer, and is safer than that to the Hoogly, finds

no difficulty in getting the principal supply of the Continent of
Europe—of all America—and, encouraged by our high prices
and exorbitant duties, smuggling a large quantity of tea into
Britain. %

* They have a consul indeed at Canton ; but he has no connexion
with the Chinese government, and no salary from his own. He is

purely a commercial officer.

f The foreign trade of Great Britain to that of America, may be
safely estimated to be in the proportion of 4 to 1. The particular

trade to China ought to be in the same ratio ; and instead of 18,000
tons annually, the British trade ought to be 72,000, making no al-

lowance for the one being a long established trade, the other one of
a few years standing ; and tea, the staple of the trade, being an arr

tide of almost universal consumption in Britain, and of very limited

consumption in America, the first consuming twenty-five millions of
pounds, the other no more than three millions two hundred thou-
sand.

^ t The Americans reexport annually above a million and a half
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A comparison of the prices of tea in America and England, af-

fords the btrongest evidence of the economy of the free, unrestrict-

ed trade of our rivals, and the profusion 'ind waste which is inse-

parable from our own management. The difference in favour of

America actually amounts to at least 25 per cent, throughout, and,

in some desori'^ticns of black tea, to the enormous difference of 70

per cent., exclusive of duties. The duties in Britain are 96 per

cent, on the monopoly sales, and, in America, generally not above
a quarter of a dollar per pound. The shopkeeper in America
can afford to sell a pound of bohea for Is. 6d. ; in England it

costs 6s. The excess is clearly a tax imposed upon the people

of this country—not for the benefit of the nation, noi* even of the
East India Company at large, but to cover the profuse expendi-

ture of a few of its functionaries, and enable them to proceed in

the same course of jobbing and trucking in appointments and
patronage—by which they have interrupted the progress of

national honour and prosperity for half a century. If we
reckon only 25 per cent, on the whole amount of our annual

imports of tea, reckoned at five millions SterHng, we shall find

that the national loss is yearly at the rate eyf the enormous sum
of 1,250,000/.

To the system we have complained of, and on the strength of

which the East Jndia Company have argued the propriety of

continuing to them their monopoly, we are inclined to attribute

every disaster which has threatened the Chinese commerce, as

well as the loss and profusion which is the immediate object of

our complaints. In the whole history of our connexion with

China, we cannot now recollect any one piece of bad policy

which did not emanate from the advice of their Chinese super-

cargoes; though, for the sake of example, we need not go further

than to the expedition intended to occupy Macao in the year

1810. The committee of supercargoes recommended this mea-
sure to the supreme government of India ; and an expensive ex-

pedition was accordingly fitted out. The Indian squadron ac-

companied it. The Chinese, who had never been sounded or

consulted on the subject, refused to acknowledge the doctrines

and practice of our commercial politicians, and put a total stop

to the trade : The expensive ships of the East India Company
were detained for six months ; and it was finally thought a

happy termination of the transaction, that the trade was per-

mitted to be reestablished on its ancient footing, on our with-

pounds of tea, besides the quantity supplied directly by them to fo-

reign nations. We export a few hundred pounds, and do not even

supply pur own colonies.
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drnwing the troops, and thus acknowledging our errors.—There
are some circunistances attending this strange affair, which,

thoiigh vory little known in this country, deserve to be more parti-

cul' rly noticed. The Chinese oiiicers, with a determination to

maintain their rights, showed much moderation and forbear-

ance, ^riA such a reluctance tc- a rupture, as salisfactorjlj' proves

the value they in secret put on our commerce. They aiiected to

look on the affair rather as an unwarrantable breach of the peace,

than ^s an act of public hostility. The viceroy of Quantang
an'i Qii.^ngsi ascribes the whole to ihe pcJiticai junto ; and dis-

suaJe? jhe niisfjuided merchnntSj ^^s he believes them to be, from
listening to their • bad. advice. ' The letter in which these opi-

nions are expressed, is addressed to the commanders, oiBcers,

passengers, and se^imen of the English East India Company's
ships, •M\<\ ha^i the following singular passage,

* I, the mandarin Fu, <l-c. 5-c.—am certain, that your bad king-

dom is situated on an island of the sea, and that you originally

employed yourselves in making watches, to enable you to pay your
taxes ! Afterwards, by the especial and profound goodness of our
great Emperor, who was desirous of benchting you, he granted you
permission to come to this empire to trade. Behold what exalted

and profound virtue belongs to him ! ! Notwithstanding this, the ad-

miral of your kingdom, regardless of the laws, lifis brought here for

the first time foreign soldiers, and, without leave, introduced them
into Macao ; and, the chief supercargo uniting with hiib, they are,

with one accord, making disturbances.

'

In another letter, he says

—

* I first thought that you, like your merchants, ' (the English trad-

ers from Bengal, Bomba)s Sec.) ' came to carry on trade, and that

you would not have joined with your superiors, I mean tlie admiral

and chief supercargo, to make disorders.

'

And he say; again, in the usual tone of Chinese authorities

respecting foreign trace

—

* If you do not wish to trade, you may take away your shrps, as

you think proper ; but if you are desirous of pursuing your mercan-

tile negociations, it is necessary to remain peaceable, and to obe^ the

latvs ; relying with certainty, that after your troops shall have en-

tirely evacuated Macao, that your trade shall be granted you as

formerly.

'

On this occasion, the ships of the East India Company aione

were interdicted from the usual trade ; and it is a very instruc-

tive fact, that tlie country ships were exonerated entirely, by the

justice of the Chinese officers, from any participation in the

measures of the chief supercargo, and the other * breeders of

disorders,' and * makers of disturbances.' In the same man-
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ner, during the disturbances in 1 814, it may be remarked, that

the same immunity was extended to the free traders of India as

on the former occasion. In 1814 the supercargoes had the

folly and presumption to put a stop to the country trade at

Canton, and to involve it in their political quarrels. The pri-

vate merchants, on this occasion, proposed to memorial the

Board of Controul, and petition the House of Commons, when
they proved that 18,250,000 rupees worth of their property was
yearly subjected to the caprice of these political blunderers.

Let the Chinese trade, as soon as good faith and the laws

will permit, be made free, and we have no doubt whatever, ei-

ther of its stability or its increase. Of all the arguments that

ever were urged in support of the monopoly of the Asiatic trade

in general, most of which, by the way, have been triumphantly

refuted by recent experience, we really cannot recollect one that

can have any application to the case of China. Is danger to be
apprehended from colonization? We answer, 1st, That the

Chinese will not permit Europeans to go a hundred yards from
their factories ; 2^/, That colonization is physically impossible in

a country already overstocked with inhabitants ; 3c//j/, That an
European woman is not even permitted to land on the soil of

China. Is any danger apprehended from an unrestricted inter-

course between our merchants and mariners and the natives, as

was plausibly alleged in the case of Hindustan ? We answer.

That the government and police of China is far too vigorous

and efficient to allow of any such danger ; and that, in point

of fact, the Americans have now enjoyed such an intercourse

with this people for a period of twenty years, without being en-
gaged in a single affray, although one third of their crews are

virtually English, and the discipline of their merchantmen far

more lax than our own ; while, during the same period, our
sapient factory has been repeatedly embroiled with the govern-

ment, on account of the disorderly conduct of our seamen, f

\ The conduct of the supercargoes, in regard to cases of affrays

with loss of life, and other instances of manslaughter which have oc-

curred, appears to us to deserve severe reprehension.—Their struggle

has uniformly been, to protect the offeixlers from trial, and exempt
them from any punishment, because the laws of China are more severe,

in certain cases of culpable homicide, than they think reasonable. The
Chinese have insisted, in cases of manslaughter, that the homicide

should be surrendered for trial : nor is it so unreasonable, as has been
represented, to insist, in a case of affray, that the real homicide, who
must be known to his less guilty accomplices in the affray, should be
given up or made known by them. The line between manslaughter

and murder, is one not always very easy to dietiuguibh ; and, if it be
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Is danjsrer apprehended from extending the patronage of the

crown ? Certainly the very reverse. Patronage, and jobbing in

shipping and in supercargoes to the extent of little less than two
millions a year, would be cut off from a body but too apt to be
identified with the ministry.

In short, we are thoroughly persuaded, that, until we appear

purely in the character of merchants, and throw off that mixed
and suspicious character which we now think so imposing, we
shall never be able to disarm the jealousy of the Chinese, or

regain the ground we have lost under the present system ; for

we ought never to forget, that our exclusion from all the ports

of China but one, has arisen from the maladministration of the

monopoly companies. It is now worth while to consider how
far this monopoly has tended to enrich themselves.

It has long been perfectly well known and avowed, that the

Chirva trade of the East India Company is the only one that,

for many years, has been in any degree profitable. It is the

only one accordingly of which they have insisted on retaining the

monopoly. But, if it be asked, how it alone should have been

profitable, does it not naturally occur to answer, because it is

a remnant of barbarism to make no distinction between the two crimes,

it is as little natural to jump at once across all the gradations of guilt,

from the severest punishment to a very light one. If the Chinese are

too severe, we are probably too lenient. At all events, we have no
right to go within their jurisdiction, and insist that the offences which

our countrjTnen there commit, shall be judged of and punished accord-

ing to our standard of guilt,—or that our point of honour, in screen-

ing brother offenders, should be countenanced and favoured. Nor is

it creditable to us, that this end should be sought and attained, by
corrupting their Courts of Justice, and bribing their Judges to get

up a mock-trial, farcical, if it were not vitious and contaminated

with perjury. Our supercargoes exhibit us there in the disgraceful

light of suborners of perjury, and corrupters of Judges, for the pur-

pose of screening offenders undeniably guilty of culpable homicide.

Their conduct, however, in this particular, is but a part of that ge-

neral system of bullying which forms the most characteristic and

most reprehensible feature in their ordinary course of proceeding.

The Chinese, no doubt, are easily intimidated; and particular points

may often be gained by a threatening and violent demeanor ; but, in

the long run, it cannot fail to alienate them from our cause, and to

increase and confirm that dislike and distrust, from which our inter-

ests are ultimately in such hazard of suffering.—Our Select Commit-

tee play a game at brag with the Chinese : But, it is admitted, even

among gamesters, that they whp brag always, must infallibly be ruia-^

ed in the end.
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here alone that they hnve been compelled to pay some attention to

justice and fair dealing in their transactions? In India, they

have been under no such necessity ; and the result is matter

of history. There they soon surmounted all rivalry and con-

trol. They made extensive conquests—established the most

ricrorous monopolies—excluded all competitors, and especially

their own countrymen—muhiplied offices and establishments

—

till, after two centuries of successful ambition, the trade, from

which they had so jealously debarred all rivals, became a source

of loss to its monopolists, and was at last thrown open to the rest

of the nation. The actual result, too, of this last step, is worthy

of all consideration. The Indian trade, which was a losing one

in the hands of the East India Company, has, under the system

of freedom, become a most flourishing branch of the foreign trade

of the kingdom, in the short period of three years, and increas-

ed from 26,320 tons to 102,956 ; in other words, has been

nearly quadrupled ; while the Company's trade has, at the same
time, fallen from 26,000 tons to 10,000. The manufactures of

this kingdom have been exported in quantity and variety far

surpassing the most sanguine expectation ; and the native pro-

duce of India has flowed in in the same proportion. If such

have been the immediate consequences of a free intercourse

with the Hindus, and other nations of Asia, believed, of all

people, to be the most alien to our habits, and the most in-

veterately attached to their own, what may not be hoped from
an empire containing at least a hundred and fifty millions of
people—the richest, the most ingenious people of Asia—and who
alone, of all the nations in that quarter, understand the value of

social order, and have laws of sufficient vigour to maintain it;

and, finally, who, under a rigid system of monopoly, consume
more than a million and a half's worth of our manufactures and
produce, exclusive of the great commerce with British India,

amounting, in goods and tonnage, to 2,200,000/., without in-

cluding the great traffic of the Oriental Islands ?

One object of the last ill-fated and ill-directed mission was, ifwe
are rightly informed, a proposal to admit our trade into a second
port of China. The object was at least most desirable, though
not, we think, to be attained by any such means. The effects of
the present restriction to that of Canton are incalculable; and
would be but faintly depicted, by supposing that all the trade be-

tween Europe and Asia were confined to a single port in the for-

mer, and that not a central one, but upon some of its extremities.

It is even worse than this ; inasmuch as China is a greater coun-
try than Europe, less broken by navigable seas, and less accessible

to commerce; with infinitely less naval skill, and, in all respects.
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less economy in the transport and circulation of merchandize.
The actual trade of Europe with China, is in reality little more
than a trade with the province of Canton—or, in other words,
with one out of fifteen provinces of the empire—and that not the

largest or the richest: For, in reality, the greater part of the
imported arricles never go out of this district. The princi-

pal exports to China, ut pref^ent, are, cotton wool and wool-
lens, lead, iron, tin from Europe, opium from Bengal ; and
what, in vulgar commercial language, are called Straits' pro-
duce, that is, the productions of the Oriental archipelago, bees*

wax, Malay tin, and Malay camphor ; rattans, birds' nests, tri-

pang, tortoise shell, gold, betel nut, &c. Many of these articles

are so bulky, and costly in transportation, that the consump-
tion is necessarily confined to the province where they are land-

ed ; and of (nhtrs it extends no further than to the neighbouring
province of K\ '?ngsi. Bombtiy cotton is consumed in these two
provinces only j Bengal cotton, which is reckoned better, is sent,

in small quantity, as far as Fokien. L<?ad is consumed in Can-
ton onty—so is iron ; and even tin is mostly circulated there

—

though, from its greater value, a small part of it finds its way
to Kyangnan. Fokien is supplied abundantly with the latter

article, irom its foreign trade with the Malayan archipelago.

Now, the difference in freight between the East India Compa-
Dy's rates, and that of the licensed trade, amounts, on the price

of lead, to ^0 per cent., and on that of iron to 15 ;—so that a

free trade, independent of the wonders effected by economy and
competition, would greatly reduce the price of those articles

—

push the circulation of them further—and, of course, incalculably

augment that consumption, even without opening any new chan-

nel of circulation. Such is the demand for the more valuable

commodity of woollens, and so much are they suited to the cli-

mate and the taste of the people, that they pre actually diffused

among theii! from the Tropic to the Great Wall, and probably

even beyond both. The productions of the Malayan islands

are brought to China by our Indian country traders to Canton ;

and by the Chmese Ju!:k>, to a larger exie'jt, to the province of

Fckien : But the want of a market for the staple article of tea,

dccHsionei'^ by the rigid monopoly of it where alone it is in ex-

teni-ive d. mand, frustrates the effects of the apparent freedom

in this trade, and renders its benefits partial. Such is the suit-

ableness o' the productions of the Malayan countries to the

wants (f China, and the safety and facility of the intercourse

between them, that we will venture to assert, that were Euro-
peans to be entirely excluded from the ports of China, but a

knG trade permitted in tea, Europe, through this channel alone,

3
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would be clieaply and abundantly supplied v/ith tliat necessary

of life. The present condition of the trade necessarily suhjects

the exports to similar inconveniences as the imports. If we
will not sell cheap to the Chinese, the Chinese cannot sell cheap
to us. The black teas, forniinpj two-thirds of the whole ex-
ports, are procnred by the East India Company by barter, and
therefore loaded directly with the m(»nopoly prije of the Euro-
pean goods, and all the inconveniences of this clumsy, unsatis-

factory, and barbarous mode of transacting^ business. It is no
wonder that we find the American teas of the same kind 70
per cent, cheaper, while there is no such extraordinary differ-

ence in the green teas, which are purchased by both in the open
market. The teas, silks, and nankeens, labour under the same
inconreniences in their transport to the mart of C;uiton. which ob-
struct the circulation of European commodities to the distant pro-
vinces. The black teas are brought from Fokien, many hundred
miles by land carriage, over precipices, mountains and defiles,

chiefly by the labour of men; and every old lady in England feels

the effect of the toil of these Chinese porters, and oi the high
prices obtained for oyr broad- cloths by the mercantile skill of
the Company's agents. The green teas and raw silks are

brought three times as far as the black teas, ct^ming all the

way from the province of Kiangnan, on the eastern extremity

of the empire. The port from which the bl?ck teas ought na-
turally to be exported, is Amoy, in the very province which
pr-oduces it—the same which embraced the principal part of

our early traffic—and from which we were expelled for our mis-

demeanours ; and the green teas, raw silk, and nankeens, are

cheaply and safely conducted and exported from the great em-
porium of Hang Cheu-fu.

Had a free trade prevailed with China for the last half cen-

tury, we think it extremely likely that we should by this lime
have had an extensive commerce with these and many others of

the ports of China, instead of being, as we now are, confined

to a single port, acknowledged by all to have no natural con-
nexion with the great export and import trade of the country,

and to be useful only in as far as it serves for the iniroduction

of goods for the consumption of its own province, or that of
Kiangsi.

From the most authentic information we have been able to

collect, we are fully satisfied that the European trade, even on
its present footing, is not only of consequence to the port and
province of Canton, but to the Imperial treasury itself; and
that it is only necessary to extend it, or, in other words, to
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render it free, to make it thoroughly popular among the Chi-

nese, and to render the people and the government so depend-

ent upon it, that they will never wish to tree themselves from its

agreeable bondai(e. We should therefore conclude, with con-

fidence, that a desire to extend its benciits would, in no long

time, induce them to open other ports. Even if this should not

occur, however, the advantage would be incalculable ; and it is

by no means unlikely that some revolution in China will speedi-

ly put it in our power to obtain all we desire, by u^ing with dis-

cretion the advantages which our local situation must give us in

such an emergency ; and, having once acquired the privilege of

admission to the Chinese ports, we may trust to the mutual in-

terests of the parties for its continuance.

We are told, indeed, by those interested in prolonging the

present system, that any innovation will produce the risk of los-

ing the Chinese trade altogether ; and the nation is occasional-

ly alarmed with the ritk of defalcation of revenue, from any al-

teration in the present system of collecting the duties. No-
thing, it appears to us, can be more chimerical than these ap-

prehensions. It is certain, and indeed admitted, that a change

in the present system would not be disagreeable to the Chinese:

They would, on the contrary, hail it as a blessing; and we
should no longer have to reproach them with their * gross par-'

tialilyjor the Americans and their trade,
'

An alteration in the present mode of collecting the duties

on tea in this country, would be unquestionably attended with

the greatest advantage to the revenue, in place of deterio-

rating it. In the first place, we say, that the most blunder-

ing government never wanted ingenuity to raise a tax, when a

taxable subject existed. If teas are brought cheaper into this

country—and we are sure that, in a free trade, they will—the

consumption v/ill inevitably increase; and the duties along with it.

Under the system we have recommended, the duties on tea will

inevitably become one of the greatest branches of the public re-

venue ; smuggling will diminish, as the temptations to it from

exorbitant prices are removed ; the same causes will secure teas

from adulteration ; and, finally, we shall enjoy a share, and
probably the greatest share, in the carrying trade of this com-
modity, now in the hands of our great commercial rivals, who
have neither our capital nor our enterprise. It is in the recol-

lection of many of us, that, during the peace which followed the

American war, the monopoly prices of the East India Company,
and the high duties paid to the Crown, enabled the nations of

the Continent to supply us with no less than three-fourths of the

whole tea used in these islands. To protect the monopoly, the

3
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Crown was content to make a reduction of its revenue, to a pit-

tance of 12 per cent. The war, which excluded the Continental

nations from the market of China, by protecting the monopoly
in another way, enabled the government to raise the duties to

the enormous amount of 96 per cent. The opening of the

Chinese market to the Continental nations once more, will pro-

bably give us another lesson. Tlie Dutch have, last year, wisely

relinquished the system of conducting the Chinese trade by a mo-
nopoly company, and introduced a perfect freedom both in the

direct and carrying trade, the effects of which, it requires littlg

sagacity to predict, will bring certain and inevitable embarrass-

ment to the Revenue, even if the nation should be taxed in

another and more pernicious shape, by an increase of our myr-
midons of Customhouse and Excise officers.

It may be worth while shortly to compare the China trade of

Britain on the present vitious system, v/ith what it might be

under an enlightened system of commercial policy. It now
gives occupation to about 18,000. tons of shippirjof, available for

no other purpose, and to 2000 seamen—takes off a million worth

of the staple commodities of England—and coutributes three

millions and a half to the revenue. The present importations

of the East India Company are averaged at twenty-five millions

of pounds of tea per annum, which we are accustomed stupidly

to wonder at for its great amount, but which ought rather to

excite our astonishment for its smalncss, when we reflect, that

tea has become an article of almost universal demand, if not in-

deed, with the better classes, a necessary of life. Twenty-five

millions of pounds of tea, meted out to the inhabitants of the

united kingdoms, will be found to amount to no more than

the sixteenth part of an ounce a day to each individual. At
the very moderate estimate of half an ounce a day for each

individual, the consumption would, on the contrary, amount
nearly to 19G millions, which would give emoloyment to 14-1,000

tons of shipping, and 16,000 seamen ; while the necessary re-

suit would be, an exportation of our manufactures to the ex-

tent of more than eleven millions, instead of a million and
half,—a m.ere pittance among 150 millions of people ! lo ob-

tain this amount of consumption, we suppose that both price

and tax are each reduced to one half their present amount ; and,

even in this event, the revenue will still be about H- aiillions,

or nearly 4' times its present amount.
But, dropping all speculative views of this question, it may

be worth while to bring under one view a statement of the ac-

tual losses which the industry or revenues of the nation suffer

G-2
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from the continuance of the existing abuses. They may be
stated as follow

—

Difference between frerghtaore of East India Com-
pany's shippinjff, and attainable rates, at 14/. per
ton on 18,000 tons, is - - - - L. 252,000

Ten thousand pounds Sterling gfiven to commander
and officers, besides pay for 18 ships, is - 180,000

Two per cent, on sale of outward and homeward in-

vestment, amounting to 6,000,000/. paid to super-

cararoes, is - - - - - - 120,000
To difference between monopoly and fair price on

black teas at 1 50 per cent. - - - 1,232,640
To difference between monopoly and fair price on

green teas at 37 per cent., is - - - 555,560

Total - L. 2,340,200
So that, independent of the loss of revenue by the diminished

consumption, the nation is actually taxed and made to pay a

sum of nearly two millions and a half, which mit^ht have form- i

ed a portion of the national revenue in times of distress, without '

inflictin<T any additional burden upon the people, instead of be-

ing dissipated in supporting the jobbing and profusion of the

present system. If we take the amount of this annual loss as a

fair average for all the years of the last charter^ as well as of the

hopeful period of the present, it will be seen, by an easy calcu-

lation, that the total waste amounts to the enormous sum of
283 millions.

Some pei'sons taking a narrow view of this question, and
others interested in countenancing the error, conclude that the

losses incurred by our East Indian connexion, are not losses

incurred by the nation, but by the East India Company. It

would be a mere waste of time, however, to enter into any seri-

ous refutation of this folly. It would be just as wise to speak of a

loss to the Victualling or Navy Offices, without injury to the na-

tion, as of a loss to the East India Company without any to the

publick. The E;ist India Company is but a clumsy and costly

machine for administering the political concerns of the British

possessions in India, and for managing the British trade m
that region. Their commercial dividend, if it deserve the

name, is guaranteed by a solemn act of the Legislature. They
receive ten and a half per cent., and can receive neither more
nor less. In short, the India funds differ in no respect but in

name from the funded debts of the nation. The most gambling
speculator in the kingdom would not lend the East India Coni-

p^ny a farthing, did he not feel that the public was tacitly, if

1
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rot avowedly a guarantee for the pnyment. This is at botiom
felt in every case ; and the const ijuence i'--, that I^ciia srocic is

as little fluctuating as any other bratjch of the public luncis. It

is now jreneraliy understood, that the East India Cotnp'sny's

exclusive privileges will not again be renewed in any shnpe, a id

therefore the ti.ne will come, when the question, cleared froai

the confusion of forms and language, will be distinctly under-

stood by all. When this period arrives, the nation will find it-

self burthened with every shilling of the Indian debt; and there

will then be an end to the illusion of placing the los^es of the na-
tion to the profit and loss account of the East India Company.
We have spent so much time in discussing the great com-

mercinl and practical questions that are suggesied by Mr Ellis's

book, that we really cannot say any thing of the book itself. It

is the work, unquestionably, of a man of talent and accomplish-

ments ; but it is hastily and unequally written ; and the state of
durance, anxiety, and discontent, in which the author was kept
during the whole expedition, certainly was not well calculated ci-

ther to give him the best means of information, or the happiest

use of his understanding. He has candidly confessed, indeed, that
* he felt his mind and spirits influenced by the surrounding atmo-
* sphere of dulness and constraint ;

' and perhaps his readers and
critics might be extu -ed for confessing, that they have occasionafiy

been conscious of a sy.mp<?thefic sensation in perusing his work.

There are some blunders and mistakes in it ; but it bears, on
the whole, traces of the most conscientious integrity and fair-

ness ; and it has made some small adduioi!s to the particulars of

our knowledge of this extrao; c'inary people. We shAl know
the Chinese, we think, by and by. The progress made by Mr
iVlorrison, snd reveral ither gentlemen, in the longn.oge of the

country, will at last e-i hie us to form a just tstimate of their

character and attaiumc.ts. With the lights we aheady have,

indeed, we think there is room for much edifying and original

speculation on thr.t curious question ; and we are not without

hopes of soon being able to pre?eat our readers with an article

regarding it. At present, however, we must not approach it.

Aut. IX. Dante: with a neto Italian Commentary. By G,
BAiiHOLi. Paris, 1818.

The Vision of Dante. Translated by the Reverend H. F. Gary,
A.M. ii vol. 18mo. London, 1818.

"V/l" Baglioli's new work on Dante was announced, in 1816,
i-VX.

jjy sub&cription, in large quarto, with magnificent pa-
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per and characters. The subscription wa?, it Fcems, not en-
couraging ; and, after two years' cxpcctntion, the author has
published his work in a more modest form ; which, indeed, we
thii.k ihe most fair, as well as the most prudent part. If the

b'"ok be^ood, it will be useful to a greater number of readers.

If it be bad, the buyers will have less cost to regret. Authors
jiow seem desirous of placing their works under the protection

of splendid printing, and to have the hope of being immortal-
ized at least by the continuators of Mr Dibdin'r; Decnmeron.
M. Eaglioli's Dante will form three %'olames in large octavo,

of -which the first is not yet completely printed ; but we have
jnow before Us nine sheets of it, which contain the text of eight

books of the Inferno, with the Commentary. This is not enough,
perhaps, for a complete criticism of the v/ork ; but it safficiently

shows his method, and enables us to determine, tliat, if he has
improved, he has not fundamentally changed the plan of his

predecessors. This If ads us to give a rapid sketch of the his-

tory of the commentators on D^mte, and to inquire into tlie

causes of the very little service which they have done to the

poet or the reader. Perhaps our observations may suggest a

new method of undertaking, with more advantage, a work
which we think necessary, not only to Italy, but to other na-
tions ; because it is in the age of Dante, and principally from
the influ-nce of his genius, that we may date the commence-
inent of the literary history of Europe.

The poem of Dante is like an immense forest, venerable for

its antiquity, and astonishing by the growth cf trees which
seem to have sprung up at once to their gigantic height by the

force of nature, aided by some wiknoiscin art. It is a iorest, cu-

rious from the extensive regions which it hides, butfrightiui from
its darkness and its labyrinths. The first travellers who at-

tempted to cross it have opened a road. Those who followed

hnve enlarged and enlightened it; but the road is still the same;
and the greater part of this immense forest remains, after the

labours of five centuries, involved in its primitive darkness.

Readers, especially loreign readers, believe, on the faith of the

commentators, that they have seen the whole ; like the readers

of modern travels, v.ho fancy that they know a country from

the descriptions of those who have run through it with a road-

book and a dictionary, and return home to publish their tour.

It is said by Warburton in his Preface to Shakespeare, that

* the whole a cntic can do for an author who deserves bis ser-

* vices, is to correct the faulty text, to remark the peculiarities

* of language, to illustrate the obscure allusions, and to explain
* the beauties and defects of sentiment or composition.' Per-

haps we may prove, in the sequel, that this observation cannot
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be universally adopted ;—but if it were sufficient in tlie case of
al! other poets, it is certain, that, by the most complete and suc-

cessful application of it to the poem of Dante, a critic would
perform or;ly half his task. The first part which relates to the

emendation of the text, has been happily enough executed in

the native city of the poet, by the Academy nella Crusca. That
learned body, occupied in studying and purifying their lan-

/s^uage, naturally sought for its radical treasures in the age of
Dante, Petrarca, and Boccaccio. These academicians were
almost all Florentines, and had abundant means of collecting

various readings. The numerous libraries of Florence were
supplied with MSS. of Dante's poem, of which they collated

more than a hundred with the early editions. These various

readings were discussed by them for the common interest

—

fot

the honour of the poet, the language, and the acadeniy ; by
which means they avoided the obstinacy, the acrimony, and the
puerile quarrels which the jealousy of individuals has spread
among the commentators of Homer and Shakespeare. They thus
spared the time of their readers, and saved literature from some
ridicule. This academy was not always so wise. They dis-

honoured themselves in their hostility against Tasso. But in
that case they were ambitious of giving laws to genius ; a task
for which an assembly of men is peculiarly unfitted. In their

emendations of Dante, on the contrary, they needed only a calm
and attentive examination, a free discussion, and a mature deli-

beration on questions purely verbal and grammatical. Acade-
mies are in general useful, where the object is only to arrange and
preserve the stock of human knowledge. It can be increased
only by men of genius—independent of rules and associations,

and fearlessly pursuing glory at their own peril. But societies

bound by institutions, often obliged to respect and sometimes
to flatter governments and powerful individuals, can never dis-

play independence of mind, or possess the courage necessary
for the exertion of genius. They may, under despotic govern-
ments, become instruments in the hands of tyrants for repress-
ing the progress of mind, and narrowing the diffusion of know-
ledge.

But to return to Dante. The Academy della Crusca have
admitted the best of the various readings into their text, and
have placed in the margin all that are probable. Their edition
is known by the date of 1595. * This edition has always been

^

* It is not improper to inform the general reader, that this edi-

tifm is disgraced by typograpliical errors of every sort. It should
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regarded with a foi t of veneration ; and the best reprints of it

are that of Pacua bv Comino in lfi27, and that of Leghorn
in 1807, by Gaetano Poggiali. Of this last, which is printed

with exactness and elegance, and which contains a judicious

selection of various readings, we have seen two volumes of text,

and a third of notes on the Inferno. Whether he has pub-

hshed those on the other parts of the poem, we know not.

Padre Lombardi having examined an ancient Milanese edi-

tion of HYS called the Nido beatina, found in almost every page

various readings, which sometimes illustrate, and sometimes em-
bellish the verses, and which he has introduced into his edition,

published at Rome in three volumes quarto. But his partiality

to his favourite edition is excessive, and sometimes oflfensive to

men of taste. He openly attacks the Academy of Florence

;

and he has provoked the pedants. His work is, on the whole,

very curious and useful to those who amuse themselves with phi-

lology, and who are scrupulous in the choice of words. His
principal antagonist is Monsignor Dionisi, canon of Verona,

who has attacked him with the animosity of a verbal critic, with

the dogmatic tone of a prelate, and the contemptuous air of a

patrician. Dionisi declares war against the Nido beatina edi-

tion, and all oiher ancient and modern editions of Dante, with-

out excepting even that of the Academy della Crusca. He has

examined many manuscripts unknt^wn to former editors ; but

he has unfortunately introduced the most manifest errors of

copyists into his own text as newly discovered beauties. Af-

ter having injured Dante as much as Bertley did Milton, he

caused his edition to be splendidly printed by Bodoni, which,

indeed, insures the purchase of the book by collectors, but ha^

rendered the author niagnificentiy ridiculous.

So much for the history of emendatory criticism on Dante.

As to the second part oi Warb'irton's suggestion, * to re-

mark the peculiarities of language, ' the ancit nt editors, from

the sons of Dante, who were the first to illustrate the poem of

their father, till the edition of Delif^. Crusca, did net consider

such remarks as necessary. The Academy did much ; but, their

remarks on the phraseology of Dante are scattered < ver their

voluminous Dictionary. Volpi COliecied all the peculiar words

and phrases of Dante in an Index, wi b such words and phn-es
of modern Italinri as ht thou'rht tquiviiien;. hui without obser-

vation. Lombardi has donu more ih«n isii the rest; but his

be left to critics, who are not perplexed by its blunders ; and to col-

lectors, who sometimes prefer editions for the celebrity of then-

mistakes ' •
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grammatical notes are more founded on rules, than on the ge-

nius of the language, though the poem was written two hijiKhed

years before the earliest Italian grammar. Volumes miulit be

formed of the various works of literature, the discussions, the

conjectures, the long dissertations, which in tht- last three ceur

turies have been written on words and phrases of Dante, but they

are dispersed, either in perishable pamphlets, or in folios buried

in libraries-

The third part of the editor's duty, ' to illustrate the obf
* scure allusions,' has been executed with more care than

success. All the other great poems in the world, taken to-

gether, have, perhaps, not so many allusions as the single

work of Dante. He comprehends the whole history rf his

age— all that was then known of art, literature, and science

—the usages and morals of his time, and their origin in pre-

ceding ages—toiitther with theological opinions, and the gv at

influence which they then exercised over the mind and action of

men. His allusions are rapid, various, multiplied—succeeding

each other with the rapic'ity of flashes of lij^htning, which ita es

short intervals of darkness between them. He describes all hn-

man passions—all actiors—the vices and the virtues «.f the most
dift'erent scenes. He places them in the despair of hell—in the

hope of purgatory—and in the blessedness of par idise. He ob-

serves men in youth—in manhood—and in old age. He has

br' ;u<»ht together those of both sexes—ot all religions—oi all oc-

cupations—of fill nations—and of all ages; yet he never takes them
in masses—he always presents them as individuals. He speaks

to every one of them—he studies their words—he watches their

countenances. He often paints a great character by his inaction.

Jordello, who had led a very active life, •md who, after ha\^fng

made every effort for his conv:try, died despairirig of the fate of

Italy, is met by Dante in purgatcry. While a nowd of ghosts,

curious about the ^iffairs cf the world, followed the poet to learn

iiews from him, Jordello kept aloof.

* Esse non ne diceva alcuna cosa

Ma lasciavaiio andar, seinpre guardando

A guisa di Leon quando si posa.

—

Purg. Canto VI. 64. *

Let it be remaiked, that he has not before named Jordello.

lie oivts no reason for his disdainful siU; ce; and he leaves his

reader to discover in the chronicles what we have said on the

Scarce mov'r.g Vvith slow dignity his eyes,

He spoke not aught, but let U3 onward pass,

Eying us ^s a lion on his watch. '

—

Carys Dante, II. 24.
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character of this illustrious personage. The poet condenses into

three lines, and often into one, the history of a Prince's life.

Ill speaking of St Cdestino, who refused the papacy at the sug-

gestion of Urban Vlil. his successor, he describes him without

mention of his name.
' Colui

Che fece per viltate il gran rifiuto.

'

* Infern. Cant. III. 60.

In the twentieth Canto of the Purgatorio, he traces the gene-

alogy of the Capets, their acts and crimes; the influence of the

Kings of France on the church and on Italy, from Hugh Capet
to Louis X.—and this history, comprehending a period of 34'7

years, is contained in fifty lines. Dante was the declared enemy
of all the Capets ; and he finishes by invoking the vengeance

of God on their heads.

' Oh Signer mlo quando saro Jo lieto

A veder la vendetta che nascosa

Fa dolce I'ira tua nel tuo secrete. '

f
In this last verse we find a sentiment as old as Homer, who

tells us, that * vengeance is the pleasure of the gods, ' and that

• a great king digests his wrath in his inmost parts, and hides it

till the appointed time of its bursting on the enemy. '

X Taci-
tus thus describes feelings somewhat similar. * Infensus memo-
ria—et adversum eludentes se quisque ultione et sanguine exple-

bant. '

—

A7m. IV. 25. Homer makes a reflection on human na-
ture. Tacitus blends the same sentiment with the narrative of
a fact, by the three words * Memoria, Ultione, Explebant. ' In
Dante, it is the passionate exclamation of a man who has long
brooded over his own indignation.

Shakespeare unfolds the character of his persons, and pre-
sents them under all the variety of forms which they can naturally

assume. He surrounds them with all the splendour of his ima-
gination, and bestows on them that full and minute reahty which

* ' I saw
And knew the shade of him, who to base fear

Yielding, abjured his estate.

'

Gary's Danic, I. 11.

f O Sovran Master, when shall I rejoice

To see the vengeance which thy wrath well pleased
In secret silence broods. '

—

Carys Dante, II. 92.

AXXct '/£ x.«,i fisroTfia-Siv. ly^u xorov o(ppci, riMa-a-i

Ev irTnk<r!riv icm—lUad. I. 81. Iliad. A. 80. et seqq.
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his creative jrenius could alone confer. Of all traj^Ic poets, he
most amply develops character. On the other hand, Dante, if

compared not only to Vivgii, the most sober of poets, but even

to Tacitus, will be foand never to employ more than a stroke

or tv/o of his pencil, which he aims at imprintin!!? almost insen-

sibly on the hearts of his readers. Virgil has related the story

of Eurydice in two hundred verses ; Dante, in sixty verses, has

finished his masterpiece—the Tale of Francesca de Rimini. The
history of Desdcmona has a pavaiiel in the K.llovving passage of
Dnnte. Nello delia Pietra liad espoused a lady of noble family

at Sienna, named Madonna Pia. 'Her beauty was the admira-

tion of Tuscany, and excited in the heai't of her husband a jea-

lousy, which, exasperated by false reports and groundless sus-

picions, at length drove him to the desperate resolution of O-
thelio. It is difficult to decide whether the lady was quite inno-

cent ; but so D«inte represents bei'. Her husband brought her

into the M^vremma, v/hich, then as now, was a district destruc-

tive to health. He never told his unfortunate wife the reason of

her bantslcaent to so dangerous a country. He did not deign

to utter complaint or accusation. He lived with her alone, in

cold silence, without answering her questions, or listening to

her remonstrances. He patiently waited till the pestilential

air shovdd destroy the health of this young lady. In a few

months she died. Some chroniclers, indeed, tell us, that Neilo

used the dagger to hasten her death. It is certain that he sur-

vived her, plunged in sadness and perpetual silence. Dante
had, in this incident, all the materials of an ample and very

poetical narrative. But he bestows on it only four verses. He
meets in Purgatory three spirits ; one was a captain who fell

fighting on the sam.e side with him in the battle of Campaldino;

the second, a gentleman assassinated by the treachery of the

Hou?e of Este ; the third was a woman unknown to the poet,

and who, after the others had spoken, turned towards hini

with these words.

' Ricorditi di me ; che son la Pia

;

Sienna mi fe, disfecemi Maremma.
Salsi colui che inannellata pria

Disposando m'avea con la sua gemma.

'

* Purgat. Cant. V. et ult.

* ^ Ah, when thou to the world shalt be returned

Remember me.

I once was Pia. Sienna gave me lile
;

Maremma took it from me. That he knows !

Who me with jewelled ring had first espoused.
*

Card's Dante, 11. 22.
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Yet these few words draw tears from those wlio know the fate

of this young woman. Her first desire to be recalled to the re-

membrance of her friends on earth is very affecting. Her mo-
dest request, her manner of naming herself, and of describing

the auihor of her sufferings, without any allusion to his crime,

and merely by the pledges of faith and love which attended their

first union, are deeply pathetic. The soft harmony of the last

verses, full of gay and tender remembrances, forms a most strik-

king contrast with the ideas of domestic unhappiness, of death
and of cruelty, which must rise in the reader's imagination.

He has not treated every subject so laconically. In the histo-

ry of Count Ugolino, and in that of Francesca di Rimini, he
paints on a larger scale. There are, perhaps, in the poem, thir-

ty passages of equal energy and extent. But he generally com-
presses his narration in the manner which we have pointed out.

He often speak* of anecdotes, of men and of crimes not men-
tioned by any contemporary writer ; and it is for these reasons

that a commentary on his allusions would have been impracti-

cable, if, fortunately for us, it had not been commenced soon
after his de'-th.

He died in 1321 j and, in 1334, we find mention made of a
commentary by his sons Peter and James, and another anony-
mous writer. In 1350, Visconti, Archbishop of Milan, formed a
commission of six scholars, namely, two Philosophers, two Theo-
logians, and two Florentine men of letters, to compose a com-
mentary on Dante, which they completed. Petrarch, also, is said

to have written commentaries on his great predecessor: But of

this there seems no evidence. In 1373, the Republic of Florence

elected Boccaccio to explain Dante to his fellow-citizens. Fle de-

livered lectures en this subject, in which he poured forth the know-
ledge which he had accumulated during a l«)ng Hfe. His digres-

sions arefine and instruciive; his style more sober than in his more
known woik«, without losing the richness and elegance which dis-

tinguish iii;.j. But he died before he had expoui.ded above a third

of the luferno. Florence conlinued to nommate professors ; and
her example was imiiated by other cities. The Latin commen-
tary of Beiivenuto of Imola, who lectured on Dante at Bologna
in 1375, is li h in historical anecdotes. The greater part of

these liume.xus (<>mnientaries remain unpubll^htd in the libra-

ries of Italy ; arui only a part of Beuveijuto of Imola has bten
prblished ly Mur.uori in his Italian antiquities. All thes; ine-

dittd cummtii^.ai s j^upi lied ti e editors of the next age with the

me-r ns-'i tX'vlauiriig alhi-ions, which, our r- aders aiII be pleas,;d

ta rf collect, is thi-. or»H' pi n>t ofvifw utider wh^iT we at present

consider the }•'• />£ coiiiuic^ldiorj ^i* Dui^te.
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Among tbe fathers of the council of Constance, were two
English prelates, Nicholas, Bishop of Bath, and Robert, Bishop

of Salisbury, who, with Cardinal Amadeo de Saluces, reijuested

John de Siravalla, Prince Bishop of Fermo, to explain Dante ta

them. He translated the poem into Latin prose, and suI)joined

notes. We learn, from the Dedication, that he began his work
on the Ist February II-IG, and finished it in a year and a fort-

night. It has never been printed ; but, a few years ago, a ma-
nuscript copy was extant in the Vatican library ; and we men-
tion it only to remark, that, at the time of the Council of Trent,

Dante was a writer, of whom no Bishop would dare to avow that

he was the commentator. We subjoin a passage from this ma-
nuscript, * from which it should seem, that Dante had come to

Oxford to pursue his studies in that celebrated school. But we
must add, that the Bishop lived more than a century after the

Poet, and that he is the only writer who speaks of this journey

to England.

Christopher Landinus, a commentator on Virgil, published

also commentaries on Dante. He lived near the time of the

discovery of printing, when verb il criticism became a separate

study. He was a man of great erudition, who has multiplied

quotations, expanded the too diffuse commentaries of his fore-

runners, and expatiated on the allegories, the theological opini-

ons and the scholastic philosophy of the Poet ; but, like his suc-

cessor in the next age, Alexander VelutellOj has done nothing to

illustrate the poetical beauties. These commentators have been
little read since their own time. About the beginning of the

sixteenth century, the popularity of Dante underwent some fluc-

tuations. The exclusive taste for Grecian and Roman litera-

ture which flourished under Leo X., disposed the critics of that

period to look down upon Dante as an irregular and barbarous

writer. Boccaccio and Petrarca had become the sole models of

Italian composition ; for taste had already been tainted by efte-

* ' Dantes dilexit Theologiam sacram in qua dlu studuit in Oxo-
* niis in Regno Angliae. ' In the next page, lie says, ' Dantes in

* juventiite sese dedit omnibus artibus liberalibus, studens eas et Pa-
* due, et Bononie, demum Oxoniis et Parisiis, ubi fecit multos actus
* mirabiles in tantum quod ab aliquibus dicebatur magnus Philoso-
' phus, ab aliquibus magnus Theologus, ab aliquibus magnus Poeta.

*

It is probable that the Italian Bishop received this inforrnation, true

or false, from his English brethren, especially as the conclusion of

the above passage has much the air of a literal translation from an
English original.
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—

Giunta e \ii Spada
Co! Pasturale. e runo t Taltero insienae

Per viva ibrza raal convien che-rad^
* Pvrgd.XFI. 119.
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By fear of odier.

'

Cc-js Dc^tc^ II. 7i.
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But it is certain that his friend Angelucci who appeared as the

editor of his work, was imprisoned in I79t for his political opi*

nions.

In the&e circumstances we must not wonder at the circum-

spection with which he conducts that part of his plan which
consists in the defence of Dmte. We have already spoken of
his emendations and grammatical remarks. His explanations

are clear and sometimes new, though he does not often venture

to quit the beaten track. He had not sufficient taste and sensi-

bility to discern the delicacy, or to feel the tenderness of the

historical allusions. The prose of his notes is dry, and, though
concise, the want of elegance makes it appear diffuse. After ail,

it is the most useful historical commentary yet printed on Dante.
Volpi was a learned man ; but Italian was not his principal

study. Mr Pogginli has studied it more deeply. The brevity

adopted by both, in their excellent editions of Padua and Leg-
horn, has left no room for narrative commentary—indispensable

to the illustration of a poem in which the anecdotes of an ob-

scure age are accumulated, and often only hinted at.

On the last head of Warburton's description of the critical

office—that of explaining * the beauties and defects of senti-

ment and composition '—we must at once say, that, in truth,

nothing has been done. It is indeed a task, of which the due,

or even tolerable execution requires, in the case of Dante, a
combination of talents which can hardly be united in the same
individual. He who undeitakes this part of criticism has two
duties to fulfil. The first, and by far the most easy, relates to

the general plan of a work—its end, the style, the progress

which the language makes under the author—his original in-

ventions and imitations—the degree in which he has improv-

ed on his models, or fallen short of them—and the instruc-

tion or amusement which he has imparted to his contem-

poraries or posterity. The second is far more difficult, and,

in its utmost extent, impracticable. It consists in a minute
exposition of all the separate beauties and defects of a poem,
from page to page, often from verse to verse, and some-

times from word to word. The critic must display beauties, so

that they shall be felt by those who did not feel them in the

poet; and he must explain the causes of pleasure to those who
are delighted without knowing how. Minute and argumenta-

tive as this analysis may often be, its object would be defeated if

it were to extinguish the fire of poetry ; and the reader, in rea-

soning with the critic, must never cease to feel with the poet.

A ci-itic may attempt, like the celebrated Graving, to prove

that the ' Italia Liberata ' of Trissino is the finest epic poem
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since the Iliad ; and that the Giuresalemme Liberata of Tasso
is neither well imagined nor well written. The book of Gravi-
na is a fine exertion of talent. It is written with elegance. His
principles are just, his applications happy; and, as long as he
confines himself to the analysis of the general plan of celebrated

Epic poems, he appears to succeed. But, when all is done, the
poem of Trissino reposes in libraries; and the reader, whose curio-
sity leads him to read a page, coldly shuts and replaces the volume.
Tasso is reprinted every year. He is always indeed criticized ;

but he is always read. It is by the examination of particular beau-
ties, continual, varied, inexhaustible, which lead the reader on
from page to page, which flow into his heart, and are treasured

in his memory, that the merit of the greatest poets must be mea-
sured. It is by such beauties that Ariosto compels his reader
to go on in spite of inequality and disorder. It is to them that

Virgil owes his superiority. * Many critics have, it is true, at-

tempted this minute analysis of a poem. But it has two great
difficulties, which have, in general, proved insurmountable
obstacles to their success. In xhe Jiist place, it regards the
workings of the imagination and the heart, which are minute,
rapid, evanescent and innumerable—sufficient to confound the

head of the steadiest speculator. In the second place, it ends in

system, when it does not arise from it ; and tor that reason sel-

dom fails to deceive the critic and his readers. A system found-

ed on exclusive admiration of the classics, has produced the

barren rules of the schools, and prejudices which still influence

literature. Rules, founded on the practice of Petrarch in the

16th century, raised Bembo and Molza to the rank of poetical mo-

* A foreigner of great literary distinction assures us, that, in an

attentive perusal of Shakespeare, he finds little to displease him

;

that, on the contrar}'^, in spite of his preference of the tragic system

of the Greeks, he is continually moved ; that he meets, in every page,

subjects of admiration and meditation. But, wlien he sees the same

tragedies on the stage, the art of the actors, and the illusion of the

theatre, serve only to make him see more clearly what he thinks

faults. He is not only cooled, but sometimes repelled. The reason

which he gives for this difference is, that, in reading, he can feel and

see all the beauties of thought and style. He is charmed by origi-

nality and variety; his attention is mure directed to. verses and senti-

ments, than to the action. But in the theatre, as his ear is not ha-

bituated to our pronunciation, he loses the strength and delicacy of

the diction. . He sees only the outline of events. He follows the ac-

tion, divested of the attractions of style. When he thus loses ail the,

particular beauties which Shakespeare often draws from the depths

of human nature, he returns to his original taste, and once more pre-

fers Sophocles,

YOL. XXIX. 1^0. 58. H h

WM^:
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dels, while Dante was forgotten ; and the revival of his fame has

occasioned the establishment of new rules for p;-etry. In a ma-

nuscript. of Petrarch, published by Ubaldini, there is a single

line, in which v/e find forty-four alterations made in various days,

and even years ; for Petrarch marked, on the margin of his ma-

nuscripts, not only the years, but the months, days and hours,

when he retouched his poems.

The changes in this verse do not appear to the common
reader essential either to the thought, the expression, or the

harmony. Yet so, on a calm revisal, the poet must have con-

sidered them. Every man familiar with the art must perceive,

that, during these changes, the heart, the head and the ear of

the writer, must have performed many operations. The busi-

ness of the critic is to discover the reasons which determined the

poet finally to fix on the line as it now stands in his printed

text. But how difficult it is to find these reasons ! and yet, how

can the beauty of the verse be expl lined without them ? If we

had the manuscript, with the various alterations of the noblest

passages of great poets, something might doubtless be done.

We have in cur possession, the variations in a very fine stanza

of Ariosto, which he altered a hundred times. If we should ever

Lave occasion to speak of that poet, we shall avail ourselves of

these alterations to illustrate his manner of writing. But, in the

other fine stanzis, which seem as if they flowed from inspiration,

his mind must have gone through a like progress, though so

rapidly, that he was himself almost unconscious o^ its action.

The verses of great poets are always the re?ult of a long series of

thoughts, emotions, remembrances and images, compared, com-

bined, rejected or selected^ The strength, the ciuickness, and

the number of impressions made on the niind ; the promptitude

of recollection ; the facility of combining fact with feeling and

thought, together with the powers of comparison and selection,

constitute the greater part of what is called Genius. A man of

genius seems to be inspired, because his mental operations are

so much more rapid than those of (ither men. To develop the

beauties of a poeui, the critic mu^t go through the same reason-

inn's and judgments which ultiniaieiy determined the poeL to

write as he has done. But such a critic would be a poet. His

ardent and impatient genius would never sul)mit to the cold la-

bour of criticism. Such a man might, however, analyze s^me'

passages, and at least describe the sensations with which he had

himself perused them ; which must surpass, in depth and v'va-

city, the sensations of an unpoetical mind. Johnson laughs at

the notion, ' that a poet is to be published only by n poet ;
'—

*

and, in what relates to emendation, an a g!am;j;atical or expia-

uatcrry notes, he is cerfainly right. Critics may assist us in ge*
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heralities ; but, when we come to particulars, which arc the

soul of poetry, their aid becomes of little value. Great poets

concentrate their ideas, and embody their fcelinp;s in imncres.

Critics take them to pieces, in order to asceraiin their texture.

Poets, who are also critics, often exhibit a strange mixture of

analysis and imagery.^

We shall not enter into the question, whether Pope had most
taste or genius. Perhaps he was destined by nature for bold
invention ; but in fact he has, in general, imitated with taste.

The same thinty may be said of Horace, Vida, and Boileau.

Pope, like them, was a critic as well as a poet. It is a curious

observation, that no poet of the first rank has ever spoken of

the mechanism of his art, v/hiie poets of inferior station have
laboriously displayed its rules in verse. Pindar declares, that a

great poet, like ' the eagl^, soars by his natural strength, and
leaves beneath him the ignoble birds who seem to animate

each oLher by their hoarse cries. ' Horace, on the contrary, is

always teacliing us how the wings are to be managed. Pope
lived in the philosophical age -of Bayle and Locke ; and English!

poetry, after shining forth in the originality of Shakespeare^

having combined the genius of the Greek, Latin, and Italian

classics in Milton, and having displayed its various treasures in

Dryden, began to form itself upon the models of the French

school. Among the French poets, imagery and feeling are

smothered by reflection. Pope could not resist his habit

of analysis, even in the translation of Homer, who, o! alt

poets, is least disposed to turn aside to speculate. Perhaps

these devialions of Pope from the ci^aracter of his auth'ir, have

contributed to the popularity of the Engli.sb Iliad. But it is

not here our object to censure the taste of various ages and na-

tions. It is enough for us to prove, in fact, that Homer, Vir-

gil, and Dante, have, in their pictures, left much to the miagin-

ktion of the reader ; that it is easy to feel their beauties, and very

difficult to analyze them ; and that, when poetry is made by

system, it may display artificial beauties,,—but those of nature

disappear.

In the scene where Venus leads Helen to Pari?, Homer shows

his knowledge of the heart of a woman agitated by a passion

1\'hich she strives in vain to conquer. Helen regrets iier lamily,

and is ashamed of her situation. She resists the suggestions of

Venus, bitterly bewails the irfamy of her condition, arid warm-

ly desires to return to her husbandj though she expects only

the contempt of Greece. Venus tells her that her return would

not heal the animosities between Greece and Asia ; that war

would still continue 3 and that Helen herself would perish by a

eruel death. It is after this dialogue that Helen, wrapped up

Hh2
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in her veil, follows the goddess in silence. Tlie reader is left

to feel the struggles of this woman's reason against her passion.

Homer does not explain them. He contents himself with say-

ing, at the beginning of the dialogue, that as soon as Helen

beard of the danger of Pari?, and was reminded of his beauty,

her heart was moved ; and that, when she discovered that it was

Venus who spoke to her, she was seized with fright

—

' She spoke, and Helen's secret soul was moved

;

She scorn'd the champion, but the man she loved.
'

The first line of this couplet is in Homer, and only tells the

fact. The second is added by Pope, to explain the intention

of Helen and Homer. But the w hole interest of the succeed-

ing dialogue vanishes with this explanation. The passion of

Helen becomes that of a libertine j and her remonstrances a-

gainst the counsels of Venus seem gross hypocrisy. But the

true Helen of Homer, throughout the liiad, is considered as

a woman, who, by her beauty, approaches the divinity. The
gods, in forming so beautiful a creature, ordain that she should

be admired with a species of adoration. The war, and the

evils of which she is the cause, are attributed to the will of

Heaven. Homer puis these sentiments into the mouth of

Priam, rendered the most unfortunate of men by the war, and

no longer of an age to be moved by beauty. Not a murmur
is mentioned of the Trojans or of the Greeks against the

source of their woes. Her husband laments her fate ; and old

Nestor, not moved by the same sentiments, soeaks of her with

the same pity. Paris declares that he had, like a pirate, car-

ried her from Sparta. She never seems to open her mouth

without a blush. It was a character very difficult to be painted.

Homer has employed in the picture the utmost delicacy of pen-

cil, and the deepest knowledge of human nature. When she

bewails the death of Hectorj she says, ' He never reproached

me ;—he hindered others from reproaching me. ' A sublime

sentiment, which describes at once the noble character of Elec-

tor, and all the remorse of the soul of Helen. She lives with

Paris, from a sort of union of fatality and despair. She loves

him ; but she desires to escape from him. Her character in

the Odyssey agrees with this representation of her in the Iliad.

The Helen of Homer is always the same. The reasonings of

the critics make her different from herself. The slightest change

in delicate features destroys the physit gnomy

—

* She scorned the champion, but the man she loved.'

This is the illicit love of a modern lady of fashion; but it is not

that of the amorous queen whom Homer saw in his imagination,

and perhaps partly also in the manners of his age.

O'heilo, justifying himself against the charge of having sedar*

ced Desdemona, tells the Senate,
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* She loved me for the dangers I had past,

And I loved her that she did pity them.

'

He telfs the fact, and adds the sin^ple reflection which immedi-

ately flows from experience and feeling. In such passages, it is

impossible to contemplate without astonishment the genius of

Shakespeare, which veils the depth of his observp.tion by the

simplicity of nature. The passage is thus translated by Delille

—

* Elle aimoit mes malheurs ; moi j'aimais ses larmes,

L'Amour et la Pitie confondoient ses charmes.

'

Shakespeare seems only to give to Othello the characteristic

features of a savage hero, who repays, with all his affection,

those who love and admire him, and with all his vengeance

those who betray or despise him. The Senate understood

Othello. It may be doubted whether they wouW have under-

stood, or at least felt the cold generalities which make the me-
taphysical commentarj^of Delille. Yet the readers of most of

the capitals of Europe, at this day, would probably prefer the

couplet of Delille.

Of all the translators of Dante with whom we are acquainted,

Mr Gary is the most successful j and we cannot but consider

his work as a great acquisition to the English reader. It is ex-

ecuted with a fidelity almost without example ; and, though the

measure he has adopted, conveys no idea of the original stanza,

it is perhaps the best for his purpose, and what Dante himself

would have chosen, if he had written in English and in a later

day. The reasons, which influenced the mind of our own Mil-

ton would most probably have determined the author oWhe
Inferno.

Some years ago, Mr Hayley published a translation of the

three first Cantos of that Poem, in which he endeavoured to

give an idea of Dante's peculiar manner, by introducing his

triple rhyme. It was written with a considerable degree of spi-

rit and elegance ; but we cannot much regret that he proceeded

no further. The difficulties which he had to encounter were al-

most insurmountable ; at least he has led us to think so, by his

many deviations from the text. Of these there is a remarkable

instance in the third Canto. When the poet enters in at the

gate, his ears are instantly assailed by a multitude of dismal

sounds, among which he distinguishes

* Voci alte e fioche, e suon di man con elle.

'

' Voices deep and hoarse,

With hands together smote.

'

The last circumstance, the most striking of them all, is en-

tirely passed over by Mr Hayley. Mr Pope himself indeed

could furnish many a paraJIcl from his far-famed translations j
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and one of his mosj flagrant transfrressions has rever, to our
knowledge, been pointed out. Penelope, in the Odyssey,

(XIX 597. and XX ill. 19.), twice mentions Troy, the source

of all her misfcrlunes, in a manner the most natural and afl'ect-

ifig, givina; to that city the epithet of bad, and describinfi it as

a place iivt to be named, though, in the hurry of her erief, she

herself has just named it. A circumstance so beaiiiiful and
characterisfjc could not well be overlooked ; but no notice is ta-

ken ot it'by the translator.

Covvper asserts it as his opinion, that * a just translatioo of

* any ancient poet in rhyme is impossible ; ' and we must con-

fess that we have never seen one. A translator has no occasion

• to forge fetters for himself. He has enough to wear alreaciiy ;

and, do what he will, they will for ever weigh him down. Mr
Pope attempted to cover his with flowers ; but he could not

conceal them. Sometimes, indeed, he^hrov.s them off alto-

gether ; but then he ceases to be a tra"ator of Flomer. No
adventitious ornam.ent—no invention can supply the place of

truth and exactness to him who wants to know how men thought

and felt in past ages. Who would consent to exchange the story

of Joseph and his Brethren, as it is told in our Bibles, for the

most elegant version of it by Mr Pope .'*

Of such offences we cannot accuse Mr Gary. Throughout

he discovers the will and the power to do justice to his author.

He has Emitted nothing, he has added nothing ; and though

here and there his inversions are ungraceful, and his phrases a

litt^^obsolete, he walks not unfrequenlly by the side of his mas-

ter, and sometimes perhaps goes beyond him. We may say in

the language of that venerable Father of Italian Poetry,

* Hor ti riman, lector, sopral tuo banco:

Drieto pensanda accioche si preliba, ' &c. Paradiso X.

* Now rest thee, reader ! on thy bench, and muse

Anticipative of the feast to come ;

So shall delight make thee not feel the toil.'

Perhaps there is no description so sublime in the Purgatory,

as that of the discovery and expulsion of the Serpent in the

Eighth Canto. How delightfully it opens with that passage from

which Gray has borrowed the first line of his Elegy !

< Now was the hour that wakens fond desire %
In men at sea, and melts their thoughtful hearts,

Who in the morn have bid sweet friends farewtl

,

And pilgrim newly on his road with love

Thrills, if he hear the vesper bell from far,

That seems to mourn for the expiring day.

'

4,
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In the Ninth Canto, the Angel of God unlocks the gate ; and
the verses, that follow, are not unworthy of Milton.

* As in the hinges of that sacred ward
The swivels moved,
Harsh was the grating.

Attentively I turned,

Listening the thunder, that first issued forth ;

And " We praise thee, O God, " methought I heard
In accents blended with sweet melody.
The strains came o'er mine ear, e'en as the sound
Of choral voices, that in solemn chant

With organ mingle, and, now high and clear,

Come swelling, now float indistinct away.

'

In no writer, not even in Homer, have' the similes more life

and variety than in Dante; and they are for the most part given

with the truest touches in the translatior!. We shall select tv.'o

or three that may conH^y perhaps a less gloomy idea of him than

generally' prevails among us.

' As from a troop of well-ranked cliivalry

One knight, more enterpi'ising than the rest,

Pricks forth at gallop, eager to display

His prowess in the first encounter proved ;

So parted he from us with lengthened strides,

And left me on the way with those two spirits.

Who were such mighty marshals of the world. ' Purgatory, 24-.

' As on their road

The thoughtful pilgrims, overtaking some
Not known unto them, turn to them, and look,

But stay not ; thus, approaching from behind.

They eyed us as they passed.

'

Ibid. 25.

* Wlien from their game of dice men separate,

He, who hath lost, remains in sadness fixed.

Revolving in his mind, what luckless throws

Pie cast : but meanwhile all the company
Go with the other ; one before him runs,

And one, behind, his mantle twitches, one

Fast by his side bids him remember him.

He stops not ; and each one, to whom his hand
Is stretched, well knows he bids him stand aside

;

And thus he from the press defends himself.

E'en such was I in that close crowding throng

;

And turning so my face around to all.

And promising, I 'scaped from it with pains. ' Ibid. 6.

^ Then as a troop of maskers, when they put

Their vizors off, look other than before.

The counterfeited semblance thrown aside
;

' &c. Paradise, 5ft,
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Dante must have loved hawking. He paints his bird always

to the life. ' On his feet

The falcon first looks down, then to the sky-

Turns, and forth stretches, eager for the food

That wooes him thither.

'

Purgatory, 19.

And again,
* Like to a falcon issuing from the hood,

That rears his head, and claps him with his wings,

His beauty and his eagerness bewraying.

'

Paradise, 19.

Mr Gary reminds us sometimes of Shakespeare,—oftener of

Milion ; but, in his anxiety to imitate them, he becomes more
antiquated than either ; and we hope, that, when he republishes

his translation, which, we trust, he soon will, in a larger and
more legible character, he will think proper to modernize the

language a little, and give more simplicity and sweetness to many
parts of it. In that beautiful simile,

* Then seemed they like to ladies, from the dance

Not ceasing, but suspense, in silent pause.

Listening till they have caught tlie strain anew. ' Paradise, X*

—surely the word suspense is obscure and unpleasing. Milton

uses it indeed in like manner; but why not avoid, when we can,

the perplexity that must always arise from using the same word
as an adjective and a substantive ? We do not disapprove of

the judicious use of old words. Far from it. They are, in their

place, most becoming ; and, in the present instance, throw a

sober colouring over the whole, which we should be sorry to

lose. If D'liite himself were to appear among us, should we not

expect to find his beard and his tunic after an ancient fashion,

and much as they are represented in that old painting in the

Duomo at Florence ?

But, when Dante is the subject, our readers may require

something of a darker complexion than what we have given

them ; and we shall conclude with two extracts from the Infer-

no. The pathetic story of Franccsca, before mentioned, is

known to all ; and all can, in some degree, form a judgment of

the translation.

* When I had heard my sage instructor name
Those dames and knights of antique days, o'erpowered

By pity, well-nigh in amaze my mind
"Was iost; and I began—" Bard, willingly

1 would address those two together coming.

Which seem so light before the wind. " He thus

;

" Note thou, when nearer they to us approach.

Then by that love which carries them along

Entreat ; and they will come. " Soon as the wind

Swayed them toward us, I thus framed my speech

;
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" O wearied spirits ! come, .and hold discourse

With us, if by none else restrained. " As doves

By fond desire invited, on wide wings

And firm, to their sweet nest returning home,
Cleave the air, wafted by their will along

;

They came -

Then, turning, I to them my speech addressed,

And thus began—" Francesca ! your sad fate

Even to tears my grief and pity moves.

But tell me, in the time of your sweet sighs,

By what and how Love granted that ye knew
Your yet uncertain wishes i^

" She replied :

" No greater grief than to remember days
Of joy, when misery is at hand. That knows
Thy learned instructor. Yet so eagerly

If thou art bent to learn the primal root

From whence our love got being, I will do,

As one, who weeps and tells his tale. One day
For our delight we read of Lancelot,

How him Love thralled. Alone we were, and no '

Suspicion near us. Ofttimes by that reading

Our eyes were drawn together, and the hue
Fled from our altered cheeks. But at one point

Alone, we fell. When of that smile we read.

The wish'd-for smile, so rapturously kissed

By one so deep in love, then he, who ne'er

FVom me shall separate, at once my lips

All trembling kissed. The book and writer both
Wei'e Love's purveyors. In its leaves that day
We read no more.

'

Canto V.

The same observation applies still more strongly to the unri-

valled tale of Ugolino ; which Michael Angelo is said to have
delighted in. There is a bas-relief of his on the subject.

* How cruel was the murder shalt thou hear,

And know if he have wronged me. - - -

Before the dawn, amid their sleep, I heard
INIy sons, for they were with me, weep, and ask

For bread. Right cruel art thou, if no pang
Thou feel at thinking what my heart foretold

;

And if not now, why use thy tears to flow ?

Now had they wakened ; and the hour drew near

Wlien they were wont to bring us food ; the mind
Of each n)isgave him through his dream, and I

Heard at its outlet underneath locked up
The 'horrible tower. Then, uttering not a word
I looked upon the faces of my sons.

I wept not ; so all stone I felt within.

They wept ; and one, my little Anselm, cried
;

** Thou lookest so !—Father, what ails thee ? " Yet
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I shed no tear, nor answer'd all that day
Nor the next night, until another sun

Came out upon the world. When a faint beana

Had to our doleful prison made its way,
And in four countenances I descry'd

The image of my own, on either hand
Through agony I bit, and they who thought
I did it through desire of feeding, rose

O' th' sudden, and cried, " Father, we should grieve
" Far less, if thou wouldst eat of us : thou gav'st
*' These weeds of miserable flesh we wear,
" And do thou strip them off from us again.

"

Then, not to make them sadder, I kept down
My spirit in stillness. That day and the next

We all were silent. Ah, obdurate earth !

Why open'dst not upon us ? When we came
To the fourth day, then Gaddo at my feet

Outstretch'd did fling him, crying, " Hast no help
" For me, my father !

" There he died, and e'en,

Plainly as thou seest me, saw I the three

Fall one by one 'twixt the fifth day and sixth :

Whence I betook me, now grown blind, to grope

Over them all, and for three days aloud

Call'd on them who were dead. Then, fasting got

The mastery of grief. " Thus having spoke,

Once more upon the wretched skull his teeth

He fasten'd, like a mastiff's 'gainst the bone
Firm and unyielding.

'

Canlo xxxiii.

"When such stories are related by such a poet as Dante, * the

world will not willingly let them die. ' Yet, not very long be-

fore he appeared, what a darkness prevailed over Europe !—
when there was a high-constable oi" France who could not

read, and when there were Kings who could only make the sign

of the cross in confirmation of their charters. Even then, how-
ever, as an elegant writer ^ has observed, the Muses, with their

attendant arts (in strarge disguise indeed, and uncoufh trap-

pings) were not idle in the cloister. Statuary carved a madon-
na or a crucifix ;— Painting illuminated a missnl ;—Eloquence

made the panegyric of a saint ;—and History composed a le-

gend. Still they breathed ; and were ready, at any happier pe-

riod, to emerge from obscurity with all their native charms and

undiminished lustre.

§ Mrs Barbauld. W^e rejoice in this opportunity to express our

high sense of her talents. The greatest and most accomplished states-

man of the age always spoke of them with admiration. Her songs

he could repeat by heart ; and her essay ' against Inconsistency in

our Expectations, ' he justly considered as equal to any thing of the

kind in any language.
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Art. X. Account of a Voyage of Discovery io the West Coast of
Corea, and the Great Loo-Choo Island ; ivith an Appendix, contain-

ing Charts, and various Hydrographical and Scientific Notices.

By Captain Basil Hall, Koyal Navy, F. R. S. Lond. & Edin.

Member of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta, of the Literary So-

ciety of Bombay, and of the Society of Arts and Sciences at Ba-
tavia. And a F'ocabulary of the Loo-Choo Language : By H. J.

Clifford, Esq. Lieutenant Royal Navy. 4to. pp. . Lon-
don, 1818.

Voyage of His Majesfy^s Ship Alceste, along the Const of Corea to

the Island of Loo-Choo ; tvith an Account of her subseijuent Shij)-

7vreck. By John M'Leod, Surgeon of the Alceste. 8vo. pp.
London, 1818.

"IXTe do not know when we have met with two more pleasing
^^ works than those of which we have just copied the titles.

They mnke us proud of our country, and put us in good hu-
mour with our species. They contain a great deal of curious

information, too;—but it is their moral interest that forms by
far their greatest attraction.

There is always something very interesting in an account of

rude or remote races of men :— But there is almost always some-
thing very painful too. Human nature is often exhibited in so

very low and miserable a condition, as to excite nothing but

commisseration and disgust: Or, where outward circumstances

have been more favourable, their moral state is so deplorable, as

to give rise to feelings still more unwelcome. Cruelty, duplicity,

sensuality—war without generosity—profligacy without elegance

or decency—debasing and sanguinary superstitions—lawless ty-

rannies—continual insecurity of life and property—childish le-

vity and caprice, or brutal apathy.—Such is the picture, we
fear, of about three f(jurths of our species ;—and if we even take

the more civilized communities, out of Europe or its colonies,

we need only add the features of greater dissimulation and self-

ishness—more intolerant bigotry, and more preposterous na-

tional conceit, to preserve the resemblance entire.

But if the spectacle of new countries thus yields little but new
forms of human wretchedness and corruption, we are afraid there

is nothing in the usual history of the intercourse between them and
their enlightened visiters which can very much relieve or enliven

the prospect. We have commonly appeared, ami been treated

us enemies—and marked our ibotsieps among them \vitl> blood.

When this has not happened, or after it is over, wc have ge-

nerally taken advantage of our superior knowledge or discipline,

io enslave, plunder and oppress—or at besj, have exchanged vices
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and disonses with our newly discovered brethren,—and brought

the distant families of mankind into acquaintanceship, only to

increase their danp:ers, their sufferings, tiieir means of annoyance,

and their knowledge of evil. There have been exceptions to

this:—But tiiey are very few ; and we know of none so striking

and complete as that which is recorded in the volumes before

us—none in which both parties appeared to have been animated

with so cordial and disinterested a feeling of good will and af-

fection—and in v/hich that mutual feeling was mutually so well

deserved.

These two books both contain an account of the proceedings

of the ships of vrar which accompanied our late Embassy to

China j and, of course, coincide in a good part of their con-

tents. This coincidence, however, is only partial,—and by no
means distressing ; for Mr M'Leod has aspired to oive his read-

ers an account of the whole voyage from England and back,

while Captain Hall, we conceive with better judgment, has con-

fined himself to that part of their track which had the recom-
mendarion of novelty. He could afford, therefore, to be more
particular ; and his book, accordingly, is not only on the whole

the most interesting, but also by much the largest of the two.

The most remarkable part of Mr M'Leod's, is bis account of

the wreck of the Alceste, and the conduct and condition of her

crew and commander, till they were relieved from Batavia.

After the embassador was landed in the Yellow Sea, the two
vessels that accompanied him were ordered on a cruize to the

east and south, in order to ascertain the geography of the Co-
rean coast and the adjoining islands—and it is to the results of

this expedition that Captain Hall has limited his narrative. His
account is given mostly in the form of a Journal—in aver}' easy, ^

iinassua^dng, and lively style—in the language and manner of a
gentleman and a man of the world—and not only with much a-

cute observation and just reflection, but with infinite good hu-

mour, modesty and candour.

They soon fell in with the coast, and landed on two or three

of the adjacent islands. The inhabitants appear to be une-

quivocally a race of Chinese, and use the same written cha-

racter, though their spoken language is entirely different.

Though quite pacific in their deportment, their great desire

was evidently to get rid, as soon as possible, of their curious

visiters ; for which purpose they used all sorts of anxious signs

and intimations—and when these proved ineffectual, took them
resolutely under the arms, and walked them down to the

'seach I They showed very little curiosity, and no admiration

cr sense of inferiority ; but, on the contrary, maintained a

proud and somewhat insolent manner, giving way now and then
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to bursts of derision. They did not seem to knovv the value of
money, and would make no presents, and scarcely receive any.

They kept their women most jealously secluded from the view of
their visiters. They are rather small in stature, though robust.

Some of them seemed marked with small-pox. They are well

clothed in cotton'^ of various colours, and seemed abundantly sup-

plied with provisions. A few days after this first encounter, the

voyagers came to a more thickly inhabited pait of the coast, and
were met on their approach by a ^reat cavalcade of boats, crowd*
ed with people, and ornamented v/ith flags and streamers of all

colours. Under a great blue umbrella, in one of the largest,

they found a fine patriarchal figure, with a huge white beard
flowing below his middle, and over the folds of the vast blue

silk mantle in which his person was enveloped. He wore a light

hat of varnished gauze work, apparently of horse hair, with a
very small sharp crown, and near three feet broad in the brim;
and had a little black rod tipped with silver in his hand. He
received the officers who had approached in their boat, with

great civility and unembarrassed poii^.eness, aad accompanied
them aboard the frigate, where, after delivering a long harangue,
he dictated a l)illet to his secretary with great solemnity, and
put it into Captain Maxwell's hands, vath the most apparent
confidence of its being understood—a confidence not very un-
natural, perhaps, to those who are daily accustomed to see their

written characters adopted by persons who are utter strangers

to their speech. Captain Maxwell very judiciously called for

naper in return, and writing a few words in English, presented it

with all due solemnity to his visiter, who, after turning it in ali

directions, and submitting it to the consideration of his secre-

tary, was obliged to give up all conventional means of communi-
cation, and to have recourse to the natural language of signs.

On the approach of night, he ordered his boats, and was assist-

ed into his ov/n ; when he was expected, of course, to return to

the shore.

' But there was still something amiss ; for the old man, seated in

state under his umbrella, remained alongside v/ith his attendants

ranged on the deck about him, he and his people preserving the most
perfect silence, and making no signs to explain his wishes. We were
greatly puzzled to discover what the old gentleman wanted ; till at;

length it was suggested, that having paid^us a visit, he expected a si-

milar compliment in return. This idea was no sooner started, than

we proceeded to pay our respects to him in his boat. He made signs

for us to sit down, honouring us at the same time with a corner of his

own mat. When we were seated, he" looked about as if in distress a&

having nothing to entertain us with, upon which a bottle of wine was
sent far and given to him. He ordered ua attendant to pour it into
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several bowls, and putting the bottle away, made signs for us to
drink, but would not taste it himself till all of us had been served.
He was nowise discomposed at being obliged to entertain his com-
pany at their own expense ; on the contrary, he carried off the whole
aflFair with so much cheerfulness and ease, as to make us .suspect
sometimes that he saw and enjoyed the oddity of the scent- and cir^
curastances, as fully as we did ourselves. ' p. 20, 21.

Next day he paid another visit aboard, and drank tea and
cherry brandy with great sociality ; but, in retiring, he display-
ed his authority over his attendants in a very characteristic way.

* On passing the gun-room sky-light, he heard the voices of some
of his people whom the officers had taken below, and avIio were en-
joying themselves very merrily amongst their new acquaintance. Thd
old Chief looked down, and observing them drinking and making a
noise, he called to them in a loud passionate voice, which made them
leave their glasses, and run up the ladder in great terror. From
thence the alarm spread along the lower deck, to the midshipmen's
birth, where another party was carousing. The grog and v/ine with
which they had b^en entertained was too potent for this party, as they
did not seem to care much for the old Chief, who, posting himself at
the hatchway, ascertained, by personal examination, who the offend-
ers were. On this occasion, his little rod of office was of nmch use ;

he pushed the people about with it to make them speak, and used it

to turn them round, in order to discover their faces. One man
watching his opportunity M^hen the Chief was punching away at
somebody who had just come up, slipped past and ran off; but the
quick eye of the old man was not so easily deceived, and ht set ofl"

in chase of him round the quarter deck. The man had an a}>ron full

of biscuit, which had been given to him by the midshipmen; this im-
peded his running, so that the Chief, notwithstanding his robes, at
last came up with him ; but while he was stirring him up \vith his
rod, the fellow slipped his cargo of bread into a coiJ of rope, and then
went along with the Chief quietly enough. The old man came back
afterwards, and found the biscuit, which he pointed out to us, to
show that it had not been taken away. He continued for some time
at the hatchway, expecting more people ; but finding none come up,
ha went below himself, to the main deck, and ruaunaged under the
guns and round the main-mast, to discover whether any one was con-
cealed ; but finding no person there, he came again upon djeck, and
shortly after went into his boat. ' p. 25, 26.

We may add tiie following just and characteristic passao-e
to complete the picture—and it is no doubt a very engagii)g
one—of Corean manners.

' In the mean time. Captain Maxwell had come on board ; and
breakfast being ready, we prevailed upon the Chief to sit down
with us. He ate heartily of our hashes, and of every thing else that
was put before him, using a knife, fork, and spoon, which he na^
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saw, probably, for the first time in his life, not only without awkward-
ness, but to such good purpose, that he declined exchanging them
for Chinese chop-sticks, which were provided for him. In fact, he
was so determined to adopt our customs in every respect, that when
the tea was offered to him in the Chinese way, he looked to the right

and left ; and seeing ours differently prepared, held up his cup to the
servant, for milk and sugar, which being given to hira, the old gentle-

man remained perfectly satisfied.

* The politeness and ease with which he accommodated himself t»-

the habits of people so different from himself, were truly admirable ;

and when it is considered, that hitherto, in all probability, he was ig-

norant even of our existence, his propriety of manners should seem
to point, not only to high rank in society, but to imply also a degree
of civilization in that society, not confirmed by other circumstances.

Be this as it may, the incident is curious, as showing, that however
different the state of society may be in different countries, the forms
of politeness are much alike in all. This polished character was very
well sustained by the old Chief; as he was pleased with our attempts

to oblige him, and whatever we seemed to care about, he immediate-

ly took an interest in. He was veiy inquisitive, and was alwciys highly

gratified when he discovered the use of any thing which had puzzled
him at first. But there was no idle surprise, no extravagant bursts

of admiration ; and he certainly would be considered a man of good
breeding, and keen observation, in any part of the world. ' p. 33, 34.

The character, however, is not quite so unexceptionable as

the manners; and, even during the brief period of their acquaint-

ance, the harshness, the imbecility and selfishness of the half

savage was strikingly developed. The old chief was fond of

quarrelling and chastising his attendants, and had one of thent

severely bastinadoed for some very slight oflencej while all the

rest joined in mockery of his cries and lamentations. Wheii
the officers at last insisted on returning his visits on shore, he
appeared extremely distressed; and intimated, by many signs,

that it would cost him his head if he were to permit it. How-
ever, though surrounded by a great submissive population, he
made no resistance; and they accordmgly landed along with him.

* Tlie old man was lifted out of the boat by several of his people,

and we were amazed to find, when they -set him down, that he was in

tears, and looking altogether very unhappy. In a few minutes a crowd,

consisting of more than a hundred people, assembled round us, and

we began to think we should pay dearly for our curiosity. But the

poor old -man had no thoughts of vengeance, and was no better

pleased with the crowd than we were ; for, turning to his soldiers, he

desired them to disperse the mob, which they did in a moment by
pelting them with great stones. The Chiefnow began crying violently

;

and, turning towards the village, walked away^ leaning his hea<i on tlie

^
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shoulder of one of his people. As he went along, he not only sob-

bed and wept, but every now and then bellowed aloud. We had

been nowise prepared for such a scene, and were extremely sorry for

having pushed matters to this extremity. It had never occurred to

us that the old Chief's head was really in danger ; and even no^v we
could not satisfy ourselves whether he was sincere, or merely acting

in order to prevail on us to retire. The perfect tranquillity, nay

even cheerfulness of the Courtier, who staid with us all this time,

puzzled us extremely : nor could we account for the indifference of

the other attendants, who looked on with as much composure as if

such scenes were every-day occurrences. But at all events, it was
necessary before proceeding any further, that the old man should be

pacified ; and in order to effect this, we sat down on the beach, up-

on which he turned about and came crying back again. ' p. 36, 37.

The party good-humouredly repressed their curiosity, when
they saw how much distress it occasioned ; and, after doing all

they could to cheer the poor old man, returned to their ships

without entering the village, and sailed away. They now en-

tered upon a scene utterly unknown to European navigators,

ivnd more invariably beautiful than ever before repaid the toils

and hazarJs of discovery.

' We threaded our way for upwards of a hundred miles amongst

islands which lie in immense clusters in every direction. At first we
thought of counting them, and even attempted to note their places

on the charts which we were making of this coast ; but their great

number completely baffled these endeavours. They vary in size,

from a few hundred yards in length to five or six miles, and are of

all shapes. From the mast-head other groups were perceived lying

one behind the other to the east and south as far as the eye could

reach. Frequently above a hundred islands xvere in sightJi-om deck at

one moment. The sea being quite smooth, the weather fine, and
many of the islands wooded and cultivated in the valleys, the scene

was at all times lively, and was rendered still more interesting by our

rapid passage along the coast, by which the appearances about us

were perpetually changing. Of this coast we had no charts possess-

ing the slightest pretensions to accuracy, none of the places at

which we touched being laid down within sixty miles of their proper

places. Only a few islands are noticed in any map ; whereas the

coast, for near two hundred miles, is completely studded with them,

to the distance of fifteen or twenty leagues from the main land.

These inaccuracies in the charts naturally gave a very high degree

of interest to this part of the voyage
; yet the navigation being at all

times uncertain, and often dangerous, considerable anxiety neces-

sarily mingled itself with the satisfaction produced by so new and
splendid a scene. We always anchored during the night, or when
the tides, which were very rapid, prevented our proceeding in th©

deliberate ma;aner absolutely required by tjig natvu'e of the circum*
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stances. An instance of the necessity of these precautions occurred
on the 7th of September, at four o'clock in the afternoon, when, it

being quite cahii, we were drifting along with the tide, which sudden-

ly shifted and carried us rapidly towards a reef of rocks, which was
invisible till the strong ripphng of the water showed us our danger

:

we let go the anchor immediately, but the jerk was so great, as to

break the Lyra's cable. A second anchor, however, brought her

up at a sufficient distance from the reef. ' p. 42, 43.

They landed on several of those islands, all of which swarm
with inhabitants ; and found pretty uniformly the same impa-
tience on the part of the natives to get rid of them—the same
aversion to enter into any traffic-—the same jealous seclusion

of their women—and the same pacific though repulsive deport-

ment that had struck them on their first approach—with the

same general appearance of comfort and good order. It is cu-

rious to think of this living fringe of cultivated islands—peo-

pled, to all appearance from the earliest ages, by millions of po-

lished and instructed human beings, who have never, till now,
been known to the active searchers of this Utile globe, nor at

all aware of their existence,—and to whom all our learning, our
traditions, our histories and occupations, are as insignificant

as the theories of the Moonites are to us. This archipelago is

not the work of insects ; and the islands are not surrounded

with coral reefs. Whether they are the relics and skeleton of

a disintegrated continent, or the buds and germs of a new one,

we leave to geologists to determine,—or at least to dispute. Our
adventurers saw bullocks and poultry in abundance—but could

obtain no supplies. They also observed numbers of crows, ap-

parently of the same species as in Europe.

On the I3th of September, they turned away from this gar-

land of islands, without having by any means got to the end of

it } and, entering the Japan sea, s^tood to the south for the Great

Loo-Choo. They passed a remarkable volcano called Sulphur In-

land, but could not land on account of the surf; and came in sight

of the shore they were in search of in the close of the followin-^

day. The first interview with the inhabitants was promising,

and not delusive.

* While the boats were away, several natives came off to the Ly-

ra. No people that we have yet met with have been so friendly

;

for, the moment they came alongside, one handed a jar of water up

to us, and another a basket of boiled sweet potatoes, without asking

or seeming to wish for any recompense. Their manners were gentle

and respectful ; they uncovered their heads when in our presence,

kowed whenever they spoke to us ; and when we gave tliem SQiaxe

TOL. XXIX. NO. Sy, I i
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rum, they did not drink it till they had bowed to every person round-

Another canoe went near the Alceste ; and a rope being thrown to .

them, they tied a fish to it, and then paddled away. All this seem-

ed to promise well, and was particularly grateful after the cold repul-

sive manners of the Coreans. ' p. 61, 62.

After the ships were anchored, they came aboard in great

numbers. Captain Hall gives this lively and distinct account

of the deportment and appearance of the higher classes.

* Their manners are remarkably gentle and unassuming. They
are observant, and not without curiosity ; but they require encou-

ragement to induce them to come forward, being restrained, it would

seem, by a genteel self-denial, from gratifying curiosity, lest it might

be thought obtrusive. Their dress is singularly graceful ; it consists

of a loose flowing robe, with very wide sleeves, tied round the middle

by a broad rich belt or girdle of wrought silk, a yellow cylindrical

cap, and a neat straw sandal, over a short cotton boot or stocking.

Two of the chiefs wore light yellow robes, the other dark blue, streak-

ed with white, all of cotton. The cap is flat at top. They all carry

fans, which they stick in their girdles when not in use ; and each

person has a short tobacco-pipe in a small bag, hanging, along with

tiie pouch, at the girdle. ' p. 68, 69.

The fv llowing description applies to the whole population.

* The variety of colour and pattern in the dresses of the people

to-day, is remarkable. Many wear printed cottons, others have cot-

ton dresses with the pattern drawn on it by hand, instead of being

stamped ; but blue, in all its shades, is the prevalent colour, though

there were many dresses resembhng in every respect Highland tar-

tans. The children, in general, wear more showy dresses than the

men ; and of the dress of the women we can say nothing, as none

have yet been seen. Every person has one of the girdles before de-

scribed, which is always of a different colour from the dress, and is,

in genei'al, richly ornamented with flowers in embossed silk, and

sometimes with gold and silver threads. This dress is naturally so

graceful, that even the lowest boatmen have a picturesque appear-
' ance. Their hair, which is of a glossy black, is shaved off the crown;

but the bare place ifi concealed by their mode of dressing the hair

in a close knot over it. Their beards and mustachios are allowed to

grow, and are kept neat and smooth. They are rather low in sta-

ture, but are well formed, and have an easy graceful carriage, which

suits well with their flowing dress. Their colour is not good, some

being very dark and others nearly white ; but in most instances they

are of a deep copper. This is fully compensated for by the sweet-

ness and intelligence of their countenance. Their eyes, which are

black, have a placid expression, and their teeth are regular and beau-

tifully white. In deportment they are modest, polite, timid, and re-

spectful ; and, in short, appear to be a most interesting and araiabla

people.' p. 70, 71.
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There were considerable difficulties about their being; permitted

to land; but these were at last overcome; and the sick ''fve ac-

commodated in the gardens of a temple or place of worship, of

which the natives appeared to make very little use, and where
they were treated with the kindest and most unwearied attention

by all classes of the inhabitants.

' Milk, eggs, meat, and vegetables, were brought to them every

day ; and whenever they felt disposed to walk, they were accom-
panied by one or two of the natives, who took their arms on com-
ing to rough ground, and often helped them up the steep side of the

hill behind the hospital, to a pleasant grassy spot on the summit,
where the natives lighted pipes for them : in short, I suppose sailors

were never so caressed before. ' p. 155.

The rest of the crew, however, and even the officers, were a

good deal restricted in their communications with the interior,

being specially interdicted from entering the town or large vil-

lage near the landing place, and generally confined, indeed,

either to a walk along the beach, or to the top of a small emi-
nence in the neighbourhood. The Lyra, however, circumna-
vigated the island, which was found to be about sixty miles in

length,—and examined several other harbours ; and such was the

familiarity and cordiality of the intercourse maintained wiili the

natives, that many intimacies and friendships were formed with

individuals, and a pretty correct notion obtained of the general

character and habits of the population. From the account

which is here given, it is impossible to imagine a more amiable

or a happier race. Their manners appear to be formed upon t!ie

very highest standard of true, and therefore universal polite-

ness ; and a disciple of Chesterfield, it would appear, might
have something to learn, but v.'ould certainly find nothing to

teach, among those simple and remote people. In addition to

the testimonies we have already quoted, we may give the follow-

ing pleasing and characteristic anecdotes. The first time the

Chiefs dined on board, it was observed, that

—

* When the covers were removed, they became silent, and looked

on either hand for directions how to proceed. On being helped to

soup, they did not stir till they saw us take spoons, in the manage-
ment of which they showed but little awkwardness. The knife and
fork gave them more trouble ; but they set seriously about acquiring

a knowledge of their use, and, in a short time, found no difficulty.

Their grave propriety on this occasion is the more worthy of remark,

from its standing in some measure opposed to our own behaviour un-

der similar circumstances : for instance, when we first tried to eat

with their chopsticks : on that occasion there was a sort of giggling

embarrassment shown by some of us, a contempt as it were of our-

*elv-cs, for condescending to eniploy an efibrt to acquire the use of u
1 i2
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thing apparently so unimportant. Their diminutive cupg and odd
dishes, too, sometimes excited mirth amongst us. Our Loo-choo
friends, however, never committed themselves in this way ; a differ-

ence of manners, which may arise from their looking upon us as

their superiors, and vice versa ; but even admitting this, which we
were sutticiently disposed to do, it is certainly no excuse for us. '

—

p. 116, 117.

On another occasion of the same kind

—

* They were all in great spirits, and ate and drank freely, and
though they complained of the size of the glasses, and of the strength

of the wine, tasted every thing from punch to champagne : the brisk-

ness of the last indeed surprised them not a little, and effectually

muddled two of them for some time. Cheese vias the only thing ther

all objected to, probably on account of its being made of milk, which
they never taste. The interpreter not being present, the conversa-

tion was carried on through Mr Clifford and Madera, and partly by
signs. Whether intelligibly or not, everybody was talking. Madera
lias dinned often on board the ship, and is quite perfect in our cus-

toms. On this occasion he took great charge of the chiefs at his end
cf the table, speaking sometimes in one language and sometimes in

the other. Observing Jeema eating ham without mustard, he called

to Captain Maxwell's servant, and pointing to Jeema, said, '* Tom
take niustaid to him.

"

' After sitting about an hour and a half after dinner, and drink-

ing with tolerable spirit, they rose to depart ; but this they were not

allowed to do, and they m ere informed that it was the English cus-

'tom to sit a much longer time. They represented that the sun had
ibet, and they would never be able to find their way on shore, but

would all be drowned in attempting it. This alarming difficulty was
easily overruled by a promise of the barge, and they sat down again.

—

These four bumpers made the party very merry, and it now was in-

timated to them, that as all the usual formalities had been observed,

they might drink just as much as they hked, or pass the bottle alto-

gether ; a permission of which few of them took advantage. They
lighted their pipes, laughed, joked, and seemed so happy, that it

was agreed on all hands, that conviviality is nowhere better under-

stood than at Loo-choo. After a time, at our request, they played

some games, of which we had heard them speak.—Before leaving

the cabin, they showed us a Loo-choo dance round the table : Ma-
dera placed himself at the head before Ookooma, while the others

ranged themselves in a line behind him ; he began by a song, the air

of which was very pretty, and nearly at the same time commenced
the dance, which consisted principally in throwing the body into a

\ariety of postures, and twisting the hands about. Sometimes the

hands were placed flat together, at others separate, but generally the

ibrmer ; the movements both of the body and hands were regular,

and wf a waving description.—lu this way they went several iimtts
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round the table. Madera had a graceful carriage ; and his dancing,
though fantastic, was really elegant ; his singing too was in good
taste. The others danced clumsily, though in perfect good time>

and joined with some spirit in the chorus.
' The ship was illuminated, and the sailors were dancing on the

Bpper deck. The chiefs were much pleased with this scene, which
was lively enough. After watching the dance of the sailors for a
few minutes, iVIadera, who, to use a common phrase, " was up to e-

very thing, " ran among the sailors, and seizing one of them by the

shoulders, put him out of the dance, took his place, and kept up
the reel with the same spirit, and exactly in the same style and step

as the sailors. The other dances were left otF, mid the whole ship's

company assembling round Madera, cheered and clapped him till

the dance was done. The chiefs joined in the applause, seenn'ng no
less surprised than ourselves at Madera's skill ; for his imitation of

the sailors' odd steps and gestures was as exact as if he had! ived a-

mongst seamen all his life. The officers then danced a country dance,

after which the chiefs, unasked, and with a sort of intuitive polite-

ness, which rendered every thing they did appropriate, instantly step-

ped forward, and danced several times round the quarter-deck, i»

the infinite gratification of the sailors. ' p. 162—168.

The following is perhaps a still more decisive proof of the

native delicacy of their character.

' A young man belonging to the Alceste had died during our ab-

sence. When the natives were informed of this circumstance, they

requested permission to make the grave, and begged Captain Max-
well to point out a place for this purpose. Captain Maxwell said that

no situation could be more appropriate than under the grove of tree*

near the temple, a spot already rendered sacred by many Loo-cho»
tombs.— Next day the body was carried to the grave with all the

formalities usual on such occasions, Captain Maxwell, according U>

custom, walking last, with the officers and crew before him. Thc'

ready politeness of the natives was never more strikingly displayed

than now ; for, perceiving that those who were of the highest rank

walked in the rear, they considered that their station must of course

be in front ; and they accordingly placed themselves at the head of

the procession, and preserved, throughout the ceremony, the most

profound silence. They were all dressed in white robes, which we
have reason to beUeve is their mourning. ' p. 153-4.

As a further proof of their social and tiamiiiar habits, we maj
mention a singular and most laudable custom they have, of al-

ways carrying with them, nicely packed in a box, the materials

for a comfortable dinner, which they eat when and wherever

they find most agreeable, and with such companions as they

may pick up in their rambles.

* Every person of rank, ' says Captain Hall, ' is attended by a

iad) generally his eon, whose business it is to carry a little square
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box, in -which there are several small drawers', divided into compart-
ments, filled with rice, sliced eggs, small squares of smoked poi'k,

cakes, and fish ; and in one corner a small metal pot of sackee, be-

sides cups and chopsticks. By having this always with them, they
can dine when and where they choose. They frequently invite us to

dine with them ; and, if we agree to the proposal, they generally ask

any other of the chiefs whom they meet to be of the part}', and join

dinners. The place selected for these pic-nics is commonly under
the trees, in a cool spot, where a mat is spread on the grass ; and
every thing being laid out in great order, the party lies down in a
circle, and seldom breaks up till the sackee pot is empty. ' p. 160.

But it is not oKly their manners and tempers that are thus sin-

gularly a»reeable ;—their dispositions seem to be thoroui^hly ami-
able and gentle, and tb.cir honesty and integrity without blemish.

During six weeks continual intimacy, our adventurers never
saw any thing approaching to a quarrel or affray, nor any pu-
nishment inflicied beyond an angry look, or the tap of a fan

;

and not an article of any kind was stolen, or suspected to be
stolen, though every thing was exposed in a way that might
have tempted persons in whose eyes most of them must have
been less rare and precious. To complete this picture of the

golden age, it is stated, that the Chiefs never once appeared to

treat the inferior people with harshness or severity ; that there

was nothing like poverty or distress of any kind to be seen—no
deformed persons—and very little appearance of disease ; and
finally, that they have no arms of any sort for offence or de-

fence, and positively denied having any knowledge of war, either

by experience or tradition. It is at least equally certain, that

they have no knowledge of, or regard for money; as they appear-

ed to set no value whatever either on the dollars or gold pieces

that were offered them by the navigators; and it was understood,

that any little simple traffic they carry on is managed in the way
of barter.

As to their Ialo^^edge and attainments, they manufacture

salt—build stone arches—cultivate their fields, both for rice,

millet, sugar, and other crops, with great neatness—weave and
stain their cotton cloths with singular taste—and embroider

their girdles and pouches with a great deal of fancy and ele-

gance. Their silks and woollens are said to be brought from

China ; and the latter, Captain Hall conceives, from their ap-

pearance, to have come originally from England. Their hair

and dress is always arranged with the utmost regard to cleanli-

ness and neatness. They all carry fans of a pretty and light

construction. The most remarkable person that appeared, was

a chief of the name of Madera, who for several weeks dissem-

bled his high rank, and, in the habit of the lower orders, at-

tracted the notice of every one by his singular curiosity and in-
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telligence, and ingratiated himself with every one by his ex-
treme good humour, kindness, and habits of accommodation.
In less than a month, he had acquired so much English as to
be able to converse very intelligibly, and, on many occasions,
to perform the part of an interpreter ; and, in a far shorter
time, he had so perfectly famiHarized himself with our usages,
as to have no appearance whatever of awkwardness or embar-
rassment in the society of the travellers.

* The great interest, ' says Captain Hall, * whicli Madera took in
the English, and the curiosity he always expressed about our cus-
toms at home, suggested the idea of taking him with us to England,
where he would have been an interesting specimen of a people so
little known ; and he also might have carried back knowledge of the
greatest use to his country. When it was proposed to him, he paus-
ed for some minutes, and then, shaking his head, said, ' I go Inje-

ree,—father, mother, childs, wife, house, all cry i not go ; no, no,
all cry

!

' p. 159.

The parting scene between these amiable people and their af-

fectionate visiters, shows this distinguished character in a still

more engaging light, and is altogether exceedingly touching
and pleasing. It does one's heart good to read such passages
as the following—though it is a little painful to think how sel-

dom they can be written with truth, and how rare it is to find

a brave and hardy seaman like Captain Hall, able or willing to

do them such justice in the expression.

* While we were at dinner, Madera came into the Alceste's cabin

for the purpose of asking some questions about the sextant. He had
not been aware of our being at dinner, and looked shocked at having

intruded ; and when invited to sit down, politely, but firmly declined.

From the cabin he went to the gun room, to see his friend Mr Hopp-
ner, the junior lieutenant of the Alceste, with whom he had formed

a great friendship. Mr Hoppner gave him a picture of the Alceste,-

and some other presents ; upon which Madera, who was much affect-

ed, said, " To-morrow ship go sea ; I go my father house, two day

distance : when I see my father, I show him your present, and I tell

him, me, Henry Hoppne;- all same (as) brother, " and burst into

tears !

' Sunday, 27th of October.—At day-break we unmoored ; and tlie

natives, on seeing us take up one of our anchors, thought we were

going to get under weigh immediately, and give them tlie slip, which

was not at all intended. This alarm, however, brought the chiefs

off in a great hurry ; not in a body in their usual formal way, but

one by one, in separate canoes. Old Jeema called on board the

Lyra on his way to the frigate ; he was a good deal agitated ; and

the tears came into his eyes when I put a ring on his finger. He
gave me, in I'eturn, his knife.
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' The other chiefs called alongside on their way to the frigate, but
went on when I told them that I was just going to the Alceste my-
self. In the mean time Madera came on board, with the sextant in

his hand ; he was in such distress that he scarcely knew what he was
about. In this distracted state he sat down to breakfast with us, du-

ring which he continued lighting his pipe and smoking as fast as he
could ; drinking and eating whatever was placed before him. After

he had a little recovered himself, he asked what books it would be
necessary to read to enable him to make use of the sextant ; I gave
him a nautical almanack, and told him that he must understand that

in the first instance : he opened it, and looking at the figures, held

up his hands in despair, and was at last forced to confess that it was a
hopeless business. He therefore put the sextant up and bade us fare-

well. Before he left the Lyra he gave Mr Chfford his pipe, tobacco-

pouch, and a crystal ornament ; saying, as he held out the last,

" You go, Ingeree, you give this to your childs. "—Mr Clifford gave

him a few presents in return, and expressed his anxiety to be consi-

dered his friend. Madera, with the tears streaming down his cheeks,

placed his hands several times upon his heart, and cried, " Eedooshee,

edooshee !
" My friend, my friend !—To me he gave a fan and a

picture of an old man looking up at the sun, drawn, he said, by him-

self: he probably meant in his picture some allusion to my usual oc-

cupation at the observatory. After he had put off in his boat, he
called out, " Ingeree noo choo sibittee yootoosha, " I shall ever re-

member the English people. When he went to the Alceste, one of

the chiefs remarked that he had neither his hatchee-matchee on nor

liis robes, and told him that it was not respectful to wait upon Cap-
tain Maxwell for the last time, in his ordinary dress ; particularly as

all the others were in full array. Madera, who, poor fellow, had
been too much concerned about other matters to think of dress, wa«
shocked at this apparent want of politeness, and went immediately to

apologize to Captain Maxwell, who took him by the hand, and gave

liim a present, telling him, at the same time, that he was always too

happy to see him, to notice what dress he had on.—In the mean
time, the anchor w^as hove up, and every thing being ready for ma-
king sail, the chiefs rose to take leave. Ookooma wished to say

something, but was too much affected to speak, and before they

reached their boats they were all in tears.—Madera cried bitterly as

he shook hands with his nimierous friends, Avho were loading him with

presents.—The chiefs, as Avell as the people in the numerous canoes

which had assembled round the ships, stood up, and continued wav-

ing their fans and handerchiefs till we were beyond the reefs, and
could see them no longer !

' 199—203.

We have already mentioned two of the most curious peculi-

arities in the state of this people— that they are ifrnorant of

War—and of the use or value of Mcnej- ;— facts so very singular,

considering their proximity and occasional intercourse with
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China, Corea and Japan, in all of which both are sufficiently

known, that it may be reasonably doubted, perhaps, whether
their intelligent visiters, inquisitive and vigilant as they were as

to both particulars, have not been in some measure deceived.

The other most remarkable features in their condition, arc their

indiflerence or disreg^ard for religion, and the low state in which
they keep their priests—their singular and invariable reserve on
the subject of their sovereign and his government—and the un-
precedented and inflexible rigour with which they sequester

their women from the sight or observation of strangers.

Their religion, it seems, is that of Buddh or Fo ; but it seems
to occupy scarcely any share of their regard, and the priests

are universally regarded as the lowest ana least respected class

in the community. These unhappy men are condemned to ce-

libacy, and seemed to have no occupation but to sweep the

temple, and keep the walks in the garden in order. They have
a timorous and subdued expression of countenance; and, when
our officers showed them any mark of respect, the chiefs repre-

sented this as quite ridiculous, and told them to show them no
sort of attention. They never talk or seem to think of reli-

gion—nor did the visiters observe any thing in the nature of a.

religious ceremony, except the killing of a hog, and burning
some spirits over the grave of the English sailor ;—a proceed-

ing in which, however, the priests were not allowed to take

any share, but which was entirely conducted by the chiefs.

They bury their dead ; and, after some years, gather up their

bones, which they preserve in jars of a handsome shape.

Captain Maxwell made many attempts to have an interviewr

with their sovereign j but this was not only rejected with the

greatest appearance of distress, but every inquiry into his con-
dition or place of residence, seemed to produce equal suffering

and embarrassment. A grave and dignified person, said to be
the heir-apparent, paid a visit to the ships ; and was infinitely

relieved, when Captain Maxwell, with his usual mildness and
good sense, assured him, that * however desirous he had origi-

* nally been to pay his respects to his Majesty, he had ceased
* to think of it from the moment he had learned that it was con-
* trary to the customs of the country. ' The chiefs fell on their

knees to the Captain on hearing this gracious communication.

All the natives kneeled whenever the Prince came near them.

None of the chiefs were allowed to sit down, or to eat in his pre-

sence ; and his personal attendants, who, from their dress and
occupations, were evidently servants, sat down along with the

chiefs to the table which their masicr had left.

The seclusion of the women was so complete, that none of
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llie voyagers ever fairly saw one of them during the whole time
of their stay. Once, some of the officers rowed near a point

where several were assembled to look at them ; but they fled on
their approach. The best view they had of them was through
the telescope in the ship's cabin window. By this means they

saw them passing along with their children bound on their backs,

and sometimes husking rice in a wooden mortar, undressed from
the waist upwards. One young lady was observed to amuse her-

self a long time in making her dog bark at the ships. They do
not allow polygamy ; and expressed great horror at the licenti-

ous practices of the Chinese in this respect. They would never

talk of their women, nor give any explanation of their reason

for thus secluding them. All that could be got from them was,

that they would be sadly terrified at the sight of the English stran-

gers.—• Loo-Choo woman see Engereeman—Loo-Choo woman
cry.* On another occasion, on being shown the picture ofaii Eng-
lish lady, they said, ' Loo-Choo woman not handsome! ' but whe-
ther out of jealousy or humility, it is not easy to determine.—
Though they often spoke with affection of their children and fa-

milies, it is rather surmised by Captain Hall, that they do not

treat their women with very great gallantry or indulgence. It

was gathered, at least, not only that they were scarcely admitted

into society, but that a considerable part of the drudgery of

agriculture fell upon them ; and it was even suspected that they

were not allowed the indispensable luxury of a fan. There was
one woman in the English party, the wife of the boatswain of

the Alceste, who attracted a good deal of attention from the

natives, and was even invited to walk through their city—an
honour which, in spite of female curiosity, she thought fit to

decline. When she was washing some linen on the shore by
herself, she was visited by a native female, very elegantly dress-

ed, who examined her with the greatest attention ; but shrunk

from the reciprocal scrutiny which Mrs Loy very naturally wish-

ed to n ake into the state of her habiliments.

We cannot bid farewell to these interesting islanders, with-

out again expressing our pi'ide and admiration at the uniform

propriety, good humour, and kindness of those of our coun-

trymen to whom we are indebted for the knowledge of them,

and by whom we hope they will judge of English and European

manners. It is fortunate to be represented, in foreign regions,

by such men as Captains Maxwell and Hall, and the crews

formed by their precept and example :—nor can any thing be

more delightful than the spectacle of warlike and hardy men,

secluded from female society, and all the softening influences of

domestic life, thus yielding themselves to the kindly feelings of
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liuman brotherhood, and exchangin<3f gentle offices with a race

of beings, ia whom, however amiable, coarser and uninstruct-

ed nations might so easil}' have found materials for scorn and

derision. It seems very singular, indeed, to ua, that there

should have been no tendency to any such feelings—and that

the whole crews should have been so subdued by the kindness

and unaffected suavity of those gentle strangers, as to have

laid aside a great part of their habitual roughness on their nc-

count, and treated them with something of the softness and

consideration with which generous men always behave to wo-

men. Even to us, who have by no means the same right to

despise timid and unwarlilie natives that must be allowed to

British seamen, there is somef.hinj^, we confess, a little ridicu-

lous in the picture of this comparatively effeminate race, armed

only with fans, and bustling about with their submissive smile,

and long petticoats of bright siJk and figured muslin ; and it is

not without difficulty that we can avoid feeling a little contempt

for that utter ignorance of discord and avarice which must con-

stitute their chief felicity. It is only necessary, ' however, to

read Captain Hall's book, to become ashamed of these paltry

feelings—and to be convinced, that they who could thus win

the friendship and esteem of the crews and commanders of Bri-

tish ships of war, can only appear ridiculous when considered

through the medium of some gross and despicable prejudice.

This very delightful account of the people of Loo-choo is

followed by an Appendix ; in which various points of learning

are discussed with singular modesty and intelhgence.

Captain Hall's voyage has furnished several corrections on

the Geography of the remote regions which be visited. One of

these respects the coast of Corea ; for though his course was

not always in sight of that coast, he was sufficiently near to b^

certain that there is a grea4; error in the longifude usually as-

siirned to it, which is indee4 nearly the same, from the first

maps of the Jesuits down to the present time. The maps

constructed by those reverend fathers conveyed the first au-

thentic information concerning the geography of China and

the adjacent countries ; and are, we believe, very correct in the

position of all such places as were actually visited by them.

However, as they do not appear to have surveyed Corea, and as

no European voyagers, antecedent to the present, seem to have

visited its western coast, it was to be expected that great errors

would be discovered whenever a more accurate examination was

made. Accordingly, the west coast of Corea, which, between

the parallels of 34- and 37 north, is placed by the Jesuits, by

Danville, Kempfer, and the most modern authorities, in Ion-
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gitude 125° E. or a little more, was found to be not less than
2° further to the east. When the Alceste and Lyra were in the

latitude of 36° 40' north, and longitude 126' 10' E., they could

discover no land to the eastward ; and they steered E, S. E. for

more than 90 miles before they reached the coast. Their
course, after leaving the coast, lay about S.S. W. for more than
120 miles, through prodigious clusters of islands, of which no
mention is made in any chart. On reaching latitude St" 22' 39"

north, and longitude 126° 2' 52" east, they were stiil surrounded

by innumerable islands ; and a high point on the main land was
just discernible in the eastern quarter, from the top of an ele-

vated peak near the anchorage, at an island where they landed.

The coast could not, therefore, be less than 40 or 50 miles dis-

tant, or in longitude about 127° E. ; so that the whole of this

range of coast, from 34° to 36^° north, an extent of about 150

nautical miles, must be carried 2° of longitude, or nearly 100

such miles further to the east ; thereby cutting off a space of no
less than 14,400 square miles, and, of course, diminishing the

peninsula of Corea about one-third.

On comparing the charts in this volume with the maps of

the Jesuits, we have been surprised to observe a much more ex-

act agreement in the longitudes than in the latitudes. In a

map professedly copied from their surveys, we find the mouth
of the Pei-ho laid down in 117° 37' E. ; and the anchorage

of the squadron of the late embassy was 118* E. ; and, tak-

ing away 12', this gives, for the mouth of the Pei-ho, 117° 48',

only 13 minutes greater than the preceding determination. In

the same manner, the bottom of the Gulph of Peechelee is, by
both charts, in 1 19° 30' east longitude. In the reduction of this

longitude, the island of Ferro is supposed to be 17° 35' west from

Greenwich.
The coast of the Yellow Sea affords several other examples of

the same kind ; and though accident must be allowed to come
in for a share in this coincidence, it is nevertheless a proof that

the Reverend Fathers were actual observers, and possessed a

great deal both of diligence and accuracy. The best maps are

wrong in the situation of Loo-choo. They place it between
25° 45' and 27° 57' N., and between 128|° and 129° east longi-

tude. The island is also made to extend about 130 miles from

north to south, with a uniform breadth of about 80 miles. Its

true direction is nearly N. E. by N., and S. W. by S. ; its

length only 56 miles, and its breadth about 11. The longitude

of the western extremity is 120° 34' east, and of the eastern

128'* 18'. The latitude of the south point is 26° H' N. and of

the north point 26° '521'.
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The tract of the ships, in running down from the hend of the

Gulph of Peechelee to I-oo-choo, lay mostly through the Yel-

low Sea ; an extensive but shallow inland sea, hardly anywhere

exceeding 45 fathoms in depth, and often not more than 20

;

with a bottom of clay or mud, the oUuvion, no doubt, of the

great rivers that are poured into it from the mountains and the

plains of China. It was in the months of July and Aunjust that

the voyage was performed, and between the parallels of 38° and
26°, the temperature being very unifc^rm, and the heat mode-
rate; so that Fahrenheit's thermometer seems never to have

been higher than 84° in the day, and rarely lower than 78° in

the night. Toward the middle of the sea, the temperature ap-

pears to have been less by 2° or 3° than near the shore. In the

middle of October the ships were off' Loo-choo, in the Sea of

Japan, between the parallels of 26 and 27, with a mean temper-

ature of about 72°, which, as the mean temperature of October
is nearly that of the whole year, may be taken for the annual

average temperature in that parallel, at least when it traverses

the Yellow Sea. The variations of the barometer were incon-

siderable; but a sudden descent, though of no great quantity,

was usually observed previous to a gale of wind.

Several currents were detected, by comparing the plr,ce of the

ship given by the chronometer, with the pince given by the dead
reckoning. For (his purpose. Captain Hall pet down for every

day the place of the ship, by both these computations, begin-

ning both reckonings anew, every day, and taking the depTrture

from the same point. The line joining the f>Iaces of the ship

found in this mannsr, gave the velocity o{ the current and its

direction ; the actual way of the ship, as exhibited by the chro-
nometer, being the diagonal of the parallelogram contained un-
der the other two lines, of which the one marks the effect of the

wind, and the other of the current, as has been said. This
seems to be a very judicious arrangement, and is diflferent from
that usunlly followtd, where the two reckonings do not begin
every day from the same point, and by which, of course, the
daily velocity and direction of the current are not exhibited.

This may be seen very clearly in the chatts; but we mav re-

mark, that there is a want of a general chart, comprehendin'*
the tract o^ the Lyra and Alccste during the whole period to

which tlie narrative extends. When the woik conies to a se-

cond edition, we hope this deficiency will be supplied.

The use of the dip sector, which appears in Captain HalPs
voyage for the first time, is to be considered as an important
improvement in nautical astronomy. T4iis instrument, intend-
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ed for measuring the true dip of the horizon, was invented seve-

ral years ago by Dr Woilaston, but not used in practice before

the present voyage. It is well known, that the apparent dip of

the horizon does not depend merely on the height of the observ-

er's eye above the sea, but on accidental inequalities of refrac-

tion, which cannot be reduced to rule. All that can be done,

therefore, is to measure the effects ; and this Dr Wallaston has

contrived to accomplish, by an instrument every way worthy of

that sagacious and indefatigable ingenuity which has enriched so

many branches, both of the sciences and the arts, with new and
useful inventions. He remarked, in a paper published in the

Transactions of London in 1803, that an arch passing through

the zenith, and intersecting two opposite points of the horizon

of the sea, might be measured by the back observation with

Hadley's quadrant. This arch, it is evident, would measure
the angular distance between two opposite points of the hori-

zon ; and therefore its excess above 180° would give twice the

dip of the horizon at either of these points. It afterwards oc-

curred, as it was only necessary to measure this excess, that the

arch of 180° might be dispensed with, in the construction of the

instrument by wliich the dip was to be ascertained.

This produced the dip sector, an instrument constructed on
the principle of HadJey's quadrant, but very simple, and con-

tained in small compass. It appears, however, to be an instru-

ment somewhat difficult to use, and requires not only good eyes,

but a great deal of skill and patience. Captain Hall has given

a table of 90 of these observations, made occasionally from
the middle of June 1816 to the end of July 1817. From these

it appears, that the difference between the observed and cal-

culated dip, amounted sometimes to no less than three minutes.

Such irregularities not only affect the latitude, but, in the ob-

servations for ascertaining time, they produce even a worse er-

ror ; and it is probably in a great measure owing to these irre-

gularities that it is found impossible to fix the rate of a chro-

nometer, by observations made with the horizon of the sea.

Captain Flail comm.ends the instrument as of great use, and
has been careful to explain the method of observing with it, and

of deducing the results (Appendix, p. 33, &c.) While the

ships lay in the mouth of tiie Fei-ho, in the month of August,

the accidental refractions v»-ere very great, tiie vessels at some
distance being often seen wiih an inverted image of themselves

under them, extending to the hull, and a part of the sails ; and,

at such times, the observed dip differed very much from tbui

contained in the tables.
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We hope that the use of this instrument will become gene-

ral in all voyages where nice observations, either for the lati-

tude, or for ref»ulating the chronometers, are required to be
made ; and we have been glad to understand, that the ships at

present destined for the Polar Circle are provided with dip sec-

tors, instruments so important in voyages, where the nature and
the quantity of the atmospherical refraction are among the prin-

cipal objects to be examined.

A geological memorandum, with which the Appendix con-

cludes, contains several interesting observations. It is high-

ly satisfactory to remark, that our globe, in parts of its sur-

face most remote from one another, appeal's to be construct-

ed on the same plan, and to consist oJF similar materials si-

milarly disposed. The same rocks of sandstone, limestone,

schistus, gneiss, granite, succeed one another, as you go from

the valley to the mountain—or, as you descend from the surface

into the interior of the earth, are formed into the same kind of

strata or beds, and are intersected in the same way by metallic

veins, or by dykes of basalt, greenstone, porphyry, &;c. Thus,

on the coast of Corea, in latitude 36° 10'' north, and longitude

about 127°, Captain Hall found an island, one end of which was

composed of fine-grained granite, the other end of a breccia,

being an assemblage of angular and water- worn pieces of quartz,

mica slate, &c. and the middle of it a brittle micaceous schistus,

of a deep blue colour, in strata nearly horizontal. These strata

are cut across by a granite dyke, at some places forty feet wide,

and at others not more than ten. In the vicinity of this dyke,

the strata are broken and bent in a remarkable manner ; and
veins of granite branch out from the dike to a great distance,

varying in width from three feet to the 74o th of an inch.

This dyke crosses the little island, aixi takes a direction that

would lead one to look for it in another smaller island, no more
than thirty yards distant from the former, and composed of the

same materials. The granite dyke, however, is not to be seen

here ; but the island is cut by a vertical whinstone dyke about

four feet wide, in a direction nearly at right angles to the gra-

nite dyke just mentioned. The strata contiguous lo the whin

are considerably troubled and broken, though not so much as

in the case of the other more powerful dyke. This islaud our

navigators called by the name of Hutton's Island, in honour of

the distinguished geologist, of whose ideas about the structure

of the globe it seemed to afford so complete an illustration.

This, we must remark, is not the first instance in which Cap-

tain Hall has given proofs of his attention to the phenomena of

geology, and his skill in observing thenj. The seventh volume

3
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nf the Edinburgh Transactions contains an account of observa-

tions; which he made on the veins that issue from the central

nucleus of granite in the Tible mountain, at the Cape, and pene-

trate into the schistus which lies on its sides. Though that

mountain had been often visited, we do not believe that these

vein? had bcru before remarked. They are the more curious,

that this granite is covered at the top by a sandstone formation,

into which, however, no veins from it have found their way.

The oldest of the three formations, then, one should conclude
to be the schistus ; the next the granite ; and the last the sand-

stone. The position of the sandstone in this arrangement, we
believe, all geologists will admit ; that of the granite, the ma-
prity of them probably will deny; but, without admitting it,

they will hardiy explain the existence of the granite veins.

The observations that follow, relate to a rock formation

which has not so close a resemblance to those found in Eu-
rope,— the reefs of coral which abound in low latitudes. The
examination of a coral reef during the different stages of one
tide, seems, as Captain Plall remarks, to be particularly interest-

ing. When the tide has left the reef for some time, it becomes
dry, and appears to be like a compact rock, exceedingly hard

and ragged ; but, as the tide rises, and the waves begin to wash
over it, the corril worms protrude themselves from holes which

were before invisible. These animals are of a great variety of

shapes and sizes; and in such number, that in a short time the

whole surface of the rock appears to be alive and in motion.

The most common worm is in the form of a star, with arras

from four to six inches long, which are moved about with a ra-

pid motion in all directions, probably to catch food. Others

are so sluggish that they may be mistaken for pieces of the rock;

they are generally of a dark colour, and from four to five inches

long, and two or three round. When the coral is broken about

high water mark, it is a solid hard stone; but if any part of it

be detached at a spot which the tide reaches every day, it is

found to be full of worms, of different lengths and colours, some
being as fine as a thread, and several feet long; others resem-

bling snails, and not above two inches long.

* The growth of coral appears to cease when the worm is no longer

exposed to the washing of the sea. Accordingly, a reef rises in the

form of a cauliflower, till its top has gained tlie level of the highest

tides, above which the worm has no power to advance, and the reef,

of course, no longer extends itself upwards. The other parts, in

succession, reach the surface, and there stop ; forming, in time, a

level field, with steep sides ail round. The reef, as it can now reach

MO hijjher, extends itself laterally in all directions. But this growth
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being as rapid at the upper edge as it is lower down, the steepness

of the sides is still preserved. These are the two circumstances

which render coral reefs dangerous in navigation ; for, in Uie first

place, they are seldom seen above the water ; and, in the next, their

sides are so steep, that a ship's bows may strike against the rock be-

fore any change of soundings has given warning of the danger.

'

It is not a little curious to observe Nature thus employing the

feeblest, most contemptible, and most innperfect of all the ani-

mal tribes she has formed, in the construction of the most jri-

gantic and durable edifices of which we can venture to trace

the origin; and by the ao;ency of worms, hardly enfitjed to stand

in the lowest place of the animal kingdom, building up rocks

and mountains, that reach from the bottom to the surface of the

ocean; or laying the foundation of islands and of continents which
are, in future age?, to be the habitations of men—are to witness

their vices and their virtues—to be cultivated by (he arts of

peace, desolated by the arts of war—and to figure in that strange

mixture of good and evil which has so long constituted, and
"will perhaps for ever constitute, the history of the world.

We find we have no room left for Mr M'Leod ; and, indeed,

it would not be fair to crowd in a mutilated and abridged ac-

count of the animating and ennobling story of the loss of the

Alceste, and the deliverance of the crew, at the end of an article

already too long for the place it holds in the volume. We mean,

hereafter to return to this subject; and to make it, and the con-

trast it affords to the frightful and disgusting scene of the wreck

of a French frigate, about the same periqd, an occasion for some
remarks on the national character of the two countries ; which

appear to us important, and, we trust, may be so expressed as to

be instructive, without being invidious. At present, we shall on-

ly say, that the conduct of Captain Maxwell, and his officers and

ship's company, on this trying occasion, seems to realize all that

imagination could conceive of perfect discipline and judgment,

operating upon that calm and generous courage which can only

exist where the conscience is void of offence, and the heart en-

larged by kindly affections.

Want of room must also serve as an apology for not giving an

account of the Vocabulary of the Loo-choo language, and the

observations concerning it, which form the subject of a memoir

inserted at the end of the voyage, the wprk of a very intelligent

and ingenious officer, Lieutenant Clifford, who voluntarily ac-

eompanied Captain Hall.

VOL. XXIX. NO, 58. K k
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Art, XI. Heporf on the Management of the Poor of Glasgow,
By James Ewing, Esq. Glasgow.

Siipplcrnentary Report of the Select Committee of the House of
Commons appointed to co7isider the Pour La-A's. Folio. 1 8 1 8i

X^T^E reirret that the limits of our present Number do not ad-
^ ^ mit of any thing more than a very short and hasty no-

tice of this interesting performance. It is the work of a gen-
tleman who has filled a number of city offices in Glasgow, and
has taken a very laborious and distinguished share in the ma-
nagement of its public business. In any circumstances, such a

book would do credit to its author, as evincing a mind enlight-

ened by those great principles, which will, in all probability, be
misunderstood and misrepresented for some time longer—but
which, we cannot doubt, are destined at last to find their way to

general approbation.

In the mean time, this work exhibits the testimony of a prac-

tical and experienced man in favour of these principles—and is

chiefly to be valued, as offering to us the rare example of one
versant in all the details of an existing management ; and yet

able, by his powers of generalization, both clearly to perceive,

and vigorously to point out, the radical vice by which it is per-

vaded, and rendered utterly incompetent to its professed object.

Were we asked to station an observer at the most mrfavourahl:

point, from which to survey any system of management, with a
view to estimate its merits and its general tendency—we would
place him in the centre of the system itself—we would close him
round by its complicated machinery—and task him with the rou^

tine of some prescribed and uniform operation. This, which is

generally thought to be the very best station for acquiring right

views on the subject of pauperism, is, in fact, with most men,
the very worst : And, what reflects the highest credit on the au-

thor of this work, is, that he has surmounted the difficulties of

so unfavourable a situation ; and, while bc^et by the confine-

ments of a local experience, has obtained a firm hold of the les-

sons of an universal experience.

The difference, however, between some of his specific plans

and his general principles, must be perceived by every reader ;

and such, in fact, is the amount of this ditTerence, that the suc-

cess of the fortner v-^ould prove a most decisive experimental re-
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futation of the trutli of the latter ; and we think that It can on-

ly be accounted for by a supposed necessity on the part of the

author, to soften, as much as in him lay, the appearance of in-

novation. For our own parts, we are perfectly persuaded, that

the specific plans which he has sufjgested, would not, if put into

execution, arrest the progress of pauperism. The management
might receive such an impulse for a few years, by the novelty of
the proposed arrangement, as might serve to give a temporary
check to the rate of its acceleration. But we hold it to be an
axiom on this subject, that wherever the principle of a compul-
sory provision for the poor is admitted and acted upon, there

must, under every variety in the mode of administration, be an
increase, in the long run, both of experjse to the higher, and
of discomfort to the lower orders of society.

It is but justice, however, to Mr Ewing, to add, that it does
not distinctly appear in how far he approves of the plans which
he here suggests for the consideration and choice of the Town
Hospital ; that he abstains from giving to any of them, in a po-
sitive way, the weight of his own personal recommendation; and
that, in drawing up this book, he acts as the organ of a Com-
mittee, of which he is one of the members.

As this can scarcely he considered as a separate article, so

much as a supplement to that which stands first in this Num-
ber, we shall make no apology for concluding it, by laying be-

fore our readers the instructive, but most appalling results, of that

Parliamentary inquiry to which we have already so frequently

alluded. We have no room for any commentary ; and they

neither require nor admit of any. But the facts ought to be
engraven on the memory of all who approach to the considera-

tion of this great and distressing question. It appears, frojn a

Supplementary Report recently given in by the Select Commit-
tee of the House of Commoos, that they have been furnished

with some returns, made in pursuance of orders of the House,
of assessments in the years 1748, IT^B, and 1750, which were
not known to exist till they were discovered by the researches

of the Speaker into the records of the House during the recess;

and also with the returns of the assessments for the years 1813,

1814, and 1815, embracing an abundant and valuable mjiss of

materials. From the new information thus obtained, the Com-
mittee have been enabled to submit the following more correct

view of the sums raised for, and expended on the poor, at dif-

ferent periods.

K k 2
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TOTAL RAISED. EXPANDED.

Average, 1748, 1749, 1750, L.730,135 - - - L.689,971

Year - 1776, - - - - 1,720,316 - - - 1,530,864^

Average, 1783, 1784, 1785, 2,167,748 - - - 2,004,237

Year - 1803, ..... 5,348,204 - - - 4,267,963

Average, 1813, 1814, 1815, 8,164,496- - - 6,129,844

A very valuable Appendix is annexed to this Report. It gives--

the assessment for the relief of the poor in 1748, 1/49 and 1750,

by which it appears, that, on the average of those three years,

about 690,000Z. per annum was applied for this purpose; in the

year 1776, the sum of 1,581,000/. was expended on account

of the poor; in 1783, 4, and 5, the sum of 2,000,000?. per

annum; in 1803, 4,268,000/.; and in 1813, 14, and 15, the

average sum of about 6,150,000/. per annum was expended for

the maintenance of the poor. But the siuns raised by poor's

rates and any other rate or rates in these years was, in 1813,

8,651,438/.; in 1814, 8,392,728/.; in 1815, 7,460,855/. The
number of paupers relieved in 1813^ was 971,913; in 1814^

953,995; in 1815, 895,97S.

The Appendix closes with the statement of some ver}- striking;

and important results, which we shall give without any observa-

tion, in the most summary and compendious form. It is stat-

ed then, upon the authority of the very laborious investigation

which has just been concluded—* l5^, That the number of per-

sons relieved permanently, both in and out of any workhouse,

on the average of the last three years, appears to be 516,96i3

;

ditto, occasionally, b^ing parishioners, 423,663 ; total, 9'l0,6'26y

exclusive of any children of those permanently relieved out of

the house.'— ' 2r/, That four thousand and ninety- four pa-

rishes or places maintain the greater part of the poor in work-

houses, averaging, for the last three years, 93,142 persons.'—
* dd. That the population of England and Wales, as taken

from the abstract laid before Parliament in the year 1811, ap-

pears to have been 10,150,615 ; so that the number of persons

relieved from the poor's rates appears to have been 9\ in each 10

of the jioptdation.'— ' 4//^, That the total of the money raised

by poor's rates, or other rates, appears to have averaged, for

the last three years, the sum of 8,168,340/. 13s. 9|d., being at

the rate of 16s. id. per head on the population, or 3$. l|^d. in the

pound, of the total amount of the sum of 51,898,423/. 12s, 6^d.

as assessed to the property tax in the year 1813. '
—

* 5^//, That
the amount of money annually expended in suits of law, remov-
als, and expenses of parish officer?, for militia purposes, and for

all other purposes, is, independent of the maintenance of the

pvor, no less than 2,162,799/.*—' 6M, That the number af
2
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persons belonging to Friendly Societies appears to be, for the

last three years, nearly S\ in the 100 of the resident population.*—
' Ith^ That the area of England and Wales, according to

the latest authorities, appears to be 57,960 square statute miles,

or 37,094',4'00 statute acres ; wherefore the number of inhabi-

tants in each square mile, containing 610 acres, averages 175

persons. '—
' 8/^, That the greater proportion of the population

of England and Wales appears to be »mployed in trade and
manufactures; there being 770,199 families returned employed
in agriculture, and 959,622 in trade, manufactures, and handi-

craft ; besides 4- 13,3 16 other families.'

Such is the extraordinary picture exhibited, on the highest

authority, of the richest, the most industrious, and most moral
population, that probably ever existed. More than nine-tenths

of its whole amount occasionally subsisting on public charity

—

the nation taxed for their support, in an annual sum, larger

ihan its whole revenue in the days of its greatest power and
glory—and, in spite of all these exertions, the evil uniformly

and rapidly progressive I This is manifestly not a natural state

of things ; and we may now form a pretty safe judgment as to

its artificial cause. We have elsewhere shown, we trust, that

the disease has been produced by the remedy ;—and that, in

seeking to alleviate disorders inseparable from our social con-

stitution, and calculated perhaps to give a salutary stimulus to

its various functions, we iiave generated and fostered a fright-

ful and fatal distemper—which can only be cured by a renun-

ciation of all our quackeries. We do not mean, however, to

resume any part of the argument on this subject— but shall end
by merely recommending the fads we have just abstracted, to

ihe serious meditation of all whom they may concern.

QUAR.
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From November 1817/0 March 1818.

AGRICULTURE.
The Farmer's Magazine, No. 73. 3s.

The Code of Agriculture ; including Observations on Gar<5ens,

Woods, and Plantations. By Sir J. Sinclair, Bart. Svo. 1/. Is.

ASTRONOMY.
Evening Amusements for 1818. By William Frend, Esq.

Nautical Astronomy by Night ; intended chiefly for the use of the

Navy. By Lieut. W. E. Parry, R, N. 4to. 9s.

Strictures on Dr Chalmers's Discourses on Astronomy. By John
Overton.

ARTS, FINE.

A Critical Description and Analytical Review of Mr West's grand
Picture of Death on the Pale Horse. By WiUiam Carey. 2s. 6d.

'

ANTIQUITIES.

Archaeologia jJEHana ; oj. Miscellaneous Tracts relating to Anti-

quity. Published by the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon
Tyne. Vol. L Part I. 4to. 1/. Is.

Transactions of the Society of the Antiquaries of Scotland. Vol.

IL Part I. 4to. 21, 2s.

Views of Pompeii, with a Descriptive Account. By G. Townley,

Esq. Part I. (To be completed in twelve Payts.) 12s. 6d.

BIOGRAPHY.
Account of the Life and Writings of John Erskine, D. D., late

one of the Ministers of Edinburgh. By Sir Henry Moncreiff Well-

wood, Bart.; with an Appendix and Notes. 8a o. 14s.

Scripture Portraits, or Biographical Memoirs of Distinguished

Characters recorded in the Old Testament. By the Rev. Robert
Stevenson of Castle Hedingham. 2 vol. 12mo. 8s.

The Northern Courts ; containing Memoirs of the Sovereigns of
Sweden and Denmark since 1766 ; including the extraordinary Vi-

cissitudes of the Lives of the Grandchildren of George II. By John
Brown, Esq. 2 vol. 8vo. 1/. Is,

A Biographical Peerage of Ireland ; in which are the Memoirs and
Characters of the most celebrated Persons of each Family, and the

Arms engraven on Wood, Royal Svo. 9s,

Shakespeare and his Times ; including the Biography of the Poet

;

Criticisms on his Genius and Writings ; a Disquisition on the Object

ef his Sonnets ; a nev/ Chronology of his Plays ; and a History of

the Manners. Customs, Amusements, Superstitions, Poetry, and e-

legant Literature of his Age. By Nathan Drake, M. D. 2 voL
4to. 51. 5s. Large Paper, 7/. 7s.

The Fortunate Youth ; or Chippeiiham Croesus. Svo. 5s.
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Authentic Memoirs of the Life of the Fortunate Youth ; contain-

ing a number of Original Anecdotes tJiat have never before been
laid before the Public. By a Member of the Inner Temple. 8vo. 9s.

The Biographical Magazine. No. I. (To be continued Month-
ly.) 2s. 6d.

Memoirs of Madame Manson, explanatory of her Conduct in the

affair of the Murder of M. Fualdes. Written by Herself. 8vo.

Memoirs of the Legal, Literary, and Political Life of the late

Right Hon. J. P. Curran, once Master of the Rolls in Ireland. By
William O'Regan, Esq. Barrister. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Memoirs of the Public and Private Life of Benjamin Franklin,

LL. D. ; now tirst published from the Original MS. written by Him-
self, to a late period, and continued till the time of his Death, by
his Grandson, William Temple Franklin, Esq. 4to, 21. 2s.

INIadame de Staei's Memoirs of the Private Life of her Father

;

to which are added Miscellanies, by M. Necker. I2s. The same
in French. 10s. 6d.

Napoleon his own Historian. Extracts from the Original Manu-
script of Napoleon Bonaparte. By an American. 8vo.

Anecdotes of the Life of Richard Watson, Bishop of LlandafF,

written by Himself at different intervals, and revised in 1814. 4to.

2/. I2s. 6d.

INIr Gait's Life of West. Second Edition. 8vo.

Mr Gait's Life of Wolsey. Second Edition. Svo.

Memoirs, with a Selection from the Correspondence, and other

iHipublished Writings of the late Mrs Elizabeth Flamilton, Author
of Letters on Education, Agrippina, &c. By Miss Benger. 2 vol.

Crown Svo.

COMMERCE.
Three Lcttei's in French—L Upon the Trade of Great Britain

with the Continent—2. A Reply to the same by an EngUshman—3.

In Answer to that.

CLASSICS.
The Select W^orks of Plotinus, the great Restorer of the Philoso-

phy of Plato, and extracts from the Treatise of Synesius on Provi-

dence. Translated from the Greek ; with an Introduction, contain-

iig the Substance of Porphyry's Life of Plotinus. By T. Taylor.

8vo. 18s.

Cellarius's Maps. 4to. 10s. 6d.

Spelnian's Xenophon. 12mo. 7s.

DRAMA.
Richard, Duke of York; a Tragedy, from Shakespeare. By Edr

jDiund Kean, Esq.

Falls of Clyde ; a Melo-drania.

The Dramatic Works of the Right Hon. R. B. Sheridan. By
T. Moore, Esq.

Retribution ; or the Chieftain's Daughter, a Tragedy. By Jol^jj

Dillon. Svo. 3s.

The Cobbler pf freistptt, a Farce. !«-. 6dl
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EDUCATION.
Method of Teaching Children to Read, upon the Principle disco-

vered by Sieur Berthaud, improved and adapted to the English Lan-
guage. By Mrs Williams. 12mo. 9s.

Self-Cultivation Recommended; or, Hints to a Youth leaving

School. By Isaac Taylor of Ongar. Foolsc. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

The Day's Occupation ; or, the Employment of Time : A Work
containing the Elements of Useful Knowledge for Children. From
the French of JaufFret. Ss.

A Concise System of Commercial Arithmetic, adapted to modern
practice : with an Appendix, containing a Series of Queries on Bills

and Merchants' Accounts. By J. Morrison, accountant, Master of

the Mercantile Academy, Leeds. 12mo. 4s. 6d.

Spanish Nature displayed. ByJ. Dufief. 2 vol. 8vo. lAlls.Gd.
French and Eng. Dictionary. ByJ. Dufief. 3 vol. 12nio. 2/. 12s. 6d
The Chinese Grammar. By W. Morrison. Ito. 1/. lis. 6d.

Family Suppers ; or. Evening Entertainment for Young People :

consisting of Elegant Moral Tales, in which Listruction is blended

with Amusement ; translated from the French of Madame Delafaye.

By Lady Mary H******, with Sixteen Engravings. 2 vol. 6s.

—

and in French, 7s.

The Little Bearnais : consisting of Moral Lessons for Youth

;

translated from the French of Madame Delafaye, author of the ' Six

Tales of Youth, ' &c. with Sixteen Engravings. 4 vol. 10s. 6d.

—

The same in French, 12s.

Moral and Amusing Recreations ; or, Tales for tlie use of Young
Ladies entering the World ; from the French of the Countess dt-

Choiseul. 1vol. 12mo. v/ith Six Engravings. 5s. Also in French, 6s.

A Concise Grammar of the Romaic, or Modern Greek Language ;

with Phrases and Dialogues on the most familiar subjects. Compiled

by H. Robertson, M. D. during a residence of some years in the Levaiit.

An Introduction to the Study of German Grammar, with practical

Exercises. By Peter Edmund Laurent. 12mo. 5s.

A Greek Primer, containing the various Inflexions of Nouns, Par*

ticiples, and Verbs ; with numerous Vocabularies, and a fev.' easy

Extracts with Explanations. Ss. 6d.

A Dissected Terrestrial Globe for the Instruction and Amusement
of Youth. By M. Wauthier. 1/. 10s.

Scenes in Europe ; for the Amusement of Youth. By the Rev.

J. Taylor. 12mo. plain 4s. coloured 6s.

A Table of all the French Parts of Speech ; exhibiting in one view

an Epitome of French Grammar. By L. S. de la Serre. Is. 6d.

Remarks on a Course of Education, designed to prepare the youth-

ful mind for a career of Honour, Patriotism, and Philanthropy. By
T. Myers, A. M. of the Royal Military Acad. Woolwich. 8vo. Is. 6d.

A Key to Mair's Introduction to the Latin Syntax ; wherein tlie

principal Sentences extracted from Original Autliors are carefully

compared, and reference is made to tlie Book and Cliapterfrom which

they are taken. By J. Black, late teacher of the Acad, at Fortrose, 3s\
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GEOGRAPHY.
The Edinburgh Gazetteer, or Geographical Dictionary, comprising

a Complete Bod)' of Geography, Physical, Political, Statistical, and
Commercial. Part II. Price 9s.

The possibilit}' of approaching the North Pole asserted. By the

Hon. Daines Barrington. With an Appendix containing Papers on

the same Subject, and on the North-West Passage. By Col. Beau-

foy, F.R. S. 8vo. 9s.

HISTORY.

A Complete History of the Spanish Inquisition, from the period

of its Establishment by Ferdinand V. to the present time, drawn from

most authentic documents. By Don Juan Antonio Llorente, one of

the principal Officers of the Inquisitorial Court, &c. Translated from

the Spanish.

An Universal History, in twenty-four Books. Translated from th&

German of John Miiller. 3 vol. 8vo.

History of New South Wales. By P. O'Hara, Esq. 8vo. Ms.

A History of Europe, from the Treaty of Amiens in 1802, to the

Pacification of Paris in 1815. By Charles Coote, LL.D. Svo. l'2s.

History of Ancient Europe, from the Earliest Times to the Sub-

version of the Western Empire ; with a Survey of the most import-

ant Revolutions in Asia and Africa. By Dr Russel. 3 vol. Svo. 2/. 2s.

A History of St Domingo, from its Discovery by Columbus to the

present Time.

Pinnock's improved edition of Goldsmith's History of England, from

the Invasion of Julius Caesar to the Death of George II., with a Coii-

tinuation to the defeat of the Algerines in 1816 ; v.ith a Dictionary,

Biographical, Historical, &c. &c. 12mo.

Russia, being a complete Picture of that Empire, including a full

Description of its Government, Laws, Religion, Commerce, &c. By
C. G. Hunter, Esq. 10s. 6d.

The History of the British Revolution of 1688-9, recording all the

Events connected with that transaction in England, Scotland, and

Ireland, dowai to the Capitulation of Limerick in 1691, in the last of

these kingdoms, inclusive. By George Moore, Esq. 14s.

History of the Wars of the French Revolution ; comprising t^ie

Civil History of Great Britain and France, from the breaking out of

the war in 1792, to the end of the second reign of the Emperor Na-

poleon, and the restoration of a General Peace. By Edward Baines,

in eight monthly parts, 5s. each, or in tv/o vol. 4to. 1/. each.

The History and Antiquities of Gainsborough ; together with au

Account of Stow, principally in illustration of its claim to be consi-

dered as the Roman Sidnacester. By Vv. Stark ; illustrated with

Plates by Lowrie, Storer, and Pollard. 8vo.

The History of the City of Dublin, from the earliest Accounts to

the preseni Time : containing its Annals, Antiquities, Ecclesiastical

History, and Charters; its present Extent, Public Buildings, Schools,

Tnstitutions, &c. To which nre added, Biographical Notices of emi-

pent Men; and copious Appendices of its Population, Revenue, Com-
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merce, and Literature. By the late John Warburton, Esq., the late

Rev. James Whitelaw, and the Rev. R. Walsh, M.R.I. A. Dedicat-
ed, by permission, to his Excellency Lord Whitworth. 2 vol. 4tQ,.

illustrated by numerous Views of the Principal Buildings, Ancient
and Modern, Maps of the City, &c.

History of Stirlingshire. By the Rev. W. Nimmo, Minister of
Bothkennar. Second Edition, Corrected, and brought down to the
present Time. By the Rev. William Macgregor Stirling, Minister
of Port. Illustrated by a Map, and various Engravings, in 2 vol.

8vo. Price 16s. 6d.

The History of Britisli India. By Ja. Mill, Esq. 3vol.4to. 6/. 6§.

Part IX. Aspan's Universal History.

Narrative of the Demolition of the Monastery of Port Royal des
Champs ; including Biographical Memoirs of its latter Inhabitants.

By Mary Anne Schimmelpenninck. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

LAW.
A System of tlie Forms of Deeds used in Scotland. By Robert

Bell, Esq. Advocate, Lecturer on Conveyancing, appointed by the

iSociety of Clerks to the Signet. Vol. VII. 8vo. bds. 12s.

A Practical Treatise on Life Annuities ; including the Annuity
Acts of the 1 7th and 53d Geo. III. Also a Synopsis of all the prin-

cipal Adjudged Cases under the first Act ; together with Select, Mo-
dern, and Useful precedents, &c. &c. By Frederick Blayney. 7s. 6d.

An Elucidation of the Ancient English Statute Laws, that award
the Penalty of Death sans Cl-ergy, from the Accession of Edward the

Third to the Demise of Queen Anne ; with copious Historical and
Legal Notes connected with the most material Points of each Act.
By Thomas Mott, Esq. Solicitor, Cambridge.

First Part of the Institutes of the Laws of England, or a Com-
mentary upon Littleton. By Sir Edward Coke. Revised and Cor-
rected, with Notes, &c. By Francis Hargrave and Charles Butler,

Esqrs. 2 vol. 8vo. 3/. 6s.

A complete Collection of State Trials and Proceedings for High
Treason, &c. from the year 1783, with Notes, &c. ; compiled by T.

6. Howell, Esq. F. R. S. and F. S. A. ; and continued from 1783 to

the present Time, by Thomas Jones H-ovvell, Esq. Vol. XXIII.
Royal 8vo. ]/. lis. 6d.

The Trials of Jeremiah Brandreth, William Turner, Isaac Lud-
1am, and (jtorge Weightman, for High Treason ; taken in Short-

hand. By W. B. Gurney. 2 vol. 8vo. 1/. 4s.

A Treatise on the Game Laws of Scotland ; with an Appendix,
containing the principal Statutes and leading Gases on the subject.

By John William Ness. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

A Collection of the several Points of Sessions' Law, alphabetical-

ly arranged ; contained in tlie Works of Burn and Williams on the

Office of a Justice, Blackstone's Commentaries, East and Hawking
on Crown Law, Addington's Penal Statutes, and Const and Nolart

pu the Poor Laws ; designed to assist Magistrates to refor to thesa
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geveral Authorities ; to supply the Clergy with Professional Informa-

tion ; and to enable Vestries to transact the business of their respec-

tive Parishes. The Statutes continued to 57 of Geo. III. 1817, in-

clusive. By the Rev. Samuel Clapham, M. A. Vicar of Christchurcli,

&c. and one of his Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the County of

Hants. 2 vol. Svo. U. 8s.

An Argument for construing largely the Right of an Appellee to

insist on Trial by Battle ; and also for enabling him to plead his tor-

mer Acquittal in abatement of an Appeal of Felony. By E. A. Ken-
dall, Esq. 8vo. Is.

A Collection of Statutes connected with the general Administra-

tion of the Law, arranged according to the Order of the Subjects,

with Notes. By William David Evans, Esq. Vice-Chancellor of Lan-
caster. 8 vol. 8vo. 8/.

The Trial of Andrew INI'Kinley before the High Court of Justi-

ciary, at Edinburgh, on the 18th day of July 1817, for administer-

ing Unlawful Oaths. Price 2s. 6d.

Practical Hints for abstracting Title Deeds : arranged under heads.

By Sam. Harper, Law Stationer. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Reports of Cases argued and determined in the Court of King's

Bench, in Michaelmas Term, 58 Geo. 3. 1817- By W. Sehvyne and

R. V. Barnewell. Vol. I. Part I. Royal 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Three Trials of Wm. Hone, for Publishing Three Parodies,

on Three Ex-Officio Informations, during Three successive Days, by
Three Special Juries. 8vo. Ss.

The Speech of John Peter Grant, Esq. in the House of Commons,
on Tuesday the 10th of February 1818, on Lord A.Hamilton's mo-
tion, relating to the conduct of the Law Officers of the Crown in

Scotland. Price Is. 6d.

MEDICINE, SURGERY, ANATOMY, &C.

Observations on Phagedsena Gangraenosa, in Two Parts. I. The
History and Cure of the Disease, deduced frota Observations and
Experience, and containing a Simple and Effectual Mode of Treat-

ment. II. An Investigation into the History of the Disease, as it is

to be found in the Writings of various Ancient and Modern Authors.

By H. Home Blackodder, Surgeon. Svo. 6s.

The Influence of the Atmosphere, more especially the Atmosphere

of the British Isles, on the Health and Functions of the Humar^

Frame. By James Johnson, M. D. Surgeon to his Royal Highness

the Duke of Clarence, Author of the Influence of Tropical Chmates

on European Constitutions, &c.

Medical Jurisprudence, as it relates to Insanity, according to the

Law of England. By John Haslam, M. D. 5s. 6d.

Observations relative to tl^e use of Belladonna in painful Disorder?

of the Head and Face ; illustrated by Cases. By John Bailey, Sar-

geon. 5s.

A Critical Inquiry into the Nature and Treatment of the Case of

her Royal Highness the Priacess Chaclotte of Wales and her infant

L
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Son, Avith tlie probable Causes of their Deaths, and the subsequent
Appearances. By W. Rees Price, Member of the Royal College of
Surgeons. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

An Account of some Experiments made with the Vapour of Boil-

"ing Tar in the Cure of Pulmonary Consumption. By Alexander
Crichton, M. D. F. R. S. 2s- 6d.

A Practical Inquiry into the Causes of the frequent Failure of the
Operations of Depression and the Extraction of the Cataract, as
usually performed ; with the description of a series of new and im-
proved operations, by the practice of which most of these causes of
failure may be avoided. By Sir W. Adams. 8vo. 16s. -

Brief Inquiry into the Causes and Mitigation of Pestilential Fever,
and into the opinion of the Ancients respecting Epidemical Diseases.

By Tlionias Forster, F. L. S. 8vo. pp. 24.

Aphorisms, illustrating natural and difficult Cases of Accouche-
ment, Uterine Haemorrhage, and Puerperal Peritonitis. By Andrew
Blake, M. D.

Transactions of the College of Physicians in Ireland. Vol.1, l^s.

A Treatise on the Physiology and Diseases of the Ear, containing

a comparative View of its Structure and Functions, and of its vaiious

Diseases. By J. H. Cm-tis, Esq. Aurist to the Prince Regent.
Physiological Lectures, delivered before the Royal College of Sur-

,geons of London, in the year 1817. By John Abernethy, F. R. S. &c.
Bancroft's Sequel to his Essay on Yellow-Fever. 8vo. 14s.

An Essay On the disorders of Old Age, and on the means for pro-

longing Human Life. By Ant. Carlisle, F. R. S. &c. 8vo. 5s.

A Letter to the Commissioners for Transports, on the Non-Con-
tagious Nature of the Yellow-Fever. By James Victen, M. D^ 8vo.

Report on the proper State and Management of the Hospitals for

insane Persons at Paris ; translated from an official Report on the

Hospitals in general of that Metropolis ; with an Appendix. 8vo. 2s.

The Dublin Hospital Reports and Communications in Medicine
-and Surgery. Part I. Comprehending annual Reports from Medi-
cal and Surgical Hospitals. Part 2. Miscellaneous Communications
<m Medical and Surgical Diseases, tending to the Improvement of

Pathology and Practice. Vol. I. 9s.

Engravings, illustrating the Anatomy of the Skeleton. By John
Cordon, M. D. F.R. S.E. In 22 plates, 8vo. 16s. bds.

Observations on the Cure and Prevention of the Contagious Fe-
Ter, now prevalent in the City of Edinburgh and its environs. By J.

Yule, M. D. 2s. 6d.

Observations on some Important Points in the Practice of Military

Surgery, and in the Arrangement and Police of Hospitals. Illus-

trated by Cases and Dissections. By John Hennen, Deputy Inspec-

tor of Military Hospitals. 8vo.

The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal. No. 53. 3s.

Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, published by the Medical and
Chifurgical Society of London. Vol. VIII. Part II. 10s. 6d,
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Mr Forster on Pestilential Fever.

Dr Veitch on the Non-Contapious Nature of Yellow-Fever. 8vo.

An Essay on Scarlet Fever, Measles, and Consumption. By Dr
Armstrong.

Medical Statement of the Case of the late Princess Charlotte of

Wales. By A. T. Thomson, F. L. S. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Continental Medical Repository. By E. Van Embden. No. 11.

3s. 6d.

An Inquiry into the General State of the Profession of Physic,

and of the several Departments of which it is composed ; including a
brief Review of its Origin, Progress, and Present Condition, in the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland : being an Attempt to

develop the Fundamental Principles which should guide the Legisla-

ture in regulating the Profession. 8vo, sewed. Is.

MATHEMATICS.
The Gentleman's Annual Mathematical Companion. No. XXI.

1818. 2s. 6d.

Outlines of a Theory of Algebraical Equations, deduced from the

Principles of Harriott, and extended to the Fluxional or Differential

Calculus. By William Spence. 8vo. 14s.

The Principles of Mechanics, in three Lectures; designed as an
Introduction to this Branch of the Mathematics. By William Shires.

8vo. 3s.

The Mathematical Questions proposed in the Lady's Diary, and

their Answers. From its commencement in 1704 to 1816. Bj
Thojnas Leybourn. 4 vol. 8vo. 4/.

MUSIC.

Devotional Music, original and selected, arranged mostly in four

parts ; with Thorough Bass for the Organ or Piano Forte. Express-

ed by small Notes instead of Figures ; and an Introduction to Vocal

Music. To which is added, an Appendix of Old Church Tunes,

with correct harmony. By R. A. Smith, Teacher of the Piano

forte, &c. Paisley. 2d edition. 3s.

The Elements of Singing. Written for the Edinburgh Institution

for the Encouragement of Sacred Music. By G. F. Graham, Esq. 2s.

Albyn's Anthology ; or a Select Collection of the Melodies and

Vocal Poetry peculiar to Scotland and the Isles, hitherto unpublish-

ed. Volume Second. Collected and arranged by Alexander Camp-
bell. The modern Scottish and English Verses adapted to the High-

land, Hebridean, and Lowland Melodies ; written by Walter Scott^

Esq. and other living Poets of the first eminence. 1/. is.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Supplement to Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. III. Part' I. 25s.

Thomas of Reading, or the sixe worthle Yeomen of the West

;

BOW the sixth time corrected and enlarged. By T. D. ; being a /ac-

simile of the Original, printed in London, by Eliz. Allde for Robert-

Bird. 4to. 10s. 6d.

The Naturalist's Journal. By the Hon. Dalnes Banington. Ob-

!ong 4to. 5s,
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The Golden Key, in which, among other subjects. Conjugal
Love and its Beatitudes are fully displayed, proving that its prin-

tiiples and effects reach beyond the Grave. 8vo. 10s.

Pickle's Club ; illustrated by elegant Engravings on Wood, from
Designs by Thurston. Royal 8vo, 1 1. 1 s.—Imp. draw. pap. 21. 5s.

A Report upOn the Claims of Mr George Stephenson, relative to

his Safety-Lamp. By the Committee. With an Appendix contain-

ing the evidence.

Memoirs relating to European and Asiatic Turkey ; edited from
Manuscript Journals. By Robert VValpole, A. M. Si. 3s.

The Edinburgh Observer, or Town and Country Magazine.
Is. 6d. To be continued monthly.

The Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, or Dictionary of Arts, Sciences^

and Miscellaneous Literature. Conducted by David Brewster, LL. D.
Vol. XII. Part I. 1^. Is. boards.

The Trial of Rob Roy's Three Sons, with a Memoir of himself.

12mo. 6s.

The Literary and Statistical Magazine for Scotland, No. V. (pub-

lished quarterly.) 2s. 6d.

The Sacred Edict, containing sixteen Maxims of the Emperor
Kang-he, amplified by his Son, the Emperor Yoong-Ching ; toge-

ther with a Paraphrase on the whole, by a Mandarin. Translated

from the Chinese, and illustrated by Notes. By the Rev. William
Milner, Protestant Missionary at Malacca.

An Essay on the Strength and Stress of Timber, founded on Ex-
periments performed at the Royal Military Academy on Specimens
selected from the Arsenal and Dock-Yard, Woolwich. By Pet^r

Barlow, of the Royal Military Academy. 8vo. 18s.

The Pamphleteer, Nos. XX. and XXL 6s. 6d. each.

Johnstone's London Commercial Guide, and Street Directory, on
a new and more efficient principle than any yet established ; in four

parts ; corrected to August 31, 1817.

The Edinburgh Almanack, or Universal Scots and Imperial Re-
gister, for 1818. 5s. bound in red, or 4s. 6d. sewed.

An Economical Plan for an Additional Supply of Water for the

City of Edinburgh. Is.

The American Register ; or, Summary Review of History, Poli-

tics, and Literature. 2 vol. 1^. 12s.

Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary, with a full-length Portrait,

and Life of the Author, Quotations, &c. By A. Holmes. 2 vol.

12mo. lOs.

A Complete Collection of Scottish Proverbs, explained and made
intelligible to the English reader. By J. Kelly, M. A. 12mo. 7s.

A Review of Johnson's Criticism on the Style of Milton's English

Prose ; with Strictures on the Introduction of Latin Idioms into the

English Language. By T. Holt White, Esq.

A Second Letter from Charles Philips, Esq. to the Editor of the

Ediiiburgh Review, occasioned by an article in his last Number,
dxo. 6d.
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Remarks on Joseph Sandars's Hints to Credulity, on tlio subject

of Miss M'Avoy's Blindness. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

An Essay on the Mysteries of Eleusis. By M. Ouvaroff. Trans-

lated from the French by J. D. Price. With Observations by J,

Christie. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The East India Register and directory for' 1818. By A. W.
Mason, J. S. Kingston, and G. Owen, of the Secretary's Office,

East-India House. 7s. 6d.

Free Thoughts on the late Religious Celebration of the Funeral

of her Royal Highness the Princess Charlotte of Wales, and on the
discussion to which it has given rise in Edinburgh. By Scoto-Bri-

tannus. 3s.

The Clerical Guide, or Ecclesiastical Directory ; containing a
Cornplete Register of the Prelates and other Dignitaries of the

Church ; a List of all the Benefices in England and Wales, arranged
alphabetically in their several Counties, Dioceses, Archdeaconries,

&c. ; the names of their respective incumbents; the Population of
the Parishes ; Value of the Livings ; Names of the Patrons, &c. &c.
And an Appendix, containing alphabetical Lists of those Benefices

which are in the Patronage of the Crown, the Bishops, Deans, and
Chapters, and other public Bodies. Royal 8vo. I/.

A New Translation of the Satires of Persius, with Life and Notes.

By W, GifFord. 2 vol. 8vo. 1/. Is.

Dufhnevin, or, the Visit to Paris. By a Lady sometime resident'

in France.

Letters from the Hon. Horace Walpole to George Montagu, Esq,
from 1736 to 1770, now first publised from originals in possession of
the editor. Royal 4to.

A Cruise ; or, Three months on the Continent. By a Naval Of-
ficer. Embellished with coloured Engravings. 8vo. 8s.

Outlines of Gesture, and a Selection of Pieces, in Verse and
Prose. By the Rev. James Chapman, author of the Orator.

Hints to Credulity, or an Examination of the Pretensions of Miss
M'Avoy ; occasioned by Dr Rcnwick's Narrative of her Case. By
Joseph Sandars. 8vo. sewed. 3s.

Memoirs of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, No. VIII. 3s.

The Meteorologist's Tables for Recording Diurnal Observations of
the Weather, as well as Annual Results. 4s.

The Meteorologist's Assistant, a folio Chart, accompanied with a
Card, explanatory of the mode of Notation. By Thomas Hanson,
Surgeon. 3s.

NATURAL HISTORY.

Muscologia Britannica ; containing the Mosses of Great Britain

ahd Ireland, systematically arranged and described, with Plates il-

lustrative of the characters of the Genera and Species. By W. Jack-
son Hooker, F. R. S. and T. Taylor, M. D. 8vo. 1/. Us. 6d.

A Concise and Easy Method of Preserving Subjects of Natural
History. By W'illiam Bullock. 3s.

British Ornithology, with 60 coloui:ed Plates. By John Hunt, oi
JJorwidi. Vol. I. Svo. 21, 5s.
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NOVELS AND ROMANCES.
Rob Roy, a Novel. By the Author of Waverley, Guy Manner-

ing, and the Antiquar}'. 3 vol. Price 1/. ^s. in boards.

Women, or Pour et Contre. By the Author of ' Bertram. * 3 vol.

i2mo. 1/. Is.

The Baclielor and the Married i»Tan, or the Equilibrium of tht
* Balance oi Comfort. ' 3 vol, 10s. 6d.

Helen Monteagle. By Alicia Lefanu. 3 vol. 1/. Is.

A Bride, and No Wife. By Mrs Moss. 4 vol. 1/. 2s.

Rosabella, or a Tvlother's Marriage. 5 vol. 1/. 10s.

Manners. 3 vol. ISs.

The Quakers, a Tale. By Eliza B. Lester. 6s.

The Story of Clarissa. 3s. 6d.

The Foundling of Devonshire, or Who is She ? By Miss C. D.
Haynes. 5 vol. 1/. 7s. 6d.

Beauchamp, or the Wheel of Fortune. By James Holroyd Field-

ing. 4 vol. 1/. 2s.

Tales of Wonder, of Humour, and of Sentiment. By Anne and
Annabella Plumptre. 3 vol. 1/. Is.

Dunsany, an Irish Story. 2 vol. 12s.

The Mysteries of the Forest. By IMary Houghton. 3 vol. 2d edit.

The History of Julius Fitz-John. 3 vol. 1/. Is.

The Actress of the present Day. 3 vol. 18s.

Frankenstein, or the Modern Prometheus. 3 vol. 16s. 6d.

Tales of my Landlady. Edited by Peregrine Puzzlebrain Esq.

S vol, 12mo.

Sir James the Rose, a Border Story. 12mo.

Northern Irish Tales, founded on Facts. 2 vol.

Correction, a Novel. By a Lady, Author of Geography, Le Bou-
«[uet, Elegant Repository, &c. 3 vol. 12mo. 15s.

Unknown of the Pyrennees, a Tale. 12mo. 6s.

Submission Exemplified, or the Amiable Stranger; a Narrative. 6s»

Secrets in every Mansion, or the Surgeon's Memorandum Book.

By Anne of Swansea. 5 vol. 1/. 7s. 6d.

The Advertisement, or Twenty Years Ago. 3 vol. 16s. 6d.

Delusion, 2 vol. 10s. 6d.

POETRY.

Agnes, a Poem. By Dr Thomas Brown, Professor of Moral Phi-

losophy in the University of Edinburgh. . Foolscap 8vo. 7s.

De Vaux, or the Heir of Gilsland. A Poem in Five Cantos. By
Robert Carlyle. Foolscap Svo. 5s.

Zapolya, a Christmas Tale, in two parts. By S. T. Coleridge esq.

$vo. 5s.

Sincere Burst of Feeling, an Ode to tlie Memory of the Princes*

Charlotte. 4to, 2s.

Mary Queen of Scots ; an Historical Poem, with other Miscella-

neous Pieces. By Margaretta Wedderburn. 12mo.

Trifles in Verse. By L. T. Berguer esq. Svo. 7s.

True Patriotism, dedicated in a Letter to his Royal Highness the

Prince Regent. By James Ackland. 5vo. Is,
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The Grave of the Convict, an Elegy. Is.

Evening Hours, a Collection of original Poems. 5s. 6d.

A Monody to the Memory of the Princess Charlotte Augusta. By
the Author of ' Evening Hours. ' 2s.

The Search, aad other Poems. By Mr Ediiieston,

The Chieftain's Fete.

The Hours, in four Idylls. By Hen. Hudson esq. Flsc, 8vo. 7s.

Cambridge Prize Poems, being a complete Collection of the Eng-
lish Poems uhicli have obtained the Chancellor's Gold Medal in the

University of Cambridge. Flsc. 8vo. 5s.

The Odes of Anacreon, translated into Latin Verse. By the Rev.
W. J. Aislabie.

The Dragon Knight. By Sir James Bland Burges, Bart. 8vo.

The Collected Works of Lord Byron Vol. VL, contaiaing the Prr-

.«!oner of Chillon, The Dream, Darkness, Manfred, and the Lament
of Tasso. Small 8vo. 7s.

Rhododaphne, or the Thessalian Spell ; a Poera. Foolscap Svo.

Pains of Hope ; a Poem. 8vo. ^s.

Foliage, or Poems, Original and Ti-anslated. By Leigh H^mt.
Revolt of Islam ; a Poem, in twelve Cantos. By P. B. Shelley.

Svo. 10s. 6d,

Alastor, or the Spirit of Solitude. By the Same. 5s.

Thoughts on Happiness, a Poem. By the Rev. Francis Humfray,
A. M. ^Svo. 8s.

Tobias, a Dramatic Poem, with other Pieces. By James Jacob-

son, esq. Foolscap Svo. 5s.

Belshazzar's Feast, a Seatonian Prize Poem. By the Rev. T. S.

Hughes, Fellow of Emanuel College, Cambridge. 3s. Gd.

Poems in English, Scotch, and Gaelic, on various Subjects. By
John Walker, Farmer, Lass. 12mo. 5s.

Poems by William Covvper ; to which is prefixed, a Memoir of the

Author, and Critical Notes on his Poems, written expressly for this

Edition, with Vignette and Frontispiece. Slnio. 4s. 6d.

Fragment, suggested by a bright Gleam of Sunshine, Nov. 1 7th,

1817, two days before the Funeral of the Princess Charlotte of
Wales. 4to. 2s. 6d.

Elegy to the Memory of her Royal Highness the Princess Char-
lotte of V/ales. By Mr*; Cockle. 4to. 2s.

The Lament of the Emerald Isle. By Charles Phillips, esq. Is.

A Cypress Wreath for the Tomb of the Princess Charlotte, con-
taining origmal Tributes to her Tvleinory : To which is prefixed, a Bio-

graphical niemoir of her Royal Highness. ByJ. Coote. Flsc. Svo. 6s.

An Epiccdium to the Memory of Princess Charlotte. j>y R.Hatt.
The Bridal of the Isles, a Mask : To which is added, the Blighted

Hope, a Monody. By Charles Knight. Flsc. Svo. 4v.

Lines occasioned by the Death of the Princess Charlotte. Is. 6d.

Mr Hurwitz's Flebrew Dirge, with a Metrical Translation. Bv
S. T. Coleridge, esq.

VOL. XXIX. NO. 5S, H
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Leopold's Loss, or England's Tears over the Urn of the Princess-

Charlotte, a Monody.
Psyche, or the Soul, in seven Cantos. By J. Brown esq. 12mo. 7s.

POLITICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY.
Remarks upon a Letter, addressed by Pd. Mazeres, a French Ex-

colonist, to J. C. L. Sismonde de Sismondi, containing Observations

on the Blacks and Wliites, the Civilization of Africa, the Kingdom
of Hayti, &c. Translated from the French of the Baron de Vastey,
Secretary to the King of Hayti. Is. 6d.

A Bill of Rights and Liberties, or an Act for a constitutional Re-
form of Parliament. By Major Cartwright. Is. 6d.

An Essay on Benevolent Associations for the Relief of the Poor.
By Ralph Wardlaw. 8vo. Is. 6d.

Principles of the Constitution of Governments. By William Cun-
ningham, Esq. of Enterkine. 2d edit, ll^mo. bds. 6s.

Remarks on the Plans and Publications of Robert Owen, Esq. of
New Lanark. By John Brown, minister of the Associate Congre-
gation, Biggar. Is. 6d.

Observations on the Impolicy, Abuses, and False Interpretation

of the Poor Laws ; and on the Reports of the two Houses of Parlia-

ment. By John Lord Sheffield. 2s. 6d.

Observations on the Impolicy of permitting the Exportation of
British Wool, and of preventing the free Importation of Foreign
Wool. By John Maitland, Esq. M. P. 8vo. 3s.

A Letter to the Common Council and Livery of London, on the

Abuses existing in Newgate. By the Hon. H. G. Bennet.

On the approaching Crisis, or on the Impracticability and Injustice

of resuming Cash Payments at the Bank, in July 1818. By the

Right Hon. Sir J. Sinclair.

Remarks on the Report of the Select Committee of the House of
Conmions on the Poor Laws, in which the proposed alteration of the

Laws of Settlement and Pauperism, its causes, consequences, and
remedies, are distinctly considered. By a Monmouthshire Magi-
strate. 8vo. 2s.

An Inquiry into the State of the French Finances, and that of
Public Credit, with Observations on the Budget of 1818. By Count
Lanjuinais. Tramlated by George Hurdis, Esq.

A Letter to Lord Erskine, on such Parts of his Armata as relate

to Corn and Wool ; in which Restrictions on Importation, with their

Effects on Commerce and Agriculture, and the situation of the La-
bouring Classes, are considered. Is. 6d.

A View of the present Increase of the Slave Trade, the Cause of
that Increase, and suggesting a Mode for its total Annihilation. By
Robert Thorpe, Esq. LL.D. late Chief Justice of Sierra Leone.
8vo. 5s. 6d.

Thoughts on the Results of various Inventions for the Abridgment
of Labyur ; on their Cooperation with our Parochial System and
other Causes in depressing the Lower Classes of Society ; and on the

Urgent Necessity of Legislative Interference, with the Suggestion of

a i'urtial Remedy. By the Rev. M'l^. Ec^meads.
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THEOLOGY.
Sermons and Lectures. By the Rev. Alexander Brunton, D. D:

Professor of Oriental Languages in the University of Edinburgh, <Src.

8vo. 12s.

A Course of Sermons for the Lord's Day throughout the Year

;

including Christmas Day, Good Friday, and Ascension Day. Adapt-
ed to and chiefly taken from the Service of the Day. By Joseph
Holden Pott, A.M. Archdeacon of London. 2 voI.'Hvo. 1/. Is.

Sermons. By John B. Romeyn, D. D. Pastor of the Presbyterian

Church, Cedar Street, New York. Two vol. in one. 8vo. bds. 10s. 6d.

Old Church of England Principles Opposed to the " New Light;

'

in a series of Plain, Doctrinal, and Practical Sermons oa the First

Lesson in the Morning Service of the different Sundays and great

Festivals throughout the Year. By the Rev. R. Warner. Vol. L 6s.

A Commentary on the Old and New Testaments, with the Text
at large. By the Rev. Robert Hawker, D.D. Complete in 48 parts.'

Demy Svo. 3s. each ; or Royal Svo, 'ts.

The New Testament of our Lord Jesus Christ, translated into'

pure Biblical Hebrew, for the use of the Jews in any part of the

world. 1/. Is.

The Unitarian Refuted ; or, the Divinity of Christ, and the doc-

trine of the Holy Trinity plainly proved from copious Texts of Scrip-

ture, accompanied with Notes collected from the New Family Bible.

By the Rev. G, Baker. Svo. 5s.

The Bible, not the Bible Society, being an Attempt to point out

that mode of disseminating the Scriptures which would most etfectu-

ally conduce to the security of the Established Church, and the peace

of the United Kingdom. By the Rev. W. Phelan, Fellow of Trinity-

College. Svo. 4s.

Lectures on Scripture Doctrines. By William Bengo Collyer, D.D.
Svo. 14s.

The Clerical Guide, or Ecclesiastical Directory, containing a com-
plete Register of the Prelates and other Dignitaries of the Church

;

a List of all the Benefices in England and Wales, arranged alphabe-

tically, &c. Svo.

Instructions for the use of Candidates for Holy Orders, and of the

Parochial Clergy, as to Ordination, Licenses, Institutions, Collations,

Inductions, Dispensations, &c. By C. Hodgson. Svo. Ss.

The Divine Authority of Holy Scripture Asserted, from its Adap-
tation to the real State of Human Nature ; in Eight Sermons, preach-

ed before the University of Oxford. By J. Miller, M. A. Feilow of

Worcester College.

Sermons, preached on different occasions. By the Rev. David
Dickson, Minister of the New North Church, Edmburgh. Svo.

Price 10s. 6d* in boards.

The Recovian Catechism, with Notes and Illustraiions, translated

from the Latin ; to which is prefixed, a Sketch of the Histoi'y of

Unitarianism in Poland, and the adjacent countries. By the Rev.'

I'homas Rees, F. S. A. 12mo. 9s.
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The Doctrine of Christian Charity applied to the case of Religious

DitFerencs : a Sermon preached before the AuxiHary Society, Glasgow,

to the Hibernian Society, for Establishing Schools, and circulating-

the Holy Scriptures in Ireland. By Thomas Chalmers, D. D. 2s. Gd.

A Concordance to the Holy Bible ; to which is added, a Geogra-
phical Index, with, the Calendar and Table of Lessons. Edited by
James W. Bellamy, M. A. ^to. 4s. Large paper, 7s.

Sermons on the Commandments. By llobt. Jones, D. D. 8vo. 6s.

The Catholic Manual ; an Expositimi of the Controverted Doc-
trine of the Catholic Church : with preliminary Observations and
Notes. By the Rev. .lohn Fletcher. 4s. Cd.

The History of the Destruction of Jerusalem, as connected with

the Scripture Prophecies. By the Rev. George Wilkins, A. M. Do-
mestic Chaplain to the Earl of Kinnoull ; and Vicar of Lowdhani
and Lexington, Nottinghamshire. Royal 8vo. 20s.

Christianity and Present Politics, how far recojicileable ; In a Let-

ter to Mr Wilberforce. By the Rev. H. Bathurst, LL. B. Archdea-
con of Norwich. Ss.

The I^iturgy of the Church and State, accommodated through-

out to the Precepts and Practices of the Son of God and his Apostles.

A Seriuon, delivered in the Tron Church, Glasgo-iv, on Wednesday
Nov. 19, 1817, the day of the Funeral of her lloyal Highness the

Princess Charlotte of Wales. By Thomas Chalmers, D. D. Minister

of the Tron Church, Glasgow. 8vo. Sewed. Price Is. 6d.

The Hopes of an Empire Reversed ; or, the night of Pleasure turn-

ed into Fear; A Sermon, prtaclied on November 16, 1817, on occa-

sion of the death ofthe Princess Charlotte. By J. Jamieson, D. D. Is.

Prayers for the Use of Families and Individuals. By John Wilson^

D. D. Minister of Falkkk. 8vo. 5s.

A Letter to the Rev. Dr Chalmers of Glasgow, on the distinctive

Characters of the Protestant and Roman Catholic Religions, occa-

sioned by the publication of his sermon for the Hibernian Society. By
ihe Rev. Robert Burns, one of the jNIInisters of Paisley. Price 2s. 6c!.

A Funeral Sermon on the late Princess Charlotte, preached at,

(Glasgow. By the Rev. Wm. Taylor, jun. D. D. Is. 6d.

The Situation of the World at the Time of Christ's Appearance.

and its connexion v.ith the success of his religion, considered. A
pennon preached before the Society in Scotland for Propagating Chris-

tian Knowledge, Jan. 6, 1775, by W, Robertson, D. D. Price Is. 6d.

TOPOGRAPHY.
Leigh's New Picture of London ; or, a View of the Political, Reli-

gious, Medical, Literary, Municipal, Commercial, and Moral State

of the British Metropolis. Presenting a brief and luminous Guide to

the Stranger, on all Subjects connected with general Information,

Business, or Amusement. Embellished with upwards of 100 Views,

Plan, &c. 9s.

A Series of Plans and Illustrations of the City of Edinburgli, from

the earliest period to the present time. By R. ICirkwood. Price, bound
in imperial folio, 51. 5s.; or iu cloth iii a case for a libraiy, 6/. 16s. 6d.
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The History and Antiquities of Croydon, comprising a general and
descriptive Account of the Town, its Hamlets, and Manors, from the

earliest authentic Records to the present Time. By the Rev. D. W.
Garrow. 8vo. 14s.

The Introduction to the Beauties of England and Wales ; compris-

ing Observations on the History and Antiquities of the Britons ; the

Romans in Britain ; the Anglo-Saxons ; the Anglo-Danes ; and the

Anglo-Normans. By James Norris Brevv^er. 8vo. 1/. 4s. Large
paper, 1/. 1 Is. 6d.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.
Narrative of a Voyage in his Majesty's late ship Alceste to the

Yellow Sea, along the coast of Corea; with an Account of the Ship-

wreck in the Straits of Caspar. By J. Macleod, Surgeon. 8vo. 12s.

History of a Six Weeks' Tour through a part of France, Switzer-

land, Germany, and Holland, with Letters descriptive of a Sail round
the Lake of Geneva, and of the Glaciers of Chamouni. 4s. 6d.

Personal Observations, made during the Progress of the British

Embassy through China, and on its Voyage to and from that Country,

in the years 1816 and 1817. By Clark Abel, Physician and Natur-
alist to the Embassy. 1 vol. 4to.

Memoirs on European and Asiatic Turkey, from the manuscript
Journals of modern travellers iii those countries. By Robert Walpole,
A. M. Vvith plates.

Tour through the Netherlands in 1816 and 1817. By J. Smithers.

^vo. 9s.

Travels through some Parts of Germany, Poland, Moldavia, and
Turkey. By Adam Neale, M. D. 4to. 21. 2s.

An Account of a Voyage of Discovery to the Western Coast of

Corea, and the Great Loo Choo Island, in the Japan Sea, in H, IVL

S. Lyra. By Captain Basil Hall, R. N. 4to. 2/. 2s.

Billets in the Low Countries, 1814 to 1817, in Letters. 12mo. 7s.

Travels in the interior of America, in the years 1809, 1810, and
1811, including a description of Upper Louisiana, together with the

i)tates of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Tennessee, with the Illinois

iind Western Territories, and containing Remarks and Observations

useful to Persons emigrating to those Countries. By Jolm Bradbury,

F. L. S. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

Narrative of my Captivity in Japan during the j^eai's 1811, 12, and
13, Avith Observations on the Country and the people. By Captain

Golownin of the Russian Navy. To which is added, an Account of

a \'oyage to the Coast of Japan, and of Negotiations with the Japa-

nese for the Release of the Author and his Companions. By Captaiu

Rikord. 2 v'ol. 8vo. 18s.

Observations, Moral, Literar}^, and Antiquai-ian, made during a
Tour through the whole of the Pyrennees, France, Switzerland, Italy,

-aud the Netherlands, in 1814 and 1815. By John Milford, jun. 2
yol. 8vo. 1/. Is,

Notes on a Journey from Virginia to the Illitiois. By Morris Birk-

'i>eck, Esq. ^ 5&.
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INDEX.

Acidemia Delia Crusca, their edition of Dante, 455.

Ailciny Mr, observations on a bed of trap in the colliery of Birch-

Hill in Staffordshire, 82.

Alexander, the Emperor, honours conferred by, on Sir Robert Wil-.

son, 167— his indefatigable efforts to improve his country, 171-

Alum Boy, in the Isle of Wight, description of, 371.

Afnerjcana, extensive traffic carried on by, with the Chinese, 44'1.

jimherft, Lord, conduct and result of his embassy to China, 438.

uipley, in the Isle of Wight, view from, 369.

Aqvnhplln, the birthplace of Peter de Egeblanke, bishop of Here-,

ford, 195.

Arabs, intercourse of, with the islands of the Indian archipelago, 45.

Baglioni, M., account of hLs Commentary on Dante, 453.

Banka, quantity of tin annually yielded by the island of, 42.

Barc'dis, Danipier's, remarks on the people of, 5^.

Bell, of Antermony, his account of the Russian embassy to China, 435.

Beiionl, nature of the commerce between, and the Indian islands, 44.

Benihnm on Codification,—Indefatigable assiduity of the author in

pursuit of his favourite object, 217—makes offer of his services to

the French National Assfaibly, 218— his offers to the Emperor of

Russia not accepted in t!ie way he desired, 220—exhorts the Unit-

ed States to adopt a written code in place of the common law of

England, 221— inquiry into the nature of the common or unwritten

law of England, 222—what the peculiar character of this species

of legislation, 228—example of its uncertainty, 229.

Beppo, a Venetian tale, a species of composition of which our litera-

ture has hitherto afforded few examples, 503—what the subject

of, 304— extracts from, ib.

Berger, Dr, on the geological features of the north- eastern counties

of Ireland, 74—on the dykes of the north of Ireland, 80.

Bertrand, ^I., his opinion respecting fossil shells, 315.

Bin.'^tecd, in the isle of Wight, description of, 368.

Borneo, Chinese colony on the coast of, 41—gold mines there chief-

ly wrought by them, 42.

Bramhuns, daily duties of, enumerated, 386—their shocking charac-

ter, 397.

Buache, hypothesis on which he constructed his maps, 321.

Bugis of Wajo, an enterprising and industrious tribe in the island of

Celebes, 39.

Cardonn, description of the salt mines of, in Spain, 92.

Cary, Mr, the most successful of the translators of Dante, 469

—

extracts from his work, 470.
Gathcurt, Lord, his testimony to the merits of Sir Robert Wilson, 166.

(^atholics, Irish, evasive corduct of the opnoncuts of their ei^:ancipa-
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tion, 114—apprehensions of foreign influence, according to iNFr

Forster, groundless, 115—what the real danger, according to him,
116—remedy proposed by him examined, 117—Mr Peele's argu-

ments, 120—probability of the overturn of the Protestant esta-

bHshment, by CathoHc ascendency in ParHament, 122—or of re-

beUion and separation from Great Britain, examined, 123— de-

graded state of the Cathohc population, 126—shocking severities

practised en them, ISO.

Catino, Sacrn, of Genoa, a supposed emerald vase that held the

paschal lamb at the last supper, 213—removed by the French,

and found to be composed of coloured glass, 214.

Celebes, natives of, the principal carriers of the Indian islands, 39.

Ceremnnie! of religion lose their importance in proportion to the pi"0-

gress of mental improvement, 382.

C/m/)(- district of England described, 326—hills in the Isle of Wight,
364.

Chamber!/, cathedral of, described, 193—^^shooting at the popinjay,

194— anecdote of Victor Amadeus, 19.5.

China, extent of the trade of the Indian islands with, 40—colonies

of Chinese established there, 41.

China, misconduct of the Europeans the cause of the restrictions of

the trade to, 433—embassies of the Dutch and Russians, 4M

—

objects and result of Lord Macartney's embassy, 436—Lo. d Am-
herst's, 438—amount of the Ea>t India Company's tradi- to, and

hovi^ managed, 440 - Hong merchants, 441—rapid increase of the

American traffic with, 442—exptxlition to Macao, 443--advanta-

ges to be expected from a free tradj with, 445—that of Europe

hitherto extends little beyond the province of Canton, 448— trade

of Britain under the present vitious system, compared with what

it might be under an enlightened policy, 451.

Chines, a peculiar species of scenery in the isle of Wight, described,

370.

Clare, Earl of, use of torture openly acknowledged an-d defended by,

128.

Coffee, one of the principal articles of the Indian trade, 47.

Colehrooke, Mr, his account of the early history of the algebra, &c«

of the Hindus, 141.

Coni, considered by the Turinese as the Gotham of Piedmont, 209.

Cora/ reefs, progress of the formation of, described, 496.

Corra, dress and manners of the natives of, 477—error in the geo-

graphy of, corrected, 491.

Cous, cascade of, 193.

Cuttaca, or the Pulveriser, a process in the Hindu algebra, explain-

ed, 151.

Dampier, remarks of, on the Indian trade, 51.

i)fl«o7?2^>' girls in India, account of, 391.

Darte," poem of, compared to an immense forest, 454— history of

the commentators on, 455—extracts from Mr Gary's translation

of, 470,
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DecMn, trade of, with the Indinn island?, 4;/.

Deifies, Hindu scandalous characters of, 384.

Dehmbre, M., high antiquity of the Hindu astronomy disputed by, 162.

Ddolme, letters of Junius ascribed to, 95.

I){p sector, invention and use of, 493.

Duhnix, Abbe, account of his work on the cl)aracter, manners, &c.

of the people of India, 379. See Hindus.

Dunblane, effects of aii assessment for tJie poor in tlie parish of, 278,

Note.

Dutch, embassy of the, to China, 434.

East India Company, amount of their trade to China, and how con-

ducted, 440.

I.llis, Mr, his journal of the proceedings of the late embassy to

China, 433. See Chimi.

Englejield, Sir Henry, his description of the Isle of Wight, 363—

•

remarkable peculiarity in the chalk hills of, first observed by, 364

—picturesque scenery of, 367—excellence of the plates l»y which
the work is illustrated, 372.

JEivinq, Mr, report of, on the management of the poor of Glasgow,

498.

Finlajj, Mr, strictures on his preface to PInllips's speeches, 54.

Fitzgerald, Mr Judkin, presents a petition for indemnification, 129

—

cruelties practised by, on the Catholics, 130.

Hint, observations on the formation of, 367.

Forest, submarine, on the coast of Somersetshire, 91.

Formations, a term used by Werner for the strata that constitute the

surface of the globe, 71.

Forster, Mr. apprehensions of foreign influence on the Irish Catholic

clergy, according to him, groundless, 115—what in his opinion the

real danger, 116—nostrum proposed by him, 117.

Fossfino, academy of, 209.

Fossil ^\\e\h, absurd opinion respecting, 314.

FrnnciSf Sir Philip, supposed to be the author of the Letters of Junius,

96—his talents proved to be equal to the task, 97—and his works

to bear a striking resemblance to those celebrated papers, 100

—

further proofs, from coincidence of dates, with Sir Francis's residence

in this country, 101, and from his connexion with the war-office,

with which Junius evinces a peculiar acquaintance, 102—cause of

the latter's kindness for Lord Holland explained, 105—connexion

between him and Mr Woodfliil, ib.— and Mr Garrick, 106—re-'

markable coincidence between Sir Francis's report of a speech of

Lord Chatham and eome of the letters, 107—nmtual resemblance

in the use of favourite expressions, and in ten}per, 108—appoint-

ment of Sir Francis from a clerkship in the war-ofiice to a seat in

the supreme council in India thus accounted for, 109—rcauses by
which he may have been led to persist in concealment, 110

—

testimonies to his merits by the managers of Hastings's impeach-

ment 111— remarkable peculiarities of speUing common to J90t\,

112=,
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FiilUrs earth, whefe found in England, 327.
Genoa, devastations of the French at, 211—st«ry of the Hon of St

IVIark, ib—palaces, 212—description of the Sacro Catino, 213.
Geology, advantage resulting from tiie study of, 74.
GcQlogical Society, transactions of, introductory reniarks on, 70—in

what the true merit of Werner consists, 71—error of some of his

leading disciples in this country, 72—Berger on the geological fea-

tures of the north-eastern counties of Ireland, 74 —on the dykes
ef the north of Ireland, 80— Aikin's observations on a bed of
trap, &c. 82—M'CuUoch's geological description of Glen Tilt, 84

—

Horner's sketch of the geology of the south-western part of Somer-
setshire, 88—Traill on the salt mines of Cardona in Spain, 92

—

Lord Webb Seymour's description of a ciinometer, ib enumera-
tion of the niineralogical papers contained in the volume, ib.

Glen Tilt, geological description of, 85.

Gold, abundant in almost all the Indian islands, 42.

Gorbals parish, of Glasgow, mode of providing for the poor there, an
eminent instance of the Scotish independence of character, 296.

Guettaj-d, object of, in his maps, 321.

Hall, Captain, voyage of discovery oi, 475—reflections on the spec-

tacle of new countries, ib.—arrival on the coast of Corea, 476

—

dress, manners, &c. of the natives, 477—prodigious number of isl-

ands discovered, 480—visit to that of Loo-choo, 481—amiable

character of the people, 482—geography of these remote regions

corrected by the author, 491—geological observations, 495.

Haute Combe, abbey of, at Chambery, 195.

Hay, Mr, his account of the cruelties committed by the North Cork
Militia, in the county of Wexford, 134.

Hindus, algebra and arithmetic of, 141—era of different writers on

these subjects fixed, 142—their mode of notation, 144—account

of the Lilavati, a treatise on arithmetic, 146—of the operation of

inversion, 148—and supposition, 149—of the rule of proportion,

and combinations, 150—of the cuttaca or pulveriser, 151—geome-
trical knowledge of the Hindus considerable, 157—high antiquity

of their astronomical tables disputed, 161.

Hiiidjts, contradictory characters of, by different writers, 377—diffi-

culty of procuring correct information concei'ning them, 380—re-

ligion the grand feature of societ}^ among them, 381—inmiense

number of their deities, 383—who are all represented as beings of

the deepest depravity, 384—have numerous other objects of wor-

ship besides gods and goddesses, 385—morning ceremonies of a

bramhun, 386—what the distinguishing characteristics of the Hin-

du religion, 388—human sacrifices, 389—worship of the Lingam,

390—dancing girls, ib.—singular contrast between the history of

religion among the Hindus, and in Europe, explained, 393—shock-

ing character of the bramhuns, 397—deities, notwithstanding the

influence of religious hopes and fears, are. little respected among
them, 400—division into sects, the source of numerous quarrels, 40j..

lihidu Chinese nations, trade between and the Indian jtaiand*, 43.
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Holland, New, extensive fishery on the coasts of, carried on by the

inhabitants of the Indian islands, 40.

Hong merchants, 44 1.

Homers, Mr, sketch of the geology of the south-western part of

Somersetshire, 88.

Humi n sacrifices among the Hindus, 389.

Japan, trade of Europe with, chiefly conducted with the commodi-
ties of the Indian islands, 43.

Java, annual influx ot Chinese settlers to, 41—teak timber found

there alone of all the Indian islanda, 44—amount of coffee and

sugar yielded by, 47—demand for articles of Bi'itish manufacture

there, 48.

ImJiini islands, great importance of the commerce of, in all former

ages, 36—causes of the present inefficacy of, 37—population of,

enumenited, 38—trade between and China, 40—with Bei.gal, 43

—

with the Decan, 45- with Europe, ib. -articles of cluef import-

ance in this branch of trade, 46— apprehensions from the piratical

character of the East-insular tribes ill founded, 49.

Junius, inquiry into the author of the Letters of, 94—various persons

to whom they have been ascribed, 95—real author perhaps at last

discovered, 96. See Frnncis, Sir Philip.

Ku-tou, ceremony of, among the Chinese, 436.

Lehmans claims to be the first who observed and described the struc-

ture of stratified countries, 317.

Lilavati, a Hindu treatise on arithmetic, account of, 146.

Lingam, worship of, among the Hindus, 390.

Lister, Dr, curious opinion of, respecting the remains of organized
beings, 314—was the first projector of a geological map, 315.

Lombarc/i Padre, account of his edition of Dante, 456, 463.

Loo-Choo, first interview of the crew of the Alceste with the people
of, 482—their dress and personal figure, ib examples of their

native delicacy of taste and social habits, 483—their knowledge of
arts, 486—parting scene with their English friends, 487—are ig-

norant of war, and the use of money, 488—their religion, 489

—

their women strictly secluded from the visiters, 490—error in the

situation of the island corrected, 492.

Macartney, Lord, mission of, to China, 437.
Macassar, extensive fishery of tripang carried on from the port of, 41.
jypCulloc/i's, Dr, geological description of Glen Tilt, 84.

Michell, Rev. John, his illustration of the position of the strata of
the globe, 318.

Millin, Voyage en Italic—knowledge and diligence of the author
commended, 191—motives of his journey, 192—account of Cham-
bery, 193—Aquabella, 195- Suza, 197—Turin, 201— Saluccs, 208
—Fossana, ib.—Coni and Nice, 209— Savona, 210—Genoa, 211
—concluding address, 215—what the chief faults of the work, 216.

Missionaries, superior means of information they possess among the
Hindus, 380.

Isidore's Lalla Rookh, author's minute acquaintance with the scenery
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and learning of the East, 1—general effect of the work rather to

excite admiration than delight, 2— owing to the uniformity of its

briliiancy, ib.—all the great poets remarkable for the occasional

familiarity and homeliness of their incidents, characters, &c., 5—
nothing truly interesting to us but the feelings of creatures like

ourselves, 7—general plan of the work, 8—story of the veiled pro-

phet of Khoraseai;, 9—extracts from, 12—Paradise and the Peri,

19— the Inre worshippers, 22—the Light of the Haram, 30—points

of resemblance between the author and some other living poets, 33

—has long ago redeemed himself from the charge made against

him of licentiousness, 34.

Mus^rave^ Sir Richard, admits the cruelties practised on the Irish

Catholics, 132.

Needle rocks, 2>1\.

Nice, Di- Smollet's complaints against, not ill founded, 209.

Paley, Dr, remark of, on the common law of England, 22^.

Pauperism, origin of the poor-laws, 261—doubts of their efficacj',

which may be supposed to have been entertained previous to ex-

perience, 262—confirmed by the result, 263—he who questions

their expedience notwithstanding, usually regarded as a visionary',

264—and M'hy, 265—character of their supporters analyzed, 265
—what the distinction betv/een them and the man of true practical

wisdom, 268—poor-laws the result of an attempt to interfere witli

the processes of Nature, &c., 270—Dr Smith's reasonings against

monopolies in trade, applied to the case of the poor-laws, 271—
expenditure of Scottish and English parishes contrasted, 274

—

plan of remedy where compulsory laws for the provision of the

poor have already been introduced in Scotland, 276—extension of

the system there, to be assiduously guarded against, 279— increase

of the expenditure of Scots parishes, where it has been adopted,

282—some of the clearest principles both of Nature and Christi-

anity violated by the regulations against public begging, 285-—ad-

vantages of a more extended parochial subdivision, 287— distress,

in times of scarcity, always greatest in towns where assessments

have been long established, 294—fund proposed among operative

manufacturers for their own relief in times of distress, 299—sums

raised for, and expended on the poor, at different periods, accord-

ing to the Report of the Committee, 499.

Peek, Mr, his scheme for redressing the Catholic grievances exa-

mined, 1 20.

Phillips, Mr, Speeches of, introductory remarks on, 52—strictures

on Mr Finla3''s preface, 54—author's idea of the perfection of ora-

tory, illustrated by extracts, 57—absurdities arising from his love

of imagery, 60—specimen of what he means for wit, 6o.

Piracy, common in the Malayan seas, 50.

Plott, Dr, absurd opinion of, respecting fossils, 314.

Poetical extracts from Moore's Lalla Rookh—the veiled prophet of

Khorassan, 12—Paradise and the Peri, 19—the Fire worshippers,

23-rthe Light of the Haram, 30—from Beppo, a Venetian story.
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504-—froiTti Sir Henry Englefield, 369—from Gary's translation of

Dante, 470.

Pope, remarks on I^u's translation of Homer, 467.

Popinjay, pastime of" shooting, at Cliambery, 194.

Portland, Duke of, supposed by some tlie author of Junius's Let-

ters, 95.

Qriarttrlij List of new pubiicationa, 247, 502.

Religimi, remarks on the history of, 392—singularity in tlie contrast

of, among the Hindus and in Europe, explained, 393.

Boh Ro!/s general remarks on, 403—outline of the story, 404—first

introduction of Miss Die Vernon, 410—sketch of the Osbaldistone

family, &c. 413—Bailie Jarvie's account of his kinsman, 417—ren-

counter between Rashlcigh and the hero of the tale, 418—scene

at the clachan of Aberfoil, 419—drownii-.g of Mr Morris, 422

—

Kob Roy a captive before the Duke of M., 423—his reappearance

after escaping, 425—'meeting of Miss Vernon and the hero in the

Highlands, 425— parting; scene bet.vecn him and Rob and his wife,

427—Andrew Fairservice's account of the purgation of the cathe-

dral of Glasgow, 430—address of Bailie Jarvie to Mrs MacGregor,
431;—his commentary on his adventures after returning to Glas-

gow, ib.

Rouclle, M,, his remarks on the distribution of fossil shells, 516—was
acquainted with the distinction between primary and secondary

mountains, 317.

Jtiisda, a sketch en the military and political power of, ascribed to

Sir R. Wilson, 164—high character of that officer, 166—testimo-

nies borne to his merit by the alUed sovereigns, 167—why neglect-

ed by his own government, 168—literary merits of the author exa-

mined, 170'—unceasing activity of the Emperor Alexander in im-

proving his country, 171—sketch of the fruits of his care previous

to the French invasion, and motives which dictated that attempt,

172-:—errors committed by the French in tliat campaign, 174—and
by the Russians, 175—the military administration of the latter

shown, however, to be much improved, 176—great loss they sus-

tained in tljeir pursuit of the French, 177—their discipline in the

subsequent campaign superior to that of the other allied powers,

178—excite their astonishment when reviewed at the camp of Vir-

tu, 179—enormous ])ower of the Russian empire at the present

time, 180—no eifeclual opposition to it can be expected from
France, according to the author, 183—nor from viustria, 184—or

Turkey, ib—power of England cramped by tlie policy she has ad-

opted, 185—the author's apprehensions from the vast power of

Russia shown to be exaggerated, 187—France still by far the

most powerful nation on the Continent, 188—what the great error

committed by the pacificators of Europe, 189-

Russians, embassies of, to China, 434.

Sacrifices, human, among the Hindus, 389.

'

Saluces, tov.-n of, 208.

Savona, the birthplace of the celebrated Chiabr^ra, 210;
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Savojjnrds, annual migration of, to France, 196—the word universally

employed by the French to denote chimney-sweepers, 197.

Shnnklin Chine, in the Isle of Wight, described, 370.

Smith, Dr Adam, reasonings of, against monopolies in trade, appli-

cable to the case of the poor-liiws, 271.

Smith, Mr William, a claimant to some of the discoveries of Werner, 71

—projects a geological map of England, 311—sketch of the his-

tory of preceding discoveries, 313—general structure of the coun-

try, 322—list of the principal strata, with observations, 323.

Smoke-jack, description of, by a French traveller, 216.

Somersetshire, sketch of the geology of the south-western part of, 88,

Somma, Monte, account of the veins of lava in the cliffs of, 82.

Sjnceries, finer, singular fact in regard to the consumption of, in Eu-
rope, in modern times, 46.

Stendahl's, Baron, Rome, Naples, and Florence—plan of the book
not a bad one, 237—the author an enthusiast in music, 238—alarm

excited in the conclave by the reforms of Cardinal Gonsalvi, 241

—

sketch of the beauties of the great masters of painting, 242—re-

marks on the English and the Genevese, 245.

Strata, principal, of England and Wales, list of, 323—chalk district

described, 326—ferruginous sand, 327'—cornbrash, &c. 328—free-

stone and lias, 329—marl, 330—limestone, 331^—.important conse-

quences resulting fro'ii the stratified structure of the globe, 334-^
inferences dedncible from a comparison of the structure of the

British islands with that of other countries, ib.

Suza, arch at, erected in honour of Augustus, 193—great church
described, ib.—character and pecuh'ar customs of the inhabitants,

199—monastery of St Michael, 200—leap of La Bellotta, 201.

Tea trade of America and England contrasted, 443—provinces of
China whence the different sorts are procured, 449.

Teak, excellence of, as ship tinjber, 44.

Thorns memoir of the conquest of Java, 05.

Tilt river, bed of, described, 85.

Tin, quantity of, annually yielded by the Indian islands, 42,

Tripang, a singular article of Chinese luxury, 39.

Turin, recent improvements in the city of, 201—theatre and puppet-
shows, 202—description of the palace, 203—churches, ib.—ca-
binets of antiquities, 204—Hospice des Rosines, 205—state of the

fine arts, ib.—public library, 206—specimens of Piedmontese po-
etry, 207.

Vesuvius, account of the veins or dykes of lava in, 82.

Vishnu, sacrifice to, described, 392.

Vivian, Rev. Richard, poor-rates in his parish reduced by his ma-
nagement, 280, 292.

Wakc/ield, Mr, his statement of the degradation of the Irish Catho-
. lie's, 126.

Ward, Mr, account of his work on the religion and character of the

Hindus, 378. See Hindus.

3
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IVebder, Mr Thomas, remarks of, on the strata of the Isle of Wight,
373.

Werner, in what the true geological merit of that naturalist con-
sists, 71—error of some of his disciples, in considering, as a gene-
ral principle, what has only been proved to a limited extent, 72

—

important exception to the regularity of arrangement asserted by
them, 73.

Wkitehurst's remarks on the arrangement of strata, &c. 319.
JV/crJi/:, Isle of, its fomi and extent, 363—peculiar structure of the

chalk hills of, 364— picturesque beauties of, 367— graves of the
crew of the Royal George, 369—chines, a peculiar species of
scenery, described, 370—Alum Bay, 371.

Wilson, Sir Robert, his high military character, 166—honours con-
ferred upon him by the Allied Sovereigns, 167—why neglected,

and even vilified by his own government, 168.

Wirtemherg, the most insignificant kingdom in Europe, 337—its his-

tory interesting, 338—vicAv of its former constitution, 340—con-
stitution subverted by the late King, 346—and reorganized after

the fashion of the French empire, 347—specimen of its complica-
tion, 348—unjust and degrading treatment of the mediatised
princes, 349—oppression of the peasants from the King's fond-
ness for field sports, 352—church property how disposed of, 353
—people disarmed, 354—States assembled, 355—new constitu-

tion, 356—opposed by the assembly, 357—general remarks on
their conduct, 360.

Wollaston, Dr, dip sector invented by, 494.
Woodivarc/, his notions of the general structure of the globe correct,

316.

Wright, Mr, a Catholic teacher, cruel treatment of, 130.
Yellow Sea, description of, 493.
Yelvefion, Lord, refuses the petition of Mr Judkin Fitzgerald for

indemnification, 30—his refusal censured in the House of Com-
mons, 131.

END OF VOLUME TWENTY- NINTH.

No. LIX. mil he published in June.

D. WillisoD, printer, Edinburgh.
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